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ABSTRACT 
 
The majority of Native American Languages are threatened with extinction 
within the next 100 years, a loss that will entail the destruction of the unique cultural 
identity of the peoples that speak them. This dissertation is a reference grammar of 
one such language, the Cherokee language of Oklahoma. Cherokee is the sole 
member of the southern branch of the Iroquoian language family. If current trends 
continue, it will cease to exist as a living language in two generations. Among the 
three federally-recognized tribes there is a strong commitment to language 
revitalization; furthermore, there is a large number of active speakers compared to 
other Native American languages. This current work aims to serve as a reference 
work for Cherokees interested in learning about the grammar of their language as 
well as for educators who are developing language materials. This dissertation also 
offers the academic community a comprehensive descriptive presentation of the 
phonology, morphology, and syntax of the language.  
Cherokee has a relatively small inventory of sounds, and vowels are 
distinguished by length and tone. One of the goals of this work is to allow the reader a 
better understanding of complex phonological rules involving vowel deletion, 
metathesis, and aspiration by using contextualized examples of these phenomena 
throughout this work. To this end an emphasis is based on using stem forms rather 
than natural citation forms. The use of tone as a syntactic device for creating 
subordinate clauses is also stressed throughout this work. 
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The four parts of speech are verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs. Cherokee 
is a polysynthetic language and has complex verbal morphology. Verbs are complete 
utterances as they always carry pronominal prefixes indicating their subject and 
object. Prepronominal prefixes as well as clitics add considerably to the expressive 
range of the Cherokee verb. Nouns and adjectives, many of which are derived from 
verbs, often have these prefixes as well. All of the affixes and clitics are methodically 
described; throughout the grammar their usage is demonstrated by numerous 
everyday examples accompanied by an underlying morpheme breakdown and a 
morpheme-by-morpheme gloss. This grammar also contains a description of the rich 
variety of valency-adjusting operations, including Causative, Applicative and Middle 
voice affixes.  
This dissertation uses a Romanized writing system that marks tone and vowel 
length; all words and sentences are also written in the Cherokee Syllabary in order 
that the information can be useful to those already literate or those who wish to 
become literate in the traditional writing system. The inclusion of both systems 
reflects the need to serve the linguistic community as well as the Cherokee 
community, for whom use of the syllabary is a powerful cultural symbol.     
This dissertation includes three texts in the final chapter. Two are traditional 
narratives involving a race between two animals; the third is a short historical 
narrative. Excerpts from these narratives, as well as examples from the New 
Testament and newspaper articles, are given throughout the grammar to underline the 
importance of the context is establishing word order and grammatical relations.  
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DEDICATION 
 
 
 
 
[gGYhSU ha gO/hsd aQ[]Qv uqd dgkWscpk nsf  
a/Ewf a/xW #/pd gO/hsd unp]tm9i. nsf ns~  
ha [gkWscpk [GYhS aQcli Elizabeth nsf /ccYszn 
afJscv a> afglscdsdsz nsf qPlsz ha gO/hsd. 
 
I dedicate this grammar to the efforts of the Cherokee People to pass on their 
language to a new generation. I also dedicate this work to my wife Elizabeth for her 
unfailing support and encouragement during the writing of this grammar. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 
 
Abbreviations are written in small caps, words are written in lower-case. Often a 
Cherokee word requires more than one English word to translate it; in these cases the 
English words are separated by a period. The following symbols are used to indicate 
the relationship of two elements that are treated as one: 
 
+  compound 
=  clitic 
\        Indicates tone change on preceding element; reason for tone follows slash 
-  prefix or suffix 
:  stem form of preceding form 
   
Example:    shoot:CMP  reads as  ‘Completive stem of the verb ‘shoot’’ 
 
The pronominal prefixes can appear in a number of ways. The person always comes 
first, followed by A, B or O. If another feature needs to be specified, it will be 
separated by a period. If no further features are specified it is assumed that the prefix 
is singular.  
 
Example: 3A   reads as ‘Set A third person singular’   
 
If the prefix is non-singular (i.e. dual or plural), it is assumed to be inclusive if no 
further features are added. 
 
Example: 2A.PL   reads as ‘Set A second person plural inclusive’ 
2A.PL.EX   reads as ‘Set A second person plural exclusive’ 
2A.PL.EX.AN   reads as ‘Set A second person plural exclusive with animate 
third person object’ 
 
Tone in Cherokee is indicated using an acute accent, a grave accent, and a double 
acute accent. The lack of an accent indicates a default low tone except for the end of 
the word.  The tone marking system, and its interaction with vowel length, is 
demonstrated below with the vowel /a/. 
 
a short vowel with low tone 
aa long vowel with low tone 
a short vowel with high tone 
aa long vowel with high tone 
aa rising tone (always long vowel) 
aa lowfall tone (always long vowel) 
aa falling tone (always long vowel) 
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aa highfall  
a shortened highfall 
 
Variations of the symbol <x> occasionally appears at the beginning of a stem. This 
symbol does not indicate a sound, but rather tone or vowel length that will surface 
when prefixes are added.  
 
-xx indicates that the vowel of the prefix that attaches to the stem is lengthened. 
-x indicates that the rightmost long vowel of the complete word will have a 
highfall tone 
-xx indicates that the vowel of the prefix that attaches to the stem is lengthened 
and has a lowfall tone 
-xx indicates that the vowel of the prefix that attaches to the stem is lengthened 
and has a rising tone 
-xx indicates that the vowel of the prefix that attaches to the stem is lengthened 
and has a high tone 
-x indicates that the vowel of the prefix that attaches to the stem has a high tone 
 
 
 
CODE NAME OF MORPHEME  
OR FEATURE 
DISCUSSED IN 
 
BASIC FORM(S) 
 
A Set A prefix Chapter 4, Section 
2 
n/a 
 
A.AN Set A prefix with Animate object Chapter 4, Section 
2.4 
n/a 
 
ACC Accidental derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.3 
4 different forms 
corresponding to 4 
verb stems  
AFT Absolute Future final suffix Chapter 5, Section 
4.4 
-eesti 
\AGT Agentive tone Chapter 7, Section 
3.2.1 
n/a 
 
AMB Ambulative derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.5 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems  
AND Andative derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.6 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems 
ANP Animate Plural object 
prepronominal prefix 
Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.7 
kaa- 
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APL Applicative derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
2.1.1 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems 
=AQ Alternative Question clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.2 
=hv 
ATB Attributive derivational suffix Chapter 8, Section 
1.1.2.4 
-haai 
B Set B Prefix Chapter 4, Section 
3 
n/a 
 
CAU Causative derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
2.1.2 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems  
CIS Cislocative prepronominal prefix Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.8 
ti-/ta- 
:CMP Completive stem of verb Chapter 5 , Section 
3.3 
n/a 
 
=CN   Conjunction clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.11 
=hno 
=CQ   Conducive question clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.1 
=ju 
=CS Concessive clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.12 
=skinii 
CSI Cislocative Imperative 
Prepronominal Prefix 
Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.13 
ee- 
CSM Cislocative Motion Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.9 
ta- 
=CT Contrastive clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.8 
=hv 
.DL  Dual person form of pronominal 
prefix 
Chapter 4, Section 
1 
n/a 
DPL Duplicative derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.1 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems 
DST Distributive prepronominal 
prefix 
Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.6 
tee-/ti- 
=DT  Delimiter clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.6 
=kwu 
DVB Deverbalizer Chapter 7, Section 
3.2.2, 
Chapter 8 
Section 1.1.2.1 
-vvi 
:DVN Deverbal Noun stem of verb Chapter 5, Section 
3.5 
n/a 
 
 xiv
=EQ   Echo question clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.5 
=ki 
EX Exclusive form of pronominal 
prefix 
Chapter 4 , Section 
1 
n/a 
 
EXP Experienced Past final suffix Chapter 5 , Section 
4.2 
-vvi 
=FC Focus clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.9 
=tvv 
=F2 Focus 2  clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.10 
=na 
FIM Future Imperative Chapter 5, Section 
4.5 
–vvi 
FUT Future prepronominal prefix Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.10 
ta-/ti- 
HAB Habitual final suffix Chapter 5, Section 
4.1 
-oi 
(I) 
 
Basic form of verb is intransitive Chapter 5, Section 
2.1 
n/a 
 
:IMM Immediate stem of verb Chapter 5, Section 
3.3 
n/a 
 
:IMM(
COM) 
Command form of Immediate 
stem of verb 
Chapter 5, Section 
3.3 
n/a 
 
:INC Incompletive stem of verb Chapter 5, Section 
3.2 
n/a 
 
INT Adjective Intensifier Chapter 8, Section 
1.1.3 
varies 
 
.IP Impersonal Set B prepronominal 
prefix 
Chapter 4, Section 
3.4 
oo- 
IRR Irrealis prepronominal prefix Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.1 
yi- 
ITR Iterative prepronominal prefix Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.11 
ii-/vv- 
LOC Locative suffix Chapter 7, Section 
3.6.1 
-i  
MDL Middle Voice postpronominal 
prefix 
Chapter 6, Section 
2.2.3 
-ataa- 
\MOD Modal tone change indicating 
obligation or ability 
Chapter 2, Section 
1.2.2 
n/a 
 
MOT Motion suffix Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.9 
-i 
NDV Negative Deverbalizer Chapter 8, Section 
1.1.2.3 
–vvna 
 xv
NEG Negative adverb Chapter 8, Section 
2.1.3 
thla 
NEG.C
OM 
Negative command adverb Chapter 8, Section 
2.1.3 
thleesti 
NGI Negative Imperative 
prepronominal prefix 
Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.3 
jii- 
NGT Negative Time  prepronominal 
prefix 
Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.12 
kaa- 
NOM Nominalizer suffix Chapter 7, Section 
3.2.1, 3.4 
–i 
NXP Non-experienced Past final 
suffix 
Chapter 5 , Section 
4.3 
-ei 
O Object Focus prepronominal 
prefixes 
Chapter 4, Section 
5.1 
n/a 
 
\OBJ Tone change indicating object 
derivation 
Chapter 2, Section 
1.2.2 
n/a 
 
ORD Ordinal number suffix Chapter 8, Section 
1.4 
-iineei 
PCP Participial suffix Chapter 7, Section 
3.5 
Chapter 8 
Section 1.1.2.2 
-ta 
 
.PL Plural form of pronominal prefix Chapter 4, Section 
1 
n/a 
 
(PL) Form of verb only used in the 
plural 
Chapter 5 , Section 
2.1 
n/a 
 
=PO Potential clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.7 
=le 
:PRC Present Continuous stem of verb Chapter 5, Section 
3.1 
n/a 
 
PRI Pre-incipient derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.8 
 4 different forms 
corresponding to 4 
verb stems  
PRO Pronoun (first or second person) Chapter 7, Section 
5 
aya/nihi 
PRT Partitive prepronominal prefix Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.5 
ni- 
 
=Q Question clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.4 
=s 
REL Relativizer prepronominal prefix Chapter 6, Section 
1.1.2 
ji- 
RFL Reflexive postpronominal prefix Chapter 6, Section 
1.2.1 
-ataat- 
 xvi
RPT Repetitive derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.2 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems 
\SUB Tone change indicating 
subordination 
Chapter 2, Section 
1.2.2 
n/a 
 
(T) 
 
Basic form of verb is transitive Chapter 5, Section 
2.1 
n/a 
 
TAV Time Adverbial suffix Chapter 8, Section 
2.1.1 
-a 
=TQ   Tag question clitic Chapter 3, Section 
4.3 
=kha 
TRM Terminative derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.4 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems 
TRN Translocative prepronominal 
prefix 
Chapter 6 , Section 
1.1.4 
wi- 
VEN Venitive derivational suffix Chapter 6, Section 
3.7 
5 different forms 
corresponding to 5 
verb stems 
VOC Vocative prepronominal prefix Chapter 7, Section 
2.2.4 
ee- 
 
  
In this work single quotes will be used in most cases. When double quotes are used, 
they will indicate a literal rendering of a Cherokee word or phrase. For example, on 
the last line of each example in this grammar a translation in single quotes will 
appear, indicating a translation offered by the speaker; in some case this will be 
followed by a second translation in double quotation marks (preceded by lit. 
‘literally’) to express a more literal (but often less natural sounding) rendering.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
The Cherokee are one of the largest groups of American Indians in the United 
States. According to the 2000 USA Census there are 390,902 ethnic Cherokee. The 
Ethnologue states that are approximately 22,500 speakers, including approximately 
14,000 speakers on the Oklahoma rolls as well as 8,500 in North Carolina. This report 
also states that there are 130 monolinguals. Some children are still being raised 
speaking the language and the language is ‘vigorous’ in some Oklahoma communities 
(Ethnologue 2008). There are three federally recognized Cherokee tribes, two of 
which are located in Tahlequah, Oklahoma: the Cherokee Nation and the United 
Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians. The Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians is 
located in the Qualla Boundary, North Carolina. In addition to these three federally 
recognized entities, there are at least twenty-seven Cherokee communities in eleven 
states, three of which are state recognized.  
Of these various groups, the Cherokee Nation is by far largest Cherokee 
political unit and will be the focus of this historical and linguistic profile. The 
Cherokee Nation has recently undertaken a major effort to maintain their traditional 
language. In an Administration for Native Americans Report (Cherokee Nation 2003) 
the Nation posited three major goals for its language revitalization program: 
 
1) Create language revitalization programs that ensure the survival of the 
Cherokee language through tribal communities. 
2) Educate and certify language teachers to assure a qualified and 
knowledgeable workforce for program implementation. 
3) Document the language and develop language instructional materials and 
curriculum. 
 
This grammar is intended as a part of the third goal and has been produced with the 
support and encouragement of the Cultural Resource Center of the Cherokee Nation. 
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1. BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CHEROKEES AND THEIR LANGUAGE 
The Cherokee language is a member of the large and relatively well-known 
Iroquoian family. Linguists believe that proto-Iroquoian was spoken around the Great 
Lakes and that approximately 3500 years ago this ancestral language split into the 
Northern and Southern Iroquoian branches.1 The Southern Iroquoian branch migrated 
southeast and settled in the Appalachians; the language of this group eventually 
became Cherokee. The Northern branch, representing all of the Iroquoian languages 
but Cherokee, developed into communities speaking languages that are commonly 
known as Mohawk, Seneca, Cayuga, Oneida, Onondaga, and Tuscarora. 
The name ‘Cherokee’ is an English pronunciation of the eastern dialect 
pronunciation jaragi; this same name is pronounced jalagi in the Western dialect.2 
The English word ‘Cherokee’ is attested as early as 1708. There are several beliefs 
about the origin of the name jalagi, but it appears that the word itself is not a native 
Cherokee word. The first evidence of this word appears in 1557 in its Portuguese 
version as chalaque; it later appears in 1699 in its French version cheraqui (Mooney 
1995:15-16). Mooney believes that the word might come from a Choctaw word 
chilok or chiluk ‘cave’ and gained usage through the Mobilian Trade Jargon. 
Evidence for this etymology is the fact that this kind of description is used for various 
other groups living in the area (Mooney 1900:16) Mankiller writes that some believe 
it to be a derivation from the Muskogee word tciloki or ‘people of a different speech’ 
or a derivation from the Choctaw word for ‘cave people’ chiluk ki, a reference to the 
abundance of caves where the Cherokees lived (Mankiller 1993:17).  It has also been 
suggested that the name could signify ‘ancient tobacco people’ (from jalu ‘tobacco’ 
and asgaawali ‘old, ancient’) or something approximating ‘red fire men’ or ‘children 
of the sun’ (from ajila-fire) (Woodward 1963:21). There exists documentary evidence 
that in the 17th century the Cherokees referred to themselves as Ani Kitu Hwagi, or 
‘the people of Kituhwa’ after an old settlement in the southern Alleghenies. Another 
attested self-designation is Ani Yun-Wiya, ‘the Real or Principal people’ (Woodward 
1963:18). 
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The first European to come into contact with the Cherokees was Hernando de 
Soto in 1540. By the 18the century there were three recognized dialects of Cherokee. 
The Lower Dialect, also known as Underhill, is now extinct; it was originally spoken 
in northwestern South Carolina as well as adjacent communities in Georgia. The 
Eastern Dialect was originally spoken in western North Carolina and is now the 
dialect for the Qualla Boundary community in the same area. The third dialect, 
known as Overhill, Otali or simply the Western Dialect, became what is now known 
as Oklahoma Cherokee (Mithun 1999:419). The Eastern or Lower dialect used a 
trilled [r] instead of [l]; this dialect’s pronunciation of the name jaragi served as the 
basis for the English word ‘Cherokee’ (Mooney 1995:16). 
The Cherokees have the oldest and best-known Native American writing 
system in the United States. An Alabama Cherokee named Sequoyah 
(R?y sikhwoya, also known as George Gist or George Guess) invented the 
syllabary and first made it public in 1821. The brilliance of Sequoyah’s  achievement 
is well summarized by Mooney, who is quoted at length below. 
 
Twelve years of his life are said to have been given to this great work. 
…He set out to devise a symbol for each word of the language, and 
after several years of experiment, finding this an utterly hopeless task, 
he threw aside the thousands of characters which he had carved or 
scratched upon pieces of bark, and started anew to study the 
construction of the language itself. By attentive observation for 
another long period he finally discovered that the sounds in the words 
used by the Cherokee in their daily conversation and their public 
speeches could be analyzed and classified, and that the thousands of 
possible words were all formed from varying combinations of hardly 
more than a hundred distinct syllables. Having thoroughly tested his 
discovery until satisfied of its correctness, he next proceeded to 
formulate a symbol for each syllable. For this  purpose he made use of 
a number of characters which he found in an old English spelling 
book, picking out capitals, lower-case, italics, and figures, and placing 
them right side up or upside down, without any idea of their sound or 
significance in English. Having thus utilized some thirty-five ready-
made characters, to which must be added a dozen or more produced by 
modification of the originals, he designed from his own imagination as 
many more as were necessary to his purpose, making eighty-five in all. 
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The complete syllabary, as first elaborated, would have required some 
one hundred and fifteen characters, but after much hard study of the 
hissing sound in its various combinations, he hit upon the expedient of 
representing the sound by means of a distinct character-the exact 
equivalent of our letter s- whenever it formed the initial of a syllable 
(Mooney 1995:219). 
 
The Cherokees rapidly adopted the new system, resulting in widespread 
literacy as well as the creation of the first Indian newspaper in the United States, The 
Cherokee Phoenix, which started publishing in 1828 (Mankiller 1993:82). In 1825 a 
Cherokee scholar, David Brown, had already used the new writing system to produce 
Cherokee translation from the original Greek of the New Testament (Cherokee 
Nation 2003:4). It has been estimated that literacy rates among the Cherokee in the 
early nineteenth century were as high as 90 percent. Writing became an important 
part of Cherokee culture; significantly, the more traditional the community, the higher 
the literacy rate tended to be (Silver and Miller 1997:198). This syllabary will be used 
throughout this work and will be fully explained in Chapter 2.  
During the same decade that the syllabary was being adopted the tribe wrote a 
constitution in English and Cherokee based on the United States Constitution. In spite 
of these attempts to assimilate to Western standards of civilization, President Andrew 
Jackson was convinced that no Indians should occupy U.S. territory and pushed for 
the passage of the 1830 Indian Removal Act. This law called for the removal of the 
Five Civilized Tribes (Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek, and Seminole) to areas 
west of the Mississippi. Despite widespread opposition-the Supreme Court even ruled 
it unconstitutional-the president had his way. The state of Georgia had already 
enacted a series of stringent laws against the Cherokee Nation such as nullifying their 
legislation, confiscating their property and forbidding them from testifying in court. 
In 1835 federal authorities obtained the signatures of less than five hundred 
Cherokees – none of whom were elected tribal officials-on the infamous New Echota 
Treaty that agreed to Removal (Mankiller 1993:92).  
The resulting Trail of Tears was one of the most infamous episodes in 
American history. As a result of this forced removal the unity of the Cherokee Nation 
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was destroyed. Several hundred Cherokee managed to hide in the mountains of North 
Carolina until they were able to settle on land there in 1849. Some Cherokee families 
had already moved to Arkansas in 1794 and became known as the Western Cherokees 
or Old Settlers (Conley 2007:169, 262). The Cherokees who finally arrived in Indian 
Territory consisted of the Old Settlers, the Treaty Party and, finally, the Ross Party. 
This last group, led by Chief John Ross, was the largest and had opposed Removal 
until the bitter end. At a national convention in the new capital of Tahlequah a 
constitution was written in order to unify the badly divided community (It is said that 
the name of the town itself comes from the Cherokee words thali ‘two’ and -kwu 
‘enough.’ According to this story, only two elders showed up to sign the new 
constitution; this is the most commonly heard of several explanations for the name of 
the Cherokee capital.) The Cherokee remained unified despite serious infighting and 
attempts at division by the two smaller parties. The Treaty of 1846 settled these 
conflicts through a compromise whereby the Ross Party accepted the New Echota 
Treaty, and the Old Settlers and Treaty Party accepted the new constitution (Conley 
2005:163). 
The brief period of calm and prosperity that followed was shattered by the 
Civil War. Although Ross tried to remain neutral, many Cherokees in the Old Settler 
and Treaty Parties adopted a pro-Confederate stance. The Confederate presence was 
stronger, especially after the withdrawal of Union troops, and Ross reluctantly 
decided to sign a treaty with the Confederacy on October 7, 1861. Two Cherokee 
regiments were raised and fought in several battles, the most important of which was 
Pea Ridge in northwestern Arkansas. After the Southern defeat in this battle, Union 
forces were able to move in and occupy Tahlequah. Many Cherokees also rebelled 
against the Confederacy, starting a period of internecine tribal warfare. After the 
surrender of the rest of the Confederate forces in April 1865, the Cherokee general 
Stand Watie continued fighting until June and was the last Confederate general to lay 
down his arms (Strickland 1980:19). 
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After the Civil War the United States forced the Cherokees to sign a new 
treaty in which they gave up lands in Kansas and allowed Plains Indians tribes to be 
relocated on tribal land. In 1887 the passage of the Allotment Act–otherwise known 
as the Dawes Act-allowed for the breakup of tribal lands and apportioning lands to 
individual tribal members. This new attack on tribal integrity occurred as Oklahoma 
was being organized into a territory and being settled during the famous Oklahoma 
Land Runs (Mankiller 1993:135). In 1893 the federal governments opened the 
Cherokee Outlet-land that had been set aside for relocating other tribes-in the largest 
Land Run in American history, involving over one hundred thousand settlers. The 
Oklahoma tribes made a last attempt at autonomy by asking Congress to admit them 
as the state of Sequoyah. Congress rejected this request and joined the Oklahoma 
Territory with the Indian Territory, which was admitted to the Union as the State of 
Oklahoma in 1907. After the death of Chief W.C. Rogers in 1917 the Federal 
Government mandated that it would appoint all future Cherokee chiefs. For over half 
a century there were no democratically elected representatives and the government of 
the Cherokee Nation teetered on the brink of annihilation (Mankiller 1993:170-1). 
During this period the United Keetoowah Band of Cherokee Indians was formed and 
recognized by Congress in 1946 (Conley 2007:248). 
The Cherokee Nation would not regain tribal autonomy until the 1970s, a 
period of increased awareness of Native American issues. In 1975 the Cherokee 
Nation ratified a revised constitution, and in 1978 the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
authorized the creation of Oklahoma Indian Courts (Strickland 1980:76). In 1985 the 
Cherokee Nation gained widespread recognition with the election of Wilma 
Mankiller, the first woman in modern history to lead a major Native American tribe. 
During her ten years in office, the Cherokee Nation grew from 55,000 to 156,000 
tribal citizens (CN2007). 
Today the Cherokee Nation is the second largest Indian tribe in the United 
States with more than 240,000 tribal members (Conley 2007:56). Approximately 
70,000 of these Cherokees reside in the 7,000 square mile area of the Cherokee 
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Nation. The territory of the Cherokee Nation is not a reservation, but a jurisdictional 
service area that consists of eight entire counties and parts of six more in northeastern 
Oklahoma. A map of the jurisdictional area is in Figure 1.  
The Cherokee Nation is a large tribe both in terms of jurisdiction and 
membership and, for a Native American tribe, has a large number of speakers of its 
heritage language. It has been suggested that the Cherokee syllabary has played a role 
in the maintenance of the language. Richard Allen states that, ‘It is our hypothesis 
that one of the principal means by which Cherokee as a language has survived both 
historically and contemporarily remains the strong association between the Cherokee 
language and its use in Cherokee spiritual life. It is clearly established that Cherokees 
use the syllabary to communicate with each other, to keep fastidious records and to 
retain “sacred” knowledge’ (Allen 2003:8). The strong spiritual and material 
resources of the Cherokee Nation are now allowing the tribe to take unprecedented 
measures to teach the language to a new generation of speakers. These efforts towards 
language revitalization will be discussed in the next section. 
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Figure 1: Cherokee Nation Jurisdiction 
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2. CHEROKEE LANGUAGE REVITALIZATION 
The recent trend toward political revival has gone hand-in-hand with a 
growing interest in the revitalization of Cherokee culture and language. A recent 
report on the state of the Cherokee language identifies several phases of language 
revival in the twentieth century (Cherokee Nation  2003). The first, or purism phase, 
was at the time of Oklahoma statehood when many Cherokees became concerned 
about an overabundance of English loanwords in the language. The reform phase in 
the sixties saw the first attempts to teach Cherokee in the classroom and to create 
pedagogical materials. In the 1990s the third phase of language revival was the 
standardization of the written language; during this time there was a growing 
awareness of the need to update the language’s lexicon by the creation of new words. 
The Tribal Council passed laws in 1991 and 1995 establishing programs for the 
teaching and preservation of the language. Under the leadership of Principal Chief 
Mankiller the council passed the Cherokee Nation Language and Cultural 
Preservation act, which states: 
It shall be the policy of Cherokee Nation to take the leadership 
to maintain and preserve the Cherokee language as a living language. 
Such efforts shall include but not be limited to: 
A. Efforts to involve tribal members to the greatest extent possible 
in instruction in Cherokee language. 
B. Establishment of a permanent Cherokee Language program 
within the Tribal Education Department subject to such funding 
limitations as may exist from year to year. 
C. Encourage the use of Cherokee language in both written and 
oral form to the fullest extent possible in public and business settings.  
D. Encourage creation and expansion of the number, kind, and 
amount of written materials in the Cherokee language and official 
encouragement for the development of materials on, by or through 
Cherokee Nation service programs (Cherokee Nation 2003) 
 
In addition to new language policies this phase saw the creation of See, Say, 
Write Method of Teaching the Cherokee Language, the first Cherokee language 
curriculum. This curriculum was expanded and supplemented with audiotapes in 
2000. In 1995 the tribal council also approved the creation of the Culture Resource 
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Center (CRC), a new agency that continues to play an important role in coordinating 
efforts to maintain the language and culture of the Nation (Cherokee Nation 2003:7). 
This agency provides translation services, hosts Summer Youth Language and 
Culture Camps, and supports a weekly Cherokee radio show. CRC efforts have led to 
Cherokee signage in several locations in downtown Tahlequah as well as around 
Cherokee schools and administrative buildings.  
 The latest phase of language revival is a program of unprecedented scope: to 
teach the Cherokee language to create a new generation of speakers. Language 
instruction had already begun in the late 1960s, but by the 1990s the number of 
speakers was still declining. The recognition of this disturbing trend has fueled a new 
commitment to reversing language shift. In 2002 the Cherokee Nation obtained funds 
from the Administration for Native Americans (ANA) to survey the number of fluent 
Cherokee speakers remaining. The survey discovered that no one under 40 spoke the 
language fluently and that less than 11 percent of Cherokee Nation citizens within the 
14-county Cherokee Nation jurisdictional region used the language at home. Most 
significantly, the survey highlighted the fact that children are no longer learning the 
language (Cherokee Nation 2003).  On the other hand, the project revealed positive 
attitudes about the need to maintain the language. Although many in the parental 
generation still understand their heritage language, most either do not speak it or 
consider themselves ‘semi-speakers.’ According to the ‘Language Vitality and 
Endangerment’ categorizations of language endangerment used by UNESCO, 
Cherokee is in the ‘Severely Endangered’ category of languages spoken only by the 
grandparental generation and upward and by a minority of the total population 
(UNESCO 2003).  Languages in this category will become extinct in three decades 
unless steps are taken to create a new generation of speakers.  
As a result of these findings the Tribal Council began a 10-year language 
preservation program for the period of 2003-2012. This program developed a number 
of language preservation policies with a long-term goal that in fifty years 80 percent 
of all tribal members would be actively re-engaged in the language and culture of the 
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tribe (Cherokee Nation 2003). The Cherokee Nation is now taking significant steps to 
reversing language shift through systematic language planning.  Of all these efforts 
the most innovative is the program to grow a new generation of fluent speakers from 
childhood on up in an early childhood immersion program. This undertaking began in 
2001 with one preschool class and has since grown to include a Kindergarten class, a 
first grade class, and a second grade with plans for a third grade class in the fall of 
2008. There are currently 45 students in the preschool through second grade 
immersion classrooms.  
In addition to the immersion school, Cherokee language instruction is now 
being offered in a wide variety of contexts. Cherokee Nation employees are required 
to take 20 hours of language instruction every two years. Over 3,000 students enroll 
in online classes every year. Community classes have enrollment of approximately 
500 students per year (Gloria Sly, personal communication 2007). In 2005, 
Northeastern State University (NSU), also located in Tahlequah, established a 
Cherokee teacher certification program. This unique Bachelor’s in Education degree 
will help to create a new generation of Cherokee teachers for pre-school through 12th 
grade. These teachers will not only be fluent in the language, but will be trained in 
teaching theories and methodology as well. This degree program consists of 124 
credit hours, 40 of which must be Cherokee major courses such as Conversational 
Cherokee, Methods for Classroom Immersion, Cherokee Cultural Heritage, and 
Cherokee Linguistics.3 The first graduates of this program are expected in 2009. 
 Cherokee language educators, planners, and students  – both from the 
Cherokee Nation and the University community- also participate in the annual 
Oklahoma Native Language Association conference that takes place in Preston, 
Oklahoma. In addition, the Symposium of the American Indian (organized by Dr. 
Phyllis Fife, Director of the NSU Tribal Studies Program) takes place on the campus 
of Northeastern State University every spring and for the past several years has 
featured a day-long language revitalization workshop. A team of language and 
education specialists from the University of Kansas and University of Oklahoma 
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(OU) leads this workshop. This team has been involved with NSU, OU, the Cherokee 
Nation, and the Oklahoma Native Language Association in their efforts to develop a 
language program and to train immersion teachers.4 The present grammar is intended 
to be a useful contribution to these continuing efforts to maintain and pass on the 
Cherokee language. 
  
3. PREVIOUS LINGUISTIC WORK ON CHEROKEE 
Among linguists there is no debate concerning the status of Cherokee as the 
sole representative of the Southern branch of the Iroquoian family of languages. 
There are only a few articles, however, that discuss the historical relationship. 
Lounsbury (1961) established the time split of the depth using glottochronology, and 
Hickerson and Turner (1952) confirmed Lounsbury’s grouping of the Iroquoian 
languages by applying tests of mutual intelligibility between the languages. A 
possible relationship of the Iroquoian family with Siouan is discussed in Chafe 
(1964). 
The first descriptions of Cherokee are from the early 1800s and have not 
survived (Scancarelli 1987:15). Perhaps the most significant loss is a grammar and 
dictionary by Samuel Worcester, the missionary who helped create the modern 
version of the syllabary and whose friendship with the Cherokees led to the seminal 
Supreme Court Case Worcester vs. Georgia 1832. The earliest surviving descriptions 
of the Cherokee language are by John Pickering (1831) and Hans Conon von der 
Gabelentz (1852) (both reprinted in Krueger 1993).5 A number of small sketches 
were published in the first half of the 20th century (Hinkle 1935, Bender and Harris 
1946), the most extensive being a series of three articles that appeared in the 
International Journal of American Linguistics (Reyburn 1953-54). The most 
significant recent works on Cherokee consist of two dissertation grammars of North 
Carolina Cherokee (King 1975, Cook 1979), a dissertation on grammatical relations 
and verb agreement (Scancarelli 1987), a dissertation on phonological variation in 
Western Cherokee (Foley 1980), a collection of UCLA linguistic articles devoted to 
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Oklahoma Cherokee (Munro et al. 1996), and a Cherokee-English Dictionary that 
includes a grammatical sketch (Pulte and Feeling 1975).6 This last work is perhaps 
the most used among linguists and students. It was the result of collaboration between 
linguists William Pulte and Durbin Feeling; the latter is a native speaker and teacher 
of the language. In addition to these major works, there are two chapter-length 
grammatical sketches (Scancarelli 2005, Walker 1975) and a number of individual 
linguistic articles.7 Besides these linguistic resources, there are a number of ‘teach 
yourself’ learning materials of varying size and quality; the largest and most useful is 
Holmes and Smith’s ‘Beginning Cherokee’ (1977). There are no pedagogical works 
that approach the phonology and grammar of the language in a systematic or 
methodical way; they largely confine themselves to the presentation of vocabulary 
through drill and repetition. Grammatical structures are not, for the most part, 
explicitly explained. The Holmes and Smith book is an exception in that it attempts 
some overt explanation of structures and paradigms. However, this book is 
pedagogical in nature, and the main focus is on vocabulary presentation, drills and 
explanations of culture. 
 Among the linguistic works listed above there is variation as to how tone and 
vowel length are marked. Of the four dissertations, two do not mark tone at all; one of 
which is the description of Western Cherokee phonology (Foley 1980).8 A third 
dissertation only marks what it calls stress or high pitch (Cook 1979). Scancarelli’s 
dissertation on grammatical relations uses accents to mark tone; these diacritics 
correspond to the superscript numbers used by Pulte and Feeling. One of the most 
recent important contributions to Cherokee linguistics is a collection of UCLA papers 
(Munro 1996a). These papers use a practical orthography that is the basis for the 
Romanized orthography of the present grammar. In this collection laryngeal 
alternation is discussed by Munro, laryngeal metathesis and vowel deletion by 
Flemming, and tone and accent by Wright. The UCLA papers frequently reference an 
important study of Cherokee tone by Geoffrey Lindsey (1987); a discussion of 
Cherokee tone is also in a chapter of his dissertation (1985). Much remains to be 
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explored in the area of Cherokee pitch or tone; some authors suggest it is mostly 
predictable, while others claim it is unpredictable. In addition to Lindsey’s work, 
important discussions of tone are in Haag (1997), Haag (1999), Haag (2001), and 
Johnson (2005).  Although a comprehensive analysis is lacking, both the Pulte and 
Feeling orthography and the UCLA orthography are good working systems of 
marking tone and vowel length.  
  As far as morphology is concerned, there is general agreement on the 
template of the verbal complex and the terms used to denote the various positions. 
This template and terms such as ‘prepronominal prefixes’ are used to describe other 
Iroquoian languages. The groundwork for the modern study of Iroquoian languages 
was done by Chafe (1953) in his study of Oneida verb morphology.  Most descriptive 
works on Cherokee begin their discussion of the verbal complex with the elements at 
the beginning of the verb, usually the pronominal prefixes. The pronominal prefixes 
are well understood, and Scancarelli (1987) thoroughly describes the interaction of 
the pronominal system and animacy; animacy and agreement are also discussed in 
Dukes (1996). Haag discusses clitics (1997, 1999) and their interaction with tone 
(2001). Adjectives are discussed in Lindsey and Scancarelli  (1985) and Holmes 
(1996), two past final suffixes in Pulte (1985), agentive nominalizations in Potter 
(1996), and classificatory verbs in King (1978) and Blankenship (1996). Pulte and 
Feeling (1977) and Scancarelli (1988) discuss changes in morphology that have 
occurred in the last two centuries.  
Sociolinguistic issues and patterns of language use are in Arrington (1971) 
and Berdan et al. (1982). Studies of Cherokee as an endangered language are in 
Guyette (1975), Guyette (1981),  Pulte (1979), and Brooks (1992). Berge (1998) 
addresses issues of language obsolescence and reacquisition. There is a growing body 
of literature on the recent efforts towards language maintenance. Studies of the 
immersion experience are in Peter (2003), Peter  (2007), Oosahwee (2008), and Peter 
et. al. (2008). Hirata-Edds et al. (2003) discusses training for the immersion teachers, 
and methods for assessing the success of these programs are explored in Hirata–Edds 
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et al. (2003) and Peter and Hirata-Edds (2006). Hirata-Edds (2007) is an important 
study of the influence of the immersion experience on the students’ first language, 
English.  
I will conclude this overview with a summary of the areas that have been 
neglected in the literature. As far as the phonetics and phonology are concerned, there 
has been some discussion of pitch/accent and tone, but there is no work accessible to 
non-linguists that clearly explain these phenomena. The UCLA papers have much 
useful research on laryngeal alternation, metathesis, and deletion; these topics are not 
at all addressed in the more pedagogically-oriented works.  
In the area of morphology the verb has been studied the most, although there 
is not a clear and methodical exposition of the construction of a fully inflected 
Cherokee verb that allows the reader to generate new structures. The literature is 
consistent in the description of five verb stems, but the semantic details of these stems 
is an area that warrants further investigation. Although a relatively large amount of 
work has been done on the verb, there is little detailed discussion of the semantics and 
pragmatics of the tense/aspect/mood affixes. Furthermore, it is unclear how to derive, 
for example, nouns or adjectives from verbs and how productive these processes are. 
The use of postpositions needs further exploration; in particular there needs to be a 
better understanding of the possibilities for constructing postpositional phrases and 
the semantic nuances conveyed by such constructions.  
The current literature also lacks many details regarding the syntax of the 
language. Beghelli notes that ‘Cherokee syntax is largely unexplored territory’ 
(1996:105). Pulte has two papers concerning gapping and the ‘obligatory-optional 
principle’ (1972, 1976). There has been very little work on important issues in 
discourse analysis, such as tracking arguments, focus and topicalization; some work 
that has been done in this area is in Singleton (1979), Scancarelli (1986), and Smythe 
(1998). To date there has been no study of valency-changing operations in Cherokee. 
The discourse function of what Pulte and Feeling describe as a passive voice (‘Object 
Focus’ prefixes’ in the current work) is an area not well understood in Cherokee. 
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They briefly describe three different passive constructions, but there is no discussion 
of the motivations or contexts for using the different forms.  
The most conspicuous lack in the literature is the absence of a comprehensive 
grammar of Cherokee. The grammatical descriptions that do exist are either partial or 
concentrate on theoretical issues. There is no single descriptive work with the 
appropriate format that offers the reader the tools and the method to create new 
Cherokee utterances. The pedagogical works that exist allow this possibility, but such 
works are neither systematic nor comprehensive in their approach. 
 
4. GOALS AND FEATURES OF THIS GRAMMAR 
This grammar is the first comprehensive treatment of Oklahoma Cherokee and 
is intended for teachers and students of the language as well as linguists. In particular 
I hope that the information gathered here will be the basis for pedagogical works on 
the language; moreover, this overview of the language should make it clear in what 
areas further linguistic research is warranted. I make no claim whatsoever to this 
work being the definitive work on Cherokee; it is my hope, rather, that this grammar 
will be part of a new generation of interest and research on the language.  
This grammar is written within the framework of descriptive linguistics. I 
have tried as much as possible to limit technical words and, when I do use them, to 
carefully explain their meaning. Notes are given at the end of each chapter that 
provide more technical discussions as well as more detailed information on sources 
and terminology. While my interest has been in a synchronic analysis of Cherokee, I 
hope that the descriptions contained herein will aid those interested in doing work on 
the historical development of the language.   
The focus of this work is on Oklahoma Cherokee as this is the community 
with whom I have had the privilege of working. This grammar is intended to describe 
the speech of a specific group of people living in a specific geographic area as well as 
to serve the language maintenance needs of those people. Having said that, my 
knowledge of Cherokee has been enhanced by the insights contained in descriptions 
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of North Carolina Cherokee, especially those of King (1975) and Cook (1979). More 
detailed analyses of specific areas of Cherokee grammar will necessarily involve 
studies of the past and current styles of speech found in North Carolina.  
An immediately apparent feature of this grammar is the usage of the syllabary 
throughout. The Cherokee syllabary has been at various times deemed unsuitable for 
linguistic purposes. While the syllabary does not express some crucial distinctions, it 
does often provide information as to the underlying structures of words before the 
application of phonological changes. More importantly, the syllabary is the most 
famous and the most recognizable identifier of the Cherokee people, their culture, and 
their language. This grammar is intended primarily as a tool in the effort to maintain 
the Cherokee language and as such the syllabary will also be used whenever a natural 
citation form of a word is used. The syllabary will be used first, followed by a 
Romanized script that represents some of the sounds left out of the syllabary.9 A 
typical entry is seen below in (1). 
 
1) ag4sd 
aakhtoosti   
a-akahthoosti  
3A-look.at:PRC    
‘He’s looking at it.’ 
 
The syllabary characters, read separately, represent the sounds a-ka-tho-s-ti. The line 
immediately below the syllabary is the word as it is actually pronounced. The third 
line represents the individual elements of the word before they are combined. By 
comparing the second and third line it is clear that several changes have taken place 
when the units are combined and the word is pronounced. For example, the initial [a] 
of the vowel stem has been deleted upon contact with the a- prefix that is attached to 
it. This prefix indicates a third person singular ‘he, she’ is doing the action; the prefix 
itself comes from a set of prefixes that will be referred to as Set A. The initial a- 
prefix has been lengthened and an accent has been placed over the second vowel 
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(indicating a lowfall tone). Finally, the /h/ has combined with /k/ to produce an 
aspirated /kh/ (phonetically [kh]) after the deletion of the vowel /a/. The fourth line 
provides the literal meaning of the individual parts and uses a set of abbreviations to 
indicate different grammatical units; for example, the abbreviation 3A- indicates that 
a prefix from among the Set A prefixes is being used to reference a third person 
singular that is performing the action. The colon after the verb indicates that the verb 
is appearing in its Present Continuous form (PRC). As will be seen in Chapter 5, most 
verbs appear in five forms in Cherokee.  
All of these terms and processes will be discussed at length in the following 
chapters; what is important for the present discussion is to point out that the forms of 
the underlying units closely (but not exactly) resemble the pronunciation of the 
syllabary characters. This usage of the syllabary, in addition to making the grammar 
more culturally sensitive, often serves as a sort of interface between the actual 
pronunciation and the underlying form.  
A feature of this grammar that distinguishes it from more pedagogical works 
is the usage of bare stem forms. All verbs, as well as many nouns and most 
adjectives, always appear with a person prefix. The natural citation form of such 
words is the third person form (and Present Continuous tense for verbs). For example, 
the citation form of ‘big’ is utn  uuthana.  The stem, however is -athana; this 
form is apparent when other prefixes are used. Words that are given in their stem 
form will be only written using the Romanized script as they often cannot be written 
in the syllabary; moreover, the use of the syllabary to write these never-occurring 
forms would doubtless look bizarre to a literate speaker. In such instances a dash will 
appear at the beginning and/or end of the stem to indicate an element is needed in that 
position to produce a natural form. The usage of natural forms, both in dictionaries 
and grammars, obscures the root of the word and makes it difficult to see  many of the 
grammatical and phonological processes that come together to create a natural 
sounding Cherokee word. For example, the Feeling dictionary and Pulte and Feeling 
grammatical sketch list verbs (and relevant nouns and adjectives) with their third 
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person forms.10 A page count of the initial-character entries reveals the breakdown 
shown in Figure 1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Almost a third of the words listed in this dictionary start with the character <a>. The 
reason why so many words appear to start with <a> is the fact that many of these are 
verbs that are listed in their third person form with the Set A  third person singular 
prefix a-. This tendency for a  preponderance of entries to be under a handful of 
characters creates what has been referred to as the ‘clumping problem’ that vexes 
lexicographers of languages that combine many elements into one word. A good 
general discussion of this issue is in Munro (2002), while discussions on creating a 
Cherokee dictionary are in Pulte and Feeling (2002) and Montgomery-Anderson 
(2008). 
One of the main goals of this grammar is to show the stems of the word using 
the format exemplified above in (1). This format will help the language learner better 
understand the grammar and phonology. Moreover, from an intuitive standpoint, it 
would seem easier to learn vocabulary items if they don’t all appear to start with the 
sounds /a/, /k/, /t/, or /u/. 
Figure 1: Initial Characters in the Cherokee-
English Dictionary
g
16%k
5%
a
29%
11 other 
sounds
23%
d
14%
u
13%
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 The grammar is organized as a traditional linguistic description, starting with 
phonology, followed by morphology and then syntax. An organizational feature that 
distinguishes it from other works is a separate section on pronominal prefixes that 
appears before the discussion of the lexical classes (verbs, adjectives, and nouns). 
These prefixes are typically discussed along with verbs, but since they appear on 
adjectives and nouns, I have decided to discuss them in a separate section. In like 
manner prepronominal prefixes, which appear mostly on verbs or words derived from 
verbs, are discussed in the second verb chapter.  
The description of the language begins with an explanation of phonology and 
orthography in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives a general overview of word order, 
describes the different types of clauses, and gives examples of the use of the various 
clitics. This chapter also discusses the complex issue of word order and the many 
factors that affect it. Chapter 4 is dedicated to pronominal prefixes. These prefixes, 
among their other uses, indicate the subjects and objects of verbs; they also appear on 
many adjectives and nouns. Verbs are introduced in Chapter 5; the following chapter, 
‘Expanding the verb stem’, discusses the rich array of prepronominal prefixes and 
derivational suffixes that can alter the meaning of the verb or signal a special function 
in the sentence. Chapter 7 discusses nouns, the majority of which are derived form 
verbs. Chapter 8 focuses on modifiers, a term that encompasses adjectivals and 
adverbials. 
Another feature of the grammar is the marking of tones. Such marking is not 
used in older linguistic works on Cherokee and only began with Feeling’s dictionary 
(1975). It is possible that many of the tones as well as vowel length are predictable.11 
However, the rules underlying this predictability are not well understood; even if 
there were a systematic description of these rules, they would be too abstract and 
complex for the purposes of this grammar. Nevertheless, it should be understood that 
pitch and length marking are not entirely phonemic. The orthography thus represents 
a midway point between phonetic marking and phonemic marking; it is intended to be 
as complete a description of the sounds and phonological changes of the language as 
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are needed in order to produce grammatically correct and phonologically accurate 
Cherokee sentences. 
 In keeping with the tradition of modern linguistic grammars this work 
includes several texts that are included in an appendix. Two of the texts are traditional 
stories involving a race between two animals; the third text is a historical sketch of a 
search party traveling up the Arkansas River. In addition to these texts there are 
numerous phrases and sentences throughout the grammar that are a product of the 
most recent efforts toward language maintenance, including excerpts from articles in 
the Cherokee Phoenix. Most of the editions of this paper include several articles that 
are in both English and Cherokee. These translations are another service provided by 
the Cherokee Nation’s Cultural Resource Center and are typically done by Mrs. Anna 
Huckaby, one of the consultants for this grammar. Excerpts from the Cherokee New 
Testament are also occasionally used, as this is the most widely available text written 
in the Cherokee syllabary. Several words and phrases from a Cherokee broadcasting 
of a Lady Indians Sequoyah High School basketball championship game are also 
included throughout the grammar. All examples are rewritten in the orthography 
described in Chapter 2; if the tone and vowel length is known from the source, it is 
represented according to how the authors represented it (this mainly applies to the 
examples taken from Feeling and Scancarelli). In other cases the example is checked 
with a consultant to accurately represent tone and vowel length.   
This work owes much to previous linguistic descriptions of Cherokee, 
especially Pulte and Feeling (1975), Scancarelli (1987), and the UCLA papers 
(Munro1996a). Some of the pedagogical works have been useful for learning set 
phrases, in particular Holmes and Smith (1977). Prentice Robinson’s audio tapes have 
provided many hours of listening in the car and further helped hone my ear to the 
particular sound and rhythms of the language. Geoffrey Lindsey’s analyses of tone 
(1985, 1987) have been useful in determining what kind of Romanized script to use 
and how to mark tone.  In addition to these sources, a large part of this analysis rests 
on elicitation with native speakers from Oklahoma. These sessions were recorded on 
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a digital recorder and entered in a Shoebox 5.0 database. I plan to continue to build on 
this electronic database after the completion of this dissertation, to have other 
individuals add their data to it as well, and to eventually establish a language archive. 
The speakers represented thus far in the database are Mr. Benny Smith, Mr. Ed 
Jumper, Mrs. Rosa Carter, Mrs. Anna Huckaby, Mr. Harry Oosahwee, Mr. Denis 
Sixkiller, and Mrs. Marylyn Cochran. Brief information about these individuals is 
included in the next section.  
 
5. INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHEROKEE CONSULTANTS 
Mr. Benny Smith has been one of the primary consultants for this grammar. I 
worked with him on an almost weekly basis from January 2005 until may 2007. He 
was born near Vian, Oklahoma, and he now lives in Lawrence, Kansas, where he 
raises horses. Mr. Smith travels frequently to Tahlequah and elsewhere about 
Oklahoma to give talks on Cherokee language, culture, and spirituality. 
 Mrs. Rosa M. Carter was born in 1947 in Gore, Ok. She is one of the three 
primary consultants of this grammar. She learned Cherokee at home and is bilingual 
in English and Cherokee. She started to become comfortable with English around 
third grade. She is currently a Cherokee Nation employee in curriculum and 
instruction as a translation specialist. 
 Mr. Marion ‘Ed’ Jumper was born in 1954 in Tahlequah, Ok. Along with Mrs. 
Carter and Mr. Smith, he is one of the three primary consultants for this grammar. 
Mr. Jumper learned Cherokee as his first language and started learning English 
around second grade. He is an ordained Baptist minister and frequently reads the New 
Testament in Cherokee. He also works as a translator and lecturer. 
Mrs. Anna Huckaby was born in 1945 in Leech, Ok. Cherokee is her first 
language. Her time is split between the CRC and the Cherokee Phoenix. She 
translates the newspaper’s articles into Cherokee in addition to helping with 
numerous other translation services. Mrs. Huckaby also interprets for schools and the 
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court system, traveling as far as Tulsa. Many examples of  her translated articles 
appear in this grammar.   
Mr. Harry Oosahwee was born in 1949 in Tahlequah, OK, and raised in 
Moneybean Hollow, east of Hulbert. His first language is Cherokee. Mr. Oosahwee is 
a Cherokee instructor at Northeastern State University and is the student coordinator 
for the Cherokee Education Degree program. In 2008 he received his Master’s 
degree; his thesis was ‘Language Immersion: An effective initiative for teaching the 
Cherokee language.’ 
Mr. Denis Sixkiller was born in 1953 near Jay, Oklahoma, in a small 
community called Piney where learned Cherokee at home as his first language. He 
works in the Communication Department of the Cherokee Nation and is the DJ for 
the weekly Cherokee language radio broadcast ‘Cherokee Voices and Sounds.’ His 
Cherokee broadcasts of the Lady Indians (from Sequoyah high school) basketball 
championship games have been consulted for this work. 
Mrs. Marilyn Cochran was born in 1955 in Kansas, Oklahoma. She learned 
Cherokee from her parents as her first language. She is a CRC staff member and is a 
Cherokee language instructor. Mrs. Cochran has taught classes for Cherokee Nation 
employees as well as classes for people who work in clinics and who deal with 
patients more comfortable in Cherokee than English.  
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NOTES 
CHAPTER 1 
                                                 
1
 Lounsbury used a Swadesh list of 200 words and found common retentions between 
37 and 34 percent, which he used to estimate that a split between Cherokee and the 
other Iroquoian languages took place between 3,500 and 3,800 years ago (Lounsbury 
1961:11). Lounsbury also notes that a number of isoglosses point to the possibility of 
a division between ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ Iroquoian languages. An isogloss is a 
geographic boundary separating two different usages of a lexical item (a well-known 
examples of an isogloss is the line that separates American English speakers who say 
‘pop’ from those who say ‘soda.’) Lounsbury’s conclusion warrant quoting at length: 
 
In the Iroquoian family a series of isoglosses can be drawn, largely but 
not entirely, coinciding in their location, which oppose the outer 
languages (Cherokee, Laurentian, Huron-Wyandot, and Tuscarora) 
against the inner or eastern languages (Five nations languages, but 
especially the easternmost ones). These indicate a dialect cleavage 
within the proto-Iroquoian speech community. It survives as a minor 
cleavage, in comparison to the quantitatively much greater cleavage 
which separates Cherokee from all else. Yet it must be at least as old. 
The lesser magnitude of this equally deep split must be ascribed to 
longer geographic proximity of the ancestral Laurentian, Huron-
Wyandot, and Tuscarora groups to the ancestral Five nations groups 
and to continuing contact between them. The wider separation of the 
Cherokee, on the other hand, must be ascribed to a more complete, 
though not earlier, separation (1961:17). 
 
These isoglosses Lounsbury that refers to are the terms for ‘paternal aunt’, ‘lake’ and 
the numbers ‘four’, ‘six’, and ‘seven.’ He also points out that all of the Iroquoian 
languages have some form of the ka- animate plural. 
2
 The italicized Cherokee words in this section are written as they appear in the cited 
texts and are not in the orthography of this grammar. 
3
 This last course I designed and added to the curriculum; it will be taught for the first 
time in the fall of 2008. 
4
 This team has been led by Dr. Akira Yamamoto and includes Dr. Lizette Peter, Dr. 
Gloria Sly, Dr. Marcellino Berardo, Dr. Mary Linn, Dr. Tracy Hirata-Edds, and Dr. 
Kimiko Yamamoto. I have had the honor and privilege of working with this team 
since the spring of 2005. 
5
 Krueger points out the typical faults found in both of these nineteenth century 
grammars, mainly a strict adherence to Latin paradigms and an inaccurate 
representation of the sounds. Both grammars, however, do provide some useful 
paradigms as well as insights into how Cherokee has changed in the last hundred and 
fifty years. The sketch by von der Gabelentz is unlike modern treatments of the 
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language in that it begins with a discussion of nouns and adjectives. In a clear 
comparison to more familiar European languages, the author frequently points out 
what Cherokee is missing, such as case, gender, and articles. He does point out that 
there are very few true adjectives since the vast majority are derived from verbs. In 
the discussion of verbs he lists nine ‘conjugations’ which are a mix of different tenses 
and aspects as well as derivational affixes. Although his explanation avoids any 
variations or irregularities (he only uses the verb ‘to speak’ throughout the text) it 
does provide a simplified general overview of the possible verb stems and the 
prefixes that accompany them. The nine ‘conjugations’ are further subdivided into 
different tenses, all exhaustively demonstrated in all persons (albeit with the same 
verb).  
John Pickering begins his sketch with a discussion of sounds and orthography, 
using a system that does not mark for tone but does mark for nasality. He describes 
stress as falling on the penultimate syllable. His discussion of ‘the parts of speech’ 
focuses on articles and nouns; there is also a section on ‘case’ that gives examples of 
six cases modeled on Latin. There is a lengthy section on pronouns, with examples 
for each person in a possessed-noun construction. The paper has a discussion of 
adjectives, but a description of verbs is notably absent. 
6
 Pulte and Feeling (1975), Scancarelli (1987), and articles from the 1996 UCLA 
papers will be cited frequently in this work. King (1975) describes the phonology, 
grammar and syntax of North Carolina Cherokee. He identifies and describes three 
types of words: nouns, verbs, and particles. His discussion of morphophonemics is 
useful but lacks examples to illustrate the complex rules he introduces. As in other 
works on Cherokee, this description examines the prepronominal prefixes before any 
discussion of the verb stem. King does not discuss stems per se, but rather lists in one 
chapter the possible aspect suffixes, followed by another chapter on the various 
modal suffixes. An interesting feature of this work is its analysis of aspect suffixes. 
He attempts to clarify their use by creating eleven classes that are further subdivided 
into subclasses and sub-subclasses. This classification scheme is the only attempt of 
its kind and is quite complex.  
Cook (1979) has a strong emphasis on morphophonemic rules, but with few 
examples. As in King’s dissertation, Cook starts with discussion of pronominal and 
pre-pronominal prefixes, with aspect and stem formation near the end of the work. In 
the discussion of pronominal prefixes he introduces the terms subjective and 
objective, but does not make a distinction between which verbs take which prefix. He 
does, however, go into great detail on the morphophonemic rules that apply for the 
various prefix/stem combinations. He also uses the large number chart of prefixes and 
refers to these prefixes by their numbers. In the last chapter he discusses syntax, 
referring especially to Fillmore’s Case Grammar. During this discussion he does point 
out, intriguingly, that the terms ‘active’ and ‘stative’ that are used for Dakota also 
seem to apply to Cherokee. This work contains detailed analyses of phonological 
rules, but also without a lot of examples. The few examples that do occur are not 
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provided with a morpheme analysis alongside the gloss. I hope to make the important 
analyses made in these works more accessible by providing more examples of them. 
7
 Scancarelli (2005) describes Oklahoma Cherokee through examples from a text 
titled ‘The Little People.’ The text consists of sixteen numbered sentences with a line 
by line gloss, morphological analysis as well as a free translation. After presenting 
this text the author describes the phonology and morphology exemplified therein. It 
provides helpful examples of complex phonological alternations, such as h-
metathesis. The author has chosen not to describe tone due to ‘the absence of an 
analysis that would simplify the marking’ (2005:363), although she does present 
some useful insights into the pitch system. In addition to phonology she also 
discusses morphology with brief characterizations of stems, bases, and derivational 
and inflectional affixes. In her summary of the morphology she points out the 
dependency relationship that exists between aspect and person marker. She also 
includes a discussion of syntax and classificatory verbs, along with a brief review of 
the syllabary and its role in Cherokee literacy. 
Walker (1975) contains an exposition of the problems arising from using the 
syllabary to represent Cherokee. He also discusses Cherokee literacy and publications 
in Cherokee. In his discussion of grammar he emphasizes the preeminent importance 
of verbs in the language and their usefulness in deriving other parts of speech such as 
nouns and adjectives. Interestingly, he uses the terms ‘active’ and ‘stative’ to refer to 
what more recent linguistic literature refers to as Set A and Set B pronominal 
markers. He has useful examples of various affixes, staring with the transitive 
portmanteau affixes. He includes with his sketch three texts; each is presented first in 
Cherokee, followed by a free translation, with a final section that translates and 
analyzes each word. 
8
 Foley (1980) is more of a theoretical work and is not as relevant for the purposes of 
this grammar. Foley applies the generative model to try to discover the abstract 
lexical forms that underlie that bewildering array of possible verb forms. This work 
makes frequent comparisons to the other members of the Iroquoian family to justify 
some of the underlying forms. One of the most useful portions of this work is the 
discussion on prefixation. The author analyzes all of the many prefixes, both simple 
and complex, and proposes various phonological rules that derive the numerous 
surface forms from the underlying forms. He supports many of the underlying forms 
with comparisons from other Iroquoian languages. He applies this same methodology 
to prepronominal prefixes with somewhat less success; in his attempt to introduce 
‘regularity’ and ‘symmetry’ into the system he adds abstract features to his already 
abstract underlying forms. The final chapter of the dissertation is a study of the 
sociolinguistic variation that exists for the sounds [j], [kw], [thl], and [hl]. 
9
 The font is SILmanuscript IPA93.  
10
 Pulte and Feeling (2002) discuss their decision to use the conjugated verb as the 
citation form in the dictionary. In defense of this format, they argue that this is the 
natural citation form for Cherokee speakers and that listing the bare form of the verb 
‘…would have made use of the dictionary extremely difficult for persons without 
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training in linguistics’ (2002:64). The authors point out the need to balance a user-
friendly dictionary with a dictionary geared for linguists. They argue that a bare stem 
form, while more acceptable to linguists, would be confusing for the non-specialist; 
such forms could be included as an alphabetical list in the appendix. The present 
work will attempt to aid non-linguist learners of Cherokee to learn to recognize bare 
stems.  
11
 Wright (1996) argues for a characterization of Cherokee as a language with 
lexically marked tone, as opposed to the view held by other linguists that tone is a 
pitch accent system.  
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CHAPTER 2: CHEROKEE SOUNDS AND HOW TO WRITE THEM 
 
1. INVENTORY OF SOUNDS 
Cherokee has a relatively small inventory of sounds; most of the consonants 
are familiar to a speaker of English or other European languages. This size of the 
consonant inventory is typical of languages of the southeast. There are 6 vowels and 
23 consonants.1 The vowels do not contrast for nasality, but do distinguish length as 
well as six different tones. In comparison with other languages, Cherokee is unusual 
in its scarcity of sounds made with the lips: there are no sounds [b], [f], [v], and very 
few words with the sound /m/. Consonants contrast for aspiration, but not for voicing, 
length or glottalization.2 The orthography used in this work is similar to that used by 
Scancarelli (1987).3 
 
1.1 CONSONANTS 
Cherokee consonants are shown in Table 1. The symbols used in this table are 
phonetic; the orthography that will be used in this grammar is shown in Table 2. 
Consonants are distinguished by place and manner of articulation. The table also 
divides consonants into obstruents and sonorants; this division is indicated by a thick 
black line two-thirds down. Obstruents are sounds where the airflow is totally 
obstructed (stops and affricates) or partially obstructed (fricatives). Sonorants are 
sounds produced with very little obstruction and include liquids, glides, and nasals.  
Aspiration is an important and pervasive feature of the Cherokee sound 
system. Aspiration is a puff of air that immediately follows voiceless obstruents and 
is naturally and unconsciously done by English speakers in certain environments (e.g. 
the beginning of a syllable). This English aspiration occurs on the phonetic level; that 
is, it happens automatically in certain situations and therefore goes unperceived by 
speakers. A change in meaning never hinges on aspiration. An important difference 
between Cherokee and English is the status of voicing and aspiration. In English 
obstruents are in voiced/voiceless pairs: d/t, g/k, j/ch, etc. Whether or not an obstruent 
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is voiced is noticeable to speakers and creates differences in meaning. In Cherokee, 
on the other hand, none of the obstruents is voiced; unlike English, consonants come 
in unaspirated/aspirated pairs.4 A Cherokee speaker will notice aspiration or the lack 
thereof as this quality is linguistically significant. 
Cherokee obstruents (the consonants above this line) are inherently voiceless; 
all of these obstruents, with the exception of /s/, /h/, and //, have an aspirated 
counterpart.5 The consonants below the black line are sonorants. Sonorants are 
naturally voiced, but can be devoiced through aspiration. With the exception of the 
relatively rare sound /m/, which is always unaspirated, these consonants also come in 
aspirated and unaspirated pairs.  
 
TABLE 1  
LABIAL 
 
ALVEOLAR 
 
PALATAL 
 
VELAR 
 
GLOTTAL 
STOPS      
          UNASPIRATED kw t  k  
           ASPIRATED kw t  k  
AFFRICATES       
            UNASPIRATED      ts/t   
            ASPIRATED  ts t   
FRICATIVES  s   h 
LATERAL FRICATIVES         
LATERAL AFFRICATES      
           UNASPIRATED  tl    
            ASPIRATED   t ()     
LIQUIDS          
UNASPIRATED  l    
NASALS      
            UNASPIRATED m n    
ASPIRATED  n    
GLIDES      
            UNASPIRATED w  y   
ASPIRATED w  y   
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Table 1 above shows the twenty-three distinct consonants of Cherokee using phonetic 
symbols. In this grammar these sounds will be written not with these symbols, but 
with a practical orthography found in Table 2.6 
 
TABLE 2 
 
 
LABIAL 
 
ALVEOLAR 
 
PALATAL 
 
VELAR 
 
GLOTTAL 
STOPS      
          UNASPIRATED kw t  k  
           ASPIRATED khw th  kh  
AFFRICATES       
            UNASPIRATED  j   
            ASPIRATED  ts ch   
FRICATIVES  s   h 
LATERAL FRICATIVES     hl    
LATERAL AFFRICATES      
           UNASPIRATED  tl    
            ASPIRATED   thl  
  (hl) 
   
LIQUIDS          
            UNASPIRATED  l    
NASALS      
            UNASPIRATED m n    
ASPIRATED  hn    
GLIDES      
            UNASPIRATED w  y   
ASPIRATED hw  hy   
 
 Using a Romanized writing system for Cherokee creates some problems. An 
unaspirated /t/ is perceived by Cherokee speakers as closer to English <d> than <t>; 
at the same time, many speakers will point out that the Cherokee sound is not quite 
English <d>, or that it is somewhere between English <d> and <t>. This complication 
will be explored in the following description of Cherokee obstruents and how they are 
represented in this grammar’s Romanized orthography. 
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1.1.1. Obstruents 
Obstruents are sounds where the flow of air in the mouth is severely restricted 
or stopped. The three kinds of obstruents in Cherokee are stops, fricative, and 
affricates.  
 
 
1.1.1.1.Stops  
A stop is a sound where the airflow is blocked. The stops contrast in place of 
articulation and in aspiration. In some Romanized orthographies the contrast between 
aspirated and unaspirated stops is treated as a voicing distinction.7 This treatment is 
probably due to an English-based perception of the sounds themselves; e.g. for a 
native English speaker an unaspirated /t/ sounds quite similar to English /d/.Certain 
phonological processes (explained later in this chapter) make it clear, however, that 
that the contrast is based on aspiration. Moreover, if the contrast were based on 
voicing, then it would be expected that the voiceless fricative /s/ would have a voiced 
counterpart /z/, which it does not. The Romanized writing used in this work will 
follow the convention of representing unaspirated stops with the symbols representing 
voiceless stops English: i.e. <t> and <k>.  Aspirated stops will use the same symbol 
followed by an <h>: i.e. <th> and <kh>. 
It is important to point out, however, that <th> and <kh> could represent 
underlying voiceless aspirated stops or voiceless unaspirated stops that have, through 
a phonological processes described in Section 2.1, come into contact with /h/. The 
contrasts for the stops are shown below; the characters in brackets represent their 
phonetic value, while those following show how the sounds are represented in the 
Romanized script used in the current work. In (1) are examples of a minimal and 
near-minimal pair. Minimal pairs are pairs of words that are the same except for one 
sound (e.g. ‘you did it’ and ‘you hung it up’ in 1a below), and near-minimal pairs are 
those words that are very similar to each other except for a few differences (e.g. 
‘mushroom’ and ‘hawk’ in pairs (1b)). These pairs help to establish the sounds under 
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investigation as separate phonemes. Phonemes are the sounds in a language that cause 
differences in meaning between words and that speakers perceive as significant.8 
 
1) a.[t] t Urg hatvvka ‘You did it.’ 
[t] th Urg hathvvka ‘You hung it up.’ 
 
b.[t] t cOl tawooli ‘mushroom’ 
[t] th tOd thawooti ‘hawk’ 
 
In (2) are examples of contrasting aspirated and unaspirated velar stops.  
 
2) [k] k qw koola ‘winter’ 
[k] kh qw khoola ‘bone’ 
 
The labialized velar stops [kw] and [khw] are phonetically identical to clusters of 
velar stop and [w]. The labialized unaspirated [kw] and aspirated [khw]] are 
distinguished by their interaction with processes of vowel deletion (see Section 2.2) 
and metathesis (see Section 2.3). The aspirated cluster is found much less frequently 
than its unaspirated counterpart and it is difficult to find examples of minimal or near-
minimal pairs. Two examples are in (3). 
 
3) /kw/ kw \@mm9 waakweenvvsv ‘I went there.’  
/kw/ khw g@msg kaakhweenvvska  ‘He’s wrapping it.’  
  
 
 
In addition to the three pairs of stops shown above, there is a glottal stop represented 
by the character <>. This sound appears between vowels and less frequently 
between a vowel and a consonant. This sound contrasts with the glottal fricative /h/, 
as demonstrated in (4). These two sounds are referred to as ‘laryngeal sounds’, a term 
that will be explained in greater detail in Section 3.2 of this chapter. 
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4) //     qi koi  ‘oil’ 
/h/ h qh khoohi ‘today’ 
 
Typically a glottal stop will separate two vowels, as seen in (5).  
 
5) a. 5i  joi    ‘three’ 
b. s@mi skweehnvvi ‘fist’ (Feeling 1975a:153) 
c. afa  aakia   ‘He’s eating it.’ 
 
 
It should be noted that the syllabary does not represent glottal stops, so some near 
minimal pairs will be written in an identical manner.  An example is in (6). 
6) a. ac  ata    ‘wood’ 
b. ac  ata    ‘young animal’    
 
1.1.1.2. Fricatives 
Fricatives are sounds produced by obstructing but not entirely stopping the 
airflow. Stops, fricatives, and affricates together form a larger class of sound known 
as obstruents. In Cherokee there are three fricatives distinguished by their place of 
articulation. The glottal fricative /h/ is produced by obstructing the airflow in the 
glottis, and the /s/ is produced by creating an obstruction between the tongue and the 
alveolar ridge behind the teeth. The third fricative, /hl/, is a lateral fricative and often 
sounds like a combination of /h/ and /l/. 
The glottal fricative /h/ occurs at the beginning of syllables and in clusters 
with most consonants. The /h/ that occurs in clusters has been described in the 
literature as an ‘intrusive h.’ This sound is the source of complex phonological rules 
described later in this chapter. The voiceless alveolar fricative /s/ is characterized by a 
faint [h] that precedes it. This [h] is not represented in the writing system as its 
presence is predictable. Under certain conditions described in Section 3.2 this initial 
[h] is replaced with a glottal stop that is realized as a lowfall tone. The two fricatives 
are contrasted in (7). 
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7) [h] h clYhU taaliiyohiha ‘He’s putting on socks’ 
[s] s clYRU taaliiyosiha ‘He’s changing socks’ 
 
The third fricative /hl/ is either a result of an /h/ coming into contact with an /l/ or it is 
an increasingly common pronunciation of the affricate /thl/. This pronunciation is 
discussed below. 
 
1.1.1.3. Affricates 
Affricates are sounds that combine the features of a stop and a fricative. In 
Cherokee there are five affricates that contrast in place of articulation and aspiration. 
As with the stops, the contrast between aspirated and unaspirated is often perceived as 
a voicing distinction and is therefore represented as such in the Romanized 
orthography. In (8) below the unaspirated form has two possible pronunciations, 
depending on the speaker. This grammar treats [ts]/[t]as a single sound that 
has two slightly different pronunciations depending on the speaker and the dialect; 
both variants are written as <j>. Phonetically they are unaspirated voiceless affricates; 
because voiceless obstruents in English are typically aspirated, the lack of aspiration 
makes them sound similar to an English voiced affricate. For this reason this sound is 
written with a character that corresponds to a voiced affricate <j> in English. When 
either sound is aspirated the resulting sound is similar to the initial sound in English 
‘church’ and is written the same way. 
 
8) [ts]/[t] j   
[t]  ch   
 
It is important to bear in mind that the unaspirated affricate written in the 
current orthography as <j> has two possible pronunciations, an alveolar [ts] or a 
palatal [t]. (As mentioned above, to an English-speaker these sound like the voiced 
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[dz] for [j] , respectively.) These two pronunciations vary from speaker to speaker; 
the same speaker may use either pronunciation in free variation. An example is (9). 
 
9) Ewf [tsalaki, t alaki] jalaki  ‘Cherokee’ 
 
 The aspirated counterpart of this sound is written as <ch>. This sound occurs 
rather infrequently.9 A few lexical items are listed in (10).  
 
10) Epw  chaneela  ‘eight’ 
GZsg  chinooska   ‘coal’ 
#g  chuhka  ‘flea’ 
a#E  achuuja  ‘boy’ 
gGZsc  kachinoosta ‘straight’ 
a;y  achvvya  ‘male animal’ 
d;sd  tichvvsti  ‘marriage’ 
 
In addition to the words listed above, /ch/ occurs as a result of /j/ coming into contact 
with /h/ and becoming aspirated.  These aspiration is the result of certain affixes (or 
combinations of affixes) attaching to a verb stem.  In (11a) the aspirated 
cha sequence is a result of the /h/ of the verb coming in contact with the unaspirated 
consonant in the pronominal prefix ja-.(The adjacency of these sounds the result of 
metathesis, a phenomenon discussed in Section 2.3 of this chapter.) In (11b) and 
(11c) an aspirating feature on the Applicative (APL) suffix changes the /j/ to /ch/.  
 
11) a.   Epsd    ogjl 
chanesti  ookatuuli 
ja-hnest-i   ookii-atuuliha 
2B-speak:DVN-NOM2  1B.PL.EX-want:PRC 
‘We want for you to speak it.’  
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b.   cfnV}l 
takintlecheeli 
ta-kinii-atlej-eel-i 
FUT-1B.DL-take.revenge:CMP-APL:CMP-MOT 
‘He will take revenge on us.’  
 
c.   aGsgmGR 
aajiiskanvvvchiisi 
aji-skanvvvj-iisi  
3O-commit.sin:CMP-APL:IMM    
‘She fouled her.’ (Lady Indians Championship) 
 
The two lateral affricates, as shown in (12) are also distinguished in this 
grammar’s orthography by the /h/ on the aspirated consonant. /tl/ is a combination of 
the stop /t/ and the lateral liquid /l/; /thl/ is a combination of the stop /t/ with lateral 
fricative [].10 
 
12) [tl]  tl   
[t]  thl (or[] hl for most Oklahoma speakers) 
 
A sound change occurring in Oklahoma Cherokee has changed most /t/ 
sounds to a //. (See Section 4 for further discussion of this change and how it is 
reflected in the syllabary.)  Because of this sound change there are two different types 
of []sound: one sound is a cluster of  /h/ and /l/, and the other is a weakened 
version of the aspirated lateral affricate /thl/ .As with the labialized velars /kw/ and 
/khw/, their separate identity as distinctive sounds is established through their 
behavior relative to vowel deletion and metathesis. For example, in (13) the 
underlying form of the verb stem is –alihkhothtita; this stem is shown on the 
third line of the analysis. All verbs appear with a person prefix: a unit that attaches to 
the front that indicates who is involved with the action of the verb. Because of vowel 
deletion (described in Section 2.2) that occurs with the third person prefix, the /l/ and  
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/h/ are brought together; as a result, the conjugated verb in (13b) has[]. This sound 
is written as <hl>. 
 
13) a.  glqrdU 
kaliikhothtiha 
ji-alihkhothtiha  
1A-shatter:PRC 
‘I’m shattering it.’ 
 
b.   alqrdU 
aahlkhothtiha  [aakottiha]  
a-alihkhothtiha 
3A-shatter:PRC 
‘She’s shattering it.’ 
 
In (14) is an example of a minimal pair that contrasts /hl/ and /thl/; the syllabary 
spelling is identical.  
 
14) a.  fC kiihli ‘dog’ 
b.  fC kiithli ‘strand of hair’ 
 
1.1.2. Sonorants 
Sonorants are sounds that are inherently voiced and, unlike stops, fricatives, and 
affricates, are produced with little obstruction of the airflow. The liquid /l/, the nasals 
/n/ and /m/, and the glides /w/ and /y/ are all sonorants. The sonorants are ordinarily 
voiced, but, with the important exception of /m/, are devoiced when in contact with 
/h/.11  As with other sounds it is difficult to find minimal pairs, but there are enough 
near minimal pairs to justify dividing aspirated and aspirated sonorants into different 
phonemes. The pair in (15) shows the contrast between [hn] ~ [n] (written as <hn>) 
and [n] (written as <n>). The combination <hn> may sound like the devoiced [n] with 
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a whispering-like [h] in front of it or simply a devoiced [n]. This pronunciation 
difference depends on the speaker or how carefully it is articulated. 
 
15) [hn], [n] hn z- kvvhna ‘He is alive.’  
[n]  n zn kvvna ‘turkey’      
 
In word-final position sonorants are often devoiced as well; they are not 
written with /h/ as this change is predictable. 
 The devoiced sonorants have a more restricted distribution than the aspirated 
obstruents. Whereas all of the aspirated obstruents appear word-initially (albeit 
infrequently), only the voiceless [y] appears at the beginning of lexical items. There 
are only a few examples of this, some of which are listed in (16). 
 
16) a.   y8n  hyahtheena  ‘board’ 
b.   y4C  hyahthoohli  ‘narrow’ 
c.   Bgl  hyehkahli   ‘quilt’ 
 
 
1.1.2.1. Liquids 
The only liquid in Cherokee is produced by allowing the air to flow in a 
relatively unobstructed fashion along both sides of the tongue. Compared to the other 
sonorants, the liquid /l/  changes significantly when it is in contact with /h/.  In 
addition to being devoiced, the resulting sound is produced with a greater restriction 
of air and is therefore considered a fricative.12 The lateral liquid /l/  is contrasted with 
the lateral fricative in (17).  
 
17) [l] l alY aaliiyo [aaliiyo] ‘sock’ 
[] hl aC] aahliilo [aaiilo]  ‘He’s measuring it.’ 
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1.1.2.2. Nasals 
In Cherokee there are two nasal sounds; they contrast by place of articulation. 
Two examples are shown in (18). 
 
18) [m] m gg%  kaakama ‘cucumber’ 
[n] n agnd  aakanaati ‘He is licking it.’ 
 
The bilabial nasal /m/ does not cluster with /h/; moreover, this sound is rare and 
occurs in only a small set of words. This sound never appears at the beginning of a 
native Cherokee word and only appears at the end of one word kham 'now then, 
come then!’  In addition to the small set of native words, /m/ also appears more 
commonly as borrowed words and names from English.  Some of these words are 
listed in (19). 
 
19) a%  ama   ‘water’ 
a%  aama   ‘salt’ 
ug%  uukama  ‘soup’ 
a%x  amayvv  ‘near the water’ 
a*?i  ameekwooi ‘ocean’ 
^*U  tlaameeha  ‘bat’ 
t%C  thamaahli  ‘tomato’ 
K%%  khamaama  ‘elephant, butterfly’ 
c%g  taamaka  ‘horsefly’ 
ogw$% ookalaahooma ‘Oklahoma’  
*l  meeli  ‘Mary’ 
bNl  kheemili  ‘camel’ 
%f  maaki  ‘Maggie’ 
 
1.1.2.3. Glides 
Glides are similar to fricatives in that the air flows continuously through the 
mouth; unlike fricatives, the flow of the airflow is not very restricted. . The two glides 
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contrast in their place of articulation: in /w/ the airflow is slightly restricted by the 
limits, while for/y/ it is restricted near the roof of the mouth, or palate. A near 
minimal pair is shown in (20). 
 
20) [w] w WGya wiijiyaa ‘Ya’ll are inside here.’  
[y] y IGya  yijiyaa  ‘I could be in there.’  
 
 
1.2. VOWELS 
There are five oral vowels and one nasal vowel. For the oral vowels the air 
flows out of the mouth, while for nasal vowels the air flows out of the nose. They are 
distinguished by how open the mouth is (height), how far back the tongue is 
(backness), if the lips are rounded or not. The distinctiveness of vowels is established 
by the existence of minimal pairs and near-minimal pairs. True minimal pairs, such as 
in (21), are hard to find in Cherokee as there is frequently a difference in length and 
tone as well.  
 
21) a.   /a/ a Uc hata   ‘Say it!’ 
b.   /i/  i  hc hita   ‘Lay it down (something long)!’ 
 
The two front vowels /i/ and /e/ contrast by height as shown in the near-
minimal pairs in (22). 
 
22) a.   /i/   i hc hita   ‘Lay it down (something long)!’ 
/e/  e Lc heeta  ‘You just went.’ 
 
b.   /i/   i fg kiika  ‘blood’ 
/e/  e bg keeka  ‘I’m going’ 
 
The three back vowels /u/, /o/, and /a/ contrast by backness and rounding. A minimal 
pair for /u/ and /o/ is given in (23).  
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23) /u/   u uOB/ uuwoyeeni   ‘his, her hand’ 
/o/   o oOB/ oowoyeeni  ‘one’s hand’ 
 
Near minimal pairs contrasting /a/ with /u/ and /a/ with /o/ are shown in (24) and (25). 
 
24) /a/    a afsd akiisti   ‘something to eat’ 
/u/    u ufsd uukiisti   ‘for him, her to eat it 
 
25) /a/    a Wpg wiineeka   ‘We are going there.’ 
/o/    o Wpq wiineeko   ‘We go (habitually) there.’ 
 
The two high vowels /i/ and /u/ contrast by backness and rounding. A minimal pair is 
given in (26). 
 
26) a.   /i/    i  Gic  jiiita  ‘I just had it in my hand’ 
b.   /u/    u  Guc  jiuuta ‘I just put (something long) into water.’ 
 
The three mid vowels contrast by backing and rounding. This contrast appears with 
the final suffixes that are used to indicate the time frame of verbs. In (27) below is an 
example of three conjugations of the verb ‘to be hungry’ that are distinguished by 
different mid vowels. (The first two examples are distinguished by the degree of 
certainty; the first is an event that the speaker did not witness, while the second she 
did. These distinctions are discussed in Chapter 5.) 
 
27) a.   /e/   e  EYRsbi jayoosiiskeei ‘You were hungry.’ 
b.   /o/   o  EYRsqi jayoosiiskooi  ‘You are hungry (habitually)’ 
c.   /v/   v  EYRszi jayoosiiskvvi ‘You were hungry (I was there).’ 
 
The phonetic symbols for the vowels are shown in Table 3. The two shaded boxes 
represent vowels where the lips are rounded. The representation of the vowels used in 
this grammar is in Table 4. 
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TABLE 3 
            
 
 
 
 
 
TABLE 4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Two of the back vowels have lip-rounding, but less so than their English counterparts. 
All the vowels, with the exception of the mid-central vowel, are tense. The character 
<v> is used to represent a mid-central vowel. This vowel is nasalized, although it is 
often denasalized in fast speech. Word-final vowels are nasalized, but this is often not 
apparent as many of the final vowels are dropped in everyday speech. There are a few 
words whose final vowels seem to remain intact; in such cases the nasalization is 
clear. Two examples are in (28). Munro states that vowels also are nasalized after a 
nasal consonant (1996:48).  
 
28) a.   \4 wato   [wato"] ‘Thank you’ 
b.   $] howa   [howa"]  ‘OK’ 
 
Short vowels preceding /h/ are devoiced. Because these processes are automatic, the 
symbols representing devoicing and nasalization are not used in the Romanized script 
unless they warrant special attention. Both devoicing and word-final nasalization are 
exemplified in (29). 
 
FRONT CENTRAL   BACK 
HIGH i  u 
MID e ə" o 
LOW   a 
 
FRONT CENTRAL   BACK 
HIGH i  u 
MID e v o 
LOW   a 
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29) dg4d 
tikatohti  
[tikatohti"] 
 ‘curtains’ 
 
Vowels are found in initial, medial, and final position. The vowel /v/ occurs 
rarely word-initially in lexical items; it does appear word-initially in the Object Focus 
forms (see Chapter 4) and as a variant of the Iterative prepronominal prefix ii- (See 
Chapter 6). However, this vowel is frequently found at the end of words, especially in 
everyday spoken Cherokee, because of the high frequency of the Experienced Past 
suffix (EXP)–vvi whose final vowel is so frequently deleted.  
 Even more infrequent word-initially is the vowel /o/; it only appears at the 
beginning of a small amount of lexical items, but it does appear at the beginning of all 
pronominal prefixes referring to exclusive persons. All vowels are found at the end of 
words, especially due to the habitual dropping of the final vowel in everyday speech.  
(30) is a list of words containing the six vowels in initial position.  
 
30) [a] a ay   aya  ‘I’ 
[e] e e]h  eloohi ‘earth’ 
[i] i iy  iiya  'pumpkin' 
[o] o o^  oohla 'soap’ 
[u] u usd  uusti ‘baby’ 
[ə "] v vcl  vvtaali ‘pond’ 
 
Some of the vowels are written twice to indicate they are pronounced twice as 
long. Vowel length will be discussed in the following section. 
 
1.2.1. Length 
 Vowels are either long or short; a long vowel takes approximately twice as 
long to pronounce as its short counterpart.13 In the Romanized writing system in this 
work, length is represented by writing the vowel twice. There are very few minimal 
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pairs that are based solely on vowel length. One clear exception is with the 
pronominal prefixes where a long vowel can indicate an animate object. One such 
minimal pair is given below in (31), for more discussion of vowel length and 
animacy, see Chapter 4.   
 
31) [i]  i Gq\TU jikowhthiha 'I am seeing it.’ 
[i:] ii Gq\TU jiikowhthiha 'I am seeing him/her.’ 
  
Short vowels often surface as lax vowels, especially in fast speech. A short /a/ 
is lax and is similar to a mid-central vowel [ə]. Short /u/ in particular, already not 
strongly rounded, can also approach the sound [ə]. Short /i/ often surfaces as [I]. 
Examples are in (32). 
 
32) a.   hEwfs 
hijalakis  [h#jalak#s] 
hi-jalaki=s 
2A-Cherokee=Q 
 ‘Are you Cherokee?’ 
 
b.   Endm9s 
janatiinvvsvs  [jənətiinvvsvs] 
ja-natiinvvs-vvi=s 
2B-sell:CMP-EXP=Q 
‘Did you sell it?’  
 
A few stems start with an abstract feature that lengthens the vowel of a prefix 
attached to it.14 This feature is represented by the symbol <xx>. Two examples of the 
effect of this feature on attached prefixes are in (33) below. In both cases the 
normally short vowel appears as a long vowel when attached to these stems.  
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33) a.  hB\ 
hiiyeewa 
hi-xxyeewa  
2A-sew:IMM 
‘You sewed it.’  
 
b.   hElfsq 
hiijalkiisko 
hi-xxjalkiisk-oi  
2A-rip:INC-HAB 
‘You rip it.’  
 
Scancarelli (1987:46) states that underlying long final vowels are rare. Such 
vowels cannot be deleted. They surface as short vowels with nasalization and often 
become devoiced at the end of the articulation. The presence of a clitic, however, will 
reveal the underlying length of the word-final vowel.  A clitic is an element that is 
similar to a suffix in that it always attaches to the end of a word; it differs from a 
suffix in that it can attach to any part of speech (suffixes are indicated by a dash(-), 
clitics by an equal (=) sign). Clitics are discussed in Chapter 3.  
There exist several different ways for vowel length to be represented 
orthographically. Many purely pedagogical works simply ignore the distinction; 
others (Scancarelli 1987, Holmes1977) distinguish a long vowel with a colon. In the 
Feeling dictionary (1975) a short vowel is distinguished by a dot underneath it. In this 
work a simple doubling of the vowel is preferred to avoid unusual symbols within the 
word. This convention is used by Pamela Munro and her students in the UCLA 
papers (1996). These papers use a practical orthography with double vowels to 
indicate length and accents to indicate tone. Such a system treats vowel length in a 
straightforward manner: a short [u] is written as <u> and a long [u:] is written as 
<uu>. An advantage of this system is that it allows vowels with contour tone to be 
seen as two segments of the same vowel, but with each segment having its own tone. 
For example, the long vowel [o:] with a rising tone is written as <òó>; i.e. an [o] with 
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low tone followed by an [o] with high tone.  The system of vowel –doubling to 
represent vowel length also makes it easier to understand the role of moras in 
different types of tone changes. A mora is a unit of syllabic weight; a long vowel is 
heavier than a short vowel. A long vowel consists of two moras (and is written with 
two vowels), while a short vowel consists of one mora (and is written with one 
vowel).  
The alternative to writing two vowels is to use a special symbol to indicate if a 
given vowel is long or short. Pulte and Feeling (1975), for example, treat long vowels 
as the default form of the vowel and write them with a single character, whereas short 
vowels are treated as different and are indicated by a vowel with a dot under it. The 
disadvantage of this system is that it is both asymmetrical (short vowels are treated as 
the ‘unusual’ segment), but it also introduces another unfamiliar symbol into the 
system. 
The vowel doubling system is that same as that in Munro (1996).  It should be 
pointed out that converting from Munro’s system to the Pulte and Feeling system is 
straightforward, as both systems offer the same analysis of vowel length and tone.  
 
1.2.2. Tone  
In addition to length, vowels also carry tone.15 Cherokee is a pitch accent 
language with two level tones, low and high, and four contour tones: rising, falling, 
lowfall and highfall.16 The traditional Cherokee writing system does not reflect the 
suprasegmental features of length and tone. The representation of tone used in this 
paper is an adaptation of the system that Pamela Munro and her students used in the 
UCLA papers; the names for the tones come from these papers as well (Munro 
1996:12). The chief difference between the system in this work and the UCLA work 
is that the latter marked every vowel with an accent. In this grammar it is assumed 
that the low tone is the default tone and is therefore left unmarked.17   
A level tone is a tone that remains at a constant pitch. In Cherokee there are 
two level tones. These high and low tones can appear on all vowels, long or short. In 
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(34) the two examples of low tone do not receive any special marking as it is 
considered the most common or default tone. 
 
34)  a. Short vowel, low tone 
y/A  yansi 'buffalo’ 
 
b. Long vowel, low tone 
fC   kiihli ‘dog’ 
 
An accent over a vowel indicates high tone on that vowel. In (35a) all the vowels are 
low tone except for the second to last vowel. The two examples in (35b) have long 
vowels with a high tone. If high tone vowel is a long vowel, only the first vowel will 
have the accent mark; the vowel that follows the unaccented vowel is assumed to also 
have a high tone. 
 
35) a. Short vowel, high tone 
htYhU hihthayoohiha ‘You are asking for something.’ 
b. Long vowel, high tone 
zn  kvvna ‘turkey’ 
qg  khooka ‘crow’    
 
The high and low tones are level tone- tones that stay at the same pitch throughout the 
pronunciation of the vowel. In addition to these two level tones Cherokee also has 
four contour tones. A contour tone is a tone that changes pitch. Two of these contour 
tones are analyzed as combinations of the two level tones. Because they are 
composed of two tones, these contour tones only occur on long vowels. A long vowel 
has a rising tone if the first vowel is low and the second vowel is high. Several 
examples of a rising tone are in (36). 
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36)  gc  kaata ‘soil, land’  
Yn  yoona ‘bear’ 
 \G  waaji ‘watch’ 
 
In the examples above the first vowel is low (and therefore unmarked) and the second 
is high. Lindsey (1987:14) points out that English loan words have a rising tone 
where the stress in the English word falls; this phenomenon is exemplified in (37). 
 
37)  Wl  wiili  ‘Will’  
KW  khaahwi  ‘coffee’ 
 \G  waaji  ‘watch’ 
 GA  jiisa  ‘Jesus’ 
ogw$% ookalaahooma ‘Oklahoma’  
*l  meeli  ‘Mary’ 
bNl  kheemili  ‘camel’ 
%f  maaki  ‘Maggie’ 
 
The least common tone in Cherokee is the falling tone. This contour tone 
occurs on long vowels where the first vowel has a high tone and the second vowel a 
low tone. This tone is represented using an acute and a grave accent mark as shown in 
(38). 
 
38)  mOT  nvvwoothi  ‘medicine’ 
 Gsq? jiiskookwo ‘robin’ 
 f=g  khiyuuka  ‘chipmunk’ 
 
Both the rising and the falling tones are tones composed of individual level 
tones. In addition to these two tones, there are two more tones that start at the same 
level as the level tones but then rise or fall out of the range of the level tones. These 
two tones are the highfall and lowfall tones. The term ‘highfall’ comes from Munro 
(1996); other authors have referred to this tone as a superhigh (Lindsey 1985, 1987)), 
but Haag (2001:414) points out that  ‘Tone 4 [highfall] is not so much an acoustic 
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superhigh as it is a highfall: Tone 4 always occurs with a following low, and is really 
the contour High-Low.’18 The highfall tone is used mainly on adjectives as well as on 
adverbials and most nouns that are derived from verbs. It does not appear on verbs 
that are not subordinate to another element. Like the other contour tones, this tone is 
only found on underlying long vowels. In situations where there is no long vowel to 
bear this tone, it is usually pronounced as a high tone.19 Because this tone typically is 
towards the end of the word, and because in everyday speech the end of the word is 
dropped off, the highfall can appear at the end of the shortened word as a slightly 
higher final tone; this issue will be addressed in its own section below.  The highfall 
tone is only found on the rightmost long vowel of the word. It is represented by an 
accent on both vowels. In (39) there are three adjectives with the highfall tone. 
 
39) eQ eekwa  ‘large, huge’ 
afn akiina   ‘young’ 
gbc kaakeeta  ‘heavy’ 
 
The highfall tone has an important role in Cherokee grammar that distinguishes it 
from the other tones. When a highfall appears on a verb it changes its role in the 
sentence. An example is in (40). In this example a backslash followed by the 
abbreviation SUB indicates that a tone change is indicating subordination of the verb 
‘tell’ to the noun ‘man.’ The backslash appears after the specific part of the word 
where it appears; in this case it changes the normal high tone of the Habitual suffix 
(HAB) to a highfall tone.  The highfall is always present on the Negative Deverbalizer 
(NDV) suffix -vvna that is found at the end of the verb ‘to believe’ on the second line.  
 
40) q!sd   GKZLsqi         
kohuusti  jikhanooheskooi 
 kohuusti  ji-ka-hnoohesk-oi     
something    REL-3A-tell:INC-HAB\SUB       
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asgy  04h=9n          bDi 
askaya nuutoohiyuusvvna     keeso 
 a-skaya ni-uu-ataa-oohiyuus-vvna  kees-oi  
 3A-man        PRT-3B-MDL-believe-NDV               be:INC-HAB 
‘The man who tells the story is sometimes unbelievable.’  
 
Another common tone change is used on verbs in the Incompletive stem; this tone 
change indicates that the verb been turned into a noun indicating a person or thing 
that performs the action of the verb. The tone change is indicated by the abbreviation 
AGT (‘Agentive’) after the backslash. Two examples are in (41). In (41a) the tone 
appears on the verb stem itself since this is where the rightmost long vowel of the 
word is located. In (41b) the rightmost long vowel is on the long vowel of the 
pronominal prefix 
 
41) a.   dg[YHsf 
  tikateeyoohvski  
  ti-ji-at-eehyoohvsk-i 
DST2-1A-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘I’m a teacher.’ 
 
b.   #/Jsci 
juuniikhustai 
ti-uunii-khusta-i 
DST2-3B.PL\AGT-support:INC-NOM    
‘fans, supporters’ (Lady Indians Championship) 
 
The tone change indicated by the backslash is in the majority of cases a highfall, but 
other tones do appear. It is possible that the other tones may influenced by the 
surrounding tones. This area of Cherokee phonology is incompletely understood at 
present and requires further investigation.  
The abbreviations in (42) will be used after a backslash to indicate a tone 
change. These tone changes will be discussed in detail in the relevant sections. 
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42) Tone change abbreviations 
\AGT  agentive derivation from Incompletive stem  
\MOD  modal (ability or obligation) 
\OBJ  object derivation from Deverbal Noun stem 
\SUB  subordination  
  
Another contour tone, the lowfall tone, starts as a low tone and drops lower.20 Like all 
contour tones, this tone only occurs on long vowels. As exemplified in (43), it is 
indicated by a grave accent on the second vowel.  
 
43) a. my nvvya  ‘rock’ 
b. 9f svvki  ‘onion’ 
 
Even though the grave accent is used to represent two different tones, in both cases it 
is only used on the second character on a long vowel and it is used to indicate the tone 
is lower than the preceding character in the long vowel. (44a) shows a lowfall, and 
(44b) is an example of the falling tone.21  
 
44) a.  Lowfall: my nvvya  ‘rock’ 
b. Falling: mOT nvvwoothi  ‘medicine’ 
 
If the vowel lengthening feature (discussed in the previous section on length) has a 
tone associated with it, then this tone will appear on the lengthened vowel of the 
pronominal prefix. In the citation form the tone is indicated on the symbol <xx> that 
indicates the vowel-lengthening feature; two examples are in (45). 
 
45) a.  hCRU 
hiithliisiiha 
hi-xxthliisiiha  
2A-gather:PRC 
‘You’re gathering it.’  
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b.   oGCRU 
oojiithliisiiha 
oojii-xxthliisiiha 
1A.PL.EX-gather:PRC 
 ‘We are gathering it.’  
 
Another special symbol is associated with some adjectives that carry a highfall tone 
on whatever the rightmost long vowel of the word is. This tone specification is 
indicated by the symbol <x>at the beginning of the adjective. An example is in (46). 
Adjectives will be discussed in Chapter 8. In the example below the highfall tone 
appears on the vowel of the pronominal prefix uunii-, a vowel that normally has a 
low tone. A pronominal prefix indicates a person, in this case third person plural 
‘they.’ These prefixes are the topic of Chapter 4. 
 
46) a. #/sQgC 
juuniiskwakahli  
ti-uunii-xskwakahli  
 DST2-3B.PL-striped 
‘striped, they are striped’ (Chapter 9.2:28) 
 
b.a/t   
aniitha  
anii-xtha 
3A.PL-young.woman  
‘young women’   
 
If the stem starts with a vowel then this vowel will carry the double accent; it should 
be kept in mind, however, that the highfall will appear on a vowel other than the 
vowel it is written on because it can’t appear on a short vowel. In (47a) the final 
vowel /ii/of the pronominal prefix uunii-  deletes before the initial /a/ of the stem to 
which it attaches, while the highfall tone shifts to the rightmost long vowel of the 
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word; in this case the vowel /uu/ of the pronominal prefix. In (47b) it is the initial /a/ 
that deletes, but the highfall still shifts to the rightmost long vowel.  
 
47) a.untn   
juunathana  
ti-uunii-athana  
DST2-3B.PL-big 
‘big’ 
 
b.untn   
uuthana  
uu-athana  
3B-big 
‘big’ 
 
The eight possible length and tone combinations are represented in (48) 
 
48) Cherokee vowels: length and tone 
e short low  
ee long low  
e short high  
ee long high  
ee rising  
ee falling  
ee lowfall  
ee highfall  
 
All of the above combinations are written in the syllabary as e. The syllabary will be 
discussed at greater length in Section 4. A set of words that differ only in tone is 
given below in (49).   
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49) a.  [n{>sq 
teenasuuleesko  
tee-iinii-asuuleesk-oi 
DST-1A.DL-wash.hands:INC-HAB 
‘We wash our hands.’  
 
b.   [n{>sq 
teenasuuleesko 
tee-iinii-asuuleesk-oi 
DST-1A.DL-take.off.pants: INC-HAB 
‘We take our pants off.’  
 
As stated above, there are several different ways that linguists have chosen to 
represent these distinctions of length and tone. Some use superscript numbers for tone 
and a dot for short vowels, whereas others use accent marks and a doubling of the 
vowel to show long vowels. Holmes and Smith use a colon for vowel length and 
ignore tone altogether. The differences are compared in Tables 5 and 6. In each table 
the last row represents the system used in this grammar. 
 
 
TABLE  5 
 “water” “salt” 
Syllabary a% a% 
Pulte/Feeling ạ2ma      a3ma 
Scancarelli àma      Á:ma 
UCLA àma ááma 
Holmes/Smith a-ma a:-ma 
Montgomery-
Anderson 
ama aama 
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TABLE  6 
 “winter” “bone” 
Syllabary qw qw 
Pulte/Feeling go4la    koo23la 
Scancarelli ko˝:la khǒ:la 
UCLA góola kòóla 
Holmes/Smith go:-la go:-la 
Montgomery-
Anderson 
koola khoola 
 
In Table 6 Scancarelli uses an <h> to indicate aspiration; in the other orthographies 
this aspiration is indicated with a corresponding voiceless character. This grammar 
will follow Scancarelli’s usage.  
 
1.2.3. Final Vowels 
The word-final vowel in a Cherokee word is typically unmarked for tone 
because it receives the final stress and predictably has a high tone that is slightly 
higher than a normal high tone. This slight rise above the level of the high tone is 
what Lindsey has analyzed as ‘upstep’ (1985:12).22 If the underlying final vowel has 
been dropped (as happens in casual speech), then the new final syllable will receive 
this final stress; the tone and nasality, however, will stay the same.  Because of this 
difference it is necessary to use terms reflecting these two kinds of final vowels. The 
term ‘word-final vowel’ is used to refer to the vowels at the end of the full form of the 
word, whereas ‘final vowel’ simply indicates whatever vowel happens to be at the 
end of the shortened word. Several examples of this distinction are in (50). In the first 
example the first and third word appear in their full form and have the typical word-
final high tone and stress. The final vowel in the second word is stressed, but its tone 
is that of its underlying vowel, in this case a high tone. The fourth word has a highfall 
tone that is shortened; this slightly higher tone is indicated by the double accent on a 
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single vowel. This shortened highfall is also indicated at the end of the shortened 
word in (50b). 
 
50) a.  X/ME          u/qL       DFl       gm 
wuuniiluhja  uuniikoohe  sookwili kanv 
wi-uunii-luhj-a   uunii-kooh-ei  sookwili ka-n-vvi 
TRN-3B.PL\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV   3B.PL-see:CMP-NXP  horse         3A-lie:CMP-DVB 
‘…when they arrived they saw the horse lying.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:354)   
 
b.   Eq\T 
jakoohwthi 
ji-a-koohwthiiha 
REL-3A-see:PRC\SUB    
‘who he sees’  
 
As will be seen throughout this grammar, many words receive a highfall tone on 
the second to last syllable. If the last vowel of the word is dropped, as in the two 
examples in (50), the shortened highfall tone is heard as a slightly higher than normal 
high tone. In many cases it is difficult to distinguish the shortened high tone and the 
normal high tone; often the final vowel is devoiced and sounds like a whisper. In this 
grammar the distinction will be made, since these shortened highfalls are almost 
always indicating a verb that is subordinated to another verb. Two more examples of 
the double-accented final vowel are in (51).  
 
51) a. Gf/jlsq            a6d^       
jikintuuliisko      atlatiithla  
ji-kinii-atuuliisk-oi    atlatiithla    
         REL-1B.DL-want:INC-HAB\SUB            car               
‘The car we want.’  
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b.   a/gxl    bz[5m      
aniikayvvli   keekhteejohnv         
anii-kayvvli  keekii-vhteej-ohn-vvi     
3A.PL-elder         3PL/1PL-depart.in.death:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB   
‘When the elders leave us…’ (Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
 The attachment of clitics to the end of a word may alter the final tone and 
stress of the word. Clitics are like suffixes in that they cannot stand alone, while at the 
same time they are less tightly bound to the word than a suffix. Throughout this 
grammar the attachment of a prefix or a suffix to a base will be indicated by a dash (-
), while the attachment of a clitic will be indicated by an equal sign (=).  Because 
clitics are less attached to the word, their effect on the final vowel is less predictable 
than with suffixes. A suffix is considered part of the word, so the last suffix to attach 
to a word receives this final stress. For this reason the final vowel of a clitic (and 
clitics always came at the end of the word) will be assumed to be a short low tone 
unless otherwise marked. The final vowel of the word to which the clitic is attaching-
normally unmarked- will be marked for tone. An example is in (52); this phenomenon 
will be discussed more in Chapter 3.  
 
52) *lZ        jcm/ki 
 meelihnoo  tuutaanvvneelvvi  
 meeli=hnoo  tee-ii-uu-ataat-nvvneel-vvi 
Mary=CN             DST-ITR-3B-RFL-give:CMP-EXP 
‘And Mary gave them right back to him.’ (Scancarelli 1987:88) 
 
As will be seen in Chapter 5, the Immediate stem is one of the five forms of the verb; 
it expresses either a command or an event that took place in the immediate past. 
These two usages are distinguished by a higher tone on the final vowel, indicated by 
the accent; an example is in (53a). This higher final tone is indicated in the analysis 
line with the abbreviation (COM). The vowel on the immediate past form in (53b) is 
the normal high tone found on final vowels. 
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53) a.  eszR 
eeskhvsi 
ee-ski-hvsi 
CSI-2/1-give(solid):IMM(COM) 
‘Pass me it.’   
 
 
b. fw~  afHR  
khilakwu  aakihvsi 
khila=kwu aki-hvsi  
just.now=DT      1B-give(solid):IMM        
‘She (just) gave it to me’  
 
The command use of the Immediate stem is indicated by the abbreviation (COM) in 
the morpheme analysis. The five different verb stems will be discussed in Chapter 5.  
 
1.3. DIPHTHONGS 
The most typical shape for a Cherokee syllable is consonant followed by 
vowel, or CV. A diphthong is a combination of a vowel and a glide. If the syllable has 
a glide /y/ or /w/ at the end a diphthong results. In (54) are listed some of the words 
containing the diphthong /uy/.  
 
54) gMysd  kaluuysti  ‘bed bug’ 
gMysc  kaluysta  ‘axe’ 
a#ysd  aajuuysti  ‘light’ 
 
In (55) there are a few of the handful of words containing the /oy/ diphthong.  
 
55) gpDysg  kaneesooyka    ‘It’s hailing.’ 
dls4Bd  tiilstooyti  ‘scissors.’ 
4f/Hs4Bg tookiniihvvstooyka ‘We were sneezing.’ 
 
(56) contains examples of the /ew/ diphthong.  
56) cIzbWR tayiikvvkheewsi   ‘We will forget.’ 
j/BW9s tuuniiyeewsvs    ‘Did they sew them?’ 
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In casual speech the dropping of a final vowel can result in a diphthong. In such cases 
the syllabary character representing the appropriate underlying syllable is used, as 
exemplified in (57). 
 
57) a.  gl5[ 4Id6 
 kahljoote tooytitla 
 kahljoote tooyi titla 
  house      outside+towards 
‘around the outside of the house’  
 
b. asgy  
askay  
askaya 
‘man’ 
 
For some speakers a common diphthong in casual speech is created by the reduction 
of the clitic =kwu ‘only, just’ to =w, seen in (58). 
 
58) fw~    E/g 
khilaw   jaahnik 
khila=kwu  ji-a-ahnika 
just.now=DT REL-3A-leave:IMM 
‘Just now only he left.’   
 
 
1.4. BORROWED SOUNDS 
The sound [f] was borrowed and nativized in many early loanwords as /hw/, 
because this native sound has the features of voiceless, labial, and fricative. An 
example is (59) 
 
59) KW khaahwi  ‘coffee’ 
eWA eehwisa  ‘Ephesians’  
In like manner [b] and [p] were borrowed and became a bilabial glide /w/ or the 
labialized velars /kw/ and /khw/; the Cherokee sounds are close to the target sounds 
by being labial. Two examples are listed in (60). 
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60) asQ/ askwaani  ‘Mexican’ (from Spanish español) 
\g wahka  ‘cow’ (from Spanish vaca)  
 
There are several words with non–Cherokee sounds that have become part of the 
Cherokee lexicon. Examples of /b/ and/p/ are found in (61). Both examples also 
display the extremely common pattern of nativizing nouns through suffixation of –i. 
 
61) aataamoopiili  ‘automobile’  (Scancarelli 1987:24) 
bvvsi    'bus' 
 
 
2. PHONOLOGICAL RULES 
Many phonological changes in Cherokee are triggered by the so-called 
‘intrusive h.’ Other phonological processes occur when vowels combine or when final 
vowels are nasalized. In fast speech many words are reduced by deleting final vowels. 
These processes will be explained in the following section.  
 
2.1. ASPIRATION 
The glottal fricative /h/ triggers several changes in pronunciation. These 
changes depend on its position in the word. /h/ can appear between vowels as shown 
in (62). 
 
62) a. 6*L tlaameehe  ‘bat’ 
b. gcH kataahv  ‘dirty’ 
 /h/ can also appear word-initially as seen in (63). 
 
 
63) a. U<  haatlv   ‘where’ 
b. hg4sdy hiikaathoostiiya ‘You're looking at him.’ 
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The glottal fricative /h/ can also occur before and after consonants. In (64a ) the /h/ 
appears before a stop, in (64b) the /h/ appears before a glide. This /h/ is referred to in 
the literature on Cherokee as an ‘intrusive h.’ It is considered intrusive because it is 
usually not represented in the syllabary. (The ‘non-intrusive’ /h/ in the syllable onset 
position is fully represented in the syllabary as Uha Lhe hhi $ho !hu Hhv) The 
syllabary character M represents the sound /lu/; in (64a) a speaker literate in the 
syllabary would know the pronunciation in this particular word is /luh/. The intrusive 
/h/ in this case is at the end of the syllable. In like manner in (64b) the symbol y 
represents the sound /ya/ although in this context (i.e. as part of a speaker’s 
knowledge of the correct pronunciation of this particular word) it is pronounced as 
/hya/. In this second example the intrusive h is at the beginning of the syllable. 
 
64) a. u/M; uuniluhjv ‘they arrived’ 
b.   aby   akeehya ‘woman' 
If the consonant that /h/ appears after is an unaspirated stop, the combination of the 
two will result in a surface aspirated stop. Theses aspirated stops are represented as 
shown below in Table 7. 
 
TABLE 7: UNASPIRATED AND ASPIRATED OBSTRUENTS 
 
Unaspirated Obstruents Aspirated Obstruents 
Phonetic 
Representation 
Orthography in 
this grammar 
Phonetic 
Representation 
Orthography in 
this grammar 
[t] <t> [t] <th> 
[k] <k> [k] <kh> 
[kw] <kw> [kw] <khw> 
[ts/t] <j> [ts],[t] <ts>,<ch> 
[tl] <tl> [t] <thl> 
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The phoneme /j/ is an unaspirated affricate. If it is aspirated it will be either [t hs] or 
[t], depending on the environment; these phonemes are written as <ts> and 
<ch>, respectively. If it is followed by a vowel, the resulting aspirated affricate will 
be <ch>,  as shown in (64a); if it is followed by another obstruent, the pronunciation 
for many speakers will be [t hs]as in (65b). The first word in (65a) also contains an 
example of the aspiration of a stop. 
 
65) a.  Kpfs  GylZLdsz 
khaneekis  chiiyalinohehtiskv 
ka-hneeki=s  ji-hii-ali-nohehtisk-vvi 
3A-answer:IMM =Q  REL-2A.AN-MDL-speak:INC-EXP 
‘Did he answer when you were speaking to him?’  (Feeling 1975a:139)  
 
b.   E<g 
tstlvvka 
ja-htlvvka 
2B-be.sick:PRC 
‘You’re sick’   
 
2.2. VOWEL DELETION 
In Cherokee there is an important phonological rule whereby a short vowel 
with low tone will be deleted in certain environments. This phenomenon has been 
described by King (1975:41-42) and (Cook 1979:7-8) and is the topic of articles by 
Flemming (1996) and Munro (1996).This rule is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1 
 
A plosive is a stop or affricate. If a plosive or a vowel is at the end of the sequence 
described above the vowel will delete. An immediate consequence of this vowel 
 
Unaspirated consonant: 
t, k, j, w, y, n, kw, l 
Short vowel 
a, e, i, o, u, v 
 
h 
 
Plosive or Vowel 
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deletion is the adjacency of the unaspirated consonant with the /h/; in this new 
environment the plosives /t/ and /k/ will be pronounced as [t h] and [k h] (represented 
orthographically as <th> and <kh>).  In table 8 this process is exemplified with the 
verb ‘to be sick.’ 
 
Table 8: Vowel deletion for first person 
present conjugation of ‘to be sick’ 
af<g aaktlvvka  ‘I’m sick’ 
        [aaktlvvka] 
     
                   3.   [k]+[h]  = [k]  
                          <k> + <h>  =    <kh> 
 
aakhtlvvka 
 
 
                    2.   vowel deletion 
 
aakihtlvvka 
 
                    1.   First Person Set B + Verb aaki + htlvvka  
 
 The Set B first person prefix attaches to the stem, resulting in the combination 
'ihtl shown in the box. The short vowel deletes in this environment, bringing the 
unaspirated stop and /h/ together, resulting in an aspirated stop [k h], written in this 
grammar as <k>.    
In the example in (66) the /h/ precedes a vowel; in this case, the Future prefix 
ta- and the pronominal prefix hi- fuse as a result of vowel deletion to form <thi>. 
 
66) cta+  chi =  Tthi  
THR 
thihvvsi [tihvvsi] 
ta-hi-hvvs-i    
FUT-2A-set.down:CMP-MOT 
‘You will set it down.’ 
 
In (67) the Set B second person prefix ja- (phonetically [ta] or [tsa], depending 
on the dialect) undergoes the deletion of its vowel and as a result becomes aspirated 
[t] which is written as <ch>. 
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67) g4 usd  ;R    n  utn/ 
kato uusti  chvsi   na  uuthaanani 
    [tvsi]    
kato uusti  ja-hvsi   na  uuthaanani 
what     something    2B-give(solid):IMM that store.owner 
‘What did the store owner give you?’ (Feeling:1975:158) 
 
It is possible for a single word to undergo more than one vowel deletion operation. In 
(68a) the /h/ of the second person pronominal prefix attaches to the /w/ of the 
prepronominal prefix after the deletion of the intervening vowel; moreover, the verb 
stem itself undergoes a vowel deletion and a subsequent aspiration of the /k/. Neither 
of these deletions takes place in (68b) where the first person pronominal prefix 
doesn’t contain an /h/ and replaces the verb stem /h/ with a lowfall. 
 
68) a.  WgT 
hwikhthi [wikti] 
wi-hi-kahthi 
TRN-2A-head.to:PRC 
‘You’re heading there.’ 
 
b.   WGgt 
wijikaatha  
wi-ji-kahtha 
TRN-1A-head.to:PRC 
‘I’m heading there.’23  
 
Deletion does not trigger further metathesis and deletion operations. The /h/ of the 
second person pronominal in (69) devoices the glide through vowel deletion, but does 
not then cause the deletion of the vowel of the prefix ni- and a subsequent devoicing 
of the /w/.   
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69) /Pcs 
nihweetas [niweetas] 
ni-wi-hi-eeta=s 
PRT-CIS-2A-walk.around:IMM =Q 
‘Do you already go?’  
 
When /h/ is adjacent to /l/ the result is a lateral fricative []. In (70a) the /h/ is 
removed through laryngeal alternation, a process that will be explored in Section 3.2. 
The /h/ at the end of the word is not affected because the vowel that precedes it bears 
a high tone. In (70b), however, the presence of the /h/ triggers vowel deletion, causing 
the /h/ to be adjacent to /l/. 
 
70) a.  glqrdU 
kaliikhothtiha  
ji-alihkhothtiha  
1A-shatter:PRC 
‘I’m shattering it.’ 
 
b.   alqrdU 
aahlkhothtiha  [aakottiha]  
a-alihkhothtiha 
3A-shatter:PRC 
‘She’s shattering it.’ 
 
2.3. METATHESIS 
Another common rule also results in the adjacency of an obstruent and /h/ and 
the subsequent creation of an unaspirated stop. The most in-depth discussion of this 
phenomenon comes from Flemming (1996).24 This metathesis rule also occurs in a 
similar environment to the vowel deletion rule. If the second consonant is a sonorant 
(w, y, n, or l), the h and the vowel switch places and there is no deletion; this process 
is known as metathesis. This switch occurs in the environment shown in Figure 2. 
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FIGURE 2: H-METATHESIS  
Unaspirated consonant  
t, k, j, w, y, n, kw, l 
Short vowel 
a, e, i, o, u, v 
 
h 
Sonorant  
w, y, n, l 
 
For example, the Completive verb stem ‘to cure’ is -hnvvnwaan-; the combination 
of the stem with the Set B first person prefix aki- results in akhi- This example is 
shown in (71a); the surface form is the result of the h metathesizing across the vowel. 
The possible results of metathesis are [kh], [th], or [th, ths]. The h-metathesis most 
often results in the aspirated obstruent [kh] (written as <kh>); an example of a less 
common result of metathesis, the aspirated [th] (written as <th>), is seen in (71b).  A 
third possible outcome from metathesis is when the Set B second person prefix ja- 
surfaces as [th] (written as <ch>) when it attaches to a stem-initial voiceless 
sonorant. This change is demonstrated in (71c).  
 
71) a.  afm\m 
aakhinvvwaanv [aakinvvwaanv] 
aki-hnvvwan-vvi 
1B-cure:CMP-EXP 
 ‘He cured me.’  
 
b.   a8wda 
aathelatia [aatelatia] 
a-atehlatia 
3A-join:PRC 
‘He’s joining it.’ (Feeling 1975a:59) 
 
c.   Enk;i 
chanaalvvjvvi [tanaalvvtvvi] 
ja-hnaalvvj-vvi 
2B-become.angry:CMP-EXP 
‘You got angry’ 
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The underlying stem of verbs that undergo metathesis and deletion is sometimes 
apparent in the third person form. This is shown in (71).  
          
72) a. uu-hwaska  u\sg  uuhwaska ‘she’s buying it’ 
3B-buy:PRC 
 
b. aki-hwaska  af\sg aakhiwaska ‘I’m buying it’ 
1B-buy:PRC 
 
In other cases the second person form best displays the underlying form of the stem. 
This is demonstrated in (73); in (73a) the /h/ moves in front of the vowel /a/ and 
aspirates the obstruent, while in (73b) the /h/ is suppressed due to laryngeal 
alternation (explained more in Section 3.2). In (73c), however, the stem-initial /h/ is 
present; the h-metathesis doesn’t take place because the obstruent is already aspirated.  
 
73) a.   ka-hnooheha  KZLU  khanooheha  ‘He’s telling it’ 
3A-tell:PRC 
 
b. ji-hnooheha  GZLU  jiinooheha      ‘I’m telling it.’ 
1A-tell:PRC 
 
c. hi-hnooheha  hZLU  hihnooheha      ‘You’re telling it.’ 
2A-tell:PRC 
 
However, this rule is subject to variation among speakers. Some speakers have the 
vowel deletion rule but not the metathesis rule.25 Two examples are given in (74); in 
both examples the stop in the prefix aki- remains unaspirated and /h/ is heard at the 
beginning of the verb stem. 
 
74) a.   af\sg  aakihwaska   ‘I’m buying it.’ 
b.   9f afW9i  svvki aakihwisvvi     ‘I planted onions.’ 
 
In (75) vowel deletion causes the /j/ of the second person plural pronominal prefix 
iìji- ‘you all’ to aspirate. (In this case the long vowel /ii/ at the end of the pronominal 
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prefix has already been deleted by a vowel-initial stem; the remaining vowel at the 
beginning of the stem is short and is in turn deleted by the vowel deletion rule) The 
adjacency of this aspirated affricate to an obstruent (in this case the /t/ of the verb 
stem) causes it to be pronounced as /ts/. 
 
75) a[w Ghx    iG4c 
ateela jiiiyv    iitstohta 
      [iitstohta] 
ateela ji-hiiy-vvi   iijii-vhtoht-a  
money 1A-leave.behind:CMP-EXP 2A.PL-use:DVN-NOM26 
‘I left money behind for your use.’   
 
 
In the above example the final vowel of the verb stem does not delete despite being 
short and adjacent to /h/. In this case the high tone blocks the deletion. 
 
2.4. VOWEL COMBINATIONS 
 When there are two /a/ vowels together they become a mid central /vv/.  In 
(76) the /a/ of the future prepronominal prefix ta- combines with the Set A third 
person prefix a- to create /tvv/.  
 
76) rdth  
tvvtiithahi  
ta-a-atiithah-i  
FUT-3A-drink:CMP-MOT  
‘He’ll drink it.’ 
 
In (77) the vowel of the prepronominal prefix ka- combines with the initial vowel of 
the Set B pronominal prefix to create /vv/ 
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77) tl    Kk    zQdtH 
thali khalv kvvkwatiithahv  
thali khalv kaa-aki-atiithah-vvi  
two         month   NGT-1B-drink:CMP-EXP\SUB  
‘I haven’t drunk in two months.’   
 
Other vowels combine in idiosyncratic ways, depending on the prefix. These 
particular patterns will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
 
2.5. HIGH TONE SPREAD 
 The two verbs in the examples in (78) both bear the same suffix –vvi; in the 
second example, however, it is pronounced not with a rising tone but as a high long 
vowel.  
 
78) a.  af8x9i 
akhtheeyvvsvvi 
aki-htheeyvvs-vvi 
1B-be.hot:CMP-EXP       
‘I got hot.’  
 
b.   u^q9i 
uutlakoosvvi 
uu-tlakoos-vvi 
3B-scratch:CMP-EXP       
 ‘He scratched.’ (Scancarelli 1987:59) 
 
Lindsey explains this alternation by positing that high tones at an underlying level are 
on  short vowels. Under this analysis a long vowel with high tone is a high tone that 
has spread one mora to the right (1985:133-4). A mora is a unit of syllabic weight: a 
short vowel consists of one mora, while a long vowel consists of two moras. In (78b) 
the last mora of the verb stem is high and spreads to the first mora on the suffix that is 
unmarked for tone. In Lindsey’s analysis the low tone is the default that appears if no 
other factors come into play; in this case the spread of the high tone blocks a default 
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low tone from appearing. This analysis explains why the suffix in the example in 
(79a), below, has the typical rising tone even though it follows a high tone. It seems 
that a single-mora high tone is acceptable on the second-to-last vowel, perhaps 
because the word-final vowel is a high tone with a slight rise at the end; Wright, 
working from Lindsey’s analysis, states that ‘High tones are usually found in pairs 
except at the right edge or a word. (Wright 1996:12). In example (79a) the final 
vowel of the stem is long with high tone; the underlying high tone is therefore on the 
first mora (the first /v/)  and spreads one mora to the right, surfacing as a long vowel 
with high tone. Because the tone has already spread one mora, it does not spread any 
more and the final suffix retains the low tone on its first mora. In the second example, 
(79b), the high tone on the end of the stem is on a short vowel (i.e. a single mora) and 
spreads to the right to the first mora of the suffix.  
 
79) a.  jHzi 
tuuhvvkvvi 
tee-uu-hvvk-vvi  
DST-3B-tickle:CMP-EXP   
‘He tickled him.’ (Feeling 1975a:70) 
 
b.   ucr/ki   u\A 
uutaatvvhnilvvi    uwaasa 
uu-ataat-vvhnil-vvi uu-vvsa 
3B-RFL-hit:CMP-EXP    3B-self 
‘He hit himself.’ (Scancarelli 1987:86) 
 
This rule of high tone spread affects other suffixes as well. The underlying form of 
the Habitual (HAB) suffix below in (80) has a short vowel with high tone. In most 
cases when it is used in its full form it appears as a long vowel with high tone. The 
vowel of this particular suffix automatically lengthens unless there is a previous short 
vowel with high tone. 
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80) alLlqi 
aaliheeliikooi 
a-aliheeliik-oi 
3A-be.happy:INC-HAB 
‘He’s happy (habitually)’ 
 
This pattern is apparent throughout Feeling’s dictionary; the dictionary is helpful in 
seeing this pattern because all the verbs in the sub-entries are listed in their full form. 
Four examples from the dictionary are in (81). The first two examples show the more 
common patterns with the long vowel. In (81a) the preceding tone is low, while in 
(81b) the preceding tone is a high long vowel (i.e. two pairs of high tones).  In (81c) 
the preceding high short tone suppresses the lengthening of the suffix’s vowel, while 
in (81d) the preceding rising tone (Low+High) results in a short vowel on the suffix.  
 
81) a.  cC]sdsqi 
taahliiloostiiskooi 
tee-a-ahliiloostiisk-oi  
DST-3A-draw:INC-HAB    
‘He draws a picture of him.’ (Feeling 1975a:68) 
 
b.   as4sqi 
aastooskooi 
a-stoosk-oi 
3A-crush:INC-HAB    
‘She crushes it.’ (Feeling 1975a:48) 
 
c.   ascmmsqi 
aastanvvhnvskoi 
a-stanvvhnvsk-oi 
3A-draw.line:INC-HAB    
‘She draws a line.’ (Feeling 1975a:47) 
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d.   c8sqi 
taatheeskoi 
tee-a-theesk-oi  
DST-3A-iron:INC-HAB    
‘He irons it.’ (Feeling 1975a:77) 
 
High tone spread comes at the beginning of the word as well. In (82a) the long vowel 
of the pronominal prefix has a low tone, while in (82b) it is a long vowel with high 
tone.  The Distributive prefix that appears on the second example has a special feature 
of causing a high tone to appear on the mora immediately following the full form of 
the prefix. This high tone then spreads to the adjacent mora, resulting in the long 
vowel with high tone. 
 
82) a.  zykiU 
kvvyalvviha 
kvv-ahlvviha  
1/2-tie.up:PRC  
‘I’m tying you up.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:257)27 
 
b.   [zykiU 
teekvvyalvviha 
tee-kvv-ahlvviha  
1/2-tie.up:PRC  
‘I’m tying you up.’ (plural acts of tying) (Pulte and Feeling 1975:258) 
 
2.6. SHORTENED HIGHFALL 
The highfall appears on the rightmost long vowel, and it often appears in a 
shortened form due to the prevalence of final-vowel dropping in everyday speech. 
When this happens, the final long vowel is shortened and the highfall will sound like 
a slightly higher final tone; this tone is indicated by a double accent on the last vowel. 
Two examples are in (83). In (83a) the highfall is inserted on the Experienced Past 
suffix, indicating subordination to another clause; this suffix is subsequently 
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shortened. ‘River’ in (83b) is a noun that naturally occurs with a highfall, perhaps 
because it is a derivation.  
 
83) a.  Gqvi   fC  cRWsz 
jiikoovvi  kiihli  tasihwiskv 
jii-kooh-vvi  kiihli  tee-a-asihwisk-vvi 
1A.AN-see:CMP     dog              DST-3A-bark:INC-EXP\SUB 
‘I saw the dog that was barking.’  
 
b.   uPx             
uuweeyv    
uuweeyvvi       
‘river’ 
 
 
2.7. CHARACTERISTICS OF FAST SPEECH 
In all of the Cherokee examples given in this grammar there are two accompanying 
lines of Romanized script. The line just below the syllabary is how the word or phrase 
was actually pronounced; the second line of Romanized script represents the 
underlying elements of the utterance. In the majority of cases the actual pronunciation 
leaves off the final vowel and sometimes will simplify a consonant cluster. These 
processes are further explained below. 
 
2.7.1. Consonant Reduction 
In fast speech /kw/ is often reduced to /w/. In (84) the pre-vocalic akw- form of 
the pronominal prefix aki- surfaces as aw- (The lengthened vowel with lowfall 
results from the pronominal laryngealization rule that applies when pronominal 
prefixes attach to verbs; this rule will be discussed in the following section.) 
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84)  a. a\dVHsqi 
aawatiihlehvskooi 
aki-atiihlehvsk-oi 
1B-have.fever:INC-HAB 
‘I go around with a fever.’ 
 
 
b. Gsql  aPscmi 
jiiskhool  aawestaanvvi 
ji-skhooli   aki-estaan-vvi 
1A-head  1B-hurt:CMP-EXP 
‘My head was hurting.’  
 
2.7.2. Final-vowel Dropping 
Final vowels are often not pronounced except in careful speech or when 
giving the word as a citation form. In everyday spoken speech this deletion is so 
common as to be the norm. In the example sentence in (85a) both nouns and the verb 
lose their final vowel; in (85b) kato loses its initial syllable. (The Distributive prefix 
ti- (DST2) at the beginning of ‘brother’ changes to j- before most vowels; this 
important prefix and its different forms is discussed in Chapter 6.) 
 
85) a. 5Ecm^    unl   hgTy 
joojataanvvthl   uunaalii   hiikaathiiy 
ti-oojii-ataat-nvvthla uunii-aaliii  hii-kahthiiya 
DST2-1A.PL.EX-RFL-brother     3B.PL-friend     2A.AN-wait.for:PRC  
‘You are waiting for my brothers’ friend.’ 
 
b.   hn 4  usd 
hin to  uust 
hina kato uusti 
this what     something 
‘What is this?’ 
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With verbs the deletion of the final vowels still leaves the first part of the final 
suffix, so there is no ambiguity concerning the tense/aspect/mood of the verb. In (86) 
examples are given with the Experienced Past (86a), Non-experienced Past (86b), and 
Habitual (86c) final suffixes (these suffixes will be further explained and exemplified 
in Chapter 5). The sound /h/ is not pronounced in final position, so final-vowel 
dropping will often result of the elimination of this sound as well; this is exemplified 
in (85d). 
 
86) a.  uqH 
uukoohv 
uu-kooh-vvi  
3B-see:CMP-EXP 
‘He saw it’ 
 
b.   uqL 
uukoohe 
uu-kooh-ei  
3B-see:CMP-NXP 
‘He saw it (I didn’t witness it)’ 
 
c.  uq\Tsq 
aakohwthiisko 
a-kowahthiisk-oi  
3A-see:INC-HAB 
‘He sees it’ 
 
d.  unjl        
uunatuuli    
uunii-atuuliha  
3B.PL-want:PRC   
‘They want it.’  
 
Less commonly the verb can be shortened even further as in (87) where the entire 
final suffix is dropped. The verb stem as well as the prefixes supply the necessary 
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information. In (87) the Completive verb stem –kooh- is sufficiently distinct from 
the Present Continuous, Incompletive, Immediate, and Deverbal Noun  stems (-
koohwtha, -koohwthiisk-, -koohwtha, and -koohwthvvht-, respectively) 
that the stem itself makes the time frame clear.  
 
87) cfq 
taakiko 
tee-aki-kooh-vvi 
DST-1B-see:CMP-EXP 
‘I saw them.’ 
 
Often in casual speech the short vowels at the beginning of a verb stem delete before 
the third person plural, as seen below in (88). This deletion is option and does not 
occur in careful speech.  In this example the question word at the beginning is also 
shortened by dropping its first syllable. This dropping of the initial syllable is 
idiosyncratic seems to apply only to certain particles; i.e. words that have no prefixes. 
 
88) 4  unrpk   
to  uuntvvneelv 
kato  uunii-atvvneel-vvi 
        what 3B.PL-do:CMP-EXP 
‘What did they do?’   
 
Sometimes the deletion of the final vowel can create a verb where most of word 
consists of the prefixes. In (89a) the root itself is only evident in the glide /w/. In 
(89b) the long vowel is shortened because it is no longer in an open syllable. 
 
89) a.  g4  /gW 
kato nikaw 
kato ni-ka-wi  
what PRT-3A-say/sound:IMM 
‘What did he say?’  
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b.   g4 a/W 
kato naaniw 
 [naan#w] 
kato ni-anii-wi 
what PRT-3A.PL-say/sound:IMM 
 ‘What did they say?’  
 
There is some evidence that the longer the word, the more likely the last 
vowel will be dropped. The two forms in (90) were elicited at the same time and from 
the same speaker. The form that is longer (due to laryngeal alternation and thus no 
vowel deletion) deletes the final vowel. The shorter form (due to vowel deletion) does 
not drop the final vowel. Despite different pronunciations, they are written the same 
in the syllabary. 
 
90) a.  hgTy 
hiikaathiiy 
hii-kahthiiya  
2A.AN-wait:PRC 
‘You are waiting for him.’ 
 
b.   hgTy 
hikhthiiya [hiktiiya] 
hi-kahthiiya 
2A-wait:PRC 
‘You are waiting for it.’ 
 
 
3. MORPHOPHONOLOGICAL RULES 
Morphophonological rules are phonological changes that are triggered by a 
particular combinations of stems and affixes. The resulting sound changes triggered 
by these combinations can further feed the phonological processes described in the 
previous section. 
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3.1. PRONOMINAL LARYNGEALIZATION 
Pronominal prefixes that start with a vowel acquire a lowfall tone when they 
appear at the beginning of a main verb ( a verb in an independent clause); if the vowel 
is short, it is lengthened to accommodate the tone.28  This rule was first described by 
Lindsey (1985:136). Scancarelli (1987:64) states that this lowfall appears only if no 
other prefix comes before the pronominal prefix, but there is variation among 
speakers on this point. An example of pronominal laryngealization is in (91). In (91a) 
the third person prefix is a low-tone long vowel at the beginning of the adjective; in 
(91b) the same prefix at the beginning of a verb has a lowfall tone. 
 
91) a.  uqRc 
uukoosita 
uu-akoosita 
3B-rotten 
‘rotten’  
 
b.   uqsg 
uukooska 
uu-akooska 
3B-rot:PRC 
‘It is rotting’ 
 
If the verb appears in its Deverbal Noun stem, the pronominal laryngealization does 
not occur. In (92) the main verb ‘want’ has a lowfall on the prefix, while the 
subordinate verb does not (The Cislocative (CIS)  prefix ti- appears as j- before most 
vowels; this prefix and its forms will be discussed in Chapter 6). The term ‘main 
verb’ refers to a verb in an independent clause.  
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92) unjl       #/DWsd 
uunatuuli   juuniisohwiisti 
uunii-atuuliha  ti-uunii-sohwiist-i 
3B.PL-want:PRC  CIS-3B.PL-cross.over:DVN-NOM2 
‘They want to cross over.’  
 
3.2. LARYNGEAL ALTERNATION 
There are two laryngeal sounds in Cherokee: // and /h/. Stems that contain 
/h/ replace it with its laryngeal counterpart // when certain pronominal prefixes 
attach to the stem. The most thorough analysis of this phenomenon comes from 
Munro (1996:45-60); the term ‘laryngeal alternation’ from Lindsey’s discussion 
(1987:4). Scancarelli refers to the two resulting stems as the h-grade and the glottal 
grade (1987:55). This process is demonstrated in (93) for a verb stem and in (94) for a 
noun stem. In (93a) the affixation of the third person prefix does not change the stem; 
in (93b) however, the presence of the first person prefix causes the substitution of // 
for /h/. 
 
93) a.  h-grade  
axhU  
aayvvhiha  
a-yvvhiha 
3A-enter:PRC  
‘He's entering.’  
 
b. glottal grade  
GxiU 
jiyviha  
ji-yvvhiha 
1A-enter:PRC   
‘I’m entering.’   
 
In Oklahoma Cherokee, the glottal stop is pronounced as a lowfall tone before a 
consonant as seen in (94).29 This example also demonstrates that laryngeal alternation 
takes place with other parts of speech as well. 
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94) a.  h-grade  
hxDl 
hihyvvsooli  
hi-hyvvsooli 
2A-nose 
‘his nose’  
 
b. glottal grade  
GxDl 
jiiyvvsooli 
ji-hyvvsooli 
1A-nose  
‘my nose’   
 
North Carolina Cherokee, unlike Oklahoma Cherokee, retains the glottal stop. In (95) 
the first person prefix ji- triggers the substitution of /h/ with // which, in Oklahoma 
Cherokee, is pronounced as a lowfall tone before consonants.  
 
95) ji +  hneeka  Gpg   
North Carolina:  jihneeka  
Oklahoma:  jiihneeka   
‘I’m answering.’ 
 
The specific prefixes that trigger this alternation will be exemplified in Chapter 4. 
The interaction of laryngeal alternation with vowel deletion and metathesis can cause 
the first person and third person stems to appear quite different. For example, on the 
surface it appears that the verb ‘to wait for’ in (96) has two different stems. 
 
96) a.    agTy aakhthiiya ‘He's waiting for it.’ 
b.   GgTy jikaathiiya ‘I’m waiting for it.’ 
 
 
These surface differences are accounted for by laryngeal alternation for the first 
person prefix. This alternation removes the /h/ and the vowel deletion that would 
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otherwise occur does not take place. Table 10 demonstrates how these seemingly 
disparate surface forms both start with the same stem. 
     
   
In like manner laryngeal alternation and metathesis can create what, on the 
surface, looks like a different pronominal prefix. In table 11 the third person ka- 
surfaces as /kha/ after the /h/ metathesizes across the short vowel. At the same time, 
the first person prefix appears in a slightly different form with lengthening and a 
lowfall. Again, these differences can be traced back to the effect of laryngeal 
alternation. If the /h/ is removed, it will no longer be available to trigger metathesis. 
 
 
TABLE 11: VOWEL DELETION FOR THIRD  
AND FIRST PERSON CONJUGATION OF ‘TO 
SPEAK, ANSWER’ 
Kpg  
‘he's speaking’ 
Gpg    
‘I'm speaking’ 
3.  glottal stop realized as lowfall before 
consonant 
NA jiineeka  
2.   h-metathesis khaneeka NA  
1.   /h/ replaced by /
/ NA jineeka 
 ka hneeka  ji hneeka 
 
The basic form of the alveolar fricative /s/ is characterized by a short [h] immediately 
preceding it. This intrusive-h is not represented in the orthography because it is 
always present and it triggers metathesis and deletion. Moreover, laryngeal 
TABLE 10: VOWEL DELETION FOR THIRD  
AND FIRST PERSON CONJUGATION OF ‘TO 
WAIT’ 
agTy  
‘He's waiting for it.’ 
GgTy  
‘I'm waiting for it.’ 
3. Glottal stop realized as lowfall before 
consonant 
NA jikaathiiya  
2.   Vowel Deletion aakhthiiya NA  
1.   /h/ replaced by /
/ NA jikatiiya  
 aa  kahthiiya ji   kahtiiya 
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alternation can replace it with the glottal stop. In table 12 the first person Set A 
pronominal prefix ji-  (appearing as  k- before a vowel) triggers laryngeal 
alternation, thereby removing the intrusive-h. The glottal stop in this first person 
singular form surfaces as a lowfall tone.  
The pronominal prefix iinii-‘we two’ does not trigger the alternation and 
the [h] is therefore available to trigger the vowel deletion. (Note that the [h] is written 
in phonetic brackets as it is not present in the orthography.) The underlying /l/ is now 
pronounced as the lateral fricative [] because it is adjacent to the /s/. (This sound is 
not written as the expected /hl/ because it is entirely predictable). 
 
TABLE 12: VOWEL DELETION FOR 
1ST DUAL  AND SINGULAR 
CONJUGATION OF ‘TO DANCE’ 
inlsfa  
‘We two are dancing.’ 
glsfa  
‘I am dancing.’ 
3. glottal stop realized as lowfall 
before consonant 
NA kaliiskiia 
 
2. vowel deletion iinalskiia 
[iinaskiia] 
NA  
1.  /h/ replaced by /
/ NA kaliskiia 
 iinii ali[h]skiia ji ali[h]skiia 
      
 
The effects of laryngeal alternation are most commonly seen with the velar stops /k/, 
/kh/ and /t/, /th/. Laryngeal alternation can also create a surface alternation between 
the labial velars /kw/, /khw/, the lateral /l/, the affricates /j/, /ch/, /hl/, and the lateral 
affricates /tl/, and /thl/.  In (97) an alternating pair of laterals is shown. 
 
97) a.  a[:Qa 
aateehlohkwaa 
a-ateehlohkwaa  
3A-learn:PRC 
 ‘He’s learning it.’ 
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b.   g[]Qa 
kateelohkwaa 
ji-ateehlohkwaa 
1A-learn:PRC 
‘I’m learning it.’ 
  
The sound /j/ has two different pronunciations when aspirated. If there is a vowel or 
sonorant following it the aspirated affricate is pronounced /ch/; if there is an obstruent 
that follows the /j/ it is pronounced as /ts/. An example with the second pronunciation 
is in (98b); the [h] that is present with /s/ (but not written) causes vowel deletion and 
the aspirated /j/ is now adjacent to an obstruent (The /s/ of the stem is not heard when 
adjacent to /ts/). In (98a) the presence of the ji- causes laryngeal alternation, 
resulting in a lengthening of the vowel with a lowfall tone imposed. 
 
98) a.  gGsqvsg 
kajiiskoovska 
ji-ajiskoovska  
1A-lie:PRC 
‘I’m lying.’ 
 
b. aGsqvsg  
aatskoovska   
a-ajiskoovska   
3A-lie:PRC 
‘He’s lying.’  
 
Because of recent sound changes most speakers of Oklahoma Cherokee pronounce 
/tl/ as [hl]. As a result, it is quite difficult to find alternations between /tl/ and /thl/. An 
example of a /hl/, /thl/ pair is listed in (99).  In (99a) the intrusive-h occurs before the 
/thl/ affricate; the resulting vowel deletion aspirates the /t/, effectively creating a pair 
of /thl/ affricates that are pronounced as a single instance of /thl/. In (99b) the 
laryngeal alternation triggered by the prefix causes vowel lengthening with the 
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accompanying lowfall. The /thl/ in (99b) is pronounced as /hl/ for this Oklahoma 
speaker.  
 
99) a.  n    aC 
na  aathli  [aati] 
na a-atihthli  
that 3A-run:PRC 
 ‘He’s running.’ 
 
b.   gdC 
katiihli 
ji-atihthli   
 1A-run:PRC 
 ‘I’m running.’   
 
It is assumed that the underlying stem is -atihthli since the intrusive-h would not 
be evident before an already aspirated /hl/. Underlying /hl/ does not participate in 
laryngeal alternation, but /hl/ that is underlyingly /thl/ does.30  
 If the vowel bears a high tone, laryngeal alternation results in a falling tone 
rather than a lowfall.31 Wright gives two forms of the same verb, repeated in (100), to 
illustrate this point. In (100a) the Set A first person singular triggers the alternation 
and resulting lowfall. In (100b), however, the presence of a Distributive (DST) prefix 
to indicate plural objects alters the tone pattern. A special feature of this prefix (which 
be explored at length in Chapter 6) is that in its full form it causes a high tone to 
appear on the mora immediately following it. As a result, the first mora of the long 
vowel of the prefix jii- receives a high tone, and the lowfall that would be a result 
of laryngeal alternation results in a falling tone. 
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100) a.  GZBa 
jiinooyeea  
jii-hnooyeea 
1A.AN-fan:PRC    
‘I’m fanning him.’ (Wright 1996:17) 
 
b.   [GZBa 
teejiinooyeea  
tee-jii-hnooyeea 
DST-1A.AN-fan:PRC    
‘I’m fanning them.’ (Wright 1996:17) 
 
3.3. PRE-ASPIRATION AND SECONDARY ASPIRATION 
Aspirated stops that have not received their aspiration as part of metathesis or 
vowel deletion also have an inherent initial /h/ that will be referred to as a ‘pre-
aspiration-h.’ Even though it is predictable, this /h/ will be written in order to keep the 
complex phonological operations a little more transparent. This pre-aspiration-h has 
already been seen above with ‘to wait for’ ‘to look at’, and ‘to run’; another example 
is presented in (101).  In (101a) the /h/ does not surface; it cannot cause the preceding 
vowel to delete (because it is long) and a syllable cannot be pronounced with an 
initial cluster of /h/ and an aspirated stop. In (101b), however, the short vowel of the 
prefix is deleted and its voiceless stop is aspirated.  
 
101) a.  ofq[9 
ookiikhoteesv 
ookii-hkhotees-vvi  
1B.PL.EX-shovel:CMP-EXP 
‘We shoveled it.’  
 
b.   afq[9 
akhkhoteesv   [akkoteesv] 
aki-hkhotees-vvi  
1B-shovel:CMP-EXP 
‘I shoveled it.’  
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In (102a) the presence of the /h/ causes the expected vowel deletion of /v/ and 
subsequent aspiration of the consonant of the pronominal prefix. With a first person 
prefix, as seen in (102b), the root has a non-aspirated stop because of laryngeal 
alternation. Because the stop is no longer aspirated there is also no longer an /h/ 
preceding the stop.  
 
102) a.   dg^dsf  
tikhthlatiisk  
ti-ka-vhthlatiisk-i 
 DST2-3A-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM      
‘firefighter’  
 
b.   dz6dsf 
tikvvtlatiiski 
ti-ji-vhthlatiisk-i 
DST2-1A-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM       
‘I am a firefighter.’  
 
 
In (103a), below, the pre-aspiration is suppressed because the pronominal prefix 
vowel has been lengthened and lowered and /h/ cannot be at the end of this syllable; 
at the same time, a syllable cannot start with a combination of /h/ and a non-
continuant. As a result, the initial /h/ has nowhere to go and is not pronounced. In 
(103b) the labial velar /khw/ loses its aspiration due to laryngeal alternation; as a 
result, the pre-aspiration is absent as well. In (103c), however, the pronominal prefix 
neither triggers laryngeal alternation nor undergoes pronominal laryngealization; as a 
result, the pre-aspiration /h/ is audible.  
 
 
103) a.  aFIU 
aakhwiyiha [aakwiyiha] 
a-ahkhwiyiha  
3A-pay:PRC 
‘He’s paying it.’ 
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b.   gFIU 
kakwiyiha  
ji-ahkhwiyiha 
1A-pay:PRC 
 ‘I’m paying it.’ 
 
c.   UFIU 
hahkhwiyiha  
hi-ahkhwiyiha 
2A-pay:PRC 
‘You’re paying it.’  
 
This phenomenon of pre-aspiration creates a distinction between two types of 
aspirated stops: those that are underlyingly aspirated and those that have received 
aspiration as a result of metathesis or deletion. The latter sort of aspiration, or 
secondary aspiration, does not exhibit pre-aspiration. If it did, there would result a 
sort of ‘chain reaction’ of aspiration extending through the word. In (104), for 
example, the ti- prefix at the beginning of the word remains unaspirated, even 
though it is separated by only a short vowel from an aspirated plosive. There is no 
pre-aspiration /h/ to trigger vowel deletion. The lack of pre-aspiration is due to this 
plosive having itself been aspirated from a previous consonant.  
 
104) dg^dsf  
tikhthlatiisk  
ti-ka-vhthlatiisk-i 
DST2-3A-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM      
‘firefighter’  
 
Munro (1996:50) makes the interesting observation that the aspirated affricates do not 
exhibit this pre-aspiration. This observation does seem to hold for /ch/ and /ts/, as 
demonstrated in (105).  
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105) jl;ystp   
tuulchvvyaasthane  
tee-uu-alchvvyaasthan-ei  
DST-3B-become.brave-NXP    
‘He became brave.’  (Chapter 9.2:7) 
 
The /thl/ affricate, though rare, does seem to have the pre-aspiration. In (106a) it 
triggers vowel deletion, while in (106b) it undergoes laryngeal alternation. 
 
106) a.4scC 
toostaththli 
tee-oostii-atihthli  
DST-1A.DL.EX-run:PRC 
‘We’re running.’  
 
b.   gdC 
katiithli 
ji-atihthli   
1A-run:PRC 
‘I’m running.’   
 
3.4. RULE ORDERING 
It is important to bear in mind that the rules described in this chapter occur in 
a particular order; often the environment that will trigger the application of a rule has 
been altered by the application of a previous rule. In the example in (107a), it is 
apparent that the deletion rule applies before the highfall placement, because a high 
tone blocks the deletion rule. If there is no long vowel for the highfall it will appear as 
a simple high tone on the rightmost short vowel.32 This vowel would be the vowel of 
the pronominal prefix ja-, but the deletion rule applies first and the high tone appears 
on the next available vowel. In (107b) the highfall placement occurs before the 
syllabification of the pre-aspiration-h; as is often the case, this /h/ is not pronounced 
because there is no syllable it can go with.  
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107) a.  Ezhsd  
chkhvhisti 
ja-xhkhvhisti 
2B-cute 
‘You are cute.’  
 
b. sdzhsd  
stiikhvhisti 
stii-xhkhvhisti 
2B.DL-cute 
‘You two are cute.’  
 
It has already been demonstrated that the laryngeal alternation rule applies before the 
deletion and metathesis rules, as this alternation will remove the /h/ that triggers these 
rules. A further example is in (108a). This verb starts with a short vowel followed by 
/h/; in (108b) the /a/ of the pronominal prefix deletes when attached to a vowel-initial 
stem. This deletion is followed by the h-triggered deletion of the remaining /v/ and 
the subsequent aspiration of the /k/ of the pronominal prefix. In the third example it 
appears that the proper environment for vowel deletion exists; the lack of this deletion 
must mean that this rule applies before the rule that deletes the vowels of the 
pronominal prefix when attached to a vowel-initial stem.  
 
108) a.  zi<sg 
kvihlvska 
ji-vhihlvska  
1A-link:PRC    
‘I am linking it.’ (Feeling 1975a:144) 
 
b.   f<sg 
khihlvska 
ka-vhihlvska  
3A-linking:PRC    
‘He is linking it.’ (Feeling 1975a:144) 
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c.   irh<sg 
iitvhithlvska 
iitii-vhithlvska  
1A.PL-linking:PRC    
‘We are linking it.’  
 
The order of the relevant rules is listed in (109).  
109) Order of rules 
1. Laryngeal Alternation 
2. metathesis/ h-deletion  
3. Pronominal vowel deletion 
4. Highfall placement 
5. Pronominal laryngealization 
6. H-syllabification 
 
4. REPRESENTING SOUNDS IN THE SYLLABARY 
A syllabary is distinct from an alphabet in that instead of representing sounds 
it represents syllables. For example, in (110) each of the syllables is represented by 
two symbols in English, but only one symbol in Cherokee: 
 
110) Ewfja-la-ki ‘Cherokee’ 
 
To write this word with a Romanized script six symbols are necessary, but in the 
Cherokee script only three symbols are needed to represent the three syllables. 
Sequoyah developed the syllabary in the 19th century and the Cherokee people 
quickly achieved widespread literacy through its use. The history of the syllabary is in 
Walker and Sarbaugh (1993); the role of the syllabary in Cherokee literacy is 
discussed in White (1962), Monteith (1984), Walker (1984) and (1985), Bender 
(1996), (2002a) and (2007). A description of a native speaker learning the syllabary is 
in Scancarelli (1996), and the role of the syllabary in language education is in Bender 
(2002b). Issues involving spelling in the syllabary are in Chafe and Kilpatrick (1963). 
Discussions of the accuracy of the syllabary in representing Cherokee sounds are in 
Pulte (1976) and Scancarelli (1992).  
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The eighty-five characters of the syllabary reflect combinations of a consonant 
and a vowel, or just a vowel. As stated above, the only exception is the character 
s which simply represents the sound /s/. The Cherokee syllabary is in Table 13. 
 
Table 13: Cherokee Syllabary 
 A E I O U V 
1. - a e i o u v 
2. k/kh g K b f q J z 
3. h/hn U L h $ ! H 
4. l/hl w > l ] M k 
5. m % * N _ +  
6. n/hn n - * p / Z 0 m 
7. kw/khw Q @ F ? ~ 7 
8. s  s A S R D { 9 
9. t/th c t [ 8 d T 4 j r 
10. tl/thl 
  [hl] 
6 ^ V C : & < 
11. j/ch/ts E } G 5 # ; 
12. w/hw \ P W O X | 
13. y/hy y B I Y = x 
 
For the most part, the syllabary table is a straightforward cross-referencing of 
a vowel and a consonant. There are a few complicating factors. The sound /s/ occurs 
in enough consonant clusters that it warrants its own symbol s, as seen in row 8. It 
will be noticed that many of the rows cross-reference two different consonant sounds. 
For example, row seven indicates the unaspirated sound /kw/ or the aspirated sound 
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/khw/ (phonetically [kw]). Thus the symbol Q could represent /kwa/ or /khwa/, the 
symbol @ could represent /kwe/ or /khwe/, and so on. Some of the rows, however, 
contain split cells; these split cells indicate that a distinction is made for aspirated and 
unaspirated consonants. Thus in row 2 the symbol g represents only /ka/  and 
K represents only /kha/ (phonetically [ka]). The rest of the row does not make this 
distinction: b could represent either /ke/ or /khe/ and f could represent either /ki/ or 
/khi/ (phonetically [ke] /[khe]  and [ki]/[khi], respectively).  Such asymmetries in the 
table indicate that Sequoyah felt that it was important to distinguish /ka/ and /kha/, 
whereas /ke/ and /khe/ did not merit distinct identities. The sound /ka/ is in fact one of 
the most common sounds in Cherokee as it represents a third person prefix; moreover, 
a large amount of verbs have a present tense ending of /ka/. Its aspirated counterpart 
/kha/ is a less frequent but still common sound due to the aspiration of /ka/ as a result 
of metathesis. The sonorants /y/, /l/, and /w/ have voiceless counterparts; none of 
these pairs are distinguished in the syllabary. The sonorant /n/ in row six is an 
exception in that it distinguishes n /na/ from its voiceless counterpart - /hna/; this is 
the only character that has an aspiration distinction for sonorants. The third cell 
indicates an unusual third distinction made for the sound /nah/. This character was 
written 33. This character has fallen out of usage in Oklahoma and this sound is 
now only represented with n /na/.34 
A curious feature of the syllabary is the row representing the consonant /m/. 
As stated previously, there are only a handful of words in Cherokee that use this 
sound. The sounds /ma/ and /me/ appear in the majority of these words;  N /mi/, 
_/mo/, and +/mu/ remain the most rarely seen of the syllabary characters. There are 
a number of names, most of which are of European origin, which have the /m/ sound. 
The only gap in the table is for the non-existent sound /mv/.35  
It has been noted that the Cherokee syllabary does not precisely describe the 
sounds of Cherokee; for example, in most cases it does not differentiate aspiration 
and it never shows vowel length or tone.36 It should be pointed out, however, that the 
syllabary does serve several useful linguistic purposes. First of all, it often preserves 
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the final vowels that are deleted in everyday speech. In the sentence in (111) all six 
words have a deleted final vowel, but for five of the words the syllabary makes it 
clear what the dropped vowel is. The line immediately below the syllabary shows the 
basic pronunciation of the characters, treating the non-aspirated forms as the default.  
 
111) asgy  uYRsz       /gc     
a-s-ka-ya    u-yo-si-s-kv          ni-ka-ta     
askay   uuyoosiisk    nikaat  
  a-skaya    uu-yoosiisk-vvi  nikaata  
3A-man  3B-be.hungry:INC-PAR   all  
 
u9m     osc    alscx4d 
u-sv-nv                o-s-ta       a-li-s-ta-yv-to-ti 
uusvhnv     oost    alstaahytoht 
uu-svhn-vvi oosta   alstaahytohti 
3B-eat:CMP-EXP   good       food 
‘The hungry man ate all the good food.’ 
 
In many cases the syllabary preserves the underlying form of the word before 
phonological rules alter the pronunciation. In Table 14 both verbs are written the 
same in the syllabary; however, their pronunciation is quite distinct. In Step 1 the 
underlying /h/ triggers vowel deletion for the third person form. In the first person 
form the pronominal prefix has triggered the laryngeal alternation that replaces /h/ 
with //. In the first person form the initial vowel of the stem is shortened because the 
syllable now ends in the consonant /hl/.  
 
TABLE 14: THIRD AND FIRST PERSON 
CONJUGATION OF ‘UNDERSTAND’ 
qlg  
‘She understands it.’ 
qlg    
‘I understand it.’ 
3. Glottal stop realized as lowfall before 
consonant 
NA kooliika    
2. Vowel Deletion kolhka NA  
1. /h/ replaced by /
/ NA koolika 
 ka oolihka ji  oolihka 
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It can also be seen from the above example that the syllabary does not represent 
the suprasegmental features of vowel length and tone. It does, at least in the above 
case, preserve the deleted vowel; it does not, however include the /h/ that triggers the 
vowel deletion. Except for the character s that represents the consonant /s/, all 
syllabary characters represent either a vowel or a consonant-vowel combination. In 
some cases the syllabary spelling of the entire word is identical for the first and third 
person forms, even though the pronunciation can be quite different. This can be the 
case for verb stems (like the one seen above in table 14) that take the ka- third person 
prefix. Because many of these stems are vowel-initial, they also take a k- first person 
prefix. The reason for this convergence of forms is that there is no syllabary character 
to represent the syllable /kohl/.  
In other circumstances the same syllabary character has different 
pronunciations depending on the context. Thus there are two separate symbols for /ti/ 
d and /thi/ T, but only one symbol 4representing /to/ and /tho/. Because of these 
finer distinctions, the syllabary at times does not reflect the underlying form. For 
example, in (111) the Future prefix and Set A pronominal prefix are collapsed into a 
single syllable as the result of vowel deletion.  
 
112) TO/R 
thiwoonisi [tiwoonisi] 
ta-hi-woonis-i  
FUT-2A-speak:CMP-MOT   
‘You will speak.’ 
 
The underlying form of the two initial syllables would be written as ch /tahi/, but 
the deletion of the vowel results in a single syllable T /thi/. However, the syllabary 
does not distinguish aspiration for most consonants (as discussed above), nor does it 
ever represent the glottal stop. The intrusive /h/ that occurs in the final position of the 
syllable is never represented. Given the lack of these distinctions, a single syllabary 
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sound can represent a large array of sounds. In (112) is a list of the possible sounds 
that the single symbol 4can represent. 
 
113) Sound combinations represented by 4 
   
too   
to 
to   
too   
too   
too   
too   
too   
tho   
thoo   
tho   
thoo   
thoo   
thoo   
thoo   
thoo 
toh 
to 
toh 
to  
thoh 
tho 
thoh 
tho 
 
 
5. SYLLABLE STRUCTURE 
The typical syllable in Cherokee is a consonant followed by a vowel (CV). 
This grammar treats affricates (j, ch, ts, tl, thl) and labialized velars (kw, khw) as 
single units. The onset of a syllable is the initial sound or sounds, if any, that come 
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before the nucleus. The nucleus is the vowel, and the coda is the sound or sounds at 
the end of the syllable after the nucleus. 
 
 
5.1 SYLLABLE ONSET 
Given this basic syllable structure, most onset clusters fall into two categories. 
The first category is a cluster of /h/ and a sonorant. There are four such clusters: /hn/, 
/hy/, /hw/, and /hl/. (Often these combinations are simply a devoiced sonorant rather 
than a cluster). Such combinations may exist as part of lexical items or may come 
about through phonological operations. In (114) there are two examples of lexical 
items containing a syllable with a cluster of /h/ plus sonorant. (114a) shows a 
combination with a glide and (114b) shows a combination with the nasal /n/. (The 
other nasal /m/ does not pattern with the sonorants in that it does not allow this 
combination.)  
 
114) a.  aby akeehya ‘woman’ 
b.   aSZ aseehno ‘probably’ 
 
The cluster is often a result of vowel deletion, as seeen in (115).  
 
115) an4Ada 
aahntoosatia 
anii-ahtoosatia 
3A.PL-hang.up:PRC 
‘They’re hanging it (long) up.’ (Flemming 1996:30)  
 
The second category of onset cluster is /s/ plus consonant. The alveolar fricative 
combines so frequently with other consonants that it is the only consonant that is 
represented with its own syllabary character s. Most consonants can follow this 
consonant; some examples are given below in (116a-f). 
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116) a. st  scy staaya  ‘hard’ 
b. sth  asT  asthi  ‘string’ 
c. sk  asgy askaya  ‘man’ 
d. skh  csq/U taaskhooniha ‘he’s howling’ 
e. skw  sFsd skwiisti  ‘a lot’ 
f. skhw  alsQda aalskhwatia ‘it’s finishing’ 
 
 
Other combinations, such as  /sl/, /stl/,  and /sn/ appear to have a marginal presence in 
the language. A few examples are in (117).  
 
117) a. sl  csMsg  taasluuska ‘He’s splitting it.’ 
b. stl  cs&sg  taastluuska ‘He’s splitting it.’  
c. sn  cf0sm/  taakinusnvni ‘She gave me them.’ 
 
 
There are no examples of the following consonant clusters as onsets in Cherokee: 
/sm/, /sj/, /sch/, /shl/, /sy/, /sw/, /sts/, or /s/.  
There are other onset clusters, although these are much less common than clusters 
involving initial /h/ or initial /s/. The combination /ts/ plus obstruent can exist in a 
lexical item, of which a few examples are given in (118), or as a result of vowel 
deletion, as exemplified in (119).  
 
 
118) a.   Gfl tskili  ‘ghost’ 
b.   Gqy  tskooya  ‘bug’ 
c.   GFsd tskwiisti  ‘a lot’ 
 
119) a.  E<f 
tstlvvka  [tstlvvka] 
ja-htlvvka  
2B-be.sick:PRC 
‘You are sick.’  
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The combination of /h/ and an obstruent (other than /s/) at the beginning of a syllable 
does not occur. Thus the pre-aspiration /h/ is often not pronounced. Examples are in 
(120). In (120a) the /h/ is lost because a syllable cannot start with /hkh/ (nor can it 
end the preceding syllable, as will be seen in the section on codas below). In (120b) 
and (120c) the h/ aspirates the preceding consonant after vowel deletion. In (120d), 
however, the /h/ appears at the end of the preceding syllable.  
 
120) a.  qf/bLg 
kookiniikheeheeka 
kookinii-hkheeheeka  
3PL/1DL.EX-chase:PRC    
‘They are chasing us.’  
 
b.   afbLg 
aakhkheeheeka  
aki-hkheeheeka  
1B-chase:PRC    
‘It is chasing me.  
 
c.   b}bLg 
keetskheeheeka  
keeja-hkheeheeka  
3PL/2-chase:PRC    
‘They are chasing you.’  
 
d.   hbLg 
hihkheeheeka  
hi-hkheeheeka  
2A-chase:PRC    
‘You are chasing it.’  
 
A syllable onset may consist of a glottal stop followed by a vowel, as seen in (121). 
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121) um8is         
uuhntheis     
uu-anvhth-ei=s  
3B-know:PRF-NXP=Q   
 ‘Did he know?’ 
 
 
 
5.2 SYLLABLE CODA 
 The most common syllable form is CV, and consonants do not generally end a 
syllable at an underlying level. Metathesis and deletion can create surface forms with 
CVC syllables. In casual speech many such combinations also occur due to the 
dropping of the final vowel. To illustrate this point example (111) is repeated below 
as (122); this sentence has four underlined examples of surface CVC consonants.  
 
122) asgy   uYRsz       /gc     
a-s-ka-ya     u-yo-si-s-kv          ni-ka-ta     
askay   uuyoosiiskv    nikaat  
   a-skaya     uu-yoosiisk-vvi  nikaata  
3A-man  3B-be.hungry:INC-PAR   all  
 
u9m      osc    alscx4d 
u-sv-i                 o-s-ta       a-li-s-ta-yv-to-ti 
uusvhnv     oost    alstaahytoht 
uu-svhn-vvi  oosta   alstaahytohti 
3B-eat:CMP-EXP   good       food 
‘The hungry man ate all the good food.’ 
 
In (122) the dropping of the final vowel creates a diphthong ending in a sonorant 
(first example), a syllable ending in a cluster of obstruents (third example), and a 
syllable ending in an intrusive h and stop (fourth example).  
 Stops in a coda position as a result of vowel dropping are automatically 
aspirated. An example of this aspiration is seen in (123). Because this /h/ is 
predictable it is not written. 
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123) WgMf 
wikaluhk [wikaluhk] 
wi-ka-luhki 
CIS-3A-arrive:IMM  
‘He arrived there.’ 
 
Glottal stops can be in a coda position as demonstrated in (124). 
 
124) a.   GMg jiluhka ‘I left.’ 
b.   ac ata   ‘young animal’ 
 
As Flemming points out, syllables may end with a short vowel and /h/, but not with a 
long vowel and /h/ (1996:42). The pre-aspiration-h frequently is lost because it can 
appear neither at the end of a preceding syllable nor at the beginning of a following 
syllable (as seen in the discussion of onsets above.)  
 
 
6. STRESS  
 The final vowel in Cherokee words is usually unmarked for tone. This vowel 
is stressed and generally has a high tone that is slightly higher than a normal high 
tone. Some words do have a higher tone on the final vowel if the full form of the 
word has a highfall on the next-to-last syllable and the final vowel is dropped. In such 
cases the final vowel is marked as the highfall is clearly distinguishable from the 
default high tone that normally occurs at the end of words. In (125) the first verb ‘to 
happen’ has the final stress on the vowel /v/ after the full form is dropped off; the 
second verb in the sentence, ‘to walk around’ has been converted into an adverbial 
phrase that indicates when the action of the main verb took place. This new role as an 
adverb is signaled by a Deverbalizer suffix that bears the highfall tone. The full form 
of this tone is dropped off, but the remaining vowel /v/ has a higher tone than that of 
the main verb of the sentence.  
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125) g4   ulstp    c0q    W}4k 
 kato uulsthanv   taahnuuko  wijeetoolv 
 kato uu-alisthan-vvi taahnuuko-i wi-ja-eetool-vvi 
what    3B-happen:CMP-EXP        garfish-LOC TRN-2B-walk.around:CMP-DVB         
 ‘What happened when you went to Vian?’   
 
 
The stress does not fall on the final vowel if there is a highfall tone elsewhere in the 
word. Perceptually the highfall tone sounds like the rising tone with stress. This stress 
feature on the highfall makes it the most easily distinguishable tone. Significantly, 
highfall is the tone with the highest functional load as it is the only tone that carries 
grammatical meaning. Main clause verbs never carry a highfall tone, but subordinate 
verbs and words derived from verbs almost always carry this tone. In (126a) is a 
typical verb; in (126b) the highfall helps to convey that the word is a deverbalized 
noun.  
 
126) a.   gZUl4U kanoohaliitooha  ‘He is hunting.’ 
b.   gZUl4h kanoohaliitoohi  ‘hunter’ 
 
The underlined syllables in the above examples receive the stress. If the highfall tone 
is on the end because of final vowel deletion, it will often be perceptually identical to 
a rising tone. This is demonstrated in (127). 
 
127) aYC ayoohl   [ayoohl]  ‘child’ 
 
 More examples of the highfall will be discussed in the chapters on nouns, verbs, and 
modifiers. 
 One of the situations where final vowels do have a tone specification is with 
Immediate stem commands, as discussed in the above section on final vowels.  This 
higher tone is indicated by a double accent. The two usages of the Immediate and 
their corresponding tone differences are compared in (128). 
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128) a.  -rg 
hnatvvka  
ni-hi-atvvka 
PRT-2A-do:IMM 
‘You did it’  
 
b.   -rg 
hnatvvka 
ni-hi-atvvka 
PRT-2A-do:IMM(COM) 
  ‘Do it!’  
 
In this grammar a double accent is also used on vowels that are in a final position 
because the underlying final vowel has been dropped. In these cases the highfall 
(which underlyingly only appears on the rightmost long vowel; final vowels are short) 
will still be evident in a higher tone. An example is in (129); the line below the 
syllabary indicates how the phrase was actually pronounced, while the line below 
shows the full forms that appear in careful or emphatic speech. In this example the 
Deverbalizer is shortened, but its tone is still evident by a higher tone on the 
remaining vowel.  
 
129) rcpsbhA/     uZ>      uYstm 
tvvtahneskehiisahni   uunoole  uuyoosthanv 
ta-ii-iitii-ahneskehiisahn-i uunoole  uu-yoo-sthan-vvi 
FUT-ITR-1A.PL-build:CMP-MOT   tornado           3B-break-CAU:CMP-DVB 
‘We will build the house again after the tornado destroyed it. ’   
 
 
7.  SUMMARY  
 Cherokee has a comparatively small inventory of sounds. Like many Native 
American languages, it does not distinguish between voiced and voiceless 
consonants, but rather between unaspirated and aspirated consonants. The additional 
features of tone and length on vowels considerably expand the possible inventory of 
Cherokee sounds. Vowel length is represented by using two vowels for a long vowel 
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and a single vowel for a short vowel. Cherokee also has six tones; the two basic tones 
are low and high. These tones can be used together on long vowels to create a falling 
tone or a rising tone. Two tones only appear as long vowels: a lowfall is a low tone 
that becomes even lower, while a highfall is a higher than normal tone that falls 
slightly at the end. The writing system for tones treats the low tone as the basic tone 
and indicates it with an accent. The word-final vowel is typically not marked with an 
accent as it is predictably a high tone with a slight rising at the end. In everyday 
Cherokee, however, the final vowel is often dropped; if the shortened vowel has a 
vowel at the end, this vowel will have its own tone. This new final vowel may be 
unmarked (for low), with an accent (for high) or with a double-accent to represent a 
shortened form of the highfall (which in many cases sounds is perceived as a high 
tone). These features are not indicated on the syllabary spelling of the word, although 
the syllabary can be useful for indicating the underlying forms of words before 
changes apply to them. 
 Cherokee has a number of morphophonological rules triggered by /h/ that 
cause vowels to delete or change places with a consonant; these changes, in turn, can 
cause consonants to aspirate. A distinction is thus established between consonants 
that are underlyingly aspirated, and those that aspirate as a result of these changes. 
These changes can be circumvented by certain pronominal prefixes that remove the 
/h/ that causes these changes. These pronominal prefixes, and numerous more 
examples of these changes, will be presented in Chapter 4. 
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NOTES 
CHAPTER 2 
                                                 
1
 Scancarelli (1992:136) states that Cherokee has 13 consonants; she adopts the 
viewpoint of King (1975) and Cook (1979) that ‘aspirated sounds are treated 
phonologically as clusters of consonants with /h/….’  There are good reasons, 
however, for distinguishing consonants that are underlyingly aspirated and others that 
are aspirated as a result of contact with /h/ after metathesis and deletion have 
occurred. The phenomenon of secondary aspiration supports this view. This 
distinction seems to hold for the obstruents; the aspirated sonorants probably are all 
underlyingly clusters of a sonorant and /h/. It seems more user-friendly, however, to 
treat aspirated and unaspirated consonants as distinct. The syllabary does maintain, 
albeit inconsistently, a distinction between aspirated and unaspirated; moreover, 
works on Cherokee that have a non-linguistic audience in mind maintain this 
distinction. Feeling (1975) recognizes twenty consonants by maintaining the 
distinction for obstruents but not sonorants; moreover, /ts/ and the labialized stops 
/kw/ and /khw/ are not included as distinct sounds. Some linguistic works maintain a 
distinction for as well: Foley (1980:20) adopts Walker’s analysis (1975) of 19 
consonants and 6 vowels; this inventory counts aspirated obstruents, /ts/ and the 
labialized stops /kw/ and /khw/ as distinct.  
2
 Glottalization is a way of producing an obstruent with extra force by ejecting the air 
with the glottis rather than the lungs. The only language of the Southeast languages 
that has glottalization is Yuchi, although it is found in other Native American 
language families, including Athabaskan, Siouan, Mayan, and Salishan. 
3
 The representation of consonants and vowels is identical; the differences are in the 
representation of tone and length. Scancarelli uses accents on every vowel except for 
the last vowel, while this grammar treats low tones as the default tone and does not 
mark them. Another difference is her use of double accents to represent the lowfall 
and highfall tone. As far as vowel length is concerned, Scancarelli uses a colon to 
represent long vowels, while the current work simply doubles the vowel.  
4
 Foley (1980:101) points out that, ‘In looking at North American Indian languages in 
general, we note that the voicing/devoicing distinction has a relatively low frequency 
of phonemic function.’ 
5
 Foley analyzes the difference between voiced and voiceless based on an acoustic 
study. He concludes that the distinction in Cherokee is between voiceless aspirated 
and voiceless unaspirated and that voicing ‘is not a distinctive feature of the lexical 
matrix of Cherokee phonemes’ (Foley 1980: 128). 
6
 As discussed in Footnote 1, one could argue that the aspirated obstruents are also 
clusters and therefore not distinctive phonemes.  It is striking that the aspirated 
consonants all occur significantly much less frequently than their unaspirated 
counterparts. This disproportionate frequency seems to support this analysis; i.e. a 
cluster would naturally occur less often than one of the sounds by itself. However in a 
grammar intended also for L2 learners such as the current work it is more useful to 
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portray them as contrasting sounds, particularly since the syllabary does treat them as 
contrastive some of the time.  
7
 At first glance it may appear more user-friendly to represent unaspirated stops as 
voiced stops, since most Cherokee (and English) speakers perceive them as such most 
of the time. Indeed, this is the approach taken in Cherokee dictionaries and grammars 
intended for a non-linguistic audience, especially Feeling (1975) and Holmes (1977). 
However, this representation will become confusing for explanations of metathesis 
and deletion and the resulting aspiration. Since non-linguistic works do not deal with 
these phonological issues in any methodical way, these difficulties do not become 
apparent. In many linguistic works on Cherokee (Scancarelli 1987, Cook 1979, King 
1975) the unaspirated stops are represented as <t> and <k> and their aspirated 
counterparts as <th> and <kh>. 
8
 Munro observes that ‘Cherokee’s morphological complexity makes it hard to find 
even near-minimal pairs…’ (1996:49).  
9
 As discussed in footnote 6, this infrequency vis-à-vis the quite common /j/ is good 
evidence that it is an underlying a cluster.  
10
 Foley’s acoustic analysis supports this description of the two lateral affricates. He 
remarks that the difference between /thl/ and /tl/ is due to the second part of the 
affricate and that, ‘There is virtually no difference between the stop segments in terms 
of voicing lead or aspiration. These observations suggest that these sounds consist of 
a stop plus a lateral fricative in the first case [ i.e. /thl/] and a stop plus a voiced lateral 
in the second [i.e. /tl/]’ (1980:124).  
11
 Scancarelli points out (1987:360) that the degree of devoicing may vary. She says 
that when sonorants are next to [h], they are either sequences of [h] plus the weakly 
voiced sonorant, or they are simply voiceless sonorants. 
12
 Foley makes some important observations regarding the aspirated version of this 
sound that support treating aspirated /l/ as a fricative: ‘Acoustic examination shows a 
brief period of devoicing (23 msc.) and noise; i.e. random stippling. (91 msc.) 
between the vowel and l segment, as in juhla ‘fox.’ The l segment itself is of a distinct 
acoustic structure, as compared to the voiced lateral l, as in thileni ‘your(S) ear.’ The 
“voiceless l” is not only longer (144msc. vs. 99msc) but also has considerable 
stridency in the higher formant regions, suggesting a lateral fricative in articulatory 
terms.’ Foley also points out that there is phonetically a devoiced [l] that occurs 
when the final vowel of a word is dropped and /l/, as the final consonant, is devoiced. 
The pronunciation of this final /l/ does not have the same restriction of airflow: Foley 
reports that this sound, ‘has virtually no stridency in the upper regions.’ He therefore 
discerns two different voiceless liquid pronunciations: a voiceless fricative [] and a 
voiceless liquid [l].  He states that, ‘in articulatory terms we refer to the former as 
“lateral fricative” and the latter as “voiceless lateral” ’(Foley 1980: 124-5).  The 
‘voiceless lateral’ [l]  is a predictable pronunciation and is therefore not a phoneme.  
13
 Cook (1979:7) states that there are more than two degrees of phonetic length. The 
‘extra-short’ /i/ is an epenthetic vowel that is inserted between pronominal prefixes 
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and consonant-initial verb stems. These extra-short vowels are allophones of the short 
vowel phonemes.  
14
 Scancarelli (1987:56) refers to this initial element as an ‘Empty V-slot’ and states 
that these stems ‘behave in some ways like vowel-initial stems and in other ways like 
consonant-initial stems.’ Scancarelli uses the character <V> in the citation form of 
these stems. I have avoided using this character since it closely resembles the vowel 
<v>. Cook (1979:17) refers to this feature as long stems or  :-stems. 
15
 Foley (1980) thinks there is a correlation between tone and vowel length, but does 
not explore the issue in depth. He also argues that vowel length is not a phonemic 
feature, but rather a cluster of vowels. 
16
 Most work on Cherokee tone has been done by Geoffrey Lindsey; Wright 1996 and 
other authors of the UCLA papers have based many of their ideas on his analysis. 
Lindsey does not consider tone to be phonemic, but rather a surface manifestation of 
‘underlying representations are marked quire sparsely with accents of very limited 
types.’ (Lindsey 1987:1) Lindsey establishes convincingly the rules that create these 
surface manifestations. I accept his lead and thus use the term ‘pitch accent language’ 
rather than ‘tone language.’ In a true tone language each syllable is marked for tone 
and there are minimal pairs based on tone. Despite the fact that tone in Cherokee has 
less than full phonemic status, I have chosen to represent it as an aide to correct 
pronunciation of the forms; moreover, using only the abstract underlying forms and 
expecting readers to apply the necessary phonological rules to produce the correct 
surface form would render this grammar less than user-friendly. Lindsey  (1987:1) 
makes the interesting typological observation that, ‘Given Cherokee’s extreme 
morphological complexity, and the fact that morphological and tonal complexity tend 
towards complementary distribution in the worlds languages, it would be rather 
surprising to find that these six tones are lexically distinct and marked for each 
syllable.’ Lindsey refers to the six tones as ‘phonetic tones’ and uses the term ‘tone’ 
to refer to just low and high tone. 
 Wright (1996) also argues that many of the tones are predictable and are 
attributable to high tone spread He also discusses the interaction of laryngealization 
and tone and how laryngealization can create lowfall tones as well as the high-falling 
tone. The author also proposes several rules to account for various tone patterns; for 
example, laryngeal delinking in which laryngeal features are blocked when vowels 
acquire high tone. In the last section the author presents evidence that accent (referred 
to as ‘atonic accent’ in the literature) exists independently of tone.  
Descriptions of Cherokee as having six tones have only been around since the 
70’s, beginning with work by Pulte and Feeling (1975). Bender and Harris (1946) had 
described Cherokee tone by saying it follows a predictable contour of low-middle-
high. They also posited a phonemic juncture, or long period of silence (#), that 
indicates the preceding vowel is the end of the tone contour. In their work they used 
accents when an unpredictable tone interrupts this pattern. They also posit a juncture 
phoneme (-) which is related to certain morphemes over which the contour does not 
spread. 
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17
 Grenoble and Whaley (2006:151) suggest that within the context of African tone 
languages the default tone can be left unmarked. For fluent and literate Cherokee 
speakers the syllabary is more than adequate for representing the language as tone 
carries a low functional load and the context will indicate the proper pronunciation. 
The Romanized script used in this grammar is intended for English speakers 
(Cherokee and non-Cherokee) learning Cherokee. It would be possible to create a 
textbook for second language learners of Cherokee where all the tones are left off 
except for the highfall. The highfall is the only tone with a significant functional load 
as it conveys grammatical information; moreover, it is the most easily perceived tone 
as it alters the stress of the word. 
Kathleen Lance (1977) in an unpublished graduate paper from the University 
of Kansas makes an intriguing attempt to show that Cherokee is not a tone language, 
but rather a pitch accent system. The author critiques Pulte and Feeling’s dictionary 
and grammatical sketch as over-marking tone; she claims that tones can be predicted 
by applying two rules. She does note that there are cases of non-predictable pitch 
accent, but that such cases occur only once per word and can be indicated using her 
simplified system of diacritics indicating low, mid and high pitch. Moreover, instead 
of Pulte and Feeling’s four distinct pitches, she claims only three. As a result of her 
re-analysis the only pitches she marks are non-final high pitches and unpredictable 
low pitches. She applies this re-analysis to sample nouns of one, two and three 
syllables. In her conclusion she points out that her framework has only been applied 
to non-derived nouns and that further research is needed to support her claims for 
derived nouns as well as verbs.  
Walker does not discuss tone except to state that he uses an apostrophe that 
‘before a colon, it indicates rising stress and pitch; after a colon, it indicates rising 
stress and pitch; both before and after a colon, it indicates continued high stress and 
pitch’ (1975:198). This system of annotation is unique in that it combines pitch and 
stress as well as indicates a three-way distinction instead of the six tones described in 
more recent literature. 
King 1975 does not describe tone, although he does mark long vowels while 
leaving short vowels unmarked (other authors, such as Feeling, do the opposite).In 
Cook 1979 vowel length is indicated, along with a ‘high pitch’, although it is unclear 
what pitch this is. Foley 1980 in his initial discussion of Cherokee phonemes alludes 
to tone but does not mark it in any of his examples. He adopts an orthographic system 
similar to Walker’s. 
In his acoustic phonetic study, Johnson finds that the ‘the system is a hybrid 
of pitch accent and lexical tone.’ He cites Michelson’s 1988 work on the development 
of Iroquoian accent and suggest that ‘Cherokee developed lexical tone from a system 
that at some earlier stage had pitch accent with some local segmentally-induced pitch 
perturbations.’ In his view one of the differences in the speech between North 
Carolina and Oklahoma is that in Oklahoma Cherokee the phonetic environment that 
caused the pitch shape was deleted and the pitch shape itself ‘was then reinterpreted 
as a distinctive lexical property’  (2005:17-8). 
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18
 Wright describes this tone as ‘characterized by a gradual rise in pitch that begins at 
a variable level and rises to a point above the normal high tone register and by a rise 
in amplitude’ (1996:21). 
19
 Lindsey claims that there are some Oklahoma speakers who produce a highfall on a 
short vowel but that ‘in most dialects this seems to be indistinguishable from (3) [high 
tone], since the short vowel cannot accommodate the full extent of the [+raised] and 
[+delayed] H’ (1985:128). 
20
 Lindsey states that spectrographic analysis ‘reveals a descent into creaky voice.’ 
Because lowfall is laryngeal, it deletes the laryngeal sound [h] in the same syllable 
(1985:124). 
21
 In the system of superscript numbers representing tone lowfall is ‘21’ and falling is 
‘32’. 
22
 Lindsey (1985:125) describes the final-vowel tone as the seventh surface tone. 
According to his analysis, this tone is a high tone that is associated with a boundary 
tone; this tone usually has an upstep to create a tone slightly higher than any high tone 
that may precede it in the word. Lindsey’s analysis of the final tone is distinct from 
that of Pulte and Feeling (1975). Lindsey notes that Feeling in his dictionary only 
marks highfall tone on penultimate syllables and that he misanalyzes highfalls that 
appear elsewhere as rising tones only. In this work I adopt Lindsey’s analysis.  
23
 The preceding example has an ending /a/ and is from a different speakers. Some 
speakers will end the Present Continuous form of a given word with /a/, while other 
speakers will end the same word with /i/.  
24Flemming explains that the purpose of this rule is to eliminate the aspirated 
(‘breathy’) sonorants; for this reason the initial element must be an obstruent: 
‘Obviously, metathesis does not apply where the preceding consonant is a sonorant 
because it would result in a breathy sonorant, which is precisely the segment that 
metathesis applies to eliminate.’ (1996:34).  
25
 The fact some speakers have the metathesis rule and others don’t is an argument in 
favor of a dictionary that listed verbs according to their stems rather than their natural 
citation forms. This distinction becomes more serious when we consider the subset of 
Set A verbs that take ka-in the third person rather than the expected a-. One such 
verb, ‘to speak’, appears in the Feeling dictionary under <k>because the initial third 
person ka- has, through metathesis, come into contact with [h], as seen in (1) 
 
1) khaneeka Kpg  ‘He's speaking, answering.’ 
jiineeka Gpg  ‘I'm speaking, answering.’ 
 
This variation has practical consequences for the dictionary as speakers without the 
metathesis rule will search for this verb under <g> rather than <k>. For some 
speakers the absence of this rule creates a different initial sound seen in (2). 
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2) gpg 
kahneeka 
ka-hneeka 
3A-speak:PRC 
‘He is speaking.’ 
 
26
 This speaker uses a- for the Nominalizer instead of the expected i-. This is 
probably a difference in dialect and warrants further investigation.  
27
 These examples are suggested by Wright (1996:19); however, he appears to 
mistakenly translate them with a third person, so the dictionary examples have been 
used instead.  
28
 Lindsey calls this Tonic Glottal Insertion because he posits a glottal stop that, in 
Oklahoma Cherokee, surfaces as a lowfall. Because the current grammar only deals 
with Oklahoma Cherokee this middle step has been eliminated. Thus for Lindsey this 
phonological change involves two rules; tonic glottal insertion followed by the 
Oklahoma specific glottal lowering. Without contesting this analysis I have combined 
the two rules into the single rule I call pronominal laryngealization. Scancarelli 
(1987:64) states that pronominal prefixes with an initial /i/ always have a lowfall, so 
this rule is irrelevant for these prefixes. 
29
 Scancarelli (1987:63) uses the term Glottal Lowering that she cites from Lindsey 
(1985). 
30
 Munro (1996:59) also suggests this analysis.  
31
 Wright refers to this deletion of the lowfall as ‘laryngeal delinking’ (1996:17). One 
might expect that the second mora would be filled in by a high tone, as a result of 
high tone spread from the high tone to the left. Perhaps the lowfall should not be seen 
as deleted, but rather lowering a high tone.  
32
 See footnote 17.  
33
 Scancarelli (1992:150) cites Chafe and Kilpatrick (1962) who point out that many 
Cherokee speakers use the three characters for /na/, /hna/ and /nah/ in free variation. It 
is possible that /nah/ had its own symbol because it occurred frequently as a 
conversational interjection nah that indicated assent with what someone else has said 
(Chafe and Kilpatrick 1962).  
34
 Anna Huckaby (personal communication) has said that the only time she has seen 
this character was from the writings of Cherokee Female Seminary students written 
over a hundred years ago. 
35
 Several speakers have told me that the word for both elephant and butterfly 
kamama is actually a conflation of two originally distinct words, kamamv and 
kamama. They believe that this distinction has been lost because people use a spelling 
pronunciation.  
36
 Silver and Miller (1997) count nineteen consonants and six vowels for Cherokee 
and state that a phonemically accurate syllabary should have 114 characters. In 
defense of the syllabary they do point out, however, that Sequoyah deliberately chose 
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to have fewer symbols by pairing up certain voiced/voiceless stop plus vowel 
combinations and using the same symbol for them. They further note that he did these 
with the less frequent contrasts and is similar to <th> in English doing double-duty 
for a voiced interdental fricative and its voiceless counterpart.  
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CHAPTER 3:GENERAL STRUCTURE OF CHEROKEE 
 
 
 
1. WORD ORDER 
1.1. GRAMMATICAL RELATIONS, ANIMACY, AND WORD ORDER 
Many languages have what is referred to as a basic word order. English, for 
example is described as an SVO language: a subject followed by a verb and an object 
(e.g. ‘He reads the book’ or ‘I like Cherokee’). The idea of ‘basic’ word order is 
problematic in Cherokee. While there are word orders that are more common than 
others, it appears that, given the right context, most word orders are possible. This 
variability is the result of the way in which Cherokee indicates on the verb the 
participants (the subject and objects) involved in the verb. European languages to 
varying degrees have suffixes on the verb that indicate what the subject of the verb is, 
while objects are indicated by free-standing nouns or pronouns. Thus in those 
languages transitive verbs (verbs with subjects and objects) always require an 
independent word (the object) to complete the meaning. In Cherokee such free-
standing words are not necessary as the verb supplies enough information to stand on 
its own as a complete sentence. Prefixes indicate the participants involved, while 
suffixes indicate the tense, aspect, and mood of the verb. The prefixes do not always 
indicate, however, exactly who the subject and the object of the sentence are. For 
example, in the English sentence ‘he saw me’ it is readily understood that the ‘he’ is 
the subject (the see-er) and ‘me’ is the object (the person being seen). The Cherokee 
equivalent of the simple sentence is ambiguous, as seen in (1). 
 
1) afqHi 
aakikoohvvi 
aki-kooh-vvi 
1B-see:CMP-EXP 
‘He/she/it saw me.’ or ‘I saw it.’  
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In this example the stem (see:CMP) and suffix indicate that an event of seeing took 
place (The abbreviation CMP indicates that the verb is in a form referring to a 
completed event, and the Experienced Past suffix, or EXP, indicates a past event of 
which the speaker has direct knowledge). The prefix is a Set B first person singular 
prefix (1B) prefix (‘I’/ ‘me’). This prefix does not itself indicate if its referent is a 
subject or an object. Sentences do not typically exist in isolation, however, and the 
context in which the sentence finds itself will help to determine the meaning. 
Consider the example in (2). 
 
2) n  u>Dc       fC    afqHi 
na uuleesoot   kiihl  aakikoohvvi 
na uu-aleesoota   kiihli  aki-kooh-vvi 
that  3B-skinny     dog        1B-see:CMP-EXP 
‘The skinny dog saw me.’   
 
In this sentence only one interpretation is possible, and the prefix on the verb only 
refers to the participant that is being seen; i.e. the object. This interpretation is no 
longer ambiguous because of the importance of animacy and the local person/non-
local person distinction in Cherokee grammar. While aki- has multiple 
interpretations, other prefixes have clear meanings that are related to whether one of 
both of the participants is living. Thus to obtain the meaning ‘I saw the skinny dog’ 
the prefix jii- is required; this single prefix indicates that a first person singular 
participant is the subject (‘I’) and a third person animate (‘him’, ‘her’ or animate ‘it’) 
is the object. This sentence is presented in (3). 
 
3) n  u>Dc       fC    Gqvi 
na uuleesoot   kiihl  jiikovvi 
na uu-aleesoota   kiihli  jii-kooh-vvi 
that  3B-skinny     dog        1A.AN-see:CMP-EXP 
‘I saw that skinny dog.’   
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Animacy is thus crucial to distinguishing the subjects and objects of a Cherokee 
sentence. It is important to emphasize that when a verb is transitive (with a subject 
and an object), it will often indicate its participants solely through its prefixes; no 
other words are necessary to produce a grammatically complete sentence. When a 
noun phrase does appear, the interaction of animacy and the type of pronominal 
prefix on the verb will determine if this noun phrase is the subject or object of the 
verb. 
When two noun phrases are present, animacy plays a role in distinguishing 
which is the subject and which is the object.1 If both are of equal animacy, then the 
Set A third person singular prefix a-/ka- or the Set B third person singular prefix uu- 
will appear. In (4a) the verb is in the Completive stem and the Set B prefix appears. 
For this speaker, the position of ‘wolf’ at the beginning of the clause indicates that it 
is the subject. Later in the story in (4b) ‘crawdad’ is the subject and ‘tail’ (of the wolf) 
is the object, yet the noun ‘crawdad’ comes after the verb while the noun ‘tail’ comes 
at the beginning of the clause. In this case, however, the two participants are clearly 
of differing animacy; even though the word order is changed, it is assumed that the 
most ‘natural’ situation holds; i.e. an animate being is the subject and the inanimate 
being is the object. The noun ‘tail’ occurs at the beginning of the clause because it is 
new information and therefore the most ‘newsworthy.’  
 
4) a.   \y    up0^p           
wahya uuneenuhlane 
wahya uu-neenuhlan-ei 
wolf      3B-challenge:CMP-NXP 
 
Gsrn       #n4fysdi 
jiistvvna   juuhnthohkiiyaastiii 
 jiistvvna ti-uunii-ahthohkiiyaast-iii  
crawdad                     DST2-3B.PL-race:INF-NOM2  
‘The wolf challenged the crawdad to race him.’  (Chapter 9.1:5) 
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b. g/cr          XqL                Gsrn   
kaniitatv    wuukoohe        jiistvvna 
ka-niitatvvi wi-uu-kooh-ei   jiistvvna    
3A-tail                       TRN-3B-saw:CMP-NXP          crawdad              
‘The crawdad saw the wolf’s tail.’ (Chapter 9:1:15) 
 
Cherokee word order is highly variable and seems to be governed more by the 
specific context of the sentence in the larger discourse, a type of structuring known as 
a pragmatic word order. Scancarelli has applied Mithun’s concept of 
‘newsworthiness’ to Cherokee and states that ‘the most newsworthy elements come 
earlier in the sentence’ (Scancarelli 1987:192-3). Elements are ‘newsworthy’ when 
they introduce important new information or topics or when they indicate a contrast 
with other elements in the sentence (Mithun 1987:325). Placing the newsworthy 
elements earlier is known as ‘foregrounding.’ 
In (5) the verb is preceded by two noun phrases, a primary object ‘finger’ and 
a secondary object ‘ear.’ The verb is marked for third person singular, with a 
Distributive (DST) prefix indicating that the primary object is plural. Both noun 
phrases are plural; in this case it is probably real-world knowledge that is making 
clear the relations; i.e. it is more common to stick fingers in ears than vice-versa,  
therefore ‘fingers’ is the primary object.. In (5b) the nominal phrase ‘him running 
over the first mountain’ appears first, followed by the main verb ‘he saw.’ The subject 
‘rabbit’ appears at the very end of the sentence.  
 
5) a.  [gBAr     dg>/   jDn[i 
 teekaayesatv    tikaleeni tuusonteei 
 tee-ka-xxyesatvvi    ti-ka-leeni tee-uu-sont-ei 
DST-3A-finger       DST2-3A-ear    DST-3B-put.in:CMP-NXP   
‘He put his fingers into his ears’ (New Testament, Mark 7:33)    
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b. azI   5ck         \dCS                 
  akvvyi jootalv      wathliise     
 akvvyi ti-ootalvvi wi-a-atihthliis-ei 
first        CIS-mountain          TRN-3A-run:INC-NXP\SUB 
 
XqL             Gsj   
wuukoohe      jiist  
   wi-uu-kooh-ei jiistu  
 TRN-3B-see:INC-NXP  rabbit 
‘The rabbit saw him running over the first mountain.’  (Chapter 9.3:26)   
 
Word order in Cherokee is thus extremely flexible because it is sensitive to contextual 
factors such as the relative newness, importance, definiteness, or animacy of the 
participants.2 Throughout this grammar many examples will be presented that have 
been taken from larger discourses; the varying word order in any given example 
should be seen within the larger context from which it is taken. Three sample 
discourses are provided at the end of this grammar in Chapter 9; the reader is invited 
to refer to these texts to understand the context from which the sample sentences are 
taken. For example, in (5b) the citation indicates that the sentence is from the third 
text in Chapter 9 and is found on line 26. 
A thorough understanding of the complex interplay of discourse features with 
word order and grammatical relations–not to mention the individual and dialectal 
variations-is a topic deserving of its own study. While this issue will be commented 
on in relevant sections, it is beyond the scope of the present work to offer a 
comprehensive and unified account of this complex phenomenon.  
 
1.2. WORD ORDER WITHIN PHRASES 
Word order within phrases, while still variable, is more fixed than in the sentence 
as a whole. For example, noun modifiers (i.e. adjectivals) such as determiners, 
quantifiers, and adjectives typically come before the nouns they modify, as seen in 
(6). In (6a) the determiner ‘that’ precedes the noun it specifies, while in (6b) the 
quantifier ‘a little’ modifies the following noun. In (6c) the underlined adjective 
precedes the noun. Determiners and numbers usually precede the adjectives; more 
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examples of the various ways in which a noun is modified will be discussed in 
Chapter 8.  
 
6) a.   n asgy   aGq\T 
na askaya      aajikoohwthi 
na a-skaya      aji-koohwthiha 
that   3A-man                      3O-see:PRC    
‘The man is being seen.’  
 
b.   gYC      Ewf   GO/sq 
kaayoohl jalak  jiwooniisko   
kaayoohli jalaki  ji-wooniisk-oi   
a.little            Cherokee     1A-speak:INC-HAB    
‘I speak a little Cherokee.’ 
 
c.   cfmA       ulsbc     dqPl 
  taakinvvsa    uulskeet   tikoohweeli  
  tee-aki-nvvsa  uu-aliskeeta ti-koohweeli 
DST-1B-give:IMM   3B-sacred                  DST-book         
‘She gave me the sacred book.’  
  
In (6c) the verb ‘to give’ has three participants: the subject ‘she’, the primary object 
‘me’ (the recipient of the giving) and the secondary object ‘sacred book’ (the thing 
being given). Note that in this example the object ‘me’ is called a ‘primary object’ 
because it is referenced on the verb with the pronominal prefix. The terms ‘primary 
object’ and ‘secondary object’ will be explained at greater length in Chapter 6. 
  When a single noun appears as part of the verb phrase it usually comes 
before the verb. Three examples of a noun before a verb are in (7); the first two nouns 
are objects, while the noun in the third example is a place. 
 
7) a.   gc     [KlQ[g 
kaata teekhahlkhwateeka  
kaata tee-ka-hlkhwateeka 
dirt        DST-3A-turn.over:PRC 
‘He’s turning dirt over. ’  
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b.   acpk      uZ^ 
aataneelv uunoothla 
aataneelv uunii-oothla  
store     3B.PL-possess:PRC 
‘They have a store.’  
 
c.   i&z    c\49i 
ihlkv  taawatosvvi 
ihlkvvi  ta-aki-atos-vvi 
tree     CIS-1B-fall:CMP-EXP    
‘I fell from the tree.’  
 
Objects also appear after their verb; an example is in (8). The noun phrase ‘this box’ 
is the object of the verb ‘to send.’ The verb ‘to send’ always has three participants 
associated with it: the sender, the thing being sent, and the destination to which it is 
sent. Its subject ‘I’ is indicated by the pronominal prefix aki- and its object by the 
noun phrase ‘this box’; the place (specifically the goal) of the sending is indicated by 
both the prepronominal prefix wi- and the question word ‘where.’ Question words 
such as ‘where’ appear at the beginning of the sentence.  Many verbs bear prefixes 
before the pronominal prefixes to further specify information about the verb; these 
markers are called prepronominal prefixes. The verb ‘to send’ is in its Deverbal Noun 
form (:DVN) to indicate that the whole verb phrase “for me to send this box where” is 
the object of the main verb ‘to want.’ 
 
8) U<     \fdsd         Ejl       ha   KpAi 
haatlv wakitiisti      jatuuli   hia khaneesai 
haatlv wi-aki-tiist-i   ja-atuuliha hia khaneesai 
where          TRN-1B-send(long):DVN-NOM2     2B-want:PRC       this       box 
‘Where do you want me to send this box?’ (Feeling 1975a:187) 
lit. “Where for me to send (it), you want (it), this box?”   
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Within a postpositional phrase the postposition follows its noun phrase complement. 
This order is seen in (9); i.e. “the bat with”, rather than the English type, or 
‘preposition’, that precedes its noun phrase complement (i.e. ‘with the bat.’). 
 
1.3. ORDER OF PHRASES AND CLAUSES 
Adverbials are words or phrases that modify verbs, adjectives and other adverbs 
as well as clauses. Adverbials often precede what they are modifying; for example, in 
(9) the postpositional phrase ‘with a bat’ is acting adverbially (by stating how the 
action was carried out) and is placed before the verb.  
 
9) qsr/sd      zd    usQk/sdi       
koostvvniisti kvhti uuskwalvvniisti 
koostvvniisti kvhti uu-skwalvvniist-i 
bat      with          3B-hit.on.head:DVN-NOM2 
 
fC       upltmi 
kiihli   uunehlthanvvi 
kiihli   uu-nehlthan-vvi 
dog  3B-try:CMP-EXP 
‘He tried to hit the dog on the head with a bat.’ (Feeling 1975a:52) 
lit. “A bat with, for him to hit on the head a dog, he tried it.” 
 
 
In the example in (9) the verb ‘to hit on the head’ appears in its Deverbal Noun stem 
form. Verbs typically have five different forms, or stems; the fifth stem, known as the 
Deverbal Noun stem, is often used when the verb and its associated participants are 
acting as a noun. As seen in the literal rendering of this sentence, the main verb ‘to 
try’ comes at the very end; the object of this verb is the entire preceding dependent 
clause “the bat with for him to hit on the head a dog.” This dependent clause is a 
nominal; that is, a phrase acting like a noun. In this case it is performing the role of 
object of the verb ‘to try.’ 
These Deverbal Noun forms will less commonly appear after the main verb of 
which they are the object; typically they precede the verb.  In (10) is a complex 
example of verbs acting as objects to other verbs. The first word, the conjugated verb 
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‘to urge’ has three participants. The subject (the urger) is indicated by the pronominal 
prefix uu- (3B), while the primary object ‘the listeners’ (those who are being urged) 
is a noun (itself built on the Deverbal Noun form of the verb ‘to listen’).  The 
secondary object (that which is being urged) is the nominalized action of  ‘asking to 
be taught’; the verb ‘to ask’ itself has as an object another verb in the Deverbal Noun 
form (‘to be taught’). The third line of this sentence is a clause acting as an adverbial; 
i.e. it is modifying the entire preceding clause by placing a condition for its 
fulfillment.  
 
10) j/w[k        nsf     unrcsd  
tuuniilateelv        naski   uunathvtaasti 
tee-uu-niilat-eel-vvi    naski   uunii-athvtaast-i 
DST-3B-urge:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP      that             3B.PL-listen:DVN-NOM  
 
nsf  u/tYsd        dbbYd 
naski  uuniithayoosti  tikeekeehyohti 
naski  uunii-thayoost-i ti-keejii-eehyoht-i 
that 3B.PL-ask:DVN-NOM2      DST2-3O.PL-teach:DVN-NOM2      
 
n  =njl       Ewf  un[]Qsdi 
na yuunatuuli     jalaki uunateehlohkwaastiii 
na yi-uunii-atuuliha jalaki uunii-atehlokwast-iii 
that  IRR-3B.PL-want:PRC    Cherokee  3B.PL-learn:DVN-NOM2      
‘He encouraged the audience to ask for help if they want to learn the language.’ 
lit. “He urged them, those who listen, for them to do it, for them to ask for it, for 
them to be taught, if they want it, for them to learn Cherokee.” (Cherokee Phoenix 
May 2006) 
 
As stated at the beginning of this section, adverbials typically come before the word 
or clause they are modifying. In the example in (11) the first word is a verb 
functioning as a time adverbial to the main clause; the main clause ‘I was trying to 
work’ displays the typical order of Deverbal Noun object ‘to work’ followed by the 
main verb ‘I was trying it.’ 
 
11) GsfYscpk     
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jiskiyoostaaneelv    
ji-ski-yoo-staan-eel-vvi   
REL-2/1-break-CAUS:CMP-APL:CMP-DVB  
 
 
dgkWscpd             gpldsz 
tiikilvwstahnti  kahneehltiiskv 
ti-aki-lvwstahnt-i  ji-ahneehltiisk-vvi 
DST2-1B-work:DVN-NOM2       1A-try:INC-EXP 
‘When you interrupted I was trying to work.’  
lit. “When you broke it for me, for me to work, I was trying it.” 
 
 
2. CLAUSE TYPES 
A minimal Cherokee clause consists of a subject and a predicate. The subject 
is what the clause is about, while the predicate is what is said about that subject. A 
predicate is typically a verb, but can also be a noun or an adjective. Verbs always 
express their subject through the use of markers that attach to the beginning of the 
verb; these markers are known as pronominal prefixes. Many nouns and adjective can 
also bear pronominal prefixes to express their subject. If a noun or adjective is unable 
to have a pronominal prefix, a separate noun may indicate the subject; in some cases a 
noun will be absent and the subject will be understood to be third person.   
There are two general types of clauses. Independent clauses are able to stand 
on their own and are known as sentences, while a dependent clause cannot stand 
alone. A dependent clause can be nominal, adjectival, or adverbial. A nominal clause 
is a dependent clause that fills the role of a noun by acting as one of the participants 
(subject or object) of the main verb. An adjectival clause modifies a noun, and an 
adverbial clause modifies a verb, adjective, adverb, or clause.  
Cherokee verbs are able to stand alone as grammatically complete clauses 
because the prefixes and suffixes they bear will indicate all the participants that are 
involved in the verb as well as information about tense, aspect, and mood. The verb 
phrase consists of at least a verb and may also contain nominals further specifying the 
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identity of its participants as well as adverbials providing more detailed information 
about the verb (such as time, place or manner).  
If the sentence contains a third person subject and a third person object, the 
subject generally will precede the object.3  An example is in (12); the first underlined 
portion is the subject, while the second underlined portion is the object 
 
12) a#E        ulR     #gTmTd              jYS> 
achuuja   uuliisi  juukhthinvvthti  tuuyooseele 
a-chuuja  uu-liisi  ti-uu-akhthinvvthti  tee-uu-yooseel-ei 
3A-boy       3B-grandmother  DST2-3B-glasses       DST-3B-lose:CMP-NXP 
‘The boy lost his grandmother’s glasses.’  
 
If there are multiple nouns, typically the noun expressing place will go after the main 
object or after the verb. An example is in (13); the object ‘water’ precedes the verb, 
while the place-in this case ‘clothes she is ironing’ (the place where the water is 
sprinkled)-follows the verb. The verb ‘to iron’ is modifying ‘clothes’; this 
subordination is indicated by a highfall tone on the Deverbal Noun (DVN) form of the 
verb. The subordination highfall tone is indicated by the abbreviation \SUB that 
appears after the translation of the verb.  
 
13) a%  cQYvsg         d-O        #8sd 
ama taakwayoovska   tiihnawo  juutheesti 
ama tee-a-kwayoovska ti-a-ahnawo  ti-uu-theest-i 
water   DST-3A-sprinkle:PRC       DST2-3A-clothes  DST2-3B-iron:DVN\SUB-NOM 
‘She is sprinkling water on the clothes she is going to iron.’ (Feeling 1975a: 72) 
   
In addition to verbs and nouns, other adverbial elements such as adverbs, 
postpositional phrases, and subordinate clauses can appear in the sentence. These 
modifiers will be discussed in chapter 8.  
Pronominal prefixes always appear on verbs, so a clause in Cherokee often 
may consist of a single conjugated verb. A larger clause might include noun phrases 
further specifying the subject and object of the verb, as well as adverbials further 
specifying how, when, where, or why the verb is carried out. An adjective or a noun 
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can also form a non-verbal clause. A verbal clause is exemplified in (14a) and a non-
verbal clause is exemplified in (14b). A clause can be a complete and independent 
sentence, as in (14a) and (14b), or it can be inside of a larger clause. In (14c) the 
clause in brackets is subordinated to the main clause; the entire bracketed clause is 
itself the object participant of the verb in the main clause. In this case the act of 
buying the car is the object of the verb ‘to want.’  In (14d) the dependent clause is 
acting as an adjectival by providing more information about the car. In two examples 
the underlined portion represents the object of the verb ‘to want,’ while the bracketed 
portion indicates a dependent clause. 
 
14) a.  a6d^        aQjl 
atlatiithla  akwatuuli 
atlatiithla  aki-atuuliha  
car              1B-want:PRC 
‘I want a car.’  
 
b.   ay0l     n   a6d^   
aaynuuli   na  atlatiithla 
a-aaynuuli  na  atlatiithla 
3A-fast             that    car   
‘That car is fast.’  
 
c.   a\jl  [a6d^  E\hsd] 
aawatuuli  [atlatiithla  jahwahisti] 
aki-atuuliha  atlatiithla  ja-hwahist-i 
1B-want:PRC    car      2B-buy:DVN-NOM2 
‘I want [you to buy a car].’  
 
d.   a6d^   [E\jlU]     E\sg 
atlatiithla   [jawatuuliiha]  chawaska 
atlatiithla   ji-aki-atuuliiha ja-hwaska   
car            REL-1B-want:PRC\SUB     2B-buy:PRC    
‘You are buying the car [that I want].’  
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The following section describes the different types of clauses.  
 
2.1. INDEPENDENT CLAUSES 
As stated above, independent clauses can stand alone. Coordination occurs when 
two independent clauses are joined together. In (15a) the two clauses are joined by 
the Conjunction (=CN) clitic ‘and.’ In Cherokee all verbs carry pronominal prefixes 
that refer to the participant(s) involved with the verb. The word order in the first 
clause in (15b) is the object ‘tail’, followed by the verb ‘to see’, while in the second 
clause the subject ‘crawdad’ is followed by the verb. The sentence in (15c) is a single 
clause; in this case it is preceded by a postpositional phrase indicating location. 
 
15) a.   a/sgy      a/n   a/#EZ        a/4n 
aniiskay  aaniina     aniichuujahno    aaniitoona 
anii-skaya   anii-na     aniichuuja=hno    anii-toona 
3A.PL-man     3A.PL-sit(PL):PRC       3A.PL-boy=CN         3A.PL-stand(PL):PRC      
‘The men are sitting and the boys are standing.’  
 
b. g/cr       XqL             
kaniitatv   wuukoohe      
ka-niitatvvi wi-uu-kooh-ei  
3A-tail         TRN-3B-saw:CMP-NXP       
 
Gsrn       u-Z         X4Si        
jiistvvna    uhnahno    wuuthoseei 
jiistvvna  uhna=hno   wi-uu-athos-ei 
crawdad   there=CN        TRN-3B-latch.onto:CMP-NXP    
‘The crawdad saw the wolf’s tail and latched onto it.’ (Chapter 9.1:15-16) 
 
 
c. oR   ni   uO^      ugnOsg 
oosi nav uuwoohla  uukaanawooska 
oosi nav uu-oohla  uu-kaanawooska 
stove   near       3B-sit:PRC         3B-get.warm:PRC 
‘He's sitting by the stove warming himself.’ (Feeling 1975a:167) 
lit. “Near the stove he’s sitting. He’s warming himself.’ 
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2.2. DEPENDENT CLAUSES 
As seen from the examples in (15), clauses can be placed together without 
subordination, although it is common for one of the clauses to take an adverbial role 
and modify the other. This adverbial role is indicated by affixes (the Relativizer 
prefix ji- is especially common), the addition of a highfall tone, or both. Dependent 
clauses can also act as a subject or object of a verb; this type of clause, known as a 
nominal clause, will be further exemplified in this section. Finally, a type of 
dependent clause known as a relative clause can modify a noun.  
In (16a) the underlined verb is modifying one of the participants (in this case 
the object ‘water’) of the main verb phrase. In (16b) the underlined clause is acting as 
the object of the main verb. In (16c) the underlined dependent clause is acting as an 
adverbial by adding a condition for the main clause. In each of these examples 
subordination is indicated by a highfall tone; in the first example, the Deverbalizer 
suffix (DVB) bears this tone, while in the second example it appears on the 
Nominalizer suffix (NOM2) that indicates a verb acting as an object to another verb.  
In (16c) a special suffix known as a Time Adverbial (TAV) indicates a verb that has 
been turned into an adverbial; in this case the suffix does not inherently have a 
highfall tone, so the tone is placed on the rightmost long vowel.  
 
16) a.  a%  aCCsz      glsjC 
ama atlitliiskv  kaliistuutli 
ama a-atlitliisk-vvi  ji-ali-stuutli 
water   3A-boil:INC-DVB        1A-MDL-splash:IMM          
‘I splashed boiling water on myself.’  
 
b.   unjls      Ewf   u/O/hsd 
uunatuulis  jalaki uuniiwooniihisti 
uunii-atuuliha=s jalaki uunii-wooniihist-i 
3B.PL-want:PRC=Q         Cherokee   3B.PL-speak:DVN-NOM2   
‘Do they want to speak Cherokee?’  
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c.   adtU             a%   u<; 
atiithaha       ama   uutlvvjv 
a-atiithah-a  ama   uu-htlvvj-vvi 
3A-drink:CMP\SUB-TAV    water     3B-be.sick:CMP-EXP 
‘He became sick after drinking the water.’  
lit. “Having drunk the water, he became sick.” 
 
There can be several dependent clauses inside one another. In (17) the bracketed 
clause ‘the opening door’ is an object of the verb ‘to hear.’ The larger underlined 
clause of which it is a part is itself an adverbial clause that is modifying the 
independent clause ‘I knew my father had come home.’ In this clause, the object of 
the verb ‘know’ is the dependent clause ‘my father had come home.’ This subordinate 
relationship is indicated by the Deverbalizer (DVB) suffix on the dependent clause’s 
verb.  
 
17) agrgn      [sjd   alsjisz]    
akhthvvkaana  [stuuti alstuiiskv]  
aki-ahthvvkaan-a stuuti a-ali-stuiisk-vvi  
1B-hear:IMM\SUB-TAV    door   3A-MDL-open:INC-DVB  
 
aQnr       e4c     uM; 
 aakwahnthv  eetoota   uuluhjv  
aki-ahnth-vvi   ee-toota   uu-luhj-vvi 
1B-know:CMP-EXP    VOC-father   3B-arrive:CMP-DVB 
‘When I heard [the door open] I knew my father had come home.’  
lit. “Having heard [the opening door], I knew it, that my father arrived.” 
  
The three types of dependent clauses are further explained in the following three 
sections.  
 
2.2.1 Adjectival Clauses 
An adjectival clause is a clause that gives more information about a noun and 
is thus subordinated to it. One of the basic subordination strategies in Cherokee is to 
use the Relativizer prepronominal prefix (REL) ji- and a highfall tone on the 
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rightmost long vowel indicating subordination (\SUB). For example, (18a) and (18b) 
are independent clauses; in (18c) the clause in (18a) is put in a subordinate 
relationship to the subject of the clause in (18b) by modifying it. The highfall appears 
on the Experienced Past (EXP) suffix on the verb ‘to talk to.’ Usually the full form of 
this suffix is not pronounced, but the highfall is still apparent in that this word ends 
with a higher than normal tone at the end, indicated by a double accent over the last 
vowel.  
 
18) a.  n   asgy  GlZLdszi       
na askaya  jiiliinohehtiiskv    
na a-skaya  jii-ali-hnohehtiisk-vvi   
that  3A-man    1A.AN-MDL-tell:INC-EXP   
‘I was talking to the man.’ 
 
b.   asgy  a/g 
askaya   aahnika 
a-skaya   a-aahnika 
3A-man 3A-leave:IMM 
‘The man left.’  
 
c.   n   asgy GGlZLdszi          a/g 
na askaya  jijiiliinohehtiiskv    aahnika 
na a-skaya  ji-jii-ali-hnohehtiisk-vvi  a-aahnika 
that  3A-man          REL-1A.AN-MDL-tell:INC-EXP\SUB      3A-leave:IMM 
‘The man that I was talking to left.’ 
 
A clause can be subordinated to a noun that is the subject (as in 18c) or the object 
(19a) of an independent clause. If the main clause verb takes three participants, the 
relative clause can modify the third participant; this is demonstrated in (19a).4 In 
(19a) the subordinating highfall tone falls on the Experienced Past suffix (as the 
rightmost long vowel of the word), while in (19b) it is on the Habitual suffix.  
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19) a.  a-O  Gsfpm     G8sg 
ahnawo  jiskihneehnv   jitheeska 
a-hnawo ji-ski-hneehn-vvi   ji-theeska 
3A-shirt  REL-2/1-give(flexible):CMP-EXP\SUB 1A-iron:PRC 
‘I am ironing the shirt that you gave me.’ 
 
b.   Gfnjlsq    ald^    
jikintuuliisko   altiithla  
  ji-kinii-atuuliisk-oi  altiithla  
REL-1B.DL-want:CMP-HAB\SUB     car                       
 
g=w    f]      u\S 
kaayuul  khilo  uuhwase 
kaayuula  khilo  uu-hwas-ei 
already     someone   3B-buy:CMP-NXP 
‘The car we want has already been bought.’ 
lit. ‘The car that we want, someone already bought it.’ 
 
 
In (20) both examples have a relative clause with the verb ‘to paint’ modifying the 
noun ‘boy.’ In the first example the subordination is expressed by the Relativizer and 
the insertion of the highfall tone on the verb in the subordinate clause. In the second 
example the Deverbal Noun already has a highfall tone to express obligation; in this 
instance the ‘to be’ copula appears bearing the Relativizer. Because this word has no 
long vowel, the expected highfall appears as a short high tone.5  
 
20) a.  U<      n   a#E       Gr{WR          aDx 
haatlv na achuuja  jitvvsuuhwisi       aasooyv 
haatlv na a-chuuja    ji-ta-a-suuhwis-i    aasooyvvi 
where      that      3A-boy                  REL-FUT-3A-paint:CMP\SUB-MOT    fence 
  ‘Where’s that boy who will paint the fence?’  
 
b.   U<      n   a#E     Gr{WR     Gf            aDx 
haatlv na achuuja uusuuhwisti   jiki    aasooyv 
haatlv na a-chuuja uu-suuhwist-i  ji-ki  aasooyvvi 
where      that   3A-boy 3B-paint:DVN\MOD-NOM    REL\SUB-be:IMM    fence 
  ‘Where’s that boy who has to paint the fence?’  
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2.2.2. Nominal Clauses 
A Nominal clause is a clause that functions as a noun by acting as a subject or 
object. When the clause is acting as the object of a verb, it has the same structure as 
an adjectival clause, but without the Relativizer ji-. In (21) the underlined portion is 
the object of the verb ‘to hear.’  
 
21) a#E   uP&z          afrgm 
achuuja  uuweehluhkv  akhthvkaanv  
a-chuuja uu-eehluhk-vvi  aki-ahthvkaan-vvi  
3A-boy  3B-scream:INC-EXP\SUB           1B-hear:CMP-EXP 
‘I heard the boy  screaming.’  
 
A nominal clause can also serve as the subject of the verb, as seen in (22). The 
underlined clause ‘build a house’ is the subject of the intransitive verb ‘to take time.’ 
 
22) hw  Iqhc     cCl4$                  
hila yikohiit taahliiliitooho   
hila yi-kohiita tee-ahliiliitooh-oi 
how    IRR-long               DST-3A-take.time:INC-HAB 
 
gl5[      apgsdi 
 kahljoote anekstiii 
  kahljoote a-anekst-iii 
      house       3A-build:DVN-NOM2 
‘How long does it take to build a house?’  
 
The nominal clause verb can be a conjugated verb (that is, a verb capable of 
expressing tense and aspect) or a Deverbal Noun. These two possibilities are explored 
in the next section.  
 
2.2.2.1. Deverbal Noun Nominal Clauses 
The verb in a nominal clause frequently appears in its Deverbal Noun stem. In 
(23a), (23b), and (23c) both verbs have the same subject, while in (23d), the main 
verb and nominal clause verb have distinct subjects.  
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23) a.  Gsgi       a\g4sd 
jiiskaai  awakhthoosti 
ji-skaai   aki-akahthoost-i 
1B-afraid:PRC           1B-look.at:DVN-NOM2                                              
‘I'm afraid to look at it.’ lit. “I fear it, for me to look at it.” 
 
b.   u0kHsg       Xdmd 
uunuulvvhvska  wuutiinvvti    
uu-nuulvvhvska  wi-uu-atiinvvt-i    
3B-fail.to:PRC    TRN-3B-throw:DVN-NOM2    
‘She can’t throw it in.’   (Lady Indians Basketball Championship)  
Lit. “S/he fails it, for her to throw it in.”  
 
c.   unrnstpZ      #n4fysd        
uuntvvnasthanehnoo    juuhnthohkiiyaasti  
  uunii-atvvnasthan-ei=hnoo ti-uunii-ahthokhiiyaast-i      
3B.PL-prepare:CMP-NXP=CN                    DST2-3B.PL-race:DVN-NOM2                           
‘They got ready to race.’   (Chapter 9.1) 
 Lit. “They’re preparing it, for them to race.” 
 
d.   aQjl        E/fsd 
aakwatuuli  jaahnikiisti 
aki-atuuliha  ja-aahnikiist-i 
1B-want:PRC           2B-leave:DVN-NOM2                                              
‘I want you to leave.’ lit. “I want it, for you to leave.” 
 
It is important to note that verbs that Set A prefixes do not appear on a Deverbal 
Noun nominal clause. In (24a) the verb ‘to write’ has the Set A prefix, but in (24b) it 
has a Set B prefix. The Distributive prefix is in the ti-form (DST2) that is typical for 
nouns and adjective, but not main clause verbs. 
 
24) a.  dEwf   [qOla  
tijalaki   teekoohweelia 
ti-jalaki   tee-ji-oohweelia 
DST2-Cherokee  DST-1A-write:PRC           
‘I am writing Cherokee.’  
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b.   dEwf   dOP]d   [g]Qa 
tijalaki   tiiwoohweeloohti  teekateelkwaa 
ti-jalaki       ti-aki-oohweelooht-i tee-ji-ateehlkwaa 
DST2-Cherokee   DST2-1B-write:DVN-NOM2        DST-1A-learn:PRC          
‘I am learning to write Cherokee.’  
 
 
Several verbs, when they have a nominal clause as an object, will always cause the 
nominal clause verb to appear in the Deverbal Noun stem. In (25) are two examples 
of nominal clauses acting as objects of the verb ‘to want’; in (25a) the nominal clause 
has the same subject as the main verb, while in (25b) they are different. In both 
examples the nominal clause verb is in the Deverbal Noun form. 
 
 
25) a.  a\jl        zq\rdi 
aawatuuli  kvvkoohwthvhtiii 
aki-atuuliha  kvv-koohwthvht-iii 
1B-want:PRC     1/2-see:DVN-NOM2 
‘I want to see you.’  
 
b.   j=qjri     Epsd    ogjl 
tuuyuukhtuutvvi chanesti  ookatuuli 
tuuyuukhtuutvvi ja-hnest-i   ookii-atuuliha 
truth          2B-speak:DVN-NOM2  1B.PL.EX-want:PRC 
‘We want for you to speak the truth.’  
 
Other verbs like ‘to want’ are exemplified in (26). 
 
26) a.  a/Cd       ucs[kd 
aanehlti   uulstehlti 
aa-xxnehltiha  uu-ali-stehlt-i 
3A-try:PRC  3B-MDL-help:DVN-NOM2 
‘He’s trying to help.’  
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b.   4\>w      utn    un5d      a/gTy 
toowaleel  uutan   uunajooti   aanikhthiiya 
toowaleela uu-atana  uunii-ajoot-i  anii-kahthiiya 
car     3B-big  3B.PL-ride:DVN-NOM2 3A.PL-wait:PRC 
‘They are waiting to ride the bus.’  
 
c.   j0gtpi               n    x      ig     
tuunukhthane           na   yv     iik    
tee-uunii-ukahthan-ei  na  iiyvvi   iika  
DST-3B.PL-decide:CMP-NXP                    that       when        day           
 
vsfn      =nrmT 
vvskina    yuuntvvhnti 
vvskina   yi-uunii-atvvhnt-i 
that.way            IRR-3B.PL-do:DVN-NOM2    
‘They decided on what day they would do this.’ (Chapter 9.3:7-8)   
 
 
 
 
2.2.2.2. Finite Nominal Clauses 
 Some nominal clause verbs appear in a conjugated form, but with a highfall 
indicating subordination. Three examples are in (27). In (27c) the predicate is an 
adjective, so the highfall indicating subordination falls on the copula ‘to be’ at the end 
of the sentence. 
 
27) a.   a\mt      uM;i  
aawahntha  uuluhjvvi 
aki-anvhtha  uu-luhj-vvi 
1B-know:PRC   3B-return:CMP-EXP\SUB 
‘I know that he retuned.’  
 
b.   /gc     /sfyrpk     glelq 
niikaat   niiskiiyatvvneelv  kaliieeliiko 
niikaata ni-iiskii-atvvn-eel-vvi   ji-aliieeliik-oi 
all  PRT-2/1.PL-do:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP\SUB   1A-be.appreciative:INC-HAB 
‘I appreciate everything you have done for us.’  
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c.   /gcr         unm8       
nikaatatvv   uunahnthe   
nikaata=tvv   uunii-anvhth-ei  
all=FC                     3B.PL-know:CMP-NXP        
 
Gsj   osc      aC4        b9 
jiist   oost    athliito    keesv 
jiistu  oosta    a-atithliitooh-i     kees-vvi 
rabbit          good          3A-run:INC\AGT-NOM                  be:INC-EXP\SUB    
‘They all knew that the rabbit was a good runner.’ (Chapter 9.3:2-3) 
 
As seen in the above examples, verbs such as ‘know’, ‘appreciate’, ‘remember’, 
‘think’ (generally known as cognition verbs) commonly take conjugated verb (i.e. 
verbs that express tense and aspect) nominal clauses as their objects. Three more 
examples are in (28). In (28c) the nominal clause verb is in the Deverbal Noun form 
to express ability; in this instance the copula ‘to be’ appears to carry the highfall tone 
of subordination. 
 
28) a.   gmcda      5w/    uYstmi 
kanvvtatia  joolani uuyoosthanvvi 
ji-anvhtatia joolani uu-yoo-sthan-vvi 
1A-remember:PRC       window       3B-break-CAUS:CMP-EXP\SUB 
‘I remember him breaking the window.’  
 
b.   a\mt      f/q/Yzi 
aawahntha  kiniikoohniiyookvvi 
aki-anvhtha   kinii-koohniiyook-vvi 
1B-know:PRC     1B.DL-be.late:CMP-EXP\SUB 
 ‘I know that we were late.’  
 
 c.   um8      z\:hsd     bH   
uuhnthe         kvvwthloohist       keehv     
uu-anvhth-ei    kaa-uu-athloohist-i   keeh-vvi  
3B-know:CMP-NXP      NGT-3B-beat:DVN\MOD-NOM   be:CMP-EXP      
‘He knew that he could beat him.’ (Chapter 9.3:5) 
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In the examples above the verbs are in dependent clauses, but they still verbs take 
suffixes expressing tense, aspect, and mood. In other words, the time frame for the 
main verb and the subordinate verb can be different.  
Unlike the Deverbal Noun clauses, the finite nominal clauses are still able to take 
Set A pronominal prefixes. Three examples are in (29). 
 
29) a.  hwx    #lq}       $gsz 
hilayv chulkoje    hokskv 
hilayv ja-sulikoj-ei  hi-okisk-vvi 
when           2B-quit:CMP-NXP     2A-smoke:INC-EXP\SUB 
‘When did you quit smoking?’  (Feeling 1975a:56)    
lit. “When did you quit it, your smoking?” 
 
b.   ofsQr        oEpsbsz        gl5[i 
ookiiskwatv    oojahneskeeskv     kahljootei 
ookii-skwat-vvi  oojii-ahneskeesk-vvi kahljootei 
1B.PL.EX-finish-EXP           1A.PL.EX-build:INC-EXP\SUB         house 
‘We finished building the house.’  
lit. “We finished it, our building the house.” 
 
c.   m~      un>m                an4fysz  
nvvw     uunaleenv           ahnthookhiyaskv 
nvvkwu   uunii-aleenvvh-a      anii-ahthookhiyask-vvi 
now              3B.PL-start:CMP\SUB-TAV                 3A.PL-race:INC-EXP\SUB                   
‘That’s when they started racing.’ (Chapter 9.3:27    
 
 
 
2.2.3. Adverbial Clauses  
 Adverbial clauses are dependent clauses that modify a verb or an entire clause 
and indicate when, why, or how an action occurs. This process will be explored in 
Chapter 8; several examples are below in (30). In each example a highfall tone 
indicating subordination (\SUB) is inserted on the rightmost long vowel. In (30a) the 
clause ‘when the phone rang’ is expressing the time when ‘waking up’ took place. In 
(30b) the phrase ‘unless you grow up around here’ acts adverbially by positing a 
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condition for the entire preceding clause.  In (30c) the adverbial clause tells the 
reason for the main verb occurring.  
 
30) a.   Ia/Bbi   alZLd    =ZxlA 
aaniiyeekvvi  ahlnoohehti   yuunoohyvvlsa 
anii-yeek-vvi  a-ali-hnooheht-i  yi-uu-noohyvvls-a 
3A.PL-wake:CMP-EXP  3A-MDL-tell:DVN-NOM  IRR-3B-make.noise:CMP\SUB-TAV               
‘They were waking up when the phone rang.’  
 
b.   Ew     gO/hsd      qhc    aCl4$ 
 jalaki kawooniihisti kohiita ahliiliitooho  
 jalaki kawooniihisti kohiita a-ahliiliitooh-oi 
 Cherokee language                  long/time        3A-take.time:INC-HAB 
 
u\Ah      a-    IErR4w 
uuwaasvahi  ahna  yijathvsiitoola 
uuwaasvvhi  ahna  yi-ja-thvs-iitool-a 
unless   here     IRR-2A-grow(I):CMP-AMB:CMP\SUB-TAV 
‘Learning to speak Cherokee takes a lot of time unless you grow up around it.’  
 
c.   cfyPgr           ul;c\d         a\lsf9      
taakiyaweekatvv     uuhljvvtawati   aawalskiisv  
  tee-aki-yaweeka=tvv  uuhljvvtawati   aki-alskiis-vvi  
DST-1B-be.tired:PRC=FC          all.night                         1B-dance:CMP-DVB 
  ‘I'm tired because I danced all night.’  
 
 
A Partitive prefix and Negative Deverbalizer suffix are used together if the adverbial 
has a negative or privative sense. Again, such uses are often translated into English 
with an adjective. Two examples are in (31) 
 
31) a.  0YRszn   alscxHsg 
nuuyoosiiskvvna  aalstaayvvhvsk  
ni-uu-yoosiisk-vvna  a-ali-staayvvhvska  
PRT-3B-hungry:INC-NDV    3A-MDL-fix.a.meal:PRC 
‘He's eating while he's not hungry.’ 
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b.   a/sgy 06RreHn           Wjltdmi 
askaya  nuutlasithveehvvna   wituuhlthatiinvvi  
 a-skaya ni-uu-atlasithveeh-vvna wi-tee-uu-alihthatiin-vvi  
3A-man       PRT-3B-doubt:INC-NDV     TRN-DST-3B-jump:CMP-EXP    
‘Without a care in the world the man jumped.’  
 
 
 
 
 
3. INTERJECTIONS  
Interjections are particles; i.e. words that do not inflect. Interjections are either 
used alone or in juxtaposition to a clause. Three examples are in (32).  
  
32) a. v    nh=     cgMG    
  vv naahiyu takaluhji  
  vv naahiyu ta-ka-luhj-i 
yes     then              FUT-3A-arrive:CMP-MOT 
‘Yes, at that time he will arrive.’ 
 
b. z ic>nX 
khv iitaleenawu  
khv iitii-aleena=kwu  
hey   1A.PL-start:IMM(COM)=DT 
‘Hey, let’s start! 
 
c.   0w 0ndmc~        gl5[ W/M;i 
nuula nuuntiinvvtakwu    kalhjoote wiiniiluhjvvi  
    nuula ni-uu-natinvvta=kwu kalhjoote wi-iinii-luhj-vvi 
hurry PRT-3B-sell-PCP=DT          house    TRN-1A.DL-arrive:CMP-FIM  
‘Hurry! Let's get there before he sells the house.’ (Feeling 1975a:104)   
 
Most interjections express emotions about a situation, but some serve to 
confirm or demy a sentence or to question it.  Several interjections (e.g. ‘yes’ and 
‘no’) are the only examples of words in Cherokee that are monosyllabic. A short list 
of some sample interjections is in (33).  
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33) v  vv  ‘yes’ 
^   thla   ‘no’ 
/  ni  ‘look!’ (Feeling 1975a:157) 
oRY  osiyo ‘hello’ 
aY ayo  ‘ouch!’ (Feeling 1975a:86) 
w4  wato   ‘thanks’ 
0w nuula ‘hurry!’ (Feeling 1975a:148) 
K   kham  ‘enough, now, come on’    
n  na  ‘here!’ (Feeling 1975a:146) 
Y   yoo   term of disbelief mostly used by women 
R  si  ‘wait!’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:342) 
vsff vskiki ‘isn’t it so? is that a fact?’ (Walker 1975:227) 
sf  ski   ‘thank you’ (North Carolina)  
U  ha    term of disgust mostly used by women (Walker 1975:214) 
 
 
4. CLITICS  
Clitics are small units that attach to the end of another word. They are distinct 
from suffixes in that they can attach to any part of speech, but are like suffixes in that 
they are always attached to another word. Some clitics are like adverbials by 
modifying the element they attach to; other clitics have a pragmatic function of 
questioning or emphasizing the word they are attached to. In many cases their exact 
meaning is difficult to translate. To maintain the distinction between clitic and suffix 
a dash (-) is used with suffixes and an equal sign (=) with clitics. The most common 
clitic is the =s that is used to ask yes/no questions. In (34a) is an example of this 
clitic attaching to a noun; further examples involve an adjective (34b), a verb (34c), 
and an adverb (34d).  
 
 
34) a.  fCs  h\S 
kiihlis  hiihwase 
kiihli=s  hii-hwas-ei 
dog=Q   2A.AN-buy:CMP-NXP 
‘Did you buy the dog?’ 
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b.   uKYcs          aQ-O 
uukhayootas    akwahnawo  
uu-khayoo-ta=s  aki-ahnawo 
3B-dry-PCP=Q   1B-shirt      
 ‘Is my shirt dry?’  
 
b. E=Qdsqs   
chayuukhwatiiskos 
ja-ahyuukhwatiisk-oi=s 
2B-have.toothache:INC-HAB=Q    
‘Do you have a toothache?’  
 
d.   {n>s    cgMG 
sunaales takaluhji  
sunaale=s ta-ka-luhj-i 
tomorrow=Q    FUT-3A-arrive:CMP-MOT  
‘Tomorrow he will arrive?’ 
 
It is possible for more than one clitic to appear. Three examples are in (35); the third 
example is a rare instance of three appearing at once. 
 
35) a.  ha~r 
hiakwutvv 
hia=kwu=tvv  
this=DT=FC            
‘Just this.’  
 
b.   4|Z        cglst/          mW 
toowvhn    takalstan       nvvwi 
kato=kwu=hno ta-ka-alistan-i    nvvwi 
what=DT=CN           FUT-3A-happen:CMP-MOT       now 
‘Now what is going to happen?’ 
 
c.   u-\rZ          aGbh4>               Gsrn 
uhnawtvhno     ajikhehiitoole         jiistvvn 
uhna=kwu=tvv=hno aji-khehvs-iitool-ei   jiistvvna 
there=DT=FC=CN       3O-chase:CMP-AMB:CMP-NXP       crawdad 
‘…and right then he started chasing him.’ (Chapter 9.1:37) 
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The appearance of a clitic interacts with the final tone of the word to which it 
attaches. This phenomenon is not entirely understood at present and has been the 
object of ongoing investigation by Marcia Haag (1999, 2001). The individual clitics 
are explained and exemplified in the following sections. The most common pattern 
seems to be for the final stress and tone to fall on the final vowel of the word to which 
the clitic attaches; to indicate the place of this tone and stress an accent is placed at 
the end of the word (which is usually unaccented). An example is below in (36). The 
final vowel for the verb ‘to feel’ would normally be unmarked as its stress and tone 
are predictable; as stated in the previous chapter, the final vowel of the full form of 
the word is stressed and with a high tone. With the addition of the clitic the accent is 
added to indicate that the new ending does not receive the normal final stress and 
tone.  
 
36) aSf     aQcmcr       Vg 
aseeki   akwatanhtatvv  hleeka 
a-seeki  aki-atanhta=tvv hleeka 
3A-peculiar  1B-feel:PRC=FC         a.while 
‘I felt peculiar for awhile.’ (Feeling 1975a:49) 
 
 
4.1 CONDUCIVE QUESTION (CQ) =ju 
This common clitic is used to ask questions to which a ‘yes’ answer is expected. 
The term comes from Lindsey (1985:40-1).6  Four examples are in (37).  
 
37) a.  s?lf# 
skwohlkiju 
ski-ohlki=ju  
2/1-understand:PRC=CQ 
‘Do you understand me?’ 
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b.   \]R#        T\rh 
waloosiju  thiihwahthvvhi 
waloosi=ju ta-hii-hwahthvvh-i  
frog=CQ     FUT-2A.AN-find:CMP-MOT 
‘Are you going to find the frog?’  
 
c.   ghq\T#    n fC 
 kaahiikoohwahthiju   na  kiihli  
 kaa-hii-koohwahthiha=ju  na  kiihli 
ANP-2A.AN-see:PRC=CQ  that  dog 
‘Do you see those dogs?’ 
 
d.   4h# 
 thoohiiju 
 thoohii=ju  
quiet=CQ 
           ‘Are you at ease?’/’Are you well?’  
 
The last example is the question that typically follows the standard greeting osiyo 
‘hello.’ 
 
 
4.2 ALTERNATIVE QUESTION (AQ) =khe 
The clitic =khe presents a choice between two alternatives. The name for this 
clitic comes from Lindsey (1985:40-1). In the second example the Question clitic =s 
appears on the verb and the Alternative Question clitic appears on the negative 
particle hla. Two examples are in (38).  
 
38) a.  Ypgb     a>    Ewf     gO/sq 
yooneekakhe  ale   jalaki   kawoonisko 
yooneeka=khe  ale   jalaki   ka-woonisk-oi 
English=AQ  or              Cherokee  3A-speak:INC-HAB 
‘Does he speak English or Cherokee?’  
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b.   Kpfs        GylZLdsz          ^b 
khaneekis    chiyaliinohehtiiskv   hlakhe 
ka-hneeki=s  ji-hii-ali-hnohehtiisk-vvi  hla=khe 
3A-answer:PRC=Q       REL-2A.AN-converse:INC-DVB     NEG=AQ 
‘Did he answer when you were speaking to him, or not?’  (Feeling 1975a:139) 
 
=khe also appears on interrogatives to either emphasize the question, as in (39a), or 
to alter the question itself (39b).  
 
39) a.  gqb    dcn|            W}csd              /;p> 
kaakokhe tiitaanawv   wijeetaasti      nijvhneele 
    kaako=khe tiitaanawvvi wi-ja-eetaast-i ni-ja-vhneel-ei 
who=AQ    store      TRN-2B-walk.around:DVN-NOM2     PRT-2B-cause:CMP-NXP   
‘Who made you go to the store?’  
 
b.   hwb      ifc      n  my 
hilakhe  iikhita  na nvvya  
hila=khe iikhita  na nvvya  
how=AQ          big          that    rock        
‘How big is that rock?’  
 
c.   gq    uqd a{%dy     /h  eE4b 
kaako uukooti  asamatiiya  nihi ejatokhe 
kaako uukooti  a-samaati-iiya nihi eja-to=khe 
who           more   3A-smart-INT             2PRO 2O-sibling =AQ 
‘Who is smarter, you or your sister?’ (Feeling 1975a:46)  
 
 
 
4.3 INFORMATION QUESTION (Q) =s(ko) 
This clitic appears on the word that is being questioned; a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer is 
the expected response to a sentence containing this clitic. This clitic is the most 
common clitic in Cherokee. Its full form is =sko, but this form is rarely seen in 
Oklahoma Cherokee. Five examples are in (40).  
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40) a.  ay<ds   E\hsd      Ejl   
ahyatlvtis  chawahisti   jatuuli 
ahyatlvti=s ja-hwahist-i  ja-atuuliha 
necktie=Q             2B-buy:DVN-NOM2    2B-want:PRC 
‘Do you want to buy a necktie?’ (Feeling 1975a:27) 
 
b.   ^s      Blsq 
thlas  hyeeliisko 
thla=s  yi-hi-eeliisk-oi 
NEG=Q     IRR-2A-think:INC-HAB 
 ‘Don’t you think so?’   
 
c.   [h4zs     [}scp$  
teehitookvs    teejeestaaneeho 
tee-hi-tookvvi=s tee-ja-eestaaneeh-oi  
DST-2A-teeth=Q       DST-2B-hurt:INC-HAB 
‘Do your teeth hurt?’  
 
d.   sq/Is    W}dsd     
skhoniiyis  wijeetaasti 
skhoniiyi=s  wi-ja-eetaast-i  
 overseas=Q         TRN-2B-be.somewhere:DVN-NOM2    
 
0lscp  a/Ysf   Gyvi 
nuulsthane aniiyoski chiyavvi 
ni-uu-alisthan-ei  aniiyoski ji-hi-ya-vvi 
PRT-3B-happen:CMP-NXP           military            REL-2A-be.in:PERF-DVB 
‘Did you have to go overseas when you were in the service?’   
lit. “Your being overseas, did it happen when you were in the military?” 
(Feeling 1975a:153)  
 
e.   eEqlBgs 
ejakooliyeekas 
eja-kooliy-eeka=s  
2O-examine:CMP-AND:PRC=Q    
‘Are you going to be examined?’  
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4.4 TAG QUESTION (TQ) =kha 
 This less-common clitic is only discussed by Lindsey (1985: 142). He gives 
only one example of its use, shown below in (41).  
 
41) fCK 
kiihli=kha  
kiihli=kha 
dog=TQ 
‘It’s a dog, isn’t it?’  
It appears in frozen form on the common question tag in (42). 
 
42) 4K 
tookha 
kato=kha 
what =TQ 
‘…, didn’t it?’   
 
King (1975:96) states that this suffix ‘is only employed when the speaker asks for an 
affirmative answer. Thus howa ‘okay’ becomes howaka [howakha] ‘isn’t that 
right?’ So tsatulihaka [jatuulihakha] would imply ‘you (sg.) do want it, don’t 
you?’ ’ 
 
4.5 ECHO QUESTION (EQ) =ki 
 This clitic is also only discussed by Lindsey (1985: 142-3); he uses the term 
‘echo question.’  He gives only one example of its use, shown in (43).  
 
43) asgyf 
askayaki 
a-skaya=ki 
3A-man=EQ    
‘(did you say) a man?’  
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Feeling does not discuss this clitic, but an example of its use in his dictionary is in 
(44). 
 
44) g4f Udsb 
katoki  hatiiske  
kato=ki hi-atiisk-ei  
what=EQ    2A-say:INC-NXP 
‘What were you saying?’ 
 
 
 
4.6 DELIMITER (DT) =(s)kwu 
This clitic often has the meaning of ‘only’ or ‘just.’ It is extremely common 
and often has an emphatic meaning. This clitic also appears as =skwu. Five examples 
are below in (45); the last has the =skwu form. This term comes from Haag 
(2001:417).7 
 
45) a.  fw~  afHR  
khilakwu  aakihvsi 
khila=kwu aki-hvsi  
just.now=DT      1B-give(solid):IMM        
‘She (just) gave it to me.’  
 
b.   5~   n/o 
jokwu  naaniio 
joi=kwu  ni-anii-oi  
three=DT PRT-3A.PL-HAB 
‘There are usually only three of them.’  
 
c.   z  ic>nX 
khv iitaleenawu  
khv iitii-aleena=kwu  
hey    1A.INC-start:IMM(COM)=DT 
‘Hey, let’s start! 
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d.   W0M;n~     ugtHsd             ujkHi 
winuuluhjvvnakwu     uukthahvvsti      uutuulvvhvvi 
 wi-ni-uu-luhj-vvna=kwu uu-akahthahvvst-i uu-atuulvvh-vvi 
TRN-PRT-3B-arrive:CMP-NDV=DT    3B-turn.back:DVN-NOM2    3B-want:CMP-EXP    
 ‘He wanted to turn back before he got there.’ (Feeling 1975a: 35)   
 
e.   u-    a_    X/M}     u-ms~ 
uuhna aamo   wuuniiluhje   uuhnanvsk 
uuhna aama-hi  wi-uunii-luhj-ei 
 uuhna=nv=skwu 
there      salt-LOC  TRN-3B.PL-arrive:CMP-NXP      there=F2=DT 
There at “Salt” [Salina] they arrived at that place there.’ (Chapter 9.2:30)  
 
 
This clitic is commonly reduced to =wu, as in (46a,b,c), or =wv, as in (46d),  and is 
even shortened to =w, as in (46e).  
 
46) a.  qlq~               qlBszi 
kohlkoowu     kooliiyeeskvvi 
ka-olihk-oi=kwu  ka-ooliiyeesk-vvi  
3A-understand:INC-HAB=DT   3A-read:INC-DVB 
‘He (usually) understands what he reads.’ 
 
b.   a-X      b4Lsd 
ahnawu   keetoheesti 
ahna=kwu  ji-eetoh-eesti 
here= DT    1A-walk.around:INC-AFT    
 ‘I'm going to stay here/ I'll be walking around here.’ 
 
c.   /qhkX                aTsg      n   ab=E 
niikoohiilvwu      aaskiitska na akeehyuuja 
niikoohiilvvi=kwu a-askiitska na a-keehyuuja 
always=DT                                  3A-dream:PRC       that     3A-girl 
‘He’s always dreaming of that girl.’  
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d.   s?lcR      a|A|       dfZfsd 
skwohltaasi  awvvsawv   tiikinookiisti  
ski-ohltaasi aki-vvsa=kwu  ti-aki-nookiist-i  
2/1-permit:IMM(COM)     1B-self=DT  DST2-1B-sing:DVN-NOM2 
  ‘Allow me to sing by myself.’  
 
e.   ofnlaX   Gq\t 
ookinaaliiaw   jiikoowahth 
ookinii-aaliia=kwu jii-koowahtha  
1B.DL.EX-friend= DT      1A.AN-see:IMM    
  ‘I only saw a friend.’  
 
 
 4.7.  POTENTIAL (PO) =le 
This clitic is not frequent and it is difficult to determine its exact function.  Haag 
states that it indicates doubt and calls it a ‘Potential marker’ (Haag 2001:418). Five 
examples are in (47); in the first example it appears on the word ‘now’ to create a 
word that appears frequently in stories. In (47e) the clitic attaches to the negation 
word thla; the speaker gives the same meaning when the clitic is left off. 
 
47) a.  Z~> 
nookwule 
nookwu=le  
now=PO 
‘then, and then, at that time’ 
 
b.   D      5c>            IXME 
so    jootale      yiwuuluhj 
soi  ti-ootalvvi=le  yi-wi-uu-luhj-a    
another         CIS=mountain=PO                    IRR-TRN-3B-arrive:CMP\SUB-TAV            
‘When he got to another mountain…     
 
c.   AN>      Bn 
saamile  yeena     
saami=le  yi-a-eena     
Sam=PO    IRR-3A-go:IMM    
‘Maybe Sam will go.’  (Walker 1975:219) 
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d.   #li>    If 
juuliiile   yik 
ti-uu-aliii=le    yi-ki 
DST2-3B-friend=PO     IRR-be:IMM 
‘… or friends’ (Chapter 9.3:30) 
 
 
e. ^>       /grpl 
thlale   nikatvvneeli 
thla=le   ni-ka-atvvneel-i 
NEG=PO         PRT-3A-do:CMP-MOT 
‘I’m not going to do it.’  
 
 
 4.8. CONTRASTIVE (CT) =hv 
The term for this clitic comes from Haag (2001: 417) and is often translated as 
‘but.’ Feeling states that it occurs only after the full form of question clitic =sko, as 
seen in (48), but an example without this question clitic is seen in (45b). The 
Contrastive clitic appears lexicalized on kato ‘what’ to form the question word 
katohv ‘why’ in (46c).  
 
48) a.  gO/UsqH 
kawoonihaskoohv 
ka-wooniha=sko=hv  
3A-speak:PRC=Q=CT 
‘But is he speaking?’ (Feeling 1975a:294) 
 
b.   afx<H 
aakiyvvhlvvhv 
aki-hyvvhl-vvi=hv 
1B-enter:PRC=CT 
‘But I came in.’  
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c.   g4H    dEgtHS 
katoohv tiijakhthahvvse  
kato=hv ti-iijii-akahthahvvs-ei 
why=CT         CIS-2A.PL-turn.back:CMP-NXP 
‘Why did you turn back?’  
 
 4.9. FOCUS (FC) =tvv 
This common clitic is used to emphasize a part of speech, usually at the beginning 
of a clause. This term comes from Haag (2001:416).8 This clitic is often not 
translated. Several examples are below in (49); in all of these examples the clitic 
appears at the end of the first word in the phrase.  
 
49) a.  axr     I[GZf 
ayvtvv  yiteejinooki  
ayv=tvv yi-tee-ji-hnooki 
1PRO=FC          IRR-DST-1A-sing:IMM 
‘I'm going to sing it.’  
 
b.   Z~r      Gc{w 
nookwutvv  jitasuula 
nookwu=tvv  ji-tee-a-asuul-a 
now=FC        REL-DST-3A-wash.hands:IMM-IMM 
‘He just washed his hands.’   
 
c.   HZdr 
 hvvhnootitvv 
 hi-vvhnooti=tvv  
2A-alive=FC 
 ‘You're alive!’  
  
d. EfM;r 
jakiluhjvvtvv 
ji-aki-luhj-vvi=tvv 
REL-1B-pick.up:CMP-EXP=FC  
‘I did come.’ 
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e.   ^r        q!sd  I/grg 
thlatvv  kohuus  yinikatvvk 
thla=tvv kohuusti  yi-ni-ji-atvvka 
not=FC          something  IRR-PRT-1A-do:IMM    
‘I won’t do anything.’ 
 
f.   ^r      IcbgFxel 
thlatvv   yitakeekakhwiyvveeli  
thla=tvv  yi-ta-keekii-akhwiyvv-eel-i 
NEG=FC    IRR-FUT-3.PL/1.PL-pay:CMP-APL:CMP-MOT   
‘They will not pay us.’  
 
 
 
 4.10. FOCUS2 (F2) =na 
This clitic also indicates a kind of emphasis on the word to which it attaches. The 
difference in meaning from =tvv (FC) is unclear, but it appears less frequently than 
that clitic. The term ‘Focus’ is from Haag (2001: 418); Pulte and Feeling (1975:294) 
translate this clitic as ‘and what if?.’ Its most common occurrence is in the standard 
response to the question toohiiju ‘How are you?’ The response is in (50a). This 
same word is in (50c), but in a declarative sentence; in this instance it seems to be 
adding emphasis. 
 
50) a.   osc  /hn 
oosta nihiina 
oosta nihi=na  
good      2PRO=F2 
‘Fine, how about you?’  
 
b.   nn   g4  usd   
  naana kato uust     
  na=na kato uusti      
that=F2   what     something    
‘What are those?’   
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a/Gsj 
aniijiistu 
anii-jiistu 
3A.PL-rabbit 
‘Those are rabbits.’ 
 
c.   /hn  sdb=E   mc    
nihiina  stiikeehyuuj  nvvta  
nihi=na  stii-keehyuuja  nvvta   
2PRO=F2      2A.DL-girl                    sun, moon         
 
X[l;               fw     isdM} 
wuuteeliijv     khila  iistiiluhje 
wi-uu-teeliij-vvi   khila  ii-stii-luhj-ei 
TRN-3B-disappear:CMP-DVB          later    ITR-2A.DL-arrive:CMP-NXP 
‘You girls got home after the sun went down.’  
 
In the (50c) the normally short vowel of the demonstrative ‘that’ is lengthened when 
the clitic attaches to it.9  This clitic can be used with the other Focus clitic, as 
demonstrated in (51). 
 
51) hirn   a[w    G[;pk  
hiitvvna  ateela  jiteejvvneelv 
hii=tvv=na  ateela  ji-tee-iijvv-hneel-vvi 
this=FC=F2     money          REL-DST-1/2.PL-give(solid):CMP-EXP 
‘This is the money I gave you all.’   
 
This clitic is sometimes pronounced as =nv; two examples are in (52). 
 
52) a.  /hm  Ey0l# 
nihiinv  jayanuuliju 
nihi=nv  ja-yanuuli=ju 
2PRO=F2 2B-fast=CQ 
‘Are you fast?’ 
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b.   u-m      sFs49   jnqL  
uuhnanv  skwistosv  tuuniikoohe   
uuhna=nv  skwiisti-svvi  tee-uunii-kooh-ei  
there=F2  a.lot-INT   DST-3B.PL-see:CMP-NXP  
‘There they saw a whole lot of them.’ (Chapter 9.2:20) 
 
 
 4.11. CONJUNCTION (CN)   = (hee)hnoo 
This clitic serves to link two words together and is often translated as ‘and’; 
another important function is to announce the topic of the sentence.  King describes 
this as ‘declarative’ and says that, ‘In the speech of some Qualla residents, the clitic -
hno is frequently used to indicate the beginning of a new sentence or to designate that 
the sentence is declarative in nature rather than an imperative or interrogative’ 
(1975:96).  
The term for this clitic comes from Haag (2001:418).10 Several examples are 
below in (53). In the first two examples the clitic is used to announce a new sentence 
by attaching to the first element of that sentence. In (53c) and (53d) the clitic 
translates as ‘and.’ The forms =hnoo and =hno are  more common than the full 
form =heehnoo; these shortened forms are used in the examples below. In careful 
speech the form =hnoo appears. 
 
53) a.  XM;Z            gknd      db9          
wuuluhjvhno        kalvvnat  tikeesv     
wi-uu-luhj-vvi=hno kalvvnati ti-kees-vvi  
TRN-3B-arrive:CMP-DVB=CN      on.top.of        CIS-be:INC-EXP      
 
\y         u4hS  
wahya     uuthohise 
wahya    uu-athohis-ei  
wolf            3B-whoop:CMP-NXP      
‘When the wolf got to the top of the hill he whooped.’ (Chapter 9.1:17-18) 
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b.   GsrnZ        fwWx          
jiistvvnahno  khilawiyv     
jiistvvna=hno khilawiyv     
crawdad=CN             at.that.moment           
 
jl;ystp                  un4fysdi 
tuulchvvyasthane           uuhnthohkiiyaastiii 
tee-uu-alchvvyasthan-ei   uunii-ahthokhiiyaast-iii 
DST-3B-become.brave-NXP                             3B.PL-race:DVN-NOM2 
‘The crawdad at that moment got brave enough to race (the wolf).’  
(Chapter 9.1:6-7) 
 
b.   ha   ab=E      a#EZ 
hia akeehyuuja  achuujahno  
hia a-keehyuuja  a-chuuja=hno  
this    3A-girl    3A-boy=CN  
   
unlqd    unjlU 
uunaliikhti   uunatuuliha 
uunii-aliikht-i   uunii-atuuliha 
3B.PL-go.together:DVN-NOM2    3B.PL-want:PRC 
‘This boy and girl want to go together.’ (Feeling 1975a:45) 
 
d.   Wtw{wf    dhx<Z 
withalaasuulaki      tiihiyvvhlvv=hno  
wi-ti-hi-alaasuulaki   ti-ii-hi-yvvhl-vvi=hno 
TRN-DST2-2A-remove.shoes:IMM   CIS-ITR-2A-enter:CMP- EXP =CN 
‘Take your shoes off and then come back in again.’   
 
This clitic also appears as =hnv; three examples are in (54). In the second example it 
is on the question word ‘what’; together with the prepronominal prefix ji- it 
expresses a ‘why’ question. In the third example it appears on the demonstrative 
‘that’ towards the end of the sentence.  
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54) a.  usd     a#E   KpA       ag4sd      cfRm 
uustii     ajuuj    kaneesa aakhthoosti     taksihnv 
    uu-astiii a-juuja kaneesai a-akahthoosti   taksi=hnv 
3B-little          3A-boy  box       3A-look.at:PRC                turtle=CN 
 ‘The little boy is looking at the box, turtle also…’ 
 
b.   g4m   Gf4l; 
katohnv  jiikiitooliijv 
kato=hnv  ji-iikii-tooliij-vvi 
what=CN  REL-1B.PL-pity:CMP-EXP    
‘Why did she forgive us?’  
 
c.   u/ZLV           Gsj   nm        csR 
uuniihnooheehle   jiist nahn       taks 
  uunii-hnooheehl-ei jiistu na=hnv     taksi  
3B.PL-talk:CMP-NXP                   rabbit        the=CN              turtle 
‘The turtle and the rabbit talked about it.’ (Chapter 9.3:4)   
 
 
This clitic for some speakers serves the important function of establishing a reason 
for an event occurring. In these instances it is translated as ‘because.’ Two examples 
are in (55).  
 
55) a.   GycIU    ^LZ   IGYlg 
jiiyatayiha  hlaheehnoo yijiiyooliika 
jii-atayiha  hla=heehnoo yi-jii-oolihka 
1A.AN-deny:PRC    NEG=CN IRR-1A.AN-recognize:PRC    
‘I am denying him because I don't know him.’ (Feeling 1975a:3) 
 
b.   duM;Z     j\rL            
tiuuluhjvhnoo      tuuhwahthvvhe  
ti-ii-uu-luhj-vvi=hnoo tee-uu-hwahthvvh-ei  
CIS-ITR-3B-arrive:CMP-DVB=CN    DST-3B-find:CMP-NXP    
 
      tlp   a/lnei 
thaliine  aanihlinaeei 
thali-iineei anii-hlina-ei 
two-ORD     3A.PL-sleep(PL):INC-NXP\SUB    
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d/g4lBZ     dgbd=    bSi 
tiiniikhthoolihyeehnoo    tikakeetiiyu    keeseei 
ti-anii-kahthooliyi=heehnoo ti-ka-keeta-iiyu kees-ei 
DST2-3A.PL-eye=CN       DST2-3A-heavy-INT        be:INC-NXP 
‘And when he came back he found them asleep again, for their eyes were 
heavy.’ (New Testament, Matthew 26:43) 
 
 4.12. CONCESSIVE (CS) =skinii 
 This clitic is typically translated as ‘but’; when attached to a question word it 
often expresses the idea ‘I wonder….’ Three examples are in (56).  
 
56) a.   U<sf/    j\sq    #{] 
haathlvskinii  tuuhwasko   juusuulo 
haathlv=skinii  tee-uu-hwask-oi  ti-uu-asuulo 
where=CS                     DST-3B-be:INC-HAB   DST2-3B-pants 
‘I wonder where he buys his pants.’ (Feeling 1975a:180) 
 
 
b.   cgRsf/     bHZ          jCZLtp                    
taksiskin    keehvhno     tuuhlinohehthane         
taksi=skinii keeh-vvi=hnoo tee-uu-ali-hnohehthan-ei  
turtle=CS                 be:CMP-EXP=CN       DST-3B-MDL-talk:CMP-NXP 
‘But the turtle talked to them.’ (Chapter 9.3:9)   
  
c.   uV}d     ujkH 
uutleechehti     uutuulvvhv  
uu-atleej-eht-i    uu-atuulvvh-vvi  
3B-take.revenge:CMP-APL:DVN-NOM2  3B-want:CMP 
 
aSsf/      ^    vsf I0rp>i 
aseeskinii  hla vski yinuutvvneelei 
asee=skinii hla vski yi-ni-uu-atvvneel-ei 
however=CS            NEG    that   IRR-PRT-3B-do:CMP-NXP 
‘He wanted to take revenge against him but he didn't do it.’  
(Feeling 1975a:12) 
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5. SUMMARY 
Cherokee is a polysynthetic language; i.e. a language that expresses much of 
the grammar through complex words composed of many parts. Because the words 
convey so much information, the word order of sentences is relatively free. Complex 
syntactic operations are also achieved by altering the make-up of the word. For 
example, complex sentences with subordinated clauses are achieved in Cherokee 
through the addition of prepronominal prefixes, final suffixes, and tone changes.  
Predicates in Cherokee can be nouns, verbs, or adjectives. The highfall tone is 
common on nouns and adjectives, but it only appears on verbs to indicate its clause is 
subordinate to a main clause. Subordinate clauses can be nominals and stand in for 
verb participants such as subjects and objects; they can also act adverbially by 
modifying a verb or clause.  
The basic Cherokee sentence is enriched through numerous interjections and 
clitics. Clitics are not always translatable and serve a variety of functions, including 
emphasizing, questioning, and coordinating. The role of clitics is clearer within the 
context of extended discourse. The three texts presented at the end of this grammar 
have numerous examples of their uses.  
Cherokee has four parts of speech: verbs, nouns, adjectives, and adverbs; all 
verbs always bear a pronominal prefix, and many adjectives and nouns do as well. 
Pronominal prefixes are the topic of the next chapter, followed by chapters focusing 
on these four parts of speech. 
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NOTES 
CHAPTER 3
                                                 
1
 Scancarelli warns that ‘It must be borne in mind that sentences with two transitive 
verbs and two NP arguments[participants] , especially sentences in which the two 
arguments are animate and equally ranked on the animacy hierarchy, are extremely 
rare in Cherokee…’ (1987:192). For this reason it is important to base studies of word 
order involving naturally-elicited texts. The appendix of this grammar contains two 
‘race’ narratives, each involving a pair of animals. These texts present a wide variety 
of word orders, depending on which animal is being foregrounded or backgrounded; 
these different pragmatic roles are often signaled by the attachment of clitics. The 
complex phenomenon of word order in Cherokee is a topic deserving of its own 
independent study.  
2
 Dukes (1996) explores the interaction of this pronominal agreement with the 
Cherokee Animacy Hierarchy proposed by Scancarelli and argues that a lexically 
based analysis that takes into consideration semantic and pragmatic factors is more 
appropriate for Cherokee than a purely syntactic approach. He supports this claim 
through a discussion of ditransitive verbs, using a framework from both Relational 
Grammar and Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar. 
3
 King (1975:111) observes that North Carolina Cherokee word order is relatively 
free except for cases where both subject and object are third person and the same 
number. He claims that in such situations the subject must precede the object.  
4
 King points out that ‘standing alone in a subordinate clause the participle often 
translates to English as an adjective’ (1975:117). Scancarelli (1987:325) refers to 
these constructions as ‘event nominals.’  
5
 In Feeling (1975) this copula with a Relativizer consistently has a long vowel with a 
highfall tone. I have not heard this form from any of the speakers I have worked with.  
6
 Haag (2001:418) calls this the ‘rhetorical question’ clitic. 
7
 Holmes discusses King’s use of the term ‘continuative’ for this suffix and suggests 
it appears as ‘-quah’ in the name of the town Tahlequah (1996:563).  
8
 Feeling calls this Affirmative (1975:89). 
9
 Haag (1999:35) states that, ‘the definite demonstrative na is not a prosodically 
adequate word, having only one mora…In this case, the vowel is lengthened…’ 
10
 Walker translates this as ‘and, but so, and then.’ (1975:227) 
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CHAPTER 4: PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
 
 
 
1. OVERVIEW 
 
In Cherokee all verbs must have a prefix that indicates who or what is 
involved in the action of the verb. If the verb is intransitive, this suffix will refer to 
one participant- the subject. If the verb is transitive, the prefix will refer to two 
participants-a subject and an object. Some adjectives and nouns also have these 
prefixes. A prefix on an adjective refers to an entity that has the quality indicated by 
the adjective. A noun with a pronominal prefix will either indicate an entity 
equivalent to that noun (e.g. ‘You are a man’, in which ‘man’ equals ‘you’) or who 
possesses the noun (e.g. ‘your head’). In the first case the prefix has a referential 
meaning; in the second it has a possessive meaning. These terms will be discussed in 
greater depth in the following sections.  
 These prefixes are referred to as pronominal prefixes. There are three 
grammatical persons, referred to as first person (the speaker/s), second person (the 
person/s being spoken to) and third person (the person/s being spoken about). When 
attached to a verb, these prefixes may also indicate if the participant being referenced 
is the subject or object of that verb. Intransitive verbs have only a subject, while 
transitive verbs have a subject and an object. If a verb has both a subject and an 
object, the subject is the participant that is more actively involved in causing the 
event described by the verb; the object, on the other hand, is the participant that is 
being more affected by the event described by the verb. 
In (1a) the pronominal prefix ji- indicates that the speaker is performing the 
action. The same prefix is attached to an adjective in (1b) and indicates that the 
adjective indicates a quality of the speaker. In (1c) the prefix denotes that the speaker 
is the possessor of the noun. In this last example the inherent [h] of the initial /s/ of 
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the stem is replaced by the lowfall; this Laryngeal Alternation is triggered by the ji- 
prefix. 
 
1) a. GgTy  jikaathiiya ‘I’m waiting for it.’ 
b.GgcUi     jikaataahaai ‘I am dirty.’  
c. Gsql  jiiskhooli  ‘my head’ 
 
In addition to person, the pronominal prefixes have a three-way number distinction of 
singular, dual, and plural. The dual form indicates that there are exactly two people 
involved in the action. These distinctions are exemplified in (2); in (2) the prefix hi-
indicates only the person being addressed is involved in the action. In (2b) the prefix 
stii- indicates that there are two people (‘you two’) involved in the action. The 
prefix iijii- in (2a) indicates that there are three or more (‘you all’). Examples of 
these three meanings are in (2) with the Present Continuous verb stem -kahtiiya.1 
 
2) a.  hgTy hikhthiiya    ‘You are waiting for it.’ 
b.  sdgTy stiikhthiiya   ‘You two are waiting for it.’ 
c.  iGgTy iijiikhthiiya   ‘You all are waiting for it.’ 
 
This dual number distinction only holds in first and second person; there is no 
special prefix that expresses the idea ‘they two’ In (3) the first example is a first 
person singular and the second is a third person plural. In the third example, the 
context clearly identifies two men; the verb, however, is in the same form as the third 
person plural. In the last two examples the words for ‘man’ and ‘woman’ also have a 
pronominal prefix; they belong to a small class of mostly human nouns that always 
bear this prefix. (The abbreviation PRC immediately after the verb indicates that the 
verb appears in its Present Continuous stem form. These terms will be discussed in 
Chapter 5.) 
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3) a.  GAlda 
jiisaltia 
ji-saltia 
1A-lift:PRC  
‘I am lifting it.’  
 
b.   n  5    a/by         a/Ald 
na jo   aniikeehy     aaniisalti 
na joi  anii-keehya   anii-saltia 
that  three    3A.PL-woman            3A.PL-lift:PRC  
‘Those three women are lifting it.’  
 
c.   n a/wl    a/sg      a/Alda 
nvniithal     aniiskaya  aaniisaltia  
na anii-thali anii-skaya  anii-saltia 
that  3A.PL-two     3A.PL-man             3A.PL-lift:PRC  
 ‘Those two men are lifting it.’  
 
In addition to person and number, there is a third distinction known as 
inclusive/exclusive. An exclusive prefix indicates that the person being addressed is 
specifically excluded from the action. An inclusive prefix, on the other hand, includes 
the addressee in the action. Thus the English words ‘we’, ‘us’ and ‘our’ have four 
equivalents in Cherokee. These four meanings are exemplified in (4) for verbs and in 
(5) for nouns. None of the four prefixes triggers laryngeal alternation; as a result, the 
verb root -kahthiiya 'to wait for' undergoes vowel deletion and appears as -
khthiiya. The noun indicating ‘a Muskogee person’ is -kuusa and always has 
the pronominal prefix. It should be noted that the pronominal prefixes on the verb 
forms have Pronominal Laryngealization, while the prefixes on the noun do not.2 
 
4) a.   osdgTy oostiikhthiiya  ‘We two (not you) are waiting for it.’ 
b.   i/gTy iiniikhthiiya  ‘You and I are waiting for it.’ 
c.   oGgTy oojiikhthiiya  ‘We all (but not you) are waiting for it.’ 
d.   idgTy iitiikhthiiya  ‘We all are waiting for it.’ 
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5) a.   osdJA oostiikuusa ‘We two (not you) are Muskogee.’ 
b.   i/JA iiniikuusa     ‘You and I are Muskogee.’ 
c.   oGJA oojiikuusa ‘We all (but not you) are Muskogee.’ 
d.   idJA iitiikuusa ‘We all are Muskogee.’3 
 
The Cherokee pronominal prefixes do not have a gender distinction; 
depending on the context, the third person singular is ‘he’, she’, or ‘it.’ As 
demonstrated in (6) neither singular nor plural indicates the gender of the persons 
involved.  
 
6) a.   gZxg kanooyvvka   ‘He/ she/it it is being buried.’  
b.   a/Zxg aaniinooyvvka  ‘They are being buried.’  
 
Table 1 captures the distinctions that have been described above. The blackened area 
indicates a logical impossibility, and the dash indicates a form that is possible but 
does not exist.  
 
Table 1: PERSON REFERENCE  
 
Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   I you and I You, he/she/they and I 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  he/she and I they and I 
Second Person you you two You all 
Third person he/she - They 
  
 
There are four sets of pronominal prefixes: Set A, Set B, Combined, and Object 
Focus. (The abbreviations DL, PL, and EX are used to refer to the dual, plural, and 
exclusive forms, respectively; lacking these abbreviations, a pronominal prefix is 
assumed to be singular or inclusive, depending on the context.) The first two sets 
minimally reference one grammatical person (a subject) and maximally reference two 
grammatical persons (a subject and an object). In (7a) the pronominal prefix indicates 
the speaker, but in (7b) the same prefix indicates that the speaker is doing the action 
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to a third person object (‘it’). In (8) the first person Set A pronominal prefix ji- 
appears on an adjective and a noun, respectively. 
 
7) a.   GZxg jinooyvvka ‘I am sinking.’ 
b.   GgTy jikaathiiya ‘I am waiting for it.’ 
 
8) a.   GA%d jisamaati ‘I am smart’  
b.   GEwf jijalaki  ‘I am Cherokee.’ 
 
The Combined pronominal prefixes by definition reference two grammatical persons. 
An example is in (9a) where the prefix kvv- expresses two grammatical persons: a 
first person singular subject (‘I’) and a second person singular object (‘you’). In (9b) 
the same prefix is used on a noun. 
 
9) a. zgTy kvvkaathiiya ‘I am waiting for you.’ 
b. z4c  kvvtoota  ‘I am your father.’ 
 
The fourth set is named Object Focus because it refers to only one grammatical 
person where two persons would normally appear (i.e. a transitive verb). Because the 
only grammatical person referenced is the object, this set of prefixes creates a result 
similar to an English passive and is often translated using that construction. The 
Object Focus prefixes focus on the object; an example is in (10). In this example the 
verb ‘to wait for’ typically has two grammatical persons, the person waiting and the 
person or thing waited for. The Object Focus prefix makes it possible to mention for 
whom the waiting is being performed without needing to mention who specifically is 
waiting.  
 
10) aGgTy  aajikaathiiya  ‘He’s being waited for.’ 
 
An examination of the four sets of prefixes reveals that Cherokee categorizes 
grammatical persons in two ways: local and non-local. The term ‘local person’ refers 
to those who are involved in the conversation; i.e. the speaker/s (first person ‘I’) and 
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the person/s being spoken to (second person ‘you’). Sets A and B can be used to 
reference a single grammatical person (the subject) as well as the combination of a 
local person with a non-local person/s (the person/s spoken about, or third person). 
These four sets will be explained in the following sections. 
A few stems have an initial feature that causes the lengthening of the vowel of a 
preceding pronominal prefix. This feature is not apparent in the dual and plural forms, 
as all of these prefixes end in a long vowel.  For example, in (11) the full form of the 
pronominal prefix occurs. 
 
11) i/BWsg 
iiniiyewska 
iinii-xxyewska 
1A.DL-sew:PRC 
‘We are sewing it.’  
 
In the singular person forms of the verb, however, it becomes apparent that some 
initial element is present. The three singular person forms are all lengthened in (12).  
 
12) a.  hB\ 
hiiyeewa 
hi-xxyeewa  
2A-sew:IMM 
‘You sewed it.’  
 
b.   GxWsg 
jiiyewska 
ji-xxyewska 
1A-sew:PRC 
‘I am sewing it.’  
 
c.   gBWsg 
kaayewska 
ka-xxyewska 
3A-sew:PRC 
‘He is sewing it.’  
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The combination of this vowel-lengthening feature with the third person singular Set 
B prefix uu-results in uwaa-. An example is in (13). Pronominal laryngealization 
lengthens the vowel with a lowfall tone when it attaches to verbs. 
 
13) u\BW9i 
uuwaayewsvvi 
uu-xxyews-vvi  
3B-sew:CMP-EXP 
‘He sewed it.’  
 
2. SET A 
2.1. BASIC PARADIGM 
The Set A pronominal prefixes are shown below in Table 2. The dual form for 
the third person is empty because there is no prefix that indicates ‘they two.’ If these 
prefixes are attached to a verb, they either indicate a subject or a combination of a 
subject and a third person inanimate object. If the third person object is animate, most 
of the prefixes will have a slightly different form. These forms are discussed in 
section 2.4. 
 
Table 2: SET A PRONOMINAL PREFIXES  
 
 
Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   ji-/k-4 iinii- iitii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  oostii- oojii- 
Second Person hi- stii- iijii- 
Third person a-, ka- - anii- 
 
Several patterns are apparent from the chart. First of all, the dual and plural 
forms are longer (polysyllabic instead of monosyllabic) than their singular 
counterparts. This suggests that the dual and plural forms are complex; i.e. that they 
are composed of parts that indicate dual, plural, exclusive, or inclusive.  Even though 
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this may have been the case, these forms are no longer distinguishable and the 
prefixes are treated as a single unit.  It is clear, however, that the initial element oo- 
does indicate exclusiveness and the ii- element indicates inclusiveness.  These 
patterns are also apparent with the other sets of prefixes as well.  In the morpheme 
glossing, inclusive will be treated as the basic form while exclusive will be indicated 
with the abbreviation EX. 
The first person singular form has a predictable alternation between two 
forms: ji-/k-. This alternation will be discussed in Section 2.3. The third person 
singular form has an unpredictable variation between two forms: a-/ka-. This 
phenomenon will be further explained in section 2.2.  
Both Set A and Set B prefixes attach to verbs, nouns and adjectives.5 While 
there are some semantic and morphosyntactic generalizations to be made about which 
verbs take Set A, the selection of Set A by adjectives and nouns is mostly 
unpredictable. Both prefixes appear on a small set of nouns indicating body parts as 
well as on derived nouns (see Chapter 7). In (14a) there is an example of a possessed 
body part, while (14b) is an example of a non-agentive derived noun. (If this were an 
agentive noun, the prefix would be understood as ‘I am NOUN’ rather than ‘my 
NOUN’, these differences will be explained in Chapter 7.) 
 
14) a.  hdbn 
hiitiikeena 
hi-xxtiikeena  
2A-heel 
‘your heel’  
 
b.   cQ[:Qsd 
takwatehlohkwaasti 
ti-aki-atehlohkwaast-i  
DST2-1B-learn:DVN-NOM2 
‘my school’ 
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On. body parts and clothing the prefixes indicate a possessive relationship. On 
derived nouns and root human nouns, however, the pronominal prefix is referential; 
that is, it refers to a person or object that is equated with the noun itself. Two 
examples are in (15); the first is a noun derived from a verb, and the second is a non-
derived human noun. Both of these types of nouns will be discussed in greater depth 
in Chapter 7.  
 
15) a.  5sr6dsf 
joostvthlatiisk-i 
ti-oostii-vthlatiisk-i 
DST2-1A.DL.EX-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM      
‘He and I are firefighters.’  
 
b. osdEwf 
oostiijalak 
oostii-jalaki 
1A.DL.EX-Cherokee    
‘He and I are Cherokee.’  
 
The Set A prefixes may appear on adjectives to indicate agreement with what 
the adjective is modifying. Two examples are in (16a) and (16b). They do not appear 
for Set A a- adjectives that modify a third person inanimate object; in (16c) the 
adjective does not bear the prefix. There are, however, adjectives that take third 
person ka- , and they will always have this prefix, regardless of animacy; adjectives 
are discussed in Chapter 7.  
 
16) a.  hgxl 
hikayvvl 
hi-kayvvli 
2A-old 
  ‘You’re old.’  
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b.   Ggxl 
jikayvvl 
ji-kayvvli 
1A-old 
‘I’m old.’  
 
b.   gcUi 
kaataahaai 
kaataa-haai  
dirt-ATB 
‘dirty, it is dirty’ 
 
When Set A prefixes appear on verbs they either refer to the subject of an 
intransitive verb or, for a transitive verb, the combination of a subject with an 
inanimate third person object. In (17a) the prefix is on a transitive verb, and the 
interpretation is that there is a third person subject and a third person object. Taken 
out of context, this sentence could mean ‘he/she/ it saw the rabbit’ or ‘the rabbit saw 
him/her/ it.’ The story from which this sentence is taken makes it clear who is the 
subject and who is the object. In (17b)  the verb is intransitive and the prefix can only 
refer to the subject.  
 
17) a.   XqL             Gsj  
     wuukoohe      jiist  
   wi-uu-kooh-ei jiistu  
TRN-3B-see:INC-NXP  rabbit 
‘The rabbit saw him.’ (Chapter 9.3:26) 
 
b.   XmGV                   nv 
wuunvvjiithle         nav 
wi-uu-nvjiithl-ei     nav 
TRN-3B-fall.headfirst:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB      near         
‘He fell head first near it.’   (Chapter 9.3:44) 
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2.2 THIRD PERSON ka- 
The Set A third person is either a- or ka-. These two third person forms are 
exemplified in (18). 
 
18) a.  gO/U 
kawooniha 
ka-wooniha  
3A-talk:PRC 
‘He’s talking.’ 
 
b.   ada 
aatia 
a-tia 
3A-say:PRC 
‘He’s saying it.’ 
 
While not entirely predictable, the appearance of third person ka- instead of a- has 
certain general characteristics. One generalization can be made about its use: ka-
appears on all Set A stems that have an initial /o/, /u/, or /v/. In (19) three verbs are 
listed with these initial vowels.6 When it appears before a vowel-initial stem the ka- 
prefix loses its vowel and becomes k-. 
 
19) a.  zZAsg 
kvvnoosaska 
ka-vvnoosaska  
3A-sweep:PRC 
‘He is sweeping it.’ 
 
b.   qTsg 
koothiska 
ka-oothiska 
3A-swell:PRC 
‘It’s swelling.’ 
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c.   JT 
kuuthi 
ka-uuthiha  
3A-snow:PRC 
‘It’s snowing’  
 
Examples of this prefix on an adjective and a noun, respectively, are shown in (20). In 
the examples in (19), above, the prefix ka- is shortened to k- before the initial vowel. 
This deletion of the prefix vowel occurs with the other pronominal prefixes as well 
and will be further explained in the following section. 
 
20) a.  gbc 
kakeeta 
ka-keeta  
3A-heavy 
‘It’s heavy.’ 
 
b.   J<d 
kuuthlvvti 
ka-uuthlvvt-i 
3A-cover:DVN-NOM 
‘lid’  
 
The shortened prefix k- also appears before stems that begin with /a/ and /e/ as well, 
but such stems may also appear with a-. Two examples are in (21); in the first 
example metathesis results in the /k/ of the prefix undergoing aspiration.7 
 
21) a.   bl 
 kheli 
 ka-ehli 
3A-member  
  ‘member, he’s a member’  
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b.   AA  [b^ 
saasa teekeehla 
saasa tee-ka-eehla 
goose       DST-3A-feed:PRC 
‘He’s feeding the geese.’  
 
The ka-/a- alternation only exists in the third person singular; in the plural 
form only anii- appears. A comparison of the singular and plural forms is seen on 
(22). 
 
22) a.  gbc 
kakeeta 
ka-keeta  
3A-heavy 
 ‘It’s heavy.’ 
 
b.   a/bc 
aniikeeta 
anii-keeta 
3A.PL-heavy 
‘They are heavy.’  
 
2.3 SET A PREFIXES WITH VOWEL-INITIAL STEMS 
Some stems begin with a vowel. Set A prefixes drop their final vowel when they 
attach to a vowel-initial stem. In (23a) is an example of this deletion of the prefix 
vowel of the second person singular hi- before the a-initial stem -aai ’to walk.’ 
This same vowel also deletes before the initial /v/ of the stem in (23b). In (23c) the 
prefix ka- appears as k- before /e/. 
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23) a.  Ui 
haai 
hi-aai  
2A-walk:PRC 
‘You’re walking.’ 
 
b.   HZAsf 
hvvnoosaski 
hi-vvnoosaski 
2A-sweep:IMM(COM) 
‘Sweep it!’ 
 
c.   b&Hsf 
keehluhvski  
ka-eehluhvsk-i      
3A-shout:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘cheerleader’ (Sequoyah Lady Indians Basketball Championship) 
 
Another example is in (24) with the first person plural. In these examples the prefix 
precedes /a/, /e/, /o/, /u/, and /v/, respectively. In (24c), both the Distributive (DST2) 
prefix and the pronominal prefix drop their vowels before a following vowel. In 
(24e), the last example, a consonant-initial stem is shown. 
 
24) a.   ici 
iitaai 
iitii-aai  
1A.PL-walk:PRC 
 ‘We all are walking.’ 
 
b.   i[&Hsg 
iiteehluuhvska 
iitii-eehluuhvska 
1A.PL-scream:PRC 
 ‘We are screaming.’  
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c.   d4Plsf 
tiitoohweeliiski  
ti-iitii-oohweeliisk-i 
DST2-1A.PL-write:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘We are writers.’  
 
d.   Inlgl    o#c>sq 
yaanaalkali      oojuutaleesko 
yi-a-naalkaliha  oojii-uutaleesk-oi  
IRR-3A-ligntening:PRC     1A.PL.EX-unplug:INC-HAB 
‘When it’s lightening we unplug it.’  
 
e.   djtf                    dqP]d 
tiituuthaki   tikoohweeloot  
ti-iitii-uuthaki   ti-ka-oohweeloot-i 
DST2-1A.PL-pick.up:IMM(COM)  DST2-3A-write:DVN\OBJ-NOM   
‘Let’s pick up those pencils!’  
 
This vowel deletion rule holds for all of the dual and plural forms. Examples 
of these are in (25).  
 
25) a.   osrf]      BgC 
oostvhkhilo    hyehkahl 
oostii-vkhilooa   hyehkahli   
1A.DL.EX-wash(flexible):PRC    quilt 
 ‘He and I are washing the quilt.’  
 
b.   gcYsd  o}h 
katayoosti oojeehi 
katayoosti oojii-eeh-i 
Marble City     1A.PL.EX-live:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘We are all from Marble City.’  
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c.   [s4fsgs 
teestookhskas  
tee-stii-ookiska=s  
DST-2A.DL-smoke:PRC=Q   
‘Are you two smoking? 
 
For the first person singular, however, the prefix ji-becomes k- before a vowel. In 
(26) two examples show this change; the third example shows the first person 
singular before a consonant. 
 
 
26) a.  gi  
kaai 
ji-aai 
1A-walk:PRC 
‘I’m walking.’ 
 
b.   qfsg  
kookiiska 
ji-ookiska 
1A-smoke:PRC 
‘I’m smoking it.’  
 
c.   GO/U  
jiwooniha 
ji-wooniha 
1A-talk:PRC 
‘I’m talking’ 
 
As shown in the previous section, the third person form ka- appears if the stem 
begins with the vowels /o/, /u/, or /v/. If the stem begins with /a/ or /e/, the third 
person prefix can be either ka- or a-. When the third person a- does attach to a 
vowel-initial stem the vowel of the stem is deleted. This vowel deletion is seen in 
(27a); it is necessary to use different prefixes on the verb stem, as in (27b, to 
determine if the stem is a-initial. 
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27) a.  adtsq 
aatiithasko 
a-atiithask-oi  
3A-drink:INC-HAB 
‘He drinks it.’ 
 
b.   adtsq 
hatiithasko 
hi-atiithask-oi  
2A-drink:INC-HAB 
‘You drink it. 
 
This vowel deletion is blocked if the stem has a high tone. In (27a) above the short 
vowel of the stem is dropped, and the third person prefix undergoes the expected 
pronominal laryngealization.8 In (28), below, the high tone on the initial vowel 
deletes the prefix. 
 
28) ai  
aai 
a-aai 
3A-walk:PRC 
‘She is walking.’ 
 
As seen above, a few stems begin with /e/; these stems also cause the deletion of the 
third person singular Set A prefix a-. Two examples are shown in (29). 
  
29) a.   eg 
eeka 
a-eeka 
3A-go:PRC 
‘She’s going.’ 
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b.   e4$ 
eetooho 
a-eetooh-oi 
3A-walk.around:INC-HAB 
‘She is there.' 
 
If a verb is /a/-initial and takes third person k-, it is possible for the first and third 
person forms to be identical because the first person form will also appear as k- (as it 
does before all vowels).  An example is shown in (30).  
 
30) a.  J<sq 
kuuhlvsko 
ji-uuhlvsk-oi  
1A-cover:INC-HAB 
‘I cover it.’ 
 
b.   J<sq 
kuuhlvsko 
ka-uuhlvsk-oi  
3A-cover:INC-HAB 
‘He covers it.’ 
 
In practice such identical forms rarely occur due to laryngeal alternation and the 
resultant phonological changes.  
 As will be seen with other sets of prefixes, Set A prefixes interact with not 
only the stem but also with prepronominal prefixes that precede them. These 
interactions will be explored at length in Chapter 6. Two examples are given in (31). 
In (31a) the Distributive prepronominal prefix raises the tone of the first person 
singular. In the second example the Distributive prefix causes the deletion of the 
initial long vowel of the second person plural prefix; at the same time, however, the 
prepronominal prefix receives a high tone. It should be noted that while these tone 
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changes cause these two verbs to be pronounced differently, their syllabary spelling 
remains identical. 
 
31) a.  [G>a 
teejileea 
tee-ji-leea  
DST-1A-take.out:PRC 
‘I’m taking them out.’  
 
b.   [G>a 
teejileea  
tee-iijii-leea  
DST-2A.PL-take.out:PRC 
‘You all are taking them out.’  
 
2.4 PREFIXES WITH ANIMATE THIRD PERSON OBJECTS  
The prefixes that have been discussed thus far can refer to an inanimate third 
person object if the verb they attach to is transitive. If the object is third person and 
animate, however, a special set of prefixes is used. These prefixes are similar in form 
to the Set A prefixes that have already been discussed, but they appear on any verb 
that references a combination of a subject and a third person animate object. The 
forms are displayed in Table 3. The forms that differ from their Set A counterparts are 
shown in the bold areas. 
 
TABLE 3: SET A PRONOMINAL PREFIXES WITH ANIMATE THIRD PERSON OBJECTS 
PERSON REFERENCE  Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   jii-/jiiy- eenii- eetii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  oostii- oojii- 
Second Person hii-/hiiy- eestii- eejii- 
Third person a-, ka- - anii- 
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Two forms of the same verb that differ only in object animacy (AN) are in (32). In 
(32a) the /h/ is still present, while in (32b) the animate object prefix triggers laryngeal 
alternation. The vowel deletion and metathesis rules are triggered before this deletion 
of the prefix vowel; as a result there is no vowel deletion and aspiration in (32a).  
 
32) a.  iEx8sq 
iijahyvtheesko 
iijii-ahyvtheesk-oi  
2A.PL-kick:INC-HAB 
‘You all kick it.’  
 
b.   eEx8sq 
eejaayvhtheesko 
eejii-ahyvhtheesk-oi  
2A.PL.AN-kick:INC-HAB 
‘You all kick him.’   
 
As seen above, the animate-object forms also trigger laryngeal alternation; as 
a result, the verb in (32b) has a lowfall long vowel /aa/rather than the short vowel 
followed by an /hy/ cluster. Another example is in (33) 
 
33) ajisdsg 
 eetuuistiiska  
 eetii-uuhistiiska 
1A.PL.AN-accuse:PRC 
‘We are accusing him.’   
 
Vowel-initial stems with a first person subject and animate third person object will 
have rather different prefixes. In (34a) the initial /a/ of the stem causes the first person 
prefix (ji-before consonants) to appear as k-, as discussed in the previous section. In 
(34b) the animate-object counterpart of this prefix is jiiy-. (jii- before 
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consonants). It should be noted that the Set A first person singular always triggers 
laryngeal alternation as does its animate object counterpart. 
 
34) a.  gx8sq 
kaayvhtheesko 
ji-ahyvhtheesk-oi  
1A-kick:INC-HAB 
‘I kick it.’   
 
b.   Gyx8sq 
jiiyaayvhtheesko 
jii-ahyvhtheesk-oi  
 1A.AN-kick:INC-HAB 
‘I kick him.’   
 
Because this animate/inanimate distinction occurs mostly with verbs, it will be further 
exemplified in Chapter 5. Besides verbs, these animate object Set A prefixes do occur 
on the kinship terms. They appear when the third person is the ‘possessor’ in the 
relationship. An example is in (35). 
 
35) h4cs 
hiitootas 
hii-toota=s 
2A.AN-father=Q 
‘Are you his father?’ lit. “Are you father to him?” 
 
If the corresponding Set B prefix appears on this same noun, it will still refer to two 
people, but with a different meaning as seen in (36). 
 
36) E4cs 
jatootas 
ja-toota=s 
2B-father=Q 
‘Is he your father?’ lit. “Is he father to you?” 
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In (35) the animate form of the prefix is needed; if the vowel were short, indicating an 
inanimate object, the question would be ungrammatical. The use of animate object 
prefixes with kinship terms will be explained at greater length in Chapter 7. 
When the vowel-lengthening feature appears before the Set A animate prefixes it 
surfaces as the vowel /a/. In (37a) the vowel lengthening feature lengthens the vowel 
of the prefix, while in (37b) the vowel /a/ appears and the pronominal prefix appears 
in its typical form before a vowel.  
 
37) a.  hElfsq 
hiijalkiisko 
hi-xxjalkiisk-oi  
2A-rip:INC-HAB 
‘You rip it.’  
 
b.   TyEgk 
thiiyaajaakalv 
ti-hii-xxjaakal-vvi 
DST2-2A.AN-scratch:CMP-FIM 
‘Scratch him!’  
 
3. SET B 
3.1. BASIC PARADIGM 
The Set B prefixes, like the Set A prefixes, distinguish inclusive/exclusive as well 
as dual number.  These prefixes are presented in Table 4. 
 
TABLE 4: SET B PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
PERSON REFERENCE  Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   aki-/akw- kinii- iikii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  ookinii- ookii- 
Second Person ja- stii- iijii- 
Third person uu-, uw- - uunii- 
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Several patterns emerge from this table. Like the Set A prefixes, the Set B prefixes 
indicate exclusivity with an initial oo-. Also similar to Set A is the composition of the 
third person plural prefix; for both sets this prefix is the singular form plus a 
pluralizing element –nii-. The Set B second person prefixes for the dual and plural 
are identical to the Set A prefixes.   
The Set B first and third person singular forms both have a predictable 
alternation between two forms. These alternations will be discussed in greater detail 
in the next section. As with the Set A prefixes, Set B prefixes attach to verbs, nouns, 
and adjectives. Examples of each are given in (38). In the third example, pronominal 
laryngealization causes a lowfall tone to appear on the prefix when it is attached to 
the verb. 
 
38) a.  afBk 
akiyeelv 
aki-yeelvvi 
1B-body    
‘my body’  
 
b.   af>n 
akileena 
aki-leena 
1B-deaf 
‘I’m deaf.’  
 
c.   afYR 
aakiyoosi 
aki-yoosiha 
1B-be.hungry:PRC 
‘I’m hungry.’ 
 
While there are some contexts that require either Set A or Set B prefixes, often the 
choice is entirely unpredictable. For this reason in this grammar the terms ‘Set A 
verb’, ‘Set B adjective’ and so forth will be used to indicate the proper prefix.  
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3.2 SET B PREFIXES WITH VOWEL-INITIAL STEMS 
As with the Set A prefixes, Set B prefixes drop their final vowels when they 
attach to stems that begin with a vowel. Four examples are below in (39). 
 
39) a.  igg4sc 
iikakhthoosta 
iikii-akahthoosta  
1B.PL-look.at:PRC 
‘She’s looking at us.’ 
 
b.   j0gtp              
tuunukhthane           
tee-uunii-ukahthan-ei  
DST-3B.PL-decide:CMP-NXP                        
‘They decided.’  (Chapter 9.3:7) 
 
c.   ^R     =nmt 
tlasi    yuunahnth 
tla+si   yi-uunii-anvhtha 
NEG+still       IRR-3B.PL-know:PRC 
‘They still don’t know.’ 
 
d.   j0c>9 
tuunuutaleesv 
tee-uunii-uutalees-vvi  
DST-3B.PL-release:CMP-EXP 
‘They unplugged it.’  
 
There are two exceptions to this pattern. The first person singular appears as aki- 
before consonants and as akw- before vowels. This predictable alternation is shown 
in (40). In (40a) the stem begins with a consonant; the /k/ of the prefix is aspirated as 
a result of metathesis. In (40b) and (40c) the stems begin with /e/ and /o/, 
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respectively. In the second and third examples the akw- prefix appears without the 
pronominal laryngealization that appears on verbs.  
 
40) a.  af\rh4 
aakhiwahtvvhiito 
aki-hwahtvvhiitoha 
1B-visit:PRC 
‘He is visiting me.’  
 
b.  a@-i       
akweehnai    
aki-eehnai   
1B-rich        
‘I am rich’  
 
c.   a?B/ 
akwooyeeni 
aki-ooyeeni 
1B-hand 
‘my hand’ 
 
The second exception is with the third person singular prefix. In the third person 
singular the form uw- appears before the vowels /e/, /o/, and /u/. The vowel in this 
prefix is short, but undergoes pronominal laryngealization when attached to a verb.9  
In (41) there are examples of the third person Set B prefix before /e/, /o/ and /u/, 
respectively.  In (41a) and (41c) the prefix attaches to a verb and the pronominal 
laryngealization rule applies.   
 
41) a.  uPMfsz 
uuweeluukiiskv 
uu-eeluukiisk-vvi  
3B-worry:INC-EXP 
‘He was worried.’  
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b.   uOB/ 
uwooyeeni 
uu-ooyeeni 
3B-hand 
‘her hand’ 
c.   uXh]e 
uuwuuhiilooe 
uu-uuhiiloo-ei 
3B-wash:CMP-NXP 
‘He washed it.’  
 
The combination of a stem-initial /v/ with the prefix uu- results in uwa-, as shown in 
(42a). It is clear that this stem begins with the vowel /v/ when other prefixes attach to 
it, as seen in (42b) and (42c). 
 
42) a.   u\ZAL 
uuwaanoosahe 
uu-vvnoosah-ei 
  3B-sweep:CMP-NXP  
‘He swept it.’ 
 
b.   srZAsq  
stvvnoosasko  
stii-vvnoosask-oi 
2A.DL-sweep:INC-HAB  
‘You two were sweeping it.’ 
 
c. a7ZAH  
aakwvvnoosahv   
aki-vvnoosah-vvi 
1B-sweep:CMP-EXP 
‘I swept it.’ 
 
 
Two examples with an adjective are in (43). In (43a) the prefix does not undergo 
pronominal laryngealization; this form of the prefix can be compared with the form 
that appears on the verb in (42a). 
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43) a.  u\bW 
uwakheewi 
uu-vkheewi  
3B-deaf.dumb 
‘He is deaf and dumb.’  
 
b.   a7bW 
akwvkheewi 
aki-vkheewi 
1B-deaf.dumb 
‘I am deaf and dumb.’  
 
The /w/ of the special form of the Set B third person singular can be aspirated due to 
vowel deletion, as demonstrated in (44). In this example the pre-aspirated /h/ triggers 
the deletion and the subsequent aspiration of the /w/ 
 
44)  u|tmi 
uuhwthanvvi  
uu-vhthan-vvi 
3B-use:CMP-EXP    
‘He used it.’ (Scancarelli 1987:60)10 
 
If uu- appears before a stem that begins with /a/, the /a/ deletes. An example is given 
in (45).   
 
45) a.  ujlU 
uutuuliha 
uu-atuuliha 
3B-want:PRC 
‘He wants it.’ 
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b.   jCZLtp                    
tuuhlinohehthane         
tee-uu-ali-hnohehthan-ei  
DST-3B-MDL-talk:CMP-NXP 
‘He talked to them.’ (Chapter 9.3:9) 
 
The Set B prefixes appear on the Completive stem when that stem indicates past 
tense. In (46a) the Set A a- prefix is used on the Present Continuous stem of the verb; 
in (46b) the Completive stem (CMP) of the same verb triggers the Set B prefix uu-. In 
(46a) the stem vowel has been deleted, because it is a short vowel and pronominal 
laryngealization applies, by definition, to the pronominal prefixes and not the stem. 
(It should be noted that none of the prefixes in these examples triggers laryngeal 
alternation, so all of the conjugation forms undergo vowel deletion and aspiration.) 
 
46) a.  ag4sc 
aakhtoosta 
a-akahtoosta  
3A-look.at:PRC 
‘He is looking at it.’ 
 
b.   ug4swm 
uukhtoostanv 
uu-akahtoostan-vvi  
3B-look.at:CMP-EXP 
‘He looked at it.’ 
 
c.   aQg4swm 
aakwakhtoostanv 
aki-akahtoostan-vvi  
1B-look.at:CMP-CMP 
‘I looked at it.’ 
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d.   fng4swm 
kinakhtoostanv 
kinii-akahtoostan-vvi  
1B.DL-look.at:CMP-EXP 
‘We looked at it.’ 
 
Most Set B verbs are intransitive, but a few are transitive. In these cases the Set B 
prefix indicates the combination of a subject and a third person inanimate object. If 
the object is animate, however, then the set of Set A animate prefixes are used. Two 
examples are shown in (47). In the second example the first person singular causes 
laryngeal alternation, resulting in the initial /h/ of the stem being replaced by a 
lowfall. 
 
47) a.  afYU 
aakiihyoha 
aki-xxhyoh-a  
1B-look.for:CMP-CMP 
‘I’m looking for it.’  
 
b.   GYU 
jiiyoha 
jii-xxhyoha 
1A.AN-look.for:PRC 
‘I’m looking for her.’  
 
Provided that there is no animate object, all verbs (Set A as well as Set B) use the Set 
B prefixes when the verb is in a Completive stem to indicate a past event. This 
alternation will be discussed in the next chapter; an example is in (48). In (48a) the 
verb is a Set A verb and is in the Incompletive stem. In (48b), however, the verb is in 
the Completive stem and the Set B prefix appears. 
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48) a.  SM    [/ld         a_    
seelu teeniilti   amo  
seelu tee-iinii-ltia   ama-i 
corn       DST-1A.DL-put.in.water:PRC                water-LOC 
 ‘We are putting the corn in the water.’  
 
b.   a_h     4fwr       SM 
amoohi  tookiilatv    seelu 
ama-i tee-ookii-lat-vvi   seelu 
water-LOC DST-1B.PL.EX-put.in.water:CMP-EXP  corn 
‘We put the corn in the water.’   
 
3.3 NON-LOCAL PLURAL SUBJECTS AND LOCAL OBJECTS 
 As stated in this chapter’s introduction, the pronominal prefix system treats 
local and non-local persons rather differently. A further difference between the two is 
seen when there are third person plural subjects acting on local person objects. In (49) 
the animate subject ‘child’ is marked with the Set A third person plural; the verb has a 
prefix indicating  that the subject is third person plural, but the object is a local person 
‘you.’  
 
49) 4m d/Yl     GbEB8sdU 
tohnv   tiiniiyoohl     jikeejayeetstiha 
katohnv ti-anii-yoohli  ji-keeja-yeetstiha 
why    DST2-3A.PL-child        REL-3PL/2-laugh:PRC 
‘Why were those kids laughing at you?’  
 
This paradigm does not present a completely new set of prefixes (as with the 
Combined prefixes for combinations of local subjects and objects), but rather the Set 
B prefixes with an initial element kee- added (with some phonological adjustments). 
These forms are presented below in Table 5. 
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TABLE 5: THIRD PERSON PLURAL SUBJECT AND LOCAL OBJECT 
OBJECT PERSON REFERENCE  SINGULAR DUAL (DL) PLURAL (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   kvvki-/kvvkw- keekinii- keekii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  kookinii- kookii- 
Second Person keeja- keestii- keejii- 
 
 
Four examples are in (50). 
 
50) a. a/b=st    bf/gTy 
aniikehyuusta   keekiniikhthiiya 
anii-kehyuusta   keekinii-kahthiiya 
3A.PL-girl        3PL/2DL-wait.for:PRC 
‘The girls are waiting for us’  
 
b.   bECZLrs             a/#E 
keejahlinoohehtvs   aniichuuja 
keeja-ahlinooheht-vvi=s  anii-chuuja 
3PL/2 –talk.to:CMP-EXP=Q   3A.PL-boy        
‘Did those boys talk to you?’  
 
c.   ^r      IcbgFxel 
thlatvv   yitakeekakhwiyvveeli  
thla=tvv  yi-ta-keekii-akhwiyvv-eel-i 
NEG=CT    IRR-FUT-3PL/1PL-pay:CMP-APL:CMP-MOT   
‘They will not pay us.’  
 
d.   g4  ^    qPl     Icbf/ms 
kato hla koohweel yitakeekiniinvs  
kato hla koohweeli yi-ta-keekinii-n-vvi=s 
what    NEG    paper                     IRR-CIS-3PL/1DL-send:CMP=Q 
‘Why didn’t they send us a letter? (you and I)’  
 
Two examples are in (51) for exclusive dual and plural forms. 
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51) a.  g4  ^    qPl     Icqf/ms 
kato hla koohweel yitakookiniinvs 
kato hla koohweeli yi-ta-kookinii-n-vvi=s  
what    no    paper                 IRR-CIS-3PL/1DL.EX-send:CMP=Q 
 ‘Why didn’t they send us a letter? (him and I)’  
 
b.   /qk     qfmbWsqi 
nikoolv kookinvvkhewskooi 
nikoolv kookinii-vvkhewsk-oi 
always        3PL/1DL.EX-forget:INC-HAB 
‘They always forget us (not you).’  
 
The combination of kee- and aki- creates the first person singular object form 
kvvki- (and its alternation before a vowel of kvvkw-). These forms are displayed in 
the examples in (52).  In (52c) the initial /h/ of the vowel metathesizes and causes the 
aspiration of the consonant of the pronominal prefix.  
 
52) a.  zfqH 
kvvkikoohv 
kvvki-kooh-vvi 
3PL/1-see:CMP-EXP 
‘They saw me.’ 
b.   dz@YHsf    ^ Izfk?d 
tikvvkweehyoohvsk   hla yikvvkilvvkwt 
ti-kvvki-eehyoohvsk-i  hla yi-kvvki-lvvkwoti 
DST2-3PL/1-teach:INC\AGT-NOM NEG    IRR-3PL/1-like:PRC 
‘My teachers don’t like me.’  
 
c. [zfxfa 
teekvvkhiyvvkia 
tee-kvvki-hyvvkia  
DST-3PL/1-tickle:PRC 
‘They’re tickling me.’  
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These forms mainly occur with verbs and will be further explored in Chapter 5. 
 
 
3.4 IMPERSONAL (IP) oo- 
In addition to the Set B prefix uu-, there is a less common prefix that has an 
impersonal meaning of ‘one’ (sometimes translated as generic ‘you’ in English). This 
form can only appear in a context where a Set B prefix could appear. Three examples 
are in (53); in all three ‘one’ has the meaning of an indefinite ‘someone’ or anyone.’  
 
53) a.  /qhk  o<q 
nikohiilv ootlvvko  
nikohiilv oo-htlvvk-oi 
always    3.IP-sick:INC-HAB 
‘You’re always sick.’  
 
b.   Yjl           oBTsd 
yootuuli         ooyeetsti 
yi-oo-atuuliha   oo-yeetst-i 
IRR-3.IP-sick:PRC      3.IP-laugh:DVN-NOM2         
‘If you want to laugh.’ (based on Scancarelli 1987:85) 
 
c.   ahc   o\bWsd 
ahiita  owakheewisti  
a-ahiita  oo-vkheewist-i 
3A-easy  3.IP-forget:DVN-NOM2 
 ‘It’s easy (for anyone) to forget that.’  
 
In (53c) the impersonal oo- appears as ow- before a stem-initial /v/, following the 
pattern of its Set B third person singular counterpart.  
This form can appear on nouns as well. Two examples are in (54). In (54b) it 
appears on the pronoun ‘self’ as well as on the Set B verb ‘to want.’ 
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54) a.   5[q 
jooteeko 
ti-oo-teek-oi  
DST2-3B.IP-throw:INC-HAB 
  ‘trash, that which you throw away’  
 
b.   Icrg             o\A      Yjl 
yitaatvvk        owas     yootuuli 
yi-tee-a-ataat-vvka   oo-vvsa    yi-oo-atuuliha 
IRR-DST-3A-RFL-hit:IMM          3.IP-self  IRR-3.IP-want:PRC 
‘You can hit yourself if you want to.’11  
 
 
3.5 INVERSE USE OF THE SET B PREFIX     
As is seen throughout this chapter, prefixes on Cherokee verbs do not always 
indicate the subject. The prefix ja-, as exemplified in (55a), can indicate second 
person as the object or the subject; this is an example of a pattern in the language of 
always indicating local persons involved in the verb. The addition of the noun ‘thief’ 
in (55b) makes it clear that the Set B prefix is referring to an object. As discussed 
previously, a special form of the Set A prefix hii- indicates a second person subject 
and third person animate object. An example of this form is in (55c). 
 
55) a.  Edmtm 
jatiinvvthanv 
ja-atiinvvthan-vvi  
2B-run.over:CMP:EXP    
‘You ran over it.’ ‘It ran over you.’ 
 
b.   gZsfsf    Edmtm 
kanooskiiski     jatiinvvthanv 
ka-nooskiisk-i     ja-atiinvvthan-vvi  
3A-steal:INC\AGT-NOM     2B-run.over:CMP-EXP    
‘The thief ran you over.’   
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c.   gZsfsf    hydmtm 
kanooskiiski hiiytiinvvthanv 
ka-nooskiisk-i     hii-atiinvvthan-vvi  
3A-steal:INC\AGT-NOM                2A.AN-run.over:CMP-EXP  
‘You ran over the thief.’  
 
When both subject and object are third person, the relative animacy of the 
participants helps to distinguish subject from object. A verb that normally would take 
a Set A prefix  a- or ka- can take a Set B prefix uu- to indicate that the subject is the 
not the subject expected given the specific discourse factors of the narrative. 
Scancarelli (1987:162) refers to this use of the Set B prefix as Inverse marking. The 
concept ‘inverse’ presupposes a hierarchy among participants, with some participants 
being more subject-like than others. Scancarelli calls this an ‘animacy hierarchy’ with 
a ranking seen in (56).  
 
56) CHEROKEE ANIMACY HIERARCHY (Scancarelli 1987:126) 
first and second person>  third person >  third person non-human animate> third person 
inanimate 
 
If a speaker’s particular conceptualization of Cherokee follows the above hierarchy, 
then there is a preference for assuming a human participant is the subject when there 
are two third person participants. For example, in (57a) there are two nouns present. 
The noun ‘woman’ is higher than ‘horse’ on the hierarchy and, therefore, assumed to 
be the subject. Because this is a Set A verb in the Present Continuous stem, the third 
person pronominal prefix a- is expected to appear. The Set B prefix uunii- in (57b) 
indicates that the assumption of the human as the subject and the non-human as the 
object is reversed.  For this speaker the animate plural object form kaa- is the 
preferred form instead of tee- for third person humans as objects; the combination of 
kaa- and unii- creates the form kvvwa-.  
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57) a.  a/by        DFl     cnx8a 
aniikeehya sookwil taanahyvtheea   
anii-keehya sookwili tee-anii-ahyvtheea 
3A-woman       horse  DST-3A.PL-kick:PRC    
‘The women are kicking the horses.’ (Scancarelli 1987:128) 
 
b.   DFl      z\nx8a            a/by 
sookwil  kvvwanahyvtheea   aniikeehya 
sookwili  kaa-uunii-ahyvtheea anii-keehya 
horse           ANP-3B.PL-kick:PRC     3A-woman   
‘The horses are kicking the women.’ (Scancarelli 1987:129) 
 
 
Pulte and Feeling (1975:301) have a different interpretation of this phenomenon, 
which they refer to as the ‘second passive’; the ‘first passive’ is their term for what is 
in this grammar called the Object Focus prefixes. For example, they use an English 
passive in their translations for the sentence in (58). The verb ‘to see’ is a Set A verb 
in the Present Continuous stem and therefore typically takes a Set A prefix a- for 
third person subjects with third person objects. Pulte and Feeling (1975:353) consider 
Cherokee to have a basic word order of  Subject-Object-Verb (SOV); the use of the 
Set B prefix uu- seems to indicate a reordering of what they consider a basic word 
order and a subsequent focus on the object; hence their use of the English passive. In 
Scancarelli’s examples in (57) the word order is Subject-Verb-Object (SVO).  
 
58) asgy uq\TU       fC 
 askaya uukohwthiha kiihli  
 a-skaya u-kohwthiha kiihli 
3A-man       3B-see:PRC            dog 
‘A man is being seen by a dog.’ (Feeling 1975a:301) 
 
It seems that the interpretation by Pulte and Feeling of this special use of uu- is 
markedly different from that of Scancarelli (1987).  Scancarelli’s characterization of a 
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word order determined by pragmatic factors undermines claims of ‘basic’ word 
orders. A thorough study of the use of the inverse, therefore, requires a 
comprehensive discourse analysis of a large number of Cherokee texts. In other 
words, it is difficult to properly understand what is actually going on in example (58) 
without seeing this sentence within the larger context of a discourse and how the 
factor of ‘newsworthiness’ described in Chapter 3 influences both the word order and 
interpretation. While such an analysis is beyond the scope of the present work, the 
reader should bear in mind the important role of contextual factors in determining the 
identity of subjects and objects of verbs. 
 
 
4. COMBINED 
4.1. BASIC PARADIGM 
A fourth set of prefixes reference two local persons. This set is used on 
transitive verbs, kinship terms, and some transitive verbs that have been turned into 
nouns. Four examples are in (59); the first two are with the Present Continuous stem 
of the verb, and the second two are with the Completive stem. Most of these prefixes 
trigger laryngeal alternation for most speakers.  
 
59) a.  zgTy 
kvvkaathiiya 
kvv-kahthiiya  
1/2-wait.for:PRC 
‘I’m waiting for you.’ 
 
b.   sfgTy 
skikaathiiya  
ski-kahthiiya 
2/1-wait.for:PRC 
‘You’re waiting for me.’ 
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c.   isrgTy 
iistvvkaathiiya  
iistvv-kahthiiya 
1/2-wait.for:PRC 
‘She and I waited for you.’ 
‘She and I waited for you two.’ 
‘I waited for you two.’  
 
 
An example of a Combined prefix on a kinship term is in (60). Note that the kinship 
relationship involves two grammatical persons, just as the transitive verbs do.  
 
60) /h   h#E      s@G 
 nihi hichuuja skweeji  
 nihi hi-chuuja ski-eeji 
2PRO      2A-boy             2/1-child 
‘You, boy, are my son.’  
 
Some of these prefixes have elements similar to prefixes for just one person, 
but they have become fused together and must be treated as a unit. It is apparent that 
these prefixes were originally formed from the Set B prefixes. They are called 
Combined person prefixes (or ‘portmanteau’ prefixes in linguistic terminology) and 
are listed in Table 6. The column on the left represents the combination of subject and 
object; while the top row indicates number. Because these prefixes are combinations 
of first and second person, there is no inclusive/exclusive distinction (that is, all of the 
first person readings are logically exclusive).  
 
TABLE 6: COMBINED  PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
 
 Both subject and 
object are Singular 
The subject and/or the 
object is Dual  
(but neither is plural) 
The subject and/or the 
object is Plural 
2nd Person Subject/ 
1st Person Object 
ski-/skw- iiskinii-/ 
iiskin-  
iiskii-/iiskiiy- 
1st Person Subject/ 
2nd Person Object 
kvv-/kvvy- iistvv-/ iistvvy- iijvv-/iijvvy- 
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The two possible combinations are first person as the subject and second person as 
the object or second person as the subject and first person the object. As with the 
other prefixes, the Combined prefixes have singular, dual, and plural forms. The two 
factors of number and person combine to create six Combined person prefixes. The 
two prefixes exemplified above in (59a) and (59b) each have only one possible 
interpretation: thus ski- in (59b) always means second person singular is the subject 
and first person singular is the object. In (61) the conjugated Cherokee verb has three 
possible English translations. This prefix also triggers laryngeal alternation.  
 
61) srgTy 
stvvkaathiiya  
stvv-kahthiiya  
1/2.DL-wait.for:PRC 
‘I am waiting for you two.’ 
‘We two are waiting for you two.’ 
‘We two are waiting for you.’ 
 
The plural combined form in (62) has five possible meanings. As in the previous 
example, this prefix triggers laryngeal alternation. 
 
62) i;gTy 
iijvvkaathiiya 
iijvv-kahthiiya 
1/2.PL-wait.for:PRC 
‘I am waiting for you all.’ 
‘We two are waiting for you all.’ 
‘We all are waiting for you.’ 
‘We all are waiting for you two.’ 
‘We all are waiting for you all.’ 
 
What remains constant in the meaning are the two persons-first and second person-
and the relationship between them-first person acting on second person. The number 
specification, however, can apply to either or both persons. 
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The Combined prefixes are found mainly on verbs, but they do appear on 
kinship terms that reference two local persons. (63a) is an example with a verb, and 
(63b) is an example with the noun ‘mother.’ On kinship nouns one of the referents is 
the person to whom the noun refers; the other ‘object’ referent is the ‘possessor’ of 
the relationship. 
 
63) a.  zq\TU 
kvvkohwthiha 
kvv-kohwthiha 
1/2-see:PRC  
‘I see you.’  
 
b.   zJ 
kvvji 
kvv-ji 
1/2-mother 
‘I am your mother’ 
 
The uses of the combined prefixes on verbs and nouns will be discussed in greater 
detail in their respective chapters. 
 
 
4.2. COMBINED PREFIXES WITH VOWEL-INITIAL STEMS 
As with Set A and Set B, the Combine Pronominal prefixes have different 
forms before vowels. These forms are similar to the Set A animate prefixes in that /y/ 
is inserted before vowel-initial stems. This epenthetic /y/ is exemplified in (64a) and 
(64b). The 2nd person singular subject/1st person singular object prefix (abbreviated as 
2/1), has a form similar to the Set B prefix aki; in (64c) there is an example of the 
skw- form. The high tone in (64c) appears because the question clitic has been added 
at the end. 
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64) a.  zYlg 
kvvyooliika 
kvv-oolihka 
1/2-understand:PRC  
 ‘I understand you.’ 
 
b.   isfYlgs 
iiskiiyooliikas 
iiskii-oolihka=s  
2/1.PL-undertand:PRC=Q  
‘Do y’all recognize me?’  
 
c.   s?lf# 
skwohlkiju 
ski-olihki=ju 
2/1-understand:PRC=CQ  
‘Do you understand me? 
 
The plural prefix for 2nd person subject/1st person plural combination (abbreviated as 
2/1.PL), has an /ii/ that only appears when there are no prepronominal prefixes. An 
example is in (65). Prepronominal Prefixes will be explored in Chapter 6.  
 
65) isfs[w 
iiskiisteela 
iiskii-steela 
2/1.PL-help:IMM(COM) 
‘Help us!’  
 
In (66) the presence of a Distributive prefix has suppressed this initial /ii/. This 
element receives the pronominal laryngealization characteristic of verbs. 
 
66) csrBYh       Ewf 
tastvvyeeyoh   jalaki 
  ta-stvv-ehyoh-i  jalaki 
FUT-1/2.DL-teach:CMP-MOT Cherokee 
‘I will teach both of you Cherokee.’  
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5. OBJECT FOCUS PREFIXES 
5.1. BASIC PARADIGM 
These prefixes typically appear on verbs, but there are a few kinship nouns that 
use this set (Scancarelli 1987:302) as well as a small number of adjectives. Some 
sources refer to them as the passive prefixes (Pulte and Feeling 1975: 300); 
Scancarelli refers to them as the ‘unspecified subject’ prefixes (1987:81). They are 
often translated into English with a passive or an indefinite ‘someone’ as a subject. 
The Object Focus prefixes are presented in Table 7.  
 
TABLE 7: OBJECT FOCUS PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
 
Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   vvki-/vvkw- eekinii- eekii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  ookinii- oojii- 
Second Person eeja- eestii- eejii- 
Third person aji-/ak- - keejii-/keek- 
 
The prefixes appear to be based on the Set B prefixes often with an additional initial 
vowel element. This ee- appears on all the inclusive local forms and seems to have 
merged with the initial vowel of aki- to create vvki-. This element is probably 
related to the ee- that appears on the Set A animate set of prefixes and seems to 
indicate the presence of an animate third person. The exception to this pattern is the 
third person singular form aji-; the plural form is a combination of the singular 
form and a prepronominal prefix kee-.  
These prefixes appear on verbs to indicate an emphasis on the object; at the 
same time, they sometimes indicate that the subject is unknown or unimportant. 
Verbs with these prefixes are translated into English with the passive, as in (67a) and 
(67e), with the indefinite pronoun ‘someone’ (67b), or with the indefinite ‘they’, as in 
(67c) and (67d). The sentence in (67b) was elicited with the phrase ‘He got burned’; 
the speaker retranslated the Cherokee with the indefinite pronoun ‘somebody.’  
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67) a. ^  wh=  =j   bGZSlh 
hla lahiiyu yuutu keejiinooselihi 
hla lahiiyu yuutu keejii-nooselihia 
NEG never  truth  2O.PL-tell:PRC 
‘Ya’ll have never been told the truth’  
 
b.   aG>rm 
aajilehtvvnv 
aji-lehtvvn-vvi  
3O-burn:CMP-EXP 
‘Somebody burnt him.’  
 
c.   vfq\TU 
vvkikohwthiha  
vvki-kohwthiha 
1O-see:PRC 
‘They (whoever) are seeing me’  
 
d.   aGacd 
aajiatati 
aji-atati  
3O-bury:PRC 
‘They’re burying him.’  
e.   bG\t 
 keejiihwahtha 
 keejii-hwahtha  
3O.PL-find:IMM 
‘They have been found.’  
 
 
The Object Focus prefixes also frequently appear when both subject and object are 
third person and animate. Two examples are in (68); this phenomenon probably 
relates to larger factors in the discourse that are currently not well understood.  
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68) a.  aG@0f 
aajikweenuuki 
aji-kweenuuki  
3O-pinch:IMM 
 ‘He pinched him.’  
 
b.   ag0fkU 
aakanuukihlvha 
aji-anuukihlvha  
3O-hug:PRC 
‘She is hugging him.’  
 
These prefixes are only added to transitive verbs and certain kinship terms. An 
example of an Object Focus prefix on ‘brother’ is in (69); this usage on relationship 
terms will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
 
69) ^      of/:I     Ig    vf4 
thla ookiniithlooyi yik   vkito  
thla ookinii-thlooyi yi-ka   vki-to 
NEG         1B.DL.EX-same           IRR-be:PRC  1O-sibling (opposite.gender) 
‘My brother is different from me.’   
 
As with the other prefixes, the rule of pronominal laryngealization applies to the 
Object Focus prefix. Because this prefix almost always appears on verbs, it will be 
further explained in Chapter 5. For the less common uses of this prefix on nouns and 
adjectives, refer to Chapters 7 and 8. 
 
5.2 OBJECT FOCUS PREFIXES WITH VOWEL-INITIAL STEMS 
The Object Focus prefixes follow the same pattern as the Set B prefixes when 
attached to a vowel-initial stem. Three examples are in (70). The last vowel of the 
prefix deletes, except for the first person singular which has the form  vkw- before 
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vowels, as seen in (70a). The third person prefix aji-appears as ak- before a vowel 
(70b); this prefix also triggers laryngeal alternation, as seen in (70c).   
 
70) a.   v?l; 
vvkwoohljv 
vki-oohlj-vvi 
3O-recognize:CMP-EXP 
‘They recognized me.’ 
 
b.   aql; 
aakoohljv 
aji-oolij-vvi 
3O-recognize:CMP-EXP 
‘They recognized him, somebody recognized him.’  
 
c.   aJisdsz 
aakuistiiskv  
aji-uhistiisk-vvi  
3O-accuse:CMP-EXP 
‘They accused him.’ 
 
As stated above, the Object Focus prefix often appears to be similar to an English 
passive. Its function is often to foreground or background participants; especially 
when there are two participants of equal animacy. (It will be noted that most 
occurrences of this prefix set in this grammar are third person).This is a phenomenon 
that needs careful study; the texts at the end of this grammar contain contextualized 
usages of these prefixes. The sentence in (71) contains two examples of the third 
person Object Focus prefix. A careful study of an extended narrative where the 
participants are clearly or equal animacy (such as players in a sporting event) would 
help to expand our understanding of how the language keeps track of subjects and 
objects 
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71) aGsgmGR     cscYhH           aqR 
aajiiskanvvchiisi     taastayoohihv       aakoosi 
aji-skanvvj-iisi       tee-a-stayoohih-vvi  aji-oosi  
3O-commit.sin:CMP-APL:IMM    DST-3A-shoot:INC-DVB         3O-tell:IMM 
  ‘They told her she fouled while (the other) was shooting.’ (Lady Indians 
Championship) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6. PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES 
 Pronominal prefixes as well as stems undergo the phonological changes 
described in Chapter 2. These changes, however, have a particular importance for the 
pronominal prefixes as these elements typically start a word. If the pronominal 
prefixes are altered it can have consequences for where the word itself is listed in a 
dictionary. These issues will be explored in the following section. 
 
6.1. LARYNGEAL ALTERNATION 
 As described in Chapter 2, laryngeal alternation occurs when certain 
pronominal prefixes cause an /h/ in the stem to be replaced with a glottal stop. This 
laryngeal alternation seems to exist across all dialects for all speakers. The specific 
person prefixes which trigger the alternation, however, do vary.12 In the literature lists 
of the prefixes that trigger the alternation are found in Cook (1979:21-23) and 
Scancarelli (1987:71, 101-102).  If we compare Cook’s list (which describes North 
Carolina Cherokee) of prefixes with those found in Scancarelli (1987), we see that 
there is very little variation. This comparison is in Table 9.  
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Table 9: Pronominal Prefixes that trigger laryngeal alternation  
 Scancarelli 
(1987:71) 
Cook 
(1979:22-24, 26) 
Set A 
ji-            1A 
 
Yes 
 
Yes 
Animate object 
jii-  1/3.AN 
 
Yes 
 
Yes 
hii-  2/3.AN Yes Yes 
eenii- 1DL.AN Yes Yes 
eetii- 1PL.AN Yes Yes 
keeti- 1PL.ANP Yes Yes 
oostii- 1DL.EX.AN Yes No 
oojii- 1PL.EX.AN Yes No 
eestii- 1PL.AN Yes n/a 
eejii- 1PL.AN Yes n/a 
Combined  
kvv-  1/2 
 
Yes 
 
Yes 
stvv-  1/2.DL1 Yes Yes 
iijvv- 1/2.PL Yes Yes 
ski-  2/1 No No 
iiskinii- 2/1.DL Yes Yes 
Object Focus  
aji-  3O 
Yes Yes 
keeji- 3O.PL Yes Yes 
eekini- 1O.DL Yes Yes 
eeki-             1O.PL Yes Yes 
eestii- 2O.DL Yes Yes 
eeji-             2O.PL Yes Yes 
 
The only Set A prefix that triggers the alternation is the first person singular ji- (and 
its form k- that appears before a vowel). No Set B prefixes trigger it. Laryngeal 
alternation does occur with the Set A prefixes that indicate an animate third person 
object, as well as the Combined prefixes. 
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Often laryngeal alternation affects the stem, but if the alternation is at the beginning 
of the stem the pronominal prefix can be lengthened to accommodate the lowfall (all 
tones that rise or fall can only occur on long vowels; see Chapter 2). In (72a) the stem 
starts with [s]; the fricative [s] usually has an [h] in front of it that is not written. 
Laryngeal alternation removes this /h/ and replaces it with the lowfall tone (with 
accompanying lengthening of the vowel to accommodate the tone). In (72b) the 
second person prefix does not trigger this alternation and remains a short vowel.  
 
72) a.   GsQd 
jiiskwati  
ji-skwatia 
1A-finish:PRC 
‘I finish it.’ 
 
b  hsQd 
hiskwati  
hi-skwatia 
2A-finish:PRC 
‘You finish it.’ 
 
In Oklahoma Cherokee all of the Set A animate object prefixes trigger the alternation. 
In (73a) the inanimate object prefix does not trigger the alternation, while its animate 
counterpart (73b) does. 
 
73) a.  EqLs 
jakoohes 
ja-kooh-ei=s 
2B-see:CMP-NXP=Q 
‘Did you see it?’  
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b.   hqes 
hiikooes 
hii-kooh-ei=s 
2A.AN-see:CMP-NXP=Q 
‘Did you see her?  
 
Laryngeal alternation also interacts with metathesis and deletion operations. The 
effect of these changes on pronominal prefixes will be further explained in the final 
two sections of this chapter 
 
6.2. METATHESIS 
 Metathesis and deletion can both affect pronominal prefixes. The third person 
Set A prefix ka- will change to kha- if the stem to which it attaches has /h/ at the 
beginning or immediately after a short vowel. This phonological change is 
particularly relevant as the third person form of the verb is the citation form. Verbs 
listed under <k> in the Feeling dictionary are all examples of this process. In (74a) 
one such verb is shown in the third person; its first person counterpart –without the 
metathesis because of laryngeal alternation- is shown in (74b).  
  
74) a.  KZLU 
khanooheha 
ka-hnooheha   
3A-tell:PRC 
‘He’s telling it.’ 
 
b.   GZLU 
jiinooheha 
ji-hnooheha   
1A-tell:PRC 
‘I’m telling it.’ 
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The singular forms are more susceptible to metathesis because most of them end 
in short vowels. The example in (75a) shows metathesis with the Combined prefix 
ski-, and (75b) shows the same process with the second person Set B prefix ja-. 
 
75) a.   Vsd    Gsfmh 
  thlesti  jiiskhinvvhi 
thlesti  jii-ski-hnvvhi   
NEG.COM               NGI-2/1-call:IMM(COM) 
‘Don’t call me.’  
 
b.   gq  Enkstp 
kaak  chanaalvvsthane 
kaako ja-hnaalvvsthan-ei 
who     2B-make.angry:CMP-NXP 
‘Who made you mad?’13  
 
Laryngeal alternation can create a contrast for different conjugated forms of Set A 
verbs that would otherwise sound identical. Recall that some Set A verbs take ka- in 
the third person; if these same verbs are vowel-initial, there is the possibility of the 
first and third person being pronounced alike, as in (76) below.  
 
76) a.  g4sg  
katoska 
ka-atoska  
3A-fall:PRC 
‘It is falling.’ 
 
b.   g4sg 
katoska 
ji-atoska  
1A-fall:PRC 
‘I am falling.’ 
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Because of laryngeal alternation and the related phonological rules of metathesis and 
vowel deletion, there are actually very few instances of such identical-sounding pairs. 
In (77a) the presence of an underlying /h/ triggers vowel deletion, while in (77b) the 
pronominal prefix ji- (appearing as k- before a vowel) triggers laryngeal alternation, 
thereby removing the /h/ and the environment for vowel deletion to occur. 
Significantly, the syllabary preserves the underlying form for both conjugations. A 
detailed description of the phonological processes involved in these two examples 
was presented in Table 14 in Chapter 3.  
 
77) a.  qlg  
kohlka 
ka-olihka  
3A-understand:PRC 
‘He understands it.’ 
b.   qlg 
koliika 
ji-olihka  
1A-understand:PRC 
 ‘I understand it.’ 
 
With the Set B prefixes there is never the possibility for such pairs, because the 
prefixes have distinct pronunciations in all environments.  
 
 
6.3. DELETION 
 Laryngeal alternation can also affect vowel deletion processes which can, in 
turn, change the pronunciation of the pronominal prefix itself. As with metathesis, 
this deletion can cause important changes to the third–person citation form. In (78) is 
a comparison of a first and third person forms. Note that the stem begins with a 
vowel, so there are two different deletions: first, the stem-initial vowel deletes, then 
the presence of the /h/ on the stem cause the prefix vowel to delete. 
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78) a.  zdsq 
khtiisko 
ka-vhtiisk-oi   
3A-use:INC-HAB 
‘He uses it.’ 
 
b.   zdsq 
kvvtiisko 
ji-vhtiisk-oi   
1A-use:INC-HAB 
‘I use it.’ 
 
As with metathesis, deletion typically happens with the singular forms. In (79a) the 
Set B form undergoes deletion of its short vowel and aspiration of its consonant as a 
result of the /h/ (which is unwritten) present before the /s/. In (79b) the second person 
Object Focus prefix eja- is also aspirated after deletion of its vowel brings the 
consonant adjacent to /h/. 
 
79) a.  afsTsz 
akhsthiskv  
aki-sthiskvvi  
1B-hair 
‘my hair’  
 
b.   g4H  B#kstm 
katohv yechlastanvvi 
katohv yi-eja-hlastan-vvi 
why  IRR-2O-invite:CMP-EXP 
‘Why were you not invited?’  
 
 
The /h/ in the second person Set A pronominal prefix will frequently cause the vowel 
before it to delete if a prepronominal prefix is present. In (80), below) the /h/ causes 
the deletion of an intervening vowel and the subsequent aspiration of the ji- 
prepronominal prefix. (These prefixes will be discussed in Chapter 6). 
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80) a. g4   Enfi 
 kato chanakiii 
 kato ji-hi-anakiii  
why        REL-2A-leave:PRC 
‘Why are you leaving?’  
 
b. GgtscR 
chiikaathaastaasi 
ji-hii-kahthaastan-si 
REL-2A.AN-wink:CMP-APL:IMM   
‘You winked at her.’  
 
As seen in (81a), the complexities that metathesis and deletion cause can also affect 
where nouns and adjectives are listed in dictionaries. For example, in Feeling 1975 
the word ‘nose’ is listed under <k> as in (50). 
 
81) ka2 yv2so4li [khayvvsooli] KxDl  ‘his nose’ 
 
The possession paradigm for this noun makes it clear that its root is -hyvvsooli, as 
shown in (82). The /h/ is present in the second person form. 
 
82) GxDl jiiyvvsooli ‘my nose’ 
   hxDl hihyvvsooli ‘your nose’ 
   KxDl khayvvsooli ‘his nose’ 
 
Cowen (1995: 165) lists this same noun under <g> as gaysoli, along with the 
appropriate syllabary spelling gxDl. As seen before, this different pronunciation 
(and spelling) indicates the absence of the metathesis rule. Further complicating 
matters, some speakers use the Set B prefixes for the same noun, shown in (83). 
 
83) afxDl aakihyvvsooli ‘my nose’ 
   ExDl jahyvvsooli ‘your nose’ 
      uxDl uuhyvvsooli ‘his nose’ 
 
For all three possible pronunciations, the underlying root is -hyvvsooli. 
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7. SUMMARY 
Pronominal prefixes appear on three of the four parts of speech; that is, on 
verbs, nouns, and adjectives. To a large degree the appearance of different prefixes is 
determined by an important distinction between local and non-local persons. ‘Local 
person’ refers to 1st and 2nd person, while ‘non-local’ refers to third person. Animacy 
of the object also plays a role in pronominal selection.  
There are two sets of pronominal prefixes, Set A and Set B, with overlapping 
functions. Both sets may reference an intransitive subject as well as the combination 
of a subject and third person object. Knowledge of a word in Cherokee includes 
knowledge of which set that words takes. The Set A prefixes have a slightly different 
forms when referencing an animate object; the Set B prefixes do not make this 
distinction. The difference between Set and Set B prefixes is neutralized most usages 
of the Completive and Deverbal noun stems; where only Set B appears in these 
contexts. 
 Besides Set A and Set B, there is a Combined set that is used to reference 
combinations of local subject and local object. Special forms also appear to reference 
combinations of a third person plural subject with a local person object. Finally, a set 
of Object Focus prefixes serves to highlight the object of a transitive verb while 
backgrounding the subject.  
 As will be explored in Chapters 7 and 8, many nouns and adjectives take 
pronominal prefixes. The appearance of a prefix on nouns and adjectives will be 
determined by the specific word as well as the context in which it appears. All verbs 
in all contexts take pronominal prefixes. The use of pronominal prefixes on verbs will 
be further explored in the following chapter.  
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NOTES 
CHAPTER 4 
                                                 
1
 None of these pronominal prefixes triggers laryngeal alternation, so the verb stem in 
all of them appears with the aspirated velar stop /kh/ as a result of vowel deletion. 
2
 Scancarelli (1987:67) treats all pronominal prefixes that begin with /ii/ as already 
having a lowfall. I have not found this to be the case with some speakers, so the 
examples here indicate a speaker who applies Pronominal Laryngealization to 
pronominals without the lowfall. 
3
 These four examples come from the same speaker. The long form on the last item 
‘all of us’ probably helps emphasize the inclusiveness of the sentence. 
4
 In several works on Cherokee (Pulte and Feeling 1975, Scancarelli 1987) the vowel 
/i/ in the first and second person singular is considered epenthetic and not underlying. 
From this perspective all the other prefixes do have an underlying /i/. There are two 
facts that support the claim of epenthetic as opposed to underlying /i/. First of all, as 
Cook (1979:7) points out, the vowels of the first and second singular forms are extra-
short. The contrast between short and extra short is phonetic with no minimal pairs 
based on a contrast of the two. Moreover, such vowels are always epenthetic. The 
second fact that supports the claim of an epenthetic vowel is the rule of pronominal 
laryngealization. This phonological rule inserts a glottal stop that (in Oklahoma 
Cherokee) is manifested as a superlow after the initial vowel of a pronominal prefix 
attaching to a verb. This phenomenon is described more in Chapter 2. In the current 
work it is more convenient to treat the form with the vowel as the underlying form 
rather than inserting an epenthetic morpheme in every morpheme analysis that has a 
first or second person marker. 
5
 Other terms for the Set A and Set B prefixes include ‘subjective’ and ‘objective’ 
respectively. Cook uses the term and references its usage in studies of the other 
Iroquoian languages (1979:14).  King cites Walker in using the terms ‘active’ for Set 
A and ‘stative’ for Set B (1975:50). Because the descriptive claims made by such 
labels are problematic, this work will refer to these sets with the more neutral labels, 
Set A and Set B, used by Feeling and Pulte, Munro, and Scancarelli. 
6
 Cook states that the ka- prefix appears before stems that begin with /w/, /l/, /n/, and 
/hl/ 1979:16) 
7
 Metathesis should be blocked by a high tone, so the metathesis must occur on the 
combination of verb and prefix; the high tone is then added as the conjugated verb is 
nominalized. 
8
 It is clear that the stem vowel deletes because the lowfall tone occurs. 
9
 Scancarelli (1987:58) lists the different allomorphs of the Set B third person 
singular and shows the subsequent lengthening and laryngealization of the shortened 
form.  
10
 It is unclear why in this example there is a long vowel with high tone of the final 
suffix; Feeling (1975: 143) list the same for this verb.  
11
 Scancarelli (1987:108) has a different form of this sentence that is shown in (1). 
Her example is not marked for tone. 
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1) o\A  acrsd   Yjla 
owaasa ataatvsti   yootuulia 
oo-vvsa a-ataa-tvst-i  yi-oo-atuulia 
3.IP-self    3A-RFL-hit:DVN-NOM   IRR-3.IP-want:PRC    
‘You can hit yourself if you want to’ 
 
12
 The Feeling dictionary makes no mention of this issue and the user is left with the 
impression that some verbs have a special stem for the first person form only; in the 
introduction to the dictionary, the author specifically addresses the use of a sub-entry 
for the first person form: ‘The first sub-entry which is included in verb entries is the 
first person singular form. This form is necessary because it is impossible to predict 
the pronoun prefix used in first person singular verb forms with the third person 
singular forms.’ (Feeling 1975a:xv). The phonological rule of laryngeal alternation, 
metathesis and deletion do make these forms predictable. The dictionary user 
unaware of alternations for other forms will create incorrect forms by using the non-
alternating third person form. 
13
 A consultant without the metathesis rule offered the example in (2). 
 
2) gq  E-kstp 
kaak  jahnaalvvsthane 
kaako ja-hnaalvvsthan-ei 
who         2B-make.angry:CMP-NXP 
‘Who made you mad?’  
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CHAPTER 5: THE MINIMAL VERB 
 
1. PREDICATES 
A Cherokee clause consists of a subject and its predicate. A predicate is the 
rest of the clause; i.e. what is being said about the subject. Frequently the clause 
consists of a single word: the subject is indicated by the pronominal prefix, and the 
predicate by the stem to which this prefix attaches. Verbs, nouns, and adjectives can 
be predicates. A verbal clause is composed of a verb and any nominals (subject  
and/or objects) or adverbials associated with the verb. A non-verbal clause has an 
adjective or a noun as its predicate. A verbal clause is exemplified in (1a); in (1b) the 
predicate is a noun, and in (1c) it is an adjective. In all three examples the subject is a 
third person and is expressed through the pronominal prefixes prefixed to the 
predicate; (1b) also has a noun phrase ‘that man’ that expresses the subject in addition 
to the pronominal prefix.  
 
1) a.  uk?d    
uulvvkhwti 
uu-lvvkwohti  
3B-like:PRC 
‘He likes it.’  
 
b.   n asgy        d4/sf 
na askaya  tiitooniiski 
na a-skaya  ti-a-atooniisk-i 
that   3A-man   DST2-3A-conjure:INC\AGT-NOM   
‘That man is a conjurer.’  
 
c.   /qhk           agCI       bD      ucs[Cdi 
nikoohiilv  akahliiyi  keeso  uutaastehltiii 
nikoohiilvvi a-kahliiyi kees-oi uu-ataat-stehlt-iii 
always                        3A-eager               be:INC-HAB   3B-RFL-help:DVN-NOM2 
‘He’s always eager to help.’ (Feeling 1975a:14)  
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2. PRONOMINAL PREFIXES ON VERBS 
2.1. OVERVIEW 
Cherokee verbs are the most important part of speech and are used to derive 
many nouns and adjectives. Verbs are always accompanied by a pronominal prefix. 
They are distinguished from adjectives and nouns by different suffixes and tone 
patterns. In (2a) and (2b) the adjective and the noun take the Set B third person 
pronominal prefix but are incapable of inflecting for tense, aspect, and mood. In (2c), 
however, the verb appears in the Completive stem and has a final suffix indicating a 
completed action in the past.  
 
2) a.  uBkUi 
uuyeelvvhaai 
uu-yeelvvhaai  
3B-naked 
‘naked’, ‘He’s naked.’ 
 
b.   u-O 
uuhnawo 
uu-ahnawo 
3B-shirt 
‘his shirt’ 
 
c.   c-PS 
tuuhnaweese 
tee-uu-ahnawees-ei  
DST-3B-undress(I):CMP-NXP 
‘He undressed.’ 
 
In everyday speech the final suffix is often reduced (but still minimally present) by 
the dropping of final vowel. A verb stem is the base to which the affixes (i.e. 
pronominal prefixes and final suffixes) attach. The stem can itself have more than one 
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part, being itself derived from more basic elements. The core meaning that cannot be 
further broken down is the root.  
Verb stems themselves may begin with any consonant (including a glottal 
stop) or vowel except for /i/. A few examples of consonant initial stems are in (3). In 
this grammar the citation form will be the Present Continuous stem without the 
pronominal prefix.1 
 
3) -kia   ‘to eat something solid’ 
-kooliiyea  ‘to read, examine something’ 
-hiha   ‘to kill something’ 
-hwaska    ‘to buy something’ 
-yoosiha  ‘to be hungry’ 
-luhka   ‘to arrive’ 
 
The first four verbs in the list above are transitive, while the last two are intransitive. 
Verbs that do not take objects are intransitive verbs, while those that always take 
objects are transitive. A complete dictionary of Cherokee would need to specify for 
each verb if it is transitive or intransitive. In this grammar (T) ‘transitive’ or (I) 
‘intransitive’ after the translation of the verb will be used when transitivity is not 
clear. For example, the verb ‘to grow’ can be used either transitively or intransitively 
in English; in Cherokee there are two separate verbs to indicate these two usages. The 
base form is intransitive, as seen in (4a), while the transitive form is created by 
adding a Causative suffix.  
 
4) a.  4Ersg 
toojathvska 
tee-oojii-atvska  
DST-1A.PL.EX-grow(I):PRC 
‘We are growing.’  
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b.   oErhsdU 
oojathvhistiiha 
oojii-athvhi-stiiha 
1A.PL.EX-grow(I)-CAU:PRC     
‘We are growing it.’  
 
The Causative suffix makes the verb transitive by adding a ‘causer’ participant to the 
verb. In other cases the base form will be transitive and a prefix will be added to 
make the verb intransitive. Whether a verb is transitive or intransitive is an important 
feature to keep in mind; the processes to alter a verb’s transitivity (or rather, its 
valency) will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6. 
Verb stems also begin with any vowel with the exception of /i/. These vowels 
can be either long or short and bear different tones (except for the highfall that only 
appears on nouns and adjectives and some subordinate verbs). Some examples of 
verbs with initial vowels are listed in (5). 
 
5) -atloohyiha  ‘to cry’ 
-atuuliha  ‘to want something’ 
-eeka   ‘to go’ 
-eelia   ‘to think’ 
-oohla   ‘to sit, remain’ 
-oohiyuha  ‘to believe’ 
-uutheeka  ‘to pick up’ 
-uuthi   ‘to snow’ 
-vvhwsta  ‘to seem 
-vvhniha  ‘to hit’ 
 
The stem is the most important part of the verb; it is the base to which the other 
prefixes are added. A Cherokee verb has at minimum two parts: the pronominal 
prefix and the verb stem. An example of a minimal verb is in (6). 
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6) aglU 
aakaaliha 
a-kaaliha 
3A-sunny:PRC 
‘It is sunny.’  
 
It is possible to analyze the above minimal verb as having three parts by dividing the 
stem into the root itself and what has been referred to in the linguistic literature as the 
‘aspect suffix’ that indicates the specific stem form. For this work I will treat the root 
and the aspect suffix as a single unit and will refer to them in the morpheme analysis 
line using the convention established in Munro (1996a) and seen in (6); i.e. the verb 
meaning itself, followed by a colon and an abbreviation indicating which of the five 
stems forms the verb is appearing in. Earlier works, most notably King (1975) and 
Cook (1979), have taken apart the root and the aspect suffixes. The different classes 
of aspect suffixes and their exceptions are so complex that it is simpler to present all 
verbs as appearing in five different forms, or stems.  
All off the information needed to correctly conjugate a verb is exemplified for 
the Set A verb ‘to help’ in (7).2  The information presented in this example is how the 
verb could look in a dictionary entry. Given these five base forms, one can apply the 
rules of this grammar and correctly produce all the possible forms of the verb. 
 
7) -steeliha (A) ‘to help’ 
      -steeliisk-/ -steela/ -steelvvh-/ -stehlti   
 
The above ‘dictionary entry’ has five stems; these stems are listed with their names in 
(8). 
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8) The five stems of -steeliha (A) ‘to help’ 
1. Present Continuous Stem:  -steeliha  
2. Incompletive:    -steeliisk- 
3. Immediate:   -steela 
4. Completive:   -steelvvh-  
5. Deverbal Noun:  -stehlt-   
 
This grammar uses the above described order to keep the Set A stems and Set B stems 
in distinct groups; i.e. - if the verb is a Set A verb, the first three stems will take Set 
A, and the remaining two stems (stems 4 and 5) will take Set B. For example, the 
third person forms for the verb ‘to help’ are as displayed in (9). Note that stems 2, 3, 
and 5 can take other final suffixes. 
 
9) The five stems of -steeliha (A) ‘to help’: Third person conjugation 
1. Present Continuous Stem:  aasteeliha            ‘He is helping.’ 
2. Incompletive:    aasteeliiskvvi    ‘He was helping.’ 
3. Immediate:   aasteela   ‘He helped (just now).’ 
4. Completive:   uusteelvvhvvi     ‘He helped.’ 
5. Deverbal Noun:   uustehlti       ‘for him to help’ 
 
Whether the verb takes Set A or Set B prefixes is unpredictable and thus listed after 
the verb. Some verbs will require more information, as shown in a hypothetical 
dictionary entry in (10). 
 
10) -hnookiia (A: ka-/DST) ‘to sing’ 
-hnookiisk-/ hnooki / hnookiis-/hnookiist- 
 
The verb ‘to sing’, in addition to being a Set A verb, is lexically specified as taking 
the ka- prefix in the third person as well as having a Distributive (DST) 
prepronominal prefix tee- in most usages. (These prefixes will be discussed in 
Chapter 6.)  Note that in the citation form the syllabary will not be used; because the 
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final suffixes have been left off, the final stem syllable often does not conform to a 
syllabary character.  Because ‘to sing’ has an initial /h/, metathesis and subsequent 
aspiration of the consonant in ka- will occur. The five third-person conjugations  of 
‘to sing’ are in (11). All five stems have the Distributive prefix; Deverbal Noun stems 
have a special form ti- (DST2), exemplified in (11e).  
 
11) a.  [KZfa 
teekhanookiia 
tee-ka-hnookiia  
DST-3A-sing:PRC 
‘He is singing.’ 
 
b.   [KZfszi 
teekhahnookiiskvvi 
tee-ka-hnookiisk-vvi  
DST-3A-sing:INC-EXP 
‘He was singing.’ 
 
c.   [KZf 
teekhanooki 
tee-ka-hnooki  
DST-3A-sing:IMM 
‘He sang (just now).’ 
 
d.   jZf9i 
tuuhnookiisvvi 
tee-uu-hnookiis-vvi   
DST-3B-sing:CMP-EXP 
  ‘He sang.’ 
 
e.   #Zfsd    uk?d    
juuhnookiisti  uulvvkhwti 
ti-uu-hnookiist-i uu-lvvkwohti  
DST2-3B-sing:DVN-NOM2 3B-like:PRC 
‘He likes to sing.’  
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In addition to the pronominal prefixes, three of the five verb stems carry a 
final suffix. These will be discussed later in this chapter. The Deverbal Noun takes 
two different final suffixes, and the Incompletive and Completive take several 
different suffixes. For example, the Experienced Past is used on both stems to 
indicate that the speaker has personal knowledge of a past event. When combined 
with the stem there is a complete picture of the tense/aspect/mood framework. (12) 
has two examples of the Experienced Past (EXP) suffix. 
 
12) a.   uO/xi  
uuwooniisvvi 
uu-wooniis-vvi  
3B-speak:CMP-EXP 
‘He spoke.’  
 
b. gO/szi 
kawooniiskvvi  
ka-wooniisk-vvi 
3A-speak:INC-EXP 
‘He was speaking.’ 
 
In (12a), the combination of a Completive stem and an Experienced Past final suffix 
is translated in English as a simple past; in (12b) the combination of an Incompletive 
stem (indicating an incomplete action) and the Experienced Past suffix is expressed in 
English with a past progressive. The final suffixes will be further explained in Section 
4 of this chapter. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, when these pronominal prefixes are used with 
main verbs,  Pronominal Laryngealization applies: the vowel is lengthened and a 
lowfall appears. This difference in the pronominal prefixes is seen in (13). In (13a), 
the prefix attaches to an adjective and the pronominal prefix appears in its underlying 
form. In (13b), the attachment of the prefix to a verb triggers the Pronominal 
Laryngealization. There is no difference in vowel length for the third person Set B 
prefix as it is already long. In (13c) the prefix is shown attached to a noun; in (13d) it 
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is attached to a verb and has the lowfall. The difference between these prefixes in 
each pair is the lowfall.  
 
13) a.  afBkUi  
akiyeelvvhaai 
aki-yeelvvhaai  
1B-naked 
‘I am naked.’  
 
 
b.   afYRU  
aakiyoosiha 
aki-yoosiha  
1B-be.hungry:PRC 
‘I am hungry.’ 
 
c.   u-O  
uuhnawo 
uu-hnawo  
3B-shirt 
‘his shirt’  
 
d.   u0\  
uuhnuuwa  
uu-ahnuuwa  
3B-wear.shirt:PRC 
‘He is wearing a shirt.’  
 
The interaction of a pronominal prefix with surrounding vowels can 
significantly reduce the form of a pronominal prefix. In (14) the two-syllable second 
person dual iinii- is reduced to the single sound /n/; the initial long vowel is 
suppressed by the vowel of the Distributive prepronominal prefix, and the second 
vowel is suppressed by the vowel that follows it. A second example with the second 
person plural is provided in (14b); in this case iijii- is reduced to the sound /j/. 
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14) a.  [n:sg 
teenatlooska 
tee-iinii-atlooska 
DST-1A.DL-get.together:PRC 
‘We are getting together.’  
 
b.   [Els[kH 
teejalsteelvvhv 
tee-iijii-ali-steelvvh-vvi 
DST-2A.PL-MDL-help(T):CMP-EXP 
‘Y’all helped each other.’  
 
A few verb stems are only used with plural subjects. This feature is indicated by (PL) 
after the translation of the verb. Two examples of inherently plural verbs are in the 
sentence in (15).  
 
15) a/sgy      a/n   a/#EZ          a/4n 
 aniiskay  aaniina   aniichuujahno    aaniitoona 
 anii-skaya   anii-na  anii-chuuja=hno  anii-toona 
 3A.PL-man     3A.PL-sit(PL):PRC   3A.PL-boy=CN             3A.PL-stand(PL):PRC      
‘The men are sitting and the boys are standing.’  
 
 
2.2. PRONOMINAL PREFIXES ON INTRANSITIVE VERBS 
Intransitive verbs are verbs that have a subject but no object. A few 
intransitive verbs are listed in (16). Typical intransitive verbs express the idea of 
emotional state, position, motion, or body functions. 
 
16) Sample Intransitive Verbs  
-khwalaakiia ‘to snore’ 
-atloohyiha    ‘to cry’ 
-ahnaweea    ‘to undress’ 
-hlvvska    ‘to be sleepy’ 
-luhka      ‘to arrive’ 
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-noohiili    ‘to fly’ 
-hnaaluuka    ‘to become angry’ 
-tooka     ‘to stand’ 
 
The majority of intransitive verbs take Set A prefixes. Scancarelli (1987:316, 318) 
states that of the approximately 260 or so intransitive verbs in the Feeling dictionary, 
about a third of them are Set B verbs. It is possible to observe general semantic 
tendencies among those verbs that select Set A prefixes and those that take Set B. 
Scancarelli observes that the majority of intransitive verbs that take the B pronominal 
prefixes denote a state, a position, or a body function. 
Many of the Set B verbs indicate a state that the participant is in or an emotion 
that the participant is experiencing. An example of a Set B intransitive is in (17), and 
a sample list of Set B intransitives expressing states is in (18). 
 
17) af<g 
aakhtlvvka 
aki-htlvvka   
1B-be.sick:PRC 
‘I’m sick.’ 
 
18) Sample Intransitive Set B verbs with stative meaning 
-atiihlehka  ‘to be hot’ 
-hnaala  ‘to be angry’ 
-ataneekooyuha ‘to be wrinkled’ 
-atiiskahla ‘to be in hiding’ 
-yoosiha  ‘to be hungry’ 
-atoolihka  ‘to feel sorry, remorseful, prayerful’ 
-hnaalvha   ‘to be angry’ 
-yvweeka  ‘to be tired’ 
 
Verbs with the meaning ‘to get into a state of ’ also tend to use Set B. Some examples 
are given in (19). 
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19) Intransitive Set B verbs with a  ‘change of state’ meaning (Feeling 1975a) 
-atanilooska  ‘to get sick’ 
-atiwska   ‘to heal, recover’ 
-aluutestiiha  ‘to get dizzy’  
-hnaalvvka  ‘to get angry’ 
-tlvstiina  ‘to become sick’ 
-hyvsteestiiha  ‘to get drunk’ 
-kaanawooska ‘to get warm’ 
 
There are some intransitive verbs that are semantically incompatible with first and 
second person and are only used in the third person. These verbs unpredictably select 
Set A or B Two examples are given in (20). 
 
20) Intransitive verbs with only third person reference 
a.   u]fw 
uulookila 
uu-lookila  
3B-cloudy:PRC 
 ‘It is cloudy.’  
 
b.   aglU 
aakaaliha 
a-kaaliha 
3A-sunny:PRC 
‘It is sunny.’  
 
Intransitive verbs where the sole participant undergoes or suffers the action rather 
than initiating it typically take Set B. Several of these verbs could have meanings 
where the participant is doing the action on purpose; e.g. actions such as ‘scream’ or 
‘cough’ could be performed voluntarily or involuntarily. The fact that they are 
lexically specified for taking Set B could be an indication that their default meaning is 
an involuntary action. Several sample verbs are listed in (21). 
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21) Intransitive Set B Verbs indicating typically involuntary action 
-looteesti  ‘to trip’ 
-eestaaneeha   ‘to ache’ 
-hawoosthvvnvvha   ‘to faint’ 
-hnaasvvhihi    ‘to slip, slide’ 
-eeluhka     ‘to scream’ 
-haloostiiha    ‘to yawn’ 
  
 
There is a tendency for verbs expressing a position or getting into a position to select 
Set B. A conjugated verb is presented in (22); some example verbs are in (23).  
 
22) tl/Qig 
thahlniikwavvka 
ti-hi-alihniikwavvka  
DST2-2A-kneel:IMM(COM) 
‘Kneel!’  
 
 
23) Intransitive Set B verbs with meaning of ‘assuming a position’ meaning 
-alstvvtla  ‘to sit down’ 
- khila  ‘to perch on, sit on’ 
-jooska  ‘to lean, tilt’ 
 
 
There are a handful of Set B intransitive verbs that refer to willful actions rather than 
states. The only two I have found are listed in (24). 
 
24) -lvvwistaaneha   ‘to work’ 
-atleeka    ‘to take revenge’ (Feeling 1975a:161) 
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2.3. PRONOMINAL PREFIXES ON TRANSITIVE VERBS 
 Transitive verbs are verbs that have a subject and an object. One of these 
participants, the subject, is generally more in control of the action while the object is 
generally undergoing the action. Pronominal prefix selection for transitives is 
complex, but it helps to keep in mind the distinction between local and non-local 
persons that was introduced in the previous chapter. Local persons are first and 
second person (the speaker and the person being spoken to), while non-local is third 
person (the person being spoken about). The possible combinations of local/non-local 
and subject/object are expressed using Set A and Set B prefixes as well as a third set 
called Combined Prefixes. A fourth set, called Object Focus prefixes, are used when 
the subject is unknown or put in the background. 
 
2.3.1. Local Person Subjects and Third Person Objects 
In the Present Continuous, Incompletive, and Immediate stems, if the subject 
is a local person and the object a third person, a Set A prefix will almost always be 
used. The Set A prefixes introduced in Chapter 4 are presented again in table 1.  
 
 
 
TABLE 1: SET A PREFIXES WITH LOCAL/NON-LOCAL DISTINCTIONS 
 
Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   ji-/k- iinii- iitii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  oostii- oojii- 
LOCAL 
Second Person hi- stii- iijii- 
NON-LOCAL Third person a-, ka- - anii- 
 
Three examples of verbs with these prefixes are in (25). The vowel-initial verb stem 
is   -olihka; the first person singular prefix triggers laryngeal alternation and 
therefore does not undergo vowel deletion. 
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25) a.   qlg   
kooliika  
ji-oolihka 
1A-understand(T):PRC 
‘I understand it.’ 
 
b.   os4lg oostohlka  ‘We two (excluding you) understand it.’ 
c.   o5lg   oojohlka  ‘We three or more (excluding you) understand it.’ 
 
There are a few transitive verbs that use Set B verbs to refer to combinations of local 
person subjects with third person objects. For these verbs there is a difference in the 
kind of participants involved. Many transitive verbs involve a subject that is 
performing the action and an object that has the action done to it. It is noteworthy that 
many of the Set B verbs that are transitive do not have an active subject that is 
performing the action (known as an agent), but rather an experiencer or perceiver and 
the object as the thing being experienced or perceived. A conjugated example of one 
such Set B transitive verb is in (26). Some Set B transitive verbs are listed in (27) 
 
26) afk?c 
akilvvkhwtha 
aki-lvvkhwtha   
1B-like(T):PRC 
‘I like it.’ 
 
27) Transitive Set B verbs  
-ahntha   ‘to feel, know’ 
-aniwa   ‘to wear something’ 
-thateeki  ‘to crave’ 
-skwaanakooska  ‘to be curious about’ 
-hthvvkaasta   ‘to listen to’ 
-hwsvvka   ‘to smell’ 
-oohiyuha  ‘to believe’ 
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There are a few transitive verbs with agentive subjects (i.e. subjects that are willfully 
controlling the action) that do use Set B prefixes to refer to a local person subjects 
and a third person object. An example is in (28), and (29) lists these verbs. 
 
28) G\sg 
chawaska 
ja-hwaska  
 2B-buy:PRC 
‘You are buying it.’ ‘He, she, it is buying you.’ 
 
29) Transitive Verbs that select for Set B prefixes 
-niia    ‘to hold in one’s hand’ 
-yooska   ‘to release’ 
-hwiska   ‘to buy’ 
-ateeka   ‘to throw’ 
-hyoha   'to look for something non-living’ 
-kaseesti ‘to watch for somebody’ 
 
Conjugations with such verbs are potentially ambiguous as to who the subject is 
and who the object is. It should be noted, however, that one of the meanings is much 
more common in an everyday setting. In (30) for example, ‘I buy it’ is a normal 
everyday occurrence, whereas ‘He/she/it buys me’ is an unusual situation that would 
already be explained elsewhere in the discourse.  
 
30) af\sg 
aakhiwaska  
aki-hwaska 
1B-buy:PRC 
‘I buy it.’  ‘He/she/it buys me.’ 
 
Many of the transitive verbs listed above in (29) typically have an inanimate third 
person as an object, so there is little chance of confusion as to who the subject is and 
who the object is for these verbs. 
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It is important to keep in mind that Set A/ Set B distinction is neutralized in 
the Completive and Deverbal Noun stems; in these stems all verbs take Set B. An 
example is in (31). 
 
31)  afqHi  
aakikoohvvi 
aki-kooh-vvi  
1B-see:CMP-EXP 
‘I saw it.’ , ‘He/she/it saw me.’ 
 
Transitive verbs with a third person animate object, however, will use their special 
Set A animate object forms even with these stems, as shown in (32). 
 
32) a.  fCs  h\S 
kiihlis  hiihwase 
kiihli=s  hii-hwas-ei 
dog=Q   2A.AN-buy:CMP-NXP 
‘Did you buy the dog?’ 
 
b.   gl5[  E\Ss 
kahljoote  jahwasees 
kahljoote  ja-hwas-ei=s 
house   2B-buy:CMP-NXP= Q 
‘Did you buy the house?’ 
 
The exclusive forms don’t have special animate forms, so verbs with this prefixes will 
not distinguish animate and inanimate. An animacy distinction can be seen in the 
Completive stem, however. For example, in (33a) the Set B prefix is used because the 
verb is in the Completive stem, but in (33b) the Set A prefix appears.  
 
33) a.  4gqHscm 
tookakoohvstanv 
tee-ookii-akoohv-stan-vvi  
DST-1B.PL.EX-burn(I)-CAU:CMP-EXP 
‘We burned them (things).’  
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b.   4EqHscm 
toojakoohvstanv 
tee-oojii-akoohv-stan-vvi  
DST-1A.PL.EX-burn(I)-CAU:CMP-EXP 
‘We burned them (people).’  
 
As stated earlier, the choice of Set A or Set B pronominal prefix is unpredictable and 
should be considered part of the speaker’s knowledge of that verb; i.e. the choice of 
pronominal prefix is simply learned with each verb. As discussed in the previous 
section, transitive verbs typically use the Set A prefixes, but there are a few transitive 
verbs that are specified as taking Set B prefixes. Verbs that may use the Set A 
prefixes in the Present Continuous, Incompletive, and Immediate stems are called Set 
A verbs. It is important to note, however, that Set B prefixes are used for all verbs 
with their Completive and some Deverbal Noun stems, as shown in (34a) and (34c). 
In (34b) and (34d) the Set A animate prefix appears, and in (34d) and (34e) the 
Present Continuous stem and the Incompletive stem, respectively, select the Set A 
prefix.  
 
34) a.   afmgkHi  
aakinvvkalvvhvvi  
aki-nvvkalvvh-vvi  
1B-clean:CMP-EXP 
‘I cleaned it.’ 
 
b.   GmgkHi  
jiinvvkalvvhvvi  
jii-nvvkalvvh-vvi  
1A.AN-clean:CMP-EXP 
‘I cleaned him.’  
 
c.   afmgkd    aQjl 
akinvvkahlti  aakwatuuli 
aki-nvvkahlt-i  aki-atuuliha 
1B-clean:DVN-NOM2  1B-want:PRC 
‘I want to clean it.’  
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d.   Gmglh   
jinvvkaliha 
ji-nvvkaliha 
1A-clean:PRC  
‘I am cleaning it.’ 
 
e.   Gmglsq   
jinvvkaliisko 
ji-nvvkaliisk-oi 
1A-clean:INC-HAB  
‘I clean it.’  
 
 
The interaction of stem and pronominal prefixes will be discussed in greater depth in 
the individual sections on stems. To briefly summarize the terminology thus far, Set 
A verbs are verbs that, in the Present Continuous, Incompletive or Immediate stems, 
take Set A prefixes. The Set B verbs always take the Set B prefixes. The sole 
exception to this is the small set of transitive Set B verbs that will take the Set A 
animate forms if there is an animate object. 
From the preceding discussion it is apparent that Cherokee treats local and 
non-local person in different ways. The Set A prefixes can reference the subject of an 
intransitive verb or the combination of a local person (first or second person) subject 
and a non-local (third person) object of a transitive verb. Both are shown in (35). 
 
35) a.   GBg  
jiyeeka 
ji-yeeka  
1A-wake:PRC 
‘I am waking up.’  
 
b.   Gmgla  
jinvvkalia 
ji-nvvkalia  
1A-clean:PRC 
‘I am cleaning it.’ 
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With both the Set A and Set B prefixes the unexpressed third person object is 
considered to be singular and inanimate. If the object is plural and inanimate, a 
prepronominal prefix tee- is added to the verbal complex. As their name suggests, 
prepronominal prefixes come before the pronominal prefixes and add additional 
information such as location and negation. These prefixes will be the subject of the 
first section of Chapter 6. For the current discussion of the minimal verb, it is only 
necessary to discuss the most common prepronominal prefix tee-; this prefix is 
known as the Distributive and one of its functions is to indicate plurality of objects. In 
(36) is an example of a verb, both with and without this prefix. The vowel of the 
Distributive causes the deletion of the pronominal prefix vowel in (36b). A Set B verb 
is shown in (36c). 
 
36) a.  iGWsg  
iijiihwiska  
iijii-hwiska  
2A.PL.plant:PRC 
‘Y’all are planting it.’ 
 
b.  [GWsg  
teejiihwiska  
tee-iijii-hwiska  
DST-2B.PL-plant:PRC  
 ‘Y’all are planting them.’ 
 
c.  [E[g  
teejateeka  
tee-ja-ateeka  
DST-2B-throw:PRC  
 ‘You are throwing them.’  
 
 
In other environments it is the vowel of the prepronominal prefix that deletes. 
Examples of the deletion of the vowel before a stem-initial /a/, /o/, and /u/ are shown 
in (37).  
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37) a.   cdtsqi 
taatiithaskooi 
tee-a-atiithask-oi   
DST-3A-drink:INC-HAB 
‘She drinks them.’ 
 
b.   4sdq\Tsqi 
toostiikoohwthiiskooi 
tee-oostii-koohwthiisk-oi 
DST-1A.DL.EX-see:INC-HAB 
‘We two (not including you) see them’ 
  
c.   jsQlDm 
tuuskwaalsohnv 
tee-uu-skwaals-ohn-vvi  
DST-3B-break(T):CMP-TRM:CMP-EXP 
‘He broke them.’ 
 
Note that the presence of the full form tee- prefix triggers a high tone on the 
following syllable. An example is in (38). 
 
38) [gn[g  
teekanateeka   
tee-ka-nateeka 
DST-3A-sell:PRC 
‘She is selling them.’ 
  
If the object is third person animate, then six of the ten person prefixes change 
slightly. These forms have been discussed in the previous chapter and are repeated 
below in Table 2. If the third person object is animate and plural, one of two 
prepronominal prefixes is used to express plurality. These prefixes are discussed in 
Chapter 6, Section 1.1.6 and 1.1.7.  
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TABLE 2:SET A WITH ANIMATE SINGULAR THIRD PERSON OBJECT 
PERSON REFERENCE  Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   jii-/jiiy- eenii- eetii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  oostii- oojii- 
Second Person hii-/hiiy- eestii- eejii- 
Third person a-, ka- - anii- 
 
Several differences from the Set A prefixes are apparent. The first and second 
singular forms display a lengthened vowel; in (39) the inanimate and animate object 
forms are contrasted.3 
 
39) a.   G08YU  
jinuutheeyoha 
ji-nuutheeyoha 
1A-twist:PRC 
‘I am twisting it.’ (Feeling 1975a:112) 
 
b.   G08YU  
jiinuutheeyoha 
jii-nuutheeyoha 
1A.AN-twist:PRC 
‘I am twisting him.’ (Feeling 1975a:112) 
 
In the case of a vowel-initial stem, a /y/ is inserted. As a result of these changes the 
first person singular subject with an animate object can appear quite distinct from its 
inmate object counterpart. In (40a) the first person prefix appears in its vowel initial 
form k-. In (40b) the prefix is similar to the form before consonants; the only 
difference is in the vowel length . 
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40) a.  gOa 
kawooa 
ji-awooa 
1A-bathe(T):PRC  
‘I am bathing it.’ 
 
 
a.   GyOa 
jiiyawooa 
jii-awooa 
1A.AN-bathe(T):PRC  
‘I am bathing him/her.’ 
 
The exclusive forms do not change, but the inclusive plural forms are preceded by 
ee-. These prefixes lose their final vowel before a vowel-initial stem, as 
demonstrated below in (41a). The third person form, as seen in (41c), does not have a 
distinctive form for animate objects. 
 
41) a.  escOa 
eestawooa 
eestii-awooa 
2A.DL.AN-bathe(T):PRC 
‘You two are bathing him/her.’ 
 
 
b.   g]P    oG[k 
kaloowe oojiiteelv 
kaloowe oojii-teel-vvi 
gun             1A.PL.EX-give(long):CMP-EXP 
‘We gave him a gun.’  
 
c.   aqlBa 
aakooliiyea 
a-kooliiyea  
3A-examine:PRC 
‘He, she is examining him/her it/’ 
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Many of the animate forms also trigger the laryngeal alternation described in Chapter 
2. In (42a) the animate form does not trigger the alternation, while the animate does 
trigger it in (42b). The second example has a long vowel with a lowfall in place of the 
short vowel and /h/. While pronounced differently, the syllabary spelling is identical. 
 
42) a.  h\TU 
hihwahthiha 
hi-hwahthiha  
2A-find:PRC  
‘You are finding it.’ 
 
b.   h\TU 
hiiwahthiha 
hii-hwahthiha  
2A.AN-find:PRC  
‘You are finding her.’ 
 
In (43a) the laryngeal alternation does not occur, while in (43b) it is triggered by the 
first person prefix (appearing in its vowel initial form k-). In both of these examples 
the verb stem is vowel-initial.  
 
43) a.  iGx8sq 
iijahyvtheesko 
iijii-ahyvtheesk-oi  
2A.PL-kick:INC-HAB 
‘You all kick it.’  
 
b.   gx8sq 
kaayvtheesko 
ji-ahyvtheesk-oi 
1A-kick:INC-HAB   
‘I kick it.’  
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Both the first person prefix for animate as well as inanimate objects triggers the 
alternation; an example is given in (44).  
 
44) a.  gmcda  
kanvvtatia 
ji-anvhtatia  
1A-remember:PRC 
‘I am remembering it.’ 
 
b.   Gymcda  
jiiyanvvtatia 
jii-anvhtatia  
1A.AN-remember:PRC 
‘I am remembering him.’ 
 
It should be noted that transitive verbs can distinguish between an animate and 
inanimate object only if there is a local person subject. In (45a) the subject is a local 
person ‘you’ and the object is third person inanimate ‘it’, whereas in (45b) the object 
is the animate ‘him’ and takes the special Set A animate object form. In (45c) both 
subject and object are third person and there is no animacy distinction for the object. 
Note that the second person animate prefix in (45b) triggers laryngeal alternation, so 
there is no vowel deletion. 
 
45) a.   $lq 
hoohlko 
hi-oolihk-oi  
2A-understand:INC-HAB 
‘You understand it.’ 
 
b.   hYlq 
hiiyooliiko 
hii-oolihk-oi  
2A.AN-understand:INC-HAB 
‘You understand him.’ 
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c.   qlq 
koohlko 
ka-oolihk-oi  
3A-understand:INC-HAB 
‘He understands him/her/it.’ 
 
If the third person object is both animate and plural, these special Set A animate 
prefixes are used in conjunction with a prepronominal prefix. For some speakers this 
prepronominal prefix is kaa- (ANP); for other speakers the Distributive prefix tee- is 
used. These prefixes are discussed in Chapter 6, Section 1.1.6 and 1.1.7. An example 
with the Animate Plural is in (46).   
 
46) [bYHsg 
 teekeehyoohvska 
 tee-kaa-a-eehyoohvska  
DST- ANP-3A-teach:PRC 
‘He’s teaching them.’   
 
2.3.2. Third Person Plural Subjects and Local Person Objects  
All transitive verbs use Set B prefixes to reference a combination of a non-
local (third person) singular subject and a local object. In (47a) a first person is acting 
on a third person and the Set A prefix is used, while in (47b) a third person is acting 
on a first person, thereby triggering the Set B prefix. 
 
47) a.  Gq\TU  
jikohwthiha 
ji-kohwthiha  
1A-see:PRC 
‘I see it.’ 
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b.   afq\TU  
aakikohwthiha 
aki-kohwthiha  
1B-see:PRC 
‘She sees me.’ 
 
If the subject is plural third person and the object a local person a special set of 
prefixes is used based on the Set B prefixes. The prefixes were introduced in the 
previous chapter and are shown again in Table 3 below.  
 
TABLE 3: PLURAL SUBJECT PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
 SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 
First Person Object kvvki-/kvvkw- kookinii- kookii- 
Second Person Object keeja- keestii- keejii- 
First and Second Person Object  keekinii- keekii- 
 
A few examples of verbs with the plural subject pronominal prefixes are furnished in 
(48). In these examples the verb ‘to help’ is shown in its Present Continuous, 
Incompletive, Immediate, Completive, and Deverbal Noun stems, respectively. 
Vowel deletion triggered by the inherent /h/ of the /s/ suppresses the final short vowel 
of the prefix in (48a) and (48b).  
 
48) a.   bEs[lUs 
keetsteelihas 
keeja-steeliha=s  
3.PL/2 -help:PRC=Q 
‘Are they helping you?’   
 
b.   ^    Izfs[lsq 
thla yikvvksteeliisko 
thla yi-kvvki-steeliisk-oi 
NEG IRR-3.PL/1-help:INC-HAB 
‘They don’t help me.’   
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c.   qfs[w 
kookiisteela 
kookii-steela  
3.PL/2.DL.EX -help:IMM 
‘They just helped us.’  
 
d.   cbfs[kh 
takeekiisteelvvhi 
ta-keekii-steelvvh-i  
FUT-3.PL/1.PL-help:CMP-MOT    
‘They will help us.’  
 
e.   zfs[ld       a\jl 
kvvkstehlti aawatuuli 
kvvki-stehlt-i aki-atuuliha  
3.PL/1-help:DVN–NOM2   1B-help:PRC  
‘I want them to help me.’  
 
2.3.3. Local Person Subjects and Local Person Objects 
This discussion of Set A and Set B prefixes has dealt with verbs with either 
intransitive verbs or verbs combining a local participant with a non-local participant.. 
Transitive verbs also use Combined prefixes to refer to combinations of subject and 
object where both are local persons. These prefixes, first presented in Chapter 3, are 
shown again in Table 4.  Three examples of their use are in (49).  
 
TABLE 4: COMBINED  PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
  SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 
First Person Subject/ 
Second Person Object 
kvv-/kvvy- stvv-/ stvvy- iijvv-/ iijvvy- 
Second Person Subject/ 
First Person Object 
ski-/skw- skinii-/ skin- iiskii-/ iiskiiy- 
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These prefixes are used on all stems. In (49a) the Combined person prefix kvv- 
indicates that a first person is the subject and a second person is the object and is used 
on a Present Continuous stem; in (49b) the same prefix appears on the Completive 
stem, and in (49c) it attaches to the Deverbal Noun stem.  
 
49) a. zq\TU 
kvvkoohwthiha  
kvv-koohwthiha 
1/2-see:PRC  
‘I am seeing you.’ 
 
b. zqHi 
kvvkoohvvi 
kvv-kooh-vvi  
1/2-see:CMP-EXP   
‘I saw you.’ 
 
c.   aQjl       zq\rd 
aawatuuli  kvvkoohwthvhti 
aki-atuuliha  kvv-koohwthvht-i   
1B-see:PRC  1/2-see:DVN-NOM2 
‘I want to see you’  
 
These same verb stems are shown in (50) with a Combined prefix indicating a second 
person subject acting on a first person object. 
 
50) a. sfq\TU 
skikoohwthiha  
ski-koohwthiha 
2/1-see:PRC  
‘You see me.’ 
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b. sgqHi 
skikoohvvi 
ski-kooh-vvi  
2/1-see:CMP-EXP   
‘You saw me.’ 
 
c.   aQjl       sfq\rd 
aawatuuli  skikoohwthvhti 
aki-atuuliha  ski-koohwthvht-i   
1B-see:PRC  2/1-see:DVN-NOM2 
‘I want you to see me.’ 
 
2.3.4. Object Focus (O)  
   A special set of person prefixes appears on normally transitive verbs to 
indicate that the subject is put in the background or is unknown or unimportant. The 
prefixes are shown in Table 6. To indicate that there is an Object Focus, the 
abbreviation (O) appears in place of the abbreviation indicating Set A or Set B. Three 
examples are in (51).  
 
51) a.    ^     xQ4lstm 
thla yvvkwatoohlstanv 
thla yi-vki-atoohlstan-vvi   
 NEG    IRR-1O-loan:CMP-EXP 
‘It wasn’t loaned to me.’  
 
b.   bGsgk; 
keejiiskahljv 
keejii-skahlj-vvi 
3O.PL -bite:CMP-EXP 
‘They had been bitten.’  
 
c.   eEqlBgs 
eejakooliyeekas 
eeja-kooliy-eeka=s  
2O-examine:CMP-AND:PRC=Q    
‘Are you going to be examined?’  
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TABLE 6: OBJECT FOCUS PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
 SINGULAR DUAL PLURAL 
First Person vvki-/vkw- ookinii- ookii- 
Second Person eeja- eestii- eejii- 
First and Second Person  eekinii- eekii- 
Third person aji-/ak- - keejii-/keek- 
 
2.3.5. Summary of Transitive Verb Prefixes 
Because there are so many possible pronominal prefixes that can appear on 
transitive verbs, it is useful to review the prefixes that are used with transitive verbs. 
In (52)-(57) there are examples of different person prefixes on the transitive verb –
akahthoosta ‘to look at, gawk at.’ Like most transitive verbs, this verb uses Set A 
prefixes. Note the laryngeal alternation and subsequent lack of vowel deletion in 
(53a). 
  
52) –akahthoosta with Set A Pronominal Prefixes 
 
a. Ug4sc   
hakhthoosta 
hi-akahthoosta 
2A-look.at:PRC       
‘You’re looking at it.’ 
 
b.   scg4sc  stakhthoosta  ‘You two are looking at it.’ 
c.   iEg4sc  iijakhthoosta  ‘Y’all are looking at it.’ 
 
53) –akahthoosta with Set A animate Pronominal Prefixes 
 
a. hyg4sc   
hiiyakaathoosta  
hii-akahthoosta  
2A.AN-look.at:PRC    
‘You’re looking at her.’ 
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b.   scg4sc  eestakhthoosta  ‘You two are looking at her.’ 
c.   iEg4sc  eejakhthoosta  ‘Y’all are looking at her.’ 
 
 
54) –akahthoosta with Set B Pronominal Prefixes 
 
a. Eg4sc   
jakhthoosta  
ja-akahthoosta  
2B-look.at:PRC    
‘She’s looking at you.’ 
 
b.   scg4sc  stakhthoosta  ‘She’s looking at you two.’ 
c.   iEg4sc  iijakhthoosta ‘She’s looking at y’all.’ 
 
55) –akahthoosta with Plural third person subject/local object  Pronominal 
Prefixes 
 
a. bEg4sc   
keejakhthoosta 
keejii-akahthoosta    
3.PL/2-look.at:PRC    
‘They’re looking at you.’ 
 
b.   bscg4sc           keestakhthoosta      ‘They’re looking at you two.’ 
c.   bEg4sc  keejakhthoosta    ‘They’re looking at y’all.’  
 
56) –akahthoosta with Combined Pronominal Prefixes 
 
a.   sQg4sc   
skwakhthoosta   
ski-akahthoosta  
2/1-look.at:PRC    
‘You are looking at me.’ 
 
b. zyg4sc  kvvyakaathoosta ‘I’m looking at you.’ 
c.   sryg4sc stvvyakaathoosta  ‘I am looking at you two.’  
       ‘We two are looking at you two.’ 
‘We two are looking at you.’ 
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57) –akahthoosta with Object Focus Pronominal Prefixes 
 
a. eEg4sc   
eejakhthoosta 
eja-akahthoosta 
2O-look.at:PRC      
‘You’re being looked at’ 
 
b.   escg4sc eestakhthoosta  ‘You two are being looked at.’ 
c.   eEg4sc  eejakhthoosta ‘Y’all are being looked at.’ 
 
 
3. VERB STEMS 
Cherokee uses different stems to express different grammatical information 
about the tense, aspect, and mood in which the verb is taking place. ‘Tense’ refers to 
the time frame relative to the moment of speaking and indicates if an action is 
happening in the past, present, or future. ‘Aspect’ refers to the manner in which the 
action is performed; e.g. if it is completed or in progress. ‘Mood’ indicates the 
speaker’s attitudes towards the event described by the verb; this concept includes 
ability and obligation as well as the degree of certainty a speaker has of an event. The 
three concepts of tense, aspect, and mood are connected in Cherokee and there is no 
single element that expresses only one of these concepts. For example, the Present 
Continuous Stem indicates an action that is taking place or a state that is existence at 
the moment the speaker is describing it.4 This stem contains both tense and aspect 
information: the tense is Present, and the aspect is Continuous. The Incompletive 
Stem indicates that the action, whether it be past, present, or future time, is a habitual 
activity (when used with the Habitual suffix) or, when used with the either of the past 
suffixes or the Absolute Future suffix, is ongoing and not completed.5 The Immediate 
Stem either indicates an action that took place in the immediate past or is used to give 
a command. The Set A verbs use Set A prefixes for these three stems. In the last two 
stems the Set A prefixes are not used unless they are the special forms referencing an 
animate object. The Completive stem is used for actions that take place in the past as 
well as the future. The Deverbal Noun Stem is used to indicate ability or obligation, it 
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also serves as the base for forming many derived nouns.6 Verbs in nominal clauses 
often appear in their Deverbal Noun form. 
These stems consist of the root, or verb itself, plus a suffix that adds aspectual 
meaning. Most verbs have five stems. An example of the verb ‘to arrive’ is shown in 
(58). Note that the first three example sentences have Set A prefixes; the last two are 
in the Completive and Deverbal Noun and have Set B prefixes.  
 
58) The five stems of  -luhka ‘to arrive’        
a.  -luhka    Present Continuous Stem 
i/Mg        
iiniiluhka 
iinii-luhka  
1A.DL-arrive:PRC 
‘You and I are arriving.’  
 
b.   -luhk-      Incompletive Stem     
i/Mqi   
iiniiluhkooi    
iinii-luhk-oi    
1A.DL-arrive:INC-HAB 
‘You and I arrive.’  
 
c.   -luhki     Immediate Stem          
i/Mf     
iiniiluhki    
iinii-luhki     
1A.DL-arrive:IMM 
‘You and I (just) arrived.’ 
 
d.   -luhj-      Completive Stem        
f/M;    
kiniiluhjvvi   
kinii-luhj-vvi    
1B.DL-arrive:CMP-EXP 
‘You and I arrived.’ 
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e.   -luhist-   Deverbal Noun Stem   
f/Mhsd   
kiniiluhisti 
kinii-luhist-i  
1B.DL-arrive:DVN-NOM2 
‘For you and I to arrive.’ 
 
These five stems contain information that relates to tense as well as aspect. 
While tense refers to when the action was done, aspect focuses on the completion of 
the action. The stem is therefore a combination of the root itself (the meaning) and 
other elements that give a give stem its particular shape. In this work the verb stem is 
treated as a single unit, partly because it is often problematic to separate the root and 
the aspect suffix. As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the only extensive 
analysis of verb stems into roots and aspect suffixes is in King (1975:71-9) and Cook 
(1979:97-119). In both cases they organize the verbs into numerous classes and 
subclasses based on the final segment of the root and the five aspect suffixes that 
accompany it. For example, King has eleven classes. The third class is itself 
composed of 3 subclasses; the first of these is further divided into 3 further sub-
classes. In total there are 28 possible combinations. Given this complexity, it seems 
simpler to present each verb as appearing in five different forms, that is, a citation 
form (the Present Continuous stem minus the pronominal prefix) and the four other 
stems. 
 
3.1 PRESENT CONTINUOUS (PRC) 
 The Present Continuous stem indicates an action or state is happening at the 
time of speaking. These stems end in an -a or-i that is typically dropped in everyday 
speech.7 The Present Continuous and Immediate stems are the two stems that do not 
take final suffixes. Three examples of the Present Continuous stem are given in (61); 
the first two verbs are activities, while the third is a state.  
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59) Examples of Present Continuous Stems  
 
a.   edgTy 
eetikhthiiya 
eetii-kahthiiya 
1A.PL.AN-wait.for:PRC 
‘We’re waiting for her.’ 
 
b.  UdC 
hathli 
hi-atihthli 
2A-run:PRC 
‘You are running.’ 
 
c.   ux6 
uuhyvvtla 
uu-hyvvtla  
3B-be.cold:PRC 
‘It’s cold.’ 
  
In this grammar the Present Continuous stem is treated as the citation form of the 
verb. 
  
3.2 INCOMPLETIVE (INC) 
The Incompletive stem indicates that the action is not completed. It is the 
second aspect stem listed in the five verb stems and is shown in its bare form; that is, 
a final suffix still needs to be added to this stem to make a complete verb. Unlike the 
Present Continuous stem, the Incompletive has four different final suffixes that can 
attach to it. In (60a) the Habitual (HAB) prefix and the Incompletive stem together 
denote an ongoing activity that could include the past, present, and future. The 
Experienced Past (EXP) prefix together with the Incompletive in (60b) indicates an 
ongoing activity in the past of which the speaker has personal knowledge; the 
example in (60c) has the same tense and aspect frame as (60b), but the Non-
experienced Past (NXP) suffix indicates that the speaker has not directly witnessed the 
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event and is stating what has been reported by others. In (60d) the Absolute Future 
suffix (AFT) denotes an activity that will be ongoing in the future through the volition 
of the participant.  
 
60)  Incompletive stem of ‘to speak’ with different final suffixes 
 
a.   a/O/sqi 
aaniiwooniiskooi 
anii-wooniisk-oi    
3A.PL-talk:INC-HAB 
‘They talk (maybe not right now, but typically, habitually).’ 
 
b.   a/O/szi 
aaniiwooniiskvvi 
anii-wooniisk-vvi   
3A.PL-talk:INC-EXP 
‘They were talking (I saw them).’ 
 
c.   a/O/sbi 
aaniiwooniiskeei 
anii-wooniisk-ei    
3A.PL-talk:INC-NXP 
‘They were talking (somebody told me).’ 
 
d.   a/O/sbsd 
aaniiwooniiskeesti 
anii-wooniisk-eesti    
3A.PL-talk:INC-AFT 
‘They will be talking.’ 
 
 
3.3 IMMEDIATE (IMM) 
 The Immediate Stem presents an action that took place in the immediate past; 
it can also be used as a command to express an action that should be done in the 
immediate future. When used with the Irrealis prepronominal prefix, it expresses an 
action that will take place in the very near future. Scancarelli observes that these 
stems ‘present telic events (events with endpoints) as wholes’ (2005:366).8 Four 
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examples of the immediate past use are in (61a) through (61d).  As these examples 
show, Immediate stems unpredictably end in either an -a or -i.  
 
61) a. GYlg 
jiiyooliika  
jii-oolihka  
1A.AN-greet:IMM 
‘I (just now) greeted him.’ 
 
b. fw\=sd  oE>n 
kilawayuust  oojaleena  
kilawayuusti  oojii-aleena  
moment.ago    1A.PL.EX-start(T):IMM 
‘We just started.’ 
 
c.   g4 a/rg 
kato aantvvka 
kato anii-atvvka  
what   3A.PL-do:IMM 
‘What did they do?’ 
 
d.   g<n 
kahlvvna 
ka-hlvvna  
3A-sleep:IMM 
‘He just went to sleep.’ 
 
The Immediate is also used to form commands. As pointed out by Cook (1979:92), 
the command form has a higher tone on the final vowel than the immediate past from. 
This higher tone is represented by a double accent over the final vowel (COM). These 
two different pronunciations are contrasted in the three pairs in (62) through (64). 
 
62) a. gq aHg 
kaako aahvvka 
kaako a-hvvka 
who    3A-set.down:IMM 
‘Who set it down?’  
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b. hHg 
hihvvka 
hi-hvvka 
2A-set.down:IMM(COM) 
‘Set it down!’  
 
63) a.   -rg 
hnatvvka  
ni-hi-atvvka  
PRT-2A-do:IMM 
‘You just did it’  
 
c. -rg 
hnatvvka 
ni-hi-atvvka   
PRT-2A-do:IMM(COM) 
‘Do it!’  
 
64) a.   Gq[f 
jiikhooteki 
ji-hkhooteki  
1A-shovel:IMM 
‘I just shoveled.’  
 
b.   Gq[f 
jiikhooteki 
ji-hkhooteki  
1A-shovel:IMM(COM) 
‘Let me shovel.’ 
 
The Immediate is also used to refer to events that will take place in the immediate 
future. For this meaning it is used with the Irrealis prepronominal prefix yi-. Two 
examples are in (65). 
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65) a.   Inrg   ada 
yinaatvvk  aati 
yi-ni-a-atvvka  a-atia 
 IRR-PRT-3A-do:IMM 3A-say:PRC 
‘He will do it he says.’ 
 
b.   IjyPE     Igmf~ 
yituuyaweej      yikanvvkikwu 
yi-tee-uu-yaweej-a     yi-ka-nvvki=kwu 
IRR-DST-3B-be.tired:CMP\SUB-TAV IRR-3A-fall:IMM=DT 
‘When he gets tired, he’ll just fall.’ (Chapter 9.3:56)  
 
The Immediate is the third stem listed in the five stems of the verb. It is one of the 
two verb stems that do not take a final suffix; the other stem is the Present 
Continuous. Frequently the Immediate stem will look like a shortened form of the 
Present Continuous stem, as in (66b), or will differ from that stem only in tone and 
the final vowel, as in (66a) and (66c). 
 
66) Comparison of Present Continuous and Immediate Stems  
a.   gO/U kawooniiha  ‘He (just) talked.’ 
gO/U kawooniha   ‘He is talking.’ 
 
b.   adt  atiitha    ‘He drank it (just now/just a moment ago).’ 
adtsg atiithaska  ‘He is drinking it.’ 
c.   gmf  kanvvki   ‘He fell (just now/just a moment ago).’ 
gmg kanvvka   ‘He is falling.’ 
 
Verbs without built-in endpoints (i.e. non-telic verbs) do not have Immediate stem 
forms. (67) is a list of some of these verbs. 
 
67) Verbs lacking an Immediate stem (Feeling 1975a) 
-hyeha  ‘to hold in one’s hand’ 
-aai  ‘to walk’ 
-kahthaha ‘to know how’ 
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-svvska  ‘to smell (intrans)’ 
-nvhka  ‘to be lying down’ 
-eeha  ‘to live’ 
-ataa  ‘to be hanging’ 
 
The Immediate stem takes two distinct forms of the Distributive (DST) prefix.  If a 
past or future meaning is intended, the form tee- is used (68a), while the form ti- 
(DST2) is used when the Immediate has a command meaning (68b).  
 
68) a.  fwX      [hqlg 
khilawu        teehikooliiya 
khila=kwu      tee-hi-kooliiya  
just.now=DT               DST-2A-examine:IMM       
‘You just examined them.’  
 
b.   Tqly 
thikooliiya 
ti-hi-kooliiya 
DST2-2A-examine:IMM(COM) 
‘Examine them!’  
 
The ti- form of the Distributive appears on all Deverbal Nouns, adjectives, and most 
derived nouns. Because its appearance is based on the grammatical context, it is 
distinguished from the tee- prefix by the abbreviation DST2.  
 
 
3.4 COMPLETIVE (CMP) 
The fourth stem, the Completive Stem, indicates a completed action. Like the 
Incompletive, it can be used with at three different suffixes: Experienced Past –vvi, 
Non-experienced Past –ei, and Absolute Future –eesti.9  In (69a) it appears 
with the Experienced Past (EXP) final suffix –vvi to express that the action is 
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completed and that the action took place in the past. Its use with the Non-experienced 
Past (NXP) suffix, as in (69b), indicates the same time and aspect frame, but with the 
added information that the speaker obtained this information from some other party. 
Finally, in (69c) the Absolute Future (AFT) suffix expresses the notion that the action 
will be completed at some time in the future. 
 
69)  The Completive stem of -wooniha with three final suffixes  
a.   u/O/9i 
uuniiwoonisvvi 
uunii-woonis-vvi    
3B.PL-talk:CMP-EXP 
‘They talked.’ 
 
b.   u/O/Si 
uuniiwooniseei 
uunii-woonis-ei    
3B.PL-talk:CMP-NXP 
‘They talked (somebody told me).’ 
 
c.   u/O/Ssd 
uuniiwooniseesti 
uunii-woonis-eesti   
3B.PL-talk:CMP-AFT 
‘They will have talked.’  
 
It is important to remember that what is a Set A prefix in other stems becomes a Set B 
prefix in the Completive. For example, the verb -ahlikia ‘to have a nightmare’ is 
an intransitive Set A verb; its designation as Set A means that it takes the Set A prefix 
in the Present Continuous, Incompletive and Immediate, but the Set B in the 
Completive stem and some Deverbal Noun stems. These five forms are compared in 
(70). 
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70)  Five stems of -ahlikia ‘to have a nightmare’ 
a.  UCfa   
hahlikia  
hi-ahlikia  
2A-have.nightmare:PRC   
‘You are having a nightmare.’ 
 
b.  UCfsqi   
hahlikiiskooi   
hi-ahlikiisk-oi  
2A-have.nightmare:INC-HAB  
‘You have a nightmare.’ 
 
c.  UCf    
hahliki  
hi-ahliki  
2A-have.nightmare:IMM  
‘You (just) had a nightmare’ 
 
d.  ECf9i    
jahlikiisvvi   
ja-athlikiis-vvi  
2B-have.nightmare:CMP-EXP  
‘You had a nightmare.’  
 
e.   ECfsd     ^     yQjl    
jahlikiisti   thla yakwatuuli 
ja-ahlikiist-i   thla yi-aki-atuuli 
2B-have.nightmare:DVN-NOM2  NEG       IRR-1B-want:PRC  
‘I don’t want for you to have a nightmare.’  
 
The Set A inanimate object prefixes never appear on the Completive stem when it is 
expressing past tense. The other sets of prefixes-Set A animate object prefixes, 
Combined prefixes, and Object Focus prefixes-can appear.  
In addition to the four final suffixes describe above there are various suffixes 
that convert the verb into an adverb that modifies another verb. For example, the 
Deverbalizer (DVB) suffix in (71a) indicates an activity ‘learning’ that modifies the 
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main verb ‘growing up.’ In (71) a Temporal Adverbalizer (TAV) suffix –a and a 
highfall tone indicating subordination (SUB) appear on the Completive stem. This 
construction serves as an adverbial by establishing a time frame for the main clause to 
which it is attached. These constructions will be explored in Chapter 8.   
 
71) a.   ay   aQr9    aQ[]Qvi 
aya   aakwathvsv    akwateehlokwavvi 
aya    aki-athvs-vvi  aki-ateehlokwa-vvi 
1PRO  1B-grow(I):PRF-EXP 1B-learn(T):INC-DVB 
‘I grew up learning it.’ (Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
 
b.   a[w  uqU   g4h  aH uf9i 
ateel  uukooha   katoohi  aahv uukisvvi 
ateela  uu-kooh-a   katoohi  aahv uu-kis-vvi 
money        3A-see:CMP\SUB-TAV         on.the.ground  there 3B-pick.up:CMP-EXP 
‘When he saw money on the ground, he picked it up.’ (Feeling 1975a:16)   
 
 
If the meaning is a present or future ‘whenever/if’, the Irrealis prepronominal prefix 
yi- is attached to the beginning of the verb. This construction will be further 
discussed in Chapter 6.  
The Completive stem is also used as a base for a future construction. This 
construction uses the prepronominal Future prefix ta- and the Motion suffix –i. This 
way of forming the future will be discussed in Chapter 6. An example is below in 
(72). 
 
72) cf/yl 
takiniihyali 
ta-kinii-hyal-i 
FUT-1B.DL-search.for:CMP-MOT    
‘You and I will search for it.’  
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In addition to these constructions, the Completive stem also acts as a base for most of 
the derivational suffixes. These constructions will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
 
3.5 DEVERBAL NOUN (DVN) 
Like the Completive, the Deverbal Noun Stem usually uses Set B prefixes on 
normally Set A verbs. This stem does not express tense, but rather serves as a base for 
various functions. Two important functions are to express the obligation to do 
something or the ability to do something. A pair exemplifying these usages is in (73); 
the stems are almost identical in form, but the construction expressing obligation has 
a highfall tone (MOD) on the rightmost long vowel. The suffix for the obligation 
construction is the Nominalizer (NOM) –i, while the ability construction has the 
Nominalizer (NOM2) - i(-iii). Both constructions have the same syllabary 
spelling. 
 
73) a.   osc  dfZfsd 
oosta   tiikhinookiisti 
oosta  ti-aki-hnookiist-i 
good  DST2-1B-sing:DVN-NOM2 
‘I sing well’, ‘My ability to sing is good.’  
 
c.   osc  dfZfsd 
oosta  tiikhinookiisti  
oosta  ti-aki-hnookiist-i  
good   DST2-1B-sing:DVN\MOD-NOM 
‘I must sing well.’  
 
Because the short form of NOM2 is usually used, the two usages will often appear 
identical. Even though it is written the same as the verb in (74a), there is a difference 
in tone on the verb itself in (74b).  
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74) a.   #Zfsd    uk?d    
juuhnookiisti  uulvvkhwti 
ti-uu-hnookiist-i uu-lvvkwohti  
DST2-3B-sing:DVN-NOM2 3B-like:PRC 
‘He likes to sing.’  
 
b.   #Zfsd  
juuhnookiisti 
ti-uu-hnookiist-i   
DST2-3B-sing:DVN\MOD-NOM 
‘He has to sing.’ 
 
Two more examples of the contrasting tone are in (75); in the first example the 
Deverbal Noun is the object of a main verb (which is typically in its short form, as it 
is here), while in the second example the obligation use inserts a highfall on the 
rightmost long vowel.  
 
75) a.  a\jl   afpG]sd 
aawatuuli  akhineejiiloosti 
aki-atuuliha  aki-hneej-iiloost-i 
1B-want:PRC   1B-speak:CMP-RPT:DVN-NOM2 
‘I want to speak over and over.’  
 
b.   afpG]sd 
akhineejiiloosti 
aki-hneej-iiloost-i 
1B-speak:CMP–RPT:DVN\MOD-NOM 
‘I have to speak over and over.’ (Cook 1975:142) 
 
The Modal highfall tone (MOD) that occurs on the Deverbal Noun expressing 
obligation, seen above in (75b), must appear on the rightmost long vowel. For a few 
verbs this requirement will put the tone on the pronominal prefix, an example of 
which is in (76a). For comparison the nominal clause use of this same verb stem is 
given in (76b).  
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76) a.  unlscxd      
uunalstayhti  
uunii-ali-stayht-i 
3B.PL\MOD-MDL-fix.a.meal:DVN-NOM 
‘They have to eat.’  
 
b.   unlscxd       unjl 
uunalstahyti  uuntuuli 
uunii-ali-stahyt-i uunii-atuuliha 
3B.PL-MDL-fix.a.meal:DVN-NOM2 3B.PL-want:PRC 
‘They want to eat.’  
 
When used with the Negative Time prepronominal prefix kaa- (NGT), this same 
construction with the highfall tone (MOD) indicates ‘can VERB.’ In (77) this 
construction appears twice; each time it combines with uu- to form kvvwa-. This 
prefix is discussed in Chapter 6. 
 
77) jZS>                /z\rd               bH          
tuuhnooseele       nikvvwatvvhnt       keehv      
tee-uu-hnooseel-ei ni-kaa-uu-atvvhnt-i   keeh-vvi  
DST-3B-tell:CMP-EXP              PRT-NGT-3B-do:DVN\MOD-NOM    be:CMP-EXP\SUB 
 
z\c:hsd                  bH 
kvvwataathloohist         keehv 
kaa-uu-ataat-athloohist-i     keehvvi 
NGT-3B-RFL-beat.in.race:DVN\MOD-NOM       be:CMP-EXP     
‘He told them what he could do for him to be able to beat him.’  
(Chapter 9.3:11-13) 
  
As seen above, the Deverbal Noun stem allows the verb to serve as the subject or 
object of another verb. This use is further exemplified below in (78) and will be 
explained in greater depth in Chapter 7. 
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78) a.   usjisd     ujl   KpAi 
uustuiisti  uutuuli   khaneesai 
uu-stuiist-i   uu-atuuliha  khaneesai 
3B-open:DVN-NOM2        3B-want:PRC   box 
‘He wants to open the box.’ lit. “He wants to do it, for him to open the box.” 
 
b.   afmkHsq          Ewf   afO/hsd 
aakinvvlvvhvsko    jalak  akiwooniihisti 
aki-nvvlvvhvsk-oi    jalaki  aki-wooniihist-i 
 1B-fail:INC-HAB        Cherokee  1B-speak:DVN-NOM2 
‘I can’t speak Cherokee.’ lit. “I fail at it, for me to speak Cherokee.” 
 
 
The Deverbal Noun can also be used by itself with the meaning of ‘for somebody.’ 
An example is in (79). 
 
79) a.  hin   5fsd 
hiina   jooksti 
hia=na  ja-ookist-i  
 this=F2          2B-smoke:DVN-NOM 
‘This is for you to smoke.’  
 
The Deverbal Noun serves as a base for turning the verb into a noun. This process 
will be discussed in Chapter 7.  
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4. FINAL SUFFIXES 
Three of the five verb stems have final suffixes.10 These suffixes, in 
combination with the stems, provide information about the time of the action (tense) 
as well as if the action is completed or not (aspect). The Incompletive and Completive 
stems have a number of final suffixes that they can take and are therefore listed in 
their bare form.  
 
4.1. HABITUAL (HAB) -oi 
 The Habitual suffix indicates a repeated action. It attaches to the Incompletive 
Stem; these two elements combine to convey an ongoing action that occurs 
habitually. The final vowel of the suffix frequently is dropped in casual speech. Two 
examples are in (80). 
 
80) a.  a[:Qsq 
aatehlkwaasko 
a-atehlokwaask-oi 
3A-learn:INC-HAB       
‘He learns.’  
 
b.   [&zi  cQg4s4i 
teehlkvvi  taawakhthoostooi 
tee-hlkvvi  tee-aki-akahthoost-oi 
DST-tree  DST-1B-look.at:INC-HAB       
‘I look at the trees.’ 
 
The combination of the Incompletive and Habitual can also express a general 
statement; an example is in (81).  
 
81) acm4   =>Wstn         aY!sq       xW 
atanhto  yuuleehwisthana ayoohuusko   yvvw 
a-atanhto yi-uu-aleehwisthan-a a-yoohuusk-oi  yvvwi 
3A-heart         IRR-3B-stop(I):CMP\SUB-TAV    3A-die(human):INC-HAB human 
‘When the heart stops, a person dies.’ (Feeling 1975a:5) 
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Note that English verbs conveying states have an ambiguous time frame. This is not 
the case in Cherokee, as seen in (82). In this example this state is occurring only in 
the moment of speaking. The English translation is vaguer; it could refer to a present 
state as well as a habitual state. 
 
82)  alLlg 
aaliheeliika 
a-aliheeliika 
3A-be.happy:PRC 
‘He’s happy.’ 
 
4.2 EXPERIENCED PAST  (EXP)-vvi 
 The Experienced Past indicates the speaker has first-hand knowledge of an 
event that took place in the past.11 It attaches to the Completive and Incompletive 
stems, as shown in (83).  
 
83) a.  zZAszi 
kvvnoosaskvvi 
ji-vvnoosask-vvi 
1A-sweep:INC-EXP       
‘I was sweeping.’ 
 
b.   zgrcscmi 
kvvkaathvvtaastanvvi 
kvv-kahthvvtaastan-vvi 
1/2-listen:CMP-EXP       
‘I listened to you.’ 
 
Depending on the phonological environment, the tone may vary. The most typical is 
for a rising tone (83) with a high tone appearing less frequently; two examples are in 
(84). This difference is due to high tone spread, a phenomenon that is discussed in 
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Chapter 2. In both cases the high tone at the end of the stem spreads to the right and 
onto the final suffix.  
 
84) a.   cQ[Ymi 
taakwateehyoohnvvi 
tee-aki-ataa-eehyoohn-vvi 
DST-1B-MDL-teach(T):CMP-EXP 
‘I taught.’ 
b.   aQlsr&mi 
aakwalstvvhlunvvi 
aki-alistvvhlun-vvi  
1B-sit.down:CMP-EXP    
‘I sat down.’   
 
 This tonal difference is frequently neutralized in the spoken language as the final 
vowel is usually dropped.  
 
4.3 NON-EXPERIENCED PAST (NXP) -ei 
The Non-experienced Past suffix indicates an action in the past that the speaker has 
not witnessed, either because he or she was physically absent or the event has not 
actually taken place.12 In (85a) is an example of the Experienced Past; the first person 
prefix and the lack of negation (the event actually did take place) require this suffix. 
The verb in (85b), however, could take either suffix; in this case the use of the Non-
experienced past is an indication that the speaker was told about the event by 
someone else.  
 
85) a.   a~h]v 
aakwuuhiiloov 
aki-uuhiiloo-vvi 
1B-wash(T):CMP-EXP 
 ‘I washed it.’  
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b.   uXh]e 
uuwuuhiilooe 
uu-uhiiloo-ei 
3B-wash(T):CMP-NXP 
‘He washed it.’  
 
This suffix displays the same tone pattern as the Habitual: it is underlyingly a 
short high tone, but if there is not a preceding high tone, it automatically lengthens. It 
will also lengthen is there is a preceding high tone, provided that it is two moras long. 
Two examples of the suffix with the short vowel are in (86); in the first example it is 
preceded by a rising tone (a two-mora vowel, with a high tone on the second mora), 
while in the second example it is preceded by a short high vowel (a single mora). 
 
86) a.  u^qSi 
uutlakoosei 
uu-atlakoos-ei 
3B-scratch:CMP-EXP       
‘He scratched it.’  
 
b.   g4 usd    ;/>i    
kato uusti jvvhnilei     
kato uusti ja-vvhnil-ei     
what something    2B-hit:CMP-NXP     
‘What did you hit?’  
 
As with the suffixes -vvi and -oi, the last vowel is often dropped in everyday 
speech and the long/short difference is not heard. 
As shown in (87), the Non-experienced Past suffix attaches to both the 
Completive and Incompletive stems. 
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87) Non-experienced Past suffix on Completive and Incompletive stems 
a. a/Bbi     
aaniiyeekeei    
anii-yeek-ei    
3A.PL-wake(I):INC-NXP       
‘They were waking up.’ 
 
 b.   u/B]i 
uuniiyeejeei 
uunii-yeej-ei 
3B.PL-wake(I):CMP-NXP       
‘They woke up.’ 
 
Because this final suffix implies that the speaker was not present for the event 
described, it is frequently used to ask a question about a past event. As with the 
Experienced Past, in spoken Cherokee it is more common to hear only the initial 
vowel of the suffix. An example is in (88).  
 
88) hw= EMb 
hilayu jaluhke 
hilayu ja-luhk-ei 
when 2B-arrive:CMP-NXP 
‘When did you arrive?’ 
 
Clitics can attach to the shortened version of the suffix. Clitics are short particles that 
can attach to the end of a word; unlike suffixes, they can attach to any part of speech, 
be it a noun, verb, or adjective. These elements are presented in detail in Chapter 3. In 
(89) the question clitic appears immediately after the shortened form of the Non-
experienced Past. 
 
89) sf/gTBs 
skiniikaathiiyes 
skinii-kahthiiy-ei=s 
2/1.DL-wait:CMP-NXP=Q 
‘Did you wait for us two?’ 
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Because this suffix refers to non-experienced events, it is also used if the verb is 
negated, as in (90a), or with contrary-to-fact situations, as in (90b).  
 
90) a.  ^       y?l}i 
  thla   yaakwohljeei 
thla   yi-aki-olihj-ei 
 NEG       IRR-1B-understand:CMP-NXP 
‘I didn’t understand’ 
 
b.   dQrd      IbS    gl5[  yf\S 
tiiwatvvti    yikeese     kahljoote yakhiwaase  
ti-aki-atvvti  yi-kees-ei kahljoote yi-aki-hwaas-ei 
DST2-1B-rich              IRR-be:INC-NXP     house     IRR-1B-buy:CMP-EXP 
‘If I had been rich I would’ve bought a house.’  
 
4.4 ABSOLUTE FUTURE (AFT) -eesti 
This suffix indicates an action that will be performed.13 It attaches to Completive 
and Incompletive stems to indicate a future action.  Three examples are in (91). In the 
second example the Absolute Future attaches to a Completive stem; this usage of the 
Completive allows the Set A prefixes to be used for Set A verbs. 
 
91) a.  u/YRsbsd 
uuniiyoosiskeesti 
uunii-yoosisk-eesti 
3B.PL-be.hungry:INC-AFT 
‘They will be hungry’ 
 
b.   iEg4s[sd 
iijakhthoosteesti 
iijii-akahthoost-eesti 
2A.PL-look.at:INC-AFT 
‘Look at me!’ 
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c.   i=Z    igjlsbsd     
iyuuhnoo  iikatuuliiskeest  
iyuuhnoo  iikii-atuuliisk-eesti  
 if                     3B.PL-want:IMP-AFT\SUB           
 
iglRm4d   o/   Grni 
iikalsintohti   ooni  jitvvna  
iikii-alisintoht-i  ooni  ji-ta-anii-aa-i  
1B.PL-save:DVN-NOM2 behind     REL-FUT-3A.PL-walk:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘…if we will want to save it [the Cherokee language] for future generations.’  
(Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
This suffix is also used for forming commands for verbs which are 
semantically incapable of forming an Immediate stem; i.e. verbs whose meaning does 
not include an endpoint. Two examples are in (92).  
 
92) a.  Ercs[sd 
tsthvtasteesti 
ja-hthvtast-eesti 
 2B-listen:INC-AFT 
‘Listen!’ 
 
b.   Vsdwhy  GszCZVsd 
hleestilahiya jiiskvvhlnohleesti 
hleestilahiya jii-skvv-hlnohl-eesti 
never   NGI-2/1.PL-talk:CMP-AFT 
‘Never talk to us again.’  
 
Another way of forming the future in Cherokee is with a prepronominal prefix and 
Motion suffix. This second construction will be explained in Chapter 6.  
 
4.5 FUTURE IMPERATIVE (FIM) -vvi 
This suffix attaches to the Completive stem and expresses a command for an 
action that will occur further in the future than with the Immediate command or 
Absolute Future suffix command.  Scancarelli refers to this as the ‘gentle imperative’ 
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(2005:369); Cook calls it a ‘mild imperative’(Cook 1979:128). Three examples are in 
(93). 
 
93) a.iL4ki 
iiheetoolvvi 
ii-hi-eetool-vvi 
ITR-2A-walk.around-FIM 
‘You come again.’  
 
b.4ncqHi 
 toonataakoohvvi 
 tee-ii-iinii-ataat-kooh-vvi  
DST-ITR-FUT-1A.DL-RFL-see:CMP-FIM  
‘Let’s see each other again!’  
 
c. {9hc    L4k       tlp        iL4ki 
suusvvhita heetoolv   thaliine    iiheetoolvvi 
  suusvvhita hi-eetool-vvi thali-iineei ii-hi-eetool-vvi 
night        2A-walk.around:CMP-FIM   two-ORD   ITR-2A-walk.around:CMP-DVB
 ‘Stay overnight the next time you come’ (Feeling 1975a:155)  
 
This suffix is distinct from the Experienced Past suffix in that it always has a long 
low tone; moreover, this suffix almost always appears in its full form. 
 
5. CLASSIFICATORY VERBS 
The classificatory verbs have distinctive forms depending on what type of 
object they occur with. These types of verbs are found in various Native American 
languages, especially in languages from the Athabaskan family. One of the 
Athabaskan languages, Western Apache, distinguishes thirteen different categories of 
objects (Mithun 1999:106). Cherokee has five categories of classificatory verbs.  The 
five categories are solid, liquid, living, long, and flexible; these terms are from Pulte 
and Feeling (1975:303). The five categories, with example objects, are exemplified in 
(94) with the verb ‘to have.’  
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94) The five ‘to have’ verbs 
 
a.  g]@    a7y  
kalookwe  aakwvvya  
kalookwe   aki-vvya  
gun  1B-have(long):PRC 
‘I have a gun’  
 
 
b.  DFl    afKU  
sookwili  aakikhaha 
sookwili  aki-khaha  
horse  1B-have(living):PRC 
‘I have a horse.’ 
 
c.  ug%   afpU  
uukama aakineha 
uukama aki-neha 
soup 1B-have(liquid):PRC 
‘I have soup.’ 
 
d.  a{]    afna 
aasuulo aakinaa 
aasuulo aki-naa 
pants 1B-have(flexible):PRC 
‘I have pants.’ 
 
 e. KlSG   afU  
khalseeji aakiha 
khalseeji aki-ha 
candy  1B-have(solid):PRC 
 ‘I have candy.’ 
  
 
The solid category is also the default category; if an object doesn’t fit anywhere else, 
it goes in this category.14  For example, as seen in (95), a question where the speaker 
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does not know the physical properties of the object would use the solid-specification 
verb. 
 
95) g4  usd   uU  
kato  uusti uuha 
kato  uusti uu-ha 
what     that         3B-have(solid):PRC 
‘What does he have?’ 
 
 
From the above example it will be noted that the verbs usually do not have a distinct 
separable element that indicates the features of the object. In other words, the process 
that produced these words stopped being a productive process a long time ago and 
there is consequently a set number of classificatory verbs. As noted by Blankenship 
(1996), there are certain patterns still apparent. For example, by comparing the set 
below in (95) with the previous set in (96) it will become apparent that an element –
kha- seems to indicate animate objects and an element –neh- indicates liquid 
objects.   
 
96) The Classificatory Verbs (with stems) of ‘to give to somebody’ (Feeling 1975a) 
 
to give (long)   
-teeha/-teeh-/-tiisi/-teel-/-teht- 
 
to give (living)         
-akhaaneha/-akhaaneeh-/-akhaasi/-akhaaneel-/-akhaaneht- 
 
to give (liquid)         
-neehneha/-nehneeh-/-neehvvsi/-neehneel-/-neehneht- 
 
to give (flexible)  
-nvvneha/-nvvneeh-/-nvvsi/-nvvneel-/-nvvheht- 
 
to give (solid)   
-hneha/-hneeh-/-hvsi/-hneel-/-hneht- 
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There are now about 40 sets of classificatory verbs in Cherokee. Many of 
them have to do with handling, manipulating or carrying something. Because the 
exact element that specifies the object features is generally no longer distinguishable, 
the verbs must be simply learned as separate vocabulary items.  
 
6. EXISTENCE AND LOCATION VERBS 
As in many languages, the verb ‘to be’ is irregular. Often it is not needed at all 
in simple phrases that equate a person or thing with a property or characteristic. Such 
a meaning is conveyed by attaching the appropriate pronominal prefix to an adjective 
or noun. (97) has three examples of this type of construction with nouns, and (98) has 
two examples with adjectives. In (98a) the stem begins with a vowel, causing the 
deletion of the final long vowel of the pronominal prefix iikii-. Adjectives usually 
have a highfall tone on the rightmost long vowel; in this case, the only vowel 
available is the initial vowel of the pronominal prefix.  
 
97) Equational phrases with nouns 
 
a.  hEwf  
hijalaki   
hi-jalaki 
2A-Cherokee 
‘You are Cherokee.’ 
 
b. GgngT  
jikanakhthi 
ji-kanakhthi 
1A-doctor  
‘I am a doctor.’ 
 
c.   tlp      osc^mC     _R 
thaliine      oostatthlahnvvthl    moosi 
thalii-ineei  oostii-ataat-thlahnvvthla  moosi 
two-ORD     1A.DL.EX-RFL-brother   Mose 
‘Mose is my cousin’  
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98) Equational phrases with adjectives 
 
a.  igtn    
iikathana  
iikii-athana 
1B.PL-big 
 ‘All of us are big.’ 
 
 
 
 
b. Gg=w   a>  aQl5hc  
jikayuul   ale  awaljoohita 
ji-kayuula  ale  aki-aljoohita 
1A-old   and 1B-fat 
‘I am old and fat.’ 
 
Many expressions that in English consist of the verb ‘to be’ and an adjective are 
simply verbs in Cherokee. Adjectives and other modifiers will be investigated in 
greater detail in Chapter 8.   
The above examples are verbless clauses; that is, the predicate is an adjective 
or a noun. Because verbs are the only part of speech that can fully indicate tense and 
aspect, verbless sentences are assumed to refer to a present time frame. In order to 
indicate other tense and aspect information it is necessary to use a ‘to be’ verb to 
carry this information. In (99) the first example refers to the default present, while in 
the second example the copula ‘to be’ appears to express a past state.  
 
99) a.   osc  oosta   ‘good’, ‘It is good.’ 
b.   osc b9i oosta keesvvi  ‘It was good.’ 
 
The root of the verb ‘to be’ is -k-; it is only used in the third person. It is the only 
verb that appears without a pronominal prefix (It is possible that the /k/ that always 
appears is a frozen third person ka-). All of its stems and final suffixes are listed in 
(100).  
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100) The forms of ‘to be’ 
PRESENT CONTINUOUS                -ka 
INCOMPLETIVE                    -kees-   
IMMEDIATE                       -ki  
COMPLETIVE                        -keeh-  
   
 
In (101) are two examples of different final suffixes with the Future suffix, and in 
(102) are two examples with the Experienced Past suffix. 
 
 
101) a.   osc bSsd oosta   keeseesti ‘It will be good.’ 
b.   a#E bSsd achuuja keeseesti ‘It will be a boy.’  
 
102) a.   osc b9i oosta   keesvvi ‘It was good.’ 
b.   a#E b9i achuuja keesvvi ‘It was a boy.’ 
 
There is no Deverbal Noun stem of ‘to be.’ What is often translated as an infinitive 
‘to be’ is the Deverbal Noun stem of the verb ‘to become.’ An example of this verb is 
in (103) 
 
103) Dplpis  IEls4d      EjlU 
sohnelineeis  yijalstohti  jatuuliha 
sohnela-iineei=s yi-ja-alistoht-i ja-atuuliha 
nine-ORD=Q  IRR-2B-become:DVN-NOM2 2B-want:PRC 
‘Do you want to be the ninth?’ (Feeling 1975a:154) 
  
Because verbless sentences are understood as being present tense, the Present 
Continuous form of ‘to be’ is not necessary in many sentences. It is frequently used, 
however, to make statements more emphatic. An example is in (104). In such 
sentences the speaker indicates that the iika is not necessary. The time frame for 
this sentence is basically present habitual, but speakers who literally translate the 
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copula ‘to be ‘ seem to have in mind a Present Continuous Meaning, often translating 
it  as ‘it is that way.’ 
 
104) oR  ig   Ewf  gpsd 
oosi iika  jalaki  kahnesti 
oosi ii-ka  jalaki  ka-hnest-i 
good      ITR-be:PRC     Cherokee    3A-speak:DVN-NOM2 
‘It’s good to speak Cherokee.’  
 
The Present Continuous and Immediate stems never appear without a prepronominal 
prefix. Usually this prefix is the Iterative (ITR) prepronominal prefix –ii, but 
sometimes this Present Continuous form will appear with the Relativizer (REL) 
prepronominal prefix ji-. In the example in (105) Durbin Feeling translates it with 
the verb ‘to mean.’  
 
105) ogw$%   Gf   fgb  asgy  
  ookalahooma  jiki  kiikake   askaya   
  ookalahooma  ji-ki  kiikake   a-skaya   
Oklahoma        REL-be:IMM  red   3A-man    
 
adU    a/Ec       u/O/hsd 
atiha    aniijahta    uuniiwooniihisti 
a-atiha  anii-jahta     uunii-wooniihist-i 
3A-say:PRC  3A.PL-Choctaw  3B.PL-speak:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘Oklahoma means “red man” in the Choctaw language.’ (Feeling 1975a:150) 
 
The Iterative prefix also appears on the copula when it has the Habitual suffix. An 
example is in (106). This prefix will be discussed in Chapter 6. 
 
106) sFsc    ibD   YcC        c0qi 
skwiista iikeeso   yootaathli taahnuukooi  
skwiista ii-kees-oi  yootaathli taahnuuka-i  
lot                ITR-be:INC-HAB  mistletoe       garfish-LOC 
‘There’s lots of mistletoe in Vian [place of gar].’  
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Besides the ii- and ji-, the Irrealis yi- and the Partitive ni- appear. In (107) are 
three examples of the Irrealis.  In (107a) and (107b) the verb appears in order to carry 
the negation on what would otherwise be a verbless sentence. In (107c) and (107d) 
the negation appears on the Non-experienced Past. 
 
107) a.  ^    osc If 
hla oosta yiki  
hla oosta yi-ki 
NEG     good          IRR-be:IMM 
‘He isn’t good’ 
 
b.   ^   Ewf  gO/sf   If  
hla jalaki  kawooniiski   yiki 
hla jalaki  ka-wooniisk-i   yi-ki 
NEG     Cherokee    3A-speak:INC\AGT-NOM IRR-be:IMM 
‘I’m not a Cherokee speaker.’ 
 
c.   asgy   ^    aEwf   IbSi 
askay    thla ajalaki  yikeeseei 
a-skaya   thla a-jalaki  yi-kees-ei  
3A-man                NEG     3A-Cherokee  IRR-be:INC-NXP  
‘The man was not Cherokee  
 
The example in (108) has three different usages of ‘to be’ with three different 
pronominal prefixes.  
 
108) hin   Gg        m-      ^sf    Ig          mYh      
 hiina jika  nvvhna thlaski yiika       nvvyoohi   
 hiina ji-ka   nvvhna thlaski yi-ii-ka    nvvya-hi   
this=F2    REL-be:PRC     road              not.as           IRR-ITR-be:PRC      rocky-LOC 
 
 Wf    RZ     n  o/     G[4Hi 
 wiki  siihno na oohni jiiteetoohvvi  
 wi-ki  siihno na oohni ji-iitii-eetoohvvi  
TRN-be:IMM   than           that  behind    REL-1A.PL-walk.around:CMP-EXP    
‘This road is less rocky than the one we were on before.’  
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As demonstrated in the previous examples, an important use of the irregular ‘to be’ 
verb is to bear tense, aspect and negation when this information cannot be carried on 
the main part of the sentence. In the first line in (109a) the verb is in the Deverbal 
Noun form to express an obligation to perform the action; this verb is unable to 
appear in the Incompletive stem and with the Habitual suffix that would indicate that 
this is something the speaker does frequently. In the second line ‘to be’ appears again 
to bear the negative meaning. The verb in this case is the object of the main verb ‘to 
tell’ and is in a Deverbal Noun stem; i.e. “for me to speak”; it is followed by the 
copula bearing the Partitive prefix ni- and the Negative Deverbalizer suffix –vvna. 
In (109b) the Deverbal noun stem of  ‘to whoop’ is indicating obligation; in this 
instance the copula appears indicating that the obligation to whoop occurred in the 
past.  
 
109) a.   a7A   aQcZSd      bD   Ypg   
akwvvsa  aakwaataanoseeti  keeso  yoneeka  
aki-vvsa  aki-ataat-noseet-i  kees-oi  yoneeka  
      1B-self  1B-RFL-tell\MOD:DVN-NOM be:INC-HAB English 
 
afO/hsd   /b9n   adsz   _R 
akiwooniihisti   nikeesvvna aakiiskv     mosi 
aki-woonihiist-i      ni-kees-vvna  a-akiisk-vvi   mosi 
1B-speak:DVN -NOM2  PRT-be:INC-NDV    3A-say:INC-EXP          Mose 
‘“I have to tell myself not to speak English,” said Mose.’ 
 
b.   azIZ             XM;   
akvvyiihno      wuuluhjv  
a-kvvyiii=hnoo   wi-uu-luhjvvi           
3A-first=CN                       TRN-3B-arrive:CMP-DVB       
 
gk/da     WKn<r           u4hsd             b9i 
kalvvntia wikhanahlthv      uuthohiisti      keesvvi 
kalvvntia wi-khanahlthvvi  uu-athohiist-i    kees-vvi 
on.top                     TRN-hill                                      3B-whoop:DVN\MOD-NOM     be:INC-EX 
‘The first one arriving at the top of the hill was to whoop.’  (Chapter 9.1:11-12)    
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Many location expressions that in English use the verb ‘to be’ take a verb with a more 
specific meaning in Cherokee. In (110a) the cat ‘sits’ on the table, while in (110b) the 
book ‘lies’ on the table. In (110c) and (110d) the object is the same, but the difference 
is in elevation. 
 
110) a.  gsfk     uO^       PA 
kaaskilv    uuwoohla     weesa 
kaaskil-i   uu-oohla   weesa  
table-LOC         3B-be.sitting:PRC  cat 
‘The cat is on the table’  
 
b.   dqPw    gsfk     [gn 
tikoohweela kaaskilv  teekana  
ti-koohweela kaaskil-i  tee-ka-na  
DST2-paper      table-LOC  DST-3A-be.lying:PRC    
‘The book is on the table’  
 
c.   sQ>sd   aU   aBscv 
skwaahlesti  aaha   aayeestav  
skwaahlesti  a-ha    aayeestav 
ball             3A-be.on.ground:PRC    carpet 
‘The ball is on the carpet.’ (Koops 2008b:2) 
 
d.   sQ>sd   a^U   gsfk 
skwaahlesti  aahlaha   kaaskilv  
skwaahlesti  a-hlaha   kaaskilv 
ball              3A-be.elevated:PRC    on.the.table 
‘The ball is on the carpet.’ (Koops 2008b:2) 
  
General location (‘there’ phrases in English) is often expressed using the verb ‘to 
walk around.’ An example is in (111). 
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111) U<    ap4 
haatlv aaneeto 
haatlv anii-eetooh-oi  
where      3A.PL-walk.around:INC-HAB 
‘Where are they?’ 
 
There verb -yaa has a ‘to be’ meaning inside of a location. An example is in (112). 
 
112) 4  usd  Km{k   ayi 
to  uust  khanvsulv  aayai 
kato  uusti  khanvsulvvi  a-yai 
what  thing        room                 3A-be.in:PRC        
‘What room is he in?’   
 
7. SUMMARY 
 This chapter has discussed the minimal parts necessary for forming a verb in 
Cherokee. The first section reviewed the use of pronominal prefixes on verbs and 
discussed how Set A prefixes and Set B prefixes can both reference either a subject or 
the combination of a subject and inanimate singular third person object. Other 
combinations were also discussed, including combinations of third person subject, 
both singular and plural, with local objects. In the second section the five verb stems 
were reviewed; the third section catalogued the final suffixes that appear on the three 
of the five Stems. The chapter concluded with a discussion of the verb ‘to be’ and 
classificatory verbs. As seen in some of the examples, many verbs require additional 
prefixes in front of the pronominal prefixes. Moreover, there are ways of adding to or 
changing the meaning of the verb stem itself. These expanded verb constructions will 
be the focus of the next chapter. 
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NOTES 
CHAPTER 5
                                                 
1
 The selection of the Present stem as the citation form is perhaps arbitrary, but there 
is a well-established tradition of using this form. For example, the Feeling dictionary 
lists verbs according to their third person Present form with pronominal (and 
sometimes prepronominal) prefixes. The importance difference here is that the 
pronominal prefix has been removed.  
2
 Feeling lists his verbs using the fully conjugated third person Present Continuous, 
followed by five sub-entries. The first subentry is also the Present Continuous, but 
with a first person prefix. The following four entries correspond to the present 
grammar’s Completive, Incompletive, Immediate, and Deverbal Noun. I have 
changed the citation order in this grammar because it makes more sense to list 
together the three stems that can take Set A prefixes. Feeling lists the first person 
form as a subentry because this form seems unpredictable. Taking into account the 
laryngeal alternation, deletion, and metathesis rules, -as well a an accurate 
representation of the stem itself - the form of these verbs become entirely predictable.  
3
 For some speakers the inanimate form is used for indefinite inanimate objects. Cook 
reports this for North Carolina Cherokee (1979:15) 
4
 All other works on Cherokee refer to this as the ‘present.’ This term is too general as 
other stems (i.e. the Incompletive) also can convey activity in a present time frame. 
The term ‘Present Continuous’ is more apt that ‘Present Progressive’ as the term 
‘progressive’ applies to only dynamic actions and not states; the term used in this 
grammar covers both dynamic and stative events.  This use of the term is from 
Comrie (1976:35). 
5
 Other works refer to the Incompletive stem as the ‘imperfective’ and the Completive 
stem as the ‘perfective.’ These same works emphasize the concept of completion or 
lack thereof inherent in these stems. For example, Cook (1979:94) describes how   
‘The imperfective stem views the action of the verb as an ongoing (uncompleted) 
process. … The perfective stem views the action of the verb as a completed process 
or achieved state.’ King (1975:72) states that ‘imperfective’ stems ‘convey that the 
action of the verb is an on-going process’ while ‘perfective’ verbs ‘covey the notion 
that the action of the verb is a completed process….Completed action can be viewed 
in either the past or future tense.’ While the usage of tense and aspect labels varies 
greatly across languages, there have been attempts to render these terms more 
universally applicable. Bernard Comrie’s definitions are the most widely cited; his 
classic definition of ‘perfective’ is where ‘the whole of the situation is presented as a 
single unanalysable whole, with beginning, middle, and end rolled up into one; no 
attempt is made to divide this situation up into the various individual phases that 
make up the action of the entry’ (Comrie 1976:3). It is apparent that from the cited 
descriptions of Cherokee that there is an emphasis on the idea of completion. 
Scancarelli, who uses the terms ‘perfective’ and ‘imperfective’, notes that ‘The 
Perfective stems in Cherokee are probably historical perfects, rather than 
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perfectives…many stative verbs in Cherokee show “perfective” morphology, but the 
category of perfective, if taken to refer to a telic event viewed as a single whole, is 
incompatible with stativity’ (Scancarelli 1987:313).  
6
 In all other works on Cherokee this stem is referred to as the ‘infinitive.’ The basic 
meaning of ‘infinitive’ refers to tenses that are not bound by person or tense; because 
the Cherokee stem always has a person prefix this term is inappropriate. The 
Deverbal Noun stem often translates as an English infinitive when it is the 
complement of a verb that has the same subject. Scancarelli states that, ‘The term 
infinitive is something of a misnomer, since there are no non-finite verbs in Cherokee, 
but Cherokee infinitives serve as complements parallel to English infinitives in some 
constructions. Cherokee infinitives also express necessity or ability, and are the basis 
of deverbal nouns including locatives, instrumentals, and action nominals. The whole 
class is used to express potential in a general sense’ (Scancarelli 2005:366). 
7
 All other works on Cherokee treat the final vowel of these two stems as final 
suffixes. Because the final vowel of the present form is unpredictable, it seems better 
to treat this vowel as part of the lexical item itself.   
8
 Scancarelli (1987:314) as well as Cook (1979:95) refer to this stem as the 
‘punctual.’ King calls it the ‘imperative’ and states that it conveys ‘an immediate 
point in time, either future or past. (King 1975:72). Scancarelli speculates that these 
stems ‘are probably historical perfectives. Punctuals view telic events as single 
wholes, and stative verbs generally do not have punctual stems’ (Scancarelli 
1987:314).  
9
 Pulte and Feeling list two instances where the Completive stem has a Habitual suffix 
attached to it. These two examples are listed in (1). Both have other features as well; 
the example in (1a) is negative, while the example in (1b) has a Partitive 
prepronominal prefix and a highfall tone. Pulte and Feeling have an example identical 
to that in (1a) except that it has the expected Incompletive stem; this sentence they 
translate as ‘He doesn’t speak habitually’ (1975:291). 
 
3) a.  ^ =O/Di 
hla yuuwooniisooi 
hla yi-uu-wooniis-oi  
NEG   IRR-3B-speak:CMP-HAB    
‘He never speaks.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:291) 
 
b.   0O/Di 
nuuwooniisooi 
ni-uu-woonis-oi    
PRT-3B-talk:CMP-HAB\SUB 
‘He had already spoken.’ (prior to some other event) 
 (Pulte and Feeling 1975:291) 
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10
 The final suffixes are often referred to as modal suffixes, although their description 
as conveyers of mood is not entirely accurate. I will refer to them as final suffixes, a 
term also used by Pulte and Feeling  (1975) and Scancarelli (1987). 
11
 King (1975:82) calls this the ‘definitive.’ Cook refers to it as the ‘assertive’ 
(1979:128) and Scancarelli uses his term (1987:xi). Pulte and Feeling (1975:290) call 
this the ‘past’ suffix, but Pulte (1985:543-44) later suggests the terms ‘Experienced’ 
and ‘Non-experienced’ to refer to -vvi and -ei, respectively. He points out that 
the non-experienced past refers to all past actions or states not perceived by one of the 
senses. 
12
 King (1975:83) calls this the quotative and states that it ‘is used to report events of 
which the speaker has no personal knowledge. It serves to indicate that the 
information was given to the speaker by a third party.’ See the preceding footnote for 
why the term ‘Non-experienced past’ is the preferred term.  
13
 King (1975:82) calls this the ‘intentive’; Pulte and Feeling refer to it as the ‘future.’ 
Scancarelli uses the term ‘expectational’ and states that it ‘is used to express future 
tense and certain imperatives’ (2005:369). King states that ‘this suffix is used to 
express an intention either as affirmative or negative statement…’ (King 1975:83). 
He refers to the commands formed from this suffix as ‘emphatic imperatives.’ 
14
 King does not use the above label ‘solid’, but rather describes this category as ‘an 
all-inclusive category which encompasses items which do not fit in any of the other 
classes’ (1975:97).  
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CHAPTER 6: BUILDING ON THE STEM 
 
1. ADDING TO THE STEM 
There are three main ways to add to the basic configuration of the verbal 
complex presented in the previous chapter. The first is to add prepronominal prefixes 
to the beginning of the verbal complex that specify such features as plural objects, 
location, and negation, among others. Second, the verb stem itself can be altered in 
such a way that the kinds of subjects or objects that are involved with the action of 
the verb are re-arranged. Third, derivational suffixes can be added to the verb stem 
itself to alter its meaning.  Most of the discussion in this chapter pertains to verbs. 
Some nouns and adjectives, however, also bear some of the affixes derived in this 
chapter; if the noun or adjective is derived form a verb, then it must bear the same 
affixes as the verb from which it derives.  
 
1.1. PREPRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
In Cherokee there are prefixes that can occur before the pronominal prefix to 
convey more specific ideas about the activity of the verb. Each prefix has a number of 
variant forms depending on what comes before or after it, and some prefixes cause 
tone changes in the verb. For example, the Distributive prefix tee- expresses a 
plurality of objects or actions and can add a high tone to the following segment, as 
seen in (1). 
 
1) [hq\TU 
teehikoohwthiha 
tee-hi-koowahthiha  
DST-2A-see:PRC       
‘You see them.’ 
 
These prefixes occur mainly on verbs, but a few occur on other parts of speech in 
certain situations that will be explained in the relevant sections. There are twelve 
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different prepronominal prefixes that can occur. Sometimes several will occur at the 
same time, but it is rare to find more than two prepronominal prefixes per verb. 
 Several of the prepronominal prefixes have two different basic forms 
depending on what kind of stem is present. The form that occurs less often includes 
the number ‘2’ in its abbreviation. For example, the form of the Distributive prefix 
that occurs most commonly is tee-; this form has the abbreviation DST. An alternate 
form ti- occurs with the Deverbal Noun stem, derived nouns and adjectives, and the 
command form of the Immediate; this form has the abbreviation DST2. Both of these 
basic forms further undergo various predictable phonological changes according to 
their environment. These basic forms and their phonological variants will be 
discussed individually with each prefix.  
The order of the prefixes varies slightly depending on the speaker, but there 
are general tendencies that remain constant. For example, yi- and ji- always appear 
in the first position and cannot co-occur. Their usage is demonstrated in (2). In the 
first two examples yi- and ji- appear before the Distributive prepronominal prefix 
(the negative yi- triggers the ti- form of the Distributive (DST2); this change will be 
discussed in the sections on these individual prefixes). In the first two examples both 
prefixes are shown to precede the Distributive prepronominal prefix. The third 
example demonstrates the incompatibility of Irrealis yi- and Relativizer ji-; in this 
case the Irrealis replaces the Relativizer. (2d) demonstrates that the Irrealis precedes 
the Iterative. Several of the prefixes undergo further changes when combined with 
other prefixes; these changes will be discussed in the discussions of the individual 
prefixes. In (2e) ji- comes before wi- and wi- comes before tee-; the combination 
of ji- and wi- produces ju-, while the vowel of the Distributive prefix is deleted 
before another vowel.  
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2) First Position Prepronominal Prefixes 
 
a.   ^    Id;p>          a[w 
thla yitiijvvneele    ateela   
thla yi-ti-iijvv-hneel-ei   ateela  
NEG    IRR-DST2-1/2.PL-give(solid):CMP-NXP money 
‘I didn’t give you all the money.’   
 
b.   hirn   a[w    G[;pk  
hiitvna  ateela  jiteejvvneelv 
hii=tvv=na ateela  ji-tee-iijvv-hneel-vvi 
this=FC=F12     money          REL-DST-1/2.PL-give(solid):CMP-EXP 
‘This is the money I gave you all.’   
 
c.   hir     a[w     ^   Id;p>   
hiitvv  ateela  hla yitiijvvneele  
hia=tvv ateela  hla yi-ti-iijii-vvneel-ei    
here=FC        money      NEG     IRR-DST2-1/2.PL-give(solid):CMP-NXP 
‘This is the money that I didn’t give you all.’   
 
d.   ^   IuM} 
hla yiiuuluhje 
hla yi-ii-uu-luhj-ei 
NEG    IRR-ITR-3B-arrive:CMP-NXP 
‘He didn't come back.’  
 
e.   Klr         #4fm 
 khalitvv    jutookiihnv  
 khali=tvv   ji-wi-tee-ookii-hn-vvi 
just.now=FC         REL-TRN-DST-1B.PL.EX-send:CMP-EXP 
‘We already sent them.’  
 
In (3) are several examples indicating the ordering of the other prefixes. In (3a) the 
Translocative wi- precedes the Distributive. In (3b) the Future ta– appears before 
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the Iterative ii-, and in the third example the Cislocative ti- precedes the Iterative. 
(3d) demonstrates that the Translocative wi- precedes the Partitive ni-. 
 
3) a.   ^R     W4fm     If 
thlasi witookiihnv    yiki 
thlasi wi-tee-ookii-hn-vvi  yi-ki 
not.yet    TRN-DST-1B.PL.EX-send:CMP-EXP  IRR-be:IMM 
‘We haven’t sent them yet.’    
 
b.   ^rcpsbhA/     uZ>      uYstm 
tvvtahneskehiisahni   uunoole  uuyoosthanv 
ta-ii-iitii-ahneskehiisahn-i  uunoole uu-yoo-sthan-vvi 
FUT-ITR-1A.PL-build:CMP-MOT         tornado       3B-break(I)-CAU:CMP-DVB 
‘We will build the house again after the tornado destroyed it.’ 
 
c.   Wtw{wf    dhx<Z 
withalaasuulaki      tiihiyvvhlvv=hno  
wi-ti-hi-alaasuulaki   ti-ii-hi-yvvhl-vvi=hno 
TRN-DST2-2A-remove.shoes:IMM  CIS-ITR-2A-enter:CMP- EXP =CN 
‘Take your shoes off and then come back in again.’   
 
d.   g4 W/EPS 
kato winijaweese 
kato wi-ni-ja-wees-ei  
what   TRN-PRT-2B-say/sound:CMP-NXP    
‘What did you say? (talking to someone on the telephone)’  
  
As seen in the above examples, the prepronominal prefixes interact in various ways 
with the pronominal prefixes that follow them. In (4a) the Cislocative ti- suppresses 
the vowel of the pronominal prefix, but at the same time it undergoes a lengthening of 
its vowel. In the second example the wi- prefix prevents the expected glottal 
lowering of the pronominal prefix. In the third example the long vowel of the 
Distributive prefix is lost before another vowel.  
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4) a.  d/t>sg 
 tiiniithaleeska 
 ti-anii-thaleeska 
CIS-3A.PL-dig:PRC 
  ‘They are digging it in front of us’    
 
b.   \/t>sg 
 waniithaleeska 
 wi-anii-thaleeska 
TRN-3A.PL-dig:PRC 
 ‘They are digging it (out of sight).’  
 
c.   Wcq\TU 
 witakoohwthiha 
 wi-tee-a-koohwthiha 
 TRN-DST-1A-see:PRC 
‘He sees them.’   
 
Certain combinations of prepronominal prefixes with pronominal prefixes are 
indistinguishable when written in the syllabary. These combinations can be 
distinguished in their pronunciation, however. For example, in (5b) the combination 
of the Irrealis (IRR) yi-and the pronominal prefix iijii- results in the loss of the 
vowel of the pronominal prefix vowel. The vowel is long and has a distinct 
pronunciation from that of (5a). 
 
5) a.  IEjlU 
yijatuuliiha 
yi-ja-atuuliiha  
IRR-2B-want:PRC\SUB 
‘If you want it.’  
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b.   IEjlU 
yiijatuuliiha 
yi-iijii-atuuliiha  
IRR-2B.PL-want:PRC\SUB 
‘If you all want it.’  
 
The final prepronominal position is for kaa- and ee-; only the pronominal 
prefixes can come after these two prefixes. In (6) the Negative Time prefix appears 
after the after the Irrealis in the second clause.  
 
 
6) ngfs[lszn   /bSsd    
naaksteeliiskvvna   nikeeseest     
ni-aki-steeliisk-vvna   ni-kees-eesti   
PRT-1B-help:INC-NDV                PRT-be:INC:AFT\SUB      
 
^   Bl   IgGsQT 
hla  yeeli   yikaajiiskwati  
hla yi-eeliikwu yi-kaa-ji-skwati  
NEG IRR-able  IRR-NGT-1A-finish:IMM 
‘Without him helping me I won't be able to finish.’   
 
Some of the prefixes change the tone of the stem to which they attach, as already 
shown with the Distributive prefix. These tone changes will de discussed below with 
the prefix in question; an example is in (7). In this instance the Iterative (ITR) appears 
as a high tone on the following pronominal prefix.  
 
7) undtHi 
uunatiithahvvi 
ii-uunii-atiithah-vvi 
ITR-3B.PL-drink:CMP-EXP 
‘They drank it again.’  
 
From the discussion below of the prefixes it will be seen that they have a wide range 
of functions and meanings. Four of the prefixes (wi-, ti-, ni-, ee-) can indicate 
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position or movement relative to the speaker. Other prefixes have more grammatical 
functions and indicate futurity, negation, or subordination (ta-, yi-, ji-, kee-, 
respectively). Moreover, some verbs have lexicalized prepronominal prefixes; in 
other words, they always appear with these prefixes. The most common lexicalized 
prefix is Distributive tee-, but there are only a few examples of lexicalization of ni- 
and wi-.  
The prepronominal prefixes are discussed below in order of their appearance 
on the verbal complex. 
  
1.1.1. Irrealis (IRR) yi-  
The Irrealis prefix indicates that an action has not occurred.1 One of the most 
important functions of this prefix is negation. When performing this function it is 
always accompanied by the negation particle ^ thla (Or in its common Oklahoma 
pronunciation hla.) This particle typically comes immediately before the verb 
bearing the yi- prefix. In (8a) yi- appears in a negative function before a consonant; 
in (8b) and (8c) the Irrealis appears as yu- before the Translocative wi-. 
 
8) a.   ^    Iqlg 
thla yikooliika 
thla yi-ji-oolihka 
NEG     IRR-1A-understand:PRC 
‘I don’t understand it.’ 
 
b.   ^    yQmt 
thla yawahnth 
thla yi-aki-anvhtha 
NEG         IRR-1B-know:PRC  
‘I don’t know.’  
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c.   ^Z   #kWscpd    =XM}  
 hlahno juulvhwstaanehti  yuwuuluhje 
 hla=hno ti-uu-lvvhistaneht-i  yi-wi-uu-luhj-ei 
NEG=CN DST2-3B-work:DVN-NOM2            IRR-TRN-3B-arrive:CMP-NXP 
‘He did not show up for work…’ (Cherokee Phoenix November 2006)  
 
 
d.   ^    y[]$sb                nmrpH  
thla  yateelohooske        nantvvneehv 
thla  yi-a-ateelohoosk-ei  ni-anii-atvvneeh-vvi 
NEG         IRR-3A-find.out:INC:NXP          PRT-3A.PL-do:INC-DVB 
‘He didn’t find out what they were doing.’ (Chapter 9.3:48) 
 
The negative adverb ^ thla does not have to immediately precede the yi- ; an 
example is (9). 
 
9) ^     osc yfBk 
hla  oost  yakiyeelv 
hla  oosta  yi-aki-yeelvvha 
NEG        good IRR-1B-feel:PRC       
‘I don’t feel good about that.’   
 
When this prefix is used without thla it creates a conditional meaning that 
can be translated as ‘if’ or ‘when (ever)’ as seen in (10). For these adverbial 
constructions a highfall tone appears on the rightmost long vowel (indicated by 
\SUB)to indicate that the verb is modifying the main part of the sentence. The same 
meaning can be obtained with the Completive stem (10b); this usage requires the 
Temporal Adverbalizer (TAV) suffix. Another example of the Completive stem and 
Temporal Adverbalizer is in (10c). 
 
10) a. [l5[      IWGx         gj     afW9q 
kahljoote yiwijiyv    kaatu aakiwsvvko 
kahljoote yi-wi-ji-yvvha   kaatu aki-wsvvk-oi 
house               IRR-TRN-1A-enter:IMM\SUB     bread     1A-smell:INC-HAB 
‘Every time I enter the house I smell bread.’ 
/If I enter the house I smell bread.’  
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b.   yfO/A   af-kq 
yakiwooniis   aakihnaalvvko 
yi-aki-wooniis-a  aki-hnaalvvk-oi 
IRR–1B-talk:CMP\SUB-TAV       1B-get.angry:INC-HAB 
‘Whenever he talks to me I get angry.’  
 
c.   acysbsq               =BE 
aataahyaaskeesko       yuuyeeja 
a-ataa-hyaaskeesk-oi  yi-uu-yeej-a 
3A-MDL-stretch:INC-HAB                 IRR-3B-wake:CMP\SUB-TAV 
‘He stretches when he wakes up.’  
 
yi- attached to the Immediate stem also creates a meaning of possibility that can be 
glossed with ‘can’, typically for something that can take place in the near future.2  
Two examples are in (11). 
 
11) a.   H>~     IE>n   
hvleekwu  yiijaleena 
hvleekwu  yi-iijii-aleena 
immediately    IRR-2A.PL-start:IMM       
‘Immediately you can all start.’  
 
b.   gl?fZ        [Kn<r            I[nlqn              
kahlkwookihnoo teekhanahlthv    yiteenalkoona        
   kahlkwooki=hnoo tee-khanahlthvvi yi-tee-iinii-alkoona   
seven=CN                         DST-hill                             IRR- DST-1A.DL-arrive.first:IMM       
   ‘We will see who gets to the seven hills first.’  (Chapter 9.1:8) 
 
In (12) the prefix indicates a hypothetical situation. 
 
12) E/     ig      uc^/fc        
jaani  iika   uutahlaniikit  
jaani   ii-ka  uu-atahlaniikita   
John          ITR-be:PRC  3B-strong                   
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Bl~      DFl      IJtf 
yeeliiw  sookwil  yikuuthaki 
yi-eeliikwu  sookwili  yi-ka-uuthaki 
IRR-can               horse       IRR-3A-pick.up:IMM 
‘John is so strong he can pick up a horse.’  
 
Contrary-to-fact statements are always subordinate to a main verb and therefore insert 
a highfall tone on the rightmost long vowel; this tone is indicated after the backslash 
by the abbreviation SUB. Two examples from Cook are in (13).  
 
13) a.  IgcOa 
yikatawooa 
 yi-ji-ataa-awooa 
 IRR-1A-MDL-bathe:PRC\SUB  
‘I would be swimming.’ (Cook 1979:58-60)  
 
b.   yQcOei 
yakwatawoeei 
yi-aki-ataa-awo-ei 
 IRR-1B-MDL-swim:CMP-NXP\SUB  
‘I would have swum.’ (Cook 1979:58-60)  
 
When used in conjunction with a negated clause the yi-prefixed verb indicates a 
condition that would come to pass or would have come to pass if another condition 
were or had been fulfilled. In (14a) the state of ‘being rich’ is marked as an unreal 
state by the copula ‘to be’ verb prefixed by the Irrealis; a subordinating tone (SUB) is 
added to the copula. (Because the copula has no long vowel it surfaces as a short high 
tone) The status of the hypothetical state is often further specified by the ‘to be’ 
copula. This is demonstrated in (14b) and indicates that the contrary-to-fact situation 
is in the past; in this case the special highfall tone appears on the final suffix of the 
copula.  
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14) a.  a@-i      If         gl5[  yf\sg 
akweehnai  yiki      kahljoote  yaakihwaska  
aki-eehnai  yi-ki     kahljoote  yi-aki-hwaska 
1B-rich       IRR-be:IMM\SUB   house  IRR-1B-buy:PRC 
‘If I were rich I’d buy a house.’  
 
b.   dQrd      IbS   gl5[      yf\S 
tiiwatvvti    yiikeese      kahljoote yakhiwaase 
ti-aki-atvvti  yi-ii-kees-ei kahljoote yi-aki-hwaas-ei 
DST2-1B-rich             IRR-ITR-be:INC-NXP\SUB   house   IRR-1B-buy:CMP-NXP 
‘If I had been rich I would’ve bought a house.’  
 
c.   IuM} 
yiiuuluhjeei 
yi-ii-uu-luhj-ei 
IRR-ITR-3B-arrive:CMP-NXP\SUB 
‘If he came…’  
 
The Irrealis is sometimes used to form questions.3 Two examples are in (15). The 
Irrealis in this sort of usage does not trigger a highfall tone. 
 
15) a.  IEjws     a[wdd             dEkWscpd 
yijatuulas   ateelatiihti    tijalvvhwistaanehti 
yi-ja-atuula=s  ateela+ti-a-ht-i  ti-ja-lvhwistaaneht-i 
        IRR-2A-want:IMM=Q money + DST2-3A-keep:DVN-NOM2 DST2-2B-work:DVN-NOM2 
‘Would you like to work in a bank? (Feeling 1975a:9)  
 
b.   IEjws   Ewf    dE[:Qsd 
  yiijatuulas   jalaki  tiijateehlohkwaasti 
  yi-iijii-atuula=s  jalaki ti-iijii-ateehlohkwaast-i 
IRR-2B.PL-want:IMM=Q   Cherokee   DST2-2A.PL-learn:DVN-NOM2 
‘Would y’all like to learn Cherokee?’  
 
For some speakers yi-attached to the Immediate stem is equivalent to the future 
construction using ta- and the Completive stem. Three examples comparing these 
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uses are in (16); the third example has three instances of the Irrealis; the third instance 
is subordinate to the Irrealis-marked verb preceding it.  
 
16) a.  Ibfs[w 
yikeekiisteela 
yi-keekii-steela  
IRR-3.PL/1.PL-help:IMM    
‘They will help us.’  
 
b.   cbfs[ki 
takeekiisteelvvhi 
ta-keekii-steelvvh-i  
FUT-3.PL/1.PL-help:CMP-MOT    
 ‘They will help us.’  
 
c.   IzlsqlcR         azI     WE]hsT     
yikvvliskohltaas    akvvy    wijalohisti 
yi-kvv-liskohltaasi  akvvyi  wi-ja-lohist-i  
IRR-1/2-permit:IMM            first                   TRN-2B-pass:DVN-NOM2    
 
Rm   ay   5i   yfMw        o/     Ig              
siin  ay   jo    yakiluul     oohni  yikaa          
siinv aya  joi  yi-aki-luula  oohni  yi-ji-aai      
still          I          three         IRR-1B-need:IMM     behind    IRR-1A-walk:IMM\SUB      
‘I will let you get there first; I will still need three, since I will be behind you.’      
(Chapter 9.3:20-21) 
 
In (17a) is an example of construction formed with yi- to indicate a number of 
second person individuals. If the first person is indicated, the Partitive is used as in 
(17b). More examples of the Partitive will be provided in the corresponding section.  
 
17) b. {cl  IGa 
suutal  yijiia  
suutali  yi-iijii-a  
six           IRR-2A.PL-be.there:PRC     
‘There are six of you.’ 
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b.   hsf  ZGesd 
hiski noojiieesti 
hiski ni-oojii-eesti 
five    PRT-1A.PL.EX-AFT 
‘There will be five of us.’  
 
1.1.2 Relativizer (REL) ji- 
This prefix also occupies the first position of the verbal complex and is not 
compatible with the Irrealis yi- prefix.  Although one of its main uses is to indicate 
that a verb is part of a adjectival clause, it has several other important uses and the 
label ‘Relativizer ’ is not a perfect description for it. 4  One of its most frequent uses is 
to indicate a definite timeframe in which the verb took place; in this usage the clause 
is not subordinate to another clause. Often a verb with this prefix will be 
accompanied by an adverb expressing a specific time (18a); if the context makes it 
clear that a specific time is being referenced an adverb is not necessary, as seen in 
(18b). In both examples the final suffix is the Experienced Past; the Non-Experienced 
Past final suffix is incompatible with this prefix. In (18c) the prefix attaches to a 
Immediate stem and undergoes aspiration after vowel deletion occurs. 
 
18) a.  9   Gb9   Gj/Zf9    
svv   jikeesv   jituuniihnookiisv   
svv   ji-kees-vvi  ji-tee-uunii-hnookiis-vvi  
yesterday   REL-be:CMP-DVB   REL-DST-3B.PL-sing:CMP-EXP 
‘Yesterday they sang it.’  
 
b.   E\5tmi 
jaawajoothanvvi 
ji-aki-ajoothan-vvi 
REL-1B-ride:CMP- EXP 
‘I rode it.’    
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c. fw~     GMg 
  khilakwu  chiluuka  
  khila=kwu  ji-hi-luuka 
just.now=DT   REL-2A-climb:IMM 
‘You climbed it just a moment ago.’  
 
d. #M;r 
juuluhjvvtvv 
ji-uu-luhj-vvi=tvv 
REL-3B-arrive:CMP-EXP =FC 
‘He came back.’   
 
Sometimes speakers will use ji- without any specific past reference. In such 
situations the pronominal prefix may be emphasizing the fact that the event took 
place in the past. Two examples are in (19); in (19b) the prefix appears and prevents 
the Pronominal Laryngealization. 
 
19) a.  aglU 
aakaaliha 
a-kaaliha 
3A-sunny:PRC 
‘It is sunny.’  
 
b.   Eglszi 
jakaaliiskvvi 
ji-a-kaaliisk-vvi 
REL-3A-sunny:INC- EXP 
‘It was sunny.’  
 
The main function of this prefix is creating adjectival clauses; i.e. subordinate clauses 
that modify a noun. Two examples are given below in (20). In each example a 
highfall tone indicating subordination to the noun is inserted on the rightmost long 
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vowel of the subordinated verb, indicated by \SUB after the element to which it 
attaches.  
 
20) a. Gf/jlsq           a6d^       
jikintuuliisko     atlatiithla  
ji-kinii-atuuliisk-oi    atlatiithla    
 REL-1B.DL-want:INC-HAB\SUB            car  
 
g=w     f]     u\S 
kaayuul  khilo  uuhwase 
kaayuula  khilo  uu-hwas-ei         
already      someone     3B-buy:PERF-NXP 
‘The car we want has already been bought.’  
 
b. anO  Gsfpm    G8sg 
ahnawo  jiskineehnv   jiitheeska 
a-hnawo  ji-ski-neehn-vvi  ji-htheeska 
3A-shirt   REL-2/1-give:CMP-EXP\SUB  1A-iron:PRC 
‘I am ironing the shirt you gave me.’    
 
One way of expressing a ‘why’ question is by starting a sentence with the question 
word kato and prefixing ji- to the verb. Unlike adjectival clauses, these 
constructions do not have the highfall tone. Two examples are in (21). 
 
21) a.   g4   E:hU 
kato chatloohiha 
kato ji-hi-atloohiha  
why REL-2A-cry:PRC 
‘Why are you crying?’  
 
b.   g4m   Gf4l; 
katohnv  jiikiitooliijv 
kato=hnv  ji-iikii-tooliij-vvi 
what=CN  REL-1B.PL-pity:CMP-EXP    
‘Why did she forgive us?’  
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1.1.3 Negative Imperative (NGI) jii- 
This prefix appears with negative commands. Four examples are in (22). In 
the third example the presence of this prefix changes the following Distributive (DST) 
prefix from tee- to too- . 
 
22) a.  Vsd      why     GszCZVsd 
hleesti  lahiya    jiiskvvhlnohleesti 
hleesti  lahiya    jii-skvv-ali-hnohl-eesti 
NEG.COM   ever  NGI-2/1.PL-MDL-talk:INC-AFT 
‘Never talk to us again.’  
 
b.   Vsd  GWg[R 
hleesti   jiiwiikateesi 
hleesti   jii-wi-iikii-ateesi 
NEG.COM NGI-TRN-1B.PL-throw:IMM(COM) 
  ‘Let’s not throw it away!’ 
 
c.   Vsd  G4Uc>xt/ 
thleesti  jiitoohataaleehythani  
thleesti  jii-ti-hi-ataat-leeyvhthani 
NEG.COM               NGI-DST2-2A-burn:IMM(COM) 
‘Don’t burn yourself!’  
 
d.   Vsd     Ggh[k     n    g]@ 
hleesti jiikaahiiteelv    na kalookwe  
hleesti jii-kaa-hii-teel-vvi   na kalookwe  
NEG.COM       NGI-PL.AN-2A.AN-give(long):CMP-FIM     that  gun 
‘Don’t give them that gun!’  
 
This prefix is distinguished from Relativizer ji- by vowel length. In (23a) the 
long vowel of the Negative Imperative prevents vowel deletion, while in (23b) the 
short vowel of the Relativizer prefix is deleted with the subsequent aspiration of the 
/j/. 
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23) a.  Vsd    Gh<n 
hlesti jiihihlvvni  
hlesti jii-hi-hlvvni 
NEG.COM      NGI-2A-sleep:IMM(COM) 
‘Don’t go to sleep!’  
 
b.   g4   G<n 
kato chihlvvna 
kato ji-hi-hlvvna 
what REL-2A-sleep:IMM 
‘Why did you go to sleep?’  
 
The jii- prefix is also used in place of the Iterative ii- prefix for commands. Two 
examples are in (24). This prefix raises the tone of the following vowel; in (24a) the 
vowel of the Partitive prefix is lengthened as well. Because the word hleesti is not 
present, these commands would not be interpreted as negative commands  
 
24) a.  R~      G/hW 
 siikwu jiiniihiwi 
 siikwu jii-ni-hi-wi 
again       NGI-PRT-2A-say:IMM(COM)  
‘Say it again!’5  
 
b.   GUdt 
jiihatiitha 
jii-hi-atiitha 
NGI-2A-drink:IMM(COM) 
‘Drink it again!’  
 
1.1.4 Translocative (TRN) wi- 
This prefix indicates a motion way from the deictic center where the speaker 
is as well as an action that is taking place at a distance from the speaker.6 Oftentimes 
it can be glossed into English as ‘there.’ Six examples are in (25).  
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25) a. ut>9     \xU    A]w 
uuthaleesv    waayvvha    saloola 
uuthaleesvvi wi-a-yvvha    saloola 
hole              TRN-3A-enter:IMM     squirrel 
‘A squirrel just entered his hole.’  
 
b. \\[g 
waawateeka 
wi-aki-ateeka 
TRN-1B-throw:PRC 
‘I’m throwing it there.’ 
 
c.   g4   ulstm    c0q   W}4k 
 kato uulsthanv   tahnuuko  wijeetoolv 
 kato uu-alisthan-vvi tahnuuko-i wi-ja-eetool-vvi 
what    3B-happen:CMP-EXP        garfish-LOC      TRN-2B-walk.around:CMP-DVB         
‘What happened when you went to Vian?’   
 
d. U<     Wgpw           u:f 
haatlv  wikaneela    uuhloki 
haatlv  wi-ka-neela    uu-hloki 
where     TRN-3A-reside:PRC             3B-aunt 
‘Where does her aunt live?’  (Feeling 1975a:166) 
 
e.   W<n 
hwitlvvna 
wi-hi-tlvvna    
TRN-2A-sleep:IMM(COM) 
‘Go to sleep!’  
 
f.   Wg<g 
wikahlvvka 
wi-ka-hlvvka  
TRN-3A-put.in.container:IMM    
‘She made it in.’ (Lady Indians Championship) 
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As seen above, the prefix wi- indicates the position is facing away from the speaker 
or that there is motion away from the speaker. Two more examples are in (26); (26a) 
demonstrates that the Translocative prefix comes before the Distributive. 
 
26) a. Wcq\TU     
witaakoohwthiha  
wi-tee-a-koohwthiha   
  TRN-DST-3A-see:PRC 
‘He sees them (his back turned towards me).’  
 
 
b.   WGqly 
wiijiikooliiya 
wi-iijiii-kooliiya 
TRN-2A.PL-examine:IMM(COM) 
‘You guys go and examine this.’   
 
A few verbs always take this prefix. The verb used for the sun setting requires this 
prepronominal prefix, as seen in (27).  
 
27) /hn  sdb=E    mc    
nihina  stiikeehyuuj   nvvta  
nihi=na stii-keehyuuja   nvvta   
2PRO=F2     2A.DL-girl                     sun/moon       
   
 
X[l;                fw     isdM} 
wuuteeliijv      khila  iistiiluhje 
wi-uu-teeliij-vvi   khila  iistii-luhj-ei 
TRN-3B-sun.disappear:CMP-DVB      while.ago    2A.DL-arrive:CMP-NXP 
‘You girls got home after the sun went down.’  
 
Verbs involving ‘sending’ require this prefix as they always assume a place at some 
distance from the deictic center, the speaker. The full form of the Translocative adds a 
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high tone to the following pronominal prefix. Because the pronominal prefix in (28) 
is a long vowel, this results in a falling tone. 
 
28) *l    WGmpU 
meeli wijiinvvneha  
meeli wi-jii-nvhn-heha 
Mary       TRN-1A.AN-send:CMP-APL:PRC 
‘I’m sending it to Mary.’  
 
Either the Translocative or the Relativizer can be used on past tense verbs of motion, 
creating a slightly different emphasis. Compare the two examples in (29). 
 
29) a.  clQ  \P4k    
talik  waaweetoolv    
talikwa w-aki-eetool-vvi   
Tahlequah  TRN-1B-walk.around:CMP-EXP   
‘I was in Tahlequah (I just went there).’  
 
b.   clQ  EP4k    
talik  jaaweetoolv  
talikwa  ji-aki-eetool-vvi 
Tahlequah  REL-1B-walk.around:CMP- EXP   
‘I was in Tahlequah (longer ago/ as a matter of fact).’  
 
Another important use of this prefix is for non-second person imperatives. As seen in 
(30a) and (30c), these kinds of imperatives are translated into English with the word 
‘let.’   
 
30) a. Wd<n 
wiitithlvvna 
wi-iitii-thlvvna 
TRN-1A.PL-sleep:IMM(COM) 
‘Let’s go to sleep!’ 
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b.   \/sQc 
waaniiskwata 
wi-anii-skwata  
TRN-3A.PL-finish:IMM(COM) 
‘Let them finish!’  
 
This prefix also serves the function of indicating an event that takes place previous to 
another event. Two examples are in (31). 
 
31) a.  WGqa   aQmtri 
wijiikooa   aakwahnthatvvi 
wi-jii-kooh-a   aki-ahnthat-vvi  
TRN-1A.AN-see:CMP\SUB-TAV 1B-think:CMP-EXP 
‘As soon as I saw him I thought of it.’     
 
b.   0w 0ndmc~        gl5[    W/M;i 
nuula nuuntiinvvtakwu    kalhjoote wiiniiluhjvvi  
    nuula ni-uu-natinvvta=kwu kalhjoote wi-iinii-luhj-vvi 
hurry PRT-3B-sell=PCP=DT              house         TRN-1A.DL-arrive:CMP-FIM  
 ‘Hurry! Let's get there before he sells the house.’ (Feeling 1975a:104)   
 
The combination of the Translocative wi- and the Iterative creates the combination 
wvv-; an example is in (32). 
 
32) el@s     dcnm          IXLc 
eliikwus  tiitaananv     yiwvvheeta  
eliikwu=s ti-ataananvvi yi-wi-ii-hi-eeta 
possible=Q        CIS-store         IRR-TRN-ITR-2A-go:IMM 
‘Can you go to the store again?’ (Cherokee Reader Lesson 80)  
 
As will be discussed in Chapter 8, the Translocative also appears on adjectives to 
create a superlative meaning as in (33). 
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33) \Zscxi 
wanoostayvvi 
wi-anii-oostay-vvi 
TRN-3A.PL-sharp-DVB 
‘They are the sharpest.’  
 
 
1.1.5 Partitive (PRT) ni-/ii- 
This prefix has several different functions that seem to elude an easy 
generalization.7 One of the most common functions is to refer to a completed action 
and is often translated as ‘already.’ Two examples are in (34); these involve the verb 
‘to do.’ While not a mandatory prefix for this verb, this prefix occurs more often than 
not on this verb when referring to a past event. 
 
34) a.  g4  usd  g=w     /Erpk         qhg 
kato uust  kaayula   nijatvvneelv      khohika  
kato uusti kaayula   ni-ja-atvneel-vvi  khohika  
what    something   already     PRT-2B-do:CMP- EXP    today 
‘What have you already done today?’ 
 
b.   osc  nrg 
oosta hnatvvka 
oosta ni-hi-atvvka  
good    PRT-2A-do:IMM 
‘You did well.’  
 
In (35a) the Partitive is used to refer to a specific period of time that is still continuing 
into the present; it also appears on the noun ‘year.’ In (35b) the period of time 
finished in the past and the verb does not take the prefix, as it indicates a completed 
action. The noun ‘year’ in this second sentence appears with the Distributive.   
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35) a.  hsf  n[Ty       ZGp]                JD 
hiski nateethiy   noojiineelo    kuuso 
hiski ni-ateethiya ni-oojii-neel-oi   kuusa-i 
five         PRT-year               PRT-1B.PL.EX-reside:INC-HAB      Creek-LOC 
‘We have been living in Muskogee for 5 years. ’  
 
b.   sqh    #[TBc        uPwd4k        gTY 
skoohi juuteethiyvvta   uuhweltiitoolv     kaathiiyo 
  skoohi ti-uu-ateethiyvvta uu-ehltiitool-vvi kaathiiyooi 
ten              DST2-3B-year                    3B-take.part:CMP-EXP               stompground 
‘He took part in the stomp dance activities for 10 years’  
 
The Partitive also indicates an event that almost or nearly took place. To convey this 
meaning the prefix is used in conjunction with the word hale/ale.An example is 
in (36).  
 
36) U>~   /c7bWsq    dsjisd   
 haleekwu  nitakwvvkewsko    tiistuiisti    
  hale=kwu  ni-tee-aki-vvkewsk-oi  ti-a-stuiist-i  
almost=DT    PRT-DST-1B-forget:INC-HAB     DST2-1A-open:DVN\OBJ-NOM      
   
IdQ/fA     dcpw 
 yitiikwahnikiisa  tiitaneela 
yi-ti-aki-ahnikiis-a    ti-iitii-aneela 
IRR-DST2-1B-leave:CMP\SUB-TAV     CIS-1A.PL-reside:PRC 
‘I almost forget to bring my keys every time I leave the house.’  
 
Pulte and Feeling report that the Partitive also indicates ‘that the person spoken of is 
in a lateral position to the speaker’ (1975:245). One of their examples is in (37). 
 
37) x      /;g                  Knkisd 
 yvv   nichvvka            khanalvsti 
 yvvi ni-ja-hvvka         khanalvsti 
aside          PRT-2B-put.down:IMM(COM)  anger 
‘Put anger aside.’  (Feeling 1975a:139)   
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This prefix has been lexicalized to several commonly occurring verbs: it always 
occurs with ‘to happen’ (38a), ‘to become’ (38b), ‘to say, make a sound’ (38c,d), ‘to 
seem’ (38e) and ‘to fix’ (38f). This use of ni- does not have any clear purpose; in 
fact, it seems to have no meaning whatsoever. However, if it is left out, the verb 
sounds incorrect and /or unrecognizable.  
 
38) a.  /glsdsq 
nikahlstiisko 
ni-ka-alistiisk-oi 
PRT-3A-happen:INC-HAB 
‘It happens.’ 
 
b.   gngT     0lstmi 
kanakhthi nuulsthanvvi 
kanakhthi ni-uu-alisthan-vvi  
doctor  PRT-3B-become:CMP-EXP  
‘He became a doctor.’  
 
c. \g   /gPi 
wahka nikaweei 
wahka ni-ka-weei 
cow     PRT-3A-sound/say:PRC 
‘The cow is mooing.’ 
 
e. my   /z\sd     ah4 
nvvya nikvvwsta   aahiito  
nvvya ni-ka-vvwsta   a-hiitoha  
rock     PRT-3A-seem:PRC  3A-carry:PRC 
‘It seems like he’s carrying the rock around.’  
 
f.   osc     0\p]mi           R~   uYstm 
oosta nuuwaneelohnv   siikwu  uuyoosthanv 
oosta ni-uu-vvneel-ohn-vvi siikwu  uu-yoo-sthan-vvi 
good       PRT-3B-make:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB   again 3B-break(I)-CAU:CMP-EXP 
‘After fixing it, he broke it again.’  
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This prefix is used in conjunction with the Negative Deverbalizer (NDV) suffix –
vvna to create a ‘without’ meaning; this construction typically translates into English 
as ‘without doing VERB’ or ‘not having done VERB.’ Three examples are in (39); in 
the third example the Partitive prefix and Negative Deverbalizer suffix attach to the 
copula verb ‘to be’ that follows the main verb.  
 
39) a.  /gfs[lszn   /bSsd  IgGsQT 
     nikaaksteeliiskvvna  nikeeseest yikaajiiskwati  
    ni-kaa-aki-steeliisk-vvna ni-kees-eesti yi-kaa-ji-skwati  
PRT-NGT-1B-help:INC-NDV  PRT-be:INC:AFT    IRR-NGT-1A-finish:IMM 
‘Without him helping me I won't be able to finish.’   
 
 
b.   0YRszn   alscxHsg 
nuuyoosiiskvvna  aalstaayvvhvsk  
ni-uu-yoosiisk-vvna  a-ali-staayvvhvska  
PRT-3B-hungry:INC-NDV    3A-MDL-fix.a.meal:PRC 
 ‘He's eating while he's not hungry.’ 
 
c.   dgGYsd        /b9n    If      
 tikaajiiyoosti        nikeesvvna   yiki      
 ti-kaa-jii-yoost-i     ni-kees-vvna  yi-ki       
DST2-NGT-1A.AN-shoot:DVN-NOM2  PRT-be:INC-NPDV    IRR\SUB-be:PRC        
 
ha  \y     ^  IdgGrd 
hia wahya   hla  yitikaajiitvhti 
hia wahya  hla  yi-ti-kaa-jii-tvht-i 
this    wolf   NEG   IRR-DST2-NGT-1A.AN-rid:CMP-MOT 
‘If I can’t shoot these wolves I can’t get rid of them.’  
 
As will be seen in the Chapter 8, the idea of ‘before’ as an event that may or may not 
occur is expressed with a combination of the Partitive and the Negative Deverbalizer. 
An example is in (40). The main verb in this example, ‘take off’, is a verb that always 
takes the Partitive; the Partitive appears on the second verb, indicating that ‘diving’ 
occurs after.  
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40) mmcf               \G    R  a%I         W/E[Tmn 
hnvvnhtaki    waaji si  amaayi   winijateethinvvna 
ni-hi-vvnhtaki  waaji si  amaayi  wi-ni-ja-ateethin-vvna 
PRT-2A-take.off:IMM(COM)   watch     still    into.water   TRN-PRT-2B-dive:CMP-NDV      
‘Take your watch off before you dive into the water.’ (Feeling 1975a:147) 
 
 
The Partitive often appears with the Negative Time (NGT) suffix to indicate 
something hasn’t happened in a certain amount of time. An example is in (41).  
 
41) tl   =C]c    u\A      /z\lscm 
 thal  yuuthliloot  uwaas    niikvvwalstaayhnvvi 
 thali yuuthliloota    uu-vvsa ni-kaa-aki-ali-staayhn-vvi 
 two             hour                                    3B-self          PRT-NGT-1B-MDL-feed:CMP-DVB 
‘It’s been two hours since I ate.’  
 
The Partitive ni- also appears on adjectives for ‘how’ questions when the degree to 
which a quality exists is questioned. Two examples are in (42). 
 
42) a.  hw   /qscy     ha    UBlsc 
hila nikoostaaya  hia  hayelsta 
hila ni-koostaaya hia  hayelsta  
how    PRT-sharp          this         knife 
‘How sharp is this knife?’  
 
b.   hw  ny0w    n   DFl 
hila nayanuula   na sookwili 
hila ni-a-yanuula na sookwili 
how PRT-3A-fast        that    horse 
‘How fast is that horse?’  
 
To express the idea of ‘every time’ the Partitive is used instead of the Irrealis yi- if 
an action referred to is what actually did happen. These two usages are contrasted in 
(43). 
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43) a. 0g-/9              gMq 
nakaahnaniisv      kaluhko 
ni-a-kaahnaniis-vvi   ka-luhk-oi 
PRT-3A-rain:CMP-DPL:CMP-EXP\SUB     3A-arrive:INC-HAB 
‘Every time it rained, he arrived.’  
 
b. =g-/      gMq 
yuukaahnanawu   kaluhko 
yi-uu-kaahnan-a=kwu  ka-luhk-oi 
IRR-3B-rain:CMP-TAV=DT  3A-arrive:INC-HAB 
‘Every time it rains, he arrives.’  
 
The Partitive also appears with numbers as in the following constructions. In both of 
these examples in (44) the final suffix attaches directly to the number.  
 
44) a.  ahsf ZGesd 
hiski noojiieesti 
hiski ni-oojii-eesti 
five      PRT-1B.PL-AFT 
‘There will be five of us.’  
 
b.   5~      n/o 
jokwu    naaniio 
joi=kwu ni-anii-oi  
 three=DT PRT-3A.PL-HAB 
 ‘There are usually only three of them.’  
 
An unusual usage of the Partitive prefix is its appearance before the Cislocative ta- 
on Deverbal Noun forms. An example is in (45). In the first example the Distributive 
appears between these two other prepronominal prefixes; it appears here as too- 
because it is before the Cislocative prefix.  
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45) qPls    /4cGnWd      [;bWS 
koohweelis   nitootajinawiiti     teejvvkewse 
koohweeli=s  ni-tee-ta-iijii-nawiit-i tee-iijii-vvkews-ei 
paper=Q                  PRT-DST-CIS-2B.PL-bring:DVN-NOM2   DST-2B.PL-forget:CMP-NXP 
‘Did y’all forget to bring the paper?’  
 
The Partitive prefix has the unexpected allomorph ii- (PRT2) that is used on 
Deverbal Noun stems and derived forms. Before a vowel a /y/ is inserted. Two 
examples are in (46). 
 
46) a.  iErmd        EpCtpis 
  iijatvvhnti  jaanehlthaneis 
  ii-ja-atvvhnt-i   ja-xxnehlthan-ei=s 
  PRT2-2B-do:DVN-NOM2   2B-try:CMP-NXP=Q 
‘Did you try to do it?’  
 
c.   d[YHsf            i=ls4d    a[:Q 
tiiteehyoohvski       iyulstohti       aateehlkhwa 
     ti-a-at-eehyoohvsk-i   ii-uu-alstoht-i  a-ateehlohkhwaa 
DST2-3A-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM   PRT2-3B-beome:DVN-NOM2   3A-learn:PRC 
‘He is studying to become a teacher.’  
 
The Partitive is found in frozen form on many nouns with a temporal or quantitative 
meaning. Some of these words are listed in (47).8 The examples in (47a-h) bear the 
ii- form and are probably derived from verbs, many of whose original meaning has 
been lost.  
 
47) a.   i#[Txc     ijuuteethiyvta  ‘years (number of)’ (Feeling 1975a:132) 
b.   iytOstmi iyathahwoosthanvvi  ‘minute’ 
c.   i=C]c  iyuuhliiloota  ‘hour’      (Feeling 1975a:133) 
d.   i=\qd  iyuwaakhti   ‘time(s)’ 
e.   i=n4cQsd iyuunatootakwaasti  ‘week’ 
g.   ngc      nikaata    ‘all’ 
h.   /qhki  nikohilvvi   ‘always’ 
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1.1.6 Distributive (DST) tee-/ti- 
The two basic meanings of this prefix are to indicate the existence of plural 
objects or the distribution and/or multiplication of an action. In the example in (48) 
the tee- form (DST) on the verb indicates that the action of the verb has plural 
objects, while the ti- form (DST2) on the noun indicates that the object is plural.  
  
48) d-O     jKYr 
 tiihnawo      tuukhayootv 
 ti-a-hnawo     tee-uu-khayoot-vvi  
DST2-3A-clothing       DST-3B-dry:CMP-EXP 
‘He was drying the clothes.’  
 
The Distributive prepronominal prefix appears more than any other 
prepronominal prefix; moreover, it has the greatest number of different forms. The 
two basic forms are tee- and ti-, but each of these two forms has variants according 
to the sounds it appears adjacent to. Both forms are seen in (49). 
 
49) jsQlDm      /gc     dzZAsd 
tuuskwaalsohnv   nikaat  tikvvnoosasti 
tee-uu-skwaals-ohn-vvi nikaata ti-ka-vvnoosast-i 
DST-3B-break:CMP-TRM:CMP-EXP all        DST2-3A-sweep:DVN\OBJ-NOM  
‘He completely broke all the brooms.’ 
 
The basic form tee- appears on verbs before consonants, as seen in (50a). In 
this example the full form of the prefix causes a high tone to appear on the following 
vowel. In (50b) the vowel of the Distributive prefix is dropped before another vowel. 
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50) a.  [U{>Us 
teehasuuleehas 
tee-hi-asuuleeha=s  
DST-2A-wash.hands:PRC=Q 
‘Are you washing your hands?’  
 
b.   Z~r      Gc{w 
nookwutvv  jitasuula 
nookwu=tvv  ji-tee-a-asuula 
now=FC        REL-DST-3A-wash.hands:IMM 
‘He just washed his hands.’  
 
c.   jn{> 
 tuunasuule 
 tee-uunii-asuul-ei  
DST-3B.PL-wash.hands:CMP-NXP  
‘They washed their hands.’  
 
The vowel /i/ deletes when it follows a Distributive, while the Distributive prefix 
receives a high tone. Two examples are in (51). 
 
51) a.  /qk      [n{>sq 
  nikoolv  teenasuuleesko 
  nikoolv  tee-iinii-asuuleesk-oi  
always         DST-1A.DL- wash.hands:INC-HAB 
‘You and I always wash our hands.’  
 
b.   a[ws    [G^  
ateelas  teejiihla  
ateela=s  tee-iijii-hla 
money=Q           DST-2A.PL-have:PRC   
‘Do you all have some money (in your pocket)?’  
 
The ti- form of this prefix (DST2) appears on nouns, adjectives, Immediate 
commands, verbs with the Irrealis prefix and the Deverbal Noun. The sentence in 
(52a) contains both forms; the tee- form appears on the verb, and the ti- form is on 
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the noun. The noun ‘eye glasses’ is always plural. In (52b) the presence of the Irrealis 
prefix triggers the ti- form on the verb.  
 
52) a.  dEgTmTd      [EJg 
tijakhthinvvthtis   teejatuuka  
ti-ja-akhthinvvthti=s  tee-ja-atuuka 
DST2-2B-eye.glasses=Q  DST-2B-throw:IMM   
‘Did you throw your glasses away?’  
 
b. ^Z         scI    IdEkWscp$ 
thlahnoo  staayi  yitijalvhwstaaneeho 
thla=hnoo staayi  yi-ti-ja-lvhwstaaneeh-oi 
not=CN          hard                 IRR-DST2-2B.PL-work:INC-HAB    
‘You all don't work very hard.’  
 
 Like tee-, this ti- form will change according to adjacent sounds. In (53a) it causes 
the prepronominal prefix to delete; as a result of this deletion the vowel of the prefix 
is lengthened, giving it the form tii- The vowel of the Distributive prefix ti- 
deletes before /i/, as seen in (53b). When the DST2 form ti- appears before the 
vowels /e/, /o/ or /u/ it becomes j-, as seen in (53c) through (53e). 
 
53) a.  d{ldi 
tiisuhlti 
ti-a-asuhlt-i 
DST2-3A-wash.hands:DVN-NOM2 
‘sink’   
 
b.   /gc  dE{w 
nikaata  tiijasuula 
nikaata  ti-iijii-asuula  
all               DST2-2A.PL-wash.hands:IMM(COM) 
‘Everybody wash your hands!’  
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 c.   }pYd     fnjl 
jeeneehyohti   kinatuuli  
ti-eenii-eehyoht-i   kinii-atuuliha 
DST2-1A.DL.AN-teach:DVN-NOM2       1B.DL-want:PRC    
 ‘You and I want to teach him.’  
 
d.   5s[Yd    ofnjl 
joosteehyohti   ookinatuuli 
ti-oostii-eehyoht-i  ookinii-atuuliha 
DST2-1A.DL.EX-teach:DVN-NOM2    1B.DL.EX-want:PRC    
‘We want to teach him.’  
 
d.   #{ld              ujl 
juusuhlti    uutuuli 
ti-uu-asuhlt-i   uu-atuuliha 
DST2-3B-wash.hands:DVN-NOM2    3B-want:PRC  
‘She wants to wash her hands.’  
 
A special form too- appears before the Future prefix ta-, the Iterative ii-, and the 
Cislocative ti-. An example of each is in (54).  In the first example the Irrealis 
causes a high tone to appear on the mora immediately following the prefix; because 
the vowel is long, this tone is realized as a falling tone.  
 
54) a.  IsfZS>s   I4EpS 
yiskhinoseelees       yitoojaneese  
yi-ski-hnoseel-ei=s  yi-tee-ii-ja-nees-ei 
IRR-2/1-tell:CMP-NXP=Q IRR-DST-ITR-2A-take:CMP-NXP\SUB 
‘Would you have told me if you had taken them?’  
 
b.   /gcs  4cE{l 
nikaatas   tootajasuuli 
nikaata=s  tee-ta-iijii-asuul-i  
all=Q                   DST-FUT-2A.PL-wash.hands:CMP-MOT  
‘Are you all going to wash your hands?’  
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c.   4ncqHi 
toonataakoohvvi 
tee-ii-iinii-ataat-kooh-vvi  
DST-ITR-FUT-1A.DL-RFL-see:CMP-FIM  
‘Let’s see each other again!’  
 
d.   4dt>9i 
tootiithalesvvi 
tee-ti-a-athales-vvi 
DST-CIS-3A-make.hole:CMP-DVB 
‘where the holes are’  
 
 
When the DST2 form ti- appears with the second person singular Set A pronominal 
prefix hi-, the expected vowel deletion and aspiration occurs, resulting in the two 
syllables ti- and hi- appearing as the single syllable T/thi/ (55a). In (55b) the 
pronominal prefix has its vowel deleted before a vowel-initial stem; as a result, the 
syllable is /tho/. In the first example the syllabary distinguishes the aspirated 
sequence, while in the second example the character 4 could be either /to/ or 
/tho/. 
 
55) a.   TZb/ 
  thihnookeeni 
  ti-hi-hnookeeni 
DST2-2A-arm 
‘your arms’   
 
d.   4Pwa 
thoohweelaa  
ti-hi-oohweelaa 
DST2-2A-write: IMM(COM) 
‘Write them!’  
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In addition to the two basic uses already described, some verbs always have the 
Distributive prefix.9  While there are some patterns to which verbs take tee-, it is 
unpredictable and must simply be learned as part of the verb. One pattern is for tee- 
to appear with verbs that have to do with ongoing or repeated activities. For example, 
the verbs in (56) all carry the Distributive. An example sentence is in (57). 
 
56) -eehyooyvska  ‘to teach’ 
-asehiha  ‘to count’ 
-alihthateeka ‘to jump’ 
-yaweeka  ‘to be tired’ 
-hnokiia  ‘to sing’ 
 
57) [sf@0fa 
teeskikweenukia 
tee-ski-kweenukia  
DST-2/1-pinch:PRC 
‘You’re pinching me.’  
 
Many intransitive verbs take tee- if the subject is non-singular. Two examples are in 
(58). 
 
58) a.  4fYRU 
tookiyoosiha 
tee-ookii-yoosiha 
DST-1B.PL.EX-be.hungry:PRC  
‘We are hungry.’  
 
b.   4ncs[kHi 
toonatasteelvhvvi 
tee-ii-iinii-ataat-stelvh-vvi  
DST-ITR-1A.DL-RFL-help:CMP-FIM 
‘Let’s help each other again!’  
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Sometimes the addition of a Distributive prefix will create a different word with a 
slightly different meaning. Two pairs of words differentiated by ti- are in (59) and 
(60). 
 
59) a.   agTy akhthiya  ‘guard’ 
b.   dgTy tiikhthiya  ‘waiter, pastor’ 
 
60) a.   acOsf atawooski  ‘swimmer’ 
b.   dcOsf tiitawooski ‘Baptist’ 
 
 
1.1.7. Animate Plural (ANP) kaa- 
For some speakers the prepronominal prefix kaa- is used to reference  third 
person plural animate objects; for other speakers the Distributive prefix tee- is used. 
The prefix kaa- is the older prefix, but in Oklahoma Cherokee it is becoming more 
common to use the Distributive prefix to refer to both animate and inanimate plural 
objects. These changes are discussed in depth in Scancarelli 1988. Many speakers use 
kaa- and tee- interchangeably for animate plural objects. Two examples with the 
plural animate kaa- are shown below in (61). In (61c) the tee- appears to reference 
the plural animate object.  
 
61) a.  ghq\T#    n fC 
 kaahiikoohwahthiju   na  kiihli  
 kaa-hii-koohwahthiha=ju  na  kiihli 
ANP-2A.AN-see:PRC=CQ  that  dog 
‘Do you see those dogs?’ 
 
b.   gGy4lg 
kaajiiyatooliika 
kaa-jii-atooliika 
ANP-1A.AN-pity:PRC 
‘I pity them.’ 
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c.   cT/4L    c-\  ap4 
taathihniitoohe   taahnaw  aneetoo 
tee-a-ahthihn-iitooh-ei   taahnawa  anii-eetooh-i 
DST-3A-lead:INC-AMB:INC-NXP           war      3A.PL-walk.around:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘He was leading a war party (lit. “war-goers”)’  (Chapter 9.2:6) 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1.8. Cislocative (CIS) ti-/ta-  
This prefix indicates a motion or an action that is facing or approaching the 
speaker.  This prefix can be contrasted with the Translocative (TRN) prefix wi-, which 
indicates a motion way from the deictic center.10 The ti- itself undergoes the same 
changes as the ti- Distributive (DST2), appearing with a long vowel before a deleted 
/a/ and as j- before the vowels /e/, /o/, and /u/. In (62a) it appears on the copula ‘to 
be.’ In (62b) the vowel of the prefix is lengthened to indicate a deleted a- pronominal 
prefix, and in (62c) and (62d) the j- form is shown. In (62a) the deictic center is ‘the 
top of the hill,’ while in (62b) the prefix indicates the action taking place is view of 
the speaker. 
 
62) a.  db9       \y          u4hS  
tikeesv     wahya     uuthohise  
ti-kees-vvi  wahya  uu-athohis-ei  
CIS-be:INC- DVB      wolf        3B-whoop:CMP-NXP      
‘When he was there, he whooped.’ (Chapter 9.1:17-18)  
 
 
b. d[w   dfa 
ateel  tiikia 
ateela ti-a-ki-a 
money       CIS-3A-pick.up:PRC 
‘Over that way someone is picking up money.’   
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c. #M;r 
juuluhjvvtvv 
ti-uu-luhj-vvi=tvv 
CIS-3B-arrive:CMP-EXP =FC 
‘He came back.’   
 
d. o/Z        ock         n     #>m           
oohnihno    ootalv     na   juuleenv        
oohni=hnoo   ootalvvi    na      ti-uu-aleen-vvi    
behind=CN                 mountain           that     CIS-3B-start:CMP-EXP\SUB    
‘…the last  mountain where he started.’ (Chapter 9.3:51)    
    
Despite phonological similarities, the Cislocative prefix is distinct from the 
Distributive prefix.  (63) demonstrates that both prefixes can occur on the same verb. 
When they do, the Distributive prefix appears as too-. In this example the too- also 
inserts a high tone on the following Cislocative prefix; because this latter prefix is 
lengthened, it is realized as a falling tone.  
 
63) 4dsqsg 
 tootiiskooska 
 tee-ti-a-askooska   
DST-CIS-3A-dig:PRC 
‘He is digging over there.’  
 
Pulte and Feeling (1975:253) describe a special form of the Cislocative that appears 
on verbs ending in the Experienced Past –vvi.11   This form of the Cislocative has 
the abbreviation CIS2; an example is in (64a). This form becomes tay- before vowels 
other than /a/ or /i/, as seen in the first example. In (64b) the combination of ta- and 
the vowel /a/ creates tvv-. 
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64) a.  ofnli          /c=mm             qPl       GqlBa 
ookinaliii   nitayuunvvnv     koohweel jikooliiyea 
   ookinii-aliii ni-ta-uu-nvvn-vvi koohweeli ji-kooliiyea 
1B.DL.EX-friend            PRT-CIS2-3B-send:CMP-DVB    paper               1A-read:PRC 
‘I am reading a letter from a friend.’  
 
b.   i&z   rf]9i 
ihlkv tvvkiloosvvi 
ihlkv ta-aki-aloos-vvi 
tree    CIS2-1B-fall:CMP-EXP    
‘I fell from the tree.’  
 
1.1.9. Cislocative Motion (CSM) ta-  
 The Cislocative Motion prefix is used specifically on verbs of motion when 
the action is approaching the speaker.  The basic form is exemplified in (65a), while 
(65b) shows the inserted /y/ that appears before all vowels except /i/ and /a/.  In (65c) 
the vowel /i/ is deleted, but the vowel of the ta- is lengthened and lowered. The 
combination of ta- with a following vowel /a/ results in the form tvv-, as 
exemplified in (65d).  
 
65) a.   cfncnRZLl 
takinatansiinooheeli 
ta-kinii-atansiinoo-heeli 
CSM-1B.PL-crawl:CMP-APL:PRC    
‘He’s crawling to us.’  
 
b.   o/     Gcyi 
  ohni   jitayaai     
  ohni   ji-ta-a-aai    
behind        REL-CSM-walk:PRC\SUB 
‘The one that’s coming after me.’  (New Testament, Mathew 3:11)  
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c.   cfM}l 
 taakiiluhcheeli 
ta-iikii-luhj-eel-i  
CSM-1B.PL-arrive:CMP-APL:CMP-MOT  
‘He will come up to us.’   
 
d.   rfM}l 
tvvkiluhcheeli 
ta-aki-luhj-eel-i  
CSM-1B.PL-arrive:CMP-APL:CMP-MOT   
‘He will come up to me.’  
 
Pulte and Feeling (1975:251) note that this prefix takes the form ti- (CSM2) with the 
Habitual, Non-Experienced past and Intentional suffix. Two examples are in (66); in 
the second example the following /a/ is deleted, causing the vowel of the 
prepronominal prefix to be lengthened.   
 
66) a.  g4H    dEgtHS 
katoohv tiijakhthahvvse  
katoohv ti-iijii-akahthahvvs-ei 
why                CIS2-2A.PL-turn.back:CMP-NXP 
‘Why did you turn back?’  
 
b.   dcnR/Di 
tiitansiiniisooi 
ti-a-atanasiiniis-oi 
CSM2-3A-crawl:INC-HAB    
‘He habitually crawls (in the direction of the speaker)’ 
(Pulte and feeling 1975:251) 
 
1.1.10 Future (FUT) ta-  
 Future ta- attaches to a Completive stem with a final Motion (MOT) suffix i-
.
12
  In (67) there are three examples of this construction.  In (67b) vowel deletion of 
the prefix is triggered by the second person pronominal prefix that follows the Future 
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prefix. The ta- Future indicates an event will happen in the near future and is 
sometimes translated with ‘going to.’13 
 
67) a.   cgO/R   
takawooniisi 
ta-ka-wooniis-i    
FUT-3A-talk:CMP-MOT 
   ‘She is going to talk.’ 
 
b.   /h T\rh 
nihi thihwahtvvhi 
nihi ta-hi-hwahtvvh-i 
2.PRO FUT-2A-find:CMP-MOT       
‘You will find it.’  
 
c.   czt/A/ 
takvvthaniisahni  
ta-ji-vhthan-iisahn-i 
FUT-1A-use:PRF-DPL:PRF-MOT   
 ‘I’m going to use it again.’  
 
It is important to note that, unlike the past tense use of the Completive stem, 
Set A prefixes can appear when the Completive is used to create a future meaning.14 
The Future prepronominal prefix undergoes some phonological changes that have not 
been seen on the previously discussed prefixes. The combination of /a/ and /a/ 
produces /vv/; thus the Future prefix will combine with the third person Set A prefix 
a- to produce /tvv/. Two examples are in (68); in the second example the 
pronominal prefix undergoes metathesis and aspiration. 
 
68) a. rx8R 
tvvhyvhtheesi 
ta-a-ahyvhthees-i  
FUT-3A-kick:CMP-MOT 
‘He will kick it.’  
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b.   ^    9f   Irf\R 
hla svvk  yitvvkhiwasi 
hla svvki yi-ta-aki-hwas-i 
NEG    onion      IRR-FUT-1B-plant:CMP-MOT 
‘I’m not going to plant onions.’  
 
These phonological changes help to differentiate the Future from the Cislocative 
prefix from which it probably evolved. The Cislocative form ta- does not change to 
tvv- before /a/, but instead deletes the following /a/.  
In the last example above the presence of the Future causes the Distributive tee- 
to change to too-. When ta- combines with /i/, the /i/ deletes, as seen in (69), but 
the vowel of the prefix is lengthened and lowered. 
 
69) cdAwc/ 
 taatiisaltaani  
 ta-iitii-saltaan-i 
FUT-1A.PL-lift:CMP-MOT 
‘We will lift it.’  
 
When ta- combines with any other vowel, a /y/ is inserted as shown in (70). 
 
70) a.  c=yl 
tayuuhyali 
ta-uu-hyal-i  
FUT-3B-look.for:CMP-MOT 
‘He will look for it.’    
 
b.   cYzbWR 
tayookvvkhewsi 
ta-ookii-akhews-i 
FUT-1O.PL.EX-forget:CMP-MOT 
‘We will be forgotten.’  
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The Future, Cislocative and Cislocative motion prefixes have similarities in form and 
meaning and historically were a single prefix.  They have developed clear enough 
distinctions in form and usage to justify their description as three separate prefixes.15  
 This future construction overlaps in some areas with the Absolute Future, but 
the two constructions have distinct uses. Because –eesti is a final suffix, it can only 
refer to a time that is later than the present moment, hence the term ‘absolute.’ The 
Absolute Future is able to attach to either a Completive or Incompletive stem and is 
therefore capable of expressing aspectual nuances. However, to express a future idea 
in the past the Future prefix and Motion suffix must be used. In (71) the Motion 
suffix is itself followed by a final suffix; in this case /s/ appears as part of the Motion 
suffix. 
 
71) 4cG]pi9         
tootajilooneisv  
tee-ta-ji-loone-is-vvi  
DST-FUT-1A-oil:CMP:MOT-EXP    
‘I was going to oil it.’ (Feeling 1975a:101) 
 
The Future prepronominal prefix is one of two ways to reference a future time frame; 
the other way is the Absolute Future (AFT) final suffix discussed in Chapter 5. 
Another example of the Absolute Future suffix is in (72). 
 
72) a/\TLsd 
aaniihwathiiheesti 
anii-hwathiih-eesti 
3A.PL-find:CMP-AFT    
‘They will find it.’ (Scancarelli 2005:369) 
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1.1.11. Iterative (ITR)  ii-/vv-  
This prefix indicates that an action has been repeated.16 It has two different 
forms depending on what kind of stem or final suffix is present, although which stems 
or final suffixes take which form is subject to variation. Cook (1979: 82) reports for 
North Carolina Cherokee that this prefix displays a lot of dialectal variation. Feeling 
and Pulte state (1975:254) that with Deverbal Noun stems, non-motion Present 
Continuous, and Experienced Past suffix -vvi the form vv- (ITR2) is used. An 
example with the Experienced Past suffix is in (73).  
 
73) vEO/9i 
vvjawooniisvvi  
vv-ja-wooniis-vvi 
ITR2-2B-speak:CMP-EXP 
‘You spoke again.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:254) 
 
Other speakers don’t make this distinction for the Present Continuous, as seen from 
the example in (74). 
 
74) igpsbU 
iikaaneskeeha 
ii-ji-ahneskeeha 
ITR-1A-build:PRC   
‘I’m building it again.’  
 
Three more examples of this prefix are in (75). As seen in the second example, some 
speakers use an initial /h/ with this prefix.  
 
75) a.  iUpCc 
iihaneehlta 
ii-hi-aneehlta 
ITR-2A-try:IMM(COM) 
‘Try it again!’ 
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b.   hzfq\T 
hiikvvkiikohwthi 
hii-kvvkii-kohwthiha 
ITR-3.PL/1-see:PRC  
‘They’re seeing me again.’  
 
c.   g=w      iHmqg           uA0lo       iUAlrg 
kaayuul  iihvnvvkooka     uusanuuliio iihasaltvvka 
kaayuula ii-hi-vnvvkooka  uusanuuliio ii-hi-asaltvvka 
already              ITR-2A-appear:IMM          fast                                 ITR-2A-lift:IMM 
 ‘You already appeared again, you have lifted yourself up very fast.’17   
 
This prefix is less common than the other prefixes; moreover, it has some unusual 
variants depending on the context in which it appears. Three examples are in (76). In 
(76a) the prefix inserts a glottal stop before a vowel. For some speakers, however, the 
Iterative merely appears as a high tone on the vowel before the Set B third person 
prefix, as shown in (76b) and (76c). In (76d) the combination of the Distributive and 
the Iterative results in too-.  
 
76) a.  ^     IuO/S 
hla yiiuuwoonise 
hla yi-ii-uu-woonis-ei  
NEG IRR-ITR-3B-speak:CMP-NXP    
‘He didn’t speak again.’  
 
b.   *lZ        jcm/ki 
  meelihno  tuutaanvvneelvvi  
  meeli=hnoo tee-ii-uu-ataat-nvvneel-vvi 
Mary=CN  DST-ITR-3B-RFL-give:CMP-EXP 
‘And Mary gave them right back to him.’ (Scancarelli 1987:88) 
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c.   duM;Z     j\rL            
tiuuluhjvhnoo      tuuhwahthvvhe  
ti-ii-uu-luhj-vvi=hnoo tee-uu-hwahthvvh-ei  
CIS-ITR-3B-arrive:CMP-EXP=CN    DST-3B-find:CMP-NXP    
 
      tlp   a/lnei 
thaliine  aanihlinaeei 
thali-iineei anii-hlina-ei 
two-ORD     3A.PL-sleep(PL):INC-NXP\SUB    
‘And when he came back he found them asleep again’  
(New Testament, Matthew 26:43) 
 
d.   mQ>     4G\gt 
  nvvkwale toojiiwakhtha 
  nvvkwale tee-ii-jii-wakhtha  
again             DST–ITR-1A.AN-find:IMM 
‘I found them again. ’  
 
If a vowel precedes this prefix, it becomes -vv-. Three examples are in (77).  
 
77) a.  g4H   u}\sd         umd     mhx/R 
  katoohv  uujeewaasti uunvvti  nvvhiiyvvnisi  
  katoohv  uu-ajeewaast-i  uunvvti  ni-ii-hii-vvnisi 
why              3B-spill:DVN-NOM2        milk           PRT-ITR-2A.AN-make:IMM                     
‘Why did you make him spill his milk?’  
 
b.   ^    xQjl        afrad              dgZfsd 
thla yvvkwatuuli    akhthvkooti tikahnookiisti  
thla yi-ii-aki-atuuliha aki-hthvkoot-i ti-ka-hnookiist-i 
NEG     IRR-ITR-1B-want:PRC    1B-hear:DVN-NOM2   DST2-3A-sing:DVN\OBJ-NOM  
‘I never want to hear that song again.’  
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c.   nm     #Y!9i     ;j4           qh   Gg      
naa=nv juuyoohuusv   jvvtuuto      khoohi jik  
 na=nv ti-uu-yoohuus-vvi ti-ii-ti-uu-ataa-ooa khoohi ji-ka  
    that=F2 CIS-3B-die:CMP-DVB     DST2-ITR-DST-3B-MDL-name:PRC  today  REL-be:PRC 
 ‘To this day its name is “where one died”.’ (Chapter 9.3:10) 
 
Pulte and Feeling report (1975:254) that the form –vv- appears before the Negative 
Time prefix kaa-; an example they give is in (78). 
 
78) vgEO/9i 
vvkaajawooniisvvi  
vv-kaa-ja-wooniis-vvi 
ITR2-NGT-2B-speak:CMP-EXP\SUB 
‘…since you have spoken again.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:254) 
 
A pronominal prefix always appears on the Present Continuous form of the copula 
verb ‘to be’; this prefix is usually the iterative. A example is in (79a). It can appear on 
other forms of the verb as well; (79b) is an example on the Incompletive stem. 
 
79) a.  uOjU    ig    Ewf  gO/hsd 
uwootuuha iika  jalaki  kawooniihisti 
uu-ootuuha ii-ka  jalaki  ka-wooniihist-i 
3B-beautiful   ITR-be:PRC         Cherokee  3A-speak:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘Cherokee is a beautiful language.’ 
 
 
b.   dsjic     ibSsd   5w/  [hsjmi 
tiistuiita  iikeeseesti tijoolani teehistuunvvi 
   ti-a-stuii-ta ii-kees-eesti ti-joolani tee-hi-stuun-vvi              
 DST2-3A-open-PCP   ITR-be:INC-AFT\SUB   DST2-window  DST-2A-open:CMP-FIM 
‘If the windows happen to be open, close them.’  (Feeling 1975a:135)  
 
This prefix appears on a verb in conjunction with the question word to ask a ‘why’ 
question; two examples are in (80).  
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80) a.  g4H    vn/f 
katoohv vvnahniki 
katoohv ii-anii-ahniki  
why              ITR-3A.PL-leave:IMM    
‘Why did they leave?’  
 
b.   g4H    Ewf     iU[:Qa 
katoohv  jalak    iihateehlkwa  
katoohv  jalaki   ii-hi-ateehlkwa 
why  Cherokee       ITR-2A-learn:PRC 
  ‘Why are you learning Cherokee?’  
 
For some speakers the Iterative is not used on the Immediate stem and is replaced by 
the Relativizer (REL). In (81), for example, the Relativizer forms a why-question with 
the Immediate stem.   
 
81) g4H    dggtHn 
 katoohv jiikakaathahvvna  
 katoohv jii-ji-akahthahvvna 
why                REL-1A-turn.back:IMM 
‘Why did I turn back?’  
 
 
1.1.12. Negative Time (NGT) kaa-  
The basic meaning of this prefix is used as a negative to indicate something 
hasn’t happened for a certain period of time.18 This prefix is the least common of all 
the prepronominal prefixes. Two examples are in (82). For some speakers it occurs in 
conjunction with the Partitive, as in the second example. As is seen in both examples, 
this ‘since’ usage puts the verb in a subordinate relationship to another verb and a 
corresponding highfall (indicated by \SUB) appears on the rightmost long vowel.  
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82) a.  gf/qHi 
kaakiniikoohvvi 
kaa-kinii-kooh-vvi  
NGT-1B.DL-see:CMP-EXP\SUB    
‘since you and I saw it.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:255) 
 
b.   qhf     Gb9   /gGqv         A* 
kohiiki jikeesv  nikaajiikov    saami 
kohiiki ji-kees-vvi  ni-kaa-jii-koh-vvi   saami 
long.time    REL-be:INC-EXP         PRT-NGT-1A.AN-see:CMP-EXP\SUB    Sam 
‘It’s a long time since I’ve seen Sam.’ (Walker 1975:218)   
 
This prefix has a variety of different forms depending on the context in which it 
appears. Two examples are in (83). In (83a) it becomes kvv- when followed by /a/. 
Pulte and Feeling (1975:255) point out that the form kvvwa- results from a 
combination of the Set B third person prefix uu- with kaa-; an example is in (83b). 
 
83) a.   ^     IWb4           clQ     
thla yiwikeeto      talik   
thla yi-wi-ji-eetoa          talikwa   
NEG   IRR-TRN-1A-walk.around:PRC         Tahlequah     
 
zfndmc        gl5[ 
kvvkintiinvvt   kahljoote 
kaa-aki-natiinvv-ta  kahljoote 
NGT-1B-sell-PCP                 house 
‘I haven’t returned to Tahlequah since my house was sold.’  
 
b.   {clp     Di    GKk   zP4ki 
suutaliine soi jikhalv    kvvweetoolvvi 
suutali-iineei soi ji-khalvvi  kaa-uu-eetool-vvi 
six-ORD  other      REL-month   NGT-3B-walk.around:CMP-EXP\SUB    
 ‘He hasn’t been here since the sixth of last month.’  
(Pulte and Feeling 1975:255) 
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In (84) is an example of the form kaay- that appears before vowels other than /a/ or 
/u/.  
 
84) WgYfY< 
wikaayookiihyoohlv 
wi-kaa-ookii-hyoohl-vvi 
TRN-NGT-1B.PL.EX-bring:CMP-EXP\SUB 
‘Since we all brought it.’ (Scancarelli 2005:367)  
 
If kaa- is used in conjunction with Irrealis yi- the result can be a more emphatic 
negative as seen in (85).19 In both examples this combination occurs on the last word 
in the sentence; the second example is the kvvwa- form that occurs before /u/. 
 
85) a.   nfs[lsz      /bSsd        
  naksteeliiskv    nikeeseest    
  ni-aki-steeliisk-vvna  ni-kees-eesti  
  PRT-1B-help:INC-NDV         PRT-be:INC-AFT       
 
 
  ^     Bk    IgGsQd 
  thla yeelv  yikaajiiskwati  
  thla yeelv  yi-kaa-ji-skwatia 
  NEG     IRR-able   IRR-NGT-1A-finish:PRC 
‘Without him helping me I won't be able to finish.’ 
 
b.   #l;ysd     IbS            
juulichvvyaasti  yikeese      
   ti-uu-alichvvyaasti  yi-kees-eei   
DST2-3B-brave     IRR-be:INC-NXP\SUB      
 
 
^     Iz\lTSi 
hla  yikvvwahlthiise 
hla  yi-kaa-uu-alihthiis-ei 
NEG    IRR-NGT-3B-run:CMP-NXP   
‘If he were brave he wouldn’t have run away.’ (Feeling 1975a:137)  
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kaa- also appears with verbs in the in Deverbal Noun stem and Set B prefixes to 
indicate one’s ability to perform an action.  As demonstrated in (86), this usage 
require a highfall tone (MOD). 
 
86) a.  g5P]d      If    Urfsz  
kaajoohweeloti   yiki   hathvvkiiskv   
kaa-ja-oohweelot-i   yi-ki       hi-ahthvvkiisk-vvi    
   NGT-2B-write:DVN\MOD-NOM  IRR\SUB-be:IMM      2A-hear:INC-DVB                
 
y[]Q    Ewf  EO/hsdi 
hyateehlohkwa   jalaki  jawooniihistiii 
yi-hi-ateehlohkwa  jalaki  ja-wooniihist-iii 
IRR-2A-learn:PRC                 Cherokee      2B-hear:DVN-NOM2               
‘If you can write down what you hear, you can learn the language.’   
(Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
b.   z\ncOsd        If    ycOE 
kvvwantawoosti   yiki  hyatawooja 
kaa-uunii-atawoost-i  yi-ki  yi-hi-ataa-awooja 
NGT-3B.PL-swim:DVN\MOD-NOM    IRR\SUB-be      IRR-2A-MDL-swim:IMM    
‘If they can swim, so can you!’  
 
As seen above, the ability is indicated by the Negative Time prefix attached to a 
Deverbal Noun stem; this stem undergoes a Modal (MOD) tone change indicating 
ability. An example is in (87a). By way of contrast the same sentence is shown in 
(87b) without the prepronominal prefix, resulting in a meaning indicating obligation. 
 
87) a.   ^  q!sd  g=nrpd    If 
hla  kohuusti  kaayuuntvvhnti    yiki 
hla  kohuusti  kaa-yi-uunii-atvvhnt-i   yi-ki 
NEG   something  NGT-IRR-3B.PL-do:DVN\MOD-NOM    IRR-be:PRC 
‘They can’t do anything.’ (Lady Indians Championship) 
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b.   ^  q!sd  g=nrpd    If 
hla  kohuusti  yuuntvvhnti     yiki 
hla  kohuusti  yi-uunii-atvvhnt-i    yi-ki 
NEG   something  IRR-3B.PL-do:DVN\MOD-NOM    IRR-be:PRC 
‘They shouldn’t do anything.’  
 
Pulte and Feeling (1975:255), as well as Cook (1979:83) and King (1975:69), 
describe a special form kee- that is used with second person, but some speakers, as 
seen above in (87b), prefer kaa-. An example with kee- is in (88). 
 
88) bEqHi 
keejakoohvvi 
kee-ja-kooh-vvi  
NGT-2B-see:CMP-EXP\SUB 
‘Since you saw it.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:255) 
 
Cook (1979:75, 84) describes an unusual form of the third person Object Focus prefix 
that appears when preceded by the Negative Temporalizer prefix. This prefix aji- 
(ak- before vowels) becomes eji- (ek- before vowels); furthermore, /y/ is inserted 
between the kaa- and the Object Focus prefix. An example of this less-commonly 
seen combination is in (89) below. In this instance the prefix appears on an agentive 
noun.  
 
89) /gBG/Isf  
 nikayejiniiyiisk  
 ni-kaa-aji-niiyiisk-i  
PRT-NGT-3O-catch:INC\AGT-NOM               
‘…until he caught him.’ (Chapter 9.1:38) 
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1.1.13. Cislocative Imperative (CSI) ee-  
 This prefix is similar to the Cislocative Motion prefix in that it indicates 
movement toward the speaker, but it is only used with imperatives. Its most common 
occurrence is in the command in (90a); two other examples are given with it. 
 
90) a.  ehxU 
eehiyvvha 
ee-hi-yvvha 
CSI-2A-enter:IMM(COM) 
‘Come in!’ 
 
b.   esfs[w 
eeskiisteela 
ee-ski-steela 
CSI-2/1-help:IMM(COM) 
‘Come and help us (you’re over there).’  
 
c.   esf/scQjg          dsccC]sdsf 
eeskiniistaakwatuuka  tiistataatliiloostiiski 
ee-skinii-staakwatuuka  ti-iistii-ataatliiloostiisk-i 
CSI-2/1.DL-follow:IMM(COM)  DST2-2A.DL-photgraph:INC\AGT-NOM      
‘You two photographers follow me!’  
 
The Cislocative Imperative is incompatible with the Distributive. If the Distributive is 
present, the Cislocative (CIS) replaces it. In (91a), for example, the Cislocative 
Imperative appears when a single object is indicated, while in (91b) the presence of a 
plural object causes the Cislocative ti- to appear. In this example the Distributive 
assumes the form too- before the Cislocative. 
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91) a.  eszR 
eskhvsi 
ee-ski-hvsi 
CSI-2/1-give.to:IMM(COM) 
‘Pass me it.’  
  
b.   4dszR 
tootiskhvsi 
tee-ti-ski-hvsi 
DST-CIS-2/1-give.to:IMM(COM) 
‘Pass me them’  
 
1.2. POSTPRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
1.2.1 Reflexive (RFL) ataat-/ataa-/at-  
The reflexive prefix ataat- is one of two prefixes that can appear between 
the pronominal prefix and the verb stem.20 It is only used on transitive verbs and 
indicates that the subject that is performing the action is the same as the object that is 
being affected by the action. As with other prefixes, the environment in which the 
reflexive appears can alter its form. The full form ataat- appears before stems that 
begin with a vowel other than /a/. Before /a/ the reflexive appears as at-, while 
before consonants its form is ataa-. In (91) are three examples of the full form of the 
prefix. In (91b) the verb begins with a vowel-lengthening feature that triggers the 
form ataa-; the long vowel of the prefix also has a highfall tone to indicate 
obligation.  In (92a) and (92c) the reflexive pronoun -vvsa appears to reinforce the 
idea of reflexivity. 
 
92) a.  ac4lg           u\A 
aataatohlka     uwaasa 
a-ataat-olihka   uu-vvsa 
3A-RFL-know,recognize:PRC    3B-self 
‘He knows, recognizes himself.’  
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b.   ixcU  ucmcds4d  
iyvtaha uutaahnntatistohti 
  iyvtaha   uu-ataat-xxnvhtati-stoht-i 
 sometimes       3B-RFL-remember(I)\MOD-CAU:DVN-NOM 
‘He sometimes has to remind himself.’  
 
c.   acjhsdU   u\A 
aataatuuhiistiha  uwaasa 
a-ataat-uuhiistiha  uu-vvsa 
3A-RFL-accuse:PRC         3B-self       
‘He is accusing himself.’  
 
The shortened form at- appears before the vowel /a/. Two examples are in (92); the 
first example is commonly heard as a way to say ‘goodbye.’ 
 
93) a.  EcgSs[sd 
jataksesteesti 
ja-ataat-akasest-eesti  
 2B-RFL-be.careful:CMP-AFT 
‘Take care of yourself!’ 
 
b. [cg4sd 
teetatakhthoosti 
tee-iitii-ataat-akahthoosti 
DST-1A.PL-look.at:PRC    
‘We’re looking at each other.’  
 
In (94) are two examples with the ataa- form that attaches to consonant initial 
stems.  
 
94) a.  a7A   aQcZSd      bD     
akwvvsa  akwataahnoosehti  keeso  
aki-vvsa  aki-ataat-hnooseht-i kees-oi  
1B-self       1B-RFL-tell:DVN\MOD-NOM        be:INC-HAB   
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Ypg   afO/hsdi   /b9n  
yoneeka  akiwoonihistiii  nikeesvvna 
yoneeka  aki-woonihist-iii  ni-kees-vvna 
English    1B-speak:DVN-NOM2               PRT-be:INC-NDV 
‘I have to tell myself not to speak English.’  
 
b.   aQcq\TU 
aakwataakohwthiha 
aki-ataat-kohwthiha 
1B-RFL-see:PRC    
‘I see myself.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:296) 
 
The above examples all have a singular subject; when the subject is plural, a 
Distributive prefix is mandatory. This is demonstrated in (95). In (95c) the 
construction can be interpreted both reciprocally as well as reflexively, but the 
assumption is that the reflexive interpretation refers to a repeated action. If the 
Distributive prefix is not used, the interpretation would be a single act of tying up 
performed reflexively, with no reciprocal meaning possible.  
 
95) a.  a\cg4stm     a|A 
aawataakhthoosthanv      awvvsa 
aki-ataat-akahthoosthan-vvi   aki-vvsa 
1B-RFL-look.at:CMP-EXP   1B-self       
‘I looked at myself.’  
 
b.   4fncg4stm     ofmA 
tookintaakhthoosthanv    ookinvvsa 
tee-ookinii-ataat-akahthoosthan-vvi ookinii-vvsa 
DST-1B.DL.EX-RFL-look.at:CMP-EXP   1B.DL.EX-self 
‘We looked at each other.’  
 
c.   c/c<iU    umA 
taantaahlvviha   uunvvsa 
tee-anii-ataat-hlvviha  unii-vvsa 
DST-3A.PL-RFL-tie.up:PRC   3B.PL-self 
‘They’re tying each other up, they’re tying themselves up.’  
(Scancarelli 1987:67)  
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An important function of the postpronominal Reflexive prefix is to indicate an 
unspecified object.  Transitive verbs (and nouns derived from them) ordinarily 
specify an object. Examples are in (96); in (96a) the verb is transitive and is translated 
into English with an object ‘it.’  As a derived noun in (96b) with this transitive verb 
as its base in there is no mention of what the ‘catcher’ catches and the Unspecified 
Object Reflexive ataat- appears.21 Moreover, the derived Agentive noun has the 
Distributive prefix to indicate that this is an ongoing or repeated activity.  
 
96) a.  g/Isq 
kaniiyiisko 
ka-niiyiisk-oi  
3A-catch:INC-HAB 
‘He catches it.’  
 
b.   dc/Isf 
tiitaaniiyiiski 
ti-a-ataat-niiyiisk-i 
DST2-3A-RFL-catch:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘policeman’ 
 
This pattern of derivation is extremely productive in Cherokee. Frequently many of 
the agentive nouns have specialized meanings. The two examples in (97) are 
Cherokee names for Christian denominations. 
 
97) a.  dncsjCsf 
tiinataastuutliski 
ti-anii-ataat-stuutlisk-i  
DST2-3A.PL-RFL-sprinkle:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘Methodists’ lit. “sprinklers” 
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b.   #nk[hi 
juunalvvteehi 
ti-uunii-alvvteeh-i  
DST2-3B.PL-convulse:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘members of the Holiness denomination’ lit. “convulsers” 
 
If the Agentive noun is part of a compound that mentions the object, the Reflexive is 
no longer possible, as seen in (98). 
 
98) aGw   a/:h 
ajiila aneehlohi 
ajiila anii-eehloh-i 
fire         3A.PL-feed:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘Catholics’ lit. “fire-feeders” 
 
1.2.2 Middle Voice (MDL) ataa-/ali-/at-  
The Middle Voice prefix has some similarities in form and meaning to the 
Reflexive and probably developed out of it.22 This prefix appears the same as the 
Reflexive before consonants (other than /h/) and before the vowel /a/; the other forms 
are distinct. The term ‘Middle’ alludes to the fact that verbs in the Middle Voice are 
midway between an active meaning and a passive meaning. This prefix indicates that 
the action of the verb is affecting the person or thing that is the subject of that verb. 
An example of the resulting change in meaning is seen below in (99). The addition of 
the Middle Voice prefix makes the verb intransitive and expresses the idea that the 
bathing is happening to the subject. 
 
99) a. hyOa  
hiiyawoa 
hii-awoa 
2A.AN-bathe:PRC  
‘You’re bathing him, her.’ 
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b. UcOa  
hatawoa  
hi-ataa-awoa 
2A-MDL-bathe:PRC 
‘You’re bathing, swimming’ 
 
While similar in form to the Reflexive, the Middle Voice prefixes are not exactly the 
same. The Middle prefix will be discussed at length in the section on valency-
decreasing affixes.   
 
 
 
2. VALENCY-CHANGING AFFIXES 
In Cherokee most verbs are intransitive or transitive; a few verbs can be 
ditransitive. Intransitive verbs involve some kind of participant that functions as a 
subject. The subject of an intransitive verb is the participant that is performing the 
action denoted by the verb. Transitive verbs have a subject participant and an object 
participant; i.e. the object is what is being affected by the action, while the subject is 
who or what is causing the action. The number of participants involved determines 
the degree of ‘valency’: the intransitive verb has a valency of 1, while the transitive 
verb has a valency of  2.  In Cherokee it is possible to change a verb’s valency 
through the use of derivational suffixes or a special set of pronominal prefixes. In 
(100a) the verb is intransitive; i.e. the only participant involved in the act of drying is 
the clothes. In (100b) a formerly intransitive verb has gained one more participant 
(‘you’ is now the causer of the drying) through the addition of a Causative 
derivational suffix and now has a valency of 2.  
 
100) a.  d-O   cKYsg 
tiihnawo   taakhayooska 
ti-a-ahnawo tee-a-khayooska  
DST2-3A-clothes   DST-3A-dry:PRC 
‘The clothes are drying.’  
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b.   [hKYdUs        d-O 
teehikhayoohtiihas    tiihnawo  
tee-hi-khayoos-stiiha=s  ti-a-ahnawo 
DST-2A-dry-CAU:PRC=Q                 DST2-3A-clothes    
‘Are you drying the clothes?’  
 
A few verbs are inherently ditransitive with a subject participant, primary object 
participant, and a secondary object participant and have a valency of 3. Most verbs 
that involve ‘giving’ are inherently ditransitive as they involve a giver (the subject), 
the person to whom the thing is being given (the primary object), and the thing being 
given (the secondary object). Three examples are in (101). In (101b) the prefix jii- 
refers to the giver and a third person animate primary object; the secondary object 
‘dog’ is referred to by the Distributive prefix. (If this were singular ‘dog’, this 
secondary object would not be referred to on the verb at all). In (101c) the 
Distributive prefix on ‘to tell’ indicates the primary object ‘the people being told.’  
 
101) a.  szR 
skhvsi 
ski-hvsi  
2/1-give:IMM(COM) 
‘Give it to me.’  
 
b.   asgy  [GyKp           fC 
askaya teejiiyaakhaane  kiihli 
a-skaya tee-jii-aakhaaneha kiihli 
3A-man     DST-1A.AN-give(living):PRC   dog 
‘I’m giving the man dogs.’  (Scancarelli 1987:69) 
 
c.   0sr     jXzr              jZS>                  
nuustv   tuuwuukhthv       tuuhnooseele      
nuustvvi tee-uu-uukhth-vvi   tee-uu-hnooseel-ei   
way.it.is      DST-3B-plan:CMP-DVB          DST-3B-tell:CMP-EXP               
‘He told them about his plans.’  (Chapter 9.3:11) 
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As we have seen above, valency-changing operations increase or decrease the valency 
of a verb; for example, a transitive verb can be turned into an intransitive verb and 
vice-versa. If a verb that is already transitive has yet another participant added to it (a 
primary object) it becomes a ditransitive verb. In (102) a series of valency changes 
are applied to the same verb. In (102a) the verb is intransitive with only one 
participant; in (102b) a Causative suffix has added a person causing the action, 
creating a transitive verb. In (102c) the Middle Voice prefix has removed the object, 
creating an intransitive verb again. In this third example the Middle Voice prefix is 
indistinguishable from the reflexive form; the verb in this case has an intransitive 
Middle Voice meaning of being simultaneously the causer and the undergoer of the 
noise-making.  
 
102) a.  uyk/  uZxg 
uuhalvvni uunoohyvka 
uuhalvvni uu-noohyvka  
bell  3B-sound:PRC 
‘The bell is sounding.’   
 
b.   uyk/  hZxCsdU 
uuhalvvni  hinoohyvvhlistiiha 
uuhalvvni  hi-noohyvvli-stiiha 
bell  2A-sound-CAU:PRC 
  ‘You are ringing the bell.’  
 
c.   DFl  acZHCsdU 
sookwili  aataanoohyvvhlistiiha 
sookwili  a-ataa-noohyvvhli-stiiha  
horse   3A-MDL-sound-CAU:PRC 
‘The horse is making noise.’  
 
It should be noted that although (102a) and (102c) are both intransitive, they have 
different semantic features. In (102a) the subject is an inanimate object and is itself 
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not controlling or causing the noise to exist but merely undergoing it; in (102c), on 
the other hand, the intransitive subject is purposefully causing noise. If (102a) is 
‘sounding’, then (102b) could be translated as ‘causing to sound’ and (102c) again as 
‘sounding.’ In other words, the verb in (102c) is built on an intransitive verb 
(Valency:1) that has been transitivized (Valency:2) and then turned again into an 
intransitive. The difference between the basic intransitive in (102a) and the Middle 
voice intransitive in (102c) seems to be one of animacy. The Middle Voice often 
involves a single participant that is midway between being a doer and an undergoer. 
In the sentence ‘the bell is sounding’, the bell is inanimate and, even though it is the 
grammatical subject, is merely undergoing the action; that is, the bell itself has not 
decided to start or stop ringing. The sentence ‘the horse is making noise’ is a different 
matter. The horse is seen as undergoing the action in the sense that the horse’s own 
body is producing the sound; at the same time, the horse, as a sentient being, is 
deciding to start and stop the action. These different operations and their meanings 
will be explored in the following section. 
 There are a few pairs of intransitive/transitive verbs that are very similar in 
form a meaning but each has a different valency. Such pairs are no longer related by 
any derivational process; it is possible, however, that such a process existed in the 
past but has since fallen out of use in the language. An example is in (103). In (103a) 
the verb is transitive, while in (103b) a very similar verb has an intransitive meaning. 
In the second example the Completive stem of the verb takes a Deverbalizer suffix 
and appears as an adjective.  
 
103) a.  my  jdg>xi  
nvvya tuutiikaleeyvvi  
nvvya tee-uu-atiikaleey-vvi   
rock        DST-3B-scatter.something.:CMP- EXP   
‘He scattered the rocks.’  
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b.   #dg>Y;             my 
juutiikaleeyoojv  nvvya 
ti-uu-atiikaleeyooj-vvi  nvvya 
DST2-3B-scatter:CMP-DVB      rock        
 ‘scattered rocks’  
 
2.1. VALENCY-INCREASING AFFIXES  
There are two valency-increasing suffixes in Cherokee: the Applicative and the 
Causative. Both are formed by adding a derivational suffix to the verb. 
 
2.1.1. Applicative (APL)  
The Applicative suffix is generally attached to verbs to indicate the presence 
of an additional object affected by the verb.23  In (104a) the verb is in its basic 
intransitive form, while in (104b) the Applicative suffix indicates that the action is 
being directed at a participant. The addition of the Applicative suffix creates a 
transitive verb that can now take a Combined Person prefix.  
 
104) a.  UgtsdU 
hakhthaastiiha 
hi-akahthaastiiha  
2A-wink:PRC 
‘You are winking.’  
 
b.   sQgcscpU 
skwakhtaastaneeha 
ski-akahtaastan-eeha 
2/1-wink:CMP-APL:PRC 
‘You are winking at me.’  
 
As demonstrated in the example above, the Applicative attaches to the Completive 
aspect stem. The Applicative has the following aspect forms shown in Table 1; an 
example of each is in (105).The Immediate form of this suffixes causes the preceding 
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/n/ of the Completive stem to delete, as seen in (105c). This example is a command 
form (COM) of the Immediate stem. 
 
Table 1: The five aspect suffixes of the Applicative  
PRESENT CONTINUOUS -eeha  
INCOMPLETIVE                   -eeh-   
IMMEDIATE                  -si/-eeli 
COMPLETIVE                 -eel-  
DEVERBAL NOUN             -eht- 
Examples of these five aspect suffixes are in (105). 
 
105) a.   hgtscpU 
hiikaathaastaaneeha 
hii-kahthaastan-eeha 
2A.AN-wink:CMP-APL:PRC  
‘You are winking at her.’  
 
c. hgtscpU\$ 
hiikaathaastaaneeho 
hii-kahthaastana-eeh-oi 
2A.AN-wink:CMP-APL:INC-HAB    
‘You wink at her.’  
 
d. hgtscR 
hiikaathaastaasi 
hii-kahthaastaan-si 
2A.AN-wink:CMP-APL:IMM(COM)   
‘Wink at her!’  
 
e. Ggtscpk  
hiikaathasthaaneelv 
hii-kahthasthaan-eel-vvi 
2A.AN-wink:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP   
‘You winked at her.’  
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f. Ejls  hgtscpd 
jatuulis   hiikaathaastanehti 
ja-atuuliha=s  hii-kahthaastan-eht-i 
2B-want:PRC=Q 2A.AN-wink:CMP-APL:DVN-NOM2   
‘Do you want to wink at her?’  
 
The Immediate has two forms, a command form seen above in (105c), and a form 
used to indicate an action that just took place, seen below in (106).  
 
106) cfM}l 
taakiiluhcheeli 
 ta-iikii-luhj-eeli  
CSM-1B.PL-arrive:CMP-APL:IMM   
‘He came up to us.’   
 
As seen in the example above, the Applicative suffixes have a special aspirating 
feature when they attach to a stem ending in /j/. Another example is in (107).  
 
107) cfnV}l 
takintlecheeli 
ta-kinii-atlej-eel-i 
FUT-1B.DL-take.revenge:CMP-APL:CMP-MOT 
‘He will take revenge on us.’  
 
The Applicative suffixes have a tone pattern similar to the Experienced Past suffix in 
that the second mora of the long vowel has a high tone, while the first mora of the 
vowel is unspecified for tone. (For more examples of this with the Experienced Past, 
see Chapter 5.) Because the first mora is unspecified, it will usually be pronounced as 
a default low tone, as seen in the previous examples in this section.  If the preceding 
tone is high, however, that tone will spread rightward onto this vowel. An example is 
in (108). 
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108) af\Sk     
aakhiwaseelv    
aki-hwas-eel-vvi   
1B-buy:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP  
‘She bought me it.’  
 
If the Applicative verb has two objects (a ditransitive verb), any Combined prefixes 
that appear on the verb refer to the Applicative object; i.e. the primary object. In 
(109a) the noun ‘truth’ is not explicitly referenced on the verb. In (109b) the 
Combined prefix refers to the subject ‘you’ and the primary object ‘me’; the plural 
secondary object (that which is peeled) is indicated only by the Distributive suffix. 
The new object that the Applicative verb takes is referred to as the primary object, 
while the other object is known as the secondary object; ‘primary’ refers to the fact 
that this object can be referenced on the verb through the pronominal prefixes.24  In 
(109c) the sentence is a rare example of three noun phrases specifying the three 
participants involved in the verb. The word order in this example is Subject-
Secondary Object-Verb-Primary Object. Factors such as real-word knowledge and 
animacy (a human is more likely to give a dog rather than vice versa) as well as plural 
marking (‘child’ is marked as plural and therefore can’t be the subject, as the 
pronominal prefix indicates a third person singular subject).  
 
109) a.  j=qr       WEGZSl 
tuuyuukhtv  witajiinooseeli 
tuuyuukhtv  wi-ta-jii-hnoos-eel-i 
truth           TRN-FUT-1A.AN-tell:CMP-APL:CMP-MOT    
‘I’m going to tell him the truth.’  
 
 
b.   0n  dsfpzkR 
nuun  tiskineekvlvvsi 
nuuna ti-ski-neekvlvv-si 
potato     DST2-2/1-peel:CMP-APL:IMM(COM) 
‘Peel those potatoes for me!’  
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c.   ed  fC   [gKpa    d/YC 
eeti kiihli  teekaakhaaneea tiiniiyoothli 
eeti kiihli  tee-ka-aakhaaneea ti-anii-yoothli 
Ed  dog     DST-3A-give(living):PRC    DST2-3A.PL-child 
‘Edward is giving the dog to the children.’ (Dukes 1996:90) 
 
d.   [sfxscpki 
teeskhiyvvstaneelvvi  
tee-ski-hyvvstan-eel-vvi 
DST-2/1-pick.up:CMP-APL:CMP-FIM 
‘Pick it up for me.’  
 
Dukes (1996:90) observes that an Applicative cannot be formed with a local person 
as the secondary object. He notes that when trying to elicit the form ‘Bob is calling 
you for me’, the speaker offers the form in (110) without the Applicative and without 
the secondary object. 
 
110) baab WEy/a 
baab wichayaniia  
baab wi-ja-yaniia 
Bob        TRN-2B-call:PRC   
‘Bob is calling you.’ (Dukes 1996:90) 
 
As stated above, the Applicative prefix attaches to transitive as well as intransitive 
verbs. When the Applicative is used with a transitive verb, the second object can refer 
to different kinds of roles depending on the meaning of the verb that is used. The 
most common use of the Applicative is to refer to an addressee, as seen in (111a). 
Another common use of the Applicative is to refer to someone who is receiving 
something as in (111b). 
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111) a. gq    [EZfS$ 
kaako teejahnookiiseeho 
kaako tee-ja-hnookiis-eeh-oi 
 who DST-2B-sing:CMP-APL:INC-HAB 
‘Who sings it to you?’  
 
b.   WgGdpk     sQVsd 
wikaajiitiineelv    skwahlesti 
wi-kaa-jii-tiin-eel-vvi   skwahlesti 
TRN-ANP-1.AN-throw:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP  ball 
‘I threw them the ball.’  
 
Most verbs that naturally have a recipient are inherently Applicative. ‘Giving’ verbs 
have an Applicative suffix that is a part of the verb itself; i.e. the root cannot be 
separated from the suffix and is meaningless without it. Two examples of giving 
verbs were presented at the beginning of this section; another example is below in 
(112). The underlined portion is the same as Immediate form of the Applicative. 
 
112) fw~      afHR  
khilakwu  aakiihvsi 
khila=kwu aki-xxhvsi   
just=DT            1B-give:IMM 
‘She just gave it to me.’  
 
The Applicative is also used to reference actions that are done for the benefit 
of someone else.25 Two examples are in (113).  In the first example the short high 
tone on the verb spreads to the Applicative suffix. 
 
113) a.   afscxHsg  af\Sk    a} a\-O 
akstayvvhvsk   aakhiwaseelv   aje awahnawo 
aki-stayvvhvska  aki-hwas-eel-vvi   aje aki-ahnawo 
1B-wife   1B-buy:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP new   1B-shirt 
‘My wife bought me a new shirt.’  
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b.   g4 usd   sfCApL 
kato uusti skiithliisaaneehe 
kato uusti ski-xxthliisaan-eeh-ei 
what    thing       2/1-gather:CMP-APL:INC-NXP 
 ‘What were you gathering for me?’  
 
A malefactive meaning is also possible where the Applicative indicates an 
action that is done to the detriment of someone else. Three examples are in (114). 
 
114) a.  of/Y}k 
ookiniiyoocheelv  
ookinii-yooj-eel-vvi   
1B.DL.EX-break:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP 
‘It broke down on us.’  
 
b.   aGsgmGR 
aajiiskanvvvchiisi 
aji-skanvvvj-iisi  
3O-commit.sin:CMP-APL:IMM    
‘She fouled her.’ (Lady Indians Championship) 
 
c.   g4   ulstp>    EG 
kato uulsthaneele  jaji  
kato uu-alisthan-eel-ei  ja-ji 
what   3B-happen:CMP-APL:CMP-NXP   2B-mother 
‘What happened to your mother?’  
 
 
 
 
2.1.2. Causative (CAU)  
The Causative suffix raises the valency of a verb by adding a subject 
participant that is causing the action. The first example in the pair in (115) is 
intransitive, while the second example has the Causative suffix and is transitive. 
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115) a.  G=   uZx} 
jiiyu  uunooyvvje  
jiiyu  uu-nooyvvj-ei 
boat           3B-sink(I):CMP-NXP 
 ‘The boat sank.’  
 
b.   G=    idZxsc 
jiiyu iitiinooyvsta  
jiiyu iitii-nooyv-sta 
boat         1A.PL-sink(I)-CAU:IMM 
‘We sank the boat.’  
 
As with the Applicative, the Causative has five different forms for each of the five 
verb stems. These forms are listed in Table 2; an example sentence with each form is 
in (116).  
 
Table 2: The five aspect suffixes of the Causative26 
PRESENT CONTINUOUS -stiiha/-htiiha 
INCOMPLETIVE                 -stiisk-/-htiisk-    
COMPLETIVE                 -stan-/ -htan-   
IMMEDIATE                  -sta/-hta 
DEVERBAL NOUN             -stoht-/-htoht- 
 
The Causative is different from the other derivational suffixes in that it attaches 
directly to the root. These five forms of the Causative are exemplified below in (115) 
 
116) a.  afxs[sdU 
akhiyvsteestiiha 
aki-hyvstee-stiiha 
1B-get.drunk-CAU:PRC 
‘He’s getting me drunk.’  
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b. aH6dsdsq  
ahyvvtlatiistiisko 
a-hyvvtlatii-stiisk-oi 
3A-get.cold-CAU:INC-HAB  
‘It makes it cold’  
 
 
c.   upscwdscm 
uuneestaltiistanv 
uuneestaltii-stan-vvi  
3B-freeze(I)-CAU:CMP- EXP 
‘He froze it.’  
 
d.   4gqHstm 
tookakoohvstanv  
tee-ookii-oohv-stan-vvi 
DST-1B.PL.EX-burn(I)-CAU:CMP- EXP    
‘We burned them.’  
 
e.   ^  uYs4d      Ygjl          
thla uuyoostohti   yookatuuli 
thla uu-yoo-stoht-i   yi-ookii-atuuliha  
NEG   3B-break(I)-CAU:DVN-NOM2   IRR-1B.PL.EX-want:PRC 
‘We don’t want him to break it.’  
 
The Deverbal Noun form of the causative is -stoht- ; the lack of vowel deletion is 
unexpected. Flemming has also noted this and speculated that this is perhaps a 
‘lexical exception’ to this general phonological rule (1996:43).  
The basic forms of the Causative suffixes have an initial /s/. If the suffix attaches 
to a root ending in a sonorant (i.e. a vowel or /w/, /y/, /n/ or /l/), as in the example 
above, then this is the form that appears. If the suffixes attaches to a root ending in an 
obstruent ( /t/, /k/, /tl/, /j/ or /s/), then the /s/ of the suffix will be replaced by an /h/. 
This process is seen in (116). The intransitive form is in (117a), while the Causative 
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suffix has been added in (117b).In the second example, when the Causative –hta is 
added, the result is the lateral fricative /hl/. 
 
117) a.  alCs      a% 
aaliitlis       ama 
a-aliitliha=s    ama  
3A-boil(I):PRC=Q                water 
‘Is the water boiling?’  
   
b.   UlCcs      a% 
haliithltas     ama 
hi-aliitl-sta=s  ama  
2A-boil(I)-CAU:IMM=Q       water 
‘Did you boil the water?’  
 
The Causative is only added to verbs where the original intransitive subject undergoes 
the action. Thus intransitive verbs such as ‘run’ or ‘jump’ cannot be causitivized, as 
the intransitive subjects for these verbs are in control of the action and actively 
performing it.  To express the idea of causing something to happen, these verbs must 
be used with another verb that express the idea of ‘to cause’ or ‘to make.’ Two 
examples are in (118).  
 
118) a.  #l/Qmd             /x/R 
juhlniikwanvvti  hniiyvvniisi 
ti-uu-ali-hniikwanvvt-i ni-hii-vvniisi 
DST2-3A-MDL-kneel(I):DVN-NOM2        PRT-2A.AN-cause:IMM    
‘Make your child kneel.’  
 
b.   d[YHsf     uZP]d       
 tiiteehyoohvski   uunoohweelohti 
 ti-a-at-eehyoohvsk-i  uunii-oohweeloht-i  
DST2-3A-RFL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 3B.PL-write:DVN-NOM2   
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/[zp         dn[:Qsf 
niteekvvhne    tiinteehlkwaski 
 ni-tee-ka-vvhneeha   ti-anii-ateehlkwask-i  
PRT-DST-3A-make:PRC   DST2-3A.PL-learn:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘The teacher is making her students write.’  
 
In (119a) is an example of the intransitive verb ‘to get drunk.’ In (119b) the 
Causative suffix (added to the Completive stem of the verb) creates the meaning ‘He 
causes him/her to get drunk’; this derivation is then turned into a noun. A Causative 
base of the verb is extremely productive for forming nouns in Cherokee. 
 
119) a.   uxs[a 
uuhyvsteea 
uu-hyvsteea 
3B-get.drunk:PRC 
‘He is getting drunk.’  
 
b.   acxs[sdsf 
ataahyvstestiiski 
a-ataat-hyvste-stiisk-i 
3A-RFL-get.drunk-CAU:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘things that get you drunk’  
 
The Causative is a derivational suffix and as such the derived words can acquire 
specialized meanings. An example is in (120); the Causative form is shown after the 
verb from which it derives.  
 
120) a.  oG4lg 
oojiitooliika 
oojii-tooliika  
1A.PL.EX-pity:PRC 
‘We feel sorry for him.’  
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b.   oEc4lsdU 
oojataatoolistiiha 
oojii-ataat-tooli-stiiha  
1A.PL.EX- RFL-pity-CAU:PRC 
‘We are praying.’   
 
2.2. VALENCY-DECREASING AFFIXES  
Cherokee has three types of prefixes that can reduce the valency of a transitive 
verb. A special Unspecified Object use of the Reflexive prefix indicates that the 
object of the normally transitive verb is unspecified, while the Middle prefix indicates 
that the action is somehow affecting the subject of the intransitive verb (the subject is, 
in a sense, also the object of the verb). Object Focus prefixes usually result in the 
agent of the verb being omitted. These three operations are discussed in the section 
below.  
2.2.1 Object Focus (O) 
 The Object Focus pronominal prefixes can be considered a valency-reducing 
operation in that when they appear the subject is often de-emphasized or absent. 
These prefixes only attach to transitive verbs. In (121a) the transitive verb ‘see’ refers 
to a subject ‘John’ and a first person singular object; in (121b) the verb only conveys 
information about the object. 
 
121) a.  E/ afq\TU 
jaani aakikohwthiiha 
jaani aki-kohwthiiha  
John    1B-see:PRC 
 ‘John sees me.’  
 
b.   vfq\TU 
vvkikohwthiiha 
vki-kohwthiiha 
1O-see:PRC 
‘I feel like I’m being seen.’ 
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Verbs using the Object Focus prefixes are often translated into English with the 
passive voice or with the subject translated with ‘someone’ or an unspecified ‘they.’27 
Several examples are in (122). In the first and second examples the English passive is 
used in the translation; in the third example a generic ‘they’ appears in the translation. 
 
122) a.   aQcrrm         jqd     a[w   ;fpd 
 aakwataathvvtvvhnv     tuukooti   ateela jvkinehti 
 aki-ataa-athvvtvvhn-vvi tee-uukooti ateela ti-vki-neht-i 
          1B-RFL-ask:CMP-EXP   DST- more        money  DST2-1O-give:DVN-NOM2  
‘I asked to be given more money.’  
 
b.   UcrrUs     eEs[ld 
hatathvvtvvhas   etsstehlti   
hi-ataat-athvvtvvha=s  eja-stehlt-iii  
2A-RFL-ask:IMM=Q    2O-help:DVN-NOM2 
‘Did you ask to be helped?’  
 
c.   aJisdsz            
aakuiistiiskv  
aji-uhiistiisk-vvi 
3O-accuse:INC-EXP               
 
g]mLsz        cQnYsz 
kaloonvheeskv       takhwanyooskv 
ka-loonvheesk-vvi   tee-a-khwanyoosk-vvi  
3A-cheat:INC-DVB  DST-3A-play.cards:INC-DVB 
‘They accused him of cheating at cards.’  
 
The Object Focus prefixes also have a discourse function of merely putting in the 
background the subject; that is, the identity of the subject is known but is 
deemphasized. This is an area that warrants further examination through the careful 
study of lengthy discourses. An example is in (123). Both participants are known; in 
fact, the subject is explicitly mentioned. The two noun phrases appear at the very end; 
the subject ‘wolf’ is in the final position. 
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123) aAXZ       i=\fd        agjlsz         
saawuhnoo  iyuwaakht   aakatuuliiskv 
saakwu=hnoo  iyuwaakhti  aji-atuuliisk-vvi 
one=CN                   time                  3O-want:INC-EXP                
 
 
aGBsd                 Gsrn       \y 
ajiiyeesti           jiistvvna  wahya 
aji-xxhyeest-i        jiistvvna  wahya 
3O eat(living):DVN-NOM2            crawdad          wolf 
‘One time wolf wanted to eat the crawdad.’ (Chapter 9.1:3-4) 
 
In the sentence immediately following, shown in (124), the order is Subject-Verb-
Object and the Set B prefix appears. 
 
124) a\y    up0^p     
wahya uuneenuhlane 
      wahya uu-neenuhlan-ei 
 wolf      3B-challenge:CMP-NXP         
 
Gsrn       #n4fysdi 
 jiistvvna   juuhnthohkiiyaastiii 
  jiistvvna  ti-uunii-ahthohkiiyaast-iii 
crawdad                     DST2-3B.PL-race:DVN-NOM2 
‘The wolf challenged the crawdad to race him.’ (Chapter 9.1:5) 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2. Unspecified Object Reflexive 
The Object Focus prefixes described above allow the speaker to not mention 
what is causing the action of the normally transitive verb. In like fashion the 
Reflexive prefix allows the speaker not to mention the object of a normally transitive 
verb. In (125a) the transitive verb ‘to help’ has a subject and an object, whereas in 
(125b) there is no mention of an object and the Reflexive appears. In (125c) the 
object is a non-specific ‘so-and-so.’ 
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125) a.  aby as[lc 
akeehya aasteeliita  
akeehya a-steeliita 
woman       3A-help:PRC 
‘He’s helping the woman.’  
 
b. apld    ucs[ld 
aanehlti uutaastehlti 
a-anehltia uu-ataat-stehlt-i 
3A-try:PRC    3A-RFL-help:DVN-NOM2 
‘He’s trying to help (so and so).’  
 
c.   ulsbd        [EcBkSsd 
uulskeeti  teejataayelvvseesti 
uu-alskeeti  tee-iijii-ataat-yelvvs-eesti 
3B-sacred   DST-2A.PL-RFL-regard:INC-AFT 
‘Regard others in a sacred way.’  
 
In (126a) the verb ‘visit’ has an object; in (126b) it is intransitivized and no longer 
able to mention an object. In the English translation no object is mentioned; 
sometimes it is translated as ‘someone.’ 
 
126) a.   aQrh4 
aakwahthvvhiito 
aki-ahthvvhiitoha 
1B-visit:PRC 
‘He is visiting me.’ 
 
b.   Uc\rh4U 
hataahwahthvvhiitooha 
hi-ataat-hwahthvvhiitooha 
2A-RFL-visit:PRC 
‘You are visiting.’  
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In (127a) the object is not mentioned, probably because the person who will be voted 
for is unknown or because the emphasis is on the act of voting itself.  The sentence in 
(127b) is translated with a transitive verb in English, but the unknown identity of the 
object triggers the Reflexive.  
 
127) a.  igc{Bsdi         icrmsd 
iikatasuyestiii   iitatvvnvsti 
iikii-ataat-asuyest-iii  iitii-atvvnvstiha 
1B.PL-RFL-choose:INC-NOM2    1A.PL-prepare:PRC 
‘We are getting ready to vote.’   
 
b.   Uc4lg 
hataatohlka 
hi-ataat-oolihka  
2A-RFL-recognize:PRC 
‘You recognize somebody.’  
 
This Reflexive prefix is often used on nominalized forms of transitive verbs that 
normally have an animate object. In (128a) there is a specific object in mind, while in 
(125b) there is no object mentioned.  
 
128) a.  dcgT>f  
tiikhtiileek-i  
ti-a-kahtiileek-i 
DST2-3A-attack:INC\AGT-NOM   
‘attacker (of one thing)’  
 
b.   dcgT>f  
tiitakhtiileek-i  
ti-a-ataat-kahtiileek-i 
DST2-3A-RFL-attack:INC\AGT-NOM   
‘attacker’  
 
The Reflexive use of the ataat- prefix can be compared to the Object Focus 
pronominal prefix. In (129) the first instance of the verb ‘to bite’ is focusing on who 
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was bitten and uses an Object Focus prefix to deemphasize the backgrounded biter. In 
the second instance of the verb, the unspecified object Reflexive prefix focuses on the 
biter and deemphasizes what is being bitten. The Object Focus on the biter in the 
second instance is reflected in the speakers’ translation. 
 
129) aSZ      aGsgw   aUCb      
   aaseehno  aajiiskal ayotlike  
   aaseehno  aji-skala  ayotlike  
however   3O-bite:IMM   little.one    
 
 
ut/db      \]R    acsgw 
uuthaniitike  waloos aataaskal 
uu-athaniitike waloosi a-ataat-skala 
bigger        frog        3A-RFL-bite:IMM 
‘…however the small frog is bitten; the bigger frog did the biting.’  
 
Later on in the same story, shown in (130), ataat- is used on the verb ‘to tell’ 
because who is being told is not mentioned, although within the story the identity of 
his companions is known.  The Unspecified Object Reflexive is therefore not only 
used when there is no specific object; in larger narratives it serves to put in the 
background an object that has already been mentioned. Another example is in (130b); 
in this example the identity is established in the first clause and backgrounded in the 
second.  
 
130)  a.   mm      cfR  acZhSi   0rpki 
nvvnv  taks  aataanohiise      nuutvvneelv  
nvvnv    taksi  a-ataat-nohiis-ei ni-uu-atvvneel-vvi  
now             turtle    3A-RFL-tell:CMP-NXP                PRT-3B-do:CMP-EXP             
‘Now the turtle is telling what happened.’  
 
b.   E/     jmp>          *l   a/Gksf 
jaan  tuunvvneele    meeli aniijilvvski 
jaani tee-uu-nvvneel-ei   meeli anii-jilvvski 
John         DST-3B-give:COM-NXP    Mary  3A.PL-flower 
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*lZ    jcmpki 
meelihno   tuutaanvvneelvvi 
meeli=hno  tee-ii-uu-ataat-nvvneel-vvi 
Mary=CN     DST-ITR-RFL-3B-give:COM-EXP     
‘John gave Mary some flowers, and Mary gave them right back to him.’ 
(Scancarelli 1987:88) 
 
In the two examples in (131) the agentive derivations all bear the Reflexive prefix as 
they do not specify the object involved.  
 
131) a.   ac;Isf   
ataajvvyski 
a-ataat-jvvysk-i 
3A-RFL-sting:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘stinger’  (Feeling 1975a:4) 
 
 
b.   dcr/h 
tiitaatvvnihi 
ti-a-ataat-vvnihi 
 DST2-3A-RFL-hit:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘hitter’  
   
In (132) is the name of a large lake outside Tahlequah; this name does not have the 
Unspecified Object Reflexive prefix because the number ‘ten’ specifies the object. 
 
132) utn  vck   sqhdhh 
  uutana  vvtali skohitiihi 
  uu-atana  vvtali skohi+ti-a-h-i 
  3B-big  pond  ten+DST2-3A-kill:INC\AGT-NOM 
 ‘Lake Tenkiller’ 
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2.2.3. Middle Voice (MDL) ataa-/ali-/at-  
The Cherokee Middle Voice prefix creates a verb with a single participant that 
has properties of both the subject and an object.28 Two examples of this construction 
are in (133); in each example the Middle prefix attaches to a transitive verb. 
 
133) a.  gls4BU 
kaliistooyeeha 
ji-ali-stooyeeha  
1A-MDL-trim:PRC 
‘I am shaving, cutting my hair.’  
 
b.   a4M\TU 
aatooluhwathiiha 
a-ataa-ooluhwathiiha 
3A-MDL-develop(T):PRC 
‘It’s in the development stages, it’s coming about.’  
 
In the previous section on valency-increasing operations the Causative was 
shown to add a participant that causes the action. One of the functions of the Middle 
Voice prefix is to remove the cause of the action. For example, in (134a) the verb ‘to 
split something’ appears in its basic transitive form; to express the intransitive idea of 
something splitting by itself, the Middle Voice prefix is added in (134b). 
 
134) a.  cs&ysg 
taastluyska  
tee-a-stluska 
DST-3A-split:PRC 
 ‘He is splitting it.’  
 
b.   cls&ysg    
taalstluska 
tee-a-ali-stluska 
DST-3A-MDL-split:PRC 
‘It is splitting.’  
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A comparison of the Reflexive, Unspecified Object Reflexive, and Middle prefixes is 
in (135). The first example is the simple transitive form of the verb. Sometimes the 
addition of the Middle prefix can alter the meaning; as seen in (135c). 
 
135) a.  qlg 
kohlka 
ka-olihka  
3A-know,recognize:PRC    
‘He knows, recognizes him.’  
 
b.   ac4lg           u\A 
aataatohlka     uwaasa 
a-ataat-olihka   u-vvsa 
3A-RFL-know,recognize:PRC    3B-self 
‘He knows, recognizes himself.’  
 
c.   ac4lg  
aataatohlka 
a-ataat-olihka  
3A-RFL-know,recognize:PRC    
‘He recognizes somebody.’  
 
c.   c4lg  
taatohlka 
tee-a-ataa-olihka 
DST-3A-MDL-know,recognize:PRC    
‘It fits, it is compatible.’  
 
In (136) below the Middle prefix indicates that the food preparation is no longer done 
for the benefit of someone else, but rather for the benefit of the subject. In this case 
the detransitivized word has a more specific meaning of ‘to eat.’ 
 
136) a.  hscxHsg 
hiistaayvvhvska 
hii-staayvvhvska  
2A.AN-fix.a.meal:PRC 
‘You are fixing him a meal.’  
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b.   UlscxHsg 
halstaayvvhvska 
hi-ali-staayvvhvska  
2A-MDL-fix.a.meal:PRC 
‘You are eating.’  
 
In (137) the same derived adjective has a slightly different meaning with the Middle 
prefix. In the first example the adjective describes a person and implies an object; i.e. 
the thing or things not believed in. In (135b) the adjective refers to a quality of the 
thing itself.  
 
137) a.  0Oh=9n 
nuwoohiyuusvvna 
ni-uu-oohiyuus-vvna  
PRT-3B-believe-NDV   
‘faithless, doesn’t believe in things’  
 
b. 04h=9n 
nuutoohiyuusvvna  
ni-uu-ataa-oohiyuus-vvna 
PRT-3B-MDL-believe-NDV   
‘not real, unbelievable’  
 
The Middle prefix has forms that are distinct from the Reflexive; it appears as -at-
before all vowels (138a),  -ali- before the consonant /h/ (138b), and, like the 
Reflexive, -ataa-before all other consonants (138c).  
 
138) a.  ajc>a  
aatuutaleea 
a-ataa-uutaleea  
3A-MDL-unhitch(T):PRC 
‘It is unhitching.’  
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b.   anlAQ>lU 
aanalsakwaleeliha 
anii-ali-sakwaleeliha  
3A.PL-MDL-roll(T):PRC 
‘They are rolling.’  
 
c.   acEgkxsg 
aataajakalvyska 
a-ataa-jakalvyska 
3A-MDL-rip(T):PRC 
‘It is ripping.’  
 
The example in (138a) express an action that happens spontaneously; if there is an 
agent that is performing this action, the Reflexive is used. As seen in (139) there is a 
difference in form before vowels other than /a/.  
 
139) ajc>a  
aataatuutaleea 
a-ataat-uutaleea  
3A-RFL-unhitch(T):PRC 
‘It is unhitching itself.’  
 
The Middle prefix appears on some verbs to indicate a reciprocal action. In (140a) 
this meaning appears, while in (140b) the verb is seen in its transitive form. In (140c) 
the Reflexive appears and has the same meaning as (140a).29   
 
140) a.  [Els[kH 
teejalsteelvvhv 
tee-iijii-ali-steelvvh-vvi 
DST-2A.PL-MDL-help:CMP- EXP 
‘Y’all helped each other.’  
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b.   [Gs[kH 
teejiisteelvvhv 
tee-iijii-steelvvh-vvi 
DST-2A.PL -help:CMP- EXP 
‘Y’all helped them.’  
 
c.   [Ecs[kH 
teejataasteelvvhv 
tee-iijii-ataat-steelvvh-vvi 
DST-2A.PL-RFL-help:CMP- EXP 
‘Y’all helped each other.’  
 
Another example of this type of Middle is ‘to gather’; the transitive and intransitive 
forms are contrasted in (141). 
 
141) a.  [dCRU 
teetiihliisiha  
tee-iitii-xxhliisiha 
DST-1A.PL-gather(T):PRC 
 ‘We are gathering them up.’  
 
b.   [cdCRU 
teetataahliisiha 
tee-iitii-ataa-xxhliisiha 
DST-1A.PL-MDL-gather(T):PRC 
‘We are gathering together.’  
 
In a few idiosyncratic cases a Middle prefix is like an unspecified object prefixes in 
that it simply creates an intransitive verb. For example, in (142a) the usual word for 
‘teacher’ is shown; this form has the Middle Voice prefix in its -at- form before the 
vowels. (the Reflexive form before the vowel /e/ is ataat).If the sentence indicates 
the object more specifically this prefix will not appear. In (142b) the first person 
singular Set B is now the object of the teaching and the prefix is absent. 
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142) a.  d[YHsf 
tiiteehyoohvski 
ti-a-at-eehyoohvsk-i  
DST2-3A-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘teacher’ 
 
b.   a@YHsf 
tiikweehyoohvski  
ti-aki-eehyoohvsk-i  
DST2-1B-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
  ‘my teacher’  
 
Many verbs have a frozen Middle prefix that cannot be removed. These verbs are 
found throughout the lexicon.30  A sample list of these is in (143). 
 
143) -alvvteehiha  ‘to faint’  
-alistuhvska   ‘to bud’  
-atookhtiha (Set B, tee-) ‘to stagger’ (Feeling 1975a:87) 
-ateehvska    ‘to be born’ 
-atanasiini   ‘to crawl’ 
-atiikhaha    ‘to urinate’  
-alihiha    ‘to fight’  
-alihyvvsanaawstiha ‘to snort’ (Feeling 1975a:22) 
 
The verb ‘to happen, occur, become’ appears to consist entirely of a Causative suffix 
and the Middle prefix, suggesting that the Causative prefix was originally a root that 
over time became a suffix. Two examples of this verb are presented in (144); in the 
second example the Applicative suffix appears as well.  
 
144) a.  gl5hc    0lstm 
kaljoohit  nuulsthaanv 
ka-aljoohita ni-uu-alsthaan-vvi  
3A-fat   PRT-3B-happen:CMP-EXP 
‘He became fat.’ 
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b.   g4  ElstR 
kato jalsthaasi 
kato ja-alisthaan-si  
what   2B-happen:CMP-APL:IMM 
‘What happened to you?’  
 
Some adjectives or nouns that are derived from verbs will have a Middle prefix.   
The presence of the Middle prefix triggers a Set B prefix on the adjective.31 In all 
three examples in (145) the initial vowel of the form ali is deleted by the 
pronominal prefix, while the final vowel is deleted by vowel deletion triggered by the 
/h/ that is inherently present with /s/.  
 
145) a. ulsjic uulstuiita ‘open’  
asjia aastuia   ‘He’s opening it.’ 
b.   ulsQlc uulskwalita ‘broken’ 
asQlsg aaskwaalska  ‘He’s breaking it.’ 
c.    ul{Wc uulsuuhwita  ‘colored, painted’  
 a{Wc aasuuhwiska  ‘He’s painting it. 
 
Some noun and adjectives of unknown origin appear to have a frozen Middle Voice 
prefix; this prefix suggests their origins as verbs. A few sample adjectives are listed 
below in (146); in all these examples the initial /a/ of the stem (the Middle Voice 
prefix, perhaps) has been deleted by the pronominal prefix.  
 
146) u>Dc uleesoota  ‘skinny’ 
aw/fc alahniikita ‘strong’  
ulsbc    uulskeeta  ‘important, sacred’ 
ucMw uutaaluula ‘not finished’    
 
The Middle and the Reflexive have similar yet distinct meanings. Both create an 
intransitive verb from a transitive verb by removing an outside object. In the case of 
the reflexive, as seen in (147a), the subject is conceived of as performing the action 
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on itself; in (147b) the action is conceived of as more an undergoer of the action, or 
the action is conceived of as happening spontaneously. These examples also have 
different forms. 
 
147) a.  ac4<sg 
aataatoohlvvska 
a-ataat-oohlvvska  
3A-RFL-make:PRC   
‘It’s regenerating itself (e.g. a lizard).’ 
 
b.   a4<sg 
aatoohlvvska 
a-ataa-oohlvvska  
3A-MDL-make:PRC   
‘It’s making itself (e.g. cream).’ 
 
The Reflexive and Middle prefixes have closely related meanings; in fact, the Middle 
probably developed out of the Reflexive. The distinction lies in how the event is 
packaged. In a Reflexive sentence the subject and the object are the same entity, but 
are presented as distinct, whereas the Middle is intransitive and has more closely 
identified the two.32 
 
 
3. EXPANDING THE STEM 
 The third way of altering the meaning of a verb is by expanding the verb stem 
itself by adding derivational suffixes that alter the meaning of the verb, thereby 
creating a new verb.33 Except for the Causative derivation, these suffixes are attached 
to the Completive stem of the verb. In (148) is an example of the basic form of the 
intransitive verb ‘to break’ in its Completive stem; in (148b) the same verb has the 
Causative suffix (in its Completive form) indicating that the verb is now transitive. In 
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(148c) a Terminative suffix (also in its Completive form) appears indicating that the 
activity was done thoroughly or to completion.  
 
148) a.  uY; 
uuyoojv 
uu-yooj-vvi  
3B-break(I):CMP-EXP 
‘It broke.’  
 
b.   uYstm 
uuyoosthanv 
uu-yoo-sthan-vvi 
3B-break(I)-CAU:CMP-EXP 
‘He broke it.’  
 
c.   uYstZm 
uuyoosthanohnv 
uu-yoo-sthan-ohn-vvi 
3B-break(I)-CAU:CMP-TRM:CMP-EXP 
‘He broke it all to pieces.’  
 
The derivational suffixes are described below.  
 
 
 
3.1. DUPLICATIVE (DPL) 
This suffix indicates that an action is being repeated.34 Cook (1979:142) says it 
indicates ‘that the action of the verb is repeated for emphasis or in an improved 
manner.’ The five forms of this suffix are in Table 3; an example of each form is in 
(149). In two examples (149b) and (149c) the Iterative prepronominal prefix seems to 
reinforce the repetition of the event.  
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Table 3: The five aspect suffixes of the duplicative 
PRESENT  CONTINUOUS  -iisih-  
INCOMPLETIVE                   -iisiisk-   
IMMEDIATE                 -iisa 
COMPLETIVE                -iisahn-, -isil-   
DEVERBAL NOUN            -iisoht- 
 
149) a.  zf]iR 
kvvkiilooiisi 
ji-vhkiiloo-iisiha 
1A-wash:CMP-DPL:PRC 
‘I’m washing it again.’   
 
b.   ihscYCRsq 
iihistayoohliisiisko 
ii-hi-stayoohl-iisiisk-oi 
ITR-2A-shoot:CMP-DPL:INC-HAB    
‘You re-shoot it.’  
 
c.   mUrplA 
nvvhatvvneeliisa 
ni-ii-hi-atvvneel-iisa  
PRT-ITR-2A-do:CMP-DPL:IMM 
‘You just re-did it.’  
 
d.   jxs4hAm 
tuuhyvvstoohiisahnv 
tee-uu-hyvvstooh-iisahn-vvi  
DST-3B-sneeze:CMP-DPL:CMP- EXP  
‘He sneezed over and over.’  
 
e.   i=rplDd         up\rd 
iyuutvvneeliisohti   uuneehwahthvhti  
ii-uu-atvvneel-iisoht-i  uu-neehwahthvht-i 
PRT2-3B-do:CMP-DPL:DVN\MOD-NOM      3B-find(liquid):DVN-NOM2 
‘He has to do it over again to find it (something liquid).’  
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The Duplicative is frozen on certain verbs; i.e. these verbs never appear without it. 
An example is ‘to gather’ in (150). In this example the frozen derivational suffix is 
underlined.  
 
150) g4 usd hCRsb 
kato uusti hiithliisiiske 
kato uusti hi-xxthliisiisk-ei   
what    thing       2A-gather(T):INC-NXP 
‘What were you gathering?’  
 
3.2. REPETITIVE (RPT)  
 This suffix indicates an action is repeated numerous times.35 It is often 
translated as ‘repeatedly’ or ‘over and over.’ Table 4 shows the five forms, each of 
which is exemplified in (151) 
 
Table 4: The five aspect suffixes of the Repetitive  
PRESENT  CONTINUOUS -iiloa 
INCOMPLETIVE                   -iiloosk-   
IMMEDIATE                  -iilooja 
COMPLETIVE                 -iilo-   
DEVERBAL NOUN            -iiloost- 
 
151) a. 5  =\qT      aGZSl]a 
jo  yuuwaakhthi  aajiinoseel-iiloa  
joi yuuwaakhthi  aji-hnoseel-iiloa  
three    time   3O-tell:CMP-RPT:PRC 
‘He’s being told three times.’  
 
u\Jysc/]szi 
uuwaakhuyaasthaniilooskvvi 
uu-xxkhuyaasthan-iiloosk-vvi  
3B-burp:CMP-RPT:INC-EXP    
‘He was hiccoughing, burping repeatedly.’  
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c.   hO/R]E 
hiwooniisiilooja 
hi-wooniis-iilooja 
2A-speak:CMP-RPL:IMM(COM) 
‘Speak repeatedly.’    (Pulte and Feeling 1975:284) 
 
d.   acgtscpl]vi 
 aataakhthaastaneeliilovvi 
a-ataat-kahthaastan-eel-iilo-vvi  
3A-RFL-wink:CMP-APL:CMP-RPT:CMP-EXP    
‘He was continually winking at someone.’  
 
e.   a\jl  afpG]sd 
aawatuuli  akhineejiiloosti 
aki-atuuliha  aki-hneej-iiloost-i 
1B-want:PRC   1B-speak:CMP-RPT:DVN-NOM2 
‘I want to speak over and over.’  
 
3.3. ACCIDENTAL (ACC)  
 This suffix adds the meaning ‘to do something accidentally.’ It appears to be a 
composite of the sequence to- and the Causative. The five forms of this suffix are in 
Table 5; an example of each form is in (152). Because this suffix has a Causative 
meaning, it is used in place of a Causative. For example the transitive verb ‘to wake 
up’ is derived from the intransitive verb ‘to wake up.’ In (152d) it is seen that the 
transitive verb ‘to accidentally wake somebody up’ derives directly from the 
intransitive verb. Unlike the Causative, however, the Accidental attaches to the 
Completive stem and not the root. There is no Present Continuous form of this suffix. 
 
Table 5: The four aspect suffixes of the Accidental36  
INCOMPLETIVE                         -tohtisk-   
IMMEDIATE                    -tohta 
COMPLETIVE                   -tohtan-  
DEVERBAL NOUN                 -toht- 
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152) a. J@     #/Yh     xcU     
kuhkwe juuniihyohi    yvvtaha    
kuhkwe ti-uunii-hyoh-i   yvvtahaai  
quail        DST2-3B.PL\AGT-look.for:INC-NOM sometimes 
 
umA    cncYs4dsqi 
uunvvsa   taanataayoostohtiskooi 
 uunii-vvsa  tee-aanii-ataat-yoos-tohtisk-oi 
 3B.PL-self  DST-3A.PL-RFL-shoot:CMP-ACC:INC-HAB 
‘Quail hunters sometimes accidentally shoot one another.’  
(Feeling 1975a:124)  
 
b.   fw~      i/isQ]s4dU 
khilakwu  iiniiskwaloostohta 
khila=kwu iinii-skwaloos-tohta  
just.now=DT     1A.DL-bump.into:CMP-ACC:IMM    
‘We just accidentally bumped into it.’  
 
c.   zBG4tm 
kvvyeetstohthanv 
kvv-yeets-tohthan-vvi 
1/2-wake:CMP-ACC:CMP-EXP 
‘I accidentally woke you up.’  
 
d.   EEgk4d          ^      YfnjkH 
jaajakahltohti thla  yookinatuulvvhv  
ja-xxjakahl-toht-i  thla    yi-ookinii-atuulvvh-vvi 
2B-rip:CMP-ACC:DVN-NOM2   NEG  IRR-1B.DL.EX-want:CMP-EXP 
‘We didn’t want you to rip it.’  
 
 
3.4. TERMINATIVE (TRM)  
 The Terminative indicates that the action has been or will be definitively 
completed. The forms of this derivational suffix are listed in Table 6 with an example 
of each following.  
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Table 6: The five aspect suffixes of the Terminative   
PRESENT    CONTINUOUS    -ohvska  
INCOMPLETIVE                           -ohvsk-  
IMMEDIATE                     -ohna 
COMPLETIVE                    -ohn-   
DEVERBAL NOUN                    -ohvst- 
 
153) a.  Gs[Y]Hsg 
jiisteeyoolohvska 
ji-steeyool-ohvska  
1A-braid:CMP-TRM:PRC   
‘I’m about to finish braiding it.’  
 
b.   osc  as4oHsq     g0G      =O<- 
oosta aastooohvsko  kanvji  yuuwoohlvvhna 
oosta a-stoo-ohvsk-oi  kanvji  yi-uu-oohlvvhn-a 
good   3A-pound:CMP-TRM:INC-HAB  kanuchi          IRR-3B-make:CMP\SUB-TAV 
‘He pounds it out good when he makes kanuchi.’  
 
c.   gO/D- 
kawooniisohna 
ka-wooniis-ohna  
3A-SPEAK:CMP-TRM:IMM 
‘He just finished speaking.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:285) 
 
d.   /gc  r/fD/ 
nikaata tvvnikiisohni 
nikaata   ta-a-anikiis-ohn-i 
all        FUT-3A-leave:CMP-TRM:CMP-MOT 
‘It will be all gone.’ (Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
 
e.   aS   iGsQ4Hsd 
aase iijiiskwatohvsti 
aase iijii-skwat-ohvst-i  
must 2A.PL\MOD-finish:CMP-TRM:DVN-NOM 
‘You all have to finish it.’  
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3.5. AMBULATIVE (AMB)  
 The ambulative expresses the idea of repeated movement with the action of 
the verb and is usually translated into English as ‘To go around VERB-ing..’37 The five 
aspect forms are in Table 7. Many verbs derived with this suffix have unpredictable 
meanings; for example, in (154a) this suffix expresses the idea of pain all over the 
body. In (154c) this suffix indicates a purpose, while in (154d) it appears on the verb 
‘to happen’ which is then turned into a noun meaning ‘events that happened.’ The 
example in (154e) could also be translated as ‘go around acting up’, although the 
ambulatory sense was not included in the speaker’s translation. 
 
Table 7: The five aspect suffixes of the Ambulative  
PRESENT  CONTINUOUS  -iitooha 
INCOMPLETIVE                      -iitooh- 
IMMEDIATE                   -iita   
COMPLETIVE                  -iitool-   
DEVERBAL NOUN                -iitast- 
 
Examples of these five aspect forms are in (152). 
154) a.  /z    uOscpl4U       adU 
niikhv    uuweehistaaneeliitooha  aatiiha 
niikhvvi uu-eehistaaneel-iitooha  a-atiiha  
everywhere    3B-ache:CMP-AMB:PRC   3A-say:PRC 
‘She says she hurts all over.’ (Feeling 1975a:147)  
 
b.   cT/4L    c-\  ap4 
taatihniitoohe   tahnawa  aneeto 
tee-a-atihn-iitooh-eei  tahnawa  anii-eetooh-i 
DST-3A-lead:INC-AMB:INC-NXP war         3A.PL-walk:INC \AGT-NOM 
‘He was leading the war party.’ (Chapter 9.2:6) 
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c.   4sc{>hc 
toostasuuleehiita 
tee-oostii-asuuleeh-iita  
DST-1A.DL.EX-wash.hands:PNF-AMB:IMM 
‘We went to wash our hands.’  
 
d.   uY    0lst/4k             jZS> 
uuyo  nuulsthaniitoolv       tuunooseele 
    uu-yooi ni-uu-alisthan-iitool-vvi tee-uu-nooseel-eei 
3B-bad  PRT-3B-happen:CMP-AMB:CMP-DVB        DST-3B-tell:CMP-NXP   
‘Evil things he told them.’  
 
e.   bscrpk/csdi        ^    =njlU 
keestatvvneelvvhniitastiii   thla yuunatuuliha 
    kee-stii-atvvneelvvhn-iitast-iii thla yi-uunii-atuuliha 
NGT-2B.DL-act.up:DVN-NOM2                                         NEG    IRR-3B.PL-want:PRC 
‘They don’t want you to act up.’  
 
An example of the Ambulative attaching to a Causative base is in (155). 
 
155) ac[sc/4U 
aatateesthaniitooha 
a-atatee-sthan-iitooha  
3A-bounce(I)-CAU:CMP-AMB:PRC    
‘She’s dribbling it.’  
lit. “She’s going around causing it to bounce.” (Lady Indians Championship) 
 
As with the other derivational suffixes, there are certain verbs that have a frozen form 
of this suffix and do not occur without it. One such verb is ‘to take time’, as seen in 
(154).38 
 
156) a.  hw  Iqhc      cCl4$                
hila  yikohiit   taahliiliitooho      
    hila  yi-kohiita  tee-a-ahliiliitooh-oi  
how       IRR-long            DST-3A-take.time:INC-HAB    
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gl5[     apzsdi 
kahljoote anekstiii 
kahljoote a-ahnekst-iii 
house   3A-build:DVN-NOM2 
‘How long does it take to build a house?’  
 
3.6. ANDATIVE (AND)  
The two main purposes of this derivational suffix are to indicate an action is 
performed at intervals or that the subject is going somewhere to perform an action.39 
It is etymologically related to the verb of motion ‘to go.’ The five forms of the 
suffixes are in Table 8 with corresponding examples in (157). 
 
Table 8: The five aspect suffixes of the Andative  
PRESENT  CONTINUOUS    -eeka  
INCOMPLETIVE                        -eek-   
IMMEDIATE                    -eena 
  IMMEDIATE COMMAND -uuka 
COMPLETIVE                   -vvs- 
DEVERBAL NOUN                 -vvst- 
 
157) a.  eEqlBgs 
eejakooliyeekas 
eja-kooliy-eeka=s  
2O-examine:CMP-AND:PRC=Q    
‘Are you going to go to be examined?’  
 
b.   qgs    UcOeq 
kookas  hatawooeeko 
kooka=s  hi-ataa-woo-eek-oi   
summer=Q    2A-MDL-bathe:CMP-AND:INC-HAB    
‘Do you go swimming in the summer?’  
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c.   inlscx0g 
iinalstayhnuuka 
iinii-ali-stayhn-uuka 
1A.DL-MDL-fix.a.meal:CMP-AND:IMM(COM) 
‘Let’s go eat!’  
 
d.   ofnlscxm9 
ookinalstayvhnvvsv 
ookinii-ali-stayvhnvvs-vvi 
1B.DL.EX-MDL-fix.a.meal:CMP-AND:IMM 
 ‘We went to eat’  
 
e.   E{msds        Ejl 
jasuuhnvvstis  jatuuli 
ja-suuhn-vvst-i=s  ja-atuuliha   
2B-fish:CMP-AND:DVN-NOM2=Q   2B-want:PRC 
‘Do you want to go fishing?’  
 
There are two different forms for the Immediate. In (158a) the form is for a 
command, while in (158b) for the immediate past time frame. 
 
158) a.  Bds[kLn   
yeetiisteelvvheena 
yi-eetii-steelvvh-eena  
IRR-1A.PL.AN-help:CMP-AND:IMM 
‘We went to help.’  
 
b.   icls[k!g 
iitalsteelvvhuuka 
iitii-ali-steelvvh-uuka 
1A.PL-MDL-help:CMP-AND:IMM(COM) 
‘Let’s all go help!’   
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3.7. VENITIVE (VEN)  
 The Venitive suffix adds the idea of ‘in order to’ to its verb.40 Feeling 
translates this as ‘to come to do something’ (Feeling 1975a:287).  The five forms of 
this suffix are presented in Table 9; examples of each form are presented in (159).  
The example in (159a) bears the causative suffix as well. 
 
Table 9: The five aspect suffixes of the Venitive  
PRESENT   CONTINUOUS    -iika  
INCOMPLETIVE                         -iihih-   
IMMEDIATE                    -iika 
COMPLETIVE                   -iihl-   
DEVERBAL NOUN                  -ist- 
 
159) a.  GYsw/g 
jiyoosthaniika 
ji-yoo-sthan-iika  
1A-break(I)-CAU:CMP-VEN:PRC    
‘I came to destroy it.’  
 
b.   bfng4st/h$ 
keekinakhthoosthaniihiho 
keekinii-akahthoosthan-iihih-oi 
3PL/1DL-look.at:CMP-VEN:INC-HAB 
‘They come to see us.’  
 
c.   Gsddg 
jistiitiik 
ji-stii-t-iika  
REL-2A.DL-lay.down (long):CMP-VEN:IMM\SUB 
‘Where you two came and laid it.’   (Scancarelli 2005:355)41  
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d.   unsqRk 
uunaskoosiihlv 
uunii-askoos-iihl-vvi 
3B.PL-dig:CMP-VEN:CMP-EXP    
‘They came to dig.’  
 
e.   a[w    aQc:hsd       cfkWscp 
ateela awatatlohisti  taakilvvhwstaane 
ateela aki-atatloh-ist-i   tee-aki-lvvhwstaaneha 
money         1B-earn:CMP-VEN:DVN-NOM2    DST-1B-work:PRC  
‘I’m working to earn the money.’ 
 
3.8. PRE-INCIPIENT (PRI) 
 This derivational suffix is attached to the Completive stem and indicates that 
an action is just about to take place. There are only four forms of this suffix; they are 
listed in Table 10, followed by an example of each. The Immediate use of this suffix 
indicates that the action is understood as immediately about to happen.42 This suffix is 
unusual in that it bears the highfall tone typical of deverbalized adverbs, nouns, and 
adjectives. The Present Continuous and Immediate have a similar translation, but 
speakers indicate that the action is more imminent for verbs in the Immediate stem. 
 
Table 10: The four aspect suffixes of the Pre-incipient 
PRESENT      CONTINUOUS                -iiti   
INCOMPLETIVE                                            -iitiisk- 
IMMEDIATE                                         -iiteena 
COMPLETIVE                                                 -iitiis-   
 
160) a.  uO/Rd 
uuwooniisiiti 
uu-wooniis-iiti  
3B-speak:CMP-PRI:PRC    
‘He is about to speak.’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:289) 
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b.   u/Awc/dszi 
uuniisalaataaniitiiskv 
uunii-salaataan-iitiisk-vvi 
3B.PL-lift:CMP-PRI:INC-EXP    
‘They were about to lift it.’  
 
c.   uqR[n 
uukoosiiteena 
uu-koos-iiteena 
3B-rot:CMP-PRI:IMM 
‘It’s about to rot, it’s destined to rot.’  
 
d.   4gsg>sw/d9i 
tookaaskaleesthaniitiisv  
tee-ookii-aaskaleesthan-iitiis-vvi 
DST-1B.PL.EX-realease:CMP-PRI:CMP-EXP   
‘We were about to let go of it.’  
 
 
 
3.9. NON-PRODUCTIVE  DERIVATION  
A few derivational suffixes are no longer freely used on most verbs. Because 
these patterns of derivation are limited and idiosyncratic, they must simply be listed 
in a dictionary of the language. An example of non-productive derivation is seen in 
(161) below. Scancarelli identifies this as the ‘multiplicative’; King calls it the 
‘multiple action’ suffix and states that only a few verbs take it (1975:90). This suffix 
does not appear in Pulte and Feeling or in Cook. An example from Scancarelli is in 
(161a); the verb from which it derives is presented in (161b). The derivational 
element is added to the Completive stem of the verb.  
 
161) a.  iU[]$9m 
ihateelohoosvvhnv  
yi-hi-ateelohoosvvhn-vvi 
IRR-2A-find.out(multiple):CMP-EXP 
‘If you should see or hear things…’ (Scancarelii 2005:355)  
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b.   u[]$9i 
uuteelohoosvvi 
uu-ateelohoos-vvi 
3B-find.out:CMP-EXP 
‘He found it out.’ (Feeling 1975a:9) 
 
Pulte and Feeling give a few examples of –ki-, a suffix they call the ‘reversive’ that 
‘reverses the basic meaning of the word’ (1975:282). An example is in (162a), 
followed by its basic form.  
 
162) a.  zsg 
kvvska 
ji-vvska  
1A-weave:PRC    
‘I’m weaving it.’ 
 
b.   zfa 
kvvkiia 
ji-vv-kiia 
1A-unweave-REVERSIVE:PRC    
 ‘I’m unweaving it.’ 
 
 
4. SUMMARY 
 Cherokee verbs have two main resources for expanding verb stems: 
prepronominal prefixes and derivational suffixes. Prepronominal prefixes come in a 
fixed order before the verb; any given verb can have as many three of these prefixes. 
Many verbs never occur without a certain prefix. While having a basic form and 
meaning, all of the prefixes have different forms that occur in different environments 
as well as idiosyncratic usages and meanings.  
This chapter has dealt with valency-changing prepronominal affixes in its own 
section as these changes affect the sentence as a whole by changing the number of 
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participants involved with the verb. Verb-valency is increased by the use of either the 
Causative or Applicative suffixes; the Causative generally attaches to intransitive 
verbs, while the Applicative usually attaches to transitive verbs. Valency-reduction 
takes place by removing a subject (using a Object Focus prefix) or by removing the 
object (using the Indirect Object Reflexive prefix). Another way of reducing verb 
valency is by using the Middle Voice prefix to indicate that the subject of the verb is 
also undergoing the action of the verb. Despite similarities in form and function, the 
Middle prefix distinct from the Reflexive. The Middle typically changes the 
semantics of the verb itself by indicating an action that happens spontaneously rather 
than by an active subject that initiates the action. 
The final section of this chapter has dealt with derivational suffixes. These 
suffixes attach to the Completive stem of the verb and alter its meaning. Most of the 
suffixes have five forms, one for each verb stem. As with prepronominal prefixes, 
multiple derivational suffixes can attach to a verb, although it is unusual to see more 
than two. Both prefixes and suffixes create rich and complex possibilities for verbs; 
King estimates that ‘each regular verb stem can have over 21,000 possible forms’ 
(1975:34).  
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NOTES 
CHAPTER 6
                                                 
1
 In the literature on Cherokee this prefix has been called the counterfactual, the 
conditional and the negative. I will use the term ‘Irrealis’ to encompass all of these 
functions. King uses the term ‘conditional or negative’ (1975:61)  
2
 King also says this prepronominal prefix can appear on an imperative stem to create 
a ‘tenseless stem’; Cook (1979:60) notes that yi- in combination with the 
punctual/imperative stem forms the adposes of a conditional sentence. 
3
 It is possible to use other constructions without yi-. In (1) both examples have the 
adverb elikwu that indicates an open-ended possibility. 
 
1) a.  9l~s Ewf  [U[:Q     Lla 
eliwus jalaki  teehateehlohk   heelia 
elikwu=s jalaki tee-hi-ateehlohka   hi-eelia  
possible=Q   Cherokee  DST-2A-learn:PRC    2A-think:PRC    
 ‘Do you think you can learn Cherokee?’  
 
b.   9l~s  E[:Q    Ewf  EO/hsd 
eliwus  chateehlohk   jalaki  jawooniihisti  
elikwu=s ti-hi-ateehlohka  jalaki  ja-wooniihist-i 
possible=Q   DST2-2A-learn:PRC    Cherokee 2B-speak:DVN-NOM2    
 ‘Can you learn to speak Cherokee?’  
 
4
 Cook refers to this prefix as the ‘positive’ (1979:55), while King uses the term 
‘empirical’ and states that ‘this prefix asserts that the verb should be taken as a matter 
of fact’ (1975:61). Pulte and Feeling use the term ‘relative’ (1975:242). King says 
that this prefix is used with the past events to indicate that the information has been 
reliably reported (1975:61).   
5
 The Relativizer does not lengthen the following vowel; an example with the same 
verb stem is in (2).  
 
2) g4  usd     EBkS       G/hW 
kato  uust  jayelvvse     jihniwi 
kato  uusti  ja-yelvvs-ei  ji-ni-hi-iwi  
what    thing      2B-mean:CMP-NXP           REL-PRT-2A-say:IMM 
‘What did you mean when you said that?.’  
 
6
 Cook (1979:55) and King (1975:62) both use the label ‘translocative.’ 
7
 Both Cook and King refer to this as the Partitive (1979:55, 1975:62). Cook 
describes the functions as indicating ‘spatial or temporal parallelism of path or 
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events’ and indicates that the name ‘partitive’ is used for its cognate in the northern 
Iroquoian languages (1979:64). Walker (1975:204) translates ni- as ‘still, yet, not 
yet.’ Foley calls this the ‘previative’ (1980:36). 
8
 A unit of time that does not follow this pattern is khalvvi ‘month.’ 
9
 There appear to be contexts in which the Distributive prefix can be left off; for 
example, to emphasize the action of singing a single song. The mandatory use of 
prepronominal prefixes varies from speaker to speaker. Feeling lists the verb ‘to iron’ 
with a Distributive (c8sg taatheeska ‘He's ironing it.’) However, this verb 
is attested without the prefix as in (3). 
 
3) anO   Gsfpm    G8sg 
ahnawo jiskineehnv   jiitheeska 
a-ahnawo ji-ski-neehn-vvi  ji-htheeska 
3A-shirt  REL-2/1-give:CMP-DVB  1A-iron:PRC  
‘I am ironing the shirt you gave me.’ 
 
10
 Koops (2008a) explores the idea that there is also a contrast in visibility between 
the Translocative and the Cislocative. Two of his examples are in (4). 
 
4) a.  \cO 
watawo 
wi-a-at-awooa  
TRN-3A-MDL-bathe(T):PRC    
‘S/he’s swimming (e.g. down at the creek, not here).’ (Koops 2008a:2) 
b.   dcO 
tiitawo 
ti-a-at-awooa  
CIS-3A-MDL-bathe(T):PRC    
‘S/he’s swimming (e.g. over there, in sight, e.g. pointing).’ (Koops 2008a:2) 
Koops also states that the translocative assumes ‘a prior change of location to the 
current location’, whereas the Cislocative merely assumes that the referent has been 
seen at the location (2008a). Two of his examples are in (5). 
 
5) a.  jwR    \Qr9 
thulsi  waakwathvsv  
thulsa-i  wi-aki-athvs-vvi 
Tulsa-LOC    TRN-1B-grow(I):CMP-EXP    
‘I grew up in Tulsa (was born here, then moved there).’ (Koops 2008a:3) 
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b.   jwR    dQr9 
thulsi  tiikwathvsv  
thulsa-i  ti-aki-athvs-vvi 
Tulsa-LOC    CIS-1B-grow(I):CMP-EXP    
‘I grew up in Tulsa (and was born there).’ (Koops 2008a:3) 
 
11
 Cook (1979:72) states that this change occurs for North Carolina Cherokee with 
verbs with the Experienced Past final suffix and agentive nouns as well as verbs in 
the Immediate and Deverbal Noun stems. 
12
 Several authors have identified verbs of motion as taking –i rather than –a in the 
Present Continuous and have thus labeled it as a ‘motion’ suffix. (Cook 127). 
However, many non-motion verbs in the Present Continuous take this ending (‘to 
look at’, to like’, to name just a few examples) and some verbs of motion don’t take 
this ending (the most obvious example being the verb ‘to go’). While historically this 
suffix may have denoted motion, I have chosen to treat the final vowel as part of the 
Present Continuous stem itself since its appearance as /a/ or /i/ is unpredictable. Cook 
notes that the future construction is formed from the Cislocative and what he calls the 
Motion suffix: ‘The ta- future can thus be analyzed as an idiom literally as “I am 
coming to…” parallel to English “I am going to…” ’(Cook 1979:127).  In its use in 
this future construction I have retained the term ‘motion’ for the –i suffix. Pulte and 
Feeling call this suffix the ‘future.’   
13
 Like its common English translation, this construction comes from a construction 
indicating actual physical movement. Unlike English, the process of 
grammaticalization has not yet separated it enough from its original semantic origin. 
Thus while it is fine to say in English ‘I’m going to sit here’, this construction in 
Cherokee sounds decidedly awkward. The preferred way to convey this idea would 
be using the Intentional suffix.  
14
 Some speakers do not allow the future ta- to co-occur with the prepronominal 
prefixes yi-, wi-, or ni- , but other speakers find such constructions acceptable. 
Walker (1975:205) points out that ta- seems to indicate a near-future action that has 
a degree of certainty as to its occurrence; this meaning seems to make it semantically 
incompatible with these other prepronominal prefixes. 
15
 Pulte and Feeling (1975:254) state that these three prefixes are mutually exclusive 
but suggest that ‘further study may indicate that [they]…should be analyzed as a 
single prefix. Such an analysis would require fairly detailed rules to provide the 
correct form of the prefix in the various contexts…’ 
16
 Cook (1979:57) and King (1975:67) refer to this as the ‘iterative.’  
17
 The speaker states that this sentence is from a morning prayer to the sun. 
18
 King (1975:68) refers to this prefix as the ‘negative’ and states that it conveys an 
idea of absolute negation or a negation of some duration; he translates these as ‘hasn’t 
done something since …..’ This prefix also has some unusual usages for some 
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speakers that merit further exploration. For example, In (6a) kaa- serves to 
emphasize the individual times of teaching, while in (6b) the period of time is treated 
as an indivisible whole.  
 
6) a. wlsqh     n[Ty        /dz[YHsqi 
thalskohi  nateethiiy   nitikvvteehyoohvskooi 
thali+skohi ni-ateethiiya  ni-ti-kaa-a-at-ehyohvsk-oi 
two+ten              PRT-year                  PRT-DST2-NGT-3A-MDL-teach:INC-HAB 
‘She has been teaching for twenty years.’  (Feeling 1975a:16)  
 
b. wlsqh    n[Ty         /dz[YHsqi 
thalskohi nateethiiy    nitateehyoohvskooi 
thalskohi nateethiiya    ni-tee-a-at-ehyohvsk-oi 
two+ten             PRT-year  PRT-DST-3A-DTR-teach:INC-HAB 
‘She has been teaching for twenty years.’    
 
19
 King describes how it is possible to form ‘decisively negative verbs’ by using three 
Prepronominal prefixes together: yi- followed by the Iterative ii-, then  kaa-. 
(1975:62) 
20The only other possible postpronominal prefix would be the plural element -nii-. 
This prefix is always preceded by a Set A or Set B third person prefix, so it is simpler 
to consider it part of those prefixes.  Instead of treating -nii- as a separate unit, this 
work treats anii- and uunii- as single units rather than a pronominal prefix 
followed by a plural prefix. 
21
 Potter refers to the Indirect Object Reflexive as the ‘animate covert argument’ 
(1996:117). 
22
 Most of this discussion of the Middle prefix is inspired by Kemmer (1993). The 
term ‘Middle’ in describing Cherokee is used for the first time in this work, but its 
use is not unprecedented in Iroquoian linguistics. For Tuscarora, Mithun (1976:68) 
states that ‘verb stems may contain a reflexive marker (-at-) preceding the verb root.’  
Besides reflexive and reciprocal constructions, ‘The reflexive morpheme also appears 
in middle voice predications, where one’s action involves oneself as experiencer.’ For 
Mohawk, Bonvillain (1994:87, 95), in addition to describing reflexive –atat-, 
discusses a ‘semi-reflexive’ at- that ‘indicates a kind of middle voice.’ She describes 
this morpheme as coding subject-affectedness, constructions where an agent is 
assumed but not mentioned, and spontaneous events. She also describes how some 
verbs  ‘require at- as part of a frozen verb base.’ 
23
 King calls this suffix the ‘benefactive’ (King 1975:89); Cook (1979:139) calls it the 
‘dative’, and Pulte and Feeling (1975:286) refer to it as the ‘dative-benefactive.’ The 
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term ‘applicative’ is more general in that it encompasses any semantic role that is 
being brought into the core participant structure of the verb.   
24
 The term ‘primary object’ and ‘secondary object’ are Matthew Dryer’s terms 
(1986). In a primary object language the notional roles ‘direct object of 
monotransitive clause’ and ‘indirect role of ditransitive clause’ are treated the same, 
while the notional role of ‘ditransitive direct object’ is treated differently. The indirect 
roles in Cherokee—the beneficiary, recipient, and so forth—are indicated on the verb, 
while the notional object is only referred to on the verb if it is plural and is hence 
‘secondary.’ Since the indirect roles are almost always animate, this is another 
instance of an animacy preference in the language.  
25
 There is also evidence for possessor-raising. The example in (7a) is from Walker. 
Speakers liked this example but I do not have examples of similar spontaneous 
utterances involving this verb. 
 
 
7) a. Gsj   u4h=      EkQc/U          a%bi 
 jiistu  utoohiyu  jalvkwataneeha   amakei 
jiistu  utoohiyu  ja-lvkwatan-eeha  amakei 
rabbit           really                2B-like:CMP-APL:PRC    hominy 
‘Rabbit sure likes your hominy.’ (Walker 1975:226)  
 
b. G/crZ                Gsfw\dS                      
jiniitatvhnoo    tskhilawtiise         
ji-niitatvvi=hnoo  ji-ski-hkhilawtiis-ei  
1A-tail=CN                              REL-2/1-ride.on:INC-NXP       
‘You were hanging onto my tail.’ (Chapter 9.1) 
 
26
 King states that this suffix has more allomorphs than any other morpheme in 
Cherokee and that it is a root for the verbs ‘to use’ and ‘to happen’(King 1975:88). 
This later verb is also composed of the Middle prefix.  
27
 Often de-emphasis of the subject can be conveyed by other means. One common 
way is to use the pronominal prefix for ‘they’, even though there is no particular 
group of individuals referred to. In (8) the speaker uses an English passive with the 
indefinite ‘they’ to translate he Object focus sentence. 
 
8)  a[w  cfH    j/ZsfS 
ateel   taakihv    tuuniinooskiise 
ateela   tee-aki-h-vvi   tee-uunii-nooskiis-ei 
money      DST-1B-have:CMP-EXP\SUB  DST-3B.PL-steal:CMP-NXP 
‘My money got stolen.’  
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Scancarelli observes that the unspecified object construction is distinct from khilo. 
(1987:84). khilo is used ‘when the identity of the subject is unknown but relevant 
in context’; e.g. the identity of ‘someone’ will be revealed or will be important.  
28
 King states that, ‘Semantically it appears that in many, but by no means all, 
instances at(a)- reflects the action of the verb back to the subject and al(i) conveys 
more frequently the notion that the subject is carrying out the action through his own 
resources’ (1979:58). 
29
 King (1979:58) states that the ataa- and al- are in complimentary distribution 
and cannot be used interchangeably, but these examples seem to indicate the contrary.   
30
 Kemmer refers to these frozen Middles as ‘deponents’ and states that their 
existence is a universal feature of languages with middle voice markers: ‘…verbs in 
certain MM [middle-marker] classes tend to have unmarked counterparts. The word 
“tend” is largely due to a single class of exceptions to this generalization. These 
exceptions are noticeable because they are quite widespread, in fact, I would venture 
to suggest, universal in middle-marking languages’ (1993:22).  
31
 An interesting pair is in (9). These examples are from the same speaker. At present 
it is unknown what causes the appearance of the Middle prefix on the second 
example. 
 
9) a.  gbc 
kakeeta   
ka-keeta 
3A-weigh 
‘He, she, it is heavy.’  
 
b.  ucbc 
uutakeeta   
uu-ataa-keeta 
3B-MDL-weigh 
‘He, she, it is heavy.’  
 
32
 Kemmer points out that the Reflexive in many languages is quite similar in form or 
sometimes identical to the Reflexive. In her discussion she states that the Middle 
conceives of the subject and object as being relatively less ‘distinguishable’ (and 
thereby less transitive) that the Reflexive. This ‘relative distinguishability of 
participants refers to ‘…the degree to which a single physico-mental entity is 
conceptually distinguished into separate participants, whether body vs. mind, or agent 
vs. unexpectedly contrasting patient. The fact that the reflexive form appears when 
the speaker desires to indicate greater conceptual separability of facets of a single 
referent than the middle would express, suggests that the reflexive marker in general 
has the function of designating events in which the initiator and endpoint participants 
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are to some extent distinct. … The middle marker, on the other hand, has the basic 
function of indicating that the two semantic roles of Initiator and Endpoint refer to a 
single holistic entity’(Kemmer 1993:66). 
33
 There are a few examples of verbal compounds in Cherokee, but their scarcity 
indicates that it is an unproductive process.  
34
 King calls this suffix the ‘reiterative’ (King 1975:90) and says it indicates an action 
that had been previously begun.  
35
 King calls this suffix the ‘repetitive’ (King 1975:90). 
36
 An exception to the pattern described above is the common verb ‘to happen.’ This 
verb is composed of the Middle Voice prefix ali- and the Causative suffix (probably 
originally a root from which the suffix evolved). To create the meaning ‘to 
accidentally happen, to happen to be’ the suffix attaches directly to a base -alis-, as 
shown in (10), 
 
10) ulsjic   z9     0ls4tm      
uulstuuiita   keesv  nuulstohthanv  
uu-ali-stuuii-ta  kees-vvi  ni-uu-alistohthan-vvi  
3B-MDL-open-PCP      be:INC-EXP       PRT-3B-happen.accidentally-DVB      
 
afrgm          a/O/sz 
aakhthvvkaanv   aniiwooniiskv 
aki-hthvvkaan-vvi   anii-wooniisk-vvi 
1B-hear:CMP-EXP        3A.PL-speak:INC-DVB 
‘Because it accidentally happened to be open I heard the conversation.’  
 
37
 King calls this suffix the ambulative (King 1975:88). 
38
 The Ambulative in some cases seems to remove a seemingly frozen derivational 
suffix. In (12) the Completive stem of ‘to chase’ seems to have a frozen Andative on 
it (perhaps ‘go after someone’), but when the Ambulative is added this part of the 
stem is removed.  
 
11) u-\rZ          aGbh4>               Gsrn 
uhnawtvhno    ajikhehiitoole          jiistvvn 
uhna=kwu=tvv=hnoo aji-khehvs-iitool-ei jiistvvna 
there=DT=FC=CN      3O-chase:CMP-AMB:CMP-NXP       crawdad 
‘…and right then he started chasing him.’ (Chapter 9.1) 
 
39
 King calls this suffix the andative (King 1975:91). 
40
 Scancarelli (2005:373) refers to this as the ‘proximate purposive.’ She states that 
Cook first used the term ‘purposive; she adds the modifier ‘proximate’ to distinguish 
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it from what she calls the ‘distant purposive’, which is referred to in this grammar as 
the Venitive.  
41
 This example is from a story about the little people; in the story some humans have 
come and placed their house across the path they use.  
42
 The term ‘pre-incipient’ is from Pulte and Feeling (1975:289). They describe -ena 
and-iti as variant forms of the Present Continuous; I list them under the Immediate 
because of its formal and semantic similarity to the typical appearance of  that stem.   
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CHAPTER 7: THE NOUN 
 
1. DEFINITION  AND SHAPE OF NOUNS 
 The four major parts of speech in Cherokee are nouns, verbs, adverbs, and 
adjectives. Nouns are distinguished from these other three classes by several criteria. 
First of all, nouns have several possible functions in a sentence that cannot be filled 
by verbs or adjectives. Two of the most important functions are as the subject or 
object of a sentence, exemplified in (1). 
  . 
1) a.  afsd   aqsg 
akiisti aakooska 
akiisti a-kooska  
food         3A-rot:PRC    
‘The food is turning rotten.’  
 
b.   5w   GGpki 
joola jijiineelvvi 
joola ji-jii-hneel-vvi 
tobacco    REL-1A.AN-give.to.someone:CMP-EXP       
‘I gave him tobacco.’  
 
As discussed in Chapter 6, some verbs can have two objects. In (2a) the first noun 
‘cake’ refers to the object baked, while the noun after the verb ‘son’ refers to the 
beneficiary of the baking. In (2b) there are two nouns; the first noun ‘man’ is the 
recipient, and the second noun ‘dog(s)’ is the object of the action, or what is being 
given. 
 
2) a.  gj   ugnsc    u\jm        
kaatu  uukanaasta uuwaatuuhnv   
kaatu  uu-kanaasta uu-aatuuhn-vvi    
bread        3B-sweet   3B-bake:CMP-EXP        
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uPG   a#E     u[TIszi 
uweeji  achuuja  uuteethiyiiskvvi 
uu-eeji  a-chuuja   uu-ateethiyiiskvvi 
3B-son        3A-boy              3B-birthday        
  ‘She baked a cake for her son's birthday.’ (Feeling 1975a:94)   
 
b. asgy [GyKp    fC 
askaya teejiiyaakhaane   kiihli 
a-skaya tee-jii-aakhaaneha  kiihli 
3A-man      DST-1A.AN-give(living):PRC dog 
‘I’m giving the man dogs.’ (Scancarelli 1987:69) 
 
 In (3) the noun ‘Tahlequah’ is the location where the event described in the sentence 
occurs. 
 
3) alQ     \P4k        Vg 
talikwa waawetoolv   thleeka  
 talikwa wi-aki-etool-vvi  thleeka 
Tahlequah   TRN-1B-walk.around:CMP-EXP  while 
‘I was walking around Tahlequah a short while.’ 
 
 In (4) the noun ‘Cherokee’ is part of a postpositional phrase that includes ‘with’; the 
adverbial and adjectival functions of these phrases are discussed in Chapter 8.  
 
4) g4  ad   Ewf   zd 
kato  at   jalaki kvhhti 
 kato  a-atiha  jalaki kvhhti 
what      3A-say:PRC  Cherokee  with 
‘How does one say it in Cherokee?’ 
 
Nouns can also be used to directly call the attention of someone. Two examples of 
this vocative use are in (5). Both are inflected for second person; (5a) is singular and 
(5b) is dual.  
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5) a.  t[YHsf 
thateeyoohvski  
ti-hi-at-eeyoohvsk-i  
DST2-2A-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘Teacher!’   
 
b.   dsdYC  sd{lqi     scCHi 
tistiiyoohli  stiisuulkoi  stahlihvvi 
ti-stii-yoohli  stii-suulkoi  stii-ahlih-vvi 
DST2-2A.DL-child    2A.DL-quit:IMM(COM)      2A.DL-fight:INC-DVB 
‘You two kids stop fighting!’  
  
c.   hQlR  TbW 
hikwalisi thikhewi  
hi-kwalisi ti-hi-khewi  
2A-pharisee DST2-2A-blind 
‘Blind Pharisee!’ (New Testament, Matthew 23:26)  
 
Nouns can also serve as predicates in clauses where the subject is equated 
with the predicate. In Cherokee the copula ‘to be’ is not necessary in these types of 
clauses. For example, in (6a), the noun ‘sibling’ is the subject, or what the clause is 
about, while the noun ‘doctor’ is the predicate equated with this subject. Similarly, in 
(6b)  talikwa is the subject; the predicate identifies it as ‘the capital of the 
Cherokee Nation.’  
 
6) a.  u/4          agngT 
uuniito  akanakth 
uunii-to  a-kanakthi  
3B.PL-sibling 3A-doctor 
‘Their sister is a doctor.’  
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b.   tlQ     Ewf   aBC      u4<9 
talikwa jalaki ayeehli uutoohlvsv 
talikwa jalaki ayeehli uutoohlvsvvi 
Tahlequah Cherokee center   place 
‘Tahlequah is the capital of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma.’  
(Feeling 1975a:73)   
 
As seen in Chapter 5, only verbs are inflected for tense and aspect. If the 
equational clause refers to the past or future a ‘to be’ copula is needed to bear the 
final suffixes that indicate tense and aspect. This distinction is exemplified in (7).  
 
7) a.  acW    agngT 
aatawi akanakhthi 
aatawi a-kanakhthi  
Adam      3A-doctor 
‘Adam is a doctor.’   
 
b.   acW    agngT     b9i 
aatawi akanakthi  keesvvi 
aatawi a-kanakthi  kees-vvi 
Adam        3A-doctor          be:INC-EXP    
‘Adam was a doctor.’  
 
c.   acW    agngT     b9i 
aatawi akanakthi  keeseesti 
aatawi a-kanakthi  kees-eesti 
Adam        3A-doctor          be:INC-AFT    
‘Adam will be a doctor.’  
 
In addition to this inability to indicate tense and aspect, most nouns have 
several other features that distinguish them from verbs. Verbs with pronominal 
prefixes undergo the rule of Pronominal Laryngealization; that is, they inset a lowfall 
tone on the third person singular and plural forms. In (8a), for example, the 
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pronominal prefix is lengthened and has the lowfall; the prefix on the noun 
‘swimmer’ in (8b), however, remains short. 
 
8) a.  acOsqi 
aatawooskooi 
a-ataa-awoosk-oi  
3A-MDL-swim:INC-HAB 
‘She swims.’  
 
b.   acOsf 
atawooski 
a-ataa-awoosk-i  
3A-MDL-swim:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘She’s a swimmer.’ 
 
The tee- form of the Distributive prefix generally only appears on verbs; the 
majority of nouns (and all adjectives) use the form ti- (DST2).  When ti- appears 
before a short /a/ the /a/ will delete. A trace of the deleted vowel remains, however, in 
the lengthened form tii-. An example of this is (9); in (9a) the singular form of the 
noun appears with the a- pronominal prefix, while in (9b) only the lengthened-vowel 
noun variant of the Distributive appears.  
 
9) a.  adtsd 
atiithasti 
a-atiithast-i  
3A-drink:DVN-NOM 
‘a drink’  
 
b.   ddtsd 
tiitiithasti 
ti-a-atiithast-i  
DST2-3A-drink:DVN-NOM 
‘drinks’  
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Before the vowel /i/ the prefix vowel deletes as shown in (10). 
 
10) ddZfsf 
tiitiihnookiiski 
ti-iitii-hnookiisk-i 
DST2-1A.PL-sing:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘We are singers.’   
 
When ti- appears before other vowels besides /a/ and /i/, it appears as j-. Again, this 
is a pattern that doesn’t appear on verbs; the sole exceptions are the command forms 
of the Immediate and when adjacent to certain prepronominal prefixes. In (11) four 
examples of this j- variant are demonstrated for the four vowels /e/, /o/, /u/, and /v/, 
respectively. 
 
11) a.  }pYHsf 
jeeneeyoohvski  
ti-eenii-eehyoohvsk-i 
DST2-1A.PL.AN -teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘We’re his, her teachers.’    
 
b.   5sccki 
joostataalvvi 
ti-oostii-ataa-lvvi  
DST2-1A.DL.EX-RFL-sister 
‘She and I are sisters.’   
 
c.   #/9sd 
juuniisvvsti 
ti-uunii-svvst-i 
DST2-3B.PL-go.to.bed:DVN-NOM2 
‘hotel’    
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d.   ;QC]stmi  
jvkwahliiloosthanvvi 
ti-vki-ahliiloosthan-vvi  
DST2-1O-photograph:CMP-DVB 
‘my picture, my pictures’  
 
The ti- form of the Distributive undergoes aspiration when adjacent to the second 
person hi-, as seen in (12). In this example the /h/ and the /t/ are adjacent due to 
vowel deletion. 
 
12) TBYHsf 
 thiiyeeyoohvski  
 ti-hii-eehyoohvsk-i 
DST2-2A.AN-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘You’re his teacher.’    
 
 Most root nouns cannot be inflected for possession, and generally only 
derived nouns can be inflected for number and person. The number of root noun-
nouns that are not derived from other words-is rather small; the majority of nouns are 
verbs that have been made into nouns.  
The root nouns typically are common animals, relationship terms, and basic 
cultural items. Many of these roots are two syllables. A representative list is in (13). 
This list does not include the nouns for people or relationship terms; these nouns are 
always inflected and will be discussed in their own section. 
 
13) Non-derived, two syllable nouns 
ac  ata  ‘wood’ 
a%  ama  ‘water’ 
a%  aama  ‘salt’ 
al  ali  ‘sweat’ 
a/  ani  ‘strawberry’ 
cfR  takhsi ‘turtle’ 
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6Ig tlaayka ‘blue jay’ 
4R  toosi ‘mosquito’  
dl  tili  ‘skunk’ 
fC  kiihli ‘dog’ 
fg kiika ‘blood’ 
qi koi  ‘grease’ 
J@  kuhkwe ‘quail’ 
JJ  kuuku ‘bottle’ 
5l  jooli ‘tobacco’ 
ZG nohji ‘pine’ 
o^  oohla ‘soap’ 
AA  saasa ‘goose’ 
SM  seelu ‘corn’ 
Tn thina ‘head lice’  
PA  weesa ‘cat’ 
Yn  yoona ‘bear’ 
 
 
There are also many root nouns that have three syllables. A sample list of these nouns 
is provided in (14).  
 
14) Non-derived, three syllable nouns 
Jsrn jiistvvna ‘crawdad’ 
a[w  ateela ‘money’ 
aqc  akoota ‘prairie’ 
aEd ajati ‘fish’  
twj thalaatu ‘tree frog’ 
aGn  ajina ‘cedar’ 
aUW ahawi ‘deer’ 
c%g taamaka ‘horsefly’ (Feeling 1975a:74) 
cOl tawooli ‘mushroom’ 
e]h eloohi ‘earth’ 
gl5[ kahljoote ‘house’ 
gmZ kanvvno ‘road’ 
fty kithaaya ‘cherry’ 
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inc iinata ‘snake’ 
Gtg  jithaaka ‘chicken’ 
f=g khiyuuka ‘chipmunk’ (Feeling 1975a:144) 
tME thaluuja ‘basket’ 
ug% uukama ‘soup’ 
\hI wahayi ‘wolf’ 
 
 
All root nouns are underlyingly at least two syllables long and end in a vowel; this 
vowel is often /a/ or /i/, with a minority ending in other vowels. Most of these root 
nouns, except for people, clothing, and body parts, do not normally inflect for person 
or number and cannot be directly possessed.  
Derived nouns are generally verbs that have been turned into nouns, although 
it is possible to use adjectives as nouns as well as to derive nouns from other nouns.  
Some examples of derived nouns are in (15). The first word is the derived noun, and 
the word below it is the third person conjugated form of the verb from which it 
derives. Derived nouns always have a Set A or B pronominal prefix and may even 
have the Distributive prepronominal prefix tee-. (15a) and (16a) are the names of 
objects involved in the action of the verb and are derived from the Deverbal Noun 
stem of the verb. (17a) is a noun indicating a person who performs an action and is 
based on the Incompletive stem of the verb. In (17d) the noun is an object that is a 
result of the action of the verb and is based on the Completive stem.  
 
15) a.   afsd  
akiisti 
a-kiist-i 
3A-eat:DVN-NOM      
‘food’             ‘ 
 
b.   afa   
aakia  
a-kia  
3A-eat:PRC      
‘He eats it.’       
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16) a.  acm8d  
atahnthehti 
a-at-ahntheht-i 
3A-know:DVN-NOM         
‘thought, mind’  
 
 
b.   acn8U  
aatahntheha 
a-atahntheha 
3A-know:PRC     
‘He is thinking.’   
 
17) a.  d[:Qsf  
tiiteehlohkwaaski  
ti-a-ateehlohkwaask-i 
DST2-3A-learn:INC-NOM   
‘student’      
 
b.   a[:Qsqi  
aateehlohkwaaskooi 
a-ateehlohkwaask-oi 
3A-learn:INC-HAB   
‘She learns it.’   
 
18) a.  apCtmi   
ahnehlthanvvi  
a-ahnehlthan-vvi 
3A-translate:CMP-DVB       
‘translation’ 
 
b.   upCtmi  
uuhnehlthanvvi  
uu-ahnehlthan-vvi 
3B-translate:CMP-EXP       
‘She translated it.’      
 
Because deverbal nouns contain a pronominal prefix and a final suffix they will be at 
a minimum three syllables long. The process for deriving nouns will be discussed in 
the derivation section of this chapter. 
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As with verbs, nouns typically lose their last vowel in everyday speech. A few 
examples are listed in (19). Note that the syllabary spelling will preserve this final 
vowel 
 
19) a.   a[w ateela  → ateel  ‘money’ 
b.   a% ama     → am   ‘water’ 
c.   fC kiihli  → kiihl  ‘dog’ 
 
If the final syllable starts with /h/ the entire syllable typically is dropped. An example 
is in (20). 
 
20) aby akeehya → ake  ‘girl’ 
 
2. ROOT NOUN PRONOMINAL INFLECTION 
Many nouns have a pronominal prefix as well as a Distributive prepronominal 
prefix. Pronominal prefixes can be referential or non-referential. A referential 
pronominal prefix straightforwardly indicates the person as well as the number of the 
noun. A non-referential pronominal prefix indicates something that has some 
relationship with the noun (e.g. a possessor of the noun), but does not indicate the 
person and number of the noun itself. In (21a) the first person Set A pronominal 
prefix indicates that the person and number of the noun is first person singular. In this 
example the pronominal prefix is part of an agentive derivation; i.e. a derivation that 
refers to the person or thing that performs the action of the verb. An example of a 
noun derived from a Set B verb is in (21b). 
 
21) a.  GO/sf 
 jiwooniiski  
 ji-wooniisk-i 
1A-speak:INC\AGT-NOM 
  ‘I’m a speaker.’  
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a.   u\nWsf  
uuwaanaawiski    
uu-xxnaawisk-i 
3B-tremble,faint:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘He’s a trembler.’  
 
In (22) below the derived noun ‘school’ indicates a location. The pronominal prefix is 
first person plural, but the noun itself (‘school’) is third person. The prefix translates 
into English as a possessor (‘our school’), but the literal meaning is ‘place where we 
learn.’ 
 
22) 5g[:Qsds       84l 
jookateehlkwastiis    theetooli  
ti-ookii-ateehlkwast-iii=s  ta-hi-eetool-i 
DST2-1B.PL.EX-learn:DVN-NOM2=Q             FUT-2A-walk.aound:CMP-MOT 
‘Are you coming to our school?’   
 
Noun inflection in Cherokee is complex and depends on several factors, including 
whether the noun is human or animate, and whether it is a root noun or a derived 
noun. These factors will be considered in the following section. 
 
2.1. ROOT NOUNS WITHOUT PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
2.1.1. Non-human root nouns 
Many non-human root nouns do not normally inflect for person or number. 
Nouns that refer to people, body parts, or clothing do inflect and will be discussed in 
a later section. There are special instances where the uninflected nouns do indeed take 
inflection. Labeling them as ‘uninflected’ is justified, however, because such is their 
usual state; moreover, the true inflected nouns are always marked for person and 
number. 
Root nouns in Cherokee are less complex than the verbs; many remain 
unchanged most of the time. For example, to indicate plurality, non-human root 
nouns do not change from their singular counterpart.  The verb will indicate if the 
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noun is singular or plural. (23a) is an example of the noun kiihli referring to a 
single dog. In (23b) the noun remains the same; only the kaa- prepronominal prefix 
on the verb indicates that the object is plural. 
 
23) a.   hq\T#     n  fC 
hiikoohwahthiju   na kiihli 
hii-koohwahthi=ju   na kiihli 
2A.AN-see:PRC=CQ         that  dog 
‘Do you see that dog?’ 
 
b.   ghq\T#     n  fC 
kaahiikoohwahthiju   na kiihli 
kaa-hii-koohwahthi=ju  na kiihli 
ANP-2A.AN-see:PRC=CQ    that  dog 
‘Do you see those dogs?’  
 
Another example is in (24). In this example the speaker pluralizes the animate object 
with Distributive tee- 
 
24) a.   AA  b^ 
saasa keehla 
saasa ka-eehla 
goose       3A-feed:PRC 
‘He’s feeding the goose.’  
 
b.   AA [b^ 
saasa teekeehla 
saasa tee-ka-eehla 
goose       DST-3A-feed:PRC 
‘He’s feeding the geese.’  
 
Non-human root nouns normally have no inflection and in this way are distinct from 
human nouns. Human nouns, as will be seen, always have a pronominal prefix. 
Compare the two examples in (25). 
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25) a.   Gsj 
jiistu  
 ‘rabbit, rabbits’ 
 
b.   asgy 
askaya 
a-skaya 
3A-man 
‘man’ 
 
In certain special contexts, it is possible for these non-inflected nouns to receive 
inflection in order to emphasize person or number. For example, in (26) the normally 
uninflected nouns bear the third person plural prefix. 
 
26) a.   nn   g4  usd   a/Gsj 
  naana kato uust     aniijiistu 
  na=na kato uusti     anii-jiistu  
that=F2   what     something            3A.PL-rabbit 
‘What are those?  Those are rabbits.’  
 
b.   a/\[R    n     cfR   unfw 
aaniiwaloosi na   taksi  uunkhila 
aanii-waloosi na  taksi  uunii-ahkhila 
3A.PL-frog              that       turtle       3B.PL-be.sitting:PRC                      
‘The frogs are sitting on the turtle.’   
 
c.   #ntn         a/DFl 
juunathana    aniisookwili 
ti-uunii-athana  anii-sookwili 
DST2-3B.PL-big       3B.PL-horse 
‘The horses are big.’  
 
In (27a) the plurality of the dogs is emphasized with the pronominal prefix; the more 
typical way of saying this is in (27b) 
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27) a.   n a/fC  apyth 
na aniikiihli  aneeythahi 
na anii-kiihli anii-eeythahi 
that     3A.PL-dog 3A.PL-wild 
 ‘wild dogs.’  
 
b.   fC  apth 
kiihli aneeythahi 
kiihli anii-eeythahi 
dog  3A.PL-wild 
‘wild dogs’  
 
Many of the non-human root nouns are common animals. A list of these nouns is in 
(28). 
 
28) cfR  taksi ‘turtle(s)’ 
6IK tlaaykha ‘blue jay(s)’  
4R  toosi ‘mosquito(s)’  
dl  tili  ‘skunk(s)’ 
fC  kiihli ‘dog(s)’ 
 aEd ajati ‘fish’  
aUW ahawi ‘deer’ 
Jsrn jiistvvna ‘crawdad(s)’ 
c0q taahnuuko ‘gar (s)’ 
AA  saasa ‘goose, geese’ 
inc iinata ‘snake(s)’ 
Gtg  jithaaka ‘chicken(s)’ 
twj thalaatu ‘tree frog(s)’ 
J@  kuhkwe ‘quail(s)’ 
PA  weesa ‘cat(s)’ 
Yn  yoona ‘bear(s)’ 
\hI wahayi ‘wolf(s)’ 
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Important trees and plants are also commonly root nouns. A list of these nouns is in 
(29) 
 
29) 5l  jooli ‘tobacco’ 
ZG nohji ‘pine(s)’ 
fty kitaaya ‘cherry(s)’ 
aGn  ajina ‘cedar(s)’ 
SM  seelu ‘corn’ 
K]Pd khalooweeti ‘locust tree(s)’ 
a/  ani  ‘strawberry(s)’ 
cOl tawooli ‘mushroom(s)’ (Feeling 1975a:77) 
  
 
Many root nouns are concrete items that are important in everyday life. A sample list 
of these is in (30). 
 
30) gnsc kansta   ‘stick(s)’ 
gmZ\ kanvvnoowa ‘pipe(s)’ 
J>  kuule  ‘acorn(s)’ 
5w/ joolani  ‘window(s)’ 
qw khoola   ‘bone(s)’ 
ZFR nokwsi   ‘star(s)’ 
mc nvvta   ‘sun, moon’ 
mZh nvvnoohi   ‘road(s)’ 
my nvvya   ‘rock(s)’ 
oR oosi    ‘stove(s)’ 
94/ svvtooni   ‘barrel(s)’ (Feeling 1975a:155) 
icl vvtali  ‘pond(s)’ 
aGw  ajiila  ‘fire(s)’ 
asT  asthi   ‘string(s)’ 
a%  ama    ‘water’ 
e]h eloohi  ‘earth’ 
gl5[ kahljoote  ‘house(s)’ 
s[Ic steeyita   ‘rope(s)’ (Feeling 1975a:151) 
gmZ kanvvno  ‘road(s)’ 
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tME thaluuja  ‘basket(s)’ 
ug% uukama  ‘soup’ 
a% aama    ‘salt’ 
ac  ata   ‘wood’ 
al  ali   ‘sweat’ 
a[w  ateela  ‘money’ 
aqc  akoota  ‘prairie’ 
fg kiika  ‘blood’ 
qi koi   ‘grease’ 
JJ  kuuku  ‘bottle(s)’ 
o^  oohla  ‘soap’ 
 
Non-human root nouns indicate possession by attaching a possessive prefix to the 
noun -ajeeliii(typically shortened to -ajeeli ) This pattern is exemplified in 
(31).  
 
31) fC aQ}l kiihli akwajeeli ‘my dog’ 
fC E}l kiihli jajeeli   ‘your dog’ 
 
Nouns borrowed from other languages act like root nouns: they have no plural and do 
not normally carry a pronominal prefix. A few examples of these words are in (32); 
the first is from Nahuatl, the second English, and the third Spanish. 
 
32) a.   t%C thamaahli  ‘tomato, tomatoes’ 
b.   \G waaji  ‘watch, watches’ 
c.   \g wahka  ‘cow, cows’ 
 
2.2. ROOT NOUNS WITH PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
2.2.1. Human root nouns 
Human root nouns are not derived from another word and always have a Set A 
prefix.  The citation form of these nouns includes the third person Set A prefix. For 
example, the root for man is -skaya, but a Cherokee speaker will always give the 
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word for ‘man’ with its default third person Set A prefix; i.e. askaya.  Most 
speakers would not recognize the root by itself. The three singular forms are shown in 
(33).  
 
33) a.   Gsgy jiskaya  ‘I’m a man.’ 
b.   hsgy hiskaya  ‘You’re a man’ 
c.   asgy askaya  ‘man’, ‘He’s a man.’ 
 
Many human root nouns refer to people according to general categories of gender, 
age, and ethnicity. A list of the gender and age-related terms is in (34). On all these 
forms the third person Set A pronominal prefix is a short vowel since Pronominal 
Laryngealization does not apply to nouns. 
 
34) asgy askaya  ‘man’ 
aby akeehya  ‘woman’ 
aWn awiina  ‘young man’  
at aatha  ‘young woman’ 
at0E athanuuja  ‘teenage girl’ 
aW0E awiinuuja  ‘teenage boy’ 
a#E achuuja  ‘boy’ 
ab=E akeehyuuja ‘girl’ 
ag=lb akayuulike ‘old woman’ 
 
Human nouns also refer to people according to their ethnic or national group. A list of 
these is in (35). 
 
35) axWy  ayvvwiiya  ‘Indian’    
aEwf  ajalaki  ‘Cherokee person’ 
aEd   ajahti  ‘Choctaw person’ 
aQAR  akhwsaasi  ‘Osage person’  
aGgA     ajiikasa         ‘Chickasaw person’ 
aS*Zl  aseminoli  ‘Seminole person’ 
aJR  akuusi  ‘Creek person’ 
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aA\0f  asaawanuuki ‘Shawnee person’  
a=G  ayuuji  ‘Euchee person’ 
anG  anaji  ‘Natchez person’    
arG  atvji  ‘German person’ 
asQ/   askwaani  ‘Mexican person’ 
agkG  akalvvji  ‘French person’ 
 
Three examples of human nouns in the third person plural are given in (36). In the 
first example the high tone of at atha ‘young woman’ is lexically specified as 
being on the rightmost long vowel, so when the noun is pluralized it shifts to the right 
end of the third person plural prefix. This high tone is indicated by the double accent 
on the symbol <x>. 
 
36) a. ant   
aniitha  
anii-xtha 
3A.PL-young.woman  
‘young women’   
 
b. a/by aniikeehya ‘women’ 
c.   a/sgy aniiskaya  ‘men’ 
 
Many of these human root nouns can also be used as nouns referring to languages; in 
such cases the Set A prefix can be left off (37), although some speakers leave it on. 
 
 
37) hO/sqs    JR 
hiwooniiskos    kuusi 
 hi-wooniisk-oi=s  kuusi  
2A-speak:INC-HAB=Q 
‘Do you speak Creek?’  
 
As shown in (38), pronominal prefixes can also be used on nouns to address people. 
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38) isd#E  esdBU 
iistiijuuja eestiiyvvha 
iistii-juuja ee-stii-yvvha 
2A.DL-boy  CSI-2A.DL-enter:IMM 
‘You two boys come inside.’ 
 
 
This pattern of directly attaching Set A prefixes to nouns indicating group names is a 
productive process and is used with loan words in the language. In (39) is a sample of 
two borrowed names in their singular and plural forms from the Cherokee New 
Testament. The singular forms lack the prefix, but they carry it in the plural. 
 
39) a.   QlR  kwaalisi  ‘Pharisee’ 
a/QlR aniikwaalisi ‘Pharisees’  
b.   #R  juusi  ‘Jew’  
a/#R aniijuusi   ‘Jews’ 
 
The nouns listed above refer to people according to basic categories of age, gender, or 
ethnic group. All of these nouns appear to be root nouns; i.e. they are not derived 
from another word. The majority of nouns that refer to people refer to more specific 
categories such as occupation, position, or some other characteristic. Such nouns are 
almost always derived nouns, usually derived from a verb. In the example in (40), the 
noun ‘teacher’ comes from the verb ‘to teach’; this verb is lexically specified as 
taking a Distributive pronominal prefix. This prefix appears as tee- on most verbs, 
but on nouns appears as ti- (DST2). This prefix must also appear on the derived 
noun. 
 
40) d[YHsf 
tiiteehyoohvski  
 ti-a-at-eehyoohvsk-i 
DST2-3A-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘teacher’ / ‘he’s a teacher.’ 
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These derived human nouns and how to form them will be discussed in the section on 
derived nouns.  
There is a small set of non-human terms that refer to animals that also take this 
type of inflection. Some of these are listed in (41). 
 
41) a.   a;y  achvvya   ‘male animal’ (Feeling 1975a:1) 
a/;y aniichvvya  ‘male animals’ (Feeling 1975a:1) 
b.   ac  ata    ‘young animal’   
a/c  aniita   ‘young animals’  
c.   afn  akiina   ‘young animal’  
a/fn aniikiina   ‘young animals’ 
d.   afR  akiisi   ‘female animal’ (Feeling 1975a:17) 
a/fR aniikiisi   ‘female animals’ (Feeling 1975a:17) 
 
These terms could simply be exceptions, or they could actually be derived words 
with roots that no longer exist in the language; as a result, they appear as root words 
as well. These irregular nouns will be discussed in Section 2.2.5. 
 
2.2.2. Body Parts 
Body parts, clothing, and relationship terms are the only other non-derived 
nouns that regularly carry pronominal prefixes. Unlike human root nouns, body parts 
and clothing use the pronominal prefixes to indicate possession and not reference. A 
comparison of these three classes in (42) demonstrates that only the human nouns 
have referential meaning; the other three have a possessive meaning. 
 
42) a.   hsgy hiskaya  ‘You are a man’    but not:  ‘your man’ 
b.   h>/  hileeni  ‘your ear’  but not:  ‘you are an ear’ 
c.   U-O  hahnawo  ‘your shirt’  but not:  ‘you are a shirt’ 
 
All body parts can have a pronominal prefix to indicate possession; some 
body parts display inalienable possession in that they must always be possessed. 
Other body parts have slightly different possessed and non-possessed forms. 
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Inalienable body parts are understood to always have someone to whom the part 
belongs, indicated by either a Set A or Set B prefix. For example, in (43) the first 
noun bears a Set B prefix, while in the second example the Set A prefix occurs.  
 
43) a.  a?B/ 
akwoyeeni 
aki-oyeeni  
1B-hand 
‘my hand’ 
 
 
b.   Gmq 
jiihnko 
ji-xxhnko 
1A-tongue 
‘my tongue’1  
 
Some body parts take Set A prefixes and others take Set B prefixes. As with verbs, 
this choice is unpredictable and is simply learned as part of the information about the 
noun. A list of the more common body parts is in (44) for Set A and (45) for Set B. 
They are presented in their stem form. Additional information is presented in 
parentheses; for example, some nouns take third person ka- or typically appear with a 
Distributive prefix. 
 
44) Set A Body Parts  
-leeni  ‘ear’  (ka-)  
-hyvvsooli  ‘nose’  (ka-) 
-xxyesatvvi ‘finger’ (ka-) 
-hntohkvvi ‘tooth’ (ka-) 
-nvvwooi  ‘shoulder’ (ka-) 
-nvvskeeni   ‘leg’ (ka-) 
-theeskeeni ‘his backbone’ (ka-)   
-aakalo ‘thigh’ (ka-)  
-aakwali  ‘butt’ (ka-) 
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-xxtikeena   ‘his heel’ (ka-) 
-kvtekeena  ‘forehead’ 
-hooli  ‘mouth’ 
-yelvvli  ‘body’ 
-kwali  ‘cheek’ 
-hnkooi  ‘tongue’ (ka-) 
-hnookeeni  ‘arm’ (ka-) 
-yeesatvvi ‘finger’ (ka-) 
-hntohkvvi ‘tooth’ (ka-) 
-nvvwooi  ‘shoulder’ (ka-) 
-nvvskeeni   ‘leg’ (ka-) 
-hyvjeeni  ‘throat’ 
-khaskeeni  ‘hip’  
-kahthooli  ‘eye’   
-skhooli  ‘head’ 
 
45) Set B Body Parts 
-ooyeeni  ‘hand’ 
-asuhkahlvvi ‘fingernail’  
-neekalvvi ‘skin’ 
-ahaneekalv ‘lips’ (tee-) 
-akhathv  ‘face’ 
-alahstheena ‘foot ’ 
-ataahnto  ‘heart’  
-atiiyvvti  ‘navel’  
-yuukhalv  ‘chin’  
-sthikv  ‘hair’  
-kiihli  ‘hair (animal hair)’  
-eela   ‘liver ’ 
-akseeni  ‘butt ’  
 
All countable body terms can be inflected for plurality. For most of the body parts 
this prefix is the expected Distributive (DST2) ti- variant that appears on nouns. Two 
examples with ‘leg’ are in (46). 
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46) a.   dgmsb/  
tikanvvskeeni  
ti-ka-nvvskeeni  
DST2-3A-leg 
‘his legs’   
 
b.   d/msb/  
tiiniinvvskeeni 
ti-anii-nvvskeeni 
DST2-3A.PL-leg 
‘their legs’   
 
 
Many of the body part terms have a slightly different pluralization pattern. 
These body parts are an object derivation of the Incompletive stem and are 
distinguished by their -vvi suffix. This derivation is unusual in that the plural 
prefix is the verbal tee- rather than the ti- is used on nouns; this is an Incompletive 
object derivation pattern that will be discussed in the section on derived nouns in 
Section 3.2.2. Several plural forms of Incompletive object derivations for body parts 
are listed in (47). In (47a) and (47d) the Distributive appears as t- before a vowel; if 
the ti- form were used, it would appear as j- before a vowel.  
 
47) a.   jUpgki  
tuuhaneekalvvi  
tee-uu-aaneekalvvi 
DST-3B-lip 
‘her lips’  
 
b.   [h4z  
teehitookvvi 
tee-hi-tookvvi   
DST-2A-tooth  
‘your teeth’  
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c. jW<i  
tuuhwitlvvi 
tee-uu-hwitlvvi  
DST-3B-wrist  
‘his wrists’  
 
All body parts, with the exception of blood, bones, and internal organs, have 
pronominal prefixes. Some body parts have alternate forms to show that they are not 
possessed. There are a few general patterns, but no way to predict which term will use 
which pattern. If the body part in question is not possessed this prefix has no semantic 
value and is merely part of the shape of the word. The distinction between possessed 
and non-possessed is therefore indicated in one of three ways. One way is for a Set A 
body part to have a Set B prefix when not possessed or vice versa. This pattern is 
exemplified in (48). 
 
48) unMG uunulaji ‘her rib’ gnMG  kanulaji ‘rib’ 
 
A second pattern is for the pronominal prefixes to remain the same but with a slight 
change in the shape of the word itself. A few examples of this pattern are in (49). 
 
49) ag4l akthooli  ‘his eye’ agt akhtha ‘eye’      
gmqi kaahnkooi ‘her tongue’ gng kaahnka ‘tongue’      
 
A third pattern involves both a change in the shape of the word as well as a different 
prefix. This pattern is demonstrated in (50). 
 
50) u/gki uuneekalvvi ‘his skin’ g/g kaneeka ‘skin’      
asql askhooli  ‘her head’ usK uskha ‘head’      
 
 
Some Set B body parts can use the impersonal oo- when unpossessed. This 
alternation is seen in (51). 
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51) upk9i uuhneelvvsvvi ‘his scar’  
opk9i oohneelvvsvvi ‘scar’  
 
A few body-related terms are not inherently possessed; in other words, in their 
citation form they have no pronominal prefix. Two of these are listed in (52).  
 
52) fg kiika ‘blood ’ 
qw khoola ‘bone ’ 
 
It is possible for these items to enter a possessive relationship in certain contexts. The 
following example is from the New Testament; not only is ‘blood’ possessed, but so 
is the normally uninflected word ‘meat, flesh.’ 
 
53) afWy   afsf  a>  affz  adtsf 
akiwiiya   akiiski  ale  akikiikv atiithaski 
aki-hawiiya a-kiisk-i  ale  aki-kiikv a-atiithaski  
       1B-flesh               3A-eat:INC\AGT-NOM and    1B-blood       3A-drink:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘one who eats my flesh and drinks my blood…’ (New Testament, John 6:54)  
 
2.2.3. Clothing 
 Basic clothing terms are not inherently possessed, but when they are in a 
possession relationship they bear a pronominal prefix. They also display the same 
pluralization pattern typical for pluralizing nouns; i.e. they add the ti- variant of the 
Distributive prefix. Several examples are in (54) with ‘shirt.’  In (54b) the vowel of 
the prefix is lengthened after it causes the deletion of the adjoining pronominal prefix 
vowel. In (54c) the ti- prefix appears in its expected j- form before vowels other 
than /a/.  
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54) a.  a}   af-O 
aje akwahnawo 
aje aki-ahnawo  
new    1B-shirt 
‘my new shirt’   
 
b.   d\-O 
tiiwahnawo 
ti-aki-hnawo 
DST2-1B-shirt 
‘my clothes’  
 
c.   E/  #-O 
jaani juuhnawo  
jaani ti-uu-ahnawo 
John    DST2-3B-shirt 
‘John’s clothes’ 
 
Unlike body part terms, individual clothing terms only use Set B prefixes to indicate 
possession. A sample set of the more common terms in their basic forms is in (55).  
 
55)  Clothing terms   
-ahnawo   ‘shirt’ 
-ahyvthli  ‘tie’ 
-asuulo   ‘pants’  
-asano   ‘dress’ 
-aliyo ‘sock’  
-atleesito  ‘apron’ 
-alskweethuwo ‘hat’ 
-aliyeesuulo  ‘glove’ 
-alaasuulo  ‘shoe’     
-atatlosti  ‘belt’     
-alyeesuusthawo ‘ring’     
-aasaleeni  ‘coat’ (ka-) 
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A few examples of the possessed forms are in (56). In (56a) the initial vowel of the 
stem deletes before the third person prefix, a common process that has already been 
seen with verbs. In (56c) the noun has a third person plural prefix and the Distributive 
prefix appears.  
 
56) a.   5gAZ 
 jookaasano 
 ti-ookii-aasano  
DST2-1B.PL.EX-dress 
‘our dresses’  
 
b.   dElB{] 
tijalyeesuulo 
ti-ja-alyeesuulo 
DST2-2B-glove 
‘your gloves’  
 
c.   #nls@jO 
juunalskweethuwo 
ti-uunii-alskweethuwo  
DST2-3B.PL-hat 
‘their hats’  
 
For items that are considered inherently plural the Distributive always appears. In 
(57) are three possessed examples with ‘glasses.’ The fourth example is not possessed 
but has a dummy third person prefix that appears as a lengthened vowel on the 
Distributive.  
 
57) a.  d\gTmd 
tiiwakhthinvvti  
ti-aki-akahthinvvti  
DST2-1B-glasses 
‘my glasses’  
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b. dEgTmd 
tijakhthinvvti  
ti-ja-akahthinvvti  
DST2-2B-glasses 
 your glasses’  
 
c.   #gTmd 
juukhthinvvti  
ti-uu-akahthinvvti  
DST2-3B-glasses 
‘his glasses’  
 
d.   #gTmd 
tiikhthinvvti  
ti-a-akahthinvvti  
DST2-3A-glasses 
‘glasses’  
 
A few clothing terms take the unpredictable third person ka-. An example is ‘coat’, 
shown below it its non-possessed in (58a) and possessed forms in (58b) and (58c). 
 
58) a.  gA>/ 
kaasaleeni 
ka-aasaleeni  
3A-coat 
‘coat’ 
 
b.   aQA>/ 
akwaasaleeni  
aki-aasaleeni  
1B-coat 
‘my coat’    
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c.   gA>/ 
uusaleeni  
uu-aasaleeni  
3B-coat 
‘his or her coat’    
 
2.2.4. Relationship nouns 
Relationship terms refer to humans and typically denote a family member, but 
can also refer to non-family members such as friends and neighbors. Such terms 
display inalienable possession; that is, they always refer to whose ‘relation’ the 
person is. Because a relationship implies two or more people, pronominal prefixes on 
relationship terms will in most cases reference two or more people. If the person 
referred to by the relationship term is a local person and the possessor is third person, 
then Set A animate prefixes are used. This pattern is exemplified in (59) for -ji 
‘mother.’  
 
59) a. GG  
jiiji 
jii-ji 
1A.AN- mother 
‘I am his mother.’ 
 
b. hG  
hiiji 
hii-ji 
2A.AN- mother   
‘You are his mother.’ 
 
 If the person referred to is third person, then Set B prefixes are used, as seen in (60). 
 
60) a. afG  
akiji 
aki-ji 
1B-mother  
‘She is my mother.’, ‘my mother’ 
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b. EG jaji   ‘She is your mother’, i.e. ‘your mother’ 
c. uG uuji   ‘She is her mother.’  i.e. ‘her mother’ 
d. u/G uuniiji  ‘She is their mother.’  i.e. ‘their mother’ 
 
 
Relationship-type possession always refers to two or more people, even if one is the 
default third person. If both persons are local the Combined prefixes are used, as seen 
in (61). 
 
61) a. sfG  
skiji 
ski-ji 
2/1-mother  
‘You are my mother.’ 
 
b. z4c   
kvvtoota 
kvv-toota  
1/2-father  
‘I am your father.’ 
 
 
A list of some more basic relationship terms is given in (62) 
 
62) Relationship terms2 
-toota   father 
-ji    mother 
-ataathiinaa  offspring  
-tuuta   grandfather (maternal) 
-liisi   grandmother (maternal), grandchild3 
-niisi   grandparent (paternal) 
-tuji    uncle 
-thloki   aunt 
-to    sibling of the opposite gender 
-nvvthla   brother (reciprocal term only) 
-luuki   sister of a woman 
-aliii   friend 
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-aliikhti   boyfriend, girlfriend 
-hyeehi   husband 
-taliii   wife 
-eeji  akeehuuja daughter 
-eeji  achuuja  son  
 
Some of these relationship terms have a special vocative ee- pronominal prefix that 
is used to directly address someone. Examples of this prefix are in (63). 
 
63) a.     e4c eetoota  ‘father! 
b.     eG  eeji    ‘mother!’ 
 
In modern Cherokee this prefix is replacing the first person Set B pronominal prefix 
aki- and can now be used to talk about the person and not just to address him or her. 
For example, the phrase ‘my mother’ occurs four times in the Feeling dictionary; in 
all four usages the direct addressee form is used, even though it is clear from the 
context that ‘my mother’ is not being spoken to. One example from the dictionary is 
in (64). 
 
64) /qhk   dBgC   [gBWsq    eG 
nikoohiilv  tiihyehkahli  teekaayewsko   eeji 
nikoohiilvvi ti-a-hyehkahli tee-ka-xxyawsk-oi  ee-ji 
always  DST2-3A-quilt  DST-3A-sew:INC-HAB       VOC-mother 
‘My mother is always sewing quilts.’ (Feeling 1975a:131) 
 
There are some other terms that indicate a relationship other than biological 
relationship that also follow the relationship pattern of possession. The word -
aliii ‘friend’ always uses a dual or plural pronominal prefix because the 
relationship is considered reciprocal; moreover, as seen in (65), this pronominal 
prefix is always Set B. 
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65) a.    ofnli  
ookinaliii 
ookinii-aliii  
1B.DL.EX-friend 
‘my friend’ lit. “He and I are friends.” 
 
b.    scli staliii ‘your friend’ lit. “He and you are friends.” 
c.    unli uunaliii ‘his friend’ lit. “They are friends.” 
 
It is possible to use a singular form of friend if the plurality is implied for one part but 
not the other, as in (66). In these examples plurality is expressed by the ti– variant 
of the Distributive. In (66a) ti- appears as j- before a vowel.  
 
66) a.   #l  
juuli  
ti-uu-aliii 
DST2-3B-friend  
‘his friends’ (Chapter 9.3:10)   
 
b.   dEli 
tijaliii 
ti-ja-aliii  
DST2-2B-friend   
‘your friends’  
 
c. dQli 
tiikwaliii 
ti-aki-aliii 
DST2-1B-friend   
‘my friends’  
 
Terms for siblings are similar to this pattern but with an added layer of 
complexity. The term for ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ both have special reciprocal forms. If 
both siblings are local persons, the Reflexive (RFL) postpronominal prefix -ataat- is 
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used; a Distributive prepronominal prefix often appears as well for some speakers. In 
(67a) the Distributive prefix appears as j- before the vowel /o/. 
 
67) a.   5sccm^ 
 joostataanvvthl  
ti-oostii-ataat-nvvthla 
DST2-1A.DL.EX-RFL-brother.of.man 
‘my brother’ lit. “He and I are brothers to each other.” 
 
b.   d/cm^ 
tiintaanvvthl 
ti-anii-ataat-nvvthla 
DST2-3A.PL-RFL-brother.of.man 
‘his brother’ lit. “They are brothers to each other.’” 
 
In the third person the reciprocal form is interchangeable with a form similar to that 
described in the beginning of this section for ‘mother’ and ‘father.’ Compare (67b), 
above, with its non-reciprocal counterpart in (68), below. Besides lacking both the 
Distributive and the Reflexive prefixes, it also does not have the highfall tone. 
 
68) umC 
uuhnvvhli  
uu-hnvvhli 
3B-brother 
‘his brother’ 
 
These sibling terms change depending on the gender of the person who is 
considered the possessor. Instead of a two-way system, as in English ‘brother’ and 
‘sister’, Cherokee has a three way distinction. The term -to indicates a sibling of the 
opposite gender (68a), while ‘brother of a man’ (69b) and ‘sister of a woman’ (69c) 
have distinct terms. The more generic term -to treats the relationship 
asymmetrically (lit. “she is sibling-of-opposite-gender to me”) and there is neither a 
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Reflexive prefix nor a Distributive prefix. The special reciprocal terms, on the other 
hand, have both of these affixes. 
 
69) a.  E4 
jato 
ja-to  
2B-sibling.of.opposite.gender 
‘Your sister (of a man).’, ‘Your brother (of a woman).’ 
 
b.   dsccki 
tistataalvvi 
ti-stii-ataat-lvvi 
DST2-2B.DL-RFL-sister(of woman) 
‘your sister (of a woman)’  
 
c.   dsccm^ 
 tistataanvvthla  
 ti-stii-ataat-nvvthla 
DST2-2B.DL-RFL-brother(of man) 
‘your brother’ (of a man)  
 
These special reciprocal terms, despite the dual pronominal prefix and the 
Distributive prepronominal prefix, are still treated as singular nouns. In (70a), below, 
the lack of a prepronominal prefix on the verb makes it clear that the speaker only 
sees one brother. In (70b) a plural form appears; the speaker in this case indicated that 
the Distributive could appear on the noun without a change in meaning.  
 
70) a.  dsccki            WGqvi 
tistataalvvi         wijiikovvi 
ti-stii-ataat-lvvi      wi-jii-koh-vvi 
DST2-2B.DL-RFL-sister(of woman)    TRN-1A.AN-see:CMP-EXP 
‘I saw your sister (of a woman) there.’  
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b.   iEcki   [Gqvi 
iijataalvvi       teejiikovvi 
iijii-ataat-lvvi     tee-jii-koh-vvi 
2B.PL-RFL-sister(of woman)    DST-1A.AN-see:CMP-EXP 
‘I saw your sisters.’  
 
Cherokee does not have specific terms for ‘niece’ and ‘nephew.’ These relationships 
are expressed by referring to the aunt or uncle. 
 
71) a.  n a/tl a/#E  gGjG 
na aniithali aniichuuja   kaajiituuji 
na anii-thali anii-chuuja   kaa-ji-tuuji  
that 3A.PL-two  3A.PL-boy  ANP-1A.AN-uncle 
‘I am uncle to those two boys.’ (i.e. ‘Those two boys are my nephews.’) 
 
b.   U<   a\cjGvi 
haatlv  awataatuujiivvi 
haatlv  aki-ataat-tuujiivvi 
where     DST-3B-RFL-uncle 
‘Where is my niece, nephew?’ lit. “Where is the one to whom I am an uncle?” 
 
If the second party in the relationship (treated as the object) is not mentioned, the 
Unspecified Object Reflexive prefix (RFL) appears. This prefix typically only appears 
on verbs; the only exception is this special usage on relationship terms. Two 
examples are in (72). The word for ‘uncle’ is different from the above word due to 
dialect difference.  
 
72) a.  a\cjGa 
awataatuujiia 
aki-ataat-tuujiia  
1B-RFL-uncle 
‘I am an uncle.’  
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b.   a\c:fxi 
awataahlokiiyvvi 
aki-ataat-hlokiiyvvi  
1B-RFL-aunt 
 ‘I am an aunt.’  
 
Scancarelli observes that the possession pattern for ‘child’ is irregular 
(1987:302). A first or second person possessing a third person takes the Set B prefix 
as in (73a), but if both possessor and child are third person singular, the third person 
plural is used as seen in (73b). 
 
73) a.  a@G 
akweeji 
aki-eeji  
1B-child 
‘my child’  
 
b.   uPG 
uweeji 
uu-eeji 
3B-child 
‘his child’ 
 
c.   d@G 
tiikweeji 
ti-aki-eeji  
DST2-1B-child 
‘my children’   
 
d.   #pG 
juuneeji 
ti-uunii-eeji 
DST2-3B.PL-child 
‘their children’  
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2.2.5. Irregular root nouns 
There are a few non-human nouns that do not appear to be derived but that do take 
referential marking. An example with the noun ‘animal’ is in (74). 
 
74) ap-i          /z         uncCAp  
aneehnai      nikhv     uuntahlisane   
anii-eehnai  nikhvvi  uunii-at-xxhlisan-ei 
3A.PL-animal             everywhere     3B.PL-MDL-gather(T):CMP-NXP        
‘All the animals came together.’ (Chapter 9.3:15) 
 
A list of some of these nouns is given in (75).4 They are shown with their plural form 
to show that the initial /a/ or /u/ is indeed a Set A prefix. Many fish names fall into 
this category.5  
 
75) a.   ugDEpc  uukhsoojaneeta  ‘goat’  
ungDEpc  uunakhsoojaneeta ‘goats’  
b.   ug{T     uuksuuti    ‘diamondback rattler’ (Feeling 1975a:172) 
ung{T     uunaksuuthi ‘diamondback rattlers’(Feeling 1975a:172) 
c.   u5nT  uujoonathi  ‘rattlesnake’ 
un5nT  uuniijoonathi  ‘rattlesnakes’  
c.   uft   uukhtha    ‘seed’ 
u/t   uuniikhtha   ‘seeds’ 
d.   uGy   uujiiya   ‘worm’   
u/Gy  uuniijiiya   ‘worms’ 
e.   uZ[n  uunooteena  ‘sheep’   
u/Z[n  uuniinooteena  ‘sheep’   
f.    aqw   akoola    ‘perch’   
a/qw   aniikoola    ‘perches’   
g.   aEd   ajati    ‘fish’  
 a/Ed  aniijati    ‘fish (pl)’  
h.   uZg   uunohka    ‘bass’   
u/Zg   uuniinohka    ‘bass (pl)’  
i.    aGsz/bi  ajiskvnikeei   ‘carp’  (Chapter 9.2:25) 
a/Gsz/bi aniijiskvnikeei ‘carp (pl)’ 
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Because there are so few of these nouns it seems likely that they are old derivations 
that have become shortened and/or the root from which they originally derived has 
fallen out of use. As a result they appear as root words; for the purposes of this 
grammar they are simply exceptions that must be learned.6 There are also some non-
animate nouns that appear to be old derivations that pluralize with the Distributive 
ti-; these nouns are discussed in Section 3.6.3.  
 
3. NOUN DERIVATION 
3.1. OVERVIEW OF NOUN DERIVATION AND INFLECTION 
Cherokee forms the majority of its nouns from verbs stems. Three of the five 
verb stems are available for derivation as nouns: the Incompletive, the Completive, 
and the Deverbal Noun. These deverbal nouns bear the same pronominal as well as 
prepronominal prefixes as their verbal predecessors. There are three nominalizing 
suffixes that combine with different stems to derive noun. The Nominalizer (NOM) –i 
appears on the Incompletive and the Deverbal Noun stems, while the Nominalizer 
(NOM2) –i (or its long form–iii) appears only on the Deverbal Noun. The NOM2 
form is distinguished from the NOM form only in that it has the option of appearing in 
a full or emphatic form; this form will be discussed below. The Deverbalizer (DBV) –
vvi appears on all three stems. The example below contains two of these suffixes. 
In (76) the first word is an agentive noun derived from the Incompletive stem of its 
verbal counterpart; part of this derivational process is a highfall tone added to the 
stem, indicated by a backslash and the abbreviation AGT. The second word is a 
location noun derived from a Deverbal Noun stem.7 
 
76) #ncOsf    #/wWsd   bl 
juuntaawooski        juuniilaawisti  keli 
ti-uunii-ataat-woosk-i   juuniilaawisti  ji-ehli 
DST2-3B.PL-RFL-wash:INC\AGT-NOM   church             1A-member 
‘I’m a Baptist church member’  
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Agentive nouns are derived nouns that reference person and number like the verbs 
from which they are derived. Four examples of agentive nouns and their verbal 
counterparts are in (77) through (80).  
 
77) a.  ap&Hsf 
aneehluhvski  
anii-eehluhvsk-i      
3A.PL-shout:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘cheerleaders’ (Lady Indians Championship) 
 
b.   ap&Hsqi 
aaneehluhvskooi  
anii-eehluhvsk-oi      
3A.PL-shout:INC-HAB 
‘They shout.’  
 
78) a.   a4fysf  
athohkiiyaaski  
a-ahthohkiiyaask-i 
3A-run:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘runner’  
 
b.   a4fysq  
aathohkiiyaasko  
a-ahthohkiiyaask-oi  
3A-run:INC-HAB 
‘He runs.’  
 
79) a.  dcOsf 
tiitaawooski 
ti-a-ataat-woosk-i 
DST2-3A-RFL-bathe:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘Baptist’ 
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b.   acOsqi  
kawooskooi 
ka-awoosk-oi 
3A-wash:INC-HAB 
‘She baptizes.’ 
 
80) a.  #kWsc/h  
juulvvhwistaaneehi  
ti-uu-lvvhwistaaneeh-i  
DST2-3B-work:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘woker’ 
 
b.   jkWsc/$  
tuulvvhwistaaneeho  
tee-uu-lvvhwistaaneeh-oi  
DST-3B-work:INC-HAB 
‘He works.’ 
 
Almost all non-agentive derived nouns also bear Set A or Set B prefixes, but unlike 
agentives these prefixes are typically a default third person.  Most derived nouns are 
capable of expressing plurality. Derived nouns may have a different tone pattern from 
the verb from which they derive; in the majority of cases this is a highfall tone.  The 
Deverbalizer (DVB) and Nominalizer (NOM2) suffixes already have this tone, while in 
other cases a tone is added to the rightmost long vowel as part of the derivation 
process. In (81) is an example of a verb derived with the Nominalizer (NOM2) suffix 
in its singular and plural forms. 
 
81) a.  acOsdi 
ataawoostiii 
a-ataa-awoost-iii  
3A-MDL-wash:DVN-NOM2 
‘swimming pool’ 
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b.   dcOsdi  
tiitawoostiii  
ti-a-ataa-awoost-iii  
DST2-3A-MDL-wash:DVN-NOM2 
‘swimming pools’  
 
In (82) and (83) the Nominalizer (NOM2) suffix -i does not itself carry a highfall, so 
a highfall is inserted on the rightmost long vowel. This different tone pattern is 
indicated by a backslash and an abbreviation after the gloss of the part of the word to 
which it attaches. In most situations- and it is the case here-the tone change is on the 
stem. The abbreviation \OBJ indicates that this tone change is creating an object 
derivation. The examples in (82 and (83) are given with their plural form. 
 
82) a.   gmQ]sd 
kanvvkwaloosti 
ka-nvvkwaloost-i 
3A-hammer:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘hammer’  
 
b.   dgmQ]sd  
tikanvvkwaloosti 
ti-ka-nvvkwaloost-i 
DST2-3A-hammer:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘hammers’  
 
83) a.  adtsd 
atiithasti 
a-atiithast-i 
3A-drink:DVN\OBJ-NOM  
 ‘something to drink’ 
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b.   ddtsd  
tiitiithasti  
ti-a-atiithast-i 
DST2-3A-drink:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘drinks’ 
 
Non-agentive derived nouns typically refer to the object that is used for performing 
an activity or an object that is the result of the activity. These derivations contain a 
default third person pronominal prefix. It is clear from pluralizing such derivations 
that this pronominal prefix does not refer to the object itself; if it did, the pronominal 
prefix would also pluralize. In (84) are (85) there are two examples of such verbs with 
their plural counterparts. The pronominal prefix is more apparent in the ka- verbs, 
because the a- pronominal prefix is deleted by the Distributive prefix. As seen in 
(84b), there is still evidence of the pronominal prefix as the vowel of the Distributive 
prefix is lengthened.  
 
84) a.  ggPsd 
kaakaweesti 
ka-xxkaweest-i  
3A-paddle:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘paddle, oar’  
 
b.   dggPsd tikaakaweesti     ‘paddles, oars’  
 
85) a.  acpd 
ataahnehti 
a-ataa-hhneht-i  
3A-RFL-give:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘gift’  
 
b.   dcpd tiitaahnehti  ‘gifts’  
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Many nouns are derived from verbs that always bear the Distributive prefix. These 
nouns cannot be pluralized: the pronominal prefix is set at singular, and the 
Distributive prefix is already on the noun. Two examples of such nouns are in (86). In 
the second example the noun form of the Distributive prefix (DST2) appears as /j/ 
before the vowel /u/. 
 
86) a.  dcC]stmi  
tiitaahliiloosthanvvi 
ti-a-ataa-ahliiloosthan-vvi  
DST2-3A-MDL-photograph:CMP-DVB 
 ‘picture, pictures’  
 
b.   #n[:Qsd 
juuntehlkwaasti 
ti-uunii-ateelohkwaast-i  
DST2-3B.PL-learn:DVN-NOM2 
‘school, schools’  
 
Many derived nouns can take pronominal prefixes other than the third person to 
create a possessive meaning. For example, (87a) is the usual way of forming 
‘swimming pool.’ To indicate ‘my swimming pool’, the pronominal prefix is the first 
person Set B prefix aki- (akw- before a noun) as shown in (87b). Another example 
is in (87c) with a proper noun as the possessor. 
 
87) a.  ancOsdi 
uuntaawoostiii 
uunii-ataa-woost-iii  
3B.PL-MDL-wash:DVN-NOM2 
‘swimming pool, bathtub’  
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b.   aQcOsdi 
akwataawoostiii 
aki-ataa-woost-iii  
1B-MDL-wash:DVN-NOM2 
‘my swimming pool’  
 
c.   E/   ucOsdi 
jaani uutaawoostiii 
jaani uu-ataa-woost-iii  
John     3B-MDL-wash:DVN-NOM2 
‘John’s swimming pool’  
 
Pronominal prefixes on these nouns often do not indicate possession, however. The 
word for ‘hotel’ has the literal meaning ‘place for them to go to bed.’ The owner of 
the motel is not necessarily a person who sleeps at the hotel; in (88) a verb indicating 
possession makes the relationship clear. 
 
88) a.   a?^        #/9sd 
 aakwoohla  juuniisvvsti 
  aki-oohla   ti-uunii-svvst-i 
1B-own:PRC     DST2-3B.PL-go.to.bed:DVN-NOM2 
‘hotel’    
 
b.   5<Us       #nlscxd 
joohlvhas  juunalstayhti 
ja-oohlvha=s  ti-uunii-ali-stayht-i 
2B-own:PRC=Q       DST2-3B.PL-MDL-feed:DVN–NOM2 
‘Do you own a restaurant?’  
 
Pronominal prefixes are typically Set A or Set B, but depending on the context 
Combined prefixes and Object Focus prefixes will appear as well. In (89a) the noun is 
a derived location noun, while in (89b) the noun is from a Completive stem. Both 
take an Object Focus prefix. 
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89) a.  bGqlBdi 
keejikooliiyeetiii 
keeji-kooliiyeet-iii  
3O.PL-examine:DVN-NOM2 
‘clinic’  lit. “place where they are examined” 
 
b.   }EC]stmi 
jejahliiloosthanvvi 
ti-eja-ahliiloosthan-vvi  
DST2-2O-photograph:CMP-DVB 
‘your picture, your pictures’ 
 
 
3.2. NOUNS FORMED FROM THE INCOMPLETIVE STEM (INC)  
3.2.1. Agentive Derivation of Incompletive with Nominalizer (NOM) -i  
This derivation is extremely common in Cherokee and creates a noun referring to the 
person or thing performing the action described by the verb.8 These nominalizations 
are formed from verbs by adding the –i suffix (NOM) to the Incompletive stem. An 
example is in (90). Agentive nouns typically have a different tone pattern from the 
stem from which they derive; this ‘agentive tone’ is indicated by a backslash after the 
stem and the abbreviation AGT.  
 
90) a.  a[:Qsqi 
aateehlohkwaaskooi 
a-ateehlohkwaask-oi  
3A-learn:INC-HAB 
‘She learns it.’ 
 
b.   d[:Qsf 
tiiteehlohkwaaski 
ti-a-ateehlohkwaask-i 
DST2-3A-learn:INC\AGT-NOM 
 ‘student’ 
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In the above example the Distributive prefix ti- (DST2) is used in the noun form to 
indicate that this is a repeated or ongoing action; i.e. multiple instances of learning. 
This pattern of adding the Distributive to the noun form is not entirely predictable but 
occurs frequently. 
  Frequently the derivation adds a highfall tone to the rightmost long vowel. A 
short list of agentives and their verbal counterparts is in (91). Several of these nouns 
are inanimate objects and the interpretation is ‘something that VERBs.’ 
 
91) a.   awsglsf  
alaaskaliiski  
a-alaaskaliisk-i 
3A-play.ball:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘ball-player’ 
 
 
b.   awsglsqi  
aalaaskaliiskooi  
a-alaaskaliisk-oi 
3A-play.ball:INC-HAB  
‘She’s playing ball.’ 
 
 
92) a.  aH6dsdsf  
ahyvvtlatiistiiski 
a-hyvvtlatii-stiisk-i 
3A-get.cold-CAU:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘refrigerator, air conditioner’  
 
b.   ax6dsdsq  
ahyvvtlatiistiisko 
a-hyvvtlatii-stiisk-oi 
3A-get.cold-CAU:INC-HAB  
‘It makes it cold’  
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93) a.  axcQ]sf  
ahyvvtakwalooski  
a-hyvvtakwaloosk-i  
3A-thunder:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘thunder’ 
 
b.   axcQ]sqi   
ahyvvtakwaloosko 
a-hyvvtakwaloosk-oi 
3A-thunder:INC -HAB  
 ‘It thunders.’   
 
94) a.  dcgT>f  
tiitakhtiileek-i  
ti-a-ataat-kahtiileek-i 
DST2-3A-RFL-attack:INC\AGT-NOM   
‘attacker’  
 
 
b.   cgT>q  
taaktiileeko 
tee-a-kahtiileek-oi   
DST-3A-attack:INC-HAB  
‘He attacks.’  
 
95) a.  ac4lsdsf 
ataathoolstiiski 
a-ataat-thool-stiisk-i 
3A-RFL-borrow-CAU:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘lender’  
 
b.   ac4lsdsqi 
aataathoolstiisko 
a-ataat-thool-stiisk-oi 
3A-RFL-borrow-CAU:INC-HAB 
‘He lends.’  
 
In the last two examples above the postpronominal prefix -ataat- appears on the 
noun form. This prefix appears on agentives that are derived from transitive verbs. 
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Because the noun derivation frequently refers to an entity that does the action without 
reference to the object, this prefix acts as a generic unspecified object. For example, 
in (96a) the word for ‘medicine man’ is shown; it comes from the transitive verb ‘to 
heal’ and ordinarily has an object. Because no object is mentioned, this form has the 
Unspecified Object Reflexive -ataat-. If the derivation indicates the object more 
specifically this prefix will not appear. In (96c) the first person plural Set B is the 
object of the healing and the -ataat- prefix is absent.  
 
96) a.  dcmWsf 
tiitaahnvvwiiski 
ti-a-ataat-hnvvwiisk-i 
DST2-3A-RFL-cure:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘medicine man’  
 
b.   KmWsqi 
khanvvwiiskooi 
ka-hnvvwiisk-oi 
3A -cure:INC-NOM 
‘He cures him.’ 
 
c.   5fmWsf 
jookiihnvvwiiski 
ti-ookii-hnvvwiisk-i 
DST2-1B.PL.EX -cure:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘our healer, our medicine man’  lit. “One who cures us.” 
 
Note that for agentive nouns the rule of Pronominal Laryngealization does not apply.9 
In the examples given above the third person form a- remains short with a low tone, 
while its verbal counterpart appears lengthened and with a lowfall as aa -. 
In the following example in (97) three agentive nominalizations are illustrated. 
The first form of ‘teacher’ is singular and the second is plural. The third 
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nominalization comes from the verb ‘to become’ and has the meaning ‘they who will 
become’, referring to future teachers. 
 
97) d[YHsf         nsf    
tiiteeyoohvski        naski  
ti-a-ataa-eeyoohvsk-i     naski   
DST2-3A-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM      that.one        
 
 
 
dn[YHsf          ynlsdsf 
tiinateeyoohvski    yanalstiiski 
ti-anii-ataa-eeyoohvsk-i   yi-anii-alstiisk-i 
DST2-3A.PL-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM       IRR-3A.PL-become:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘Language instructor for the Education degree program.’10  
lit. “One who teaches those who are becoming teachers.” 
 
Two more examples of agentive nouns are in (98). In the first example the tone 
change is on the stem, while in the second example it occurs on a derivational suffix 
(the Applicative) that attaches to the stem.  
 
98) a.   uVf 
uutleeki 
uu-atleek-i 
3B-throw:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘pitcher lit. “one who throws” 
 
b.   dgO/hSh     
tikawooniihiseehi   
ti-ka-wooniihis-eeh-i  
DST2-3A-speak:CMP-APL:INC\AGT-NOM    
‘(Radio show) announcer.’   
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Unlike other derived nouns, the prefixes on the agentive nouns may be referential; i.e. 
the pronominal prefix indicates the person and number of the noun itself. An example 
of this is seen in (99). 
 
99) 5E[:Qsf             4ggSsd            dqOl 
  joojateehlkwaaski       tookakhsesti       tikoohweeli 
 ti-oojii-ateehlohkwaask-i tee-ookii-akasesti ti-ka-oohweeli 
DST2-1A.PL.EX-learn:INC\AGT-NOM     DST-1B.PL.EX-watch:PRC      DST2-3A-paper 
‘We students are studying.’ lit. “We learners, we are watching them, the papers.” 
 
Some verbs are specified as always having a prepronominal Distributive prefix. 
Agentive nouns derived from such verbs will bear this prepronominal prefix as well, 
but its form will be ti- instead of the tee- form that appears on most verb forms.  
Four examples of agentive nouns with this Distributive prefix are in (100) through 
(103); the nouns are listed with their verbal antecedents. These examples demonstrate 
the changes that the Distributive ti- undergoes in various environments. In the first 
case the ti- form is lengthened to tii- when it comes in contact with the 
pronominal prefix a- (which is subsequently deleted). In the second example the ti-  
appears before the vowel /i/. In the third example the pronominal prefix is the first 
person dual exclusive oosti-, which causes the ti- to appear as j-. In (103a) vowel 
deletion brings the ti- together with the pronominal prefix hi- (shortened to h- 
before the /v/ that starts the verb stem) to form the single syllable thv- in the 
nominalized form.  
 
100) a.   dg^dsf  
tikhthlatiisk  
ti-ka-vhthlatiisk-i 
 DST2-3A-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM      
‘firefighter’  
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b.   [g^dsqi  
teekhthlatiiskooi 
tee-ka-vhthlatiisk-oi 
 DST-3A-put.out.fire:INC-HAB     
‘He puts out fires.’  
 
101) a.  d/^dsf  
tiihntlatiiski 
ti-iinii-vhthlatiisk-i 
DST2-1A.DL-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM    
‘You and I are firefighters.’  
 
b.   [/^dsqi  
teehntlatiiskooi 
tee-iinii-vhthlatiisk-oi 
 DST-1A.DL-put.out.fire:INC-HAB    
 ‘You and I put out fires.’  
 
 
102) a.  5sr6dsf 
joostvhthlatiiski 
ti-oostii-vhthlatiisk-i 
DST2-1A.DL.EX-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM      
‘He and I are firefighters.’  
 
b.   4sr^dsqi  
toostvhthlatiiskooi 
tee-oostii-vhthlatiisk-oi 
 DST-1A.DL.EX-put.out.fire:INC-HAB     
‘He and I put out fires.’  
 
103) a.  r^dsf  
thvthlatiiski 
ti-hi-vhthlatiisk-i 
DST2-2A-put.out.fire:INC\AGT-NOM      
‘You are a firefighter.’   
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b.   [H^dsqi  
teehvthlatiiskooi 
tee-hi-vhthlatiisk-oi 
 DST-2A-put.out.fire:INC-HAB      
‘You put out fires.’ 
 
In all of the above examples the Distributive prefixes do not indicate plurality 
of the subject; rather the pronominal prefixes themselves indicate whether the subject 
is singular or plural. In (104) the pronominal prefix a- indicates a single policeman, 
while the plural form anii- indicates two or more policemen. In both cases ti- 
probably indicates the act of catching is performed multiple times and/or distributed 
over multiple objects.  
 
104) a.   dc/Isf  
tiitaaniiyiiski  
ti-a-ataat-niiyiisk-i 
DST2-3A-RFL-catch:INC\AGT-NOM    
‘policeman’  
 
b. dnc/Isf 
tiinataaniiyiiski 
ti-anii-ataat-niiyiisk-i 
DST2-3A.PL-RFL-catch:INC\AGT-NOM    
‘policemen’  
 
Agentive nouns that are derived from transitive verbs can refer to the subject as well 
as the object. Three examples are in (105). The first example is with a combined 
person prefix and translates into an English possessive expression. In (105b) a Set B 
prefix indicates that a third person is the subject (the ‘agent’) and a local person is the 
object. (105c) is a compound based on the same verb used to form policeman in the 
previous examples. Because an object is included, the Unspecified Object Reflexive 
is not present.  
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105) a.  ds@YHsf 
tiskweehyoohvski  
ti-ski-eehyoohvsk-i 
DST2-2/1-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘You are my teacher.’   
 
b.   afscxHsf 
akstaayvvhvski 
aki-staayvvhvsk-i 
1B-feed:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘my wife’  lit. “She is cook for me.”  
 
c.   fC       d//Isf 
kiihli  tiiniiniiyiiski  
kiihli  ti-anii-niiyiisk-i 
dog  DST2-3A.PL-catch:INC\AGT-NOM    
‘dog catchers’  
 
3.2.2. Derivation of Incompletive with Deverbalizer (DVB) -vv
i  
The Incompletive stem and the Deverbalizer (DVB) suffix create a noun that refers 
to an abstract or concrete noun. The Deverbalizer suffix is similar to the Assertive 
suffix but with a highfall tone. Two examples with their verbal counterparts are in 
(106) and (107). 
 
106) a.  ac>/U 
aataaleeniha 
a–ataa–aleeniha 
3A–MDL-begin:PRC 
‘It is beginning.’  
 
b.   ac>/szi 
ataleeniiskvvi 
a–ataa–aleeniisk–vvi 
3A–MDL-begin:INC-DVB 
‘beginning’  
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107) a.  aVsqi 
aatleeskooi 
a-atleesk-oi  
3A–turn.off:INC-HAB 
‘He turns off the road’ (Feeling 1975a:12) 
 
b.   aVszi  
aatleeskvvi 
a-atleesk-vvi 
3A-turn.off:INC-DVB 
‘turn-off’  (Feeling 1975a:12) 
 
Words resulting from this process have the characteristics of both nouns and 
verbs. The Pronominal Laryngealization applies to them as if they were verbs; 
moreover, their plural is formed with tee- rather than the ti-variant that is usually 
used on derived nouns. Two example of this pluralization pattern are in (108).  
 
108) a.   cVszi 
taatleeskvvi 
tee-a-atleesk-vvi 
DST-3A-turn.off:INC-DVB 
‘turn-offs’ (Feeling 1975a:12) 
 
b.   jXzr                       
tuuwuukhthv            
tee-uu-uukhth-vvi     
DST-3B-plan:CMP-DVB            
‘his plans.’  (Chapter 9.3:11) 
 
From a syntactic standpoint the above word is noun-like in that it can be in a typical 
noun role. In (109) below the derivation ‘turn-off’ is acting as an object.  
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109) ^  IGq\t          cVszi 
hla  yijikoowahtha  taatleeskvvi 
hla  yi-ji-koowahtha tee-a-atleesk-vvi 
NEG IRR-1A-see:IMM    DST-3A-turn.off:INC-DVB 
‘I didn’t see the turn-off’ (Feeling 1975a:12) 
 
In (10) ‘blooming’ is acting like a noun and, together with ‘cotton’, serves as the 
object for the main verb ‘to like.’  
 
110) uGk aGkszi       afk?d    a\g4s4di 
ujiilv ajiilvvskvvi aakilvvkti awakhthostohtiii  
ujiilv a-jiilvvsk-vvi aki-lvvkti aki-akahhthostoht-iii 
cotton       3A-bloom:INC-DVB   1B-like:PRC          1B-watch:DVN-NOM2        
‘When the cotton is blooming I like to watch it.’  
 
A sample list of these derivations and their verbs of origin is in (111). The example in 
(111b) ‘hunger’ has the impersonal o- prefix in place of the usual Set B prefix.  
 
111) a.   a[YHi  aateeyohvvi  ‘curve’ 
a[YU  aateyoha   ‘It’s going around.’  
b.   oYRszi  oyoosiiskvvi  ‘hunger’  
 uYRsqi  oyoosiiskooi  ‘He is hungry.’ 
c.   zmi   kvvhnvvi   ‘his life’ 
z-   kvvhna   ‘he is living, alive’ 
d.   aW9mi  aahwiisvnvvi ‘garden’  
aWsg  aahwiska   ‘He is planting it.’ 
 
This process of derivation appears to be no longer fully productive in Cherokee, and 
many of these types of nouns have stems that are no longer recognizable verbs in the 
language.  
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3.3. NOUNS FORMED FROM THE COMPLETIVE STEM (CMP)  
To create a noun that is the result of an action the Completive is used as a 
stem with the Deverbalizer (DVB) suffix -vvi. In (112a) the noun has the meaning 
‘one who has completely grown up’; the plural form of this noun is presented in 
(112b). The verb from which this noun derives is in (112c). The nominalized form 
emphasizes that the act of growing has been completed by adding the Terminative 
(TRM) derivational affix to the verb stem. These prefixes are discussed in Chapter 6.  
 
112) a.  urDmi 
uuthvsohnvvi 
uu-athvs-ohn-vvi  
3B-grow(I):CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB 
‘old man’ 
 
b.   #nrDmi  
 juunthvsohnvvi 
 ti-uunii-athvs-ohn-vvi 
DST2-3B.PL-grow(I):CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB  
 ‘old men’ 
 
c.   ar9i 
uuthvsvvi  
uu-athvs-vvi  
3B-grow(I):CMP-EXP 
‘He grew.’ 
 
Although this construction looks similar to the Incompletive object construction, it 
follows the more typical noun derivation pattern of pluralizing with ti- (DST2). In 
(112b) this prefix is before a vowel and appears as j-. As is typical with noun 
derivations, the pronominal prefix does not undergo Pronominal Laryngealization and 
remains short. By way of contrast, in (113) the Incompletive object derivation has the 
tee- plural and does undergo the Pronominal Laryngealization.  
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113) ct>9i 
taathaleesvvi  
tee-a-thalees-vvi  
DST-3A-make.hole:INC-DVB 
‘holes (that which has been drilled)’  
 
A few examples of this derivation are provided in (114). As is common with any 
derivational process, the new word can have an unpredictable meaning; this new 
meaning is often more specific than the literal meaning of the derivation. For 
example, in (114b) the word for butter is simply ‘that which is made’, and in (114c) 
the word for ‘my home’ is ‘where I have gone.’  
 
114) a.  dcC]stmi  
tiitaahliiloosthanvvi 
ti-a-ataat-ahliiloosthan-vvi 
DST2-3A-RFL-photograph:CMP-DVB 
‘picture’  
 
b.   q<mi 
koohlvvnvvi 
ka-oohlvvn-vvi  
3A-make:CMP-DVB 
‘butter’  
 
c.   d@m9 
tiikweenvvsv 
ti-aki-eenvvs-vvi  
CIS-1B-go:CMP-DVB 
‘my home’  
 
3.4. NOUNS FORMED FROM THE DEVERBAL NOUN STEM (DVN)  
The Deverbal Noun serves as the base for nouns indicating location and 
ability, as well as nouns reefing to objects that are related to a noun. For example, this 
stem of the verb ‘to play’ can derive two play-related objects, as seen in (115). As is 
typical for nominalizations, the ti- form of the Distributive also appears on verbs in 
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their Deverbal Noun stem. In the second example the difference in meaning can be 
attributed to a Causative derivational suffix on the verb stem. 
 
115) a.  apld 
aneehlti 
a-neehlt-i  
3A-play:DVN-NOM 
‘doll’ 
b.   dpl4d 
tiineehltohti 
ti-a-neehl-toht-i 
DST2-3A-play-DVN:CAU-NOM 
‘toy’ 
 
Deverbal Noun stems can take two different final suffixes. The different kinds of 
nouns derived from the Deverbal Noun stem will be explored below.  
 
3.4.1. Deverbal Noun Stem with Nominalizer (NOM) -i 
This derivation creates the meaning ‘for VERBing’ or ‘that which is VERBed.’  
Many of these derivations have a high or highfall tone to indicate their derivational 
status and typically use Set A prefixes. In (116) is an example of this derivation along 
with the Present Continuous stem form of the verb from which it derives.  
 
116) a.  dSsdi 
tiisesti  
ti-a-asest-i 
DST2-3A-count:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘numbers’  
 
b.   cShU 
taasehiha 
tee-a-sehiha 
DST-3A-count:PRC 
‘He’s counting them.’ 
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This construction is very productive in Cherokee for forming nouns. A few more 
examples are in (117). As expected of nouns, these derivations pluralize with the ti- 
(DST2) Distributive. This is exemplified in (117c). 
 
117) a. dKZfsd 
tikhanookiisti  
ti-ka-hnookiist-i 
DST2-3A-sing:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘song, songbook’  
 
b.   ac4lsdi 
ataatooliisti 
a-ataatooliist-i  
3A-pray:DVN-NOM 
‘prayer’  
 
c.   d@0fsd 
 tiikweenuukiisti 
 ti-a-kweenuukiist-i  
DST2-3A-pinch:DVN-NOM 
‘guitar’  
 
Many of these derivations are created from verb stems that contain a 
Causative (CAU) derivational suffix. Many of these derivations have a highfall tone on 
the rightmost long vowel. The Causative suffix has been discussed in Chapter 6; a 
few examples are shown in (118). 
 
118) a.  d-Os4d 
tiihnawoostoht 
ti-a-ahnawoos-toht-i  
DST2-3A-cover\OBJ-CAU:DVN-NOM 
‘bed covers’ lit. “that to cover with” 
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b.   acm8d 
atahnthehti 
a-atahnth-eht-i  
3A-know-CAU:DVN-NOM 
‘mind, feeling’  
 
c.   dlAQ>l4d 
tiilsakwaleehlitohti  
ti-a-ali-sakwaleehlitoht-i 
DST2-3A-MDL-roll-CAU:DVN-NOM 
‘wheelbarrow’    
 
If the verb from which the noun is derived is transitive, it is possible for the object of 
the transitive verb to be part of the noun. An example of this type of compound is in 
(119); compounds are discussed in greater detail in Section 4. 
 
119) a.  a% agn\4d 
ama  akaanahwtohti 
ama  a-kaanaw-htoht-i 
water 3A-get.hot-CAU:DVN-NOM 
‘kettle’  
 
This Nominalizer is also used for borrowing nouns from other languages; two 
examples are in (120). 
 
120) aataamoopiili  ‘automobile’  (Scancarelli 1987:24) 
bvvsi   'Bus' 
 
3.4.2. Deverbal Noun Stem with Nominalizer (NOM2) - i(-ii
i)  
The combination of the Set B prefix and the Nominalizer -i (NOM2) can create a 
noun that refers to one’s ability to perform the action of the verb. An example is in 
(121).  
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121) osc dEZfsd 
oosta tichanookiisti 
oosta ti-ja-hnookiist-i 
good       DST2-2B-sing:DVN-NOM2 
‘your singing is good’  
 
The combination of a Set B prefix and a Nominalizer suffix can also indicate the 
location where an activity occurs. These forms will typically be in third person; 
speakers will use either singular or plural without a change in meaning. Six examples 
of this extremely productive pattern are in (122). Many of these derivations bear an 
Unspecified Object Reflexive prefix to show that the verb from which the noun is 
derived had no specific object. The NOM2 Nominalizer is usually indistinguishable 
from the NOM Nominalizer; the former suffix, however, is able to appear in a full or 
emphatic form. It should be noted that this full firm is much less frequent than the 
shortened form; of the eight examples below, only the last example has it.  
 
122) a.  #nc/Dd 
juunataaniisohti 
ti-uunii-ataa-niisoht-i  
DST2-3B.PL-RFL-bury:DVN-NOM2 
‘cemetery’ lit. “where they bury people” 
 
b.   #/QnYsdi 
 juuniikhwanayostiii 
 ti-uunii-khwanayost-iii 
DST2-3B.PL-play.cards:DVN-NOM2    
‘casino’ lit. “where they play cards” 
 
c.   #/wWsd      
 juuniilaawisti      
 ti-uunii-laawist-i  
DST2-3B.PL-have.church:DVN-NOM2 
‘church’  
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d.   #ndtsd 
juunatiithasti 
ti-uunii-atiithast-i  
DST2-3B.PL-drink:DVN- NOM2 
‘bar’  
 
e.   alZLd     
ahlnoohehti  
a-ali-hnooheht-i 
3A-MDL-tell:DVN-NOM2 
‘phone’           
 
f.   #nchlcsd 
juuntahiliitaasti 
ti-uunii-ataat-hiliitaast-i 
DST2-3B.PL-RFL-try:DVN-NOM2 
‘courthouse’  
 
For many location nouns there is the possibility of using the singular or plural form of 
the pronominal prefix. In (123) the two examples were given by two different 
speakers; both have the meaning ‘bank.’   
 
123) a.  a[wdd             
ateelatiiti     
ateela+ti-a-ht-i 
money+DST2-3A-keep:DVN-NOM2 
‘bank’  
 
b.   a[w#/d             
ateelajuuniiti  
ateela+ti-uunii-ht-i 
money+DST2-3B.PL-keep:DVN-NOM2 
‘bank’  
 
Location nouns derived from a Deverbal Noun sometimes take a default third person 
plural to create the meaning ‘place where they VERB.’  In (124a) the usual way of 
saying ‘school’ is shown; i.e. ‘place where they learn.’ To create a more specific 
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reference it is possible to change the pronominal prefix. In (124b) the literal meaning 
is ‘place where I learn.’ These more specific meanings typically translate into English 
with a possessive. (124c) demonstrates that the noun remains as a default third person 
singular regardless of the person marking being singular or plural.  
 
124) a.   #n[:Qsd 
juuntehlohkwaasti 
ti-uunii-ateelohkwaast-i  
DST2-3B.PL-learn:DVN-NOM2 
‘school’ 
 
b.   cQ[:Qsd 
takwatehlohkwaasti 
ti-aki-ateelohkwaast-i  
DST2-1B-learn:DVN-NOM2 
‘my school’ 
 
c.   ofk?d       5g[:Qsd 
ookiilvvkwti jookateehlkwaasti 
ookii-lvvkwti ti-ookii-ateehlohkwaast-i  
1B.PL.EX-like:PRC     DST2-1B.PL.EX-learn:DVN-NOM2 
‘We like our school.’  
 
One of the most frequent uses of the Deverbal Noun is to create a nominal clause 
that is a subject or object of a main verb. This construction also takes the Set B prefix 
and the Nominalizer -i(-iii) (NOM2). Three examples are presented in (125).  
 
125) a.  bgCZL4di      unjl 
keekahlnoohehtohti  uunatuuli  
keekii-ali-hnoohehtoht-i   uunii-atuuliha 
3.PL/2.PL-MDL-tell:DVN-NOM2     3B.PL-want:PRC 
‘They want to talk to us.’  
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b.   Uch[s     dEkWscpd 
hatahiites  tijalvvwistaanti 
hi-atahiite=s  ti-ja-lvvwistaant-i 
2A-willing:PRC=Q DST2-2B-work:DVN-NOM2 
‘Are you willing to work?’  
 
c.   uzW=h    uO/A     j/w[k          
uukvvwiyuuhi  uuwooniisa   tuuniilateelv     
uu-kvvwiyuuhi   uu-wooniis-a   tee-uu-niilateel-vvi  
3B-chief                       3B-speak:CMP\SUB-TAV    DST-3B-urge:CMP-APL:CMP-EXP    
 
xW    #nls[kdi 
yvvwi  juunalstehltiii 
yvvwi   ti-uunii-ali-stehlt-iii 
people   DST2-3B.PL-MDL-help:DVN-NOM2 
‘When the chief spoke, he urged the people to work together.’  
(Feeling 1975a:109) 
 
Nouns indicating location typically take a third person singular in Set A or a third 
person plural in Set B, often accompanied by a difference in meaning. The addition of 
the Distributive prefix sometimes for some speakers further changes the meaning. 
Three examples are in (126).  
 
126) a.  adtsdi  
atiitahstiii  
a-atiitahst-iii  
3A-drink:DVN-NOM2 
‘drinking fountain’  
 
b.   undtsdi 
uunatiitahstiii  
uunii-atiitahst-iii  
3B.PL-drink:DVN-NOM2 
‘drinking place (for animals)’    
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c.   #ndtsdi 
juunatiitahstiii  
ti-uunii-atiitahst-iii  
DST2-3B.PL-drink:DVN-NOM2 
‘bar’    
 
3.5. NOUNS FORMED FROM THE ROOT WITH PARTICIPLE (PCP)  –ta 
The –ta Participle suffix is a productive suffix for creating new adjectives and 
will be discussed with the modifiers in Chapter 8.  A number of nouns appear to have 
a frozen –ta; i.e. their original root is unknown or the process by which they have 
been derived from their root is unknown. A few of these nouns are shown in (127).  
 
127) #c-Wc juutaahnawiita  ‘cross’ (Feeling 1975a:80) 
KZfc khanookiita  ‘song’  
KZLc  khanooheeta  ‘news, gospel’   
f0t  kiinuutha    ‘quarter’ 
gyMc kayaluuta   ‘stamp’ 
 
 
Evidence for the status of these words as derived comes from the fact that they 
pluralize with the Distributive (DST2) ti- used for derived nouns.  
 
128) a.   gCc  kaahlita    ‘arrow’ (Feeling 1975a:95) 
    dgCc    tikaahlita  ‘arrows’ (Feeling 1975a:95) 
a.   unc[9c uunataateesvvta ‘chain’ (Feeling 1975a:175) 
         #nc[9c juunataateesvvta ‘chains’ (Feeling 1975a:175) 
 
 
3.6. NOUNS DERIVED FROM OTHER PARTS OF SPEECH 
3.6.1. Nouns derived from adjectives 
In Cherokee adjectives can be used as nouns. Nouns referring to people that 
are derived from adjectives receive double plural marking; i.e. they are pluralized by 
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both the pronominal prefix as well as the Distributive ti-. In (129) the root adjective 
is –astiii ‘little’ and in (130) the root adjective is -yoohli ‘small.’ 
 
129) a. usdi uustiii  ‘baby’ (from ‘small’) 
b. #nsdi juunstiii ‘babies’ 
 
 
130) a.  aYC ayoohli  ‘child’ (from ‘little’) 
b.   #/sd tiiniiyoohli ‘children’ 
 
 
3.6.2. Nouns derived from other nouns  
A few suffixes change the meaning of the noun. Place names are often derived 
from a common noun; this process of derivation adds a suffix that consists of a vowel 
with a highfall tone followed by –i.11 This Locative (LOC) suffix indicates location, 
creating a meaning ‘place of NOUN.’  An example of a noun and its derived location 
counterpart is in (131). 
 
131) a.   qi   
koi   
‘grease, oil’ 
 
b. qii  
koiii  
koi-i 
grease-LOC 
‘Greasy’ (town in northeastern Oklahoma) 
 
The vowel that has the highfall tone is usually the same vowel that ends the original 
word. Four examples with words ending in /i/, /u/, and /o/ are in (132). The first two 
are towns in northeastern Oklahoma.  
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132) a. c0q tahnuuko    ‘gar’     
c0qi tahnuukooi  ‘Vian’  
 
b.   JJ  kuuku   ‘bottle 
JJi  kuukuui   ‘Bartlesville’ 
 
c.   a/sQ/ aniiskwaani  ‘Mexicans’ 
a/sQ/i aniiskwaaniii  ‘Mexico’ 
 
If the word ends in /a/, however, the process is unpredictable and the highfall vowel 
will be /o/ or /v/. Because it is unpredictable a dictionary of Cherokee would list these 
forms with the original word.  Two examples are in (133). 
 
133) a.  a6Ig tlaayhka   ‘bluejay’ 
  6Izi tlaayhkvvi  ‘Jay (a town in Oklahoma)’ 
b.   aJA  akuusa                    ‘Creek person’  
 JDi  kuusooi                 ‘Muskogee (a town in Oklahoma)’  
This suffix –hi is a less-common variant of the Locative and is also used to 
indicate a location. This suffix is probably no longer productive, but it occurs on 
some high-frequency words. Three examples are in (134). The second example could 
be literally translated as ‘place of rocks’; it most often occurs as an adjective.  
 
134) a. Ewfh   axC 
jalakiihi      ayeehli 
jalaki-hi      ayeehli  
Cherokee-LOC         center 
‘Cherokee Nation’ lit. “center of where the Cherokees are” 
 
b.   mxh 
nvvyoohi 
nvvya-hi 
rock-LOC 
‘rocky’ 
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c.   mxh 
aamoohi 
aama-hi 
salt-LOC 
‘Salina’ 
 
The Locative suffix is also used to create words with an adjectival or adverbial 
meaning. This usage will be discussed in Chapter 8; the example in (135) can be used 
as an adjective or as a noun. 
 
135) ^Ojh 
hlawootuuhi  
hlawootu-hi 
mud-LOC 
‘muddy (ground), in the mud’ (Feeling 1975a:130) 
 
The suffix –yaai is used to indicate ‘pure’ or ‘real.’ In the example in (136) the 
first noun with the –yaai suffix is a root noun; the last noun meaning ‘inhabitant’ 
is itself a derived agentive noun. The highfall tone that is normally on the agentive 
noun is no longer present as no word can have more than one highfall tone; moreover, 
this tone is always found on the rightmost long vowel of a word.  
 
136) a/xWyi    a%BC   aphyi 
aniiyvvwiiyaai  amayeehli  aneehiyaai 
anii-yvvwii-yaai  ama+ayeehli  anii-eeh-i-yaai 
      3A.PL-person-real           water+center        3A.PL-reside:INC\AGT-NOM-real 
‘Indians are Indigenous to America.’ (Feeling 1975a:90)  
 
 
3.6.3. Nouns derived from unknown sources 
A few nouns in Cherokee appear to be derived in that they take the 
prepronominal prefix ti- to indicate plurality; at the same time, the original roots of 
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these words are unknown (A few irregular nouns with pronominal prefixes indicating 
plurality were listed in Section 3.5). The ability to pluralize is an unpredictable 
feature of a noun that must be listed with it in the dictionary. Eight examples are 
given in (137). With the exception of ‘tree’, all of these examples seem to have a Set 
A or Set B prefix. Many body parts fall into this category; the Incompletive object 
derivation exemplified in (137c) is especially common for this class of nouns.  
 
137) a.   a8l4  atheeliito  ‘plate’ (Feeling 1975a:59) 
d8l4  tiitheeliito  ‘plates’ 
b.   ufcC  uukiitahli  ‘feather’  (Feeling 1975a:164) 
#fcC  juukiitahli  ‘feathers’   
c.   uW<i  uuhwitlvvi  ‘his, her wrist’  
jW<i  tuuhwitlvvi  ‘his, her wrists’  
d.   &zi   tluhkvvi    ‘tree’  
[&zi  teetluhkvvi   ‘trees’ 
e.   aFs4  akhwsto   ‘pillow’ (Feeling 1975a:37) 
dFs4  tiikhwsto   ‘pillows’ 
f.   uPw  uweela    ‘liver’ (Feeling 1975a:184) 
#Pw   juweela   ‘livers’ 
g.   KpAi  khaneesai  ‘box’  
dKpAi  tikhaneesai ‘boxes’ 
h.   gsf]  kaaskilo             ‘chair, table’ (Feeling 1975a:115) 
dgsf]  tikaaskilo  ‘chairs, tables’ 
 
It is possible that the over time many such nouns lose the ability to pluralize as their 
status as derived words is forgotten.12 Pulte and Feeling address this ‘morphological 
simplification’ in their study of the nineteenth century grammars. They point out that 
Pickering in his 1831 grammar lists several nouns with plural ti- that, in their 
modern form, cannot take this prefix (1977:275). This ability to pluralize is subject to 
individual or dialectal variation. For example, one of the forms that Pulte and Feeling 
consider unable to pluralize in modern Cherokee is ‘knife’; Holmes and Smith, 
however, list a ti- plural form of this noun (1977:108). It is possible that this ability 
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to pluralize is based upon the individual speaker’s perception of the noun as being 
derived or not. For example, Feeling does not list any plural for xf yvvki ‘fork, 
nail, needle’; he also does not refer the reader to a related verb from which this noun 
could be derived (1975:189). This noun, therefore, is a root noun for Feeling and, not 
surprisingly, has no plural form. Holmes and Smith, however, indicate that the literal 
meaning of ‘fork’ is “sticks-in”, suggesting that they perceive this noun to be derived 
from some verb ‘to stick into.’ They list the plural form of this noun as 
dxf tiyvvki (1977:108).13 
 
4. COMPOUND NOUNS  
Compound nouns are nouns composed of two or more words. There are many 
different kinds of compounds. One kind is a blend, where the two roots have fused 
somewhat and are no longer pronounced or written as separate words. These 
compounds are indicated with the plus sign (+) between the parts being joined. Four 
examples are in (138). Most adjectives have a highfall tone; they lose this tone in a 
blended compounds, because any highfall in a word (and there can be a maximum of 
one) must be on the rightmost long vowel.  
 
138) a.  a%BC 
amayeehli 
ama+ayeehli 
water+center      
‘America’ 
 
b.   q>h 
kooleehi 
koola+a-eeh-i 
winter+3A-reside:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘pneumonia’ lit. “it lives in winter”  (Feeling 1975a:122) 
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c.   a[w#<i  
ateeljuuhlvvi   
ateela+ti-uu-hl-vvi    
money+DST2-3B-have:INC-DVB  
‘California’ lit. “where they have money” 
 
d.   EwJPTi  
jalakuweethiii       
jalaki+uu-eethi-i       
Cherokee+3B-old-LOC  
‘North Carolina’ lit. “place of the old Cherokee” 
 
A typical compound in Cherokee consists of a phrase with two or more independent 
words. When taken together, these words have a meaning that is more specific than 
would be surmised from their individual parts. These compounds can be further 
grouped according to their individual elements. One of the most common is a 
nominalized verb phrase; i.e. a nominalized verb and a noun that is the object of the 
verb.14 Two examples are in (139).  
 
139) a.  #/<f     dgTy 
juuniitlvvki  tiikhthiiya  
ti-uunii-htlvvk-i   ti-a-kahthiiya 
DS2T-3B.PL-be.sick:INC-NOM  DST2-3A-wait:PRC  
‘nurse’   
 
b.   utn  vck   sqhdh 
  uuthana  vvtali skohitiihi 
  uu-athana vvtali skohi+ti-a-h-i 
  3B-big             pond    ten+DST2\AGT-3A-kill:INC-NOM 
  ‘Lake Tenkiller’  
 
Compounds can have more than two parts; an example is in (140). 
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140) 4c\sz  d[:Qsd   d[YHsf 
tootawaaskv tiiteehlkwasti  tiiteehyoohvski 
tootawaaskv ti-a-ateehlkwast-i ti-a-ataa-eeyoohvsk-i  
Sunday          DST2-3A-learn:DVN-NOM2             DST2-3A-MDL-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘Sunday school teacher’  
 
Compounds are often descriptive phrases. Some of these phrasal compounds look like 
a typical sequence of an adjective and a noun. These phrases are identifiable as 
compounds because their meaning is more specific than can be understood from the 
individual words.15 Several examples are in (141). 
 
141) a. mc    dSsd 
nvvta tiisesti  
nvvta ti-a-asesti  
sun/moon   DST2-3A-count:INC-NOM    
  ‘Calendar’ lit. “for counting sun, moons”  
 
 
b.   jy    a/} 
tuuya aniije 
tuuya anii-ijeei  
bean         3A.PL-green 
‘green beans’ 
 
c.   mZh  jn:Iki 
 nvvnoohi tuunatloohilv  
 nvvnoohi tee-uunii-atloohil-vvi 
road                    DST-3B.PL-cry:CMP-EXP\SUB 
‘Trail of Tears’ lit. “road where they cried” 
 
 
d.   uC   \dmc        ah4i 
utli watiinvvta    ahiitooi  
utli wi-a-atiinvv-ta   a-hiitoo-i  
away        TRN-3A-throw.away-PCP      3A-carry:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘garbage man’ lit. “carrier of that which is thrown away” 
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e.   dqPl        dK/4 
tikohweeli tikhaniito 
ti-kohweeli ti-ka-hniitoohi  
DST2-paper   DST2-3A-carry:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘mailman’ lit. “carrier of papers”  
 
f.   umRx          d/^Hsf   
uuhnvvsiiyv    tiiniithlahvski 
uuhnvvsiiyvvi tee-anii-thlahvsk-i 
cornerstone                      DST-3A.PL\AGT-set:INC-NOM   
‘Freemasons’  
 
g.   uC/fc  adtsd 
uuhliniikit  atiithasti 
uu-ahliniikita  a-atiithasti  
3B-strong     3A-drink:DVN 
‘whisky’   
 
h.   A~     gQT 
saakwu kaakwathi 
saakwu kaakwathi  
one     wheel 
‘wheelbarrow’  
 
i.   unc]hsd           ascmm          
uuntahlohisti        aastanvvhnv     
uunii-atahlohist-i    a-stanvvhn-vvi  
3B.PL-beat.in.a.race:DVN-NOM2              3A-draw:CMP-DVB        
‘The winning line’  (Chapter 9.3:41) 
 
j.   sfn      ufk4d 
skiin    uukhilvvtoht 
skiina   uu-khilvvtoht-i  
devil            3B-ride.on:DVN-NOM2 
‘walking stick [type of insect]’ lit. “devil’s mount” 
 
 
5. PRONOUNS 
 Pronouns replace more specific nouns. They can serve in the same roles as 
nouns, but cannot be modified by an adjective or a demonstrative. 
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5.1. DEFINITE PRONOUNS 
 There are only two definite personal pronouns in Cherokee. Their default 
meaning is singular, but in the proper context they can also refer to plural persons. 
They are listed in (142). 
 
142) a.   aB, ay  ahyv, ahya  ‘I, me, my’ 
b.   /h  nihi    ‘you, your’ 
 
These pronouns are typically used for emphasis. An example of this is in (143). 
 
143) a. ax bg 
ahyv  keeka    
ahyv  ji-eeka    
1PRO  1A-go:PRC 
‘I am going (even if nobody else is).’ 
 
b.   /hm  Ey0l# 
nihinv  jayanuuliju 
nihi=nv  ja-yanuuli=ju 
2PRO=F2 2B-fast=CQ 
‘Are you fast?’ 
 
These pronouns are also used as single-word utterances. Three examples are in (144). 
The English has three different translations for the Cherokee word. 
 
144) a.  gq  u}l      ha   fC          ay 
kaako uujeeli   hia kiihli    aya 
kaako uu-jeeli   hia kiihli    aya 
who       3B-possession     this    dog                     1PRO 
‘Whose dog is this?  Mine.’  
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b.   gq    ulsgC}     ha  fC        ay 
kaako uulskahlje  hia kiihli   aya 
kaako uu-ali-skahlj-ei  hia kiihli   aya 
who       3B-MDL-bite:CMP-NXP        this        dog                   1PRO 
‘Who did the dog bite?  Me’  
 
c.   gq    u<g        ay 
kaako uutlvvka   aya 
kaako uu-htlvvka   aya 
who       3B-be.sick:PRC   1PRO 
‘Who is sick?  I am.’  
 
As evidenced from the examples above, these pronouns differ from their English 
counterparts in that they only specify person; the specific context makes it clear if 
refers to the subject, the object, or a possessor. Each of these three roles is 
exemplified in (145). 
 
145) a.  ay sfg4s[sd 
aya  skikaathoosteesti  
aya  ski-kahthoost-eesti 
1PRO 2/1-look.at:INC-AFT 
‘Look at me!!’ 
 
 
b.   a%BC  d@m9   ax 
amayeehli  tiikweenvvsv   ayv 
ama+ayeehli  ti-aki-eenvvs-vvi  ayv 
water+center  DST2-1B-go:CMP-DVB  1PRO 
‘My home is the United States.’ (Feeling 1975a:44) 
 
c.   KZfsc       KZf   ay  GBYmi 
khanookiista khanooki  ay  jiiyeeyoonvi  
khanookiista ka-hnookia  aya  jii-eeyoon-vi  
song        3A-sing:PRC 1PRO 1A.AN-teach:CMP-EXP 
‘He's singing the song I taught him.’  
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The first and second person pronouns are usually understood as singular, but in the 
proper context it can be used to refer to dual or plural persons. Two examples are in 
(146). In the example in (146a) the clitic hno ‘and’ is attached to the first person 
pronoun. 
 
146) a.   5  IE/             bS       
jo   yiijani       keese   
joi  yi-iijii-ania   kees-ei  
three       IRR-2A.PL-exist.there:PRC  be:INC-NXP  
 
ayZ     osdtl~       Gb9i 
ayahno  oostiithaliwu  jikeesvvi 
aya=hno oostii-thali=kwu ji-kees-vvi 
1PRO=CN   1A.DL.EX-two=DT                  REL-be:INC-EXP 
 ‘There were three of you and only two of us.’  
  
b.   ay ifY!hsd       uzW=S         
 aya iikiiyoohuuhist   uukvvwiiyuse  
 aya iikii-yoohuuhist-i uukvvwiiyuse  
1PRO   1B.PL-die:DVN\MOD-NOM        instead                     
 
RZ     GA    g]pc  
siihno jiisa kalooneeta 
 siihno jiisa ka-loonee-ta  
than            Jesus     3A-anoint-PCP 
‘It should have been our death instead of Jesus Christ.’  
 
5.2. INDEFINITE PRONOUNS 
 Indefinite pronouns are used to refer to a person, place, or thing when a more 
specific identity is unknown or irrelevant. The pronoun khilo is used when the 
identity of human subject or object is unknown. The verb conjugation treats this 
indefinite pronoun as third person singular. In (147) khilo refers to a subject; the 
second example translates as ‘nobody’ when the negative particle thla is placed 
before it. 
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147) a.  f]  u\S 
khilo  uuhwase 
khilo  uu-hwas-ei  
someone 3B-buy:CMP-NXP 
‘Someone has bought it’ 
 
b.   ^ f]    =f]e 
thla khilo  yuhkiiloe 
tla khilo  yi-uu-hkiilo-ei 
NEG    someone  IRR-3B-wash:CMP-NXP 
‘Nobody washed it.’ 
 
In the example in (148) this same indefinite pronoun refers to an object.  
 
148) ^   f]  IGq\TU 
thla khilo  yijiikoowahtha 
thla khilo  yi-jii-kohwahtha 
NEG    someone IRR-1A.AN-see:IMM  
‘I didn’t see anybody’   
 
In the example in (149) khilo refers to the possessor of another noun.  
 
149) 0c>      f]   u{]    u{wmi 
 nuutale  khilo uusuulo   uusuulaanvvi  
 ni-uutale  khilo uu-asuulo  uu-aasuulaan-vvi 
PRT-different    someone   3B-pants  3B-wear.pants:CMP-EXP  
‘He put on someone else’s pants.’ (Feeling 1975a:55) 
 
If the unknown subject or object is inanimate, the indefinite pronoun 
kohuusti or  koosti is used. The latter is a shortened form of the former; the 
two are used interchangeably by speakers. As with khilo, the verb treats this 
pronoun as a third person singular, thereby triggering the appearance of the Set A or 
Set B pronominal prefixes. In (150a) and (150b) are examples of this indefinite 
pronoun as an object; in (150c) it is functioning as the subject. 
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150) a.  f^    q!sd csq/U 
kiihla kohuust taskhooniha  
kiihla kohuusti tee-a-skhooniha 
dog         something    DST-3A-howl:PRC 
‘The dog is howling at something.’ 
 
b.   q!sd   u/W{d          unjl 
kohuust uuniihwisuuti   untuuli 
kohuusti uunii-hwisuut-i   unii-atuuliha 
something    3B.PL-plant:DVN-NOM2      3B.PL-want:PRC 
‘They want to plant something.’ 
 
c.   ^    f]   qsd  =m4           aU/ 
thla khilo koost yuuhntho      ahani  
thla khilo koosti yii-uu-anvhth-oi ahani 
NEG somebody something IRR-3B-know:INC-HAB   here 
‘No one here ever knows anything’ 
 
5.3. INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS 
 The two interrogative pronouns kaako/kooko and kato are used to 
question the subjects and objects of the sentence. The pronoun kooko is used to 
question animate subjects and objects. An example of each usage is in (151). 
 
151) a.  qq     hq\t     dgjH 
kooko hiikoowahth  tikaatuuhv  
kooko hii-koowahtha  ti-kaatuuhvvi 
who     2A.AN-see:IMM CIS-town    
‘Who did you see in town?’ 
 
b.   qq     EgTx 
kooko jakhthiiye 
kooko ja-kahthiiy-ei 
who     2B-wait:INC-NXP     
‘Who was waiting on you?’ 
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kaako or kooko is used, depending on the dialect. An example of the latter is in 
(152). 
 
152) gq   h\rhcsd      Ejl 
 kaako  hiiwahthvvhiitaasti   jatuuli  
 kaako  hii-hwahthvvhiitaast-i ja-atuuliha 
who   2A.AN-visit:DVN-NOM2      2B-want:PRC   
‘Who do you want to visit?’ (Feeling 1975a:27) 
 
The pronoun kato is used to question inanimate subjects and objects; it is also used 
when the animacy of the subject or object questioned is unknown. Three examples are 
in (153); in the third example the pronoun is shortened to to.  
 
153) a.  g4s   hq\T 
  katos  hikoohwthi  
  kato=s hi-koohwthiha 
what=Q      2A-see:PRC 
‘What do you see?’ 
 
b.   g4  u\zT 
  kato uuwaakhthi 
  kato uu-waakhthi  
what    3B-mean:PRC 
‘What does it mean?’   
 
c.   g4  arp 
  to  aatvvne  
  kato a-atvvneha 
what      3A-do:PRC 
‘What is he doing?’ 
 
If the question focuses on the identity of the subject or object the interrogative 
pronoun appears with uusti. This combination is sometimes translated by speakers 
as ‘What is it that…’ or ‘What kind of…’The construction kato skinuusti is 
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used for an identity question for an animate but nonhuman subject or object. In (154) 
are three examples of these forms.  
 
154) a.g4  sf0sd   ayi     KpAi 
  kato skinuust  aayai   khaneesai  
  kato skinuusti  a-yai   khaneesai 
what    something.living 3A-be.inside:PRC box 
‘What kind of (living) thing is in the box?’ 
 
b.   g4 usd    [E4i 
kato uusti  teejatooi 
kato uusti  tee-ja-ataa-ooi 
what    something  DST-2B-MDL-name:PRC  
‘What is your name?’ 
 
c.   4   usd    c}^ 
to uusti  taajeehla  
kato uusti  taajeehla 
what     something  better  
‘Which is better?’ 
 
 
6. MODIFYING THE NOUN PHRASE  
 A noun phrase is minimally a noun, but it can expand to include other 
elements that modify it such as adjectives, determiners, and postpositional phrases. In 
(155) the first noun phrase consists of an adjective -eethi ‘old’ and a noun 
juuniiloosvvi ‘ways.’ The second noun phrase is the determiner na ‘that, the’ 
followed by ‘stompground dance religion’; the two words preceding the noun 
translated as ‘religion’ (literally “that which they have allegiance to”) act as modifiers 
to that noun. The third noun phrase is an adjective kalvvkwti ‘sacred’ and a noun 
ajiila ‘f ire.’ 
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155) a?h=Z   uPT     #/]9i 
aakwoohiyuhno  uuweethi juuniiloosvvi 
aki-oohiyuha=hno  uu-eethi  ti-uunii-loos-vvi 
1B-believe:PRC=CN              3B-old            DST2-3B-pass:CMP-DVB  
                 
a?h=   n gTY    anlsfsz  
aakwohiyu   na kaathiiyo  analskiiskv 
aki-oohiyuha  na kaathiiyo  anii-aliskiisk-vvi 
1B-believe:PRC          that stompground     3A.PL-dance:CMP-DVB  
 
 
jnpk4r                     a>    gk?d       aGw 
tuunanehltohtv            ale   kalvvkwti    ajiila 
tee-uunii-anehltoht-vvi    ale   kalvvkwti   ajiila 
DST-3B.PL-have.allegiance.to:CMP-DVB     and          sacred                         fire                                 
‘I believe in old ways. I believe in traditional stomp dance religion and the 
traditional sacred fire.’ (Cherokee Phoenix February 2005) 
 
 
The different ways of modifying the noun phrase are explained in Chapter 8.  
 
7. SUMMARY 
 The number of original nouns in Cherokee is quite small when one takes into 
consideration the fact that most words acting as nouns are derived from some other 
part of speech, usually verbs. In order to understand the complex pattern of inflection 
for the Cherokee noun it is essential to keep in mind the distinction between root and 
derived nouns. Root nouns are the original nouns, underived from any other part of 
speech. There are two kinds of root nouns: human and non-human. Human nouns 
always have pronominal prefixes indicating number and person; a special subset of 
relationship terms takes prefixes referring to at least two people involved in the 
relationship. There are two groups of non-human root nouns that can inflect. Body 
parts and clothing terms can inflect for plurality and usually indicate who possesses 
them; in fact, many of these terms must always indicate a possessor.   
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 Derived nouns have the pronominal prefixes and prepronominal prefixes that 
their verbal counterparts bear. They are distinguished from verbs by different tone 
patterns and, in most cases, the ti- (DST2) form of the Distributive. Derived nouns 
are formed from three of the five stems, the Incompletive, the Completive, and the 
Deverbal Noun, and can have a number of meanings, including a person or thing that 
is doing an action, a location where the action is taking place, or an object that is 
involved with the action or the result of the action. Many of these derivations involve 
adding a Deverbalizer suffix –vvi (DVB). Deverbalizer suffixes play a key role in 
Cherokee grammar; they also convert verbs into adverbs that can modify other verbs 
in the sentence. These adverbials, and modifiers in general, will be the subject of the 
next chapter.  
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NOTES 
CHAPTER  7
                                                 
1
 The body part ‘tongue’ is often written with the syllabary character m /nv/, but to 
my knowledge there is no form of this word that shows what, if any, the underlying 
vowel is. If there is no underlying vowel, there is often a common conventional 
spelling that has a ‘dummy’ vowel. Spellings do differ, however. In (1) is the same 
noun as spelled in the New Testament with Z /no/ instead of m /nv/. 
 
1) a>  gZq   u9/>i 
 ale  kahnko    uusvvnilei 
 ale   ka-hnko    uu-asvvnil-ei  
and  3A-tongue    3B-touch:CMP-NXP    
‘…and he touched his tongue.’ (New Testament, Mark 7:33) 
 
2
 Holmes and Smith state that, ‘The Cherokee language used to contain a larger 
variety of  relationship terms, such as special words for grandparents, aunts an uncles 
on the mother’s or father’s side, and for older or younger brothers. These have 
dropped out of use’ (1977:160). 
3
 Holmes and Smith suggest that this word means something like ‘skipped generation 
to him or her’ (1977:182). 
4
 The four generic animal terms could also be listed here, but I have chosen to list 
them with the human nouns. It seems unlikely that the generic animal terms are 
derived, given their semantic uniformity. The nouns in this section, however, don’t 
seem to have much in common (worm, sheep, rattler, etc.). 
5
 Wyman Kirk has commented (p.c) that fish aren’t particularly important or salient in 
Cherokee culture. 
6
 There are some non-human nouns that start with an /a/ or /ka/ that is merely part of 
the word itself.  This is shown by the fact that there is no plural form of the noun. A 
list of non-human root nouns that appear with an initial /a/ or /ka/ is in (2). The fact 
that these forms are also used for the plural demonstrates that this initial sound is not 
a pronominal prefix, but a part of the word itself 
 
2) aGw  ajiila  ‘fire, fires’ 
aGn  ajina  ‘cedar, cedars’ 
a/  ani   ‘strawberry, strawberries’ 
asT  asthi  ‘string, strings’ 
gmZ\  kanvvnoowa ‘pipe, pipes’ 
g/sc  kansta  ‘stick, sticks’ 
 
An example showing one of these words used as a plural is in (3).  
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3) GFsd      a/     anrhsdsq      sdwPl 
 thskwiisti ani  aanahthvhistiiskoi      stiilaweeli 
 thskwiisti ani  anii-ahthv-histiisk-oi   stiilaweeli 
a.lot         strawberry    3A.PL-grow-CAU:INC-HAB   Stilwell 
  ‘They grow a lot of strawberries in Stilwell.’ (Feeling 1975a:45) 
 
7
 The word for ‘member’ appears to be an agentive noun that is derived from an 
Incompletive stem. The original verb, however, is no longer used. There are three 
clues that this is a derived agentive; 1) it has a pronominal prefix, 2) it ends in an –i 
that is typically used for nominalizing, 3) the high tone is probably the remnant of a 
highfall tone; in fact Feeling list this noun with a highfall tone.  
8
 As Scancarelli points out (1987:293) these derivations do not always warrant the 
term ‘agentive’ as is frequently used in the literature since they can refer to inanimate 
objects. Potter (1996) discusses this construction and demonstrates that it is indeed a 
noun and not a verb.  
9
 Typically these human nouns start with a short /a/ when referring to third person, 
but there a few stems that have an initial long /a/. In such circumstances the third 
person form will start with a long vowel. An example is (4).  
 
4) a4/sf 
aatooniiski 
a-aatooniiski 
3A-sorcererer 
‘sorcerer, he’s a sorcerer’ 
 
10
 Another speaker preferred the first verb in the above sentence without the 
Unspecified Object Reflexive, as in (5) below. 
 
5) dbYHsf 
tikeeyoohvski 
ti-kaa-a-eeyoohvsk-i  
DST2-ANP-3A-teach:INC\AGT-NOM 
‘teacher (of them)’  
 
11
 Other sources treat this suffix as an inflectional suffix. It seems to be a derivational 
suffix because it creates a word with the new meaning ‘place of NOUN.’ Place names 
stand alone and typically are not further inflected or derived. Thus talikwa 
‘Tahlequah’ can be the subject, object, or location of the verb.  
12
 It seems that there is a tendency over time for the third person pronominal prefix to 
drop as the word’s derivational ancestry becomes obscured. For example, a8l4 
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atheeliito ‘plate’ has a pronominal prefix for Feeling but not for Holmes and 
Smith who list it as 8l4 telido. They do, however, list a plural ti- form for this 
noun.  
13Likewise u]fl uulookili ‘cloud’ has only a singular form for Feeling 
(1975:174), while Holmes and Smith list a plural form (1977:109). Holmes and Smith 
observe that ‘In general, words forming plurals with –ni- [i.e. the pronominal prefixes 
-anii or -uunii] are thought of as potent, capable of independent movement. 
Words forming their plurals with di- are thought of as a passive, incapable of 
independent movement’ (1977:109).  
14
 Potter notes a constraint on this kind of compound: if the verb is ditransitive, the 
noun can only refer to the secondary object (1996:120).  
15
 English has many examples of this phenomenon. For example, a ‘washing 
machine’ is not for washing just anything (e.g. dishes), but is specifically for clothes. 
In like fashion a blackbird is not any bird that is black, but a specific kind of bird. 
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CHAPTER 8:MODIFIERS 
 
 
 
The four main parts of speech in Cherokee are verbs, nouns, adjectives, and 
adverbs. Adjectives are descriptive words that are able to modify a noun as part of a 
noun phrase or as the predicate of a clause. Adverbs are words that modify the other 
three parts of speech (verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs) as well as entire clauses 
and sentences. Unlike the other three parts of speech, adverbs are never found as 
predicates and are always modifying another word or phrase. 
 This chapter will introduce and discuss the features and functions of 
adjectives as a part of speech. Numbers and determiners are similar to adjectives in 
that they help to modify the noun; they are distinct from adjectives in their 
inflectional patterns. In addition to these different types of words, phrase level means 
of modifying the noun will be examined as well. All of these means of modifying the 
noun are included in the larger class of adjectivals.  
The second section of this chapter discusses adverbs, the fourth part of speech 
in Cherokee. Adverbs are single words that modify a verb, adjective, another adverb, 
or an entire clause. The discussion of adverbs is part of a larger section on adverbials. 
An adverbial is any word or phrase that has an adverb-like function; it can be a single 
word (an adverb), a prepositional phrase, or a dependent clause. 
 
 
 
1. ADJECTIVALS 
1.1. ADJECTIVES 
Adjectives are descriptive words. As a predicate, the adjective bears the main 
meaning of the clause by describing the subject of the clause. an attributive adjective 
describes a noun as part of a noun phrase.1  Most adjectives act like verbs in that they 
appear with prefixes that reference person and number; unlike verbs, they never 
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indicate tense. Attributive adjectives generally come immediately before the noun 
they are modifying. Two examples are in (1). In both cases the attributive adjectives 
(as well as other parts of the sentence) are shortened. 
 
1) a.  gl5hc   ab=E 
kahljoohit  akeehyuuj 
ka-ahljoohita  a-keehyuuja 
3A-fat   3A-girl 
‘fat girl’  
 
b.  n  upJGc    PA   dqscI      j\y{g<    
   na uuneekujita weesa tikoostay   tuuwaayasuhkahlv 
 na uu-neekujita weesa ti-ka-oostayi tee-uu-aayasuhkahlvvi 
that   3B-mean      cat          DST2-sharp             DST-3B-claw 
‘That mean cat has sharp claws’ lit. “That mean cat, his claws are sharp.” 
 
Adjectives can also appear as the predicate of a sentence in which a statement is made 
about the subject of the clause. A example is in (2)/  
 
2) uOTc      uGsQkri         
uwoothita uutskwalvvthvvi 
uu-oothi-ta uu-tskwalvvthvvi 
3B-swell(I):PCP   3B-ankle 
‘His ankle is swollen.’ (Feeling 1975a:185) 
 
Like many nouns and all verbs, adjectives can take Set A or B pronominal prefixes. 
Adjectives in Cherokee can be distinguished from verbs and nouns by their lack of 
tense and aspect inflection as well as their role in the sentence. An important 
difference between verbs and adjectives is the tone pattern. Verbs only have a highfall 
tone in subordinate constructions or when appearing as adverbials; almost all 
adjectives, on the other hand, bear a highfall tone. This feature suggests that most 
adjectives are derived from some other part of speech. A few adjectives are listed in 
(3); for each adjective it is necessary to state if it is a Set A adjective or Set B 
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adjective. These adjectives are listed with a dash indicating they need a prefix; most 
adjectives must appear with a pronominal prefix.  
 
3) -ahyatheena ‘wide’ (Set A) 
-keeta  ‘heavy’  (Set A:ka-) 
-yooi  ‘bad’ (Set B)   
-ootuuhi ‘pretty’ (Set B) 
 
The morphology of adjectives is distinct from that of verbs. All verbs have final 
suffixes to express tense, aspect, and mood; adjectives must use an auxiliary verb to 
indicate these concepts. In (4a) the verb appears in one of five possible stems and is 
inflected with a final suffix to specify the tense; the adjective in (4b) has neither of 
these features and needs the auxiliary verb ‘to be’ to express the time frame. It should 
also be pointed out that whereas both concepts are expressed by an adjective in 
English, only one is an adjective in Cherokee. There are fewer adjectives in Cherokee 
than in English, as many of the concepts are expressed using verbs. 
 
4) a.  alLlzi 
aaliiheeliikvvi 
a-aliiheeliik-vvi  
3A-be.happy:INC-EXP  
‘He was happy.’ 
 
b.   gl5hc    Gb9 
kalijoohit jikeesv 
ka-alijoohita  ji-kees-vvi 
3A-fat   REL-be:INC-EXP 
‘He was fat.’ 
 
Adjectives pattern with most nouns in that they use the ti- form of the Distributive 
prefix (DST2), while verbs (with a few exceptions) use the tee- form. (5) contrasts 
these forms of this prefix.  
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5) a.  jsQlDm 
tuuskwaalsohnv  
tee-uu-skwaals-ohn-vvi   
DST-3B-break(long):CMP-TRM:CMP-EXP 
‘He broke them.’  
 
b.   #lsQlc             Gb9 
juulskwaalita       jikeesv 
ti-uu-ali-skwaal-ta   ji-kees-vvi 
DST2-3B-MDL-break(long)-PCP REL-be:CMP-EXP 
‘They were broken.’   
 
Differences in form and function also distinguish adjectives from nouns. 
Derived nouns typically carry a highfall tone, while many root nouns do not. Almost 
all adjectives, however, do bear this highfall tone. In terms of function, most 
adjectives take pronominal prefixes, whereas for nouns there is a class of root nouns 
that does not. Moreover, there are differences in the plural inflection patterns that will 
be explored in the section below on number inflection.  
Adjectives are similar in many ways to adverbs and they are often used in 
similar contexts. Adverbs, however, do not inflect, while most adjectives inflect for 
person and number. Adverbs are discussed at the end of this chapter.  
 All adjectives are at least two syllables long. The majority of them carry a 
highfall tone; if this tone is present, it will always be on the rightmost long vowel. For 
several adjectives this rule causes the pronominal prefix to carry the highfall tone. 
This highfall tone is indicated as two accents over the first vowel of the adjective. An 
example is in (6a) and (6b) for the adjectives -athana ‘big’ and -atskwiti 
'crooked.' In (6c) the adjective is not vowel-initial so the symbol <x> indicates the 
presence of this highfall. For all the examples the double accent indicates a moveable 
tone that is placed on the rightmost long vowel.  
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6) a.   untn   
uunathana  
uunii-athana  
3B.PL-big 
‘big, they are big’ 
 
b. unGFd  
uunatskwiti 
uunii-atskwiti 
3B.PL-crooked 
‘crooked, they are crooked’  
 
c. sdzhsd  
stiikhvhisti 
stii-xkhvhisti 
2B.DL-cute 
‘cute, you two are cute’  
 
1.1.1. Inflection of Adjectives 
1.1.1.1. Person Inflection 
All adjectives are lexically specified as taking Set A or Set B pronominal 
prefixes. In (7a) the adjective takes the first person singular Set A prefix, while in 
(7b) the adjectives takes the first person singular Set B prefix. The adjective in these 
examples is derived from the noun ‘dirt’ by using the Attributive (ATB) -haai. 
 
7) a.   GgcUi  
jikaataahaai  
ji-kaataa-haai  
1A-dirt-ATB  
‘I am dirty.’  
 
 
b. afx6     
akhiyvvtla 
aki-hyvvtla  
1B-cold            
‘I am cold.’  
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The pronominal prefixes have been discussed in Chapter 4; the Set A and Set B 
prefixes are repeated below in Tables 1 and 2.  
 
TABLE 1: SET A PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
 
 
Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   ji-/k- iinii- iitii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  oostii- oojii- 
Second Person hi- stii- iijii- 
Third person a-, ka- - anii- 
 
TABLE 2: SET B PRONOMINAL PREFIXES 
PERSON REFERENCE  Singular Dual (DL) Plural (PL) 
First Person Inclusive   aki-/akw- kinii- iikii- 
First Person Exclusive (EX)  ookinii- ookii- 
Second Person ja- stii- iijii- 
Third person uu-, uw- - uunii- 
 
As with verbs and nouns, it is unpredictable which adjectives will use which set. 
These two kinds of adjectives are distinguished by the labels ‘Set A adjective’ and 
‘Set B adjective.’ The Set A adjectives can be further classified into those that take a- 
in the third person and those that take ka-. The third person a- only appears if what is 
being referred to is animate, as demonstrated by the examples in (8).  
 
8) a.  gcUi 
kaataahaai 
kaataa-haai  
dirt-ATB  
‘dirty, it is dirty’ 
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b. agcUi 
akaataahaai 
a-kaataa-haai 
3A-dirt-ATB 
‘He is dirty.’ 
 
c. igcUi 
tikaataahaai 
ti-kaataa-haai 
DST2-dirt-ATB 
‘They (inanimate) are dirty.’  
 
d. a/gcUi 
aniikaataahaai 
anii-kaataa-haai 
3A.PL-dirt-ATB 
‘They (animate) are dirty.’  
 
 
As shown in (9), Set A adjectives that begin with a vowel delete the Set A third 
person singular prefix a-. Even though it is not pronounced, an underlying a- is 
postulated for this adjective; evidence for this assumption is the fact that the plural 
form does take a prefix, as seen in (9b).The inanimate form has no plural pronominal 
prefix, as shown in (9c); in this case plurality is indicated by a Distributive prefix.  
 
9) b.   osc  
oosta 
a-oosta  
3A-good   
‘good, he/she is good’ 
 
 
b.   aZsc  
anoosta 
anii-oosta  
3A.PL-good   
‘They are good (animate).’  
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b.   5sc  
joosta 
ti-oosta  
DST2-good   
‘They are good (inanimate).’  
 
As demonstrated in (10), Set A ka- adjectives always carry a prefix regardless of 
animacy.  
 
10) gbc  
kakeeta   
ka-keeta 
3A-heavy 
‘He, she, it is heavy.’  
 
Set B adjectives take Set B pronominal prefixes regardless of animacy, as seen in 
(11). 
 
 
11) ux6 
 uuhyvvtla 
 uu-hyvvtla  
3B-cold 
‘cold’, ‘He, she, it is cold.’   
 
Notice that Set A adjectives distinguish animacy (he/she vs. it) whereas Set B 
adjectives treat them all the same; i.e. all Set B adjectives take pronominal prefixes.  
Some adjectives begin with a vowel, although this isn’t always as apparent for 
Set B adjectives because the third person citation form of the adjective will carry the 
default third person prefix uu-. For example, the adjective ‘deaf and dumb’ in (12a) 
begins with a third person prefix; to find out the initial sound of the word it is 
necessary to attach a first person prefix, as in (12b). In this case the initial /v/ sound 
triggers the uw- form of the third person Set B prefix.  
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12) a.  u\bW 
uwakheewi  
uu-vkheewi 
3B-deaf/dumb 
‘He is deaf and dumb.’  
 
b.   a7bW 
akwvkheewi 
aki-vkheewi 
1B-deaf/dumb 
‘I am deaf and dumb.’  
 
A sample list of Set A and Set B adjectives is in (13) and (14), respectively. A few of 
these adjectives are marked with a dash, indicating that they always will have a 
pronominal prefix. Adjectives that always require prefixes are inherently animate 
adjectives (e.g. ‘smart’) and Set A ka- adjectives. 
 
13) Set A adjectives  
sakhoonikeei  ‘blue  
eehlaweei  ‘quiet’   
kiikakeei  ‘red’  
eekwa   ‘huge, large’ 
-samaati   ‘smart’ 
-kheewi   ‘blind’ 
-alijoohita  (ka-) ‘fat’    
-chinoosta    (ka-) ‘straight’  
-vvjahlanvvhi (ka-) ‘fried’  
 
The Set B forms are preceded by a dash, an indication that the natural form of 
the word must have a pronominal prefix.  
 
14) Set B adjectives  
-athana   ‘big, large’ 
-vkheewi   ‘deaf and dumb’ 
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-eehnai   ‘rich’ 
-nekuujita     ‘mean’  
-eethi   ‘old (object)’ 
-hyvvtla   ‘cold’  
-astiii   ‘little’    
-skanooli   ‘slow’  (Chapter 9.3:6) 
-waasvvhi   ‘numb’   (Feeling 1975a:182) 
-khayoota   ‘dry’  
-aleesoota   ‘skinny’  
-alskeeta   ‘important, sacred’ 
-thlooyi   ‘same’ (Chapter 9.3:46,55) 
-alstuiita  ‘open’  
-alsuuhwita  ‘colored’  
-neeka   ‘white’  
 
Besides being specified as taking a Set A or Set B prefix, some adjectives always 
appear with a prepronominal prefix. This feature is unpredictable and a 
comprehensive dictionary of the language would have to list this information in the 
entry for that adjective. For example, the Distributive prefix always appears on the 
different forms of the adjective ‘spotted’, as seen in (15). 
 
15) a.  #/sQgC 
juuniiskwakahli  
ti-uunii-xskwakahli  
DST2-3B.PL-spotted 
‘striped, they are striped’ (Chapter 9.2:28) 
 
b.   #sQgC 
juuskwakahli  
ti-uu-xskwakahli  
DST2-3B-striped 
‘striped, it is striped’ (Chapter 9.2:26) 
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Some adjectives are inherently plural because they refer to inherently plural nouns; 
for example, the adjective in (16a) refers to two eyes. Adjectives derived from verbs 
that always bear a Distributive (or any other prepronominal prefix) will also bear that 
prefix, as seen in (16b) 
 
16) a.  dGbW 
tijikheewi 
ti-ji-hkheewi  
DST2-1A-blind 
‘I’m blind.’  
 
b.   Z~   #xP5m                     bS     Gsj 
nookw     juuyvweechonv            keese  jiist 
nookwu    ti-uu-yvweej-ohn-vvi      kees-ei  jiistu 
now                  DST2-3B-be.tired:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB   be:INC-NXP       rabbit  
‘The rabbit was wore out.’ (Chapter 9.3:37) 
 
 
1.1.1.2. Number Inflection 
Adjectives, unlike nouns, always indicate plurality. Adjectives modifying 
plural local persons take the appropriate Set A or Set B prefixes. The rules governing 
third person are more complex. Adjectives referencing animate beings express 
plurality with pronominal prefixes, whereas adjectives referencing inanimate objects 
take the Distributive (DST2) ti-. In (17a) the Set A adjective ‘black’ has the plural 
pronominal prefix because it references animate ‘horses’; in (17b), however, the Set 
B adjective ‘thin’ has a default third person singular prefix, but it does not indicate 
plurality for the inanimate noun it is modifying.  
 
17) a.  a/z-b           DFl         c/mf 
aniikvvhnake  sookwil    taaniinvvk 
anii-kvvhnakeei sookwili    tee-anii-nvvki   
3A.PL-black                    horse                     DST-3A.PL-fall:IMM 
‘The black horses fell.’  
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b.   #Ab       d-Os4d            j-Osd 
juusake   tiihnawoostohti   tuuhnawoosti 
ti-uu-sake ti-a-ahnawoostohti tee-uu-ahnawoosti 
DST2-3B-thin     DST2-3A-cover           DST-3B-cover:PRC   
‘He has on thin covers’ (Feeling 1975a:178) 
 
Two examples with the Set A adjective ‘good’ are in (18). If the adjective modifying 
an inanimate noun begins with /o/ or /u/, the j- form of the Distributive appears as 
seen in (18b). 
 
18) a.  aZsc    DFl 
anoost   sookwili    
anii-oosta sookwili     
3A.PL-good    horse 
‘good horses’  
 
b.   5sc   dgl5[ 
joost  tikahljoote 
ti-oosta  ti-kahljoote 
DST2-good   DST2-house 
‘good  houses’  
  
All nouns uses pronominal prefixes to reference humans, whereas adjectives use 
pronominal prefixes that refer to all animate plurals, human or non-human. In (19a) 
both the adjectives and the noun bear the prefix anii-, while in (19b) the noun 
‘chicken’ remains uninflected. In (19c) the non-human root noun is uninflected for 
number, but the adjective bears the Distributive prefix ti- indicating reference to an 
inanimate noun.  
 
19) a.  n    a/#E         a/gc 
na  aniichuuja   aniikaataaha   
na  anii-chuuja  anii-kaataa-haai    
that      3A.PL-boy      3A.PL-dirt-ATB 
‘Those are dirty boys.’  
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b.   n    Gtg    a/gcU 
na jitaaka aniikaataaha   
na jitaaka anii-kaataa-haai    
that      chicken      3A.PL-dirt-ATB 
‘Those are dirty chickens.’  
 
c.   n   JJ     dgcU 
na kuuk  tikaataaha 
na kuuku ti-kaataa-haai 
that     bottle       DST2-dirt-ATB 
‘Those are dirty bottles.’  
 
Referencing an animate being causes many adjectives to be double-marked for 
plurality; that is, the pronominal prefix appears in addition to the ti- variant of the 
Distributive prefix (DST2). In (20a) the adjective modifying the inanimate noun 
‘house’ receives only the Distributive prefix; in (20b) the adjective modifying the 
animate noun ‘horse’ has both a plural pronominal prefix and the Distributive 
prepronominal prefix.  
 
20) a.  #tn        gl5[ 
juuthan    kahljoote 
ti-uu-athana   kahljoote  
DST2-3B-big       house 
 ‘The houses are big.’  
 
b.   #ntn        a/DFl 
juunathana   aniisookwili 
ti-uunii-athana anii-sookwili 
DST2-3B.PL-big      3A.PL-horse 
‘The horses are big.’  
 
Double-marking plurality for adjectives is a phenomenon that varies according to the 
speaker. Some adjectives seem to require the double marking, while for others it is 
optional. Moreover, what is considered animate is also not always straightforward. 
For example, fruits and vegetables pattern with animate nouns in that adjectives that 
modify them bear the plural pronominal prefix. This phenomenon is demonstrated in 
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(21); the adjective in the first sentence always bears the Distributive prefix, so in this 
case it has nothing to do with plurality. In the second example the adjective receives a 
plural pronominal prefix but not a Distributive.  
 
21) a.  #/n5sd           n   9gt 
juuniinjoosti    na svvkhth  
ti-uunii-xnjoosti na svvkhtha 
DST2-3B.PL-sour                    that   apple 
‘Those apples are sour.’  
 
b.   0n    a/mhc   
nuuna aniinvvhiita 
nuuna anii-nvvhiita 
potato    3A.PL-long 
‘sweet potatoes’  
 
The adjective ‘rotting, rotten’ treats the noun it refers to as animate, so it always 
appears with a pronominal prefix. An example is in (22). The Distributive that 
appears on the verb (the tee- form ) makes it clear that the object of this sentence is 
more than one fish that is being consumed.  
 
22) aEd  4fx        unqRc 
 ajati tookiihyv       uunakoosita  
 ajati tee-ookii-hy-vvi     uunii-akoos-ta 
fish DST-1B.PL.EX-eat(flexible):CMP- EXP   3B.PL-rot-PCP 
‘We ate the rotten fish.’ 
 
To summarize plural inflection, verbs mark all plural subjects with pronominal 
prefixes. Adjectives only inflect for number using pronominal prefixes if they modify 
animate nouns; if not, then the Distributive (DST2) ti- is used. In (23) the noun is a 
human noun, so not only does the verb take the anii- plural pronominal prefix, but 
so does the adjective and the noun itself.  
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23) a/gcU   d/YC  cnp]Hsg 
aniikaataaha  tiiniiyoohl  taanaaneeloohvska 
  anii-kaataa-haai  ti-anii-yoohli  tee-anii-aaneeloohvska 
3A.PL-dirty-ATB  DST2-3A.PL-children  DST-3A.PL-play:PRC 
‘The dirty children are playing.’ 
 
 
1.1.2. Derivation of Adjectives 
Adjectives are derived using three derivational suffixes: the Deverbalizer 
suffix –vvi(DVB), the Participial suffix –ta (PCP) , and the Negative Deverbalizer 
suffix –vvna (NDV). The new words created by these derivational suffixes also 
frequently appear as nouns, the only difference being their use in the sentence.  
 
1.1.2.1. Adjectives formed with Deverbalizer  (DVB) -vv
ii  
Many verbs form adjectives by attaching the Deverbalizer –vvi to the Completive 
stem. An example is in (24); in (24a) the deverbalized adjective is shown, and in 
(24b) the Completive stem of the verb with the Experienced past suffix –vvi is 
used in a typical past tense verbal construction.  
 
24) a.  uY!9i 
uuyoohuusvvi 
uu-yoohuus-vvi 
3B-die:CMP-DVB 
 ‘dead’  
 
b.   uY!9i 
uuyoohuusvvi 
uu-yoohuus-vvi 
3B-die:CMP-EXP 
‘He died.’ 
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Another example of this construction is in (25). In the verbal construction in (25a) the 
word order Object-Verb is seen. In (25b) the derived adjective now precedes the noun 
it modifies; moreover, the Distributive form ti- (DST2) typical of adjectives appears. 
 
25) a.  my  jdg>xi  
nvvya tuutiikaleeyvvi  
nvvya tee-uu-atiikaleey-vvi   
rock        DST-3B-scatter:CMP-EXP 
‘He scattered the rocks.’  
 
b.   #dg>Y;             my 
juutiikaleeyoojv  nvvya 
ti-uu-atiikaleeyooj-vvi  nvvya 
DST2-3B-scatter:CMP-DVB      rock        
‘scattered rocks’  
 
1.1.2.2. Adjectives formed with Participial  (PCP) -ta 
Like nouns, the majority of adjectives appear to be derived from verbs. There 
is a large group of adjectives that end in Participial -ta.2 Two examples are in (26) 
and (27); the first example in each pair has a participial adjective, while the second 
contains the related verb. The Participial suffix causes a highfall tone to appear on the 
rightmost long vowel of the word. 
 
26) a.  uKYcs          aQ-O 
uukhayootas    akwahnawo  
uu-khayoo-ta=s  aki-ahnawo 
3B-dry-PCP=Q   1B-shirt      
‘Is my shirt dry?’  
 
b.  aQ-O      aKYsg 
akwahnawo aakhayooska 
aki-ahnawo a-khayooska  
1B-shirt     3A-dry:PRC 
‘My shirt is drying.’  
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27) a.  gGZsc           gmm     af{B9 
kachinoost          kanvvhnv     aksuuyeesv  
ka-aachinoosta      kahnvvnvvi  aki-asuuyees-vvi 
3A-straight   road                              1B-choose:CMP-EXP 
‘I took the straight road.’  
 
b.   ofGZhstm 
ookiichinoohisthanv 
ookii-aachinoohisthan-vvi 
1B.PL.EX-straighten(T):CMP-EXP    
‘We straightened it.’  
 
Like derived nouns, derived adjectives bear any prepronominal prefixes that their 
verbal predecessors have. In (28) the adjective takes the Distributive prefix that the 
original verb ‘to be called’ always bears; being an adjective, it takes the ti- form 
(DST2) instead of the tee- form that appears on verbs. In the example, ti- becomes 
j- before the vowel /u/.  
 
28) asgy {cldh       #4ic 
askay  suutaltiihi  juutooit  
a-skaya suutali+ti-a-h-i ti-uu-ataa-ooi-ta  
3A-man      six+DST2-3A-kill\AGT-NOM DST2-3B-MDL-name-PCP 
‘A man named Sixkiller’  
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1.1.2.3.Adjectives formed with Negative Deverbalizer  (NDV) -vvna  
Some adjectives are formed with the ni- Partitive prepronominal prefix (PRT) in 
combination with the Negative Deverbalizer –vvna (NDV). The Completive stem is 
used for this construction. This construction indicates a negation or a lack of what is 
described by the original verb. Three examples are shown in (29).  
 
29) a.   0Oh=9n  
nuwoohiyuusvvna 
ni-uu-oohiyuus-vvna  
PRT-3B-believe-NDV   
‘faithless, doesn’t believe in things’  
 
b.   0<mn     b9   u9  
nuhlvvhnvvna    keesv    uusv 
ni-uu-hlvvhn-vvna kees-vvi    uusvvi 
PRT-3B-sleep:CMP-NDV     be:INC-EXP   night 
‘sleepless night’   
 
c.   nnlLlzn              d/YC             
nanaliiheeliikvvna  tiiniiyoothli   
   ni-anii-aliiheeliik-vvna ti-anii-yoothli  
PRT-3A.PL-be.happy:INC-NDV   DST2-3A.PL-child            
‘The unhappy children’  
 
1.1.2.4. Adjectives formed with Attributive (ATB) –haa
i 
Not all adjectives are derived from verbs. Another common suffix forming 
adjectives is with the Attributive suffix –haai.3  These adjectives are mostly 
formed from uncountable nouns (e.g. ‘dirt’, ‘blood’) and all take Set A prefixes. Two 
examples are in (30).  
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30) a.  Vsd      sfmpk    alU   E-O 
thleesti skinvvneelv        aliiha  jahnawo  
thleesti ski-nvvneel-vvi    alii-haai  ja-ahnawo 
NEG.COM          2/1-give(flexible):CMP-FIM   sweat-ATB               2B-shirt 
‘Don’t give me your sweaty shirt!’  
 
b.   umgkH         qsjU       qPl       d<di 
uunvvkalvvhv    khostuuha  koohweel  tiithlvvti 
uu-nvvkalvvh-vvi khostuu-haai koohweeli ti-a-thlvvt-i 
3B-clean:CMP-EXP         dust-ATB                    book     DST2-3A-put.on:DVN-NOM 
‘He cleaned the dusty bookshelf.’  
 
A sample list of these adjectives is in (31). 
 
31) acUi  atahaai   ‘woody’  
qsjUi  khoostuhaai  ‘dusty’  
Z=Ui  noyuhaai   ‘sandy’  
gcUi  kaataahaai  ‘dirty’ 
a%IUi  amayihaai  ‘watery’  
fgUi  kikahaai   ‘bloody’ 
alUi  alihaai   ‘sweaty’ 
o^Ui  ohlahaai ‘soapy’ 
^OjUi  hlawoothuuhaai ‘muddy’ 
qiUi  koihaai   ‘greasy, oily’ 
 
1.1.3. Comparatives and Superlatives 
Non-derived adjectives can take several different suffixes to express that the 
quality indicated exists in a greater degree. Pulte and Feeling (1975:336-7) identify 
three suffixes: –keei, -iiya and -kha that intensify the quality of an adjective. 
An example of each is in (32).   
 
32) a.   gkwd kalvvlati   ‘high’  
gkwdbi  kalvvlatikeei  ‘higher’ 
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b.   aA%d asamaati  ‘smart’ 
aA%dy aasamatiiya ‘smarter’ 
      
c.   usd  uustii  ‘small’ 
usdK uustiikha  ‘smaller’ Pulte and Feeling (1975:337) 
 
Another intensifier is -svvi is shown in (33). Although these Intensifiers have 
different forms, they appear to have the same meanings; in other words, which 
adjective takes which suffix is dependent on the shape of the adjective, but in many 
cases it is simply idiosyncratic. For this reason, these various Intensifier suffixes will 
all take the abbreviation INT. A comprehensive dictionary of Cherokee would need to 
list these forms for each adjective. 
 
33) a.  scY9r          u4hS            \y 
staayosvvtvv     uuthohiise      wahya 
staayi=svvi=tvv   uu-athohis-ei   wahya 
hard=INT=FC          3B-whoop:CMP-NXP             wolf 
‘The wolf whooped real loud.’ (Chapter 9.1:24) 
 
b.   u-m s~      aEc  sFs49      
uuhnaanvskwu   ajat  skwiistosv  
uuhna=na=skwu    ajati  skwiisti-svvi  
there=F2=DT   fish  a.lot-INT 
 ‘There also was a whole lot of fish.’ (Chapter 9.2:24)  
 
Adjectives can also be intensified by using the adverbs uutli or uukooti 
‘more.’ Three examples are below in (34). 
 
34) a.   uC uKYc   uutli uukhayoota   ‘more dry’  
b.   uqd utn  uukooti uuthana        ‘bigger’(Feeling 1975a:148) 
c.   uC uOld  uutli uuwoohlti    ‘more funny’  
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One of the most common ways to form the superlative is with the Translocative 
prefix (TRN) wi- in conjunction with the Deverbalizer (DVB) that takes the place of 
the final vowel of the adjective. (35) shows several examples of this construction. 
 
35) a.  utn  uuthana   ‘big’ 
Xtmi wuuthanvvi  ‘biggest’ 
b.  uqd  uukoti   ‘more’  
  Xqri wuukootvvi  ‘most’  
c.  gknd kalvvnati   ‘high’  
   \gkndxi wakalvvntiiyvvi ‘the very highest one’  
d.   qscI koostaayi    ‘sharp’  
Wqscxi wikoostayvvi   ‘sharpest’  
e.   usd  ustii    ‘small’  
Xsdzi wuustiikhvvi   ‘smallest’ (Pulte and Feeling 1975:337) 
 
Two examples of superlatives in sentences are in (36).  
 
36) a.  Xqri      a[w   af^  
 wuukootvvi  ateela aakihla  
 wi-uukooti-vvi ateela aki-hla 
TRN-most-DVB            money       1B-have:PRC    
‘I have the most money.’  
 
b.   g4 usd     a-O     \gchxi 
kato uust    ahnawo  wakatahiiyvvi  
kato uusti  a-ahnawo    wi-a-katu-haai-iiya-vvi 
what    something   3A-shirt     TRN-3A-dirt-ATB-INT-DVB   
‘Which shirt is the dirtiest?’  
 
Adjectives formed with the Participial suffix –ta take the pronominal prefix but not 
the suffix, as demonstrated in (37).  
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37) OA sjd    WGk?c   aEwf   arplsf 
wes stuuti wijiilvvkwoota    ajalaki atvvneeliiski 
wes stuuti wi-jii-lvvkwoo-ta  a-jalaki a-atvvneeliisk-i 
Wes Studi            TRN-1A.AN-like-PCP 3A-Cherokee  3A-act:INC\AGT-NOM  
‘Wes Studi is my favorite Cherokee actor.’  
 
For comparisons between two nouns the word siihnv/siihnno ‘than’ appears 
after the adjective. Two examples are in (38). 
 
38) a.  hin     a-O      uC     uKYc    RZ     n d{] 
hiina ahnawo  uutli uukhayoota siihno na tiisuulo 
  hia=na a-ahnawo uutli uu-khayoo-ta siihno na ti-a-asuulo 
that=F2     3A-shirt          more         3B-dry-PCP   than          that  DST2-3A-pants 
‘This shirt is drier than those pants.’  
 
b. ig eh    mc   uqd     utn      
iika eehi     nvvta  uukooti uuthana    
iika a-eeh-i     nvvta  uukooti uu-athana    
day  3A-live:INC\AGT-NOM  sun/moon  more            3B-big     
 
 
Rm    9ZI      eh    mc    b9i 
siihnv svvnooyi  eehi   nvvta  keesvvi 
siihnv svvnooyi  a-eeh-i   nvvta  kees-vvi 
than       at.night               3A-live:INC\AGT-NOM    sun/moon be:INC-EXP 
‘The sun is bigger than the moon.’ (Feeling 1975a:148) 
 
To indicate that a quality exists in a smaller amount, the adverb kayoohli appears 
before the adjective. If an implicit comparison is being made, the form 
kayoohlikeei appears. Both of these adverbs are exemplified in (39).  
 
39) a.  gYCX         gjlc            
kayoohliwu   kaatuuliita  
kayoohli=kwu ka-aatuuliita    
little=DT         3A-wet 
‘It’s a little wet.’   
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b.   gYCbX           Aq/b 
kayoohlikeewu   sahkhoonike 
kayoohlikeei=kwu  sahkhoonike  
less=DT                blue 
‘It’s less blue.’  
 
1.2. DETERMINERS 
Determiners are words that come before the noun and any of its adjectives and 
help to specify the identity and number of the noun.  Determiners are like adjectives 
in that they modify nouns; they are distinct from adjectives in that they do not take 
pronominal prefixes. Determiners are always part of a noun phrase and do not serve 
as predicates. 
 Two examples are in (40). The demonstrative na can be translated as 
‘that/those’ or simply ‘the.’ 
 
40) a.  Z~   XqL                 \gC9       n cfR 
nokw    wuukoohe       wathliisv      na taks  
     nookwu  wi-uu-kooh-ei   wi-a-atithliis-vvi   na taksi 
now              TRN-3B-see:CMP-NXP          TRN-3A-run:CMP-EXP\SUB       that   turtle       
‘He saw the turtle running.’ (Chapter 9.3:42) 
 
b.   a/\]R      n cfR   unfw 
aniiwaloosi  na  taksi  uunkhila 
anii-waloosi  na  taksi  uunii-ahkhila 
3A.PL-frog                  that       turtle    3B.PL-seat:PRC                      
‘The frogs are sitting on the turtle.’   
 
Equally common is the demonstrative hia; it can modify singular or plural nouns. 
This demonstrative is typically translated as ‘this’ An example is in (41).  
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41) dgGYsd        /b9n    If      
 tikajiiyoosti          nikeesvvna   yiki      
 ti-ka-jii-yoost-i     ni-kees-vvna  yi-ki       
DST2-NGT-1A.AN-shoot:DVN\SUB-NOM  PRT-be:INC-NDV    IRR-be:PRC        
 
ha  \y     ^  IdgGrc 
hia  wahya   hla  yitikajiithvhta 
hia  wahya  hla  yi-ti-ka-jii-hthvhta 
this   wolf   NEG   IRR-DST2-NGT-1A.AN-rid:IMM 
‘If I can’t shoot these wolves I can’t get rid of them.’   
 
 Both of these demonstratives can be used as pronouns, often with the clitic 
=na attached. An example of each is in (42). On the second example the clitic 
attaches to the determiner and causes it to lengthen.  
 
42) a.  hin   5fsd 
hiina   jooksti 
hia=na  ja-ookist-i  
this=F2            2B-smoke:DVN\OBJ-NOM 
‘This is for you to smoke.’  
 
b.   nn    g4  usd  a/Gsj 
  naana  kato uust        aniijiistu 
  nana   kato uusti     anii-jiistu  
that=F2    what     something              3A.PL-rabbit 
‘What are those?  Those are rabbits.’  
 
1.3. QUANTIFIERS 
Quantifiers serve as adjectivals by specifying the amount or quantity of a noun. 
There are two classes of quantifiers; those that take inflection and those that do not. 
The sentence in (42a) has quantifier hilvvski ‘several’ that is uninflected; it is 
modifying a third person plural noun. In (43b) the quantifier is modifying a dual 
second person, yet remains uninflected.  
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43) a.  hksf    an;E   
  hilvvski aniichuuja    
  hilvvski anii-chuuja  
several            3A.PL-boy     
        
Xn^vstm     dscgki 
wuunathlavvsthanv    tiistakahlvvi 
wi-uunii-athlavvsthan-vvi  ti-astakahlvvi 
TRN-3B.PL-run.into:CMP-EXP         CIS-cave 
‘Several boys ran into the cave.’  
 
b.   i#w     [sdkWscpk            {n>i 
iijuula teestiilvvwistaaneelv  sunaaleei 
iijuula tee-stii-lvvwistaaneel-vvi sunaaleei 
both               DST-2B.DL-work:CMP-FIM     tomorrow 
‘Both of you work tomorrow.’ (Feeling 1975a:132)  
 
There are several quantifiers, however, that do take pronominal prefixes. 
These quantifiers are listed in (44); an example of an inflected quantifier is in (45). 
 
44) Inflecting Quantifiers 
-kooti   much, a lot of  
-jaathi   a lot  
-tskwiista   a lot, many 
 
45) idGFsc 
iitiitskwiista  
iitii-tskwiista  
1A.PL-lot 
‘There are a lot of us.’  
 
 
The quantifiers that can take person prefixes typically don’t appear with third person 
plural agreement. Such prefixes do appear, however, in a predicate sentence, as 
shown in (46).  
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46) a/GFsc 
aniitskwista  
anii-tskwista  
3A.PL-lot  
‘There are a lot of them.’  
 
 
Many of these quantifiers also act adverbially by modifying verbs. Two examples are 
in (47). 
 
47) a.  sFsd    zdszi            aSZ       uY;i 
 skwiisti kvvtiiskvi     aaseehno  uuyoojvvi  
 skwiisti ji-vhtiisk-vi   aaseehno  uu-yooj-vvi  
lot                      1A-use:INC-EXP                  however  3B-break:CMP-EXP 
‘I used it a lot however it broke.’  
 
b.   GFsd      agsg   <     9msd     qh            ig 
tskwiisti aakaaska  tlv  eenvvsti khoohi      iika 
tskwiisti a-kaaska tlv   a-eenvvst-i khoohi      iika 
much              3A-rain:PRC   somewhere    3A-go:DVN-NOM2   while.ago       day 
‘It’s raining too much to go somewhere today.’ (Feeling 1975a:15) 
 
Quantifiers also act as pronouns as seen in (48).  
 
48) igc      u/sgZl      bD      unrmis4di 
iikaata uuniiskanooli keeso   uunatvvnvistohtiii 
iikaata uunii-skanooli kees-oi uunii-atvvnvistoht-iii 
 some             3B.PL-slow     be:INC-HAB   3B.PL-prepare:DVN-NOM2   
‘Some people are slow to get ready.’ ( Feeling 1975: 179) 
 
1.4. NUMERALS 
Numerals, or number words, are similar to determiners in that they precede any 
adjectives; they are similar to adjectives in that they can inflect when modifying 
nouns referring to humans. This inflection is seen in (49a). Pronominal prefixes on 
number words, however, are optional. For example, the examples in (49b and (49c) 
are from the same speaker.  
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49) a.  a/5i     a/#E        a/Zfa 
aniijoi aniijuuja  aaniinookiia 
anii-joi anii-juuja  anii-nookiia  
3A.PL-three     3A.PL-boy 3A.PL-sing:PRC 
‘The three boys are singing.’  
 
b.   n  5  anby  u/Alcm 
na jo  aniikeeyh uuniisaltaanv 
na joi  anii-keehya uunii-saltaan-vvi 
that  three    3A.PL-woman  3B.PL-lift:CMP-EXP  
 ‘Those three women lifted it.’  
 
c.   n  a/tl    a/sgy   u/Alcm 
na aniithal  aniiskay  uuniisaltaanv 
na anii-thali anii-skaya uunii-saltaan-vvi  
that    3A.PL-three     3A.PL-man  3B.PL-lift:CMP-EXP  
‘Those two men lifted it.’  
 
Unlike adjectives, number words do not indicate plurality for inanimate objects, as 
seen in (50).  
 
50) hsf  n[Ty       ZGp]          JD 
hiski nateethiy   noojiineelo    kuuso 
hiski ni-ateethiya ni-oojii-neel-oi   kuusa-i 
five         PRT-year               PRT-1B.PL.EX-reside:INC-HAB     Creek-LOC 
‘We have been living in Muskogee for 5 years. ’  
 
Number words are able to stand alone and act as nouns. An example is in (51).  
 
 
51) 5   IE/      bS          
 jo yiijani    keese      
 joi yi-iijii-aniia   kees-ei  
 three    IRR-2A.PL-be.there:PRC   be:INC-NXP    
   
ayZ    osdtl~         Gb9i 
ayahno  oostiithaliwu  jikeesvvi 
aya=hno oostii-thali=kwu  ji-kees-vvi 
1PRO=CN    1A.DL.EX-two=DT            REL-be:INC-EXP  
‘There were three of you and only two of us.’  
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The cardinal numerals 1-10 are listed below in (52)  
  
52) A~    saakwu    ‘one’ 
tl     thali   ‘two’ 
5i     joi    ‘three’ 
mf   nvhki   ‘four’ 
hsf     hiski   ‘five’ 
{cl      suutali   ‘six’ 
gl?f     kahlkwooki   ‘seven’ 
Epw     chaneela   ‘eight’ 
Dpw     sohneela   ‘nine’ 
sqh     skoohi   ‘ten’ 
 
The numbers 11-19 are a shortened or altered form of the numerals 1-9 with an 
additional element -tu or -katu added. The number word ‘eleven’ suggests that 
the original element meaning ‘one’ was saa- and the rest of the word the Delimiter 
clitic =kwu ‘only’; the original meaning of ‘one’ was probably ‘only one.’ Some of 
the other number words also undergo changes; these patterns are unpredictable, 
however, and these numerals should be treated as distinct words rather than 
derivations of the lower numbers. The numbers 11-19 are listed in (53). 
 
53) Aj     satu     ‘eleven’ 
tlj     thaltu   ‘twelve’ 
5gj     jokatu   ‘thirteen’ 
/gj     nikatu   ‘fourteen’ 
sfgj     sikatu   ‘fifteen’ 
cwj     talatu   ‘sixteen’ 
glQj     kahlkawtu   ‘seventeen’ 
pwj     nelatu    ‘eighteen’ 
Dpwj     sohnelatu   ‘nineteen’ 
 
The number word ‘twenty’ tlsqh thalskohi is a compound of the number 
words ‘two’ and ‘ten.’ The number words above twenty consist of the base ten 
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numeral followed by the single number, as seen in (54). In (55) the base numerals up 
to one hundred are listed (Pulte and Feeling 1975:228-229). 
 
54) tlsqh   AQ    thalskohi saakwuu  twenty one 
 
55) 5sqh  joskohi    ‘thirty’ 
mfsqh     nvkskohi  ‘forty’  
hfsqh     hikskohi   ‘fifty’ 
{clsqh     sutalskohi   ‘sixty’ 
glQsqh    kahlkwaskohi   ‘seventy’ 
plsqh    nelskohi   ‘eighty’ 
Dplsqh     sohnelskohi   ‘ninety’ 
sqhGQ    skohitskwa   ‘one hundred’  
 
Ordinal numbers from 2nd-10th are formed with the Ordinal suffix (ORD) -iineei. 
The ordinal number ‘first’ is irregular and is formed from an unrelated stem. The first 
five numerals in their ordinal form are found in the sentence in (56).  
  
56) ZXZ          tlp           X/ME                   
noowuhn   thaliine     wuuniiluhj          
noowu=hno  thali-iineei wi-uunii-luhj-a  
now=CN            two-ORD                        TRN-3B.PL\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV      
 
  u:I      mnrp>     a>s~   
uutlooy    nvvntvvneele    aleskwu 
uu-tlooyi   ni-ii-uunii-atvvneel-ei   aleskwu  
3B-same                PRT-ITR-3B.PL-do:CMP-NXP  and              
 
   5ip          mfp            hsfp          {clp 
  joiine      nvhkiine       hiskiine       suutaliine 
  joi-iineei  nvhki-iineei hiski-iineei suutali-iineei 
three-ORD                    four-ORD                         five-ORD                       six-ORD 
‘And when they got to the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth hills they did the 
same thing.’ (Chapter 9.1:20-22) 
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Ordinal numbers from 11-19 are formed with the suffix -siineei. Four examples 
of ordinal numbers are listed in (57).  
 
57) AjRpi     satuusiineei  ‘eleventh’  
tljRpi   thaltuusiineei ‘twelfth’  
5ajRpi joatuusiineei ‘thirteenth’  
/gjRpi niikatuusiineei ‘fourteenth’  
 
In (58) is an example of numbers used to indicate dates. The day of the month uses an 
ordinal number, while the cardinal numbers are used to indicate the year.  
 
58) nv/bsd      sqhG~    iy/      
navnikeesti  skoohitskwu  iiyani  
navnikeesti  skoohitskwu  iiyani  
near                      hundred           how.many  
 
a/Ewf      a/Ed      a/GgA 
aniijalaki  aniijati   aniijiikasa 
anii-jalaki  anii-jati   anii-jiikasa 
3A.PL-Cherokee  3A.PL-Choctaw   3A.PL-Chickasaw       
 
a/R*Zl       a>   a/JA     
aniisiminoli  ale  aniikuusa  
anii-siminoli  ale  anii-kuusa  
3A.PL-Seminole   and  3A.PL-Muskogee       
 
aphy   jn:S         uPT  
aneehiiya    tuunatloose        uuweethi 
anii-eehiiya  tee-uunii-atloos-ei  uu-eethi 
3A.PL-indigenous    DST-3B.PL-meet:CMP-NXP      3B-old    
 
 
#n:hsd      #sqi      
juunatloohisti    juuskooi   
ti-uunii-atloohist-i   juuska-i       
DST2-3B.PL-meet:DVN-NOM2         oak-LOC           
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&zi         KO/     Kk  
tluhkvvi    khawooni khalv 
tluhkvvi          khawooni khalvvi 
tree                          April              past.month 
 
tlsq        {clp       tl      
thalsko       suutaliine   thali   
thali+skoohi   suutali-iineei thali  
two+ten        six-ORD                 two         
 
iygxl  {cl    u[TxAd9 
iyakayvvli  suutali  uuteethiiyvvsatiisv 
iyakayvvli  suutali   uuteethiiyvvsatiisvvi 
thousand        six                 year.of 
 
anmcdsb     sqh#Q           
aanantatiiske   skoohitskwa   
anii-ahntatiisk-ei  skoohitskwa  
3A.PL-remember:INC-NXP   hundred                   
 
n[Ty         u/]hstm  
naateethiiya  uuniiloohisthanv 
ni-aateethiiya  uunii-loohisthan-vvi 
PRT-year                   3B.PL-pass:CMP-DVB 
 
Dpwj       isqh#F      
sohneelaatu iiskoohitskwi  
sohneelaatu ii-skoohitskwi  
nineteen            ITR-hundred          
 
{cl     dKZ\rsd       u/]hstmi 
suutali  tikhanowtvvsti     uuniiloohisthanvvi 
suutali  tikhanowtvvsti    uunii-loohisthan-vvi 
six              law                               3B.PL-pass:CMP-EXP 
‘Nearly 100 Cherokee, Choctaw, Chickasaw, Seminole and Muscogee Creek 
citizens met at the historic Council Oak tree April 26, 2006, to commemorate 
the100th anniversary of the Act of 1906.’  (Cherokee Phoenix June 2006) 
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Numbers can have an adverbial function as well. In (59) below, the ordinal form of 
‘second’ conveys the meaning ‘again’ or ‘repeatedly.’ 
 
59) tlp    WEjg 
thaliine   wijatuuka  
thali-iineei  wi-ja-atuuka  
 two-ORD        TRN-2B-throw:IMM(COM) 
'Throw it again.’  
 
 
1.5. ADJECTIVAL CLAUSES 
A clause may serve an adjectival function by modifying a noun; such clauses are 
called adjectival clauses.4 Verbs that appear in adjectival clauses take the Relativizer 
(REL) prepronominal prefix with the highfall tone added to the rightmost long vowel; 
this tone indicates that the verb is subordinate to the noun and is modifying it. In (60) 
this tone appears on the Habitual final suffix of the verb ‘to tell.’ The final syllable of 
adjectival clause verbs is typically left off, as it is in this example, and the highfall 
tone appears in a shortened form on the vowel. This highfall tone of subordination is 
indicated by the abbreviation \SUB. In (60b) this tone appears on the Experienced Past 
suffix. 
 
60) a.   q!sd     GKZLsq         
 kohuusti jikhanoohesko    
 kohuusti ji-ka-hnoohesk-oi     
something      REL-3A-tell:INC-HAB\SUB       
 
agy   04h=9n          bDi 
askaya nuutoohiyuusvvna    keesooi 
 a-skaya ni-uu-ataa-oohiyuus-vvna kees-oi  
3B-man        PRT-3B-MDL-believe-NDV              be:INC-HAB 
‘The man who tells the story is unbelievable.’  
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b.   asgy   GGylZLdsz      a/g 
askaya  jijiiyaliinohehtiiskv    aahnika 
a-skaya  ji-jii-ali-hnohehtiisk-vvi  a-ahnika 
3A-man   REL-1A.AN-MDL-talk.with:INC-EXP\SUB       3A-leave:IMM  
‘The man that I was talking to left.’  
 
In (61) there are two examples of this Relative clause highfall tone appearing on 
the Present Continuous stem of the verb.  
 
61) a.  ugn\s  n  a4fysf           GgO/U 
uukaanawas na athohkiiyaaski    jikawooniiha 
uu-kaanawa=s na a-athohkiiyaask-i  ji-ka-wooniha 
3B-Democrat=Q       that    3A-race:INC\AGT-NOM       REL-3A-talk:PRC\SUB    
 ‘Is the candidate who is speaking a Democrat?’ (Feeling 1975a:164) 
 
b.   nsfZ  GdO/    u\A     
naaskihno jiitiiwooni  uuwaasa   
naaski=hno ji-iitii-wooniiha   uu-aasa  
that.one=CN      REL-1A.PL-speak:PRC\SUB   3B-only            
 
 
WrTy    n  G[c[YHsg      
wiitvvthiiya   na jiteetateeyoohvsk   
wi-iitii-vvthiiya na ji-tee-iitii-ateeyoohvska    
TRN-1A.PL-remain:IMM      that   REL-DST-1A.PL-teach:PRC\SUB     
   
aU/  gkwd   #n[]Qsdi 
ahani kalvvlati  juunateehlokwastiii 
ahani kalvvlati  ti-uunii-ateehlokwast-iii 
here     high    DST2-3B.PL-learn:DVN-NOM2 
‘The only dialect we may have eventually  
is the one being taught here at NSU.’  (Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
If the relative clause consists of a predicate adjective or a predicate noun, the ‘to be’ 
copula appears with the Relativizer prepronominal prefix ji- to indicate 
subordination. In this case the highfall tone indicating subordination appears on the 
prepronominal prefix of this auxiliary verb. Two examples are in (62).  
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62) a.   n asgy  utn  Gf    ofnli 
 na askaya uuthana  jiki   ookinaaliii  
 na a-skaya uu-athana ji-ki   ookinii-aaliii 
that   3A-man     3B-big             REL\SUB-be:PRC      1B.DL.EX-friend 
‘The man who is big is my friend.’ (Pulte and Feeling) 
 
b.   n  alE4Hsf   u>Dc   Gb9 
na ahljatoohvski  uuleesoota  jikeesvvi 
na a-alihjatoohvsk-i uu-aleesoota  ji-kees-vvi 
that   3A-preach:INC\AGT-NOM   3B-skinny  REL-be:INC-EXP 
‘That preacher used to be really skinny.’  
 
 
 
1.6. NOUN PHRASES AS ADJECTIVALS 
A noun phrase sometimes has an adjectival role by modifying another noun 
phrase. Three examples are in (63); in (63a) the noun phrase ‘John’ is giving more 
information about ‘son.’ In (63b) the noun phrase ‘brother’ is modifying the main 
noun phrase ‘friend.’   
 
63) a.   E/    uPG     utY< 
jaani uweeji  uuthayoohlv  
jaani uu-eeji  uu-athayoohl-vvi  
John    3B-offspring 3B-ask:CMP-EXP 
‘John's son asked for it.’ 
 
b.   5Ecm^    unlq         hgTy 
  joojataanvvthl   uunaaliikoo  hiikaathiiy 
  ti-oojii-ataat-nvvthla  uunii-aaliikooi hii-kahthiiya 
DST2-1A.PL.EX-RFL-brother  3B.PL-friend  2A.AN-wait:PRC 
‘You are waiting for my brother's friend.’ 
 
In (64) the adjectival noun phrase consists of the possession word –ajeeli with a 
Set B pronominal prefix that indicates the possessor.  
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64) a.   E/  u}l   usd 
jaani uujeeli   uusti   
jaani uu-ajeeli uusti  
John   3B-possession  baby 
‘John’s baby.’  
 
b.   DFl      aQ}l 
sookwil  akwajeeli  
sookwili  aki-ajeeli  
horse     1B-possession 
‘My horse.’  (Feeling 1975a:17) 
 
c.   R?Yi      un}li 
sikwooyo   uunajeeli   
sikwooya-i  uunii-ajeeli   
Sequoyah-LOC  3B.PL-possession    
  ‘It (i.e. the ball) belongs to the Sequoyah team.’ (Lady Indians Championship) 
 
d.   U<   aQ}>  u\G 
haatlv awajeele  uuwaaji 
haatlv aki-ajeele  uuwaaji 
where      1B-belong  watch 
‘Where is my watch?’  
 
 
1.7 POSTPOSITIONAL PHRASES AS ADJECTIVALS 
 Postpositional phrases can be used adjectivally to indicate spatial or temporal 
information about the noun. A postpositional phrase consists of at least one noun and 
a postposition. The postpositional phrase generally precedes the noun it modifies. 
Two examples are below in (65).  
 
65) a.d[]Qsd           izId^       gmm    un9sd     if 
 tiiteehlkwasti    ikvvytiitla  kanvvhnv uunasvvsti iiki 
ti-a-ateehlkwast-i ikvvyi+tiitla kanvvhnv uu-nasvvsti ii-ki
 DST2-3A-learn:DVN-NOM2     front+toward           road              3B-slick         ITR-be:IMM  
‘The road in front of the school is slick.’   
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b.   acpk      uPx            nv/bsd      uYG[n 
aataneelv  uuweeyv   navnikeesti uuyoojiiteena 
aataneelv  uuweeyvvi  navnikeesti uu-yooj-iiteena 
house     river   near         3B-break:CMP-PNC   
‘A house by the river is about to collapse.’  
 
Postpositional phrases that modify verbs will be discussed in the section below on 
adverbials. 
 
2. ADVERBIALS 
 Adverbials are modifiers of verbs, adjectives, other adverbials, and clauses. 
The category of adverbial includes adverbs, postpositional phrases acting as 
adverbials, and clauses acting as adverbials. Some examples are in (66). The 
combination of the noun and the postposition create a postpositional phrase that 
modifies either a verb or a noun (the adjectival use of the postpositional phrase is 
discussed in the previous section of this chapter). For example, in (66a) the 
postposition nav follows the noun ‘bed’; together these two words form a 
postpositional phrase ‘near the bed’ that indicates where the action of the verb ‘to 
walk around’ takes place. In (66b) the same nav appears as an adverb and directly 
modifies the verb. The third type of modifier is an adverbial clause–a clause that acts 
as an adverb by modifying a verb, adjective, another adverb, or a clause. (66a) also 
contains an adverbial clause ‘while they’re near the bed’ that modifies the main 
clause ‘they hear something.’ Another example of an adverbial clause is in (66c); in 
this example the Partitive prepronominal (PRT) prefix ni- and the Negative 
Deverbalizer (NDV) suffix -vvna together create the meaning ‘without.’ In (66d) the 
time adverbial in Cherokee is syntactically a subordinate clause as indicated in the 
literal translation.  
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66) a.  g/C    nv    ap4H           q!sd      cnrf 
kaniithl   nav aaneetoohv      koohuust  taanthvvki 
    kaniithli nav anii-eetooh-vvi koohuusti tee-anii-thvvkiia 
bed           near      3A.PL-walk.around:INC-DVB   something   DST-3A.PL-hear:PRC 
‘They're hearing something while they're near the bed.’ 
 
b.   nv    u4hS             Gsrn 
nav  uuthoohiise     jiistvvna 
nav  uu-athohis-ei  jiistvvna  
near           3B-whoop:CMP-NXP          crawdad 
.’.right beside him the crawdad whooped.’ (Chapter 9.1:19) 
 
c.   0q\tmn             f^     XxV           gl5[ 
nukohwthaanvvna     kiihla wuuyvvhle  kahljooteei 
    ni-uu-kohwthaan-vvna kiihla wi-uu-yvvhl-ei kahljooteei 
PRT-3B-see:CMP-NDV                  dog             TRN-3B-enter:CMP-NXP           house 
‘Without seeing the dog he entered the house.’  
 
d.   qhz      Gb9           apL        \y   a>  Gsrn 
khoohikv jikeesv      aaneehe    wahya ale jiistvvna 
    khoohikv ji-kees-vvi anii-eeh-ei  wahya ale jiistvvna 
long.ago   REL-be:CMP-EXP\DVB  3A.PL-live:CMP-NXP   wolf    and       crawdad 
‘A long time ago lived a wolf and a crawdad.’  
 lit. “When it was a long time ago, they lived, wolf and crawdad.”  
(Chapter 9.1:2) 
 
These three types of modifiers- adverbs, postpositional phrases, and adverbial 
clauses- will be explored in the three sections that follow.  
 
2.1. ADVERBS 
The beginning of this chapter discussed adjectives, or words that modify nouns. 
Adverbs modify the other three parts of speech; that is, verbs, adjectives, and other 
adverbs.5 In (67a) an underived adjective is shown. In the example in (67b) the 
adverb ‘without being hungry’ is derived from the verb ‘to be hungry.’ This adverb is 
derived using the Partitive prefix and the Negative Deverbalizer.  
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67) a.  azIr         X<scp                 \y 
akvvytvv      wuutlvvstane          wahya 
akvvyiii=tvv   wi-uu-atlvvstan-ei     wahya  
first=FC                    TRN-3B-take.off.:CMP-NXP                 wolf             
‘The wolf took off first.’ (Chapter 9.1:14) 
 
b.   0YRszn       alscxHsg   n  aby       
nuuyoosiiskvvna  aalstaayvvhvsk  na  akeey     
ni-uu-yoosiisk-vvna a-ali-staayvvhvska na a-keeyha   
PRT-3B-be.hungry:INC-NDV  3A-MDL-fix.a.meal:PRC  that  3A-woman  
 
urm\stm    alscxd 
uutvvnvhwsthaanv   alstayhti 
uu-atvvnvhwsthaan-vvi  alstayhti 
3B-prepare:CMP-EXP/SUB  food    
‘He's eating while he's not hungry the food the woman prepared to eat.’ 
 
 
Adverbs of location are often derived from nouns using the Locative (LOC) suffix 
described in Chapter 7. This suffix consists of a vowel with a highfall tone followed 
by –i or the less-common variant -hi. This vowel is usually the same vowel as the 
final vowel of the word, as seen in (68a) and (68b). If the final vowel is /a/, however, 
there is an unpredictable variation between /o/ and /v/, as seen in (68c) and (68d).  
There are cases where a word that ends in a vowel besides /a/ takes /v/; these changes 
probably reflect an older and no-longer productive derivational process; an example 
is in (68e).  
 
68) a.  oRi 
oosiii 
oosi-i 
stove-LOC 
‘into the stove’ 
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b.   ^Ojh 
 hlawootuuhi  
 hlawootu-hi 
mud-LOC 
‘in the mud’ (Feeling 1975a:130) 
 
c.   m4h 
nvvtoohi 
nvvta-hi  
moon, sun-LOC 
‘on the moon, sun’ 
 
d.   a_h 
amoohi 
ama-hi  
water-LOC 
‘in the water’ 
 
e.   gsf]i 
kaaskilvvi 
kaaskilo-i  
table-LOC 
‘on the table’ 
 
2.1.1. Adverbs modifying verbs, adjectives, and other adverbs 
When modifying verbs adverbs can refer to the manner in which an action is 
done, the location in which the action takes place, or the time in which the action 
takes place. In (69a) the adverb eelati indicates the direction of the verb. In (69b) 
tootawaata is an adverb of time and in (69c) ahani is an adverb of place. An 
example of an adverb of manner siikwu is in (69d); this example also contains the 
adverb of time svvhi. As seen in these examples, adverbs typically precede the 
word they are modifying.  
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69) a.  G=    ew    /glsT 
jiiyu eela   nikalsthi 
jiiyu eelati ni-ka-alisthi  
boat       down             PRT-3A-become:PRC    
 ‘The boat is sinking, going down in the water.’  
 
b.   4c\c      afnk; 
tootawaat aakinaalvvjv 
tootawaata aki-naalvvj-vvi 
all.day              1B-angry:CMP-EXP 
‘I was angry all day.’ 
 
c.   ^     f]    asd     =n4          aU/ 
thla khilo koost  yuuhnto      ahani  
thla khilo koosti  yi-uu-ahnt-oi     ahani 
NEG     someone something    IRR-3B-know:INC-HAB         here   
‘No one here ever knows anything.’ 
 
d.   9h   agrgm       R~       
svvhi akhthvvkaanv   siikwu  
svvhi aki-ahthvvkaan-vvi siikwu  
yesterday 1B-hear:CMP-EXP   again 
 
 
dgO/R9       qh    ig 
tikawooniisiisv   kohi iika 
ti-ka-wooniis-iis-vvi  kohi iika 
FUT2-3A-speak:CMP-MOT-EXP   this      day 
‘I heard yesterday that he was supposed to speak again today.’ 
(Feeling 1975a:61) 
 
 
Adverbs can also modify adjectives as well as other adverbs. In (70a) the 
degree adverb uulosvvsti modifies an adjective, and in (70b) the adverb tooyu 
modifies another adverb staaya that is indicating the manner in which a verb is 
performed.  
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70) a.  n gcT       u]9sd    gcUi          grdi 
na kaatathi uulosvvsti kaataahaai katvvtiii 
na kaatathi uulosvvsti kaataa-haai ka-atvvt-iii  
that flag           too                         dirt-ATB             3A-hang(flexible):DVN-NOM2 
‘That flag is too dirty to hang up.’  
 
b.   4=   scy     iGO/U 
tooyu staaya iijiiwooniha 
tooyu staaya iijii-wooniha 
very        hard             2A.PL-talk:PRC    
‘You all are talking very loudly.’  
 
2.1.2. Adverbs modifying clauses 
 A few adverbs modify an entire clause. Three examples of these are listed 
below in (71). In (71a) the adverb eeliisti says something about the degree of 
probability of the entire following sentence. In all three examples the modifier is at 
the beginning of the phrase. 
 
71) a.  elsd   hksf     =q[      IdE\Si 
eeliisti   hilvvski yuukoote yitichawaseei  
eeliisti   hilvvski yi-uukoote yi-ti-ja-hwas-ei 
seems    few                  IRR-more        IRR-DST2-2B-buy:CMP-NXP                    
‘It seems like you should’ve bought a few more.’  
 
b.   aSs    dfmdBd           d8l4 
asees  tikinvvtiiyeti   tiitheliito 
asee=s  ti-kinii-vvtiiyeet-i  ti-atheliito 
must=Q    DST2-1B.DL-wash:DVN\MOD-NOM DST2-dish 
‘Do we have to wash dishes?’  
 
c.   4=Z        sf     0nrp>                    
toyuhnoo     ski    nuuntvvneele             
tohiyu=hnoo  naski  ni-uunii-atvvneel-ei   
really=CN                this             PRT-3B.PL-do:CMP-NXP                             
‘Really they did this.’ (Chapter 9.1:13) 
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2.1.3. Negative adverbs 
 A small set of words modify a verb, adjective, or adverb by negating them. 
The most common negative adverb is ^thla ‘not.’ When this adverb is used, the 
Irrealis prepronominal prefix yi- appears on the verb being negated, as seen in 
(72a).6 
 
72) a.   ^      yQmt 
thla  yakwaahntha  
thla  yi-aki-anvhtha 
NEG         IRR-1B-know:PRC    
‘I don't know.’  
 
c. ^Z        scI    IdGkWscp$ 
thlahno  staayi  yitiijiilvhwstaaneeho 
thlahno  staayi  yi-ti-iijii-lvhwstaaneeh-ooi 
NEG=CN            hard                IRR-DST-2B.PL-work:INC-HAB    
‘You all don't work very hard.’  
 
The negative adverb thleesti creates negative commands; this adverb also 
appears with the jii- prefix on the verb. Two examples are in (73).   
 
73) a.  Vsd    un    Gh</ 
hleesti uhna   jiihihlvvni  
hleesti uhna   jii-hi-hlvvni 
NEG.COM        there      NGI-2A-sleep:IMM(COM)  
‘Don’t go to sleep there!’  
 
b.   Vsd    Gsfmh 
hleesti jiiskinvhi 
hleesti jii-ski-nvhi 
NEG.COM      NGI-2/1-call:IMM(COM) 
‘Don’t call me!’  
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2.1.4. Interrogative adverbs 
Information questions are formed by placing the appropriate question word at 
the beginning of the sentence. Examples with ‘where’ and ‘when’ are below in (74).  
 
74) a.   U<     WgT 
haatlv hwikhthi 
haatlv wi-hi-kathi 
where        TRN-2A-head.to:PRC 
‘Where are you headed?’  
 
b.   hwx       #lq}      $gsz 
hilaayv    chulkoje     hokskv 
hilaayvvi ja-sulkoj-ei   hi-okisk-vvi 
when                2B-quit:CMP-NXP      2A-smoke:INC-DVB 
‘When did you quit smoking? ‘  (Feeling 1975a:56)    
 
There are several ways to ask a ‘why’ question in Cherokee. One way is to use the 
question word katoohv at the beginning of the sentence with the Iterative (ITR) 
prepronominal prefix attached to the verb. Two examples are in (75). 
 
75) a.  g4H  u}\sd                umd    mhx/R 
  katoohv uujeewaasti      uunvvti nvvhiiyvvnisi  
  katoohv uu-ajeewaast-i   uunvvti ni-ii-hii-vvnisi 
why             3B-spill:DVN-NOM2                 milk          PRT-ITR-2A.AN-make:IMM                     
‘Why did you make him spill his milk?’  
 
b.   g4H    4EYh             s[Ic 
katoohv tojayohi         steeyita 
katoohv tee-ii-ja-xyohi   steeyita 
why             DST-ITR-2B-release:IMM   rope 
‘Why did you let go of the rope?’ (Feeling 1975a:151) 
 
A second way is with the question word kato and the Relativizer prepronominal 
(REL) prefix ji- attached to the verb. Two examples are given in (76); in (76a) is the 
basic form, whereas in (76b) this prepronominal prefix is aspirated through contact 
with the /h/ in the pronominal prefix.  
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76) a.  g4    #lBdU 
kato juuliiyeetiha 
kato ji-uu-liiyeetiha 
why      REL-3B-moan:PRC 
‘Why is he moaning?’ (Feeling 1975a:173) 
 
 b. g4   E:hU 
kato chatloohiha 
kato ji-hi-atloohiha  
why REL-2A-cry:PRC 
‘Why are you crying?’  
 
 A third way uses the word katookhe with the Relativizer.  An example is in (77).  
 
77) g4b    GE<m 
katookhe  jijahlvvnv 
katookhe  ji-ja-hlvvn-vvi 
why  REL-2B-sleep:CMP-EXP 
‘Why did you go to sleep?’  
 
Interrogative adverbs can also question the degree of intensity of an adjective or 
another adverb. An example of each is in (78).  
 
78) a.   hw   /qscy      ha    UBlsc 
  hila nikoostaaya   hia  hayelsta 
  hila ni-ka-oostaaya  hia  hayelsta  
how    PRT-3A-sharp          this         knife 
‘How sharp is this knife?’  
 
b.   hw nqhw         /Gp]    JD 
 hila naakoohiil  niijiineelo     kuuso  
 hila ni-aakoohiila  ni-iijii-neel-oi    kuusa-i    
how     PRT-long  PRT-2A.PL-reside:INC-HAB         Muskogee-LOC 
‘How long have you been living in Muskogee?’  
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2.1.5 Conjunctive adverbs 
A small set of adverbs that connect clauses are referred to as Conjunctive 
adverbs. These adverbs modify an entire clause, often by linking it to another clause. 
In (79) the conjunctive adverb aseehno ’but/however’ links the first clause to the 
clause ‘the wolf found out’ and contrasts it with the previous clause.  
 
79) Gy0lr    uc4S>             aSZ     
 jiiyanuulitvv   uutaatoseele   aseehno   
 ji-hyanuuli=tvv  uu-ataat-oseel-ei  aseehno    
1A-fast =FC   3B-RFL-tell:CMP-NXP    however   
 
\y    n~      u[w$S 
wahya  naawu  uutelhoose 
 wahya  naakwu  uu-atelhoos-ei  
wolf      then     3B-find.out:CMP-NXP   
‘“I am fast”, he told the wolf; but the wolf found out.’   (Chapter 9.1:29) 
 
A more complex example is below in (80). The adverbial clause is introduced with 
the conjunctive adverb ‘if.’  
 
80) Ewf   a/xWy      u/O/hsd              
jalaki aniiyvvwiya   uuniiwooniihisti    
jalaki anii-yvvwi-ya  uunii-wooniihist-i   
Cherokee 3A.PL-people-real   3B.PL-speak:DVN\MOD-NOM   
 
a>      uncm8d 
ale  uunataahnthehti 
ale  uunii-ataa-ahntheht-i 
and  3B.PL-MDL-think:DVN\MOD-NOM 
 
/qhk          i=Z       igjlsbsd     
nikoohiilv   iyuuhno   iikatuuliiskeest  
nikoihiilvvi  iyuuhno   iikii-atuuliisk-eesti  
always            if                      1B.PL-want:INC-AFT\SUB            
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iglRm4d    o/    Grni 
iikalsinthohti  oohni jitvvnaai  
iikii-alisinthoht-i oohni ji-ta-anii-aai  
1B.PL-save:DVN-NOM2  behind   REL-CSM-3A.PL-walk:PRC\SUB 
‘Cherokee people must think and speak Cherokee more often if the language is to 
be saved for future generations.’ (Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
 
Some adverbs relate a clause to another clause with a conjunctive adverb that 
establishes a cause or reason. An example of the adverb vskini yuusti ’that’s 
why’ is in (81a).  In (81b), by contrast, no adverb is used and the subordination 
relation ‘because’ is expressed through the highfall tone on the copula towards the 
end of the sentence 
 
81) a.  g/crZ              g4sb             Gsrn  
kaniitatvvhnoo      kathoskei       jiistvvn   
ka-niitatvvi=hnoo  ka-atosk-ei      jiistvvna 
3A-tail=CN                               3A-latch.onto:IMP-NXP       crawdad                                                        
 
vsf/ =sd   i#wU~       
  vskin yuust   iijuulahaw   
   vskini yuusti iijuulaha=kwu  
that           reason         both=DT             
 
 
\/Mb          [Kn<ri 
waniiluhke      teekhanahlthvvi 
  wi-anii-luhk-ei  tee-khanahlthvvi   
TRN-3A.PL-arrive:CMP-NXP       DST-hill 
       ‘The crawdad was latching onto his tail, that’s why they got to the hills together.’  
(Chapter 9.1:31-32) 
 
b.   um8      z\:hsd     bH   
uuhnthe         kvvwthloohist       keehv     
uu-anvhth-ei    ka-uu-athloohist-i   keeh-vvi  
3B-know:CMP-NXP      NGT-3B-beat:DVN\MOD-NOM     be:CMP-EXP      
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n   cgR  usgZl      bH           azC4h  
na  taks  uuskanool    keehv       athliito 
na  taksi uu-skanooli  keeh-vvi   a-atithliitooh-i 
that   turtle      3B-slow                    be:CMP-EXP\SUB     3A-run:INC\AGT-NOM        
‘He knew that he could beat him, because the turtle was a slow runner.’  
(Chapter 9:3:5-6) 
 
The second half of the sentence in (81) is an adverbial clause: it establishes a reason 
for the preceding main clause. Adverbial clauses are the topic of the next section.  
 
2.2 ADVERBIAL CLAUSES 
Adverbial clauses are dependent clauses that act as adverbs. In (82a) the adverbial 
clause expresses a reason for the main clause ‘he’s standing over there.’  In (82b) the 
subordinate clause ‘when they’re frying bread’ modifies the main verb ‘to like’ by 
describing a time frame for the verb.  
 
82) a.  ax   g4g       acsgHi     =\/A  
  aayv katook   aataaskaahvvi    yuwaniis 
  aayv ka-tooka  a-ataat-skaah-vvi yuwaniisa 
there   3A-stand:PRC    3A-RFL-afraid:CMP-DVB         reason.why                
     ‘He's standing over there because he's afraid.’ 
 
b.   gj   c/9nrszi   
   kaatu  taniisvvnthvskvvi  
  kaatu  tee-anii-svvnthvsk-vvi   
      bread    DST-3A.PL-fry:INC-DVB                    
 
 afk?d   gGg4s4di 
 aakilvvkwti  kaajiikaathostohtiii  
 aki-lvvkwohti   kaa-jii-kahthostoht-iii 
 1B-like:PRC        ANP-1A.AN-watch:DVN-NOM2  
‘I like to watch them when they’re frying bread.’  
 
2.2.1. Adverbial Clauses with Incompletive and Completive Stems 
One of the most frequent uses of adverbial clauses is to establish a time frame 
for the main clause. Time adverbial clauses modify the clause to which they are 
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attached and frequently are placed before the main verb of that clause. In both 
examples in (83) the adverbial clause is describing an action that takes place before 
the action of the main verb; the Deverbalizer suffix (DVB) indicates that the verb to 
which it attaches is now acting adverbially. 
 
83) a.  uO/Dmi   g=w    fw  \fM; 
uuwooniisohnvvi  kaayuul  khil waakiluhjv 
uu-wooniis-ohn-vvi  kaayuula  khila wi-aki-luhj-vvi 
3B-speak:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB  already  just TRN-1B-arrive-CMP-EXP 
‘When he had completed talking only then did I arrive.’ 
 
b.   5     =\qd      aGZSk        R  cGscY< 
jo   yuwaakhti ajiinoseelv   si tajiistayoohlv 
    joi yuwaakhti aji-hnoseel-vvi si ti-aji-stayoohl-vvi 
three     time                 3O-tell:CMP-DVB            still       CIS-3O-shoot:CMP-CMP            
 ‘He was told three times before they shot at him.’  
 
These types of adverbial clause can be translated in English with ‘after’, ‘when’, 
‘until’ or ‘having done VERB.’ Four more examples are below in (84).  
 
84) a.  udtH       a%    u<; 
uutiithahv   ama uutlvvjv 
uu-atiithah-vvi ama uu-tlvvj-vvi 
3B-drink:CMP-DVB         water   3B-sick:CMP-EXP 
‘He became sick after drinking the water.’ 
 
b. XMEZ                   gknd       db9          
wuuluhjahnoo         kalvvnat   tikeesv      
wi-uu-luhj-a=hnoo    kalvvnati   ti-kees-vvi  
TRN-3B\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV=CN      on.top.of                CIS-be:INC-EXP     
 
\y         u4hS 
wahya      uuthohise   
wahya      uu-athohis-ei  
wolf                        3B-whoop:CMP-NXP  
‘When he got to the top of the hill, the wolf whooped.’ (Chapter 9.1:17-18)    
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c.   #g-m        Efsq9 
juukaahnanv       jakskoosv 
ji-uu-kaahnan-vvi ji-aki-skoos-vvi 
REL-3B-rain:CMP-DVB             REL-1B-dig:CMP-EXP                               
‘I didn't dig it until it rained.’ 
 
d.   ixrZ   XTmstm  
iiyvvtvvhnoo   wuuthinvvsthanv 
iiyvvtvvhnoo   wi-uu-ahthinvvsthan-vvi 
apart   TRN-3B-lead:CMP-DVB 
 
ucBlk            u/ET   ap4Hi 
uutaayeehlilv  uuniijathi aaneetoohvvi 
     uu-ataayeehlil-vvi  uunii-xjathi  anii-eetooh-vvi 
3B-separate:CMP-EXP              3B.PL-a.lot                  3A.PL-walk.around:INC-EXP 
           ‘After leading him away, he separated him from where the crowd was.’ 
(New Testament, Mark 7:33) 
 
An adverbial clause expressing the idea of ‘before’ as an event that may or may not 
occur uses the Partitive prepronominal prefix. Two examples are in (85); the example 
in (85b) has the same meaning as in (83b) above but is expressed with the Negative 
Deverbalizer rather that the Deverbalizer.  
 
85) a.  W0M;n~    ugtHsd             ujkHi 
winuuluhjvvnakwu    uukthahvvsti       uutuulvvhvvi 
wi-ni-uu-luhj-vvna=kwu uu-akahthahvvst-i uu-atuulvvh-vvi 
TRN-PRT-3B-arrive:CMP-NDV=DT     3B-turn.back:DVN-NOM2           3B-want:CMP-EXP    
  ‘He wanted to turn back before he got there.’ (Feeling1975:35)   
 
b.   5     =\qd      aGZSk      R  /j/scY<n 
     jo   yuwaakhti aajiinoseelv si nituunistayoohlvvna 
   joi yuwaakhti aji-hnoseel-vvi si ni-tee-uunii-stayoohl-vvna 
three     time             3O-tell:CMP-NXP     still       PRT-DST-3B.PL-shoot:CMP-NDV        
 ‘He was told three times before they shot at him.’  
 
In the example below in (86) the dependent clause ‘When/after the elders leave us’ 
receives the Deverbalizer suffix; this dependent clause is followed by a second 
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dependent clause using the Negative Deverbalizer (NDV) –vvna to express ‘without 
anybody knowing our language.’ 
 
86) a/gxl   bz[5m             a>    
aniikayvvli  keekhteejonhv         ale  
anii-kayvvli keejii-vhteej-ohn-vvi     ale  
3A.PL-elder         3O.PL-depart.in.death:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB   and  
 
 
f]  0c>    Ewf  gO/hsd  
khilo  nuutale   jalaki  kawooniihisti 
khilo  ni-uu-xtale  jalaki  ka-wooniihist-i 
someone   PRT-3B-different  Cherokee   3A-speak-DVN-NOM2 
 
 
ngtHn         bSsd   /gc  r/fD/ 
nakhthahvvna       keeseesti  nikaata tvvhnikiisohni 
ni-a-kahthah-vvna  kees-eesti  nikaata ta-a-ahnikiis-ohn-i 
  PRT-3A-know.how:CMP-NDV  be:INC-AFT\SUB  all   FUT-3A-leave:CMP-TRM:CMP-MOT 
‘When the elders leave us and no one else knows the language, it will be gone.’ 
(Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
Wyman Kirk (personal communication) has found a pattern of using the adverb si 
and the Negative Deverbalizer (NDV) construction (which is always used with the 
Partitive ni-) to create the meaning ‘before.’  Two of his examples are in (87). 
 
87) a.  R      W0{mn       /qhki      uGFsd      g<sqi 
   si  winuusuhnvvna   nikohilvvi utskwiisti kahlvvskooi 
 si wi-ni-uu-suhn-vvna nikohilvvi u-tskwiisti ka-hlvvsk-oi 
still   TRN-PRT-3B-fish:CMP-NDV   always            3B-lot                  3A-sleep:CMP 
‘Before he goes fishing he always sleeps a lot.’  
 
b.   R  nQcOvn             [Gn4z        [Gmgw 
si nakwatawoovvna   teejinaatohkv      teejinvvkala 
  si ni-aki-ataa-awoovvna tee-ji-nahtohkvvi tee-ji-nvvkala 
still   PRT-1B-MDL-bathe:CMP-NDV   DST-1A-tooth                  DST-1A-brush:IMM      
‘I brushed my teeth before I bathed.’  
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The Deverbalizer (DVB) suffix –vvi attaches to either the Completive or 
Incompletive stem. When it attaches to the Incompletive stem its meaning is closest 
to ‘while.’ Two examples are in (88). When attached to the Completive, it indicates 
an action that occurred at a specific time, as in (88c), or the reason why an act occurs, 
as in (88d). 
 
88) a.  uHDl        aG@0fS  gCx 
uuhyvvsool  aajikwenuukiise   kahliihyv 
uuhyvvsooli aji-kwenuukiis-ei ka-hliihy-vvi 
3B-nose                 3O-scratch:CMP-NXP        3A-sleep:CMP-DVB 
‘His nose got scratched while he slept.’ 
 
b.   cfkWcpH       af<m 
takilvvhwstaaneehv        aakithlvvhnv 
tee-aki-lvvhwstaaneeh-vvi aki-thlvvhn-vvi 
DST-1B-work:INC-DVB                               1B-sleep:CMP-EXP    
‘I fell asleep while working.’  
 
c.   GsfYscpk     
jiskiyostaaneelv     
ji-ski-yos-staan-eel-vvi  
REL-2/1-break-CAUS:CMP-APL:CMP-DVB  
 
dfkWscpd             gpldsz 
tiikilvwstahnti    kahneehltiiskv 
ti-aki-lvwstahnt-i   ji-ahneehltiisk-vvi 
DST2-1B-work:DVN-NOM2        1A-try:INC-EXP 
‘When you interrupted I was trying to work.’  
 
 
d.   ucbx9                   [gZfsq 
  uutaakeeyvvsv        teekahnookiisko  
  uu-ataat-keeyvvs-vvi  tee-ka-hnookiisk-oi 
3B-RFL-stingy.with:CMP-DVB        DST-3A-sing:INC-HAB    
‘He sings because he’s in love.’ 
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To express a succession of events, the event that happens first acts as an adverbial. 
This construction uses the Completive stem with a Time Adverbial (TAV) suffix –a. 
This type of adverbial clause is usually translated into English with the preposition 
‘after.’ For this construction a subordinating highfall tone appears on the rightmost 
long vowel of the verb. Two examples are in (89).  
 
89) a.  \G/xZ                           \Gyop  
wajiniiyvvhno            waajiyaaohne 
wi-aji-niiyvvh-a=hno        wi-aji-yaa-ohn-ei  
TRN-3O-catch:CMP\SUB-TAV=CN           TRN-3O-eat-TRM:CMP-NXP         
‘And when he caught him he ate him.’ or ‘Having caught him, he ate him.’ 
 
 
b.   {bc      uO<Z-          dgTd           X^mi 
suukeeta uuwoohlvvhnohna  tikaathti      wuuhlanvvi 
   suukeeta uu-oohlvvhn-ohn-a   tikaathtiii wi-uu-hlan-vvi 
            dough      3B-make:CMP\SUB-TRM:CMP-TAV     oven         TRN-3B-put.in:CMP-EXP 
‘After she made the dough, she put it in the oven.’ (Feeling 1975a:154) 
 
In the second example above a Terminative derivational suffix (TRM) appears on the 
subordinate clause.  Wyman Kirk (personal communication) has noted the tendency 
of this suffix to appear in subordinate ‘after’ clauses. Two of his examples are in (90). 
 
90) a.  fC      GGB]]m                  
 kiihli jijiiyeeloolohnv   
 kiihli ji-jii-eelool-ohn-vvi              
dog            REL-1A.AN-feed:CMP-TRM:CMP-EXP\SUB    
 
d@m9           EQ/f9 
 tiikweenvvsv        jaakwahnikiisv 
 ti-aki-eenvvs-vvi   ji-aki-ahnikiis-vvi 
 CIS-1B-go:CMP-DVB  REL-1B-leave:CMP-EXP 
‘After I fed the dog, I left home.’  
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b.   a@G       a#E     GG=8Dm           
akweeji  achuuja  jijiiyuutheesohnv  
aki-eeji  a-chuuja  ji-jii-uuthees-ohn-vvi  
1B-offspring   3A-boy         REL-1A.AN-pick.up:CMP-TRM:CMP-EXP\SUB  
 
dcnm        5fpm9 
tiitaananv  jookineenvvsv 
ti-ataananvvi ti-ookinii-eenvvs-vvi 
CIS-store       CIS-1A.AN-pick.up:CMP-EXP 
‘After I picked up my son, we went to the store.’  
 
In most of the above clauses the main verb occurs in the past. If the main verb is in 
the present, future, or is a command, the adverbial clause will have an element of 
uncertainty to it; i.e. the ‘when’ could be more accurately translated as ‘whenever’ or 
‘every time’ or even ‘if.’ This kind of adverbial clause will typically carry an Irrealis 
(IRR)  yi- prepronominal prefix in conjunction with the Time Adverbial suffix (TAV) 
and the highfall tone of subordination (SUB) appearing on the rightmost long vowel. 
This construction can be used on an Incompletive stem and take a Set A prefix (if it is 
a Set A verb), as seen in (91a) and (91b).  If the Completive stem is used, as in (91c), 
then the Set B prefix appears; in this example ‘to wake up’ is a Set A verb, but 
appears with the Set B prefix.  
 
91) a.  [l5[      IWGxU          gj     afW9q 
kahljoote yiwijiyvvha    kaatu aakiwsvvko 
kahljoote yi-wi-ji-yvvh-a      kaatu aki-wsvvk-oi 
house        IRR-TRN-1A-enter:IMM\SUB-TAV         bread    1B-smell:INC-HAB 
‘Every time I enter the house I smell bread.’  
’If I enter the house I smell bread.’ 
 
b.   /qk     gMq            YElscxHsg 
nikoolv kaluhko     yoojalstaayvvhvska  
nikoolv ka-luhk-oi   yi-oojii-ali-staayvvhvsk-a  
always        3A-arrive:INC-HAB         IRR-1A.PL.EX-MDL-fix.a.meal:INC\SUB-TAV    
‘He’s always coming over when we’re eating.’  
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c.   An>   IEBE   Ewf  Ucm8sbsd  
sanaale yijayeeja   jalaki  hataanvtheskeesti 
sanaale yi-ja-yeej-a  jalaki hi-ataanvthesk-eesti 
morning         IRR-2B-wake(I):CMP\SUB-TAV Cherokee 2A-think:INC-AFT 
‘In the morning when you wake up, think Cherokee!’  
(Cherokee Phoenix May 2006) 
 
 
d.   5ck           IXME                  Gsj    
jootalv        yiwuuluhj            jiist 
ti-ootalvvi     yi-wi-uu-luhj-a           jiistu 
CIS-mountain    IRR-TRN-3B\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV           rabbit 
‘Whenever the rabbit got to the mountain…’  (Chapter 9.1:31) 
 
 
Both of the above time adverbials carry an element of uncertainty.  They indicate 
events that do or will occur, but it is unclear when exactly they will occur.  
This uncertainty is carried one step further by expressing an event that is contrary 
to reality.  In (92a) both events are not real and are marked with the Irrealis, while the 
subordinate clause has the highfall tone. The time frame in this case is the present; in 
(92b) the unrealized event is in a past time frame. In these examples the pronominal 
laryngealization does not occur because yi- is present.  
 
92) a.   Ewf   y[:Q                IEmt 
jalaki hyateehlkwa         yijahntha   
jalaki yi-hi-ateehlkw-a     yi-ja-anvhtha   
Cherokee   IRR-2A-learn:CMP\SUB-TAV       IRR-2B-know:PRC 
 ‘If you were learning Cherokee you would know.’  
 
b.   yfL         a[w   gl5[       yf\S 
yakihe     ateel  kahljoote  yakihwase 
yi-aki-h-ei     ateela kahljoote  yi-aki-hwas-ei 
IRR-1B-have:CMP-NXP\SUB   money    house                     IRR-1B-buy:CMP-NXP 
‘I would’ve bought a house if I had the money.’  
 
Table 1 below summarizes the different ways of forming time adverbials in 
Cherokee. 
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Table 1: Time Adverbials 
FUNCTION OF ADVERBIAL CLAUSE  STEM FINAL 
SUFFIX 
Establish time frame of main verb  
 ‘when he Xed, ’ 
Completive 
-vvi  
(DVB) 
Establish Event previous to main verb  
‘after having Xed, ’ 
Completive (typically with 
Terminative  -ohn) 
-a  
(TAV) 
Establish event in progress when main 
verb occurs ‘while Xing, ’ 
Incompletive 
-vvi 
(DVB) 
Establish condition that occurs in present 
or future for main verb to occur 
‘whenever’ 
1. Prepronominal prefix yi-
(IRR) +Completive 
2. Prepronominal prefix yi-
(IRR) +Incompletive 
-a 
(TAV) 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2. Adverbial Clauses with Deverbal Noun Stem 
 An adverbial clause can be formed with a Deverbal Noun stem to create the 
meaning ‘in order to.’ In these constructions the subject of the adverbial clause is the 
same as the subject of the clause it is modifying. Two examples are in (93).   
 
93) a.   a[w    a\c:hsd        cfk\scp 
ateela awatatlohisti   taakilvvhwstaane 
ateela aki-atatlohist-i tee-aki-lvvhwstaaneha  
money       1B-earn:DVN-NOM2         DST-1B-work:PRC         
 ‘I’m working to earn money.’ 
 
b. nsfZ       i=sd    ig     4fkWscpU        
naaskihno   iyuusti iika    tookiilvvhwistaaneeho  
    naaski=hno  iyuusti ii-ka tee-ookii-lvvhwistaaneeh-oi  
that=CN                       reason           ITR-be:PRC   DST-1B.PL.EX-work:INC-HAB             
 
zZc                i=ls4di 
kvvhnoota   iiyuulstohtiii 
ka-vvhnoota  ii-uu-alistoht-iii 
3A-alive               PRT2-3B-become:DVN-NOM2    
‘That’s why we struggle to keep it alive.’ (Cherokee Phoenix February 2005) 
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In the second example the verb ‘to become, to happen, to occur’ serves as the adverb. 
This verb always appears with the Partitive (PRT) prepronominal prefix.  
 
 
2.3. POSTPOSITIONAL PHRASES AS ADVERBIALS 
The third type of adverbial is the Postpositional phrases. The use of these phrases 
as noun modifiers, or adjectivals, has already been discussed in that section. These 
phrases are also able to modify verbs. For example, in (94a) the postposition ‘with’ 
creates the underlined postpositional phrase ‘with an axe.’ This phrase performs an 
adverbial function by adding more information about the way in which the action 
‘split’ is performed.  In (94b) the postposition ‘on top of’ forms with the noun ‘hill’ a 
postpositional phrase indicating where the event occurs.7 
 
 
94) a.   gMysc  zd    csMsg     ac 
kaluysta kvhti taasluuska  ata 
kaluysta kvhti tee-a-sluuska  ata 
axe                 with         DST-3A-split:PRC    wood 
‘He is splitting wood with an axe.’ 
 
b.  gk/da     WKn<r           u4hsd             b9i 
kalvvntia wikhanahlthv   uuthohiisti       keesvvi 
kalvvntia wi-khanahlthvvi uu-athohiist-i   kees-vvi 
on.top                    TRN-hill                            3B-whoop:DVN\MOD-NOM     be:INC-EXP 
‘…at the top of the hill he was to whoop.’ (Chapter 9.1:14)    
 
 
3. SUMMARY 
 This discussion of Cherokee modifiers has focused on two general ways of 
modifying a part of speech or a clause. The first is to modify a noun through an 
adjectival. This group includes adjectives, determiners, quantifiers, and numerals. 
There are also two clause-level constructions, the relative clause and the 
postpositional phrase, that can expand the Cherokee noun phrase. Adjectives are one 
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of the four parts of speech in Cherokee and have complex patterns of inflection for 
person and number. Unlike nouns, all adjectives indicate plurality; the mechanism to 
indicate plurality is either a Distributive prefix or a plural pronominal prefix, and in 
some cases both are used. Whereas noun inflection is to a certain extent determined 
by human vs. non-human, the adjectives inflection is determined by the animacy of 
the noun that is being modified. Like nouns and verbs, adjectives are also able to 
stand alone as a predicate.  
 The second kind of modification involves adverbials, elements that modify 
verbs, adjectives, and adverbs as well as entire clauses. Adverbials that are a single 
word are adverbs, the fourth major class of words in Cherokee. Phrases can be turned 
into adverbial phrases that modify another verb or an entire clause. The third type of 
adverbial is the postpositional phrase; this phrase can be used to modify a verb.  
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NOTES 
CHAPTER 8
                                                 
1
 Some linguists don’t recognize the existence of such a class for Cherokee.  King 
(1975:40) refers to adjectives as particles, and Cook (1979:125) describes them as 
‘uninflected verbs.’ Lindsey and Scancarelli claim that Cherokee has a large class of 
true adjectives that can be divided into a small class of words with adjectival roots 
and a larger class that is derived (1985:208). They claim that Cherokee does have a 
separate part of speech ‘adjective’ that can be distinguished from verbs, nouns, and 
particles according to its morphological behavior.  According to their findings, 
although Cherokee does have a small closed class of adjectival roots, most adjectives 
are derived from verbs or nouns. 
2
 Lindsey and Scancarelli note that there are many adjectives that appear with what 
looks like a derivational ending but yet have no clear source (1985:212). Some –ta 
verbs that are not derived include the following in (1). 
1) a.   -kanvvhiita ‘long’ 
b. -keeta  ‘heavy’  
c.  oosta  ‘good’ 
3
 Feeling refers to this suffix as the ‘Partitive’ but does not elaborate on this term. 
4
 This type of clause is often referred to as a ‘relative clause.’ 
5
 Many adverbs are adjectives that are simply used adverbially. In (2a) ‘bad’ is used 
as an adjective and agrees with the subject. This pattern contrasts with (2b) where bad 
caries a dummy third person prefix (as A Set B modifier), but it does not agree with 
the plural subject. 
 
2) a.  n  cOl     u/Yi 
na tawooli uuniiyooi 
na tawooli uunii-yooi  
that   mushroom  3B.PL-bad 
‘Those mushrooms are bad.’  
 
b.   uY      ancm8LU 
uuyo    aanatahntheheeha  
uu-yooi anii-ataa-ahnth--heeha 
3B-bad           3A.PL-MDL-know:CMP-APL:PRC 
‘They feel bad for him.’  
 
6
 In the first example the Irrealis blocks the expected pronominal laryngealization. In 
the second example the underlying form of the prefix already contains a lowfall. 
7
 In this example the postposition actually appears before the noun like a ‘preposition’ 
in English. Because the normal position is after the noun, the term ‘postposition’ is 
still appropriate for this class.  
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CHAPTER 9: TEXTS 
 
Excerpts from the following texts are found throughout this grammar, either as 
individual words, phrases, or complete sentences. The individual lines are numbered 
to help the reader find phrases. 
 
1. THE WOLF AND THE CRAWDAD 
This story is from Mr. Marion ‘Ed’ Jumper. It has a rich variety of clitics as well as 
some interesting uses of the Object Focus (O) prefixes. These types of ‘race’ stories 
(and there seem to be a lot of them) provide a useful context for studying the 
interaction of animacy and word order as they usually contain two animals 
presumably equal in animacy. Singleton (1979) alludes to a similar story in his brief 
study of the structure of Cherokee narratives.  
 
1) \y   a>  Gsrn 
wahya ale jiistvvna 
wahya ale jiistvvna 
wolf         and    crawdad 
 
2) qhz      Gb9         apL          \y   a>  Gsrn 
khoohikv jikeesv       aaneehe      wahya ale jiistvvna 
khoohikv ji-kees-vvi    anii-eeh-ei  wahya ale jiistvvna 
long.ago       REL-be:CMP-EXP\SUB     3A.PL-live:CMP-NXP     wolf         and    crawdad 
‘A long time ago lived a wolf and a crawdad’ 
 
3) AXZ       i=\fd        agjlsz         
saawuhnoo  iyuwaakht   aakatuuliiskv 
saakwu=hnoo  iyuwaakhti  aji-atuuliisk-vvi 
one=CN                   time                  3O-want:INC-EXP                
One time wolf wanted 
 
4) aGBsd               Gsrn       \y 
ajiiyeesti           jiistvvna  wahya 
aji-xxhyeest-i        jiistvvna  wahya 
3O-eat(living):DVN-NOM2            crawdad          wolf 
to eat the crawdad.  
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5) \y    up0^p           Gsrn       #n4fysdi 
wahya uuneenuhlane     jiistvvna   juuhnthohkiiyaastiii 
wahya uu-neenuhlan-ei    jiistvvna ti-uunii-ahthohkiiyaast-iii 
wolf      3B-challenge:CMP-NXP        crawdad                     DST2-3B.PL-race:DVN-NOM2 
The wolf challenged the crawdad to race him.   
 
6) GsrnZ      fwWx    
jiistvvnahnoo  khilawiyv  
jiistvvna=hnoo khilawiyvvi    
crawdad=CN              at.that.moment           
The crawdad at that moment 
  
7) jl;ystp            #n4fysdi 
tuulchvvyaasthane    uuhnthohkiiyaastiii 
tee-uu-alchvvyaasthan-ei    uunii-ahthokhiiyaast-iii 
DST-3B-become.brave:CMP-NXP                             3B.PL-race:DVN-NOM2 
got brave enough to race the wolf.    
 
8) gl~fZ        [Kn<r            I[nlqn              
kahlkwookihnoo  teekhanahlthv    yiteenalkoona         
kahlkwooki=hnoo tee-khanahlthvvi yi-tee-iinii-alkoona   
seven=CN                         DST-hill                                  IRR- DST-1A.DL-arrive.first:IMM       
 We will see who gets to the seven hills first, 
              
9) urp            \y 
uutvvhne       wahya 
uu-atvvhn-ei   wahya 
3B-say:CMP-NXP                  wolf 
said the wolf    
 
10) unrnstpZ      #n4fysd        
uuntvvnasthanehnoo    juuhnthohkiiyaasti  
uunii-atvvnasthan-ei=hnoo   ti-uunii-ahthokhiiyaast-i      
3B.PL-prepare:CMP-NXP=CN                     DST2-3B.PL-race:DVN-NOM2                           
They got ready to race 
 
11) azIZ             XM;   
akvvyiihno      wuuluhjv  
a-kvvyiii=hnoo   wi-uu-luhjvvi           
3A-first=CN                       TRN-3B-arrive:CMP-DVB       
 the first one arriving 
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12) gk/da     WKn<r           u4hsd             b9i 
kalvvntia wikhanahlthv      uuthohiisti       keesvvi 
kalvvntia wi-khanahlthvvi  uu-athohiist-i     kees-vvi 
on.top                    TRN-hill                                      3B-whoop:DVN\MOD-NOM     be:INC-EXP 
at the top of the hill was to whoop.    
 
13) 4=Z      sf     0nrp>                    
toyuhnoo    ski    nuuntvvneele             
tohiyu=hnoo naski  ni-uunii-atvvneel-ei   
really=CN               this             PRT-3B.PL-do:CMP-NXP                             
Really they did this. 
 
14) azIr        X<scp                 \y 
akvvytvv     wuutlvvstane          wahya 
a-kvvyiii=tvv  wi-uu-atlvvstan-ei     wahya  
3A-first=FC                  TRN-3B-take.off.:CMP-NXP                 wolf             
The wolf took off first.      
 
15) g/cr          XqL                 Gsrn       
kaniitatv    wuukoohe         jiistvvna    
ka-niitatvvi wi-uu-kooh-ei    jiistvvna    
3A-tail                       TRN-3B-saw:CMP-NXP           crawdad             
The crawdad saw the wolf’s tail 
 
16) u-Z         X4Si 
uhnahnoo    wuuthoseei 
uhna=hnoo   wi-uu-athos-ei 
there=CN                 TRN-3B-latch.onto:CMP-NXP           
and latched onto it.     
 
17) XMEZ                 gknd        db9          
wuuluhjahnoo           kalvvnat   tikeesv      
wi-uu-luhj-a=hnoo      kalvvnati   ti-kees-vvi  
TRN-3B\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV=CN      on.top.of               CIS-be:INC-EXP     
When he got to the top of the hill 
 
18) \y         u4hS 
wahya      uuthohise   
wahya      uu-athohis-ei  
wolf                        3B-whoop:CMP-NXP  
the wolf whooped     
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19) vnWrs~     nv      u4hS               Gsrn 
vnawtvvskwu    nav   uuthoohiise       jiistvvna 
vnawtvv=skwu   nav    uu-athohis-ei   jiistvvna 
right.then=DT            near                3B-whoop:CMP-NXP          crawdad 
and right then right beside him the crawdad whooped. 
 
20) ZXZ          tlp              X/ME                    
noowuhn    thaliine         wuuniiluhj          
nookwu=hnoo  thal-iineei    wi-uunii-luhj-a   
now=CN             two-ORD                                      TRN-3B.PL\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV    
When they arrived at the second 
 
21) u:I      0nrp>     a>s~  
uutlooy    nvvntvvneele    aleskwu 
uu-tlooyi   ni-ii-uunii-atvvneel-ei  ale=skwu 
3B-same                PRT-ITR-3B.PL-do:CMP-NXP   and=DT           
they did the same  and also 
 
22) 5ip        mfp             hsfp         {clp 
joiine       nvhkiine       hiskiine   suutaliine 
joi-iineei  nvhki-iineei hiski-iineei suutali-iineei 
three-ORD                        four-ORD                          six-ORD                       seven-ORD 
at the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth  
 
23) z/Z          gl?fp               X/M;                 
khvvhnihnoo   kahlkwookiine       wuuniiluhjv        
khvvhni=hnoo   kahlkwooki-iineei  wi-uunii-luhj-vvi   
until=CN                           seven-ORD                                   TRN-3B.PL\SUB-arrive:CMP-EXP 
until they got to the seventh one, 
 
24) scY9r         u4hS            \y 
staayosvvtvv     uuthohiise      wahya 
staayi=svvi=tvv   uu-athohis-ei   wahya 
hard=INT=FC          3B-whoop:CMP-NXP             wolf 
the wolf whooped real loud.  
 
25) GsrnZ       ns~      fw~x          u4hS            
jiistvvnahnoo  naskwu    khilakwuyv     uuthohiise       
jiistvvna=hnoo na=skwu   khilakwuyv     uu-thohiis-ei    
crawdad=CN                 that=DT                 right.away                  3B-whoop:CMP-NXP          
The crawdad also whooped right away, 
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26) aSZ     \y     g4z 
aseehno wahya  katokhv 
aseehno wahya  katokhv 
but               wolf         why 
but the wolf  said how come    
 
27) elX     /EA0w           i#w       
eeliw   nitsanuula     iijuula    
eelikwu  ni-ji-hi-anuula   iijuula 
possible   PRT-REL-2A-fast                    both   
If you’re so fast how did we both 
 
28) G/Mf             aU/       Knlri 
tiiniiluhk       ahan     khanahlthvvi  
ti-iinii-luhki   ahani    khanahlthvvi 
 CIS-1A.DL\SUB-arrive:IMM     here             hill        
 get to the hill at the same time?    
 
29) GsrnZ            Gy0lr          uc4S>              
jiistvvnahnoo   jiiyenuulitvv     uutaatoseele        
jiistvvna=hnoo  ji-xxyaanuuli=tvv uu-ataat-oseel-ei  
crawdad=CN                        1A-fast =FC          3B-RFL-tell:CMP-NXP                  
“I am fast”, he told the wolf; 
 
30) aSZ        \y     n~        u[w$S 
aseehno  wahya    naawu    uutelhoose 
aseehno  wahya    na=kwu    uu-atelhoos-ei 
however         wolf             that=DT    3B-find.out:CMP-NXP                       
but the wolf found out  
 
31) g/crZ            g4sb          Gsrn     vsf/   =sd 
kaniitatvvhnoo      kathoske       jiistvvn  vskin  yuust 
ka-niitatvvi=hnoo  ka-tosk-ei jiistvvna    vskini yuusti 
3A-tail=CN                               3A-latch.onto:INC-NXP   crawdad            that            reason 
That he was latching onto his tail, that’s why 
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32) i#wU~         \/Mb             [Kn<ri 
iijuulahaw    waniiluhke     teekhanahlthvvi 
iijuula-ha=kwu wi-anii-luhk-ei  tee-khanahlthvvi 
 both-only =DT             TRN-3A.PL-arrive:CMP-NXP       DST-hill 
they got to the hills together.  
 
33) \yZ        u[w$S            nXZ       
wahyahnoo   uutelhoose       naawuhnoo   
wahya=hnoo  uu-atelhoos-ei  na=kwu=hnoo  
wolf=CN            3B-notice:CMP-NXP           that=DT=CN 
The wolf noticed and then 
 
34) cgg-p                Gsrn   4=r            h]0L 
taakakahnane        jiistvvna tooyutvv      hiloonuuhe 
tee-aji-akahnan-ei jiistvvna toohiyu=tvv    hi-loonuuh-ei 
 DST-3O-look.at:CMP-NXP          crawdad          really=FC              2A-cheat:CMP-NXP 
looked at the crawdad and said “You’re truly cheating.”  
 
35) G/crZ               Gsfw\dS                      
jiniitatvhnoo    tskhilawtiise         
ji-niitatvvi=hnoo ji-ski-hkhilawtiis-ei  
1A-tail=CN                              REL-2/1-ride.on:INC-NXP       
“You were hanging onto my tail,” 
 
36) aqS>    Gsrn 
aakooseele   jiistvvna 
aji-ooseel-ei jiistvvna 
3O-tell:CMP-NXP       crawdad               
he said to the crawdad 
 
37) u-\rZ         aGbh4>               Gsrn 
uhnawtvhno     ajikhehiitoole          jiistvvn 
uhna=kwu=tvv=hnoo aji-khehvs-iitool-ei     jiistvvna 
there=DT=FC=CN       3O-chase:CMP-AMB:CMP-NXP       crawdad 
and right then he started chasing him  
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38) /gBG/Isf    u-Z              \G/xZ          
nikayejiniiyiisk    uhnahnoo   wajiniiyvvhnoo   
ni-ka-aji-niiyiisk-i   uhna=hnoo   wi-aji-niiyvvh-a=hnoo 
PRT-NGT-3O-catch:INC\AGT-NOM              there=CN         TRN-3O-catch:CMP\SUB-TAV=CN 
Until he caught him.  And when he caught him 
  
39) \Gyop   vsfXZ   /ga 
waajiyaohne   vvskiwuhnoo  nikaaa 
wi-aji-ya-ohn-ei    vvski=kwu=hnoo nikaaa 
TRN-3O-eat:CMP-TRM-NXP           that=DT=CN                     end 
he ate him up. And that’s the end    
 
2. THE SEARCH PARTY 
The following story is told by Mr. Benny Smith; it involves a Search party 
traveling along the Arkansas River and giving names to several locations. This 
narrative shows an interesting alternation between the transitive verb ‘to name’ and 
its Middle counterpart ‘to be named, to be called.’ There are also several examples of 
the Locative prefix that is used on nouns to indicate a place characterized by that 
noun. 
1) #ng8Zl4> 
juunakthenoliitoole 
ji-uunii-akahthenol-iitool-ei 
REL-3B.PL-observe:CMP-AMB:CMP-NXP 
The Search Party “when they were looking around” 
 
2) Mhx Gb9    ^R     esg/   un[m  
luhiyv jikeesv  thlasi eskaa   uunateehnv     
luhiyv ji-kees-vvi  thlasi eskaahni  uunii-ateehn-vvi  
long.ago   REL-be:CMP-EXP not    yet   in.this.vicinity   3B.PL-be.born:CMP-EXP 
A long time ago no one yet lived in this area 
 
3) u/M;   GbS    
uuniiluhjv   jikeese    
uunii-luhj-vvi  ji-kees-ei   
3B.PL-arrive:CMP-EXP   REL-be:CMP-EXP  
They arrived  
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4) g=w    up4>   ung8Zl4>      igc  
kaayul  uuneetoole     uunakhteenooliitoole        iikaat 
kaayula uunii-eetool-ei uunii-akahteenool-iitool-ei    iikaata 
already   3B.PL-walk.around:CMP-NXP  3B.PL-look.around:CMP-AMB:CMP-NXP few 
already a few of them walked around,   looked around  
 
5) ubwPc Gb9   R?y    #ncm^ 
uukeelaweet jikeesv  sikwooy  juuntaanvvthl 
uukeelaweeta  ji-kees-vvi sikwooya ti-uunii-ataat-nvvthla 
Ugelaweda  REL-be:CMP-EXP Sequoyah   DST2-3B.PL-RFL-brother 
Ugelawada was Sequoyah’s brother  
 
6) cT/4L    c-\  ap4 
taathihniitoohe   taahnaw  aneetoo 
tee-a-ahthihn-iitooh-ei  taahnawa  anii-eetooh-i 
DST-3A-lead:INC-AMB:INC-NXP war  3A.PL-walk.around:INC\AGT-NOM 
He was leading a war party 
 
7) e?/      uPxi      u/scQr4> 
eekwoon      uuweeyv  uuniistaawatvvtoole 
eekwooni     uuweeyvvi  uunii-staawatvvs-tool-ei  
Egwoni [Arkansas River]    river         3B.PL-follow:CMP-AMB:CMP-NXP    
They followed and stopped along the Arkansas 
 
8) hksf    apH   up4k      
hilvvsk  aneehv      uuneetoolv  
hilvvski anii-eeh-vvi   uunii-eetool-vvi   
Several           3A.PL-live:INC-EXP\SUB           3B.PL-walk.around:CMP-EXP  
Several who were there walked around 
 
9) jZe        nhx   Gb9 
tuunooe    nahiyv       jikeesv 
tee-uunii-oo-ei  nahiyvvi  ji-kees-vvi 
DST-3B.PL-name:CMP-NXP  at.that.time  REL-be:CMP-EXP 
They named it at that time 
 
10) nm   #Y!9     ;j4              qh     Gg  
naa=nv juuyoohuusv     jvvtuuto           khoohi jik  
na=nv ti-uu-yoohuus-vvi ji-ii-tee-uu-at-ooa   khoohi ji-ka  
that=F2  CIS-3B-die:CMP-DVB    REL-ITR-DST-3B-MDL-name(T):PRC   today   REL-be:PRC 
To this day its name is “where one died”   
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11) up4>       u-   u/q\r             
uuneetoole       uuhna  uuniikoowahv 
uunii-eetool-ei     uuhna  uunii-koowah-vvi 
3B.PL-walk.around:CMP-EXP there        3B.PL-see:CMP-EXP         
They walked around there, they saw  
 
12) f]   uY!9i        sfZi=sd       #Y!9 
khilo uuyoohuusv   skihnoiyuust     juuyoohuusv 
khilo uu-yoohuus-vvi vvskihnoiyuusti  ti-uu-yoohuus-vvi 
someone 3B-die:CMP-EXP        that’s.why                         CIS-3B-die:CMP-DVB       
someone had died.                     That’s  why  “place where one died” 
 
13) j4e               u-n     
tuunooe         uuhnaana   
tee-uunii-oo-e      uuhna=na  
DST-3B.PL-name(T):CMP-NXP  there=F2     
was the name of that place 
 
14) 0>        AMI/bx          d6      up4>        u-n 
nuule   saluuynikeeyv     tiitl  uuneetoole      uuhnaana 
nookwu=le saluuyinikeeyvvi tiitla  uunii-eetool-ei  uuhna=na 
now=PO           Sallisaw    towards  3B.PL-walk.around:CMP-NXP  there=F2     
And then they went in the direction of Sallisaw. They walked around there 
 
15) u/ME      sFs49      AMI   i=sd  
uuniiluhj     skwistosv    saluuy  iyuust  
uunii-luhj-a   skwiisti-svvi saluuyi  iyuusti  
3B.PL\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV   a.lot-INT         thicket     like   
When they arrived it was very thickety 
 
16) u\/[sf  i=sd    AMI     bSi 
uuwanteesk  iyuust   saluuy   keese 
uuwanteeski iyuusti  saluuyi  kees-ei 
flat.long.plain     like              thicket         be:CMP-NXP 
like a long flat plain of thickets 
 
17) usfZ=sd   AMI/bx         jZe 
vvskinoyust  saluuynikeeyv   tuunooe  
vvskinoyusti  saluuynikeeyv   tee-uunii-ooe-i  
that’s.why            Sallisaw   DST-3B.PL-name(T):CMP-NXP       
that’s why they called it Sallisaw 
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18) un uPx        0>     c0q         
uuhna  uuweeyv      nuule  taahnuuko  
uuhna  uuweeyvvi nokwu=le  taahnuuko=i  
There     stream       then=PO gar-LOC        
And then there is a stream at Vian,  
 
19) d6    uPx   u/M} 
titl    uuweeyv  uuniiluhje 
tiitla  uuweeyvvi  uunii-luhj-eei 
towards      river  3B.PL-arrive:CMP-NXP\SUB 
when they arrived at the river. 
 
20) u-m  sFs49    jnqL  
uuhnanv  skwistosv  tuuniikoohe   
uuhna=nv  skwiisti-svvi  tee-uunii-kooh-ei  
there=F2  a.lot-INT   DST-3B.PL-see:CMP-NXP  
There they saw a whole lot of  
 
21) aEd     c0f   i=sd 
ajat  taahnuuk   iyuust 
ajati  taahnuuko  iyuusti 
fish    gar   like 
fish like gar. 
 
22) usfZ=sd Gj4       c0q     
uuskinoyuust  jituuto   tahnuko  
uuskinoyuusti ji-tee-uu-atooa  tahnuko-i 
that’s.why          REL-DST-3B-be.called:PRC gar-LOC 
That’s why it’s called ‘Gar’ [Vian].   
 
23) 0>   aGsz/bsr      uPx  u/M} 
nule  ajiskvnikeestv     uuweeyv  uuniiluhje  
nokwu=le  ajiskvnikeestvvi  uuweeyvvi uunii-luhj-ei  
now=PO        Gore      stream    3B.PL-arrive:CMP-NXP 
And then at Gore they arrived at the river 
 
24) u-ms~     aEc  sFs49      
uuhnaanvskwu   ajat  skwiistosv  
uuhna=na=skwu    ajati  skwiisti-svvi  
there=F2=DT   fish  a.lot-INT 
There also was a whole lot of fish.  
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25) a/Gsz/b   j/qL 
aniijiskvnike   tuuniikoohe  
anii-jiskvnikeei tee-uunii-kooh-ei 
3A.PL-carp   DST-3B.PL-see:CMP-NXP 
They saw carp 
 
usfZ=sd    Gj4                  aGszbsr      
uskinoyuust  jituutoo            ajiskvnikeestv   
uuskinoyuusti  ji-tee-uu-atooa   ajiskvnikee-stvvvi  
that’s.why  REL-DST-3B-be.called:PRC        carp-?                                           
That’s why it’s called Gore   
 
26) 0>   #sQgC       Gj4 
nuule  juuskwakahli   jituutoo 
nookwu=le ti-uu-xskwakahli  ji-tee-uu-atooa 
now=PO   DST2-3B-striped             REL-DST-3B-be.called:PRC    
and then at what is called “Striped” [Forth Gibson] 
 
27) u/M}   aqd    =sd   bS    u-m  
uuniiluhje    akooti yuust  keese    uuhnaanv 
uunii-luhj-ei akooti yuusti  kees-ei  uuhna=nv 
3B.PL-arrive:CMP-NXP   prairie     like     be:CMP-NXP    there=F2 
they arrived, it was like a prairie there 
 
28) a/aUW    #/sQgC        sFs49   j/qL 
aniiahaw juuniiskwakahl     skwiistosv   tuuniikoohe 
anii-ahawi ti-uunii-xskwahli   skwiisti-svvi tee-uunii-kooh-ei 
3A.PL-deer         DST2-3B.PL-striped              a.lot-INT               DST-3B.PL-see:CMP-NXP 
There they saw a whole lot of striped deer. 
 
29) usfm   #sQgC              Gj4a 
uuskinv    juuskwakahli   jituutooa  
uuskinv    ti-uu-xskwahli   ji-tee-uu-at-ooa  
that                   DST2-3B-striped               REL-DST-3B-MDL-name(T):PRC 
That’s why it’s called “Striped” [Fort Gibson] 
 
30) un   a_h    X/M}     u-ms~ 
uuhna aamoo   wuuniiluhje   uuhnanvsk 
uuhna aama-hi   wi-uunii-luhj-ei  uuhna=nv=skwu 
there      salt-LOC  TRN-3B.PL-arrive:CMP-NXP      there=F2=DT 
There at “Salt” [Salina] they arrived at that place there  
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31) a% sFs49   znb9      glbBi     
aam skwiistosv  khvnakeesv  kalkeeye  
aama skwiistosvvi khvnakeesv  ka-ali-keey-ei 
salt a.lot-INT             in.the.open               3A-MDL-scatter(T):CMP-NXP 
a whole lot of salt   was scattered about   
 
32) unsf=sd  a_        GJ4e 
uunaskiyuust   aamo      jituutooe 
uunaskinoyuusti  aama-hi    ji-tee-uu-atoo-ei 
that’s.why             salt-LOC    REL-DST-3B-MDL-name(T):CMP-NXP 
There that’s why it’s called “Salt” [Salina] 
 
3. THE TURTLE AND THE RABBIT 
 
The following narrative was told by Mrs. Rosa M. Carter; a shorter and somewhat 
different North Carolina version is also in Speck (1926:111). This text has a rich 
variety of adverbials; of particular note is the use of Irrealis yi- to express 
subordinate ‘if’ as well as the ‘when(ever)’ time adverbial. This prepronominal prefix 
also is used in this story for main negation, conditional, and future meanings. There 
are several Deverbal Noun stems with the Negative Time prefix ka- and Modal tone 
indicating ability. Unlike the other race narrative in this chapter, there are no 
instances of the Object Focus prefixes, despite the fact that the story centers on two 
animals of seemingly equal animacy. The less-commonly seen Completive form of 
the ‘to be’ copula also appears several times. 
 
1) 0lst/4k               cgR   jfx                    Gsj 
nuulsthaniitoolv          taks  tuukhiiyv         jiist 
ni-uu-alisthan-iitool-vvi taksi tee-uu-khiiy-vvi    jiistu 
PRT-3B-happen:CMP-AMB:CMP-EXP    turtle      DST-3B-beat.in.a.race:CMP-EXP         rabbit 
How the turtle beat the rabbit.    
 
2) /gcr        unm8       
nikaatatvv   uunahnthe   
nikaata=tvv   uunii-anvhth-ei  
all=FC                     3B.PL-know:CMP-NXP        
They all knew that  
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3) Gsj   osc      aC4h       b9 
jiist   oost    athliito    keesv 
jiistu  oosta    a-atithliitooh-i     kees-vvi 
rabbit          good          3A-run:INC\AGT-NOM                  be:INC-EXP\SUB    
the rabbit was a good runner.    
 
4) un4fysd       u/ZLV             Gsj nm     csR 
uunthokiiyaasti  uuniihnooheehle     jiist nahn   taks 
uunii-athokiiyaast-i uunii-hnooheehl-ei jiistu na=hnvtaksi 
3B.PL-race:DVN-NOM2                  3B.PL-talk:CMP-NXP       rabbit     the=CN      turtle 
The turtle and the rabbit talked about a race.   
 
5) um8      z\:hsd     bH   
uuhnthe         kvvwthloohist       keehv     
uu-anvhth-ei    ka-uu-athloohist-i   keeh-vvi  
3B-know:CMP-NXP      NGT-3B-beat:DVN\MOD-NOM     be:CMP-EXP      
 He knew that he could beat him, 
 
6) n  cgR  usgZl      bH           azC4h  
na  taks  uuskanool    keehv       athliito 
na  taksi uu-skanooli  keeh-vvi   a-atithliitooh-i 
that       turtle         3B-slow                    be:CMP-EXP             3A-run:INC\AGT-NOM        
because the turtle was a slow runner.  
 
7) j0gtpi             n    x      ig     
tuunukhthane          na  yv     iik    
tee-uunii-ukahthan-ei na  iiyvvi  iika  
DST-3B.PL-decide:CMP-NXP             that       when        day           
They decided on what day 
 
8) vsfn     =nrmT 
vvskina    yuuntvvhnti 
vvskina   yi-uunii-atvvhnt-i 
that.way            IRR-3B.PL-do:DVN-NOM2    
they would do this.   
 
9) cgRsf/   bH Z          jCZLtp                    
taksiskin    keehvhno      tuuhlinohehthane         
taksi=skini  keeh-vvi=hnoo  tee-uu-ali-hnohehthan-ei  
turtle=CS                 be:CMP-EXP=CN      DST-3B-MDL-talk:CMP-NXP 
But the turtle talked to      
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10) #l          Z~>      Rcpk               a/p 
juuli       noowle   sitaaneelv        aniine 
ti-uu-aliii nookwu=le  sitaaneelvvi    anii-neela 
DST2-3B-friend    now=PO             family                            3A.PL-live:PRC\SUB                     
his friends and family members that lived together 
 
11) 0sr    jXzr              jZS>                  
nuustv   tuuwuukhthv       tuuhnooseele      
nuustvvi tee-uu-uukhth-vvi   tee-uu-hnooseel-ei   
way.it.is      DST-3B-plan:CMP-DVB          DST-3B-tell:CMP-EXP               
He told them about his plans               
             
12) /z\rd              bH          
nikvvwatvvhnt       keehv      
ni-ka-uu-atvvhnt-i    keeh-vvi  
PRT-NGT-3B-do:DVN\MOD-NOM    be:CMP-EXP  
and what he could do     
 
13) z\c:hsd                 bH 
kvvwataathloohist         keehv 
ka-uu-ataat-atloohist-i     keehvvi 
NGT-3B-RFL-beat.in.race:DVN\MOD-NOM       be:CMP-EXP     
for him to be able to beat him.            
 
14) Z~      usQkhV           ig    
noow   uuskwalvhihle      iik   
nookwu  uu-skwalvhihl-ei  iika  
now       3B-come.time:CMP-NXP          day       
The day came and 
 
15) ap-i         /z         uncCAp  
aneehnai      nikhv     uuntahlisane   
anii-eehnai  nikhvvi  uunii-at-xxhlisan-ei 
3A.PL-animal             everywhere     3B.PL-MDL-gather(T):CMP-NXP        
all the animals came together     
 
16) ung4s4d           an4fysd 
uunakhthostohti       ahnthokiiyaasti 
uunii-akahthostoht-i   anii-ahthokiiyaast-i 
3B.PL-watch:DVN-NOM2               3A.PL-race:DVN-NOM2    
to watch the race.     
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17) 0nrp>                 a/D       cgR   jZSk  
nuuntvvneele         aniiso   taks  tuuhnooseelv 
ni-uunii-atvvneel-ei   anii-soi taksi tee-uu-hnooseel-vvi 
PRT-3B.PL-do:CMP-NXP                      3A.PL-other      turtle             DST-3B-tell:CMP-NXP\SUB                    
The others did what the turtle told them 
 
18) 0srZ     jXztm                   
nuustvvhn  tuuwuukhthanv          
nuustvvi=hnoo tee-uu-uukahthan-vvi  
way.it.is=CN      DST-3B-plan:CMP-EXP\SUB        
what they had planned 
 
19) m~     azI    gjR     
nvw      akvvyi katuus 
nvvkwu  akvvyi katuusi 
now                 first         top                        
“The first mountain top 
 
20) IzlsqlcR         azI     WE]hsT     
yikvvliskohltaas    akvvy    wijalohisti 
yi-kvv-liskohltaasi  akvvyi  wi-ja-lohist-i  
IRR-1/2-permit:IMM            first                   TRN-2B-pass:DVN-NOM2    
“I will let you get there first       
 
21) Rm ay   5i   yfMw        o/     Ig              
siin  ay   jo    yakiluul     oohni  yikaa          
siinv aya  joi  yi-aki-luula  oohni  yi-ji-aai      
still          I          three         IRR-1B-need:IMM     behind    IRR-1A-walk:IMM\SUB      
I will still need three, since I will be behind you.”        
 
22) urp          Gsj 
uutvvne        jiist 
uu-atvvn-ei   jiistu 
3B-say:CMP-NXP              rabbit     
the rabbit said. 
 
23) vsf    0sr    u/ZL<               
vvskin   nuustv   uuniihnooheehlv   
vvskini  nuustvvi uunii-hnooheehl-vvi 
that.one      way.it.is          3B.PL-say:CMP-EXP\SUB 
What they had talked about,     
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24) n 0nrpk                  
na  nuuntvvneele          
na  ni-uunii-atvvneel-ei  
 that     PRT-3B.PL-do:CMP-NXP                    
they did it. 
 
25) u/fS         cgR 
uuhniikiise    taksi  
uu-ahniikiis-ei taksi  
3B-leave:CMP-NXP       turtle                            
The turtle left.  
 
26) azI  5ck         \dCS                XqL             Gsj 
akvvyi jootalv      wathliise         wuukoohe      jiist 
akvvyi ti-ootalvvi  wi-a-atihthliis-ei   wi-uu-kooh-ei  jiistu 
first         CIS-mountain          TRN-3A-run:INC-NXP\SUB       TRN-3B-see:INC-NXP  rabbit 
The rabbit saw him running over the first mountain.   
 
27) m~      un>m                an4fysz  
nvvw     uunaleenv           ahnthookhiyaskv 
nvvkwu   uunii-aleenvvh-a      anii-ahthookhiyask-vvi 
now              3B.PL-start:CMP\SUB-TAV                   3A.PL-race:INC-EXP\SUB                   
that’s when they started racing    
 
28) 0sr      u/ZL<                cfRZ     
nuustv  uuniihnooheehlv   takshnoo   
nuustvvi uunii-hnooheehl-vvi  taksi=hnoo  
way.it.is      3B.PL-tell:CMP-EXP            turtle=CN                            
They told how the turtles  
 
29) n~   nnrpU       A~U  
nakw  nantvvneehv    saakwuha 
na=kwu  ni-anii=atvvneeh=vvi  saakwu-ha  
that=DT         PRT-3A.PL-tell:INC-EXP\SUB       one-all     
did it one at a time  
 
30) Rcpk     ap   u-      #li>   If 
siitanelv  anee  uhna  juuliiile  yik 
siitanelvvi   anii-neela        uhna        ti-uu-aliii=le   yi-ki 
family           3A.PL-live:PRC\SUB      there    DST2-3B-friend=PO   IRR-be:IMM 
as a family that lives there or friends 
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31) 5ck          IXME                  Gsj    
jootalv        yiwuuluhj            jiist 
ti-ootalvvi      yi-wi-uu-luhj-a           jiistu 
CIS-mountain    IRR-TRN-3B\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV           rabbit 
Whenever the rabbit got to the mountain 
 
32) u-  \qTsb        cfR    WKnMsz  
uhna  wakothiske   taks   wikhanaluuskv   
uhna  wi-a-kothisk-ei  taksi  wi-ka-hnaluusk-vvi   
 there      TRN-3A-saw:INC-NXP    turtle    TRN-3A-ascend:INC-EXP\SUB      
there he saw the turtle going up  
 
33) X[lz           =sdU       
wuuteeliikv    yuustiiha   
wi-uu-ateeliik-vvi     yuustiiha    
TRN-3B-go.out.of sight:INC-EXP\SUB     every.time                   
and down every time   
 
34) D      5c>            IXME 
so    jootale      yiwuuluhj 
soi  ti-ootalvvi=le  yi-wi-uu-luhj-a    
another         CIS=mountain=PO                    IRR-TRN-3B\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV            
When he got to another mountain      
 
35) vsf  nnrpL             vsfx   o/    5ck    
vvski naantvvneehe       vvskiiyv  oohni jootalv  
vvski ni-anii-atvvneeh-ei  vvskiiyv oohni ti-ootalvvi 
That          PRT-3A.PL-do:IMP-NXP                   that.far           behind       CIS-mountain   
that’s how they were doing it.                       He was that far at the last mountain  
 
36) fw    \C9            
khil   waathliisv     
khila  wi-a-atihthliis-vvi    
Just.now   TRN-3A-run:IMP-DVB                 
When he was running     
 
37) Z~  #xP5m                    bS     Gsj 
nookw     juuyvweechonv           keese  jiist 
nookwu    ti-uu-yvweej-ohn-vvi     kees-ei  jiistu 
now                  DST2-3B-be.tired:CMP-TRM-DVB         be:INC-NXP         rabbit  
the rabbit was wore out. 
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38) Z~      XME                  X-M9                   
nookw   wuuluhj             wuuhnaluusv           
nookwu  wi-uu-luhj-a         wi-uu-hnaluus-vvi                                                                               
now          TRN-3B\SUB-arrive:CMP-TAV   TRN-3B-ascend:CMP-DVB    
When he got there on the top 
 
39) o/     5ck         XqL  
oohni    jootalv      wuukoohe  
oohni    ti-ootalvvi  wi-uu-kooh-ei        
behind                CIS-mountain         TRN-3B-see:CMP-NXP 
of the last mountain that’s when he saw.   
 
40) Z~  n   cfR  jfysz                  Wg]sz 
nookwu na taks  tuukhiiyaaskv          wikalooskv 
nookwu na taksi  tee-uu-khiiyaask-vvi   wi-ka-loosk-vvi                                                                                           
Now          that  turtle    DST-3B-win:INC-EXP\SUB           TRN-3A-pass:INC-DVB          
the turtle running ahead of him, crossing      
 
41) unc]hsd           ascmm          
uuntahlohisti        aastanvvhnv     
uunii-atahlohist-i    a-stanvvhn-vvi  
3B.PL-beat.in.a.race:DVN-NOM2              3A-draw:CMP-DVB        
The winning line.       
 
42) Z~   XqL                \gC9   n cfR 
nokw    wuukoohe         wathliisv   na taks  
nookwu  wi-uu-kooh-ei    wi-a-atithliis-vvi  na taksi 
now              TRN-3B-see:CMP-NXP          TRN-3A-run:CMP-EXP\SUB       that   turtle       
He saw the turtle running 
 
43) Gsjm      #yP5m           bLZ            
jiistuhnv   juuyaweechonv     keehehno 
jiistu=hnv      ti-uu-yaweej-ohn-vvi   keeh-ei=hno  
rabbit=CN                 DST2-3B-be.tired:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB     be:CMP-NXP=CN                
and the rabbi was worn out.  
 
44) XmGV                 nv 
wuunvvjiithle        nav 
wi-uu-nvjiithl-ei    nav 
TRN-3B-fall.headfirst:CMP-NXP              near         
He fell headfirst near it.    
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45) ^    =m8           Gsj   bL         0nrpk   
thla yuuhnthe       jiistu  keehe    nuuntvvvneelv   
thla yi-uu-nvhth-ei jiistu keeh-ei ni-uunii-atvvvneel-vvi 
NEG     IRR-3B-know:INC-NXP    rabbit      be:CMP-NXP       PRT-3B.PL-do:CMP-EXP\SUB                         
The rabbit didn’t know what they had done 
 
46) aS  ngc     u/:IU                bS  
asee  nikaat   uuniithlooyiiha     keese 
asee  nikaata   uunii-thlooyi-ha     kees-ei 
however all                     3B.PL-same-all                   be:INC-NXP        
However they all looked the same 
 
47) cfR #l             Z~>  Rcpk        a/pw   
taks   juuli         noole   sitaneelv    aniinee 
taksi  ti-uu-aliii  nookwule sitaneelvvi   anii-neela  
turtle          DST2-3B-friend         now=PO         family                 3A.PL-live:PRC\SUB              
The turtle's friends and family where they’re all living 
 
48) ^     y[]$sb                nmrpH  
thla  yateelohooske        nantvvneehv 
thla  yi-a-ateelohoosk-ei  ni-anii-atvvneeh-vvi 
NEG         IRR-3A-find.out:INC:NXP          PRT-3A.PL-do:INC-DVB 
He didn't  find out what they were doing 
 
49) n cfR  A~U      n    gjR 
na taks   saakwuha  na   katuus 
na taksi  saakwu-ha   na     katuusi 
that    turtle     one-all       that       top 
The turtles one at a time the top  
 
50) ock>      If       e4L               nm  
ootalvle   yik     eetoohe         nahn 
ootalvvi=le  yi-ki  a-eetooh-ei  na-hnv 
mountain=PO                   IRR-be:IMM      3A-walk.around:INC-NXP    that=CN 
or mountain were there  and 
 
51) o/Z      ock         m     #>m           
oohnihno   ootalv     na  juuleenv         
oohni=hnoo ootalvvi  na  ti-uu-aleen-vvi    
back=CN                mountain           that    CIS-3B-start:CMP-EXP\SUB    
the last  mountain where he started.        
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52) cfR     bS  =jl          qsd     f]      
taks   keese yuutuuli     koost    khilo  
taksi   kees-ei yi-uu-atuuliiha koosti    khilo   
turtle      be:INC-NXP        IRR-3B-want:PRC\SUB  something    someone                     
as for the turtle, if someone wants 
 
53) urd        0lsc/4k 
uuthvti    nuulsthaniitoolv 
uu-ahthvt-i  ni-uu-alisthan-iitool-vvi 
3B-ask :DVN-NOM2 PRT-3B-happen:CMP-AMB:CMP-EXP\SUB 
to ask him about what happened  
 
54) XmG<           n  Gsd     #yP5m       bS       
wuunvvjiihla      na jiist   juuyaweechonv       keese  
wi-uu-nvvjiihl-a    na jiistu  ti-uu-yaweej-ohn-vvi  kees-ei 
TRN-3B-fall:CMP\SUB-TAV that rabbit  DST2-3B-be.tired:CMP-TRM:CMP-DVB be:INC-NXP  
when the rabbit fell, he was exhausted  
 
55) u:I~   Gnrp$      qhfx       Gf 
uuthlooyikw    jinatvvneeho         khohiyv    jik   
uu-thlooyi=kwu  ji-ni-a-atvvneeh-oi  khohiyvvi ji-ki  
3B-same=DT                REL-PRT-3A-do:INC-HAB\SUB             today      REL-be:IMM\SUB 
just like he does nowadays; 
 
56) IjyPE    Igmf~ 
yituuyaweej      yikanvvkikwu 
yi-tee-uu-yaweej-a     yi-ka-nvvki=kwu 
IRR-DST-3B-be.tired:CMP-TAV  IRR-3A-fall:IMM=DT 
when he gets tired, he’ll just fall.  
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